
[Book I.]

The second letter of the alphabet: called iſ and

ū; (TA in a J. JS -95) the latter of which

forms is used in spelling; like as are its analogues,

as G [and Új and U- [and tâ- and 9) and U2 [and

Us and 3 and Us] and L, ; because in this case

they are not generally regarded as nouns, but

as mere sounds: (Sb, M. :) [these are generally

pronounced with imáleh, i.e. bā, té, &c., with

the exception of e-, 3-, U2, and U3 ; and when

they are regarded as nouns, their duals are cº,

º, &c. :] the pl. ofà is &lá; and that of

tº is ń. (TA ubi suprā.) It is one of the

letters termed *** [or vocal, i. e. pronounced

with the voice, and not with the breath only];

and of those termed a.… [or labial); and of

those termed &# [or pronounced with the ex

tremity of the tongue or the lips]: Kh says that

the letters of the second and third classes above

mentioned [the latter of which comprises the

former] are those composing the words &- 2.

-i. ; and on account of their easiness of utterance,

they abound in the composition of words, so that

no perfect quinqueliteral-radical word is without

one or more of them, unless it is of the class

termed 2,3, not of the classical language of

the Arabs. (TA at the commencement of rºle

*")— In the dial. of Mázin, it is changed into

Le; (TA ubi supra;) as in ić, which thus becomes

ãº, (the town of Mekkeh]. (TA in JSI -u

a J.)=~ is a preposition, or particle govern

ing the gen. case; (S, Mughnee, K;) having

kesr for its invariable termination because it is

impossible to begin with a letter after which one

makes a pause ; ($ ;) or, correctly speaking,

having a vowel for its invariable termination

because it is impossible to begin with a quiescent

letter; and having kesr, not fet-h, to make it

accord with its government [of the gen. case],

and to distinguish between it and that which is

both a noun and a particle. (IB.) It is used

to denote adhesion (Sb, T, S, M, Mughnee, K)

of the verb to its objective complement, (S,)

or of a noun or verb to that to which it is itself

prefixed; (TA;) and adjunction, or association:

(Sb, T:) and some say that its meaning of de

noting adhesion is inseparable from it; and there

fore Sb restricted himself to the mention of this

meaning: (Mughnee:) or Sb says that its pri

mary meaning is that of denoting adhesion and

mixture. (Ibn-Es-Sāigh, quoted in a marginal

note in a copy of the Mughnee.) It denotes adhe

sion [&c.] in the proper sense; (Mughnee, K5) as
in * 2 o' of

I laid hold upon, or seized, [Zeyd, or] somewhat

of the body of Zeyd, or n:hat might detain him,

as an arm or a hand, or a garment, and the like;

x o of

whereas & may mean I withheld him, or

<<-el, (M, Mughnee, K,) meaning

\–’
©

restrained him, from acting according to his own

free will: (Mughnee :) and it denotes the same

in a tropical sense; (Mughnee, K;) as in <ºr.

* [I passed by Zeyd]; ($, Mughnee, K;) as

though meaning I made my passing to adhere

to Zeyd, (S;) or I made my passing to adhere

to a place near to Zeyd: accord. to Akh, it is
• * > 0 , ,- ...)

for *3 **** but *śjr. is more common

than aºke ºxy-2, and is therefore more properly

regarded as the original form of expression :

(Mughnee :) accord. to F, the vowel of this pre

position is kesr [when it is prefixed to a noun

or a pronoun]; or, as some say, it is fet-h when

it is with a noun properly so called; as in•º:

so in the K; this being the reverse of what they

have prescribed in the case of [the preposition]

J: but in the case of J, no vowel but kesr is

known. (M.F.) It denotes the same in the saying

às a. [In him is a disease; i. e. a disease is

clearing to him]: and so [accord. to some] in

& <<-si [I snore, or, emphatically, I snear,

iy God; and similar phrases, respecting which

see a later division of this paragraph]. (L.) So,

too, in it, 9,ii, because meaning He associated

another with God: and in CŞā. <!-3, Inean

ing I associated a Jºë3 [or factor &c.] with

such a one. (T.) [And so in other phrases here

following.] 23. Jºſé Keep thou to Zeyd : or

take thou Zeyd. (TA WOceJº) 3& Jºſé Keep

thou to such a thing : (El-Munāwee:) or take thou

such a thing. (Ham p. 216).sº º Keep

thou to it, Urºš meaning tº Jºkaš, (Mgh in art.

_ox3,) [or let him keep to it, i. e. º agº, ‘Or

thou hast taken to, or adopted and followed, Or

adhered to, the established nay, or the way esta

blished by the Prophet, i.e. <3-i:3, (Mgh)

or he hath taken to, &c., i. e. 3- a:[3, (IAth,

TA in art. Loº,) or by this practice, or action,

is eaccellence attained, or he will attain eaccellence,

i. e. Jºãº Jú aúl, a1 ~! •º, Or Jú

Jºaºl; (IAth ubi supra $) and excellent is the

practice, the established way, or the may esta:

blished by the Prophet, tº as 3 meaning ~~~5

à itas-, (Mgh,) or and excellent ..is the

practice, or the action, i. e. al-as-J' ~~~2, (S

and K in art. sas,) or âûâl : it as- <3.

(IAth ubi supra ) and it also occurs in a trad,

where the meaning is [He who hath done such

a thing hath adhered to the ordinance of indul

gence; and excellent is the practice, or action,

&c.; for here tº is meant to imply] +a+gº

3-i. (TA in the present art. See also art. sas.)

– It is also used to render a verb transitive;

(Mughnee, K;) having the same effect as hemzeh

[prefixed], in causing [what would otherwise be]

the agent to become an objective complement;

as in º ºss syn, with & II made Zºya

to go anay; or I took him anay]; (Mughnee;)

and hence, [in the Kurii. 16,* Af -ºš

[God taketh anay their light]; (Mughnee, K;)

which refutes the assertion of Mbr and Suh, that

*3. ~A3 means [I went anay with Zeyd;

i. e.] I accompanied Zeyd in going anay.

(Mughnee.) J says that any verb that is not

trans. you may render so by means of -º and

[prefixed] and reduplication [of the medial radical

letter]: you say, * ju, and §uſ and §: [as

meaning. He made *im to Jºy, or to fly anay]:

but IB says that this is not correct as of common

application; for some verbs are rendered trans.

by means of hemzeh, but not by reduplication;

and some by reduplication, but not by hemzeh;

and some by ~, but not by hemzeh nor by re

duplication: you say, 32-ºxº º < *śs [as mean

ing I made 'Amr to repel Zeyd, lit. I repelled

Zeyd by 'Amr], but not& nor &#3. (TA.)

— It also denotes the employing a thing as an

aid or instrument; ($, M," Mughnee, K;*) as

in 21:9 <é [I wrote nith the reed-pen];

(S, Mughnee, K:) and 22:49 <!- [I norked

as a carpenter neith the adj; (Mughnee, K;)

and -º-< [I struck n'ith the snºord].

(M.) And hence the - in &f~, (Mughnee,

K.) accord. to some, because the action [before

which it is pronounced] is not practicable in the

most perfect manner but by means of it: (Mugh

nee :) but others disallow this, because the name

of God should not be regarded as an instrument:

(MF, TA :) and some say that the Jº here is

to denote beginning, as though one said, ići

372* [I begin with the name of God]. (TA.)
- O - - o a w

—It also denotes a cause; as in sºuls 28-1

Jºsé2-ti [Verily ye have wronged

Jourselves by, i.e. because of, your taking to

Ayourselves the calf as a god (Kurii. 51)]; and

inº G3. §§ [And every one of these nee

have punished for, i.e. because of his sin (Kur

xxix. 39)]; (Mughnee, K;) and in Jé4. &

** ãº, 244– [Not any of you shall enter

Paradise by, or for, or because of, his n'orks].

(TA from a trad) And so in 3–9, 23, …iſ

I met, or found, by reason of my meeting, or

finding, Zeyd, the lion: (Mughnee :) or the -º

in this instance denotes comparison; [i. e. I met,

or found, in Zeyd the like of the lion;] as also
- • - 2 7 : * of~ -

in 2-ºlº ~!!, [I saw in such a one the
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like of the moon]. (TA.) Another ex. of the

same usage is the saying [of a poet],

* & • 2, 2- 2 - . .” 9 - #

gº ºvº) -º-, -->

2 * , 2 : 0 < *, *, *

# 959 cºe Jºãº º jº's +

[Their camels had been natered because of the

brand that they bore : for fire, or the brand,

sometimes cures of the heat of thirst] ; i.e.,

because of their being branded with the names

[or marks] of their owners, they had free access

left them to the water. (Mughnee. See also
* .

-

another reading of this verse voce 29.) [In like
£ o -

manner] it is used in the sense ofJ- Jº [which

means -… (Mºb in art. J-1)] in the saying

of Lebeed,

23: . • *, * * : z º. f*

* U-3\e J2-3% Jº- ~\º *

+ 233 (-6, 3-4 &- +

(S) Thick-necked men, like lions, who threat

ened one another because of rancorous feelings, as

though they were the Jinn of the valley El-Bedee,

[or of the desert, (TA in art. 5.x,)] their feet

standing firm in contention and obstinate alterca

tion. (EM pp. 174 and 175.) It is, also used to

denote a cause when prefixed to &i, and to us;

as in ºf <& &sjº lite2:. J; [That mas

because they used to disbelieve in the signs of

God]; and in sa= º J; [That n'as because

they disobeyed]: both instances in the Kur ii. 58.

(Bd.)- It is also used to denote concomitance,

as syn. with …” • ; (Mughnee, K5) as in&

<!-- alsº Jºãº [I bought the horse with his

bit and bridle and his saddle]; (TA;) and in

* tºº Jº [...], i. e. When he san, me ad

vancing with the neapon, ſhe fled;] or when he

san me possessor of a neapon ; (Sh, T;) and in

25- º [Descend thou with security, or nith

greeting (Kur xi. 50)]; and in , ºt. 1,4-3 353

[They having entered with unbelief (Kur v. 66)];

(Mughnee, K ;) JäSU, being a denotative of state.

(Bd.) Authors differ respecting the ºr in the

saying,&<!- 3–3, in the Kur [xv. 98 and

cx. 3]; some saying that it denotes concomitance,

and that Jº- is prefixed to the objective comple
- … o w -

ment, so that the meaning is, 4; !---a

[Declare thou his (thy Lord's) freedom from

everything derogatory from his glory, praising

IIim], i. e. declare thou his freedom from that

which is not suitable to Him, and ascribe to Him

that which is suitable to Him; but others say that

it denotes the employing a thing as an aid or

instrument, and that Jº- is prefixed to the agent,
2 - d.” • → d w -

so that the meaning is, a-35 a. •- tº 4-w

[declare thou his (thy Lord's) freedom from

everything derogatory from his glory by means of

ascribing to Him that niherenith. He hath praised

himself] : and so, too, respecting the saying,

9-5 ºf*::: some asserting that it is

oné proposition, the 5 being redundant; but others

saying, it is two propositions, the 3 being a con

junction, and the verb upon which the J is

dependent being suppressed, so that the meaning

is, [I declare thy freedom from everything dero

gatory from thy glory, O God,)&:44-3

[and with the praising of Thee, or by means of

the praise that belongeth to Thee, I declare thy

freedom &c.]. (Mughnee. [Other explanations

of these two phrases have been proposed; but

those given above are the most approved.]) You

also say, * Jº, meaning Bring thou him, [i.e.]

come nºith him, to me. (Harp. 109.) evºke -3°

*º in the Kur ix. 119, meansº

[i. e. The earth became strait to them, with,

meaning notnithstanding, its amplitude, or spa

ciousness]. (Bd.) Sometimes the negative y

intervenes between - [denoting concomitance]

and the noun governed by it in the gen. case; [so

that Sº signifies Without;] as in 25 Sº <!- [I

came without travelling-provision]. (Mughnee

and Kin art. S.)— It is also syn, with U. before

a noun signifying a place or a time; (Mughnee,"

K,” TA;) as in 2-99 <-- [I sat in the

mosque]; (TA;) and***, as Jás [And

verily God aided von against Ayour enemies at
o x > 0 a .

Bedr (Kuriii. 119)]; and 2-, sº [We

saved them a little before daybreak (Kur liv. 34)]:
2 o -o- J - w;

(Mughnee, K, TA:) and so in Ösi.jſ Kºu, (T,

K.) in the Kur [lºviii.6), (TA) accord. to some,

(T, Mughnee,) i. e. In nihich of you is madness;

or in nºbich of the two parties of you is the mad:

(Bd:) or the ºr is here redundant; (Sb, Bd,

Mughnee;) the meaning being which of you is

he who is afflicted with madness. (Bd. [See also

a later division of this paragraph.])— It also

denotes substitution; [meaning Instead of, or in

place of;] as in the saying [of the Hamásee

(Mughnee)],

3 * * 2 oz. 2 2 oz. . -

* '**, 3 tº ºr J -º º

# tº usuº jº, sº *k

[Then mould that I had, instead of them, a people

n:ho, when they mounted their beasts, poured the

sudden attack, they being horsemen and camel
2 . .”

riders]; (Hamp. 8, Mughnee, K;) i. e.,2. S.A.:

(TA:) but some read štěj bº, [and so it is

in some, app., the most correct, of the copies of

the Mughnee, for jº, b: [hastened for the

making a sudden attack], (Ham, Mughnee.)
→ d - o

So, too, in the saying, 4. 5.-:) & ~~~~!

[I received, in the place of this garment, or piece

of cloth, one better than it]; and 9- ej. <ā

[I. found, in the place of Zeyd, a man ofabundant

generosity or beneficence]; and Jé, 3. [This is

instead, or in the place, of that; but see another

explanation of this last phrase in what follows].

(The Lubāb, T.A.)- It also denotes requital; or

the giving, or doing, in return; (Mughnee, K;)

and in this case is prefixed to the word signifying

the substitute, or thing given or done in exchange

[or return ; or to the word signifying that for

which a substitute is given, or for which a thing

is given or done in exchange or return]; (Mugh
of 4 yo.

nee;) as in the saying, 29, • Jº& [I pur

chased it for a thousand dirhems]; (Mughnee,

K;*) [and in the saying in the Kur ix. 112,

3 : d x > 2 o ż. • 2 - 22; * . ???? - zz?? • * * *

Jº 2012-13 cº-º Jºãº Jº Jººl au Cl
2 & 2 o'º a 2

às-JLº, Verily God hath purchasedofthe believers

their souls and their possessions for the price of
- * ~ 0.

their having Paradise;] and-** a}\--! &üté

[I requited his beneficence with a like beneficence,
- J -- .

or with double, or more], (Mughnee,) or ajūte

*u- -** [I requited him nith the like, or

with double the amount, or nºith more than double

the amount, of his beneficence], (K,) but the

former is preferable; (TA;) [and a.k.* <

($ and A &c. in art. Jºë5) He servedfor, meaning

in return for, the food of his belly;] and

# & Jº Jºe S. 93 & #

[This is in return for that, (an explanation some

what differing from one in the next preceding

division of this paragraph,) and no blame is im

putable to fortune]; and hence, tº is fºsi

Ösº2:= [Enter ye Paradise in return for

that nihich ye nºrought (Kur xvi. 34)]; for the

- here is not that which denotes a cause, as the

Moatezileh assert it to be, and as all [of the Sun

nees] hold it to be in the saying of the Prophet,

** à-1.4-3- J-34 & [before cited and

explained); because what is given instead of some

thing is sometimes given gratuitously; and it is

evident that there is no mutual opposition between

the trad. and the verse of the Kur-án. (Mughnee.)

– It is also syn. neith &*: and is said to be

of ozo.

peculiar to interrogation; as in 9- a Ju-5

[And ask thou respecting Him, or it, one'posses

sing knowledge (Kur xxv. 60)]; (Mughnee, K;)

and accord. to IAar in the Kur lxx. 1; (T;) and

in the saying of 'Alkameh,

# Jº £ºu Jºtº& +

*

** **, * >
º

[And if ye ask me respecting the diseases of

nomen, verily I am knowing in the diseases of

nomen, skilful]: (A’Obeyd, TA:) or it is not
~~ 3 -o a 2 - 2 oz -

•- A -

peculiar to interrogation; as in Lº-Jī Jā:5 A*3

Alºiſt, [And the day nºhen the heavens shall be

rent asunder from the clouds (Kur xxv.27)];

(Mughnee, K5) and 4, 9; tº (K) i.e. What

hath beguiled thee from thy Lord, and from

believing in him 7 in the Kur lxxxii. 6; and so

in the same, lvii. 13: (TA: [but see art. 2: :])

or, accord. to Z, the - in Auss!", means by, as by

an instrument; (Mughnee ;) or it means because

of, or by means of, the rising of the clouds there

from : (Bd:) and in like manner the Basrees

explain it as occurring in 9- 4+ Jú, as de

noting the cause; and they assert that it is never

syn. with &= ; but their explanation is improbable.

(Mughnee.)— It is also syn. nºith Jé; as in

• 2 > * > *, * *

guarãº aº.eu Ji (Mughnee, K*) or jº (S) [If

thou give him charge over a hundredweight or

over a deenár (Kur iii.68)]; like as Jºe is

sometimes put in the place of Jº, as after the
3 * > d -

verb &º (S, TA:) and so in 2. LS3-, 5)

Ješi [That the ground mere made even over

them], in the Kur [iv. 45], (TA,) i. e. that
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they were buried; (Bd;) and in ~3. ~jj-9

[I passed by Zeyd), accord. to Akh, as before

mentioned; (Mughnee, in the first division of the

art. on this preposition;) and intºº 3.j [Zeyd

is on the roof]; (TA;) and in a verse cited in

this Lex. voce J.º. (Mughnee.)— It also

denotes part of a whole; (Msb in art. Jazz,

Mughnee, K;) so accord. to As and AAF and

others; (Msb, Mughnee;) as syn. nith &

(Msb, TA:) IKt says, the Arabs say,&<<

133-, meaning * [I drank of such a mater);

and AZ mentions, as a saying of the Arabs, 93.

13é= [. &- ãì, meaning a [May God give thee

to drink ofsuch a water], thus making the two

prepositions syn.: (Msb: [in which five similar

instances are cited from poets; and two of these

are cited also in the Mughnee:]) and thus it

signifies in& Suetºº º [A fountain from

which the servants of God shall drink, in the

Kur lxxvi. 6; and the like occurs in lxxxiii. 28];

(Msb, Mughnee, K;) accord. to the authorities

mentioned above; (Mughnee;) or the meaning

is, with n·hich the servants of God shall satisfy

their thirst (… cº); (T, Mughnee;) or, accord.

to Z, with which the servants of God shall drink

wine : (Mughnee :) if the ºr were redundant, [as

some assert it to be, (Bd,)] the meaning would

be, that they shall drink the whole of it; which

is not right: (Msb:) thus, also, it is used in
-

© . . .”

2.É. ,-i, [in the Kur v. 8], (Mºb, Mugh

nee, K,) accord. to some; (Mughnee;) i.e. [And

wipe ye] a part of your heads; and this explana

tion has been given as on the authority of Esh

Shāfi'ee ; but he is said to have disapproved it,

and to have held that the Jº here denotes adhesion:

(TA:) this latter is its apparent meaning in this

and the other instances: or, as some say, in this

last instance it is used to denote the employing a

thing as an aid or instrument, and there is an

ellipsis in the phrase, and an inversion ; the

meaning being, £Jº2& l,-- [nripe ye

Ayour heads with water]. (Mughnee.)– It is

also used to denote swearing; (Mughnee, K;)

and is the primary one of the particles used for this

purpose; therefore it is peculiarly distinguished

by its being allowable to mºnion,the verb with

it, (Mughnee,) as $1.35 & -5 [I snear by

God I neill assuredly do such a thing] ; (Mugh

nee, K;) and by its being prefixed to a pronoun,

as in Číº 4. [By thee I mill assuredly do

such a thing]; and by its being used in adjuring,

or conjuring, for the purpose of inducing one to

incline to that which is desired of him, as in

3.j 26 Js &, meaning I adjure thee, or con

jure thee, by God, to tell me, did Zeyd stand?

(Mughnee.) [See also the first explanation of

this particle, where it is said, on the authority of

the L, that, when thus used, it denotes adhesion.]

— It is also syn. with J. as denoting the end
• * o &

of an extent or interval; as in u, cº--, meaning

He did good, or acted well, to me: (Mughnee,

K:) but some say that the verb here imports

the meaning of -āki [which is trans. by means

of J, i.e. he acted graciously, or courteously,

nºith me]. (Mughnee.)— It is also redundant,

(S, Mughnee, K,) to denote corroboration: (Mugh

nee, K:) and is prefixed to the agent: (Mughnee:)
- :

first, necessarily; as in •º &—is (Mughnee,

K;) accord. to general opinion (Mughnee) origi

nally 3.j &-, i. e. cº- ($ jue [Zeyd became

possessed of goodness, or goodliness, or beauty];

(Mughnee, K;*) or the correct meaning is&-

3.j [Good, or goodly, or beautiful, or very good

&c., is Zeyd 1 or hon good, or goodly, or beau

tiful, is Zeyd (), as in the B : (TA:) secondly,

in most instances; and this is in the case of the
• * 2. • o ... •

agent of Lie ; as in !--- * Jäe [God suf.

ficeth, being nitness, or as a neitness (Kur xiii.,

last verse; &c.)]; (Mughnee, K; [and a similar

ex. is given in the S, from the Kurzkv. 33;]) the

• here denoting emphatic praise; but you may

drop it, saying, 14-3 37 Jºe : (Fr, TA:)

thirdly, in a case of necessity, by poetic licence;

as in the saying,

o , º, o - - 2. o .

# Jºãº º ji +

* 29 J. & 33 (→ •

[Did not nºkat the milch camel of the sons of

Ziyād eacperienced come to thee (4.5% being

2 2- -

in like manner put for 3/5u) nºnen the tidings

(Mughnee, K.) It is also

redundantly prefixed to the objective complement

of a verb; as in ačf & Jºe: l,ää S.

[And cast ye not yourselves (2-l meaning

2-tit) to perdition (Kur ii. 191)]; and in

ãº e- 4. esjø [And shake thou tonwards

thee the trunk of the palm-tree (Kur xix. 25)]:

but some say that the former means and cast

ye not yourselves (3 ºf being understood) nith

Ayour hands to perdition; or that the meaning

is, by means, or because, of your hands: (Mugh

nee:) and ISd says that cºjº, in the latter, is

made trans, by means of ~ because it is used

in the sense of cº- (TA in art ja:) so, too,

in the saying, -

neere increasing 2].

© .”.” … o.º.º. o J -> d -

tº 2-93 -ā-, -, a #

[We smite with the snºord, and we hope for the

removal of grief]: ($, Mughnee :) and in the

trad., &- tº J& *3- & tº 999 Jºë

[It suffices the man in respect of lying that he

relate all that he has heard]. (Mughnee.) It

is also redundantly prefixed to theinchoative ;

as in 4.-- [when you say, lo-Aux 4--~,

meaning ‘A thing sufficing thee is a dirhem; a

phrase which may be used in two ways; as pre

dicating of what is sufficient, that it is a dirhem;

and as predicating of a dirhem, that it is suffi

cient; in which latter case, J.-- is an enun

ciative put before its inchoative, so that the

meaning is, a dirhem is a thing sufficing thee,

i. e. a dirhem is sufficient for thee; as is shown

in a marginal note in my copy of the Mughnee :

in the latter way is used the saying, mentioned

in the S,º J; 4.- A thing sufficing thee

is the saying what is evil; and so, app., each

of the following sayings, mentioned in the TA

#

on the authority of Fr; tº-as 4:- A person

sufficing thee is our friend ; and tº-1 Jºat;

A person sufficing thee is our brother : the ~ is

added, as Fr says, to denote emphatic praise]:

so too in •º lsº <!- [I ment forth, and lo,

there, or then, nvas Zeyd]; and in 13| * -**

|Jé Jºe [Hon art thou, or hon, nilt thou be,

when it is thus, or when such a thing is the
2 o' -e, a J J ºf

case ?]; and so, accord. to Sb, in &#37 ºt.

ſmentioned before, in explanation of Jº as syn.

with Jºl; but Abu-l-Hasan says that2& is

dependent upon jºi-, suppressed, denoting the

predicate of Jºãº!"; and some say that this

is an inf. m. in the sense of is: [so that the

º r

meaning may be, sº &#9 2& In which of

Ayou is madness residing ?]; or, as some say, ºr is

here syn, with Jº; [as I have before mentioned].

(Mughnee.) A strange case is that of its being

added before that which is originally an inchoa

tive, namely, the noun, or subject, ofJ-4, on the

condition of its being transferred to the later place

which is properly that of the enunciative ; as in

the reading of some,Asº º&Af...;

[+º, Jºf Jº [Your turning your faces

towards the east and the west is not obedience

(Kur ii. 172)]; with j." in the accus. case.

(Mughnee.) It is also redundantly prefixed to

the enunciative; and this is in two kinds of

cases: first, when the phrase is not affirmative;

and cases of this kind may be followed as exs.;
- 5 c. -

as lºº 3. J-4 [Zeyd is not standing]; and

&;ſº te Jºãº &fº [And God is not heed

less of that" which Aye do (Kur ii. 69, &c.)]:

secondly, when the phrase is affirmative; and

in cases of this kind, one limits himself to what

has been heard [from the Arabs] : so say Akh

and his followers; and they hold to be an instance

of this kind the phrase, tº sº. 5- [The
recompense of an evil action is the like thereof

(Kur x. 28)]; and the saying of the Hamásee,

… • 6 p. © . • * > d > * -

* £uº Jºtº +

[And the preventing thee from having her (refer

ring to a mare) is a thing that is possible]: but

it is more proper to make tº dependent upon
* o o - - -

3'-5-) suppressed, as the enunciative; [the

- - -, * 3-2 °- **** ,7: - 3.2 °

meaning being, tº jº-e ā- 25-, or 25-3

º, i. e. the recompense of an evil action is

a thing consisting in the like thereof]; and to

make Usº dependent upon tº ; the meaning

£u- tº Jº Wºº [i. e. and the

preventing thee from having her, by something,

is possible : see Ham p. 102]: Ibn-Málik also

[holds, like Akh and his followers, that - may

be redundant when prefixed to the enunciative

being,

in an affirmative proposition; for hel says,
0 o ,- - o - - - -

respecting Jºj J-e-w, that Jºj is an inchoative

placed after its enunciative, [so that the meaning

is, Zeyd is a person sufficing thee,) because Jej is

determinate and 4.-- is indeterminate. (Mugh

nee. [See alsº whathas been said above respecting

the phrase ºx J--, in treating of ~ as added

before the inchoative.j) It is also redundantly
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prefixed to the denotative of state of which the

governing word is made negative; as in

- * - - o . ~ * : * *

... * ~0 - a. * - O -> -

* Us!.…” -----' cº cº- *

[And travelling-camels (meaning their riders)

returned not disappointed, nihose goal, or ulti

mate object, was . Irakeem the son of El-Mu

seiyab); and in

- - -- -- o ,- - •,• Oao - …

+ Jes S5 2:5- <<ſu. #

[And thou didst not, being sent, or roused, go

anay frightened, nor impotent, committing thine

affair to another]: so says Ibn-Málik: but

AHei disagrees with him, explaining these two

exs. as elliptical; the meaning implied in the

former being, aºlá ás-ºs- [with an object of

rvant disappointed, or frustrated] ; , and in the

second, 2.É. J-º, i. e. 5;43. [n'ith a person

frightened); the poet meaning, by the 3533-2,

2 oz.

himself, after the manner of the saying, e-gly
2 - 3 ... --

12- : *; and this is plain with respect to

the former ex., but not with respect to the second;

for the negation of attributes of dispraise denoted

as intensive in degree does not involve the nega

tion of what is simply essential in those attributes;
and one does not say, 3. 4. <!, or . o º,

2 * : * o ., cº- : o ,-

[or lºwl alºo ºly, as above, or 9-w,] but when

meaning to express an intensive degree of bold

ness, or of generosity. (Mughnee.) It is also
º, o .

redundantly prefixed to the corroborative L.A3
© -

and &: :

~ ow. -->

w 3 c 3

and some hold it to be so in J-aº

cº-ºw ſas meaning Shall themselves wait (Kur

ii. 228 and 234)]: but this presents matter for

consideration; because the affixed pronoun in the

nom. case, [whether expressed, as in this instance,

in which it is the final syllable 3, or implied

in the verb, when corroborated by J-º, should

properly be corroborated first by the separate

[pronoun], as in3:2: …; [Ye stood, ye,

yourselves]; and because the corroboration in

this instance is lost, since it cannot be imagined

that any others are here meant than those who

are commanded to wait: [the preferable rendering

is, shall wait to see what may take place with

themselves:] &-cº is added only for rousing

them the more to wait, by making known that

their minds should not be directed towards the

men. (Mughnee.) Accord. to some, it is also

redundantly prefixed to a noun governed in the

gen. case [by another preposition]; as in

# * ~ *-os o - 2 - 2 - 2 #2

* agº -

- -
Jº all-e S J-20 #

[And they became in a condition in which they

asked him not respecting his father; which may

perhaps be regarded by some as similar to the

saying,

+ ** =& 4 +

but in this instance, 3) is generally held to be
- --- o

a noun, syn, with Jºe]. (The Lubāb, T.A.)-

Sometimes it is understood; as in &lass aiji

[i. e. CºS iſ and 3,4-35 & By God, I will

assuredly do such a thing; in the latter as well

as the former, for a noun is often put in the accus.

case because of a preposition understood; or,

accord. to Bd, in ii. 1, a verb significant of
- O ~ c -

swearing is understood]; and in ºs- [for Jºs

In a good state], addressed to him who says,
~ 0 - 0 & 2 o 2

--~~! -ā-

time of morning 2 or How hast thou become 2).

(TA.) — [It occurs also, in, several elliptical

phrases; one of which (<3 U-3) has been

mentioned among the exs. of its primary meaning:

[How hast thou entered upon the

some are mentioned in other arts. ; as Gº and

J-º, in arts. 9ºl and J-à3: and there are many

others, of which exs. here follow.] Mohammad

is related, in a trad., to have said, after hitting

a butt with an arrow, tº Úſ º ū, meaning ūī

º-te [I am the doer of it! I am the doer of

it j. (Sh, T.) And in another trad., Mohammad

is related to have said to one who told him of

a man's having committed an unlawful action,

43. J., meaning2S --> JJ [May-be

thou art the doer of that thing]. (T,) And in

another, he is related to have said to a woman

brought to him for having committed adultery or

fornication, * &. meaning 4-12 3. [Who

reas thine accomplice 2); (T.) or 49 Jeº º:

[Who neas the agent with thee?]. (TA.) Jº U)

403, occurring in a form of prayer, means I seek,

or take, refuge in Thee; or by thy right disposal

and facilitation I norship; and to Thee, not

to any other, I humble myself. (Mgh in art. º)

One says also, & es. &. meaning Who nill

be responsible, ansnierable, amenable, or surety,

to me for such a thing 2 (Harp. 126: and the

like is said in p. 191.) And similar to this is

*† Jē

[It is as though I san, thee]; i. e. I know from

what I witness of thy condition to-day how thy

condition will be to-morrow; so that it is as

though I saw thee in that condition. (Idem

p. 126.) [You also say, aw Jäe, meaning Thou

art so near to him that it is as though thou

sancest him: or it is as though thou n'ert with

him : i. e. thou art almost in his presence.]–

The Bagrees hold that prepositions do not supply

the places of other prepositions regularly; but are

imagined to do so when they admit of being

differently rendered; or it is because a word is

sometimes used in the sense of another word, as
- O - -- - d - - - - - • 2 o :

in 2-1 :\º Jº meaning J-5), and in cº

Us, meaning -āla; or else because they do so

the saying, 4. Jºë, meaning &

anomalously. (Mughnee.)=[As a numeral, ~

denotes Two.]

\!

- -- g

tº and u: see the letter -º, and arts. 32 and Lºº.

p

w

R. Q. 1. &. (L.T. S. M.K.) and * tº

(F. M. K.) in n. tº (Lh, T, M) and ſº

(Fr, M ;) [as also §; see art. 3-1;] He said to

him, Jº, (Fr. M.) or ºt, (M) or “Jº,

(Lth, T, K,) [all meaning With myfather mayest

thou be ransomed ! or] meaning Jº Jºël [1

will ransom thee with my father]; (Lth, T;) or
wº, º o g

he said to him, usels <3 Jºº [With my father

mayest thou be ransomed, and with my mother 1

or I will ransom thee &c.; see art. 371); ($;) the

current phrase of the Arabs being that which

includes both parents: (TA:) i. e., a man said so

to another man, (Lth, T, M,) or to a child; (Fr,

S, M ;) and in like manner to his horse, for having

saved him from some accident: (IAar,T :) the
:

verb is derived from Jºº. (Lth, T, M.) Hence
o ºf - - g

-U!, in an ex. cited voce &l, in art. 52', q.v.;

(M3) or J.J.; (TA in art. 2'3) or J.J. ($
- - - • 23. -

in that art.)– And [hence,) 033A. They made a

show of treating him neith graciousness, courtesy,

or blandishment; as also a.º. " b;tº (M.)—

~8.

[Hence also, W \,\ , with medd, [used as an

inf. n.,.] A woman's dandling, or dancing, of her

child. (AA,T)=tº also signifies He (a child)
2.8. -

said Yū. (M, K) [in some copies of the Kwritten

tº, both meaning Papa, or Father,) to his father.

(M.) [Accord. to the TA, the verb is trans. in

this sense, as in the senses before explained; but
23-32

I think that out has been there erroneously put
-8.

for tº.]–And He (a stallion [meaning a stal

lion-camel]) reiterated the sound of the letter -

[or b) in his braying. (M.)- [And hence, per

3.2. --É.

haps, Yū [or, more probably, Väuº, with medd,

agreeably with analogy, used as an inf. n.,.] The

chiding of the cat, or act ºſ, chiding the cat;

(AA, T, $gh;) also termed J.A. (AA,T)=

Alsº, He hastened, made haste, or sped : and

* Guuj we hastened, &c.; (marginal note in a

copy of the S :) or Yūj signifies he ran. (El

Umawee, T, K.)

R. Q. 2: see above, in three places.

£ 2. £8.

\,\! and tº: see R. Q. 1, in two places.

* … o.º.

P ... º. ... . . .

$25. The source, origin, race, root, or stock,

syn. Jºi, (AA, Sh, T, S, M., K.) of a man, (Sh,

T,) n-hether noble or base. (AA, T.) You say,

#3, 2,4- ºk He is of generous, or noble,

origin; lit., generous, or noble, of origin. (TK.)

And2K) #. Jº& Such a one is of [a race]

the source (J-5 of generosity, or nobleness. ($.

[In the PS, J-2 is here put in the place of Usº :

but Jº is often used in phrases of the same kind

and meaning as that above, in the sense of J.o.])

IKh cites from Jereer,

o,” . - O -- * O - -> 3 > - -

+ 2.9 tº--> <- #3. Jº +

[Of a race the source of glory, and the very heart

of generosity, or nobleness]; but Aboo-'Alee El

Kálee quotes the words thus;

o, * o-o-o- o . o

2,& "º es—" & eº J. +

[which may be rendered, of a race the source of

glory, and the very root of generosity]; whence

+

it appears that t; is a dial. var. of#: in the

sense here given. (TA.)–The middle of a

thing; (K;) [and app. the heart, or very heart,

thereof; the middle as being the best part of a

thing;] like**. (TA.)–[Hence, perhaps,
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The pupil, or apple, or the image that is seen

reflected in the black, (, : AA, T, or cus, K.)

of the eye. (AA, T. K.) Whence the saying,

Jº #. &: Jºe jºis, [He is dearer to me

than the apple of my eye; a saying common in

the prºsent day, with the substitution of cº,

for $º]. (TA.)—A generous, or noble, (ISk,

T,) or a clever, an ingenious, or an accomplished,

or a nell-bred, or an elegant, (M, K,) and a light,

an active, or a sprightly, (M,) lord, master, chief,

or personage : (ISk, T, M., K.) fem. with 3.

(IKh, TA.)- Also, (AA, T, S,” [but I find it

only in one of three copies of the S,) or "#,

and W {{[, (K,) the last from the M, (TA, [but

it is not in the M as transcribed in the TT,) A

learned man (AA, T, S, K) who teaches; (AA,

T;) but the teaching of others is not a condition

required in the application of the epithet; (TA;)

like sº. ($ in which this last word is evi

dently given as a syn.: but in the K it is given

to show the form, only, of tººl)—Also The

body of a locust, (K,) nithout the head and legs.

(TA.)- And, accord. to the K, The head, or

uppermost part, of a vessel in nihich [the collyrium

called] J-4- is kept; but it will appear, in art.

t , that this is [perhaps] a mistranscription for#.

(TA.)

~2.

*: see R. Q. 1, in two places:=and see

• **** 6.

> 0.p.

tº : see $º, in two places.

º

~\º

o - 6 : .

~~<!!: see -l, in art. 3".

Jº

& Of, or belonging to, or relating to, Jº

[i. e. Pabel], a place [nell known] in El-'Irak:

it is an epithet applied to enchantment, [which is

said to have been there taught by two fallen

angels, Hároot and Mároot, (see the Kurii. 96,)]

and to wine. (S, K, TA.)- And hence, (TA,)

Poison : [and, accord. to the CK, nine;] as also

*iº. (K, TA)—In the original language
-- 3 -

of the place above mentioned, Jºuji is a name of

J: [The planet Jupiter]. (TA)
-

d

ãº : see above.

--

-

**

[from the Persian *** Chamomile; or

5 * > *

&-sº -

chamomile-flowers : both called by these names

in the present day] : a certain herb, of several

different colours; yellow-flowered, and white

Jºloneered, and purple-flowered : (Avicenna [Ibn

seemſ i. 1999 in Jºi. (S.M., K, all in
art. 3-3 :) i. e. the clº-5) is the** with the

Persians: (Msb in that art. :) or the floner of the

clº-31 : ($ in art. Jay-3 :) or of the yellow

c 13-51, (TA in art. Jojº,) when it has become

dry : (S, TA, both in art. J2,5:) a nell-known

florer, of great utility, (K, TA,) or of rhich the

oil is of great utility: (CK:) commonly known

Bk. I.

in El-Yemen by the name of J-33-2 [app. J-4,

because of its pleasant odour, or its medical pro

perties]. (TA.)

tº

ſi, also pronounced #9, without , (IAar, S,

Msb, K,) but the former alone is mentioned by

Th in the Fs, and is the chaste word, (TA,)

arabicized, from the Persian tsu, (S,) A sort, or

species, (S, K,) of food, or viands. (S.) Hence

the saying, 4-5º--tº J- [Make thou

the sorts, or species, of food, Or ‘viands, to be one

sort, or species]: ($, K:) occurring in a trad., in

which it is without e in each case, accord. to

IDrst: several different sorts of food being brought

to 'Omar, he asked respecting them, and it was

said, [They are] ** and tº,j and tº:

whereupon he ordered that the bowls should be

brought, and their contents were emptied into

one; he saying the words above. (Marginal note

in a copy of the S.) IKh says that a man would

bring various sorts [of food], and one would say,
2 - 2 = 2 * ~ *

|-Me-15 (~\, \,\xe- [Make thou them to be one
-

-

- ?-

sort]. (TA.) The pl. is ſººt, as shown above,

as though the sing. were is tº, and] £º. (Msb,

* * * * * > * > - a a 2 - 2 = }

TA) 3-6 lºt º'&S is [likewise)

a saying of 'Omar, (Msb, TA,) meaning [I mill

assuredly make the people, all of them, to be] one

body or assemblage; * signifying a state of

assembling, or collecting together: (Kz, TA:) or

[of] one uniform may or mode or manner, (Msb,

TA,) as El-Fihree says in the Expos. of the

Fs, on the authority of ISd in the book entitled

El-'Awees; (TA;) i. e., in respect of gifts, or

allºwanº (Msb:) accord. to IAar, it is from

5 a.

& 2 o ż, , ,

(TA.) You say also, 3-5 cº J-U! The people

- #2 o o ->

are [as] one thing. (TA.) And &" 2: Jº sº

They are [in one and the same, or] in an equal,

or a uniform, case. (K.) And º25& Jº

2-3 He made the speech, or language, to be

[uniform, or], of one mode, or manner. (TA.)

And 3-3 ºt ‘Jº 3.Jº Make thou this

thing to be [uniform, or] ºf one ºy, º, mode, or

manner. (ISk.) And I.A.-15 lºw 2-ob), Jae

Make thou the affair, or case, [uniform, orj one

uniform thing. (Fr.)

Or &% signifying a uniform line of road.

cº-ºw

& [or Öºº, commonly pronounced

in the present day Jºaº and Jºe: and

Jºe, from the Persian &2%) a word of

well-known meaning, often mentioned by the

author of the K, [in explaining the words Jº

and 33- and 34, and 343, but not in its proper

place in the lexicon. (TA.) [It signifies The

solanum melongena, mad-apple, or egg-plant; both

the black, distinguished by the epithet 3,-i, and

the n-hite, distinguished by the epithet Jé-i.

And the solanum lycopersicum, or solanum Aethi

opicum , also called love-apple, and so by the

Arabs,-- &#; and golden apple, Jºss &lt;

and tomato; and distinguished from the former

species by the epithet 3-, and by the appellation

ab; º'-3"..]—ſº&º Xanthium.]

jº

1.3% ($, M.K.) aor. , (M.K.) He sunk, or

dug, (§, M, K) a well; ($, M5) as also "jºl.

(M, K.)— Also, aor, as above, inf. n. jº, IIe

dug a [hollon, such as is termed] āş, (AZ, S, M,)

in which to cook. (AZ, S.). Also, (T, S, M,

K,) aor. as above, (M, K,) and so the inf n. ;

(M3) and "jºl; (T, S, M, K;) He hid, or con

cealed, a thing: (T, M, K:) and he stored it, or

laid it up, for a time of need. (T, S, K.) Hence

a hollow dug in the ground is termed ##. (T.)

—You say also,º "jºl, (T, M, K,) and *.

(M, K,) He did good beforehand: (T, M, K:) or,

accord. to some, he, as it n'ere, did good beforehand

for himself, having laid it up, or concealed it, for

himself: (T, TA:) so says El-Umawee: or he

laid up for himself in store concealed good: (TA:)

or he did good concealedly: (M, K:) and 2:31

signifies the same. (T, T.A.)

4. Gºś júl He made, or he assigned, or ap

pointed, (Jas) for such a one, a well. (K.)

8: see 1, in three places.

}, (T, S, M., &c.) and J., (Mºb) of the fem.

gender, (S, M, Msb, K,) and Y#, (M,) A nell:

(M, TA:) pl. (of pauc., S, Ms) # (S, M.

Mºb, K) and (by transposition, Fr. Mºb) iſ (Fr,

Msb, K) and júi and (by transposition, Yaakoob,

T, S, M) jū and (of mult, S, Msb) jº (T, S,

M, Msb, K;) and pl; of pauc. [of >] jū.

(Mºb.) The dim, is '$';... (Mºb)

3,#A hollow, or hole, dug in the ground, (AZ,

S. M., K.) in which to cook; also called #3 (Az,

$:) or (M) a place in nihich fire is lighted. (M,

K.) [See 1.]= See also §4.

6.- o 6 o 6.- .

39% see Jº:=and see 3rº.

§: See }*.

4.- ..." - º-o 6 - O -

5.5. (T, S, M, K) and W 3,” and Wājā (M,K)

A thing stored, or laid up, for a time of need.

(T, S, M, K.)

of

jº, (T, TA, and so in some copies of the K,) or

jū, (as in other copies of the K, and so in the

CK,) the latter formed by transposition, and the

former [said to have been] not heard, (M.) A

well-sinker, or well-digger. (T, M., K.)

jº

ji. i. q. jº [which see in art. 35 ; and júl : pl.

[of paucijjśl, and [of mult.) još. and &#.

(K.) IJ holds that the i is substituted for 1, and

that it remains in jšº' and cljº like as is the

case in skel [in which the J is substituted for ,

19
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and remains in the pl. because it is substituted for
6

5 in the sing. Jºe]. (TA.)

Jº

1. J.; aor. J.; , (§, M, Mºb, K) inf. n.
3. • ?.

Ji, (S, Msh, K) or its (M; so I find in a

copy of the M, but perhaps it is a mistranscriptiºn

for ãº) and J-4, [aor.Jº inf. n. J tº

(M;) He was, or became, mighty, or strong, in

mar or fight; (K;) courageous, or valiant: (M,

Msb, K:) or very mighty or strong in war or

fight. (AZ, S.)=J., ($, M, Msh, K) aor.

J.tº (§, M, K) and Jº, the later extr, like
… o.º. -

2-4 aor. of ,-i, (M.) [and some other instances,

(see --) if n. J.; ($, Mºb, K) and Još.

and 4; (k) and Jº (TA) and 4, & Ko
[in measure] like Jºel, (TA,) [accord. to the CK

Jº, which is a mistake, and J-4, (TS,TA)

incorrectly written in the copies of the Kuº-º;

(TA;) or Jºš, ; (A;) or both these forms; (M;) He

nas, or became, in a state of distress; straitened in

his means of subsistence, or in the conveniences of

life; (M, Msb;) in a state ofpoverty: (M,A, Msb,”

TA:) or in a state of pressing nant : ($, K, TA:)

and J-4, inf. n. i..', and J-4, whence the subst.

J-4, he was, or became, in a state of trial, ºr

affliction. (M.) and [in like manner, WU tº,

(inf. n. J-ºl , S,) distress, or poverty, or misfor

tune, or calamity, (*L.V.)\,) befell him. (IAar, $,”

M, TA.) =J-3, also written J- and J- and

Jº, (S, K,) is a word of dispraise or blame, (S,)

implying all kinds of dispraise or blame, (TA,)

[or superlative dispraise or blame; signifying,

Very evil or bad is he, or it : or superlatively

evil or bad is he, or it :] contr. of ~ : (S, M,

TA:) a pret. verb, imperfectly inflected, (S, K,)

like29, (S,) [having only one variation of form,

namely, the fem. **, though the masc. is more

commonly used even when the agent is fem. or

pl.,] because it is translated from its original

application, ($, K,) i. e. from&J- signifying

tº:* [he found, met with, or experienced,

distress, &c.], to signify dispraise or blame. (S,

TA.) When it is accompanied by a gen. n. with

out the article J', this is always in the accus.

case: but when the n. has the article J, it is

always in the nom. case: (TA:) you say, J-5

3.j Sº [Very evil or bad, or superlatively evil

or bad, as a man, is Zeyd; Yaº, being a specifi

cative]: (K:) and 3.j Jº J-5 [Very evil,

&c., is the man, Zeyd]; and 3. §2. <!. [or

more commonly J-k in this case also, Very evil,

&c., is the woman, Hind]. (S.) Some argue

that it isa noun, from the saying, Jº jº Loº

real J-º, because it has a prep. ; but this is

explained as elliptical, and meaning, 3: 2*

**) 2 * º Jºãº* Jº [Eaccellent is the

journeying upon an ass of which it is said Very

evil, &c., is the ass]. (I’Ak p. 232.) Zj says that

when it is followed by us, then us, with it, is

regarded as occupying the place of an indetermi

nate noun; [namely, tºº, as a specificative; as
2 - 2 of *... O Ad - e. • * >

in the Kurii. 84, -tjººſu, Jº, or -º,

&c., Very evil, &c., as a thing, is that for which

they have sold, or exchanged, themselves :] (TA:)

but some say that it is the agent, and is a deter

minate noun; and this is the opinion of Ibn

Kharoof, which he ascribes to Sb. (I’Akubi

supra.) [For further illustration, see2%.]

4: see J-4.

5: see 6.

6. Joãº He feigned the lonliness, or submissive

ness, of poverty, humbling, or abasing, himself,

(K, TA) with men; and "Jºš is allowable in

the same sense. (TA.)

8. as J-tºl, (M., A) and 4., (S, TA) He

was distressed by it, or at it ; it does not signify

dislike: (IB, TA:) or he grieved at it, (S, M,

A,) and humbled and abased himself: so in the

Kur xi. 38 and xii. 69. (M, A, TA.) It is said

of a man when a thing that he dislikes becomes

known to him. (AZ, TA.)

3.

Jº Might, or strength, (S, A, Msh, K) in

nar or fight: (S, A, K:) courage; valour, or

valiantness; proness. (M., K.)— War, or fight;

(M, Msb;) as also "J- (M) and * Lú:

(TA) pl. of the first, Jºi. (Mºb)— Hence,
2 * >

(M,) + Fear, (M, TA,) in the saying, J.W. S.

&ſe, (M., TA,”) and 4, (M.) It There is no

fear for thee : lit., there is no nar against thee,

or neith thee]: the saying of which to an enemy

implies the granting him security, or protection:

and in the sam, sense it is used in a trad.,

in the phrase J tº 3: [t Fear became vehe

ment]. (TA.)— I q. 3-4 + [Harm, injury,

&c.]; so in the phrase J. S. [There is, or will

be, no harm, &c.; and 13& Jº S, and 134- e”

+ There is, or mill be, no harm in such a thing].
- 22 - #2 -

(Harp. 311.) It is said in a trad., JºJº J.L. S.

Jäf cº [There is no harm in nealth to him

who is pious]. (El-Jāmi' es-Sagheer of Es-Su

yootee.) J-4 also occurs for J.W.; the being

suppressed, agreeably with analogy; not altered

by permutation. (M., T.A.)- Punishment: (S,

A, K :) or severe punishment; (TA;) as also

"Jº, in measure like ---. (IAqr,TA)—
- 6 o'., •

See also Jºãº, in two places.

J4. (also written Jº, with the e suppressed,

Msb) Distress; straitness of the means of subsis

tence, or of the conveniences of life; poverty:

(M, Msb,” TA:*) or a state of pressing want :

(S, K:) or misfortune; calamity : (A :) and
0 p.m. • 5.2 ~ 32

WJºd Yu-š (K, TA) and " Lú (M., A)

…” 9. - - -

and "J.M. (TA) aid "J-º (Š, K) and Yus-->
6 * : o. - -

(TA) and Vä.U. (M, TA) [all of which, except

* Lü and " it., are said to be inf ns. (see

J-4)] signify the same as J4. (S, M, A, K,
- * O.J. ~ *- o y

TA:) "J-5, and Yiu (, are both from J4

[with which they are syn. accord. to authorities

indicated above]; (Zj, IDrd, TA;) the former is

contr. of cº, (S, TA,) and in like manner the

latter is contr. of 4.33: (TA:) the latter is of
*~ 9. - * * *f -

the measure ºx3 without any Jaśl, because it
* > of

is a subst.; like as Jaśl occurs among substs.
- - , o z - - * of

without any ºss, as in the instance of 3-i:

(Akh, S:) or "J-5 signifies a state, of trial

or affliction, and is a subst.; and "J-3 and

W i.i. signify the same, but are inf. ns.: (M3) and

* Lü is syn. with #3: [like J.; in the first of

the senses explained above]; (S, TA;) and iii.

ſmeaning distress, or difficulty] : (TA:) or it

signifies misfortune, or calamity, (A, K,) like

Jº (A;) and so J.;; (S, K:) or rather this

last signifies, misfortunes, or calamities; for it

is pl. of "Jº, i. e., a pl. of pauc.; not of Jºjº,

as J asserts it to be ; for the pl. of pauc. ofJ.;;

is Jºi. (IB, TA:) but J.; may be used as

-- ?. ~3 -

pl. of Wäu.[.. (Fr, in S, voce J-3, q.v.) [See

exs. of these two pls. in what follows.] You say

2. 2,43 -3.2. [A day of distress, or poverty,

&c., and a day of ease and plenty]. ($, TA.)

And 4 t; [May distress, or poverty, &c., befall

him]: a form of imprecation. (Sb, M., T.A.) And

i. cº-ji, app. an expression of pity [mean

ing Aias for the distress, &c., of Ibn-Sumeiyeh ſ].

(TA, from a trad) Andtº Jºe Per

haps the little cave [may be attended nith] calami

ties; not calamity, as in the S [and K]: (IB :)

a prov.; ($;) originating from a cave's having

collapsed upon some men in it; or from an

enemy's having come to some men in a cave,

and slain them ; wherefore it is applied to any

thing whence evil is feared: (As, S, K, in art.

29: :) or it is applied to him who is suspected

of a thing: (IAar, TA:) or Jºsé was the name

of a certain water, which belonged to the tribe

of Kelb, and the words of this prov. were said

by Ez-Zebba, when Kaseer turned aside from

the plain road, and took the way to sº. : (Ibn

El-Kelbee, $, K, in art. 33: .) U-521 is in the

accus. case by reason of&: understood. (Mugh

nee.) [See Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 94.] El

Kumeyt also says,

* ... <-lis 5%. , tº bº º

• of . * of , o, 3 - -

* 3'-º's Jº 2-5a) J-e º

[They said, Benoo-Kurz have done evil: and

I said to them, Perhaps the little cave may be

attended with calamities and connected with

other caves] : Jº is here pl. of J-4. (IB,

TA.) [In the S, the last words are written

2.4% Jºº. in one copy: in another, jº,3 :

both of which are app. wrong.]— See also Jº.

6 o 6 o 6 c. 5 we 6 -

J-º and J-º and J-ºw and L-º: see J-cº.

"o … …" - - -

—J-º stº Calamities; misfortunes. (K.)
z -

ºf . 6 * *

J-º: see Jºlº, last signification: =and see

º

.

- ... o.º. • 2 × .

L-3 ; see Jºãº, in three places.
~23. a 2- 5 e >

*\, : see vºw: and Jºãº : the latter, in five

---

-

º
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places.– Zj explains it as signifying, in the

Kur vi. 42, Hunger. (M., T.A.") — Also The

act of beating, or striking. (Lth, TA.)

Jºš One in whom J-5 [i. e. distress &c.]

is apparent, or manifest. (M., T.A.)

6 #2 9. ?”

J-53? : See L-37.

º ºr • ?. º o in -

J-º: see J-\, : and J-52 : the latter, in two

places. = Mighty, or strong, in war or fight;

(A ;) courageous, or valiant. (§, M, Msb, K.)

—J-º'-lie, (§, M.K.) and "J-º, agreeably

with a general rule applying to words of this

description, (M) and "Ji, (M,K) and "Jº,

(M) and "J., (M, K) and "Jº, (M)

and "Jº, and "Jº, which last, however, is

of no authority, (M) or "J-, and J-3, with

the changed into L3, (TA,) A. relement punish

ment: (S, M, K:) so in the Kur vii. 165. (TA.)

g º -

J-º: see J-cº.

45 °º ,-

à-lº :
g 22

e. See J-52.

J-4 Distressed; straitened in his means of

subsistence, or in the conveniences of life; (Msb;)

or poor : (A, Msb:*) or one who is in nant,

and an object of pity for what he suffers: (TA:)

or in a state of pressing nant : (S:) or in a state

of trial, or affliction : (M, TA:) or one niho

is crippled, or deprived of the ponzer of motion,

by disease, or niho suffers from a protracted

disease, and is in need: (Mgh :) an epithet de

noting pity, (Sb, M, TA,) or grief: (Mgh :)

"J.;; occurs as its pl. ; (M, TA;) or is for

Jºš 233. (M.)
ºf . o." 6 o'.

J-º and cº-º: see J-4.— The former also

signifies Strong. (K,TA.)- And hence, (TA,)

J.; The lion. (K, TA)

J.tº ãº The most vehement refusal. (Th,

6 - to- • 2 × .

à-U-o: see J-52, in two places.

J-4. Disliking, or hating : (S, M, K:) and

grieving : (S, K:) or rather, distressed, by, or

at, a thing; not dishking, or hating: (IB, TA:)

or grieving, and humbling and abasing himself.

(Zj, M, TA.)

st

2- 3 of . £2.

a st-AW Lo: see \w.

Jº

to be

3- A certain beast of prey, (M, K,) well

known; (K;) a certain animal, (Msb,) namely,

the &% [or lion's provider], (S,) that emulates,

or vies with, the lion in running, or that is hostile

to the lion : [so may be rendered the words

JS essº; and in the uncertainty that exists

respecting the animal in question, the meaning

of this expression is doubtful: an animal may

be called (as the jackal is) the lion's provider

merely because the lion follows it and deprives

it of its prey:] ($, Msb:) or a certain Indian

animal, stronger than the lion, between nihich

and the lion and leopard, or panther, (>5.)

eacists hostility GSL-3); n:hen it attacks the

leopard, or panther, (2-93,), the lion aids the

latter; but the scorpion is on friendly terms

mith it, and sometimes makes its abode in its

hair : (Kzw:) the word is foreign, or Persian,

Č--> [app. the Persian jº, which is said to be

applied to the tiger, leopard, and lion,] arabicized:

(M, K:) Az thinks it to be a foreign word intrº:

duced into the Arabic language: (Msb:) pl. 23°.

(S, Msb, K.)

&

ić. (Msb, K) and ãº (K, Kzw) [in modern

vulgar Arabic cº, The parrot;] a certain

nell-known bird; (Msb;) a certain green bird,

($gh, K, TA,) well known ; (TA ;) the bird

called in Persian Jºsk, beautiful in colour and

form, mostly green, but in some instances red,

and yellon, and nihite ; having a thick bill and

tongue: it hears the speech of men and repeats

it, without knowing its meaning; and utters

letters rightly: when they desire to teach it,

they put a mirror in its cage, so that it sees

therein its own form, and they speak to it from

behind the mirror, and when it hears, it repeats,

desiring to do as its like; and thus it learns

quickly: one of the wonders relating to it is

[said to be this], that it never drinks water; for

if it drank, it would die: (Kzw:) the affix renders

fem. the word, but not the thing named thereby,

like the 3 in iº- and i.<; for the word

applies to the male and the female, so that
** O.• , º, ø,” -oš

One says,}=3 *** [a male parrot] and Usº) ºw

[a female parrot]; and the pl. is <lsº [or

*], like as <59-3 is pl. of 5-3.

(Msb.)

*-*

1. 3., (Lth, T, S, M., &c.,) aor. and 2, (S,

M, Msb,) the latter anomalous, because a redu

plicative verb [of this kind] having the aor, with

kest is not trans., except in certain instances, of

which this is one; the other instances being aſe,

J.
- - - - a:

in relation to drinking, aor. * and = , and sº
- - * * *

<-2-A-J), aor. * and - , and o.º., aor. * and - , and
2 * ~ *

a s—, aor. 2.; the last having but one form [of

aor.]; (S;) inf. n. ë. (Lth, T, S, M, A, &c. :)

and ' ..., (M.) inf n. tº: (Mgh, K.) He cut

it off, severed it, separated it, or disunited it,

(Lth, T, S, M, A,” Mgh," Msb, K,”) entirely, or

utterly; (Lth, T, M ;) namely, a thing; (M;)

a rope, or cord; (Lth, T;) and a tie, or bond, of

union between two persons. (M)—[é and

* 2:1, accord. to the TA, app. signify also He, or

it, caused him (a man) to become unable to pro

ceed in his journey, his camel that bore him

breaking don'n, or stopping from fatigue, or

perishing : for <<! as signifying “he became

is there said to be quasi-pass. of those twoso”

verbs when it has this sense. Hence,) jº, *

[The journey caused him to become cut off, &c.].

(A.) And tº Jº- <s 3. [He urged on his

beast so that, or until, he caused it to become cut

off, &c.]: (A:) and* *3.j He caused his

camel to become cut off, &c., (<15,) by travel :

(M, TA:) this is not said but of a man who has

forced on his camel at a hard pace, or by laborious
- - -

journeying. (TA)—ºf3% tº, (T, Mºb,

TA) or #2 jºb, (Mgh) and ' …, (Lih, T,

Mgh, Mºb,) He made the divorce of his wife, or

of the woman, to be absolutely separating, (Lth,

T, Mgh, Msb, TA,) so as to cut her off from

return. (Msb.) Lth, with whom AZ agrees, has

erred in asserting that is is intrans, and "J.

trans.: (T, TA:) both are trans. and intrans.,

(T, Msb, TA,) as En-Nawawee asserts in the

Tahdheeb el-Asmā wa-l-Loghāt. (TA.) You say,

<3 #3-9 âtill, and "3-5, i.e. The single

divorce cuts the matrimonial tie, or bond, of the

woman, (tº i-ae 2 ” iá, T, Mgh,”) when the

period during which she must nait before con

tracting a new marriage has ended. (T.) [See

aloéº-tail •ºſe tº, (T, S, M.A.) inf n.

é(M) and 'º, (T.S. M.) He (he judge,

T) decided thejudgment, or sentence, against him.

(T. S. M.)—isº ſº. 34, and "º, He

decided against him by the testimony, [or pro

nounced the testimony decisive against him, and

compelled, or constrained, him to admit it. (M.)

— sº sº, and " º, He gave his testimony

decisively. (Mºb)—Jé 23i & I knon, or

declare, decidedly, not [merely] thinking it, that

he said thus. (Saheeh of Muslim.)—áº sº.

He made the intention decided; or fiaced it de

cidedly. (A.) It is said in a trad., & Zºe S

Jºſé A2 "3-43, (T.S.Mgh)ore…,

accord. to different recitals, (Mgh,) i. e. There is

no fasting to him [meaning his fasting is null]

n:ho does not decisively impose it upon himself, by

intention, from the night : (S,” Mgh:) or, who

does not form the intention of fasting before day

break, and thus cut it off from the time in which

there is no fasting, namely, the night: the intention

is termed ë. [and &tº because it makes a divi

sion between non-fasting and fasting: (T, TA:)

<2, from ãº, is a mistake; but ~.42.

from<!, [see < …,] is correct. (Mgh.) And

it is said in another trad., £3. **& W lº,

i. e. Decide ye the affair respecting the marriage

of these nomen, and confirm it by its [proper]

conditions: an oblique prohibition of the kind of

marriage termed as: -č , because it is a mar

riage not [absolutely or lawfully] decided, [being]

made definite as to duration. (TA)—sº- also

signifies He made to have, or take, effect; he

executed, or performed; (Harp. 210;) and so

"3-1, as in the phrase, 4.- :… He made his

oath to have, or take, effect ; he eacecuted, or per

formed, it. (M)—tº 4%º, (Ks,

T, M) and & u, (M) and 's- “. (K., T.

M.) One who is drunk, nho does not speak

plainly, or distinctly; lit., who does not make

speech plain, or distinct; (Ks, T;) or who does

not articulate speech, syn. **i. us: (M.) or,

19 •
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U. Öğ, (T, A,) oré Sj,

(S, K,) and << ^), and "… º, (K,) which last

form of the verb is disallowed by As, but both are

correct accord. to Fr, (T, S,) meaning one who is

drunk, who does not, or mill not, [i. e. cannot,

decide an affair. (AS, T, S, K.) [See also <0.]

=See also 7.– [Hence,)<<, (M, Msb,)

aor. - only, inf. n. sº, (Msbj IIis oath had, or

took, effect; nas eacecuted, or performed; syn.

<< . (M:) it neas, or proved, true: (Msb:)

a phrase mentioned by AZ, and, if correct, not

needing any explanation. (M.) [See< <>,

3 2.

as Aş says, (T,) tº

above.]= <4, aor. 2, inf. n. sº, He was, or

became, lean, or meagre. (M., K.) [See 3.0.]

== [inf n, of £ºl also signifies The selling,

and the meaving, a [garment of the kind called]

cº-ºp [or sº, q.v.). (KL)

2. &#, inf. n. <:3, He cut it off, or severed

it, [entirely, or utterly, and much, or nith eactra

ordinary energy or effectiveness; the teshdeed

denoting intensiveness of signification. (S.)=

*:::: They furnished him with ſetº, or] travel

ling-provisions. (M., K.)=º: Give thou to
..º.º. • 3 •

them [garments called] tº [pl. of J, q.v.].

(TA, from a trad.)

4: see 1, passim:=and see 7.

5.< He became furnished with ſetº, or]

travelling provisions: and he became provided

noith [-º, or] utensils and furniture of the house

or tent; or household goods. (M, K, TA.)

7. <<! It was, or became, cut off, severed,

separated, or disunited, (Lth, T, S, M, Msb, K,)

entirely, or utterly; (Lth, T, M ;) namely, a

thing; (M;) a rope, or cord; (Lth,T;) and a

tie, or bond, of union between two persons: (T,

M :') as also "E., (Lth, AZ, T, M, Mºb) aor. .

and *, (M, [so accord. to a copy of that work,

but it seems to be indicated in the Mºb (see 1,

near the close of the paragraph) that it is : only,

in this case,]) inf. n. E.; (Lth, AZ, T, M, K;)

and "...', (T, Mºb, TA) inf n. *tºl; (T, TA;)

the last said by Lth and AZ to be trans. only;

(T, TA;) but it is both trans. and intrans., like

the second : (T, Msh, TA:) so says En-Nawawee,

as mentioned above: see 1. (TA.) You say,

<e& ºt;º&& sº§ [Such a one

broke off, or disunited himself, from such a one,

and his tie, or bond, of union became severed from

him]. (T, TA, [but in a copy of the former, for

JY3 cº, is put* Je.from his property.])-

IHe became unable to proceed in his journey, his

camel that bore him breaking donn, or stopping

from fatigue, or perishing; (A,” Mgh,” TA:)

quasi-pass. of 4: and &i. (TA.) You say,

3.3 Us- 3\" He journeyed until he was unable

to proceed &c. (A, Mgh, TA.) [See also <<.

— His tº, (A,) the L. of his back, (Ks, T, K,)

[i.e. his seminal fluid, became cut off, or stopped,

or ceased, (Ks, T, A, K,) by reason of age: (A:)

said of a man. (Ks, T, A.)

a 2 - 2

** intn. of 1, q.v. (Lih, T, S, M, &c.) [It

- 3:-

is sometimes used as an inf. n. ; as also " tº and
--

- * * *

* 3.6%, explained in the M as syn. with &las:

and sometimes, as is often the case with inf. ns.,

in the sense of the act, part. n. of its verb,
3 - - º, e.

namely *3.1%, trans. and intrans. ; as also WJuº;

both of which are masc. and fem., because origi
3 2 3. -

nally inf. ns. ; but ºv has also ãº for its fem.

… yo ~ of
-

a-laci

Sº, é [I gave him this gift, cutting it off from

my property so as to make it irrevocable; or,

it being cut off &c.). (Lth, T.) And 33.25

* Gº is…, &, and āś iſ #32, (T, S,)

Such a one bestoned an alms, or a gift for the

sake of God, cut off from his property; (T,

TA;) and therefore, (TA) parted from himself.

($, TA.) Such a gift is termed ãº #32, (A,”

Nh) and it: āś is.…. (M)—i. Witſ

The following are exs.] —i.e., º

(Mgh,K) and Yūš, (K) and āśl, (T,) and

i; iii, (Msb) and Yūs ūsī, (Lth, T, Mºb,"

TA, [in one copy of the T simply Üü,) He

divorced her by a separating divorce; (K;) by

a divorce cutting her off from returning: and

such a divorce is also termed "sº- Jºlo :

(Msb:) or the first of these phrases signifies he

divorced her by a divorce either cut off, [meaning

decided and irrevocable.] or cutting off. (Mgh.)

And à: tº; Wiſe, (AS, T, S, M, Mºb,) and

* Gé, (M.) He divorced her by three divorces

so as to cut her off from returning : (M, Msb:)

or by three divorces cut off from himself [so as

to be irrevocable]: ($ :) or by three divorces

cutting off [from returning]. (TA.) — -ā-

ū, and à, and v Útº, [may mean He snºore

decidedly, or decisively; or irrevocably : or] he

snore nºith effect, or eacecution, or performance;

[see 1, near the end of the paragraph;] from the

signification of “cutting,” or “cutting off,” &c. :

(M ) (or, as also] tº tº Ji-, and ā, (Mºb,

TA) and "āść, (Mgh, Msb) and ' Gº, (TA)

he snore an oath that was, or proved, true.

(Msb.)—ū Jºº &–1. He ground nith the

mill, turning it, (AZ, T,) or beginning the turn

ing, (S)from his left: (AZ,T, $:) [i.e., making

it to turn in the contrary way of the hands of a

watch: the last word is app. an inf. n. ; as though

meaning effectually; for this is the general and

easier or more powerful way of turning the hand

mill:] the contrary way is termed º: (AZ,

T, S:") or tº: J-1 signifies he began in the

turning [of the mill] with the left [hand]. (K:

[but ju-49 is here evidently put by mistake for

2-4 cº.)=A kind of cººk ſq. v.] called

cº, (Lth, T,) or a [garment of the kind called]

*.*, (M,Mgh) square, or four-sided, (Lth, T,

M,) thick, (Lth, T, M, Mgh,) loose, or uncom

pact, in texture, (M,) and green [or rather of a

dingy ash-colour, or dark dust-colour, for such

is the general meaning of Jaśl, the term here

used, when applied to a garment of this kind];

(Lth, T, M ;) or, as some say, (M,) of [the soft

hair termed] 23. and of nool; (M, Mgh ;) and

thus described in the Kifáyet el-Mutahaffiqh :

(TA:) or a Ju-J of [the material termed]jé,

(S, Mgh, K) and the like: (S. K.) pl. ºº,
(Lth, T, S, Mgh,) or cºurs, (M,) but the former

occurs in trads. [&c.], (TA) and [pl. of pauc.]
3 Já

<-ºl. (M.)

º, 3. • 3-oxo 2 × 2 of ~

#: see #4.—ääf & S, (§, M, K) as

also ãº, (S, K,) the latter mentioned by IF,

(Msb,) but IB says that Sb and his companions

allow only the former, and that only Fr allows

the latter, (TA,) and some say that the former

has been heard pronounced with the disjunctive .

[ääij, (MF,) and thus it is written in a copy of

the K, (TA,) but others greatly disapprove of this,

(MF,) [meaning I mill not do it, decidedly, or

absolutely, is said of anything in respect of which

there is no returning, or revoking; (S, IF, M,

Mºb, K5) #31 being said of a thing to be done, or

performed, irrevocably, and from which there is

no abstaining by reason of sluggishness; (T;) as

though the speaker cut off the doing of the thing:

(M:) the last word is in the accus. case as an

inf. n. : (S:) Sb says, it is a corroborative inf. n.,

and is not used without Ji. (M.) It is said in a

trad, Jé ºf iaº Jú 4-i II think he
said Juneyriyeh, or decidedly he said so]; as

though the speaker doubted of the female's name,

and said, “I think it was Juweyriyeh;” then

corrected, and said, “ or I know,” or “declare,”

“decidedly, Gºi, i.e. &isi) that he said Ju

weyriyeh; I do not [merely] think.” (Saheeh of

Muslim.)

s

5 ...” w - -

~\º : see Stº, in seven places.–A man is

said to be 2: ~tº Jé, meaning On the point

of [accomplishing, or deciding, an affair. (S, A,

K.) A rájiz says, -

# Gé Jé&# 3-1-5 #

[Many a needful affair I nas on the point of

accomplishing]. (S.) = Travelling provisions :

($, M, A, K.) and requisites, equipments, or fur
- - a £

niture; syn. jº- (S, K :) pl. ãº. (S.) A

verse of Tarafeh cited voce gº exhibits an ex. of

the former signification. (TA.)- Also The uten

sils and furniture of the house or tent; or house

hold goods: (S, M, K:) pl. as above. (K.) It is

said in a trad., et., *2. 3-; -j [The

tithe of the utensils &c. of the house or tent shall

not be taken from you]: (S:) i.e., no poor-rate

shall be levied upon such utensils &c. that are not

for traffic. (A 'Obeyd.)

* --

Usº : see what next follows.

* (5, Mgh, K) and "ú (S,K) A maher,

(S) or seller, of the kind of garment called 34.

(S, Mgh, K.)

3.

<º see ë. in three places.– Cut off from

[the possession of] reason, or intellect, by drunken

ness: (AHn, M :) or drunken : (K:) and stupid,

orfoliºs (S. K. and tº 3-i signific tery

stupid or foolish, (T, M,) accord. to Lth; but

[Az adds,) what we remember to have heard
º

- - * 1:

from those deserving of confidence is JU, from
> -º - .x º' , - 2. - 9 :

-pº), meaning jº-sº"; like as one says, Jºº
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2's 's J-ºk (explained in art. 2-1. (T)

[See also 1, near the end of the paragraph.]—

Also Lean, or meagre, ($, M, K,) and unable to

arise, or stand. (TA.)

- *

See sº.

3 * * ~ *

~e Jºlº :

6 . no,

ã59. A woman absolutely separated by divorce,

so as to be cut off from return : originally *::::

tºº. (Mgh, Mºb.)

3 2 92

J. A man unable to proceed in his journey,

his camel that bore him having broken don'n, or

stopped from fatigue, or perished; (T, M,” TA;)

syn. * &lai. (S, Mgh, TA:) or niho remains

on his road unable to attain the place to n'hich he

is directing his course, the beast or camel that

bore him (3.b) having broken don'n, or stopped

from fatigue, or perished. (TA.)

-

Jº

1. 3, (T, S, M., &c.,) aor 2, (M, Mgh, Msb)

inf n. ; ; (T, S, M., &c.;) and 'A'; (T3) He

cut, or cut off, a thing before it was complete:

(S, A, L, Msb:) or he cut, or cut off, (M, Mgh,

K,) in any manner: (M :) or he cut off (a tail

or the like, T) entirely, or utterly. (Aboo-Is-hák,

T, M., K.)-&, (K,) aor. and inf. n. as above;

(TA;) or 'º'; (M, L;) He cut off his tail:

(K:) or he cut, or amputated, his tail in any

place. (M, L)—4-, 24, (M,) aor. as above,

(M, K) and so the inf. n., (M.) + He cut, or

severed, the ties, or bonds, of his relationship; he

disunited himself from his relatiºns. (M, K.”)=

Jº, aor. 4, (S, Msb, K,) inf. n. xxv, (S, Mºb,) He

(any beast, M) had his tail cut off: (S, Msb, K:)

or [had either the nhole or a part of his tail cut

off;] had his tail cut, or amputated, in any place.

(M.) -

4: see 1, in two places.– [Hence, & said

of God, He made him to be, or become, 23, (S,

K,) i. e., without offspring, or progeny. (TA.)

5: see 7.

7. Jºi It (a tail or the like, T) became cut, or

cut off, (T, S, M, K, TA,) in any place, (M,) or

entirely; (T, M5) and "... signifies the same.

(TA.)

3 -in -

tº : *... •

5 p. see Jºlº.

25°

•,• O.P. 22 of

#yº : see jº).

6 º' *... •

jº : see 35W.

* A cutting, or sharp, sword; (T, S, M, K;)

as also "já (T, M, K) and "3: (M) and "jū.

(K.) [But all of these except the first are app.

intensive epithets, signifying very sharp.]– See

also 23.

3: A tail cut off entirely. (T, L.)— Any

beast (M) having the tail cut off: (T, S, A, Mºb,

K:) or [having either the nhole or a part of the

tail cut off;] having the tail cut, or amputated,

in any place : (M. :) fem. #: with which

*::::, is syn.: (Mgh, Mºb.) pl. J. (A, Mºb)

–tA certain malignant, or moacious, serpent :

(K:) or a short-tailed serpent: (Mgh; and Ed

Durr en-Netheer, an abridgment of the Nh of

IAth, by El-Jelál:) or a certain species of blue

serpent, having its tail [as it were] cut off, which

none in a state of pregnancy sees without casting

her burden: (ISh:) or the kind of serpent called

Juº, having a short tail: no one sees it neithout

fleeing from it, and no one in a state of pregnancy

beholds it without casting her young : it is thus

called only because of the shortness of its tail, as

though its tail were cut off (M.) —t A leathern

water-bag, and a bucket, having no loop. (M,

K.)- + Defective, deficient, incomplete, or im

perfect. (Mgh.)– t In want, or poor. (M., K.)

—t Suffering loss; syn. 3–4. (M, K.)—

+ One from nihom all good, or prosperity, is cut

off. (M.)- + Having no offspring, or progeny:

(Alo-Iºk, T, S, M, IA. K.) as also ºf

(M,F) and '24. (IAth) The dim','º',
occurs in a trad, in this sense, or in some other

sense implying contempt.]– t Anything cut off,

(K,) or anything of which the effect is cut off,

(S,) from good, or prosperity. ($, K.) [See an

ex. in a trad. cited voce J&J–5: i.l.i. +A

a lad- [q.v.] in nºbich the speaker does not praise

God nor bless the Prophet: (S, A, K:) particu

larly applied to a certain à lad- of Ziyād. (S, A.)

—É Āzé), (TA) and ſits dim.] "iſº, (S,

TA,) + A single axe, ſq. v.] performed instead

of the complete performance of the prayer called

; : or a 3ae, cut short, or cut off, after the

completion of one axey, when both were to have

been performed. (TA)—cº + The ass

(…) and the slave. (ISk,š, A, K.) so called

because of the little good that is in them: (ISk,

S:) each is called jº. (K.)

2: + Short; (M, K;) as though cut off from

completion. (M)—see also jºi.—Also t A

man who cuts, or severs, the ties, or bonds, of his

relationship; who disunites himself from his rela

tions; (S, M, K;) as also *},\,: (A:) or quick

to cut, or sever, the ties, or bonds, between him

and his friend. (IAar.)

2 o'-3

jºl;

1. &, (§, K) aor. , (K) inf n. §, (Ish,
S, K,) He (a horse, K) was, or became, long in

the neck, and at the same time strong in its base :

(S, K:) or thick and fleshy in the neck : or strong

in the neck. (ISh.)- It, (the body,) and he, (a

man,) was, or became, strong in the joints. (K,

TA.)=&, aor. 2, He prepared, and made, the

beverage called 3.5. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) [See &]

#, with fet-h, [perhaps a mistake for& (see

1,)] Strength. (TA.)

§ (§, Mgh, K) and '85 ($, K) [Hydromel,

or] 3.3 of honey, (S,K) that has becomestrong;

(K;) * made of honey, as though it were wine

in strength, the drinking of n!hich is disapproved;

(El-'Eyn ;) an intocicating beverage made of

honey, in El-Yemen: (Mgh :) or nine made of

fresh dates: (Ibn-El-Beytár, cited by Golius:)

or the pure juice of grapes; (Ibn-'Abbād, K:)

said by some to be so called by reason of the

strength therein, from& [inf. n. of&] mean

ing “strength of the neck:” (TA:) or the former

signifies nine: (K:) or nine made of honey :

(AHn:) a word of the dial. of El-Yemen: (TA:)

the wine of El-Medeeneh is from unripe dates,

and from ripe dates; that of the Persians, from

grapes; that of the people of El-Yemen is&

and is from honey; and that of the Abyssinians is
* O.J. p. 6 o'

a=X. (Aboo-Moosa El-Ash'aree.) [See 25-2.]

=See also &. -

& A horse long in the neck, and at the same

time strong in its base: fem. with 3: (As, S, K:)

or long in the neck. (IAar.) You say also&

& (ISh, TA) and is: (TA) A strong neck : or

an eaccessively long neck : (TA:) or a thick and

fleshy neck : (ISh:) and Y& [in like manner]

signifies Jull, applied to a &-, [app. here mean

ing a pastern], (K,) accord. to Lth, who cites,

from Ra-beh, the phrasečiū; but IB thinks

that the right reading is &i 4- [a full neck].

(TA.)–Also A tall man: (L, TA:) in this

sense, accord. to the K, W&, which is a mistake:

(TA:) fem. with 3. (L., T.A.). - And Strong in

the joints, applied to a body, (Lth, K,) and to a

man; as also *śī. (K:) fem. of the former

with 3: (TA) and of ' the latter, (…. and pl.
6 or

of the latter, &. (K.)

… •2

&- pl. of it..., fem. of &i, Q. V.

&: See&

&A vintner, in the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA.)

[See &]

º .

& Strong. (TA.)

2 of -

&is see& in three places. = It is also a
* -

word used as a corroborative : you say, 135ta

&: &= 3,4- [They came, all of them,

or all together]: ($:) and &= Agil ā

3,4- cº [the people, or company of men,

came, all of them, or all together]; (AHeyth:)

and& Cº. &#1&ºi=biº

[they came, all of them, all together]: these words

which follow J3a sº-1 being imitative sequents to

it, not occurring save after it [in the order above]:

(O, K:) or one may begin with whichsoever of

them he will, after it. (Ibn-Keysán, K.) And

[the fem. is à...] you say*º ā-āl

ãº it… :(..* [The tribe, all of it, all together:

in the CK, erroneously, iſº, (with damm and

•) and its 2 and ºil. (K.) And [the pl. of

ãº is "é, originally <ººl you say ãº
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& &- &= & &ºi= [The nomen, all of
6 - 2

them, all together: in the CK, erroneously, &-
9 - 6 - - 4 - >

& & e- &=, though it is well known that each

of these is determinate, and imperfectly declin

able]. (K.) It is only necessary that he who

mentions all these words should mention first

Jés, and follow it with the word formed from

A 2-, then add the rest in whatsoever order he

will; but the more approved way is to put the

word formed from £-9 before the rest o(TA)

Fr mentions the phrases&- j-asſus:-e! [The

palace pleased me, all of it, or altogether], and

ā- 33. [the house, all of it, or altogether],

with the accus. case, as denotative of state; but does

not allow &:- not&- to be used otherwise

than as corroboratives: IDrst, however, allows

&- to be used as a denotative of state; and

this is correct; and accord. to both these ways
- ~ 6 & 2 × 2 3 - 2

is related the trad., cºsº- lººſe-lº-a; and

&ºi [And pray ye sitting, all of you, or all

together]; though some make Jºse-1 [here] to

be a corroborative of a pronoun understood in the
c 2 of

accus. case, as though the speaker said, lºe"

&- [I mean you, all of you, or all together].
- 3 - 0 :

(K.) [But see &-l.]

Jº

1. & aor. - and *, (S, K,) inf. n. Jº, (S,)

He cut it; or severed it, or cut it off, (S, K,)

entirely, or from its root; (TA;) and in like

manner, W&. (K,) inf. n. *:::: (TA;) but tº

is with teshdeed to denote muchness, or frequency,

of the action, or its application to many objects.

($,TA) Atºl &'sſ"3:3, in the Kurſiv.118]

accord. to Abu-l-'Abbās, (TA) means And they

shall assuredly cut, or cut off, the ears of the

cattle : (S,” TA:) or, as Az. thinks, slit the ears

of the cattle, as they did in the time of ignorance.

(TA.)- Also He plucked it out; he laid hold

upon it and pulled it tonards him so that it

became severed from its root and plucked out;

(Lth, S,” TA;) namely, a hair, or feather, or the

like. (Lth, T.A.)

2 : see 1, in two places.

5: see 7.

7. Jºi It became cut; or became severed, or

cut off, (§," K,) entirely, or from its root; (TA;)

and in like manner, Y&#3. (K.)– Also It

became plucked out. (Lth, T.A.)

ić, (S, K) and ić (K) A piece, or portion,

of a thing, cut off, or severed; pl. 4. (S, K.)

Hence the saying of the poet, (S,) namely, Zu

heyr, (TA,)

* 92% -iè ess tº 3 J. *

… • - o - - - © . .

* * **, cº º- Jºs ºju- +

[Until, when the hand of the boy descends to her,

she flies, while portions of her feathers, plucked out,

are in his handl. ($, TA.)–And [hence, i.g.

Jº &ei- [i. e. A portion at the commence

ment of the latter parts of the night, accord. to

the $ and K in art. Lºve-; or a remaining portion

of darkness in the latter part of the night, accord.

to the K in that art.]: ($, K:) as though it were

a division [or portion cut off] of the night. (TA.)

J; : see what next follows.

Jú (applied to a sword, S) Sharp, or cutting;

(S, K.) as also "3,4- (K:) [but the latter is

an intensive epithet, signifying very sharp; or

cutting much, or keenly]: the pl. [of the former]

is dº. (TA)

Jº

1. &, (T, S, M., &c.,) aor. , , (S) or 2,

(Msb) or both, (M. K.) inf. n. J., (Lth, T, S,

&c.,) He cut it off, or severed it; (M, Msb, K:)

as also " …, (M, K,) inf. n. J. : : (TA:) he

separated it (Lth, T, S, M, Msb, K) from another

thing. (Lth, T, S, M., K.)- [Hence,& J:

He made the performance of the 3-sc [or minor

pilgrimage] to be obligatory, by itself. (A, TA.)

And esº "Jä. He made the Usy-se to be obli

gatory [upon himself]; i.e., the saying, I have

assigned to thee my house that thou mayest inhabit

it to the end of my life. (TA)=Jr., aor. ,

inf. n. Jº, [but accord. to analogy, this should

rather be Jºl He (a man) was, or became, nºide

between the shoulders. (T.)

2: see 1, in two places:= and see also 5:=

and Jºº.

5. Jº see 7, in two places.– [Hence,) He

mas, or became, alone. (TA.)– Also, (S,) or

& J. J., (M. K.) and "Jº, (S. K.) inf. n.

Jº, (S,) He detached himself from norldly

things, and devoted himself to God: (S:) or he

devoted himself to God exclusively, and nas sin

cere, or without hypocrisy, tonards Him: (M,

K:) he forsook every other thing, and applied

himself to the service of God: (Fr, T:) he devoted

himself exclusively to the service of God: (Aboo

Is-hák, T:) or he abstained from serual inter

course: (K:) orJ: [alone] has this signification;

(M, TA ;) or he separated himself from nomen,

and abstained from seaſual intercourse : and hence,

is metaphorically employed to denote exclusive

devotion to God. (TA.) Hence, in the Kur

ſixxiii. 8), 3-3 || Jºãº, (T, S, M.) for J.:

§ ac'. (T.) You say also, isºl & J:

He applied himself exclusively to the service of

God. (Mºb)—sº, said of a woman, She

adorned and beautified herself. (TA.)

7. Jº It was, or became, cut o , or severed;

($, M, K5) as also "Jij. (M., K.) You say,

à-º'-º', (K, [in a copy of the M ---,

probably a mistranscription,]) The shoot, or offset,

of the palm-tree neas cut off, or severed, º: &-

[..from its mother-tree]; as also " …; and

"-º-l. (M, K.)—º Us? Jºël He strove,

laboured, or eacerted himself, and made much

progress, in his journeying, or pace. (TA.)

8: see 7.

10: see 7.

J; :(i.e. A gift that is [as it were] cut off;

i. e., of n!hich there is not the like; or after

which another is not given. (M, K.) And #33

ãº, (M.K.) and it; it as-, (TA) An alms,

or a gift for the sake of God, cut off from its

giver : (M, K:) or cut off from all the property

[irrevocably], to be devoted to the cause of God.

(O, TA. [See also art. c….]) You say also,
2 or 3. . . . . 1 s 29 - of

Sº tº delax'ſ ºka arºlael: see art. ºv. And

2. o. * - - -

it: āś Wiſe; ($) or it: āś iſ life;

(Msb;) [He divorced her by a separating

divorce; or by a decided and irrevocable di

vorce; (see art. c.”;)] the last word being a

corroborative of that next preceding it. (TA.)

And it.“ -ā- He swore a decided [or an

irrevocable] oath. (M, T.A.. [See also a similar

phrase voce <4.]) — Also Truth; or true :

whence Sº in truth; or truly. (TA.)

Jºš A shoot, or an offset, of a palm-tree, cut

off from its mother-tree, and independent thereof;

as also "iſº, (AS, T, S, M., K.) and "J.

(M,K)—A. virgin, that is cut off from hus

bands : (S:) a noman that neithholds herself

from men, (T,) or that is cut off from men, (M,

K,) having no desire for them, (T, M, TA,) nor

need of them; (T;) and, with the art. Ji, applied

to the Virgin Mary; (M. K3) as also "Jºš.

(M, K.) with the art. J, it is applied also to

Fátimeh, the daughter of Mohammad, because

she was separated from the [other] women of

her age and nation by chasteness and excel

lence and religion and [other] grounds of preten

sion to respect: (Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà, T, K:*) or

it signifies, (S,) or signifies also, (K,) a noman

detached from norldly things, and devoted to

God; ($, K5) as also "Jº, and "iſº. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.) - -

-

J– See Jº, in three places. – Also

Slender ; (Ham p. 589;) applied to a waist;

(Ham,TA) as also "Ji... (TA)—A tree

having its racemes pendulous. (K. [See also

J&J)—4 natercourse (Ibn-'Abbād, M, K) in

the lower part of a calley ; pl. Jé. (M, K.)

iº see Jºš, in two places.– Also Any

limb, or member, (Lth, T, S, M. K.) with its flesh,

(Lth, T, S,) separate from others, (M, K,) or by

itself. (Lth, T.) pl. Jº. (Lth, T, S, &c.)—

In one dial., (M,) The posteriors; (M, K;)

becauſe divided [or distinct] from the back. (M.)

—º &: *: Jé », and ~5 J-9 * Sº,

[He proceeded according to] an irrevocable deter

mination or resolution. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

Jº fem. §: for the latter, see what next
* > 3 > 0, o.p.

º

precedes. – Yº 3-sc [A minor pilgrimage] not
2 -o:

conjoined with another. (K.)—And Jºl, applied

to a man, Wide between the shoulders. (T.)

6

CK, erroneously, alº.j) the first being [in the

opinion of ISd] pl.ſor rather coll. gen. n.] of

the second, like as 2-5 is of$3, (M,) A palm

tree (i+3) having a shoot, or an offset, cut off

jrom it and independent of it; (AS, T, S, M,

K3) and used in like manner as a pl. ; i. e., the

Jº, (A, T, S,) or tº, (M,K, TA, [in the .
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first is also used as a pl.: (S:) or the first signi

fies solitary, or isolated: (Ibn-Habeeb, TA:) or

of n!hich the racemes are pendulous. (TA. [See

also Jº..])

5 & 2 ×

Jºe: see Jé.—iº, applied to a woman,

Beautiful, elegant, or pretty; (K;) as though

her beauty were divided into portions ("Jā,

i. e. 3.3.) [and distributed in due proportions]

upon her limbs: (M,” K.) or perfect in make,

(S,) whose flesh is not accumulated, one portion

upon another, ($, M, K,) but distinctly disposed;

this latter being said by some to be the meaning:

(M. :) or, accord. to Lh, (M, TA,) having a

lankness, or looseness, in her limbs; (M, K,TA;)

not having them compressed, one upon another;

(M.) or as though the flesh were cut off from

them : (TA:) and in like manner, J: applied

to a cameſ: (M, K:) not applied as an epithet

to a man: (S, M, K:) or Ji- it. signifies

distinct in make from the generality of women;

excelling them [therein]: (Aboo-Sa’eed, T, TA:)

or perfect in make: or having every part beauti

ful in itself; not dependent [..for its beauty] upon

another part : (T:) or beautiful in make; not

with one part falling short of another [in beauty];

not being beautiful in the eye and ugly in the

nose, nor beautiful in the nose and ugly in the

eye; but perfect. (IAqr, T.A.)

Jºº. Cut off, or severed. (S.) – [And

hence,) ãº. i.236 An irrevocable determina

tion or resolution. (TA.)

“”

1. 3., (Lth, T, S, M, A, K.) aor. (Lih, T,

M, L, K) and 2, (M, L, K,) the latter [anoma

lous, and thereforé] thought by MF to be a

mistake, arising from confounding 34 with 4,

he not knowing any authority for it except the

K, (TA) inf. n. 3.; (Lth, T, M, L5) and "4:1,

(S, M, K) inf. n. *tºl; (TA) and " …, (K)

or this has an intensive signification; ($;) and

* &, (§, K) inf. m. iś; ($) He spread it;

(S, A, K5) he dispersed it, scattered it, or dis

seminated it; (Lth, T, S,” M, A, K,) namely, a

thing; (Lth, T, M, A,” L;) or f news, tidings,

or information. (S, A, L., K.) You say, º

sº º Jº- They spread, or dispersed, the

horses, or horsemen, in the hostile incursion. (T,

M,’A, L.) And sº J. & 3. He (the

Sultán) spread, or dispersed, the army in the

provinces. (Mgb.) And *S* & He (the

hunter, A, L) spread, or dispersed, his dogs (T,

A, L)* Jº [agains the chase, or game].

(A) And 3-1 ºf 34, (aor. , inf n. 4,

Msb,) God spread, or dispersed, mankind, or

the beings whom He created, Jº Jº [in the

earth]; (T, A:) or God created them. (Msb.)

ā-3 9:= Sº tºº “s, in the Kur [iv. 1.],

means And spread, or dispersed, and multiplied,

from them two, many men, and nomen. (T.)

You say also, àº) -: The carpets were spread.

(T,) And sº Jess & 3. He spread

out the furniture, or utensils, in the sides of the

tent, or house, or chamber. (A.) And jú. <!,

(K,) and "4:3, (S, K.), He, or it, raised the

dust. (S. K.) And ºn ".… He, or it,

raised the dust, or earth, and removed it from

that which was beneath it. (M.) And "sº

They uncovered him. (Hr, M, L, from a trad.

respecting a dying Jew.) And <--~ :-

t He spread, published, or revealed, the discourse,

narration, or information. (Mºb.) And, accord.

to IF, Jºl 3- and Y& t[He spread, published,

or revealed, the secret]. (Mºb.) And u, as tº

J-º Jº, aor. *; and sº W&: tl revealed,

or showed, to him nºkat was in my mind. (A.)

And sº '3-iº, (S) or Jºs (K) and

;: º, (K) if n. 4 (TA) +1 re.

vealed, or showed, to him my secret, or the secret:

(S, K:) or &- * 3:3: (T) and &- * 3:31,

(A) f I acquainted him nith my secret: (T, A:)

and <--- y & the acquainted him nith the

discourse, narration, or information. (M.) And

% ié & He complained to him of his state,

or condition. (M, in art. Jºãº.)

2. J.- < BIe spread, or disseminated, the

nervs, tidings, or information, much : (S:) or

i. q. atº, q.v. (K.)

º … … o ºf .

3. Lº- 4:5; see 1; last sentence but one.
*.p.-3.

—#4. Usº ( [Betrueen them tryo is a mutual

revealing of secrets: see 6]. (A.)

4: see 1, in six places.—ºf [without

a second objective complement,) t I revealed, or

shoned, or have revealed or shown, to thee my

“, (S, TA,) whence the verb in this sense is

derived; (TA;) i. e., my state, (S,) or my grief,

or sorron. (S, TA.)

3 2.

6. 1931.5 +[They revealed secrets, one to another:

see 3]. (K, in art. J-e-5.)

7. <<! It spread; (S, A, K5) it became dis

persed, scattered, or disseminated; ($,” M, A, K5)

namely, a thing; (M, L;) or f news, tidings, or

information. (S, A, L., K.) You say, Jº- <!

The horses, or horsemen, spread, or became dis

persed, or dispersed themselves, (M, L,) in a hostile

incursion. (L.) And Jº J. 39-13-9. The

locusts spread, or became dispersed, or dispersed

themselves, in the land. (M, A, L.)

10. : <-- t He asked him, or petitioned

him, to reveal it to him. (M, L, K.)

• * ~* - 32- -

R. Q. 1. <!, inf. n. #3:
• of - ---

places. – 5-o') << t He inquired respecting

the affair or event, scrutinized it, and sought

information respecting it. (T, L.)
5.

é, (A,5, M.A.K) and '34, (A,TA)

both applied to dates, (33, Aş, S, &c.,) Scattered,

strenn, dispersed, and separate, (A5, S,K,) one

from another: (AS, S:) or separate, or dis

united, not being packed, or not campact : (A:)

or not nell packed, (S, M,) so that they are

separated, or disunited: (M:) or scattered; not

see 1, in four

-- 3 .

in the bag or other receptacle; like ts: (M3)

<- 3: being a phrase [in which the latter word

is an inf. n. used in the sense of a pass. part. n.,.]

like* it. (S)= A state, or condition. (S,

K.)— Grief, or sorron, (T, S, M,) nhich one

makes known to his companion or friend: (T:)

or violent, or intense, grief or sorron, ; and violent,

or severe, disease or sickness; as though, in con

sequence of its violence, one made it known

to his companion or friend: (T, TA:) or the

most violent or intense grief or sorrow. (K.)

Jº Jºº-, occurring in a trad., means My

grief, or sorron, became violent, or intense. (TA.)

2 - 22 & 22

iº. Jºyj [in the Kur lxxxviii. 16] means

Goodly carpets, or the like, (Bd,) spread: (A,

Bd:) or, accord. to Fr, many in number. (T.)

* > * > 3 .

<-º-o: see Jºv.–Scattered dust: so in the Kur

[lvi. 6]. (T.)– t Snooning (K) from grief, or

sorrow. (TA.)

&

jº -

1. º. (S, M, A, Mºb, K.) aor. , (Msb)

inf. n. Å; (M, Msb, K5) and ſº, (S, M, Msb,

K) agrº, (S, M, Mºb) inſ; n. jº (M, Mºb, K)

and 39: ; (M, K;) and jº, aor. : ; ($, Msb,

K;) It (a man's face, S, M, K, or the skin, M,

A, Msb) broke out with pimples, or small pus

tules; ($, M, A, Msb, K5) as also ", , ; (M,

A, and some copies of the K:) or this last sig

nifies it (a man's skin) became blistered, or

vesicated. (S, Msb.)

2. º. It (tar) [made a camel to break out

nºith small pustules; or] excoriated a camel, and

made him to bleed. (Ibn-'Abbād, TA in art.

Cº-.)

5: see 1.

}% ($, M, Mºb, K) and "3, (M, Mºb, K.)

coll. gen. ns., (Msb,” MF,) originally inf. ns.,

(Msb,) Pimples, or small pustules; (S, M, Msb,

K;) accord. to some, specially upon the face;

(M, TA) as also sº; ($, Mºbi) which is the

pl. of ; ; (Mºb :) ns. un, 5% ($, M, Mºb)

and 3,3: (M, Mºbi) and pl. of this lastº

(Msb:) oriº, pl. of jº, signifies purulent pus

tules like the small-poa, upon the face and other

parts of the person of a man. (T.) You say,
o . ~ *

3× 2 sº-º-º- [A pimple, or small pustule,

• * * * ~ 6- 9.

Uº-ax}

or purulent pustule, came forth on him, and he

squeezed it]... (A.) And Jº }: ºs- [In his

skin are scattered, or sundry, pimples, &c.]. (A.)

6 o'.

see jº.

5...

&

Jº

--

1. [...] §, (Mgh, Mºb) aor. : and 2, (Mºb)

inf. n.& (Mgh, Msb,) He made an opening for

the water by breaking through the bank, or the

dam that confined it. (Mgh, Mºb.") Andjº jº,

inf n. & (Lih, K) and 3%, (K, TA) in some

of the copies of the S [and in the CK] Jº, but

this is wrong, though Ru-beh has used it by

poetic license, (TA,) and Jú, (K,) He broke

[through] the bank of the river, or rivulet, in
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order that the nater might pour out, or flow

forth; (Lth, K, TA;) as also "Jº, (K,) inf. n.
º o-

• * *

Jºj; the latter not commonly mentioned. (TA)

And liá, &.Jº Jº, aor. *, inf. n. &: and

& on the authority of Yaakoob, The torrent

broke through, and clave, such a place. (S.)=

See also 7.—& <-iº, (K,) aor. 2, inf. n.

& and 3e3, (TA) The eye shed tears quickly.

(AA, K.)—āºls is, (AZ,K) aor. , (AZ,

TA) inf n. 32: The well became full, and

abundant in water. (AZ, K.)=& aor. * ,

[inf. m., by rule, Jº, It (seed-produce) became

affected nºith the disease termed& (TA.)

2: see 1.

7. Gº! It (water) had vent; or it poured out,

or flowed forth : (S, Msb,” K.) or it ran, or

flowed, of itself, without the breaking through of

a dam or the like. (Mgh.) [For sº, in the

$, Golius appears to have found ºl, which is

a mistake.—The Christians, as Golius has ob

served, use this verb to denote the procession of
o ~~ y o a

the Holy Spirit]–...ſe Jºl Gº! The tor

rent came upon them without their. eacpecting it,

or thinking it. (K, TA.) And ...ie (J. "Jº,

+ The neater came upon them. (TA)—&

25&2.1% f He came upon them with speech

without their expecting it. (K, TA)—eitºl

Jºš f The land became abundant in herbage, or

fruitful. (TA.)

& and Yº, An opening made for mater by

breaking through the bank, or the dam that con

fined it : (Mgh, Msb:*) or the place where the

bank of a river, or rivulet, is broken [through] in

order that the nater may pour out, or flow forth:

a place where water has vent, or pours out, or

flon's forth : (K:) or the latter signifies a place

furrowed, or holloned out, by mater: (JK:) pl.

3:. (JK, K.)=Also the former, A disease

that affects seed-produce, occasioned by rain.

(TA.)

38 2:-

tº . See L9-º-

& [act. part. n. of 1].—iº i.e., A nell

full, and abundant in mater. (K.) And 3.

& [pl. of &W), like &#, [pl. of &#9, app.

Waters floning forth abundantly]. (TA.)–

[Hence,) 2K) &% 3. the is abundant in gene

rosity. (K.)

tº

1. *** [aor. and inf. n. as below,) He rejoiced;

or was joyful, glad, or happy; (S, A.;) as also

"cº-º: ($, Mgh, K:) and Y the latter signifies

also he magnified himself; and gloried, or boasted:

(Mgh:) or, accord. to Lh, this verb signifies he

gloried, or boasted; and vied neith others, or con

tended with them for superiority, in beauty, or

goodliness, in respect of something; as also -i-.5:

or, as some say, he magnified himself; and ~,

is said to signify he was, or became, great in his

onn estimation. (TA.) You say also, as ***,

(S, Mºb, K) aor, , (Mºb, K) infn. **: (S,

K, TA) and ***, (§, Mºb, K) aorºs (Mºb,

K;) but the latter is of weak authority; (S, K;)

He rejoiced in it, or at it; (S, K;) namely, a

thing; ($;) as also "cº- and "e- : (TA:)

or he gloried in it, or boasted of it; and so

'a-º-º: (Mºb.) And tº'é &Si, and
Uºle … ºn º, Such a one talks foolishly, or irra

tionally, [to us, assuming superiority over us,) by

reason of self-conceitedness: and so one says in

speaking of a person in jest. (TA.)=See also 2.

2. *~~ It (a thing, or an affair, TA) rejoiced

him; made him jouful, glad, or happy; (A, TA;)

as also '4-l. (TA.) And <--, (inf. n.

5 - : 3, $, K,) I rejoiced him; made him joyful,

&c. : (S, Mgh, K:) or, as some say, magnified

him. (TA) and "4:--, aor. 2, I magnified

it ; namely, a thing. (Msb.)

4:

5: see 1, in five places.

see 2.

• 3 - "... ,
-

6. Cº-º-º: iſ…} Women, or the nomen, vie,

or contend for superiority, one mith another, in

beauty, or goodliness, and in glorying, or boasting.

(A, TA.)

8 : see 1. -

&= Itejoicing, glad, or happy; as in the
" .. 2 - wº ~ 2:

phrase, Jºe J'Sº &- U! [I am rejoicing in

6 w ~~ *

such a place]; and so aw '**ºc. (A.)

6 d * - - - - -

tº- Joyful; [an intensive epithet] applied to

a man. (TA.)

s -

>\, Great in estimation; applied to a man:

• a .9 g

t- and **. (TA.)

*** [a pl. of which the sing, is app.

pl.

3 * • 6 •

4t-º-º-e,

meaning, accord. to analogy, A cause of joy or

gladness or happiness]. You say,*** *<<

8-9'> [app. I eacperienced from it, or him,

the causes of success, and the causes of joy &c.].

(A, TA.)

9 w ~ * >

tº-: See ***

****

1. J&Ju 4-, (S, A, L, K,') aor.”, (L)

inf. n. 3,4- (S, L, K) and 3:45 (Kr;) and

"...sº, inf n. *e is (L.K.) He remained,

stayed, abode, or dwelt, (S, A, L, K,) in the

place; (S, A, L;) settled, or remained fixed, in

it; not quitting it. (A)—Jº ><, (L,
45 in j - * -

K.) inf. n. 39-3 ; and "sº-º-; (L:) The camels

kept to the place of pasturing. (L, K.)

2: see 1, in two places.

5 o .

Jº A company, or an assembly, of men: and

a hundred, and more, of horses: (L, K:) on the
£5 p →

authority of El-Hejeree : (TA:) pl. 33-7. (L.)

iº i. q. Jº [The root, basis, or foundation;

or the origin, or source; or the most essential

part, or very essence; of a thing]. (K.) – And

[hence, app.,] The innard, or intrinsic, state or

circumstances of a case or an affair; as also
6 * c → 5 * * *

W 33-, and W 33-, ($, L, K :) or the true, or

real, state or circumstances thereof; the positive,

or established, truth thereof; from 9&º *A*-

(A) You say, ºf 34-22% sº, (S, A, L.)

and *****, and ****, (S, L,) He is ac

quainted with the innard, or intrinsic, state or

circumstances of thy case or affair : (S, L:) or,

nºith the true, or real, state or circumstances

thereof; neith the positive, or established, truth

thereof (A) And 43 iº sº, (S,K) with
fet-h, (S,) He possesses the knowledge of that.

($, K.) And hence, (S) tº &ºf sº, (S. K.)
contr. of ºs- cº' 5", (A in art, 2-3,) or, aS

in the books of proverbs,º &ſ Úl, the

[affixed] pronoun referring toJº [understood],

as is said by Meyd and Z, (TA,) applied to

[signify He is, or I am, the person acquainted

nith the thing; ($, L, K;) possessing, or eacer

cising, the skill requisite for it; (S, L;) the dis

criminator, or discerner, thereof; (L;) and one

says likewise, ºs-&**&ſº : (TA:)

it is also applied to [signify he is, or I am, the

skilful guide of the way [thereof]: (L, Ki:) and

hence, [accord. to some,) it is proverbially applied

to any one acquainted with an affair; skilful

therein : (TA:) and to [signify he is, or I am,

the person who will not quit, or depart from, his

place; from the saying J&G 3—4: (L:) or

the person n-ho will not depart from his saying :
* - d. o

(K: [there explained by the words crº 'y & 9

º & but the TA supplies some apparent

omissions in this explanation, making it to agree

with that which here immediately precedes it,

taken from the L; and adds that, in some copies

of the K, alsº cºe is erroneously put for a 35 cº-e:

also, that he who remains in a place knows that

place:]) or, accord. to some, iº signifies dust,

or earth ; so thatº&ſ ū is as though it

meant I am created of its dust, or earth. (TA.)

—Also A [desert, such as is termed] 5-3.

(K.) Kaab Ibn-Zuheyr uses the phraseº&

as meaning Its male chameleon; the pronoun

referring to a desert (SS3) which he is describing.

(TA.) And you say of a land covered with

black locusis, 3-, 5-, Jºlsºi [The

land became, or has become, one desert, destitute

of vegetable produce]. (L.)

#3: and i-º-º: See #24 ; each in two

places.

3- A striped garment of the kind called

4-e, (S, A, L. K.) being one of the kinds of

4–e worn by the Arabs of the desert: (S, L:)

or, of n:hich the wool has been spun, or twisted,

in the manner termed à- [app. a mistranscrip

tion for 9- (see: J% in art. 2-3)], and noven

with the instrument called a 2-e: pl. *: al

single oblong piece thereof is called **, of

which the pl. is ºff. (L, TA)—Also A kind

of tent, of [the sºft hair called] , 3. (Ibn-El.

Kelbee, TA voce sº, q. v.)

** Remaining, staying, abiding, or dwelling,
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in a place; (L;) settled, or remaining fired, in

a land. (A.)

jº

1.3-, aor. , (M, K) inf. h. 3-, (§, M)

IHe (a man, S) had his navel, or the part re

maining of the navel-string after it had been cut,

protruding, (S, K,) elevated, and hard, (TA,)

and thick at the base, (S, M,) and fleshy at the

neck, or slender part, with mind remaining in

the enlarged part. (M.)- He was, or became,

large in the belly. (K.)– His (a man's, TA)

belly became full of milk, (K,) or pure milk,

(TA,) and of mater, and he was not satiated;

(K;) as also 3-, . (TA:) or he drank much

milk, or water, and nas hardly, or not at all,

satiated. (Lh, T.A.)

6 o' - 9 o .

2- : see 2-, in three places.

6 & x

}s. A snelling, or inflation, of the belly; as
6 ... •

also W3-º-º: (Fr, TA:) or prominence in the

belly. (Harp. 639.)= Evil; mischief: a great,

terrible, or momentous, thing or case ; (AZ, S,

K;) as alsoº and "&#: (TA:) a non

derful thing : (K:) a calamity, or misfortune;

($) as also 'º (TA) and "3-4 (S. K)

and "ā,3: (Ki) pl. of: [or pl. pl., being
- 6 * ca. 3 ~£

app. pl. of the pl. of pauc. 2-, 3-ºl ; and pl.

pl. (as though pl. of the pl. jº, T) ***

(K) and pl. of "&# (S,K) and of ***
3. • * - 6 o' -- o *

(K) & 4 (S.K.) You say 3: … A great,

terrible, or momentous, thing or case. (TA.) And

º 5-4 Jú [He said a foul and a nonder

ful thing. (TA) And,-Sºº & Verily

he brings to pass calamities, or misfortunes. (A.)

And &º 4. <-j I experienced from him

calamities, Or misfortunes. (AZ, S.) And* tº,

*:::1: ...in or ºl (It is only the daybreak

07" misfortune]: a saying of Aboo-Bekr; mean

ing, if thou wait until the daybreak shine, thou

wilt see the way; but if thou journey without a

guide in the darkness, it will lead thee to evil: but

the saying is recited differently; with 2-3" in the

place of 3-ºl. (L. [See3-4)—[see also J-4.)

3- inf. n. of 1 ſq. v.]. (M.)-See also 3+.

3- A man (TA) having his belly full of milk,

(K.) or pure milk, (TA,) and of water, without

being satiated: (Ki) or drinking much milk, or

water, and being hardly, or not at all, satiated.

(Lh,TA.)

ā- Prominence, or protrusion, in the navel :
9 * ~ *

(Mgh:) or largeness of the belly : pl. ~9-.

(Yákoot, TA) [See what next follows.]
5, 3 x - - - -

à- A tumour, or smelling, or an inflation, in

the navel; the like of which in the back is termed
º, o z

# = 4; (IAar, IAth:) or the part of the navel

string which remains after it has been cut, when

it is thick at the base, and fleshy at the neck, or

slender part, with wind remaining in the enlarged

part ; as also *ś: (ISd, L.) or the navel,

(L, K.) of a man and of a camel, (L.) whether

large or not : (L, K:) and a knot in the belly:

(L, K.) or a knotted vein in the belly; the like

Bk. I.

of which in the back is termed §3.4. (L:) and

(as some say, L) a knot in the face, and in the
9 .

neck. (L. K.) pl. - (L.) [See also sº.]

— [Hence,) 9-3 3-4 Jé He mentioned

his vices, or faults, and his nhole state or case:

(K:) or all his affairs; those which mere appa

rent and those which were hidden : or his secrets :

or his vices, or faults. (TA.) And 4. 2 ..as

&-º es:-- f I have revealed to thee my vices,

or faults; meaning, my whole state or case. ($.)

And cº-º cº-º & f I acquainted him

njith my vices, or faults, which I conceal from

others, by reason of my confidence in him.

(A) And sº, sº ºf Jº, said by

'Alee, f I complain unto God of my sorrows and

my griefs; (IAar, IAth;) meaning, all my

affairs or circumstances; those nihich are appa

rent and those nihich are hidden. (IAth.) [See,
9 o ~ * ~ *.

again, *4)—It is said in a prov., "X-5 Jºe
o, ... • 6 o p - • o” - 2 - -

ºs- >= L5- or=w, meaning t [Bujeyr cast

reproach upon] his vices, or faults : [Bujeyr

orqot his on n state or condition :l or, as some | **
y

say, they were two men: [so that the meaning

is, Bujeyr reproached Bujarah : &c. :] ($:)

accord. to El-Mufaddal, Bujeyr and Bujarah

were two brothers, in an ancient age : but

accord. to the lexicologists, the meaning is, that

one affected with nihat is termed a 5- in his

navel reproached another for that which was in

him. (Az, T.A.)

6.- ... • ge o z

39-2 : see 35-º.

3 0 in 9 o p

Jº-º: see 2-, in three places.

45 ° 2 9 o .

àº-º: see 2-, in two places.

> is an imitative sequent to }<=. (Fr, S,

K.) Accord. to AA, it signifies Abundant, ol"

much, wealth: [or rather this seems to be the

meaning of the phraser- Jº for it is added,

and in like manner [it is used in the phrase],

J- J.-- & [A place inhabited, peopled,

well stocked with people and the like, or in a

flourishing state, and large, or ample]. (TA.)

5, 6 p.

see 39-º.

see what follows.

9 @ e -

Jee- :

6 -

jº-º:

3- A man (S) having his navel, or the part

remaining of the navel-string after its having

been cut, protruding, (S, Mgh, K,) and elevated,

and hard, (TA,) and thick at the base, (S, M,)

and fleshy at the neck, or slender part, with

n:ind remaining in th.ºnlarged part: .(M. :)

fem. Åºs ($) pl. - (S.K) and &

(K.)- Large in the belly : pl. as above: and

*}- 'signifies the same : (TA:) or this latter,

hacing a snvollen, or an inflated, belly: (IAar,

K:) or having a large belly and a protruding

navel: and its pl. is à-, occurring in a trad.,

in which the tribe of Kureysh are described as
6.- . , 6 3

35-4 i-i: or 39-y may here mean thoarders

and acquirers of wealth. (L.)– One says also

ā- i-i- tA full [receptacle of the kind

called] arºse-; and*Jr. tfull purses; and

* > of * , of

j-e) J.-- [or 3-c.17]: but they did not say,

... • - 22 - - ** a , j , of 6

#5-e ā-ā- (or 9-e J: nor 3-ºl J-º-; though

analogy does not disagree to it: it is from3

signifying “prominence in the belly.” (Har

p. 639.)– And ā- Jºi + Ground, or land,

that is elevated, (K,” TA,) and hard. (TA.)-
* > of

jºl also signifies t The rope of a ship; (K;)

because of its greatness in relation to ropes in

general. (TA.)

L***

1. & J.<!, (S, A, Msh, K) aor. ($, Mºb,

K) and -, (A, K.) inf. n. J-, (Mºb, TA) He

opened a nay, passage, vent, or channel, for the

mater to flow forth ; gave vent to it; made it

tº flow; syn. 9-3, (S) or 4-3, (Mºb) or

** : (A, K.) [all of which, in this case, signify

the same:] and in like manner one says of a

wound; (A, K,) but in this case, the phrase

is tropical: (TA ) and Lºſ "J-, inf. n.

J-e-J, He (namely, God, TA) made the water

to flow forth, or to flow forth copiously, syn.

9-3, (K, TA,) from the cloud or clouds, and

from the spring. (TA)= See also 7, in two

places. - -

2 : see 1.

5: see 7, in three places.

. 7. J-e-º! It (water) had a nay, passage,

vent, or channel, opened for it to flon, forth;

it had vent; it poured forth; (S, A, Msb, K;)

[it burst forth;] from a cloud or clouds, and

from a spring; (A ;) and from a rock; (Kur

vii. 1605) as also "J-34, aor. *; ($, TA;) and

"J-5. (S. K.) syn, of the first, (S, A, K,”

TA) and last, (S) = as (S, A, TA:) or of

the last, *-i- [properly signifying it poured

forth copiously]: (A, TA:) J-º-º: signifies

particularly the nelling forth [of water] from a

spring ; or it has a general application: (K:)

and "J-34 signifies cracking in a water-skin,

or stone, or earth, so that nater issues from it.

(TA) You say, JºJº J-3, 3-ºl [The

clouds pour nith rain]. (TA.) And ** Güí

"J-tº, (A) or tº 'Jºã, (TA) [He

brought us crumbled bread moistened nith broth,

which streamed with seasoning,) meaning, by

reason of the abundance of grease [in it]. (A,

TA.)

6 o' .

U-a-2 à. Water having a nay, passage, vent,

or channel, opened for it to flow forth; having

a vent; or pouring forth : (K:) and in like
6 o' -- 3 - -

manner, J-e-w-le- [clouds pouring forth rain];
9 a y ...) - - -

(TA;) and [so] J-e- -º'- [pl. of "C-l

and i-ºl: ($) and "J- it...flowing water:

(Kr, TA:) and "J-> & a copious spring.

(K,” TA.)

J-- See J-4, in two places.

6 º' y

U-a- ?

6 o' ,

See L-º-º-

J*-*

• * * 9. , ,- - in

1. Jº, aor. *, inf. n. *-* and J.-, He (a

man) was, or became, such as is termed Jº- and

20

J-º ; pl.
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J:sº [i. e. magnified, honoured, &c.). (K)=
J-4, aor. *; and Jº, aor. *; inf. n. Jº- and

Jº He was, or became, in a good state or

condition; having abundance of herbage, or of

the goods or conveniences or comforts of life. (K.)

-And IIe neas, or became, joyful, glad, or

happy. (K.)=ſº-He bled him (namely, a

horse, or a camel,) by opening the vein called

J-º so accord. to analogy; like 4-33,

meaning “he bled him. by opening the vein called

8-29'." &c.] Us—º J means He had not been

iſed in the Jºi. (TA)

2. *s-, (Msb, K,) inf. n. J-5, He magni

fied, honoured, revered, venerated, or respected,

him: (S, Msb, K:) or he said to him. J-,

meaning Sufficient for thee (31-e-) is the place

[or condition or rank] which thou hast attained.

(K.)

4. 4- It sufficed, or contented, him. ($, K.)

— It rejoiced him. (T.A.)

Jº See J-4.

J- is a noun (Mughnee) syn, with ---

(S, Mughnee, K:*) and is also a verbal noun syn.

with Jº. (Mughnee, K.”) You say Jº- (S,

Mughnee, K) and Jº, (S, K,) meaning J.--

[My sufficiency, or a thing sufficing me, i. e.

sufficient for me, is such a thing]: ($, Mughnee,

K:) [it is said in the Ham, p. 145, as on the

authority of Akh, that they do not say Jº-3

but this is a mistranscription for Usºs-, as will

be seen from what follows:] and, using it as a

verbal noun, (Mughnee, K,) but this is rare,

(Mughnee,) you say Jº-, meaningJº [It

suffices me, or mill suffice me]; (Mughnee, K:)

and 4-, meaning* [It suffices thee, or

will suffice thee]: (Ki) or, accord. to Akh, they

say4-, like as they say, J.; ; but notJº,

like Jºkº : ($:) or the J in Jº- is absolutely

- • * ~ .

necessary accord. to him who says that Jº is a |

verbal noun; and accord. to him who says that

this word is syn. with ---, the J is allowable.

(M.F.) [See, under the words 33 and ki, what

is said respectingJº and Jºſé. In the saying

of Jábir Ibn-Ra-lán Es-Simbisee,

O - 2 - .j ,” 2 < 0 , o ż. º.

* Levºs-e- yº ºff tº *

4: Sºº & sº $45 +

[When she san, a company n'hose beasts of burden

were few, So'ād said, Is this your property,

sufficing you?] meaning, when she saw the few

ness of our camels: the last word occupies the

place of a denotative of state, and is made to end

thus by poetic license: Abu-l-'Ala says that this

word may be put in the accus. case as meaning

not eacceeding what I see; or it may be for Jº-,

after the manner of some of the Arabs who are

related, by Akh and others, to have said tº for

Jºº. (Ham pp. 299 and 300.) [See also 2:

and see J-4.]=It is also a particle, (Mughnee,)

meaning … [Fes; Jea; or even so]. (Mugh

nee, K.) -

J- Calumny, slander, or false accusation :

or this is with damm; (K;) i. e. "J- (T,

TA;) meaning a great calumny &c.; (K,” TA;)

and Az. thinks that this may be a dial. var. of

3-, with which it is syn.; because U and 2 are

interchanged in many instances. (TA.)– A

wonderful thing; syn.<< *. (K)—J-3, 3}

denotes dispraise; meaning Content with mean

things; not desirous of the means of acquiring

eminence : (K:) or content that another should

manage affairs in his stead, and that he should be

a burden upon others, saying, Sufficient for me

(J.-- [or J-1) is that [state or condition]

wherein I am : (O, TA:) from a saying of Luk

mán Ibn-Åd; (O, K;) as is also alsº 23,

which denotes praise. (O, TA.) -

ãº A goodly, or beautiful, form or appear

ance, figure, person, mien, or eacternal state or

condition : (Sh, K:) a pleasing aspect; goodliness,

or beauty; grounds of pretension to respect; and

ercellence; or sharpness, or quickness, of intellect.

(TA.) You say, aſs- 33 & [Verily he has a

goodly, or beautiful, form &c.). (Sh, T.A.) (See

the end of the next preceding paragraph.]—A
• * *

small tree : pl. sº. (K.)

Jº- and"J-3, applied to a man, i.a. "J-2

[Magnified, honoured, revered, venerated, or re

spected]: (Sh, K:) or bulky, or corpulent; (As,

$;) applied to a man; (As, TA;) or to an old

man: (S:) or the former signifies an old, or aged,

lord or chief: (AA, S:) or a bulky, or corpulent,

old man : or, as some say, one beyond the middle

age, in n-hom one sees goodliness of form or

appearance, and advancement in years: (Mgh :)

or both signify an old man, n-ho is a great lord

or chief, endoned neith goodliness, and with eaccel

lence, or sharpness of intellect ; (K:) not applied

to a woman; (TA;) i. e., a woman is not termed
6- . .

allºw. (Mgh.)

J.-- See J-4–Also Gross, big, thick,

coarse, or rough ; applied to anything. (K.)–

J-2. An affair, an event, or a case, deemed

strange, or evil, and great, or formidable. (TA.)
g , 5 d …

Jºe- 2:4- Ample, abundant, good or wealth or

prosperity. (T.A.)

J-4 Being in a good state or condition ;

having abundance of herbage, or of the goods or

conveniences or comforts of life; (K;) applied

to a man and to a camel: (TA:) or, as Yaakoob

says, on the authority of Abu-l-Ghamr El-'Okeylee,

having much fat; applied to a man and a she

camel and a he-camel. ($.) — Also Joſſful,

glad, or happy. (K.)

J-5 A certain vein, ($,) a thick vein, (K,

Ham p. 417,) of the horse and of the camel, (S,

TA,) in the thigh and the shank, (Ham ubi supra,)

or in the hind leg or the fore leg, (TA,) corres

ponding to the J-4- (S, K) of man : (S:) pl.

J-º. (Ham ubi supra, T.A.) You say, <

4-5 [He opened his Jewſ]; i.e., the horse's

| or the camel's. (TA.) And one says of a swift

horse, J-8 Jº's * [He is law in the U-U!].

(Ham ubi supra.)

6 & 2 x

Jº-e: see J-4.

- & 2

1. *. (L,) first pers. <-->4, aor. 34, (ISk,

S, L, K,) and ISd says, I see, or think, that Lh
o,… ."

has mentioned º, which is extr. with respect

to rule, (TA,) inf. n. &- ; (ISk, S, L, K;) and

first pers. --, (AO, T, S, K) but the former

is the more chaste, (T, TA,) aor. ** (AO, S, K)
3 - 3 2

and 2-2 and 2-2, [which lastis contr. to analogy,
cº cº 6 ... • *º

(L,) inf. n.* (AO, S, K) and * and tº

and ** and i-º- and isºs (K5 He

had a hoarse, rough, harsh, or gruff, voice; (L;)

he n'as taken neith a hoarseness, harshness, rough

ness, or gruffness, of the voice. (K.)— It is

tropically used in speaking of inanimate things;

as in 3,9]& meaning f [The lute] nas rough

[in sound : see **. (A.)

4. 4- It (crying out, or vociferating,) ren

dered him hoarse, rough, harsh, or gruff, in voice.

(S,” K.)

... dao © .2

8, cº-ºl J A They are in a state of ampli

tude, and of plenty, or of abundance of herbage or

of the goºds or conveniences or comforts of life.

(K.)

R. Q. 1. 84-3 see R. Q. 2, in two places.

R. Q. 2, 31&,(K) and “4,(TA)
+ He nas, or became, [established] in the middle,

or midst, [which is the best part, of the 313 [i. e.

abode, or district, or country, &c.], (K, TA,) and

became possessed of mastery, dominion, or autho

rity, and poncer, over it. (TA.) Fr, however,

makes - :- 3 to be from ā-Q) [q. v.], not from

a reduplicative root. (TA.)– 5 also sig

nifies + He nas, or became, settled, or established,

in authority and poncer, (syn. &#) in alighting,

and taking up his abode, or sojourning; (S, K,

TA;) and reas, or became, [established] in the

middle, or midst, [or best part, of the place of

abode; (TA;) and so "~~. (K, TA.)—Also

! He took a neide, an ample, or a large, range.

(A)—[Hence,) (– tº-3 #The rain became of

wide extent, and had influence upon the land. (TA,

from a trad.)– And ūlā; Jº* --~~3

f The Arabs mere copious, or took a nide range,

in their dialects. (A.)–And 2-9 Jº cº

+ He became in an ample state of glory, honour,

or dignity. (TA.)- An Arab of the desert said,
• * > * > * > * > 3 °.

-- -

* *

º

Jºlº ſapp. I left her obtaining delivery by

the hands of the midwives]. (AZ, T.A.)

- o:

of a woman in labour, Ugºl

6 * > 3 -3

à-º: see 2-1.

2 a 2 * 5 . .a

as-y (S, A, L., K) and '**- (L) Hoarseness,

roughness, harshness, or gruffness, of the voice;

(L, K;) which is sometimes natural: or the former

is applied absolutely, and the latter to that which
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tº-e-

arises from disease. (L.) You say, it:º º

[In his voice is hoarseness, &c.]. (S, A.)

**: see it.

J.-- + Ample in expenditure : and having

an ample place of abode. (Fr, K.)

9 y o z

tº-:
6 , 2 o o

à-3-, + The middle, or midst, [or best part,

syn. Lº, (A’obeyd, S, A, K.) of an abode, or a

district, or country, (S, A,) or a place, (K,) and

of a place where one alights and abides, (TA,)

and of Paradise, and of anything, and the best53

part thereof; (A’obeyd, TAS) (like kº, by

which it is explained; because what is between

the two extremes is generally the best: it may be

well rendered the heart, or very heart, of a thing;]
º 2 o' -

and '83-, also, has the former of these signifi

see what next follows.

cations [and by implication the other likewise].

(TA, voce #, where see an ex.) Jereer says,

* > * ..., 2 oz. 2 * * : o:

+ A cºll25*.*.*.* Jº +

d ~ y o y o . ~ *e 2 - 39°

* 33 3-2- cºe -º cºº +

[My people are Temeem : they are the people who

drive anay Teghlib from the middle, or best part,

of the country]. ($.) [It, is said in the A, that

this word, as syn. with kº, in relation to an

abode or the like (213), is tropical; but I see no

reason for this, unless by laws be meant the “best

part.”]

3 i. applied to a man, ($, L, K,) orsº **

(A) Having a hoarse, rough, harsh, or gruff,

voice : (L, K:)ſº with which "is is

syn.: ($, K 9. pl. 34. (S.) tº isº allowable.

($.)– And t" applied to a lute (392), 1 Rough

(K, TA) in sound. (TA.)- Also f The base, or

thick, chord of a lute; syn. Dow; because of its

rough sound. (TA.)-f A [gold coin of the kind

called] jºx; (K, TA;) because of its harsh

sound [when one rings it]. (TA.)—14 tº

[or gaming-arron] ($, K, TA) by means ofwhich

lots, or portions, are divided : (S, TA:) pl.* :

(S, K:) or such an arron, that has no sound.

(TA.) Khufóf Ibn-Nudbeh says,

w .7 2 * ~ o 2, 2 of 0.2 °

* * -, -º- by +

• 2 & 2 J * : 2. –1

[They entertained their guests with young neaned

she-camels, on the superabundant remains of

which the tribe lived, by means of tanny-coloured

gaming-arrors whereby the lots that determined

who should afford the entertainment mere divided:

or, accord. to the TA, U-9 here signifies fat, as

a subst.; but this is inconsistent with the affixed

pronoun relating to it]. (S.)– t Fat, as an
- d. 2; -

epithet, not a subst. (K.)—* Jºe +[A por

tion of a limb, &c.,] having much fat. (TA.)

*~~

1. --, aor. , (S.Mºb, K) infn. ii, , (K)
5* o ,- -

or <--, (Mºb,) It (a thing) was, or became, un

miced, free from admiature, or pure : (S, K:)

[and] he was unmiaced, or pure, in race, lineage,

or parentage. (Msb.)

3. & e-l, (A) inf n, i-º, (TA) He
o

drank water, or the mater, not upon Jä3 [i. e.

rvithout having eaten anything such as flesh-meat

or bread or dates or grain]: (A :) or he drank

water, or the water, not miced with honey or any

other thing. (TA) And ºil c-u He drank

the nine, or beverage, pure, without any mixture.

(A.) And& ce-tº [He (a camel) ate of the

shrub called<, without any other pasture]. (T

.) And **** ** <'s <--le

He fed his beast nºith &ºre, (i. e. dry herbage,

in art.

TA,) and the like, unmired [nith other pasture].

(K)—39. 4-9 He regarded him, or acted

tonards him, nith reciprocal purity, or sincerity,

of love, or affection : (S, A, K:) or he was pure,

or sincere, to him in love, or affection. (M.)

And Júl <-a-U. He fought nºith earnestness and

energy, unmired with lenity. (A,” TA.) And

tº e-l, (inf. n. as above, TA) He acted

openly, or undisguisedly, nith, or tonards, such

a one. (K, T.A.)

G- Unmixed, free from admixture, or pure;

(S, A, Mgh, K;) applied to anything: (A, K:)

anything that is eaten alone, neithout seasoning or

condiment or any savoury food; and in like

manner, seasoning, or condiment, or any savoury

food, without bread : (Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà:) un

miaced, or pure, in race, lineage, or parentage;

(S, A, Msb;) applied [for instance] to an Arab,

(S, A,) and to an Arab of the desert: (TA:) ori

ginally an inf. n. ; (Msb;) [and therefore] the

same as masc. and fem. and dual and pl.: but if

you will, you may use à- as a fem. epithet,

applied [for instance] to an Arab woman; and

may use the dual and pl. forms: ($:) or the fem.

is [properly] with 3; or, as some say, the word

has no dual nor pl. nor dim. form. (K.) You

say <--* Unmixed wine or beverage: (S:)

and *** and i- and i. • 32- [un

mixed wine and wines]. (TA.) And <-- }:

Bread without anything else [to season it]. (S.)

And*3:- Jéſ, and * -ſil, JHe ate

the bread without any seasoning or condiment or

savoury food, and the flesh-meat without bread.

(TA.) And* Şā <!235 He presented to

him food without any seasoning or condiment.

(A.) And <-- cº& He anointed himself

with ointment unmired with any perfume. (Mgh.)

And <-- 4. (A, Msb) [Unmixed, or unadul

terated, and therefore] strong [-scented, musk.

(Msb.) And <-- <-- sº Wehement, or intense,

cold; (TA;) [as though unmiacedºnith any degree

of n-armth;] syn. ésus. (K in art. St.-J:) the

last word is an imitative sequent. (TA in that

art.)

&

e-º-º

- * * * - tº 0 ° -

1. a-º, aor. *, inf. n. Jº-w, He scraped it

up; [as one who seeks to find a thing therein;]

namely, the dust, or earth: (L.) and he searched,

or sought, for it, or after it, (namely, a thing,)

in the dust, or earth; as also "4:-1: (L, TA:)

thus each is made trans. by itself: and authors

often say, ** <-- ſmeaning he searched, or

inquired, into it; investigated, scrutinized, or

examined, it]: (TA:) one says, Jº Jº <--

he dug up the earth; and thus it is used in the

Kur v. 34: (Msb:) but accord. to the usage

commonly known and obtaining, (TA,) you say,

* <--, (S, A, L, Mºb, K.) aor, as above, (L,

Mşb, K,) and so the inf. n.; (L, Msb;) as well

as “43 (L5) and are "~~); (T, S, L. K.)

[in some copies of the K J -ºſ, which is said in

the TA to be a mistake; and * &-ºl; (see

above ;)] and axe *< . (T, L, K;) and

are 'e-l; (L, K3) and "4-º'-l; (L5)

[he scraped up the dust, or earth, from over it :

and hence, he searched, or sought, for it, after

it, or respecting it; he inquired, and sought for

information, respecting it; he searched, or in

quired, into it; investigated, scrutinized, or eaca

mined, it; he inquired respecting it, and searched

to the utmost after it ; (S,” A,” L, Msb,” K;*)

namely, a thing, ($, L,) or an affair, or event.

(Msb.) You say also, º- & :* Ye-º-' He

eacamined his brother respecting his secret. (A in

art. St-º.)

3. Li& 4-9, inf. n. i-tº, IHe searched,

Or inquired, neith him into a thing; or investigated,

scrutinized, or eacamined, with him a thing, or an

affair: and particularly, in the n'ay of disputa

tion.]—<-sº <--. či &tº [His custom is

to engage with another in mutual scrutiny of

secrets, or faults, or the like, and in mutual

calumniation, &c.; see 6]. (A in art. “….)

-

5. see 1.

6.jº cºlsº They searched, or inquired,

into each other's secrets. (A in art. º.º.)

8: see 1, in three places.—e-rºl also sig

nifies He played with the dust, or earth, termed

33t- ; or at the game called ā-ji. (K.) In a

copy of the K, the verb is here incorrectly written

<--ºl. (TA.)

10: see 1, in three places.

3-, (so in the K) or "3-, (so in the L,)

accord. to Sh, (L.) A mine (L, K) in nihich one

searches for gold and silver. (L.)= Also the

former, A great serpent ; (K;) because it scrapes

up the dust or earth. (T.A.) --

ãº, (as written in the L.) or ãº, (as in

the K) accord to Sh, (L) and "Cººl, (L.

K,) accord. to ISh, (L.) A certain game with

*aš-, i.e., dust, or earth. (L. K.) You say,

ãº -: He played the game thus called. (L.)

** J. Camels that scrape up the dust, or

earth, with their fore feet, backwards, (AA, T,

L, K,) in going; i.e., throning it behind them;

or, as some say, with their feet. (T.A.) —

*5-9), (K,) or ****) ãº, (L.) thus written

in the Fáik, and if so, tº5-7 is an intensive

epithet, applying alike to a masc. and a fem. noun,

20 *
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like *: (TA;) or, accord. to some, à,"

*3), (L,) pl. of*: (TA;) a name of

The chapter of the Kur-án calledãº à24, (L,

K,) and 54,91; (L;) [chap. ix.;] given to it

because it inquires respecting the hypocrites and

their secrets. (L.) -

º - º o . -

st-e-º: see tre+.— A secret: whence the

prov.,24- 4. [Their secret became apparent,

or revealed]. (TA. [But in the S, in art. Jº-3,

q. v., we find exiſ <--- 4; and so in Frey

tag's Arab. Prov. i. 159.])

à- Dust, or earth, (Az, K,) n-hich is scraped

wp from what is searched for therein. (Az, T.A.)

See ãººl.

Jº : See ãºl.

<-- [act, part, n, of 1; Scraping up dust or

earth: &c.]. sº cº <--Jé [Like him nºko

is scraping up the dust, or earth, from over the

great knife with which he is to be slaughtered,

is a prov. : (S, L:) and so ºilº tº:- * : at-Lé

[Like one searching for her death with herhoof|:

originating from the fact of a ewe's digging up

a knife in the dust, or earth, and then being

slaughtered with it. (L.)

£- Dust, or earth, (L, K,) of the burrow of

the Jerboa, (L.) resembling the [hole termed]

*25; (L, K;) but it is not this: pl. *ºtº-9.

(L.) -

5 .

*

<<!. A place, and a time, of scraping up or

digging; of searching, inquiring, investigating,

scrutinizing, or eacamining ; pl. <--... (KL.)

You say, jigſ e-º-, *,5 ($, K') [I left him
in the places nºere the wild oren scrape up the

ground]; meaning, in a desert place, destitute of

herbage, or of human beings; (S, K;) in an

wnknown place; (K;) i. e., so that it was not

known where he was. (S.)

jº

Q. 1. 3-4, [inf. n. $34,] He took, dren,

or pulled, a thing out, or forth; and uncovered

it, laid it open, or earposed it; (Abu-l-Jarráh, S,

K;) as also jº. (Abu-l-Jarráh, S.) It is said

in the Kur [c. 9], accord. to one reading, s

2:) es? U. 3-, [instead of 3:...] meaning

[When that n°hich is in the graves is taken forth

and uncovered; i. e.,] when the dead are raised

to life; syn.*; and it is not improbable that

3- may be composed of Jºy and 35i [app.

a mistranscription for jºil, accord. to the opinion

of those who hold that quadriliteral and quin

queliteral words are composed of two. (TA.)-

He searched, or sought, for, or after, a thing

in the dust or earth, or the like ; syn. <--

[which Ibr D thinks may be a mistake for 3.4%;

but see ºl. (L, K, and Bd in c. 9)— He

separated, disunited, scattered, dispersed, or dis

sipated, (S,K,) a thing. (S.) He scattered, or dis

persed, his household goods, or his commodities,

and turned them over, one upon another; as

- - -

also *. (Fr, S.)= It (milk) curdled, or co

agulated, and formed little clots of curd; syn.
• * ~ * ~ * *

Js &I.ii. (S. K.)

Q. 2. *: It (a thing, S) became separated,

disunited, scattered, dispersed, or dissipated. (S,

K.) -

o , p 6 ee* . •

Jº-e J. Milk curdling, or coagulating, and

forming little clots of curd. (K. [See Q. 1.])

When the upper.portion is thick and the lower

thin, it is termed 23°. (TA)

Jerº

1.2-, (TA) ſaor, ,] inf. m. -, (K.) He

slit; cut, or divided, lengthnise; split; or clave;

(K, TA;) and enlarged, or made nºide. (TA.)

Hence the term 3- [as meaning “a sea" or

“great river”] is said to be derived, because

what is so called is cleft, or trenched, in the

earth, and the trench is made the bed of its

water. (TA)—tº-4 (M) orº j-, (S,

A, Msb,) aor. *, (M., Msb,) inf. n. 2-2, (S, M,

Msb, K,). He slit her (a camel's, S, M, A, Msb,

and a sheep's or goat's, M) ear, (S, M, A, Msb,

K,) in halves, or in halves lengthnºise, (M, TA,)

nºidely; (B;) and in like manner, 9– he slit

his (a camel's) ear widely : (B:) and "2-

23S čiš, inf. n >5. He slit [&c.] the eqrs

of the cattle. (Az, TA in art. Jº.)= [2-,

aor. * , inf. n. ā-, It was, or became, nºide,

or spacious. The inf. n. is mentioned in the A:

See 3- and see also 10.]

2:

4. 3-ºl He embarked [or voyaged] upon the

sea or a great river. (Yaakoob, $, M, K.) [Op

see 1.

posed to jºi)—f It (water, K, sweet water S,

A) nas, or became, salt. (S, A,”K.)—sº

Jº The land abounded with places where nºater

stagnated. (T, K.” [In the latter, tºū. is put

by mistake for *. See *..])= He

found water to be salt; not easy, or pleasant,

to be drunk. (K, TA. [In some copies of the

K, for $42, we find& 4, which is evi

dently a mistake.])= He met, or met nºith, a

man unintentionally : (M, K:) from the phrase,

à- š-- “... (TA).

5. ,-i, see 10. — Also He (a pastor) took

a wide range in abundant pasturage. (TA.)-

Jº Jº2- f He enlarged himself, or he

became, or made himself, ample, or abundant,

in nealth, or camels, or the like; (IK,” TA;) as

also as "2-l. (TA)—º Jºr- f He

nvent deep into science, or knowledge, and enlarged

himself, or took a nide range, therein, (S, A, K,)

mide as the sea; (TA;) and in like manner one

says with respect to other things: (S:) and so

as "2-l. (A, TA.)

10. 3-1 t It (a place) became nºide, or

spacious, like the sea : (A:) it spread wide; be

came expanded; (K5) as also V,-5. (TA.)

[See also 2-4.]—i He (a poet, A, K, and a

-º-, [i. e. a speaker, an orator, or the like,

A) earpatiated in speech; nas, or became, diffuse

therein. (M, A, K.)- See also 5, in two places.

º o .

Jew [A sea : and a great river :] a spacious

place comprising a large quantity of mater; (B;)

a large quantity of water, (K, TA,) whether salt

or sneet; (TA;) contr. of 5.5 (S, A ;) so called

because of its depth (S, TA) and large extent;

(S, Msb, TA;) from Štºſ; (A;) or because

its bed is trenched in the earth; see 1: (TA :)

or a large quantity of salt water, only; (K;)

and so called because of its saltness: (El-Uma

wee, TA : [but accord. to the A, this word

as an epithet meaning “salt” is tropical :]) or

rather this is its general meaning: (TA:) for

it signifies also any great river; (S, M, TA;)

any river of n!hich the nater does not cease to

flon, ; (Zj, T, TA;) such as the Euphrates, for

instance; (S;) or such as the Tigris, and the

Nile, and other similar great rivers of sneet

nater; of n!hich the great salt* is the place

of confluence; so called because trenched in the

earth: (T, TA:), pl. [of pauc.] 3- and [of

mult] jº- and 35-4. (§, Mºb, K.) The dim.
5 o p

is 'º-ri, (K,) which is anomalous; and Wrº-3,

which is the regular form: accord. to the K, the

latter is not used; but this is untrue; for it is

sometimes used, though rare. (M.F.). Hence

its application in the saying of the Arabs, (sals ū

3-ºl 3 +2 sº tº eſ: Jº, which Th
explains by saying that the meaning is, f [O

guide of the night, thou hast deviated from the

right way :] it is only destruction or thou wilt

see the daybreak : the night is here likened to

the sea [and with the night is associated the idea

of destruction]; but accord. to one recital, it is

}<!, instead of 3-3. (TA (See art. ,-])

—Also tSalt ; as an epithet, applied to water.

(S, A.)–1A fleet, or snift, and eaccellent, horse;

(Aş, K ;) that runs much; (As, TA;) that takes

a nide range in his running; (S, A, Msb, B;)

that runs like the sea, or a great river; or like

the sea, or a great river, nihen it rolls nave over

wave. (Niftaweyh, T.A.)-f A generous man;

(K, TA;) one who takes a wide range in his

beneficence, bounty, or kindness; nho abounds

therein. (TA.) You say, 9- •º “…iſ ! [I

found, in the place of Zeyd, a man ofabundant

generosity or beneficence]: - here denoting sub

stitution. (The Lubāb cited in the TA voce -.)

And 9- * << ! [I found him to be a man

of eacceeding generosity]; a phrase expressing an
- - - .x o 2 of~

intensive degree of generosity; and az, Ji,

9- [signifies the same]. (Mughnee in art. >.)

—t A man of ertensive knowledge or science;

one who takes a wide range in his knowledge or

science. (B.) – t Any person, or thing, that.

takes a wide range in a thing. (B.)- + Land

of seed-produce and fruitfulness; or a tract, or

region, in which are green herbs or leguminous

plants, and waters; , or the part of a country

near to mater; syn. -*, : (Aboo-'Alee, K :) and
5 o . .2

the dim. "3-4 is used in the same sense; or,
5, o . .”

by poetic licence, for Vá, -º. (TA.) So in the

Kur [xxx. 40], 3-9's 39 Jº Su-ji º f [Cor

.ruption hath appeared in the desert, or deserts,
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and in the land of seed-produce and fruitfulness;

&c.]: (Aboo-'Alee, TA:) or the meaning here is,

[in the desert, or deserts, and in the tonyms, or vil

lages, in which is nater : (see; :) or in the open

country and] in the cities [or tonns] upon the

rivers; by sterility in the former, and scarcity

in the latter: (Zj, TA, and T in art. Jº :) or in

the land and the sea; i.e., the land has become

sterile, or unfruitful, and the supply of the sea
6.- o .

has become cut off. (Az, TA.) See also 39-'. –

Also, -2, (S. ś) or -º, ſº, (A, Mgh)
+ The bottom (Jºse, S, A, Mgh, K, or >3, IAth,

TA) of the womb; fundus uteri : (S, A, Mgh,

R:) whence blood of a pure red, colour, (S,) or

intensely red, (Mgh) is termed Jº- (§, Mgh)
6 - -

and Jew. (S.)

5, o

3, . A wide tract of land; so accord. to

Aboo-Nagr: but in one place he says, a small

valley in rugged land; pl. 2'-'. (TA.)—4

land, country, or territory, belonging to, or in

habited by, a people; syn. 3.J. (S, K.) One

says, tº- •3. This is our land, &c.; syn. tº.

(S.) It occurs also in the dim. form ["à-l.

as in the Towsheeh of El-Jelál. (TA.)– Any

ton'n, or village, that has a running river and

wholesome nater : (K:) and [absolutely] any

ton'n, or village : of such the Arabs say, •º

tº- This is our tonn, or village : and the pl.

3'-e they apply to cities, as well as towns,

Or villages. (TA.)- Lon', or depressed, land:

(IAar, K :) occurring also in the dim. form

ſy § -l. (TA.)- A meadon, ; or a garden ;

syn. is,. (T, TA:) or one that is large, (K,)

and wide. (TA.)— A place nhere water stag

nates. (Sh, K.)-The pl. is **, (as in some

copies of the K, [or this is a coll. gen. n. of which

à- is the n. un.,]) or 3-, (as in other copies

of the K and in the TA,) or 2-w, (as in the CK,)

and jº. (K)=5-. §-2 &iſ, (§, K) and

"à- š-3, as in the Expositions of the Tes.

heel, &c., (MF) and 5-, 5-2, (K) and

W ā- à-4, (MF,) I met him out, with nothing

intervening between me and him; (S, L;) both

of us being earposed to open view; (TA;) without

anything concealing, or intervening. (K, T.A.)

à- à-2, without tenween, is a compound

denotative of state; not, as some say, consisting

of two inf. ns. : and sometimes à-3 is added ;

in which case each of the three words is with ten

ween, decl.; and they do not form a compound.

(MF. [But see 5-3)]

à- ** and ā- **: See *4.

&- Of, or relating to, or belonging to, the

sea, or a great river; rel. n. of 2-7. ($, K.)—

A seaman; a sailor; (TA ;) as also *** :

(K:) and [Yăș,- and "ā- seamen; sailors.

(K, TA)—[In the dial. of Egypt, North;

northern ; because the Mediterranean Sea lies

on the north of that country: like as, in Hebrew,

by signifies “west;” because that sea lies on the

west of Palestine.]

6 * c > 3 o 2

*je-º: see. Jºr-º-

Ö9-. a post-classical word, (S, K,) used by

the physicians, signifying The crisis of a disease;

the sudden change which happens to a sick person,

(S, TA,) and the commencement of convalascence,

(TA,) in acute diseases; (S, TA ;) at a time

fixed by some motion in the heavenly bodies,

mostly by a motion of the moon ; being a change

to health or to the contrary: a word [said to be]

of Greek origin. (The Nuzheh of the sheykh

Dávood El-Antákee, cited in the TA.) [Pl.
.x. - - • o 2 … o.” • * º o ,-

cº-º.] They say, cº- 232 'Jºe and 23.

"&s- [This is the day of a crisis of a disease]:

&- being anomalous: (S, K:) [perhaps from

3-9. signifying “the moon,” because the crisis

of a disease is thought to be mostly fixed by a

motion of the moon: or] as though it were a
º … • ** … •

rel. n. of 33-9 and #93-9 meaning the “vehe

mence of heat in [the month of J jºi.” (S.)

à ... o - 6 -

Usºr-2 Lex + Blood of the menses; accord. to

El-Kutabee : or + intensely red blood: (Mgh :)

or + intensely red, and thick, and abundant, men

strual blood: (IAth:) or t black blood: (A :)

or, as also "X-1 23, (§, M, Mºb, K.) + blood of

the nomb : (K:) or th!ood of a pure red colour:

(S, M, K:) or + such blood from the belly : (M :)

or t pure blood of an intensely red colour:

(Msb:) both from 3-9. signifying “the bottom

of the womb :” (S:) the former is a rel. n. there

from, (A, IAth, Msb,) in which the and J are

added to give intensiveness to the signification,

(IAth,) or to distinguish it from the rel. n. of

3-3, [in its most common sense]: (Msb:) or

it is a rel. n. of -4. [in its most common sense],

because of its abundance. (IAth)–3–

Jº-, and "5-3, (TA) and '3-9, (IAar,

TA,) + Intense red. (TA.)

J.- dim. of-, which see, in two places.

ā- A she-camel having her ear slit.: ($,”

A, Mºb, K*:) [and, as a subst., or an epithet in

which the quality of a subst, is predominant,

a she-camel of which the mother was a agº;

(Fr. $, Mgh, Mºb, K.) i.e., of which the mother

had brought forth ten females consecutively before

her, and of n!hich the ear was slit ; (Mgh ;) or

of which the mother had brought forth five, of

n:hich five the last, if a male, nas slaughtered and

eaten, but if a female, her ear nas slit and she

nas left with her mother; (Mgh," Msb;) the

predicament of n!hich nas the same as that of

her mother; (Fr, S, K;) i. e., n-hat nas unlan

ful nith respect to her mother nas unlanful neith

respect to herself: (TA:) or a she-camel, or ene,

or she-goat, that had brought forth fire young

ones, and of which the fifth, if a male, was

slaughtered, and its flesh nas eaten by the men

and nomen; but if a female, her ear was slit,

and it was unlanful to the Arabs to eat her flesh

and to drink her milk and to ride her; but nºken

she died, her flesh was lanful to the nomen: (K:)

so says Az, on the authority of Ibn-'Arafeh :

(TA: [but it appears from the explanation in the

Msb, quoted above, that it was the slit-eared

young she-camel here mentioned, not the mother,

that was thus termed:]) or a she-camel, or enre,

or she-goat, which, having brought forth ten

young ones, had her ear slit, (K,) and no use

was made of her milk nor of her back, (TA,)

and she was left at liberty to pasture, (K,) and

to go to mater, (TA,) and her flesh, when she died,

nvas made unlanful to the nomen of the Arabs,

but was eaten by the men : (K:) or one that

was left at liberty, without a pastor : (K:) or,

as some say, syn. mith iº; i.e., say they, a

she-camel nihich, having brought..forth seven young

ones, had her ear slit, and nas not ridden, nor

used for carrying : (Msb:) or a she-camel that

had brought forth five young ones, the last of

n:hich nas a male, in mºhich case her ear nas slit,

and she nas exempted from being ridden and

from carrying and from being slaughtered, and

not prevented from taking of any nater to nihich

she came, nor from any pasturage, nor even

ridden by a neary man n-ho, having become un

able to proceed in his journey, his means having

failed him, or his camel that bore him stopping

nith him from fatigue or breaking don’n or

perishing, might chance to find her : (Aboo-Is

hák the Grammarian, TA : [and the like, but

less fully, is said in the Mgh:]) or, applied

specially to a ewe, or she-goat, one that, having

brought forth five young ones, had her ear slit :

(L, K, TA: [in the CK, for <- is put

-- :]) it also signifies a she-camel (L) abound

ing in milk : (L, K.) the pl. is 3-4 and 3-3,

(L, K;) the latter a strange form of pl. of a fem.

sing. Such as 39-a-w; and said to be the only instance

of the kind except 2,3 pl. of ā-22, meaning

“having her ear cut off.” (TA.) It is said in a

trad., that the person who instituted the practices

relative to the 3rºs- and the Jº- and the first

who altered the religion of Ishmael, was 'Amr the

son of Lohei the son of Kama'ah the son of

Jundab; and these practices are forbidden in the

Kur v. 102. (TA.)

5. O. . .”

3):- A small sea; a lake : as though they

imagined the word 5-, [as syn. with *]:

otherwise there is no reason for the 3. (M., T.A.)
6 - o .6 o' -

– See also 3-2 : and see 3-w, in two places.

jº | & o e

6, a • See USys—º.

35'-- : -

º -

j-º: 3 - 2 -

3 - see Jºly-w, in three places.

Cº-º:

3,4- and "ās- The vehemence of heat in
32 … •

[the Syrian month of] j9-5 or j935 [correspond

ing to July, O. S.]: (S, K:) [pl. of the former

2-ºl both are [said to be] post-classical

words: (S:) but they are [classical words,) ara

bicized; for they occur in verses of the kind

called jº of some of the [early] Arabs. (M.F.)

=3,..., The moon. (Aboo-'Alee, K.)

** 3 a. 6 x ~

#992-1 : see 25-w.

3 .x º' 5 - 0 p.

us)2- : see Jº-º.

• *-*

3-ºl ; dim. of-, q. v. (K.)

• * > * & - 5 * * o .

R. Q. 1. ---, (S, K.) inf. n. *~~ and

º , o

**** (TA,) [a verb imitative of the sound
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which it signifies, He (a camel [in a state of

excitement]) brayed, ($, K,) so that his aiti:

[or faucial bag) filled his mouth : ($:) or, as

some say, began to bray. (TA.)— [Hence,

perhaps, He (a man) said [æ] Or& & [&c.].

(TA, and Har p. 556.)– And [hence, &=

J-4. He rejoiced in my company. (Har ubi

supra)—AndJºãº-** He said + or 3–43
&c. to the man. ($.) & or&&.

#, (S, A, K, &c.,) [in some copies of the K

written +4, which is wrong, for it is] like Jé,

(A) [i. e.] like 35, (TA) [perhaps, as I have

suggested above, from the sound made by a he

camel in a state of excitement, a word used on

the occasion of praising; (S, A.;) on praising one

from whom has proceeded a good and wonderful

action; (Harp. 142;) on approving a thing; (T,

S, Msb, K;) on being pleased with it, or having

one's admiration excited by it; (A, K,) or on the

occasion of glorying and of praising; (K;) in

pronouncing a thing great in estimation, (IAmb,)

or excellent; (AHeyth;) in deeming a thing

great in estimation, (AHei,) or good; (Mgh;)

or it means wonder, or admiration; (R;) and

sometimes it is used [ironically] to denote disap

proval; also, as an exhortation to gentleness with

a thing, and to taking extraordinary pains; (TA;)

and in a case of expertness, or skilfulness: (AHei:)

it meansJ& 24 and Jºwl 2, [Eaccellent, or

most earcellent, is the man 1 and, the deed!]; (Har

p. 142;) [or simply, eaccellent 1 or most excellent 1

how good! how goodly well done! bravo! and

the like;] or 2S]2* and 2-3 [great in esti

mation is the thing, or affair, or event, or case !]:

(K:) MF observes, [probably from finding - in

the place oft in his copy or copies of the K, that

this explanation is like an express assertion that it

is a verb in the pret. tense, which requires consi

deration. (T.A.) It is used alone; and in this

case you say, 3-, (K) and *, (Mºb, K) with
kesr for its invariable termination, (Msb,) and

& and *; (K, TA; [but in the CK, in the

place of# and* we find* ;]) without tesh

deed, (T, Msb,) in most cases; (Msb;) but also

with teshdeed, (T, S, A,) like a noun; so that one
says, JJ& w

and& [&c., meaning I say eaccel

lent 1 &c., to thee]: (S:) and one repeats it, (S,

A, K, &:..) ..for the sake of emphasis; (S, A.;)

saying, & &, (IAmb, S, A. K, &c.) with the

& quiescent like the J in Jº and Jº, (IAmb)

and > &, (S, A, R, K,) pronounced in the

latter manner, with tenween, when in connexion

with a following word, [and in this case only,

whereas it is pronounced in the former manner in

any case.] (S.A.) and # 34, (5 A. R.K)

and * **, (K) and -, -, (R)

egºs's

real tº- J-4 camel that fills his mouth

with his aii: [or faucial bag) when he brays.
-

(S.)

* : * * * > * - e - d -

as--> Jºl Camels to which one says ; , ; };

being pleased with them: (ISd, TA:) or large

bellied camels; (K;) as also i.<<3, which is |

formed from the former by transposition; from
o ~ o e o

& & or&&, which is said by the Arabs in

praising a thing; as though, by reason of their

greatness, the people, seeing them, said, How

goodly are they ! (TA.)

- -

1. & He beat, struck, or smote, him; (JK,

K;) namely, a man. (JK.) [See also &.]

2. G-: [inf. m. of <! The overcoming

another with an argument or the like; or reducing

him to silence, through inability to reply; i. q.

dispute or litigation with speech so as to put a

stop to his plea, or allegation : from the author of

the Tekmileh. (Mgh.)– Also, as a term of the

theologians, The believing at first view, without

consideration of a thing: so in<!JéJºe

[he prayed according to the belief which he formed

at first view, without consideration]; said of a

person when the kibleh is doubtful, and he cannot

work out a solution of the difficulty. (Mgh.)

and the addressing an adversary in a

Q. Q. 2. Jº See 5-3.

<-s— Fortune; or particularly good fortune;

syn. +. (S, A, K,) and i- (Msb, TA:) a

foreign, or Persian, word, (Msb,) arabicized:

(S, K:) or post-classical: accord. to the 'Ináyeh,

not a chaste Arabic word: but in the Shifā el

Ghaleel said to have been used by the Arabs in

ancient times; and the like is said in the L: Az

says, “I know not if it be Arabic or not.” (TA.)

<-- [a coll. gen, n.] A species of camels; (S,"

Msb;) the Khurásánee [or Bactrian] camels;

(K;) begot between an Arabian she-camel and a

tº [which is a large two-humped camel brought

from Es-Sind for the purpose of covering] ;

(TA;) long-necked; (Nh;) [large and strong,

accord. to Ibn-Maqroof; and two-humped, accord.

to Leo Africanus: the Mauritanian Arabs call

thus all camels promiscuously; but accord. to the

more common use of the word are to be under

stood hairy camels, fit for ninter-nork; generally

of Turkumán or Bactrian breed; distinct from

the Arabian, which are accustomed to bear bur

dens in winter and summer: (Golius:)] they are

also called 'iº (K:) n. un. "Čº (S,

23 - 2 3 . . "

Mºbi) ſem. 'iº ($) pl. Jºãº, (S, Mºb,

K.) imperfectly decl., (S) and Jº (K, TA ſin

the CK Jº-J) and <!-, (K) and you may

say [with the article] J-4, without tenween :

(S, Msb:) it is a foreign, or Persian, word, (TA,)

arabicized: but some say, it is Arabic: (S, TA:)

some hesitate as to its being Arabic because

<--, meaning **, is not. (Msb.)

3. .* > 23. 2 2. º, o z -

Lººs- and arºs.- : see t-sw; for the latter, in

two places.

“, not thought by IDrd to be a chaste

word, (TA,) Fortunate; possessed of good for
s … o.”

tune; (A, K, TA;) as also Wºº-ºo. (S, A, K.)

6 º' . -

Jus. One who acquires, as his permanent
O jº

property, camels such as are termed st-s- (K:)

and one who makes use of such camels. (TA.)

6. … o.” º ... •

~9-º-o: see e-es-4.

J-º

Q. 1.*: see what next follows.

• * > *.* 5 x 0 , e.

Q. 2. Jºs-j, (L.) inf. n. 2-5; (JK, S, L,

K;) and "2+, (L,) inf. n. #4; (L, K;) He

nºalked in a certain manner; (S;) with an elegant

gait; (JK, K;) nith an elegant and a proud and

self-conceited gait, (L, TA, TK,) with an affected

inclining of the body from side to side; (TK;) or

with a twisting of the back, (Fr, in TA, voce

ſº, and Bd in lxxv. 33) and with extended

&

* and Jºº. [Such a one carries himself in

alº elegant and a proud and self-conceited manner,

nvith an affected inclining of his body from side

to side, in his gait; or neith a tristing of his back,

and nith eactended steps]. (L.)

3 - 2 - 5 o - -

Cº- and "3- Elegant, or beautiful, in

gait and in body; (L, K. in [some of] the copies

of the K, instead of~3. is erroneously put

2.--5. TA:) applied to a man: (L:) or (so

accord. to the L and TA, but in the K “and”)

proud and self-conceited : (L, K:) or n:ho nalhs

in the manner termed}< [see Q. 2] : (JK, L:)

the former epithet is also applied to a camel: (L:)

the fem. of the former is with 3. (JK, L.)

~ 3 -,-,-

steps. (Bd ibid.) You say also, J.*

&* a subst. signifying The gait denoted by

jºin ſinf n, of Q.2): (JK) ſandso 'il, tº

whence the phrase] is3-J) Jº- JY3 Such a

one n'alks in the manner termed*3. (S, L.)

6 * ~ b >

àºjºs- : see what next precedes.

º o 3 - 2 - .

Jºs- : see Lººs---

Js

1.33:1 sº, (Mºb, K) aor.”, (Mºb) or ,

(K) inf nº- (Mºb, K) and jº, (TA) The

cooking-pot sent up fume, vapour, steam, or an

eachalation. (Msb, K.”)=3-, ($, K,) aor. * ,

(K) inf n <, (TA) He had a stinking mouth

[or breath; he eachaled a stinking, or fetid, odour

from his mouth]. ($, L, K.) “You say, *-

&ſe She eachaled a stinking, or fetid, odour upon

us from her mouth. (A. [But in my copy of

that work, and in the TA, it is erroneously written

sº-J) And2. 3-4, aor. and inf. n. as above,

The mouth stank ; ethaled a stinking, or fetid,

odour. (Msb.) [See 3-, below.]

2. -- She perfumed [or rather fumigated

her own or another's person or clothes &c. with

25-). (A.)

4. 9- It (a thing) caused him to have a

stinking mouth [or breath]. (K,”TA.)

5, 2-5 ($, K, &c.) He fumigated himself with

perfume or the like; (TA;) with 25-4. (S, A,
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K.) One says,}<3 3+:& [Such a one

fumigates himself with perfume, and walks with

an elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait,

neith an affected inclining of his body from side

to side]. (A.) -

3– Stench, or fetor, of the mouth [or breath]

(S, A, K) &c. : (AHn, K.) and any odour that

rises and diffuses itself, (K, TA,) whether stinking

or not; as also "3-4 (TA)

3– [Fume, vapour, steam, or eachalation;]

what rises from water, like smoke; ($;) any

fume (K, TA) that rises and diffuses itself (TA)

from what is hot, (K, TA) or from hot water;

(TA;) anything that rises and diffuses itself
5- ca.

from hot water or from damp earth ; pl. 3.--

and $53. (Mºb.)—Also The stench of a

noiseless emission of wind from the anus. (TA.)
5 * >

–See also j-.

5 -

3,4- Incense, or a substance for fumigation ;

syn. i-3; (Msb;) that with which one fumi

gates himself: (S, A, Msb, K.) aloes-rood used

for that purpose. (TA in art. 2:3.)—… 33+.

[Arthanita, or stºn-bread; the common cyclamen;

also called -#9 ; the latter name, accord. to

Golius, on the authority of Zeyn El-'Attár, given

to it by the Syrians;] a certain plant, (K,)

originally calledtº: hot; dry; (TA;) having

the property of clearing the complexion, or skin;

aperient; diuretic; (K;) lawative : (TA ;) and

cery useful: (Ki) it is a laxative when used in

the form of a suppository, or applied as a liniment

below the navel. (TA.) . -

3- IIacing a stinking mouth [or breath]: ($,

Mºb, K.) fem. 5-4, and pl. - (Mºb)

6. – o – - - -

3,3 ... A thing that occasions one's knowing, or

ºnferring, or suspecting, stench, or fetor, of the

zmouth [or breath; a cause of stench, or fetor, of

the mouth or breath]: such is said to be the

sleeping between daybreak and sunrise, or in the

first part of the day. (TA.)

- à- A vessel for fumigation; a censer; syn.

3,3 ſq. v.; pl. -ºj (Mºb in art. 2-)

}: A garment perfumed [or rather fumigated

with perfume]. (A.)

3,4- [Affected by the fumes of nine &c.; or]

affected with pain and headache occasioned by

wine, or with the remains of intowication. (IAqr,

K.)

U-sº

1. 4.34, aor. , inf. n. J--, He diminished

it; lessened it; made it deficient, or defective:

(S, A, Msb, K:) or he made it faulty, (Msb.)
2 & 2. - - - - O - 2 * * - - -

You say, JºJ) J-s- [for Jº Jº J-s-

The measurer made defective measure]. (A.)

And of a just sale, alsº S3 ** J-- ‘9, (S,) or

£2.É. Sº, (T, TA,) [There is no deficiency in it

nor eaccess.] And it is said in the Kur [lxxii. 13],

lis, $3 tº- -j-. $3 He shall not fear diminu

tion of the reward of his actions, nor wrong, or

injustice. (TA.) And in this sense, [as also in

the next, the verb is doubly trans. (Mºb.) You

say, ā- 4.- IIe diminished to him his right,

or dué; deprived him, or defrauded him, of a

part of it. (S, A.) And it is said in the Kur

(vii. 83 and xi. 86 and xxvi. 183], , -3 S,

Aiºi Jº [And ye shall not diminish unto

men their things]: (Msb:) or the verb in this

instance has the signification next following.

(TA.). He wronged him ; acted nyrongfully,

ºr. unjustly, tonards him. (A, K.)= J.-

4×eº : See Jas--

6. (2-3-U.3 They defrauded one another, in a

sale. (K.)

J.-- Deficient ; defective. (S.) It is said in

the Kur (xii. 20), --, cº, º And they

sold him for a deficient, or defective, price: (S,"

Msb,” TA:) or for a price less than n’as incum

bent : or for an insufficient price: or for an

unjust price; accord. to Zj; because the sale of a

man that has been found is unlawful. (TA.)=

Land that produces herbage without being [arti

ficially] watered: (JK, S, K:) or land which is

matered by the rain; because it has deficient

watering: (Mgh:) pl. Jºsé. (JK, TA.)—

Also, (TA, as from Ibn-Málik,) or "J--,

[which is more probably the correct form, a

rel. n. from J- in the sense immediately pre

ceding, explained in the T as signifying, (Mgh,)

Seed-produce that is not irrigated with neater

from a spring or nell or the like, but only by the

rain. (Mgh, and TA from Ibn-Málik.)

3 o .

G-:

J-º-º: Any one niho acts wrongfully, or un
-

o -

a 2 -

See U-s-º.

justly. (TA.) It is said in a prov., ãº- tº:--

J.-- Jº (S, A, K5) so runs the prov.; but

accord. to Th, (S,) you may also say i-º-º: (S,

K;) i. e., [Thou thinkest her stupid,J but she is

wrongful, or unjust : applied to him who feigns

himself to be of weak understanding when he is

crafty and cunning. (K, TA.) The origin of the

prov. was this: a man of the Benu-l-’Ambar,

of Temeem, mixed his property with that of a

woman, coveting the possession of it, and thinking

that she was stupid, and that she did not take

care of her property nor know it: then he made

a division with her, after he had mixed; but she

was not content with the division until she took

her property: she complained of him to those in

authority, so that he released himself from her by

giving her what she desired of the property: and

the man was reproved for his conduct; it being

said to him, “Thou cheatest a woman: is not this

wrongful conduct (~~~) !” whereupon he replied

in the words above, which became a proverb.

(Th, K,” TA.)

Jas

1. & Jºº, (S, A,Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.) aor. ,

(S, Mgh, K) infin. Ja-, ($, Mgh) He put out

his eye; syn. uslä, (Mgh,) andº (A, Mgh:)

or he pulled out his eye [altogether, i.e.,] with its

bulb : ($, K: [in the former, *** &: in the

latter, not so well, *** :]) or he put his finger

into his eye: (Msb:) Yaakoob says that you

should not say J-º-º: (S;) and so says ISk:

(TA in art. U-sºº :) but accord. to Aş, as related

by Aboo-Turáb, you say& Jas- and Uºjs

and º, all as meaning he put out his gye;

syn. Usús : (TA:) and IAgr says that "…sº and

* signify alike: (Msb:) the former of these

two is a dial. var. of the latter ; (TA in art. J-sº;)

and signifies he put it out (süş) neith his finger

or some other thing : (Lth, Aş, and K in art.

J-s- :) but Jaé- is the better word. (Lh, IAar,

Msb.)

-- - -

&-

1. i-ºji 3–3, (Z, in the Fāk) or ātā, (Z,

in the A.) or stºu, (0, K.) [aor. , inf. n. 3-4]

He slaughtered the beast for slaughter, or the

sheep or goat, with much, or eactraordinary, effec

tiveness, or energy, (Z,K,) so that he reached the

back of the neck, (Z, in the A,) or so that he

reached the 2-, (K, TA, [in the CK **)

cutting the bone of the neck. (TA.) This is the

primary signification; and hence the verb is used

to denote the doing anything to a great extent, in

a great degree, egregiously, or with much or

extraordinary effectiveness or energy or the like.
--- - - -

(Z, K.)—[Hence you say,) 4.i. &=', (S, Msb,

K,) aor. 4, (Msb, K,) inf. n. 3- (S, Msb) and

**, (TA,) He killed himself with grief, (S,

Msb, K, TA,) or with wrath, or rage. (Msb,

TA)—And risi 2- Jº lºg They cº

ceeded the ordinary bounds in subduing and

abasing themselves by obedience. (TA.)— And
o -- o- - * ~ * - 5 - -

Use-a-5 Jº <0 cº-as-, aor. *, inf. n. £2-,

f I eacerted for thee myself and my good advice,

or counsel, laboriously, earnestly, or neith energy:

(TA) and 4-23 & 3-4, (K, TA) inf. n. 3+.

--

(TA,) the acted sincerely tenards him, and

took eactraordinary pains, in giving him good

advice, or counsel. (K, TA)– And 4 3-,

i-JU. S.“K.T.A.) inf n. ..… and as .infn.:- #6. K,” TA,) in 82-3 and &=', infin

25

ledged, to him the right, or due, and humbled

himself to him : ($, K, TA:) or you say, Jºss

4 - - -

and acts-- ; ; He confessed, or acknow

3-9. inf. n. **, meaning + he submitted

himself to me, and gate. the right, or due,

freely : (Msb:) and aſ tas-, t I became sub

missive and obedient, and made confession, or

acknowledgment, to him : or, accord. to the A,

- - - signifies the made confession, or acknon

ledgment, with the utmost submissiveness. (TA.)

—And* tº; &- f He related his informa

tion, or men's, truly to such a one. (K.)— Also,

i.e., &- aor. 4, inf. n. 3+, + He dug the

well until its neater appeared. (Ks, K.)– And

hence the saying of ‘Āisheh, speaking of 'Omar,

2 - 2 = 0 - 2 - 2 oz - - - -

\,\el stilis Jºj’) &-, meaning + He subdued

and abased the people of the earth, [so that it

disclosed] and he drew forth the treasures that it

contained, and the possessions of the kings. (TA.)

And sºJºãº, (K) in n. *. (TA)

! He eachausted the strength of the land by soning,
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tilling it continuously, and not giving it rest for a

Syear. (K, TA.)
… • O -

8-9 A certain vein, or nerve, (J)c,) in the

Jºiº (or back-bone], (Z in the Fáik and Ksh,

and K,) lying neithin the tº [or back of the neck);

(Z in the Ksh, and TA;) Bd says, lying within

the jūš [or vertebrae]; but it is said that this is

a mistranscription, and that the right reading is

the U.5, as in the Ksh; and it is said in the K to

be running into the bone [or, as in the CK,

bones,) of the neck; but this is a mistake: (TA:)

accord. to an assertion of Z, (K,) in his Fáik and

Ksh, (TA,) it is different from the e-, with cy,

which is the white cord in the interior of the bone

of the neck, .extending to the back-bone: but

IAth says, I have searched long in lexicons, and

in books of medicine and anatomy, but have not

found e-º', with Jº, mentioned in any of them.

(TA.)

4-# 3-1. 4.43, in the Kur [xviii. 5), (S)

Ineans : Ind may-be thou wilt kill thyself ($, K)

with grief, (S,) being beyond measure eager for

their becoming Muslims. (K, TA.) These words

imply an incitement to abstain from regret. (B.)

2 of

3- [More, and most, effectual to kill, and
2 - 6 £ 2 - 2 J 2 c5 or

destroy]. (K voce &-, q. v.)— acu- 8-|->

f They are more sincere and more emergetic in

obedience than others; as though they exceeded

the ordinary bounds in subduing and abasing

themselves by obedience. (TA, from a trad.)

Js

1. &–4, aor. 4; and &-, aor. 2; He had

that affection of an eye which is termed J-,

explained below. (K.) [And, accord. to ISd,
..., xo~ o ~ * *

a.º.e. <-as-, and <-i-, His eye ment anay; or

perished; and i. 4. <jº [his eye became blind;

or became n'anting ; or sank in its socket]: the

more approved form is [-i-.] with fet-h [to

the medial radical]: and it is also explained as

meaning <<āş [it was put out ; or was blinded;

&c.]: (TA) or, accord. to the Mj,& cis

signifies the flesh [app. meaning the bulb, which

is also termed the i-º, of the eye disappeared:

and the epithet applied to the eye in this case

inf. n. Jºs-2, ($) i. q. Us, 3° [He put out his eye;

or made it to sink in its socket]; (Lth, S, K;)

as also 'ºis-i: (TA) or the former, (Mgh,)

and "the latter, (AA, K, TA) i, q stiá ſhe put

it out; or blinded it; &c.]. (AA, Mgh, K.)

4: see 1, in two places:=and see also 7.

7.& ei-ji, so in the Moheet; accord.
- * ,-

is *śāś- (Mgh.)=&e 3-4, aor.

to the K, W<iº, but this is wrong; i. q. Sºjº

[The eye fell out from its place; or became dis

placed]; as in the K. (TA.)

- &- [app. inf. n. of 3-4; and, as a simple

subst.,] The mºorst, or most unseemly, kind of,sº

[or blindness of one eye, or loss thereof, &c.], and

that in nihich there is most [of the foul matter

termed. Ja...: [in the CK, for ua. §:4-i, is

erroneously put va: &= ; and so I find in

the JK:], or the state in nºbich the edge of one's

eyelid (ºr jià (in the CK •º jºi) fill not

meet the black, or part surrounded by the nihite:

(Lth, K:) or blindness of one eye (3%) by the

disappearance, in the head, of the black, or part

surrounded by the nihite : (S:) or the disappear

ance of that part of the eye, in the head, after

blindness of the eye : (Sh, TA:) or the having

the sight gone, but the eye remaining open, blind,

or white and blind, but still n-hole. (IAar, T.A.)

g • - - 2 < *; . .

Jes-º, and with 3: see Jºs-ºſ, in three places.

cº &-º: and iás- &: See 3-, in two

places. - -

3 of 6 y - ºf . © ..." … e.

3- Jº-, and W 3.5- and cºal "Jº-W and

cº "3,4- all signify the same ; (K;) i. e.

A man blind of one eye; or wanting one eye;

or having one of his eyes sunk in its socket ; or

having one of his eyes dried up; syn. jºi : (TA :)

[or having that affection of an eye which is termed

&– :) and in like manner ā- applied to a

sheep or goat for sacrifice on the occasion of the

pilgrimage signifies äse [blind of one eye; &c.];

(Mgh, TA;) or, as some say, having an eye of

n:hich the black, or part surrounded by the white,

has disappeared in the head. (Mgh.), And Jºe

is and "is- and W&- and "is- i. q.

āşe [An eye that is blind; &c.]: (K:) see

also 1. -

o “ … … O - 2 of

• Jºs) J3-e: see Jºs-ºl.

J

1. Jes, (J.K.S.M.b.K.) aor. , inf n. Jés,

(JK, Mºb, K.) and Jº, aor. , inf n. Jº;

(Msb, K ;) He was, or became, niggardly, tena

cious, stingy, penurious, or avaricious : see J-,

below: (K, T.A.) You say, 13& J-, (§,TA)

and aw Jé, IIe nas, or became, niggardly, &c.,

of such a thing. (TA) And … J- [He with

held, with niggardliness, from him]: and alſºJ

[he n'as niggardly to him]. (Bd and Jei in xlvii.

last verse.) .

2, 4-, (S,K) inf n, J-3, (K) He attri.

buted, or imputed, to him J- [or niggardliness,

&c.]: (S:) or he accused him thereof: (K:) or

he called him J.- [or niggardly, &c.]. (TA.)

4. 4- He found him to be J.- [or nig

gardly, &c.]. ($, Mºb, K.) -

º; 6 -

J- and "Jé, (both of which are properly

inf ns.] (JK, S, K) and "J-, (Ks,S, Mºb,

K,) which is a simple subst., (Msb,) and YJé

(K) and "J- and "J- (TA) and "Jº,

(K,) of all which, the first is that which commonly

obtains, (TA,) are syn., (JK, S,) signifying Nig

gardliness, tenaciousness,stinginess, penuriousness,

or avarice; contr. of Aye (K, TA) and 33-;

and its definition is the neithholding of acquired

articles of property from that wherefrom it is

not langful to nithhold them : (TA:) or the de

barring the asker, or beggar, from what one has

see what next follows.

that is superabundant: (Msb:) and in the law,

the refusal of n-hat is incumbent, or obligatory.

(Msb, T.A.)

Js : see what next precedes.

5 * * 6 o z 6 -

Jsº : see J- :— and see also Jes-.

45 - -

Js- :
• See Jé.

ºf 3 ×

Js— ;

6 - o

iſs- A single act, or instance, of J- [or

niggardliness &c.]. (JK, T.A.) -

J- : see what next follows.

Jºsiº (JK, S, Mºb, K) and "J-ſ (S, Mºb,

K) Niggardly, tenacious, stingy, penurious, Or

avaricious; (K;) i. e J-335 (Msb;) epithets

from 1: (S, Msb:*) or one from whom niggard

liness is experienced much or often: (TA: [app.

in explanation of the former D and so "J-3, an

inf. n. used as an epithet [and therefore implying

more than the possession of the simple attribute

of niggardliness &c., being a kind of personifica

tion]; (Abu-l-Omeythil El-Aarābee, K ;) and

"Jú (S,K) and "Jº (K) and "J-2 (JK,

K) i. e. J-4 *** [very, or vehemently, nig

gardly &c.]: (S,TA :) pl. of the first, 5-4:

(Msh, K.) and of the second, J- (K) and

Jº. (TA)

J.- : See Jé.

Jº

g -

Jé-le
-

- | Søe J.-.

5, - d.

als--e A cause of, or a thing that incites to,

Ji- [or niggardliness &c.]: (K:) a word of the
5 -- © . * 6 -

same class as āº-e and ić. and iii., and

ãº. &c. (TA.) So explained as occurring in

the trad, (TA) i-, i.e. 39 [Children

are a cause of niggardliness and a cause of

concardice]; ($,TA;) because on account of them

one loves property, and continuance of life. (S

in art. exº-.)

5 a ~ * g -

Js--e: see Jes—'.

*A*

tº 2 - 32 o, o 3.

1. Jº, aor. *, inf. n. Jº: see 2.— aJe
***, *

He parted his legs, or straddled, (S, M., K.) in

the stocks, or otherwise. (M.)—33, (M., K.)

aor. and inf. n. as above, (M,) He removed with

it, nithdren, with it, dren, anay with it, [or dren:

it anay, from its place,) (M,K,) namely, a thing.

(M.)– He made him (namely, his companion,

M) to retire, or withdraw, far anay; and to

refrain, forbear, or abstain; (M, K;) :* cº

from the thing. (M)—25 && 4, § 6;

I mill defend thee from that thing, or event, by

repelling it, or averting it, from thee. (M., L.)

—#3) is & 3. It (a felt cloth) was cut,

or slit, so as to be clear of the galls, or sores,

on the back of the beast. (M., T.A.)= 3. (M,)

second pers. <34, (S, K,) aor. 34, (M,) inf. n.
6 * > -

> -º, (T, S, M, K,) He (a man) was, or became,
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wide between the thighs, (ISk, T, S, M, K,) by

reason of abundance of flesh : (ISk, S, M. :) or

wide betn'een the arms; (K;) having the arms

far from the sides : (M :) or neide between the

shoulder-joints : (M:) or large in make, having

one part far from another. (M, K.)- Also

He (a quadruped, ISk, T, S, or a horse, M)

had his fore legs far apart : (ISk, T, S, M. :)

or he (a horse) had his fore legs far from his

sides : (Lth, T :) and he (a camel) had his elbon's

far from his sides. (T.) =<3 3-, aor. * ,

IIe furnished his camel's saddle with n-hat are

called 933, and Jºe (S) (see 32.

2. 23, inf. n. 2.2% He separated, disunited,

dispersed, or dissipated; ($, M, A, Mgh, L, K;)

.9

as also "3-, aor. , inf. n. * : ($, L.) or

the latter has this meaning, and the former sig

nifies he separated, disunited, dispersed, or dis

sipated, much. (Msb.) — He (a man) gave

his equal share of the earpenses for a journey.

(IAar, T.) [See also 3.]= He (a man) was,

or became, neary, tired, or fatigued: (IAqr, T,

M, K:) or he dron'sed, or slumbered, nihile sit

ting, without sleeping. (K.)

3. A Sº, (T, K) inf n. *sū. (M, K) and

$13, (T, M, K,) with which the subst. "33% is

syn, (M, and mentioned also in a MS. copy of

the K, and in the CK, and in the TA, but not as

from the K,) as also *śslº, (TA, as from the K,

but not in the CK nor in my MS. copy of the

K.) The people, or company of men, contributed

what n'as necessary to be earpended (in a journey,

T, M, L), each man giving something, and then

collected the sum, and earpended it among them

selves. (T, M, L, K.) In a copy of the K, for

&#, is ºrroneously put &#4, (TA. [In

the CK, as 95.2.]) Accord. to IAgr, 5'-ºw signifies

The contributing equally for the purchasing of

corn, or food, to eat ; and also a people's having

money, or property, divided into lots, or portions,

and distributed in shares among them : (L:) [and]

accord. to the same, the dividing property among

a people in shares. (T: [See also 4.])— Also,

$5u, (M, A, K,) or & Jº sº, ($) inf. n.

$32, (S, A, K.) or issº, (TA) and 3.9% ($,

M.A, K3) and so "sº 44% ($, M,K) or

33%; (A;) He bartered, or exchanged commodi

ties, with him ; syn.& <!e, (M, A,” L.)

and isjø &et (S, K:) from the saying, lis

$3, and $3.24, “this is the like of it." (L.) from

IAar. (M.)—[See also 3.]

4. tº .… 3", (AST) and tº 2: …,

(S, M, L, K,) and ſº 233, (M, A, Mgh,)

He divided among them the gift, giving to each

of them his lot, or share, or portion, ($, M, A,

Mgh, L, K,) singly, not giving a portion to be

shared by two : (As, T, M,” Mgh, L:) said with

respect to food and property and any other thing.

(M.) You say, 22L, Jº isº I divided
among them, in shares, the property, and the

food. (IAar, T.) [Hence, 5,353 º' (T,
S, A, Mgh, from a trad.) [Give thou to each

of them a date; or] distribute thou among them

to each a date : (T:) said by Umm-Selemeh, (T,

Bk. I.

A, Mgh,) to a slave-girl, when beggars had become

numerous. (A.) sº in relation to a gift signi

fies The giving [persons] one by one ; and &9,

the “giving two by two.” (A 'Obeyd, T.) (See

also 3.]—243. is used by a poet, referring to

a saying, and is explained by IAar as meaning

It (the saying) shall be distributed among them

Cºrº &#93 opposed to 3
which shows that the former means it shall be

addressed to them one by one, or separately]. (M,

TA. [The author of the former adds, “I know
4 y o oš * o a

not, in discourse, assºl as meaning a 3,3:” but

U.S.

Allot thou to them (namely, two lambs,) two

ences, to each lamb a enre, to suckle it: said when

one ewe is not sufficient for both the lambs. (T,”
o , o .

c. * or

this is not what IAqr means.])— cº-as

3.) He extended his upper arms,

separating them from his sides, in prostrating him

self in prayer. (T, A, Mgh, L.)—J, sº 3.

JS IIe eactended his arm, or hand, to the

ground, or earth, (T, S, Mgh, L,) as one does

when he takes up something from it. (L.)-

91.3 3. He prolonged his look. (T, L.) And

* $3. (T, A, L) He prolonged his look at

him, or it; as one does when he sees a thing

that he dislikes. (T, L.)

5. 33. It (a thing, S, M, L, and a people,

or company of men, T, L) became separated, dis

united, dispersed, or dissipated; (T, S, M, L,

K;) [as also Y 3.34, for its inf. n.) #33, like

wise signifies the being separated, disunited, &c.

(AA,T)=& -23. They divided a thing

among themselves in lots, shares, or portions,

(K) equally. (TA)—ij-, 3-2 53. It (an

ornament) occupied the two sides, (A,) or the

n:hole, (K,) of the bosom of the girl. (A, K.) [See

an ex. WOce -º-,

6. lºst; They removed to a distance, one from

another. (Ham p. 823.)— They went, or passed,

tno by two, each one of a pair removing, or neith

dranjing, nith the other, or making the other to

retire, or nithdraw, far anay. (M.)- They

n:ent forth into the field [of battle], one to ano

ther : (A :) or they took their adversaries, or

opponents, [nith nºhom to fight,) (T, S, K,) each

man his man; as also "...sº l,á (K:) or

this latter signifies they met their numbers, to

each man a man. (T, S.)

8. -* sº They tryo took him on both

sides of him, (T, S, K,) or came to him on both

sides of him, (K,) neith beating. (T, S.) —

Jºy cº, cº The two wild beasts come

upon both sides of the man. (S,A.)—ººl

º: o: (T, S, A*) The two sucklings such

their mother on either side, one from one breast

and the other from the other breast. (T, A,”

TA.) You do not say, ºf º, but sº

ust. (T. S.)

10. 3-1 He was, or became, alone; indepen

dent of others; ($, M, L, Msb, K: in the first

and last expl. by sº and in the others, by

sº ;) eacclusively of others; (L;) without any

to share, or participate, with him ; or he had

none to share, or participate, with him : (Msb:)

as [in it; i.e. he had it, or kept it, to himself,

exclusively, neith none to share with him in it]:

(K.) and 3& [in such a thing] : (S, L:) and

*5. [in his opinion ; i.e. he folloned his on-n

opinion only, with none to agree nºith him; or he

was singular in his opinion]: (M, L:) and 2.

[in a thing, or an affair]: (L, Msb:) and ºt.

[in his affair]; meaning he obtained [absolutej

predominance, or control, over his affair, so that

people n'ould not hear [or obey] any other. (A.)

It is said in a trad, º' 38 J tº jus; tº
~o” ” o y o 2 - d -> - J

* cº-º-º-º-3 ti- [We used to opine that we had

a right to act in this affair, and ye have been

alone the actors, predominant over us]. (L.) And
2 * > of w

you say, cº2-cyl Jºl, meaning f The thing,
gº •

or affair, overcame such a one, so that he could

not manage it well, or thoroughly. (A.)

R. Q. 1. …, inf. h. 32.34; see 5.

3, -

Jº as signifying A separating oneself, or an

artifice n'hereby one may avoid a thing or escape

from it, (MF,) or an avoiding a thing, (Msb,)

is not used but in negative phrases, (Msb, MF,)

except by post-classical writers. (M.F.) You say,

13° 3. 3 S (T, S, M., &c.) There is no sepa

rating oneself from such a thing : (AA, T, S, A,

K:) or there is no artifice nºkereby one may

avoid it, or escape from it: (M, K:) or there

is no avoiding it : (Msb:) it is absolutely neces

sary: it is not possible to separate oneself from

it, nor is there anything that can serve in its

stead. (TA) And 3 & 4 tº [Thou hast not

any means, or nay, of separating thyself from
o & • I * 0.

it, or avoiding it]. (M., L.) And jºy! Jº J-2)

3,

Jº There is no artifice for this affair. (T.) [It

is also said, with reference to the first of these

phrases, that] 3. signifies Amplitude; from 3.

meaning “wide between the legs.” (Ham p.348.)

=Also, (M,K) and "3, (M) and "33 (IAar,

T. M., K) and "33", (K, TA) or "3.3% (CK)
9 * > 6 º'

and W 335, (IAar, T, M., K,) or W 33-, (S, A,

IAth, and mentioned also in a copy of the K,)

but J has been charged with error in writing it

thus, (K,) by $gh, (TA,) A lot, share, portion,

or set portion; (T, S, M, A, IAth, K;) of any

thing: (M, K:) [or] the last signifies a piece, or

portion, separated, disunited, or dispersed: (Ham
5 . º, a y 3 * > * > *

p. 823:) the pl. of 3'→ is 3.x: ; and of 33, 32,;

(IAar, T.M.) and of $33,339. (IAth, and Ham

p. 823.)— Also the first, A substitute; a thing

given, or received, or put, or done, instead of, in

the place of, or in eacchange for, another thing ; a

compensation; syn. Jºe : (S, L, TA:) it is said

to have this signification. (S.) [In the copies of the

K,Jº is put in the place of Jºsal : but this is

* 3,

said in the TA to be a mistake.]=Jº is also an

arabicized word, from tº, (T, S, M, K, [in a

copy of the M, st-w,]) which is Persian; (T, S ;)

meaning An idol; (IDrd, S, M, KB) pl. 3s.,
6 - of -

($, K) and slºwl: (K:) and (or accord. to some,

21
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TA) the house of an idol: (K:) or a house in

which are idols and images or pictures. (M.)

3 3, -

Jº : see Jº. — Also, and "…e. (T, K) and

*::..., (K) A like; a fellow; an equal. (T.
• … & * - … .º -

K.) You say, º 5A and **** He, or it, is

the like, &c., of him, or it. (T,) And cºlº tº

They two are likes, orfellows.or equals. (TA.)

And Jº *** es Jiu, Thou art not

ony like, or fellon, or equal, that thou shouldst

speak to me. (TA.)
6 * > 6 * >

3.x: ; see 5.x.

6 & 2 32 -

3.x: see Jº. = Also A distance ; a space;

an interval; an eactent, or an eactreme eactent ; a

long space, or any space, oftime. (M,K,”TA.) So
6 J J - ~ 9, 2 ©.”

in the saying, 3.x, Jº Jºº [Between me and

thee is a distance, &c.]. (M., T.A.)

6 J

3.x: : See #. and slº =and see also 3.

sº and sº See 24, in three places:=

and see also 3 =33. * & L. and Y $3. and

W $3. Thou hast not ponyer, or ability, to do it, or

to bear it, or to cope neith him. (S, M, K.)

3. J.- -ā- (T, S;) in which 31.x is

indecl., with kest for its termination because it

deviates from its original form, i.e., the inf. n.

34; and it is indecl. because it deviates from its

original form and is of the fem. gender and has

the quality of an epithet; for two of these causes

render it imperfectly decl., and the three render

it indecl.; ($ ;) or >< *.*, and sº sº, (Lh,

M, K) the last indecl. with ſet-h for its termina

tion, (TA) and "S. S., (Lh, M, K.) also

indecl., with fet-h, (TA,) and composed in the

Sarne Inannel" as* ā---, (Lh, M, TA,) and

"sº sº; (Lh, M. K3) all of these indecl.

except the last, and each virtually in the accus.

case as a denotative of state, except the last,

(MF,) which is literally in the accus. case, as an

inf. n. ; (M, MF;) The horses, or horsemen, came

in a state of dispersion : (T, S, M, K :) or one

by one ; or one after another. (T, L.) And

3. Agil &: The people, or company of men,

iecame separated, in a state of dispersion. (S.) And

24, 33. Agil -ºš The people, or company of

men, ment anay [in a state of dispersion; or] one by

one; or one after another. (T, L.) [See also

**] It is said in a form of prayer, Jº
2 ... • 2 * > 0 , o.p.

15-se2-5 * Isº 2.Éf [O God, slay them

one by one, and reckon them by number]: (M:)

Ol' sº sº re-i, or, accord. to one

recital, sº 22:55, pl. of *$3, the meaning

being [reckon them by number, and curse them,

or slay them, nith a cursing, or slaughter, distri

buted among them by shares. (Mgh)—25 ū

sº slº means 0 my people, take each one of

you his adversary, or opponent [nrith nºkom to

fight]. (AS, T, S, K.”) Here slºw is indecl.,

with kesr for its termination, because it is an

imperative verbal noun, and the imperative is

alike uninfluenced with respect to its termination

by any governing word; and it is said to be with

kesr because two quiescent letters would other

wise occur together, [and] because it occupies the

place of an imperative verb [which in like manner

is terminated with kesr when it is necessary to

prevent the occurrence of two quiescent letters

together]. (S.) – With , the article, you say,

$49, (AS, T,) which signifies The going forth

to encounter another in fight, or to single combat;

as in the saying, Újºi tº $133 &l= * Had

n’e gone forth to encounter them in fight, (AS, T,

$, K,) man to man, [they had not been able to

cope nºith us;] (A5, T;) or man by man. (S,

K.) You say also...º.º. l,á, explained above:

see 6.= See also 3.=And see 3.

9 . .x. 32

3'-Mº ; see Jº.

33. See 3.= Also A stuffed lining put

beneath a [camel's saddle of the kind called]

-ºš, to defend the animal's back from being

hurt thereby : there is one such on each side:

(T:) or, of a horse's saddle, and of a ~#, (S,

M, K,) the stuffed thing, or pad, that is placed

beneath, in order that it may not gall the animal's

back; (M, K;) as also **** (K:) or the

Clsº and "clº-" are two bags (cº-),

which are stuffed, and placed under the curved

pieces of wood, in order that the wood may not

gall the animal's back ; derived fromº 3.

“he parted his legs:” (S:) [see also **: Or

the cºlsº of a -5 are two things like pro

render-bags, n:hich are stuffed, and bound with

strings, Or cords, to the pieces of wood called tle

stºls and ºve-ſ: (T:) or they are, to the J-5,

like the Jé to the Jº, eaccept that they do not

appear before the agº, being only within [it]:

(M:) [see also&- pl. [of pauc.] #3 (T,s)

and [of mult] ºl. ($.) – Also A piece of

felt cloth, that is bound upon a beast nºbich has a

galled, or sore, back, (L, K,) cut, or slit, so as to

be clear of the galls, or sores. (L.)

g …”

** see …, in three places.=Also A saddle

bag; syn. &: (K3) [and] cº-º a pair of

saddle-bags; syn. cº- ($.)- See also 34,

in two places.= Also A nide [desert such as is

termed] ău... : ($, K:) or ** §§§ [a desert, or

waterless desert, in n-hich is no one. (T, L. [In
5. o.

a copy of the former written JºJº.])

35'_* : see 3.

• . . 3.

3-º-º: see º'.

s

Sº The inner side of the thigh . (M, A, K.) or

the part of the horseman's thigh that is neart the

saddle : (T, M, A, L:) or the part betn'een the

legs: (M, L:) the inner sides of the two thighs

are called the cº, ($,) because the saddle sepa

rates them; (IAar, M ;) and if so, sº is of the
- d -* . . . 6

measure Jelš in the sense of the measure Jºão ;

or it may be a possessive epithet [meaning 3. 53].

(M, L.) You say,sº Jº 39.&- sº, mean

ing He is a good rider upon the saddle. (A.).

Also The part of a horse's back upon which the

thigh of the rider presses. (Kt, T, L.)

3. A man wide between the thighs, (ISk, S, M,

K.) by reason of abundance of flesh: (ISk, $,

M :) or nide betneen the arms; (K;) having

the arms far from the sides : (M:) or neide

betneen the shoulder-joints: (M:) or (so in the

K; but accord. to the S, “and”) large in make,

(T, S, M, K,) having one part far from another:

(M, K.) and wide in the breast : (Aboo-Málik,

T.) fem. Tº (S:) which also signifies a woman

(M, L) large in the Jéº [or labia majora of

the vulva), (M, L, K,) having their edges far

apart : (M, L:) or having much flesh in the

thighs. (T, L.) 339 is used to signify The neaver,

(T, M, K,) because of the distance between his

thighs. (M.) The following saying, (K,) quoted

by J, from the rájiz Aboo-Nukheyleh Es-Saadee,

* f. 412 ... •- 3-f

# Jº') as to L5-º: JJ) +

is incorrect, and should be thus,

w2.É :* : & o: • 3.

# *") 4-e Jºº lº • *

[A woman of large make, n'alking in the manner

of the man of large make; or a noman wide

between the thighs, &c.]; (K;) for it is descriptive

of a woman, as IB and Aboo-Sahl El-Harawee

have observed before the author of the K. (TA.)

—Also A horse [or any quadruped (see 3)]

having the fore legs far apart: (M, K:) or

having the fore legs far from the sides : (TA:) or

mide between the legs : (Ham p. 348:) and a

camel having the elbows far from the sides: (TA:)

and the fem. […, a cow having her fore legs far

apart. (S.) [Hence, 25, 339 [in theCK.j]

The lion; (M, K;) the former epithet being

applied to him because his fore legs are far apart,

and the latter because he is [often] alone. (M.)

—á. -ké A broad shoulder-blade, the sides

of n!hich are distant, one from another. (M, L.)

3.2% Jº, (Fr, S, K,) and "3.3% (K, TA,)

[in the CK 4.2%) erroneously written by J

"...sº, (K) [but see what follows; like ºff
and** ;] Birds in a state of dispersion. (S,

K.) In the following verse of 'Otárid Ibn-Kurrán,

quoted by J,
22 - 2 × 0, 0 - 3 of . ~33 .

• Jºe cºlº sº-Jal tºle *

• * * ** * *

[As though the people of Hajr, watching nhen

they should see me going forth, were birds in a

state of dispersion], (K,) thus related also by

Yaakoob, and thus in the handwriting of Az,

(TA,) the last two words should be Jesúſ jº,

the latter with J, and governed by the former in

the gen. case, the rhyme being with kesr: (K:)

so says Aboo-Sahl El-Harawee. (TA)—lºss

** (M.K.) and "...sº, (K) or "3.3% (as

in the T, from Fr, and in the M and L, and in

some copies of the K, [but see above,) [as also

3.2% and **, Or *sū,] They nent anay in

a state of dispersion. (M, L., K.)

…) -- -> 2:

Jºx".5 : see Jºsul, in two places.

3 *

• [act, part. n. of 4, q.v.). The following

words of 'Omar Ibn-Abee-Rabee'ah, -

* - - 2.2 - > 3 > *

+ Cºla' ºs- Jºel +

are said to signify Dost thou distribute thy petition
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Jº — lºw

among mankind one by one, so as to include them

universally 7 or dost thou constrain them by thy

3 * > * • 2 -

petition ? from the saying, Jº are JJ Le [“thou

hast no means,” or “way,” “of separating thyself

from it,” or “avoiding it”]. (M, L.)

6 º' -- 0 6 -

S.J., Jº. [A united state of affairs] become

disunited [or discomposed or disorganized]. ($, L.)

• w -- * 6:... o

3.x: â, el An emaciated noman, [as though]
:

having one part far from another. (M., L.)

-> -- --
*: .

Jºsuº: see Jºsul, in two places.

i.”

1. *, *, (T, S, M., &c.) aor. , (Mgh, K)

inf n. 133, (T, S, M, Msb) i, q, as "…]; ($,

Msb, K;) [He began mith it;] he made it to

have precedence, or to be first; gave precedence

to it; syn. 423: (Mgh, Msb:) in the dial. of

the Anşār, aw &- is used in this sense of ~33;

(M;) or a sº, [without ..]; (IKtt, TA; [see

tºl) [and a Jº; see art. Jºl and **i.”

signifies the same. (Msb.) [So in the Kurzii. 76,

*: àes J.;2…" i. And he began nith

their bags, before the bags of his brother. And
2 * ~ * : ~~

oilº is sometimes used in the sense of a lºw ;

- as * * > 22 ° 22

5, J2 -->}~ *

And they, it was, began with you the first time;

i.e., as Bd says, by acting with hostility, and

whence, in the Kurix. 13, 5.

~ 2. ~ * : * ~

fighting.] You say also, sue 3 lºw He began, or

did a first time, or the first time : then repeated,

or did a second time. (Az, TA in art. 332.) And

29 es: i. [He began, or made a beginning, in
- - # - 2

the affair.] (M.)—1.x, also signifies It (a thing)

began; began to be; originated; or came into
-

* ~ *

eristence. (Msb.) [See also 5.]=1& ſº,

(S, M, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (M.) [He

began the thing; commenced it; set about it; as

also w śiºl: accord. to the Mgh, the latter has

this meaning, or, agreeably with the authority of

the M and K, the meaning which here next

follows:], he did the thing first, for the first time,

by way of beginning, or originally; ($, M, K3)

as also "six and "six"; (M, K;) i. e., not

after the example of anything preceding. (TA.

[But this addition seems rather to belong to ano

ther explanation to be mentioned below.]) One

does not say,º *i. nor six, because these

two verbs [signifying as last explained above]

do not have for their objects corporeal things.

(Mgh.) [El-Mutanakhkhil El-Hudhalee uses the

phrase **** ºt. I will begin nºith them

(meaning his guests) by sporting and jesting;

like the phrase in the Kur ix. 13 cited above:

but different from these is the saying in the Kur

xxxii. 6, c. &. Jº 3'-º', And II,

began the creatiºn of man from clay), The

saying, Ysiºſ& Jé Öğ means o-kā-1 \,x*]

** 3. [But if the beast, or bird, of prey has

begun the seizing of him, or the biting of him];

the noun that is prefixed [to the pronoun] being

suppressed. (Mgh.) You say also, es: J} &l=

,391 " £ºfThat was in the beginning, or first,

of the affair. -
(Msb.) [See also tº, below.]—

He originated the thing; brought it into being

or eacistence; made it, or produced it, for the

first time, it not having been before; (Mgh;)

[and] so "six", said [of God, and] of a man, as

the agent; (Mºbi) and "siºl. (Mgh in art.

8-4.) [Hence, 31-1 iſtº, and W.Aiºi, God

created, or brought into existence, mankind, or

the created beings: (M, Msb, K:) both signify

the same. (S.) 4.x: º Jºlgi "&" L. [in

the Kur xxxiv. 48, means What doth that which

is false, or the Devil, originate, or produce in the

jirst instance? and what doth it, or he, reproduce

after it hath perished 21: Zj says that us, here, is

in the place of an accus., meaning in each instance

º &f. or it may be a negative; and Jºleu!!

here is Iblees; i. e., Iblees createth not, nor

raiseth to life after death. (M.) You say also,

*:: tº "&2: tº, meaning S3 *** * U.

3.3%, ($, K,) i. e. He does not say anything for

the first time, nor anything for the second time;

or anything original, nor anything in the n'ay of

repetition; 2Sºul *āsū signifying n:hat is said

for the first time; andAS& ãºle, what is said

for the second time, afterwards: (TA:) or he

says not anything : (A in art. 332 :) and he has

no art, artifice, or cunning. (IAar, TA in art.

392 ; and A in the present art.)—º." i. He

dug the nell [..for the first time: see **].

(Mb)=-ji.J.Jºſée is. (T) or “jić
(K,) He went forth from a land to a land, or

from his land; as also "iel. (T, K.)=&4,

(inf n, as above, S, M, K.) He (a man, S, M)

had the small-pow: (AZ, A5, T, S, M, K+) or the

i.e- [i. e. measles, or spotted fever]: ($, M, K.)

or, as AZ says, and the a-aa-. (T:) or, as Lh

says, there came forth upon him pustules resem

bling the small-poa, ; but he adds, some say, the

small-poa, itself: (M:) the epithet applied to a

person affected therewith is ":53. (AZ, Aş,

Lh, T, S, M.)— Also He fell sick. (IAth, T.A.)

In a trad. of ‘Aisheh occur the words, 2,3, es:

aftſJ.", aeś &- J. [meaning In the day in

which the Apostle ofGod fell sick]: and IAth

says,& &e Jº meaning When did such a

one fall sick 2 is a phrase used in inquiring

respecting the living [who has been attacked by

illness] and respecting the dead. (TA.)

4. iº see 1, in seven places. – Also He

did a new thing; a thing unknown before; or a

strange, or nonderful, thing. (S,” TA.)– And

He voided eaccrement, or ordure; or broke rvind;

syn. [as also sºil said of a man. (M.)

– And He put forth his second teeth; said of a

child; (M3) and of a colt. (TA voce …, q.v.)

5. 13.5 He, or it, began, or made a beginning.

(K.L.) [See also 1. Golius mentions, but without

giving the authority, and without the vowel-signs,
o “w --> o ~ w -

the saying, -º-; Jº cº-e ālasſ ºus; but writing

the last word e-gºj, stating only that it is in the

passive form; as meaning Relate thou the story,

or history, from the beginning.]

- D - - -

8: see 1, in seven places.–Jº clº! He
z - -

made him a promise in anticipation; without his

asking it of him. (M in art. Jül.)

13, inf n, of 1; (T, S, M, Mºb;) [The act of

beginning;] or the doing a thing first. (M.) You

say, 331 J, (M. K.) and "ºl, (As, TA) and

'#33), (§, M, Mºb, K) and "#33), (S, M. K.)

and "āśl, (L) and " £133, (M, K) and

*śl, (S, M. K.) and is...}, with substi

tuted for , (M, Mtr.) and * $133, (Mir, TA,)

and, accord. to IKtt, #1331, but see what follows,

(TA) and "ijº.J., (M.K.) and "#33), (AZ,

TA). It is for thee to begin, ($, M, Mºb, K.)

before any ºther, in shooting or casting, &c.:

($:) as to aglº", mentioned above, accord. to

Mtr [and Fei], (TA) it is a vulgar word, (Mgh,

Msb, TA,) as IB and several others have stated,

(Msb, TA,”) a corruption of Y ãº, (Mgh,

Msb) signifying the first; as also V 3.1331; and

W #33 : (Msb:) but IKtt says that it is a word

of the dial. of theAnşār;º six and <e.

aw signifying 4.33: [see 1:] and he cites the

following verse of Ibn-Rawáhah:

tº93% º tº 23 ºf it. '

[In the name of God, and nith it we begin; and

if ne norshipped any other than Him, ne should

be miserable]: see art. U.S.A. (T.A.. [This verse

is also cited in the $ in art. 52', where, in ºne

copy I find it as above; in another, with **

instead of tºº.) And you say,º sº alaš,

(T.S.) and 34, Jé sº, (M) and * J.

43.3, and 'º, ºsse J. (S.M.) [He did
it returning and beginning again; or returning

to his beginning; i.e. he did it again from the

beginning; he recommenced it: or you say this]

meaning like as is meant by the saying next fol

lowing. (TA) <3 Jé& &º, (S,K) and

:* Jº sº, in both of which [and in the last

following] the verb may be trans., and the noun

following therefore in the accus. case, (TA,) and

43.3* Jº, and Wºº G” [in both

of which, if correct, the verb must be intrans...]

andº sº, [as though meaning ūsus |Jºle,

used as a phrase denotative of state,) (K) [but

in this last, and the two next preceding, accord.
--> --

to the TA, the verb should be akaš, as in the

next preceding sentence, instead of& and this

is confirmed by what is said in the K in art. 332,]

He returned in the n'ay whence he had come:

(S, K:) (accord. to the TA, the literal meaning

of the first and second may be he made his return

ing to revert to his beginning, and he made a

returning to revert to a beginning :] or the mean

ing of the first, (Sb, TA in art. 332, and K in

that art.,) and of the second, (K in that art.,) is,

he returned without stopping after he had gone

anay: (Sb, K:) and sometimes it signifies the

stopping in one's coming and then returning:

(Sb:) [and it returned to its first state ; it re:

commenced:] and you say, Jºe Jºse <<

Jº, meaning I returned like as I had come.

21 *
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(Sb ubi supra.)– Also First, or former; pre

ceding all others, or preceding another; as also

"ºses; :33 and 1324) being syn. with J.S.

(S, K.) Hence the saying, ... Gaº aſsi, and

"...sº est, meaning Do thou it the first thing,

or the first of everything; [accord. to different

copies of the $;] the U3 in U$5u being quiescent,

in the place of the accus. case, accord. to usage;

and sometimes they omit: the . [altogether], on

account of frequent use [of the phrase], as will

be stated in art. 592, ($ in the present art.,) say

ing ºw essº...and Jº essº. ($ in art. 3-Mº.)

You sy also, lſº alas), and 3. Ji, (Th, M,

K) and 34 3, (CK) and 3, 4, (M.K.)

and º Y&sº, (A’Obeyd, T, S, M., K.) and

*** us2\", (IS,) and * Jºlº, (M, K, [in the CK

* 32%) and * 33% (M) and & "33%

(K) and 3 &2% (M,K) and "ºse '&sº,

(A’Obeyd,T,S,M,CK) and sº " (33%, which

is anomalous, (M,) or &e: &sº (K,) and &sº

(se, (Fr, A'Obeyd,T.S.M.) and "Gº 'éssº,

(sick) or 'Gº Gº, (K, TA) and &sº
*#3%, (M,K,TA) the former word being the

act, part. n. of sº, which is of the dial. of the

Ansár, as mentioned above, and the latter being

indecl., with fet-h for its termination, (TA, [in

the CK the latter word is written 3.3.) and

3. *ś, (CK) and "ā3, #3, (M.K.) and

'ºse "six", (S) and 3. "&" (š, CK) and

* - d ... O

3. As 3., (Fr;T) and 3 ex '33. (Fr, T,

S,K,) and Ysiºſ LS3 #3, and "...sº Jº *šič,

(S. K.) and "343. Jºs "#33, (K,TA) not s.l.,

[as in the CK), (TA) and "a sºuss Cº. (S,

K, TA, [in the CK the last word is written …])

and *** Jº * 3:13, (K,) meaning Do thou

it the first thing; (Fr, T, K;) so in a correct

copy [of the K, and so I find in a MS. copy of

the K and in the CK]: accord. to another copy,

the first of everything : (TA:) or the first of

first; ($ ;) thus in the L: (TA:) the words

here put in the accus. case [literally or virtually]

are so put [in some instances] as adverbial nouns;

or, accord. to MF, they may be [in some instances]

denotatives of state, with respect to the agent;

the meaning being 539 Jºe à- aſſº, i. e.
2 -o - - -

43 G2:. [lit. do thou it in the state of thy being

beginning it]. (TA.) [In like manner, you also
J • *... . . .

say, J9) 3. and [more commonly] Uşşi Yºssú,

At first thought; Or 0?? ſe first opinion : (Lh,

M :) ſes; 3, and sº '3st signifying the

first, and beginning, of the idea, thought, opinion,

or judgment; or what is perceived before con

sidering nell or thoroughly: (M:) [and* alone

signifying a first idea, thought, opinion, or judg

ment; as i. implied in the A, vocejº, q. v. :]

hence, Jº "&sº Jº & [He did it at first

thought, &c.]: (M3) and *; (sº "&sú <ji

tººls, and JA) W i-, i. e. Thou at first

thought, &c., desirest to wrong us ; and one says

also, Jºy!" ($39, without . ; meaning on the occa

sion of n-hat appeared of opinion; i.e. at the

first of n!hat appeared thereof; [or at the first

opinion's presenting itself;] in which case, the

phrase does not belong to this art. [but to art.

3-º]: it occurs in the Kur xi. 29: (M :) AA

alone there read &sº with e; all the other

readers pronounced it without .. (TA)—Also

A chief, or lord, (S, M, Msb, K,) who occupies

the first place in chieftainship or lordship : (S:)

or, as some say, a youth, or young man, whose

judgment, or opinion, is deemed good, and n:ho

is consulted: (M:) or it signifies also an intelli

gent youth or young man : (K:) pl. §3. (M.)

A poet (namely, Ows Ibn-Maghrā Es-Saadee,

TA) says,

2 * : o 2 - 2 > -º --> → 0.2

º 23 &le ºff & Cº.; +

• 2 o 2 - 2 - 2 : o - * o , ,

* Gº Gº Güi & .33% *

[Our second chief, if he came to them, mould

be their first chief; and their first chief, if he

came to us, would be a second chief]. (S.)—

Also, and "334, A share, or portion, of a

slaughtered camel: (S. K.) or the best share

or portion thereof: (T:) or the former word has

the latter signification; and the latter word, the

former signification: and the former signifies also

a bone with the meat, or flesh, that is on it: (M:)

and a joint; syn. J-1, (AA, T, M3) and so

3. q. V. : (AA, T :) the pl. [of pauc.] of 13.

is ſºft ($, M, K) and [of mult] $4.5 (S. K.)

the former of which is the more common: (TA:)

or this is pl. of 133. (AA,T.) The shares above

mentioned [as commonly divided for the game

called 2–49) q. v.] are ten; namely, the two

haunches, the two thighs properly so called, the

two thighs commonly so called (i. e. the tibiae),

the two shoulders, and the two arms; which

last are the worst, because of the many veins
o -

[therein]. (T.A.)– See also 'Ugº.

© 2 o “

*Jº: see Jºy; second sentence.

&e See &- &2% Or 3- &2% WOce tº.

#34: See tº, in thirteen places. – Also The

beginning, oroutward tourse, of a military expedi

tion ; opposed to axe-3, meaning the returning,

or homeward course, thereof: occurring in a

trad., in which it is said that the Prophet gave,

in the case of the former, a fourth [of the spoil],

and in the case of the latter, a third ; i. e., when

a troop went forth from the main body of the

army and attacked a party of the enemy, they

were to have a fourth of the spoil that they took,

and the rest of the army was to share with them

the remaining three fourths; and if a troop did so

in returning, they were to have a third of all

the spoil that they took, because of the greater

difficulty and danger attending this case. (T,

Mgh)—tº cº J} &e, and Y tºº, and

"Giãº, (K) and "Gåº', (Lh, M, TA) and

* Lºº, and "Lºlº, (TA) and " Lºix,

(Lh, M, K,) but [ISd says, I know not how

that is, (M,) and Y tºº, and W tºº, (K,)

and *tºlº, (Lh, M, and so in some copies

of the K,) or tºº, (so in other copies of the

K,) thus in the* of Ibn-'Odeys [in the CK

Ibn-'Adebbes], (K,) which is said to indicate that

we should hesitate respecting them [before admit

ting them to be of classical authority], are phrases

meaning That was in the first of our state, and

in our adolescence. (TA.)= Also, (so in a copy

of the M, there written six.) Ol' *#3, with

damm, (K,) A certain plant; (M ;) a black

thing, resembling a truffle (*), of n!hich no

use is made: so says AHn. (M.)

6% o y 5: e.-o ~

3|J& : see Jº; second sentence: and see 3'Jº,

in two places.

2: o a * * ºf o

3|Jº : see Jº; second sentence: and see 3'-xy.

3: -- 3: o .

3|J& : see 3|Jº.

ãº, with medd; [Eccrement ..from the anus;

as also º ;] a subst. from i.j, as meaning “3.

(M.)

‘(se: See tº, as signifying First, or former;

in eight places.– Also, applied to a thing, or

an affair, i. 4. &e, (S, and so in a copy of the

K,) or £3%; (so in other copies of the K:)

[thus it signifies] Originated; brought into being

or eacistence; made, or produced, for the first

time, not having been before, or not after the

similitude of any former thing : (TA :) and

created: (M, K :) and nonderful: (M, Msb,

TA:) and strange, or ertraordinary, as not

being after the similitude of any former thing.

(TA.)– [Hence, as is implied in the Mgh,)

‘(se, Jº A well newly dug; (T, Mgh, Mºb;)

i. q. &: (M;) or dug since the era of El

Islám; ($, K:) not ancient; ($, Mgh, Msb;)

as also W tº . (S:) the former epithet [in this

sense] is generally pronounced [34] without 2:

(T:) the well thus called is one dug in a naste

land that has no on ner: (TA:) AO says, (TA,)

this epithet, and ** are applied to a well when

thou hast dug it; but if thou findest it to have

been dug before thee, it is termed *; and

thus the well of Zemzem is termed ass-, because

it was Ismā'eel's, and was filled up or covered

over [after his time]: (T, TA:) the term - 13 is

[said to be] applied to an ancient well of which

neither the owner nor the digger is known:

(TA :) it is said in a trad., that the .22- of a

well such as is termed Ugº [i. e. the space sur

rounding it and belonging to it] is five-and-twenty

cubits: (T, S: [but see2- :]) the pl. is $4.

(M:) and AO says that &s: is pl. of **

applied to a well, and is syn. with &Já [a pl.

of ~43 which I have not found elsewhere] and

º, being formed by transposition of letters

from & [which is for $133, as &- is for

ºs- ; the x and U9 being transposed, the word

becomes 33% and this, by a rule of permuta

tion, becomes &ºl. (TA.)

º “ . . o -o - . 6:

see tº, in three places: and see 33."Jº :

32 o .

and aº, in two places.

37 - 2 - • - . 6: o .

*** : ( see Jºe, in two places: and see Śiº :
9 * > 5 -o .

3."Jº and for the former, see also 3:Jº.
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#2. See tº: second sentence. — Also, (M,

K) and "343, (K) or "àº, (M) i, q, i.e.,

(K,) and is..., (TA,) or is..., i. e. The first

occurrence of a thing, that happens to one unea

pectedly: (M :) [or the first of anything : and

an occurrence thereof by n!hich one is taken un

anares: accord. to explanations in the K in art.

• * :) pl. of the first, tºº. (TA)—[And all

app. signify The faculty of extemporizing i.like

ãº (q.v.) &c.] You say, 53- *śā3. 25 &Sº,

i. e. a-- **, ſmeaning] Such a one has a

good faculty of eactemporizing; or of uttering,

or relating, things by means of the promptness

of his intelligence. (TA.)

5 - J - © .”

3.l.º. : see Jº; second sentence.

&sº [act, part. n. of 1]: see tº, in nine

places. -

*5. -

3559 : see 1, in two places.

º

3. [originally noun of place and of time

from 1; A place, and a time, of beginning,

&c. —l See #3.—[Also A principle, or first

rule, of a science &c.; pl. &sº.-And The

primary import of a word; opposed in this sense

to ää.]

* ~ * , 6: o,

|Jºe : see 3'-ºw.

&-º', applied to God, The Creator, or

Originator, of the things [that eacist], who hath

produced them at the beginning, not after the

similitude of anything pre-eatisting. (Nh.) And

<! &249), so applied, He who createth man

Mind, and who returneth them after life to death

in the present world and after death to life on

the day of resurrection. (TA in art. 33°.)—

3. &“. A man n-ho has gone on n’arring, or

rvárring and plundering, expeditions, time after

time, and is experienced in affairs : (A’Obeyd,

and K in art. 332 :) and a horse upon which the

onner has gone time after time on rearring, or

marring and plundering, ea peditions; (TA in

that art.;) or well trained and eacercised, (K and

TA in that art.,) so as to be obedient to his rider.

(TA in that art.)– [For other significations of
- • 2 o ż

&4, see its verb (4); and see, i.

6: ... o. 2: 0.

3|Jºo : see 3'-ºw.

© … o.”

£33.2 [pass. part. n. of 1; Begun, &c. =)
• 2

See &-º.

* 2° 6 * -

Jºe: see Jº.— [In grammar, as correlative

of jºi-, An inchoative.]

Jº

• * *

1. Jº, aor. *, inf. n: 3, It (the moon) became

full. (Msb.)- He (a boy) became full-grown

and round; implying comparison to the full moon.

(TA)- + It (fruit) attained to maturity. (TA,

from a trad.) [See also 4.]– It rose like the

full moon. (Er-Răghib.)= See also 3, in six

places.–~as 32's 4. **: and 22'2' >jº

J.- : See #2% —Jº <5% She (a camel)

brought forth at an earlier period of the year

• 2 o . ~~

6 & ~

than the other camels. (TA.) [See as24, WOce

3 •. 2 y of y o 2 - …”

Jºjº.]—jºl -j- I went forth to make

meater. (A.)

3. 929, inf. n. āsū. and jº and W* :

He hastened, or made haste, or strove to be first

or beforehand, in doing [or attaining or obtaining]

it, (M, K, TA, TK ;) namely, a thing: (M:)

and <! 9: "33, (M, K,) aor. : ; and aeſſ %29:

(M ;) He hastened with another, or vied or strove

neith him in hastening, to it [or to do or attain or

obtain it]: syn. 4-2, (M, K, TA,) and <!£2.

(TA) 259 [as well as "jº and *,x*] denotes

mutual effort only when it is immediately trans.:

when it is trans. by means ofJ. (or + (the

former in the TA written by mistake Je)], there

is nothing to show that it denotes this. (MF.)

[But it is often immediately trans. without its

denoting such effort.] One says, 92% He hastened

to do it [&c., as explained above]; meaning, a

thing that he desired, or wished for: (TA :) [and

aw 350 signifies the same, or he hastened with it:

and the former signifies also he betook himself

early to him or it :] and º, 359 he hastened to

it; (S, A.;) as also agſ "33% ($, Mgh, Msb)

aor. *, (S,) inf. n. 524. : (S, Msb:) or, Accord.

to Zj, agreeably with its derivation, [see J.A.,] he

employed the fulness of his power, or force, to

hasten [to it]: (TA:) and 29. "33%, and "33.

<!, (aor. *, inf. n. jº, TA, [or 3.4% as above,)

the thing, or event, came to him, or happened to him,

hastily, quickly, or speedily; and, beforehand [or

before he ea pected it]; syn.J-º, (M,K,) and&-,

(M) or 3:1. (K.) [and J. & "33", and Jº,

a saying, and an action, proceeded from him.

hastily, without premeditation; see āsū. It is

said in a trad., tºs Jºuº [Strive ye to

be before decrepitude with good works; i. e., to

perform them before decrepitude]. (El-Jāmi' es

Sagheer.) And in another,*& º

[Strive ye to be before daybreak neith the prayers

termed 255 ; i.e., to perform them before day

break]. (Idem.) And in another, 35 as bjeº

2:) exº J.; sº [Hasten ye with, or to

perform, the prayer of sunset before the rising of

the star]. (Idem.) You say also, Jº 32%&

23. Jº Jéſ [Such a one hastens in consuming

theproperty of the orphan before the latter is of

full age). (A) And …, , = 33% [He hastened

to be before the orphan's attaining to full age in

expending his property]; said of a guardian; i.4.

2-3) Jº Us? "3ºi. (K:) and thus, & 52.

bjº, in the Kurſiv. 5], means hastening to be

before their attaining to full age in expending

their property. (Bd,” Jel.) And âûl 929 and

àº. J. [He strove with him in hastening, or

strove to get before him, to the goal]. (A.) And

ătă, "22," and àº, & [He strove in has

tening, or strove to get first, to the goal]. (Ham

p. 46.) And ºf J, was 2.44 jº, and
§: * lºº!, and W 9,29, They vied, or strove,

one nith another, in hastening to a thing, or an

affair, trying n:hich of them would be first. (T.)

4. gº! He had the full moon rising to him, ($,

M, K,) or upon him : (A:) a verb similar to

2.5i and &#. (A :) or he journeyed during a

night of full moon. (T, K.)= It (an unripe

date) became red. (TA.) [See also 1.] =jAwl

2-3) Jº Jº : see 3.

6. 133305 They hastened together ; vied, or

strove, one mith another, in hastening; made

haste to be, or get, before one another; strove,

one neith another, to be first, or beforehand. (S,

TA.) You say, tººl 3- J. 19959, (TA,)

and& "lº-ºl, (S, TA,) They hastened to

gether, &c., to take the neapons. (S.) And

£9. 1533U.5 [They hastened together; or vied, or

strove, one nºith another, in hastening; to attain

porcer, or eminence, or nobility]; as also "ººl.

(A.) And ºi 19930.5: see 3, last sentence.—

* 33% tº 3. t[This meaning is nhat appears

from it (namely, the phrase, or sentence,) at

first sight]. (A phrase of frequent occurrence in

the TA &c.)

8: see 3, in four places; and see 6, in two

places.—& sº My eyes flowed with

tears. (TA, from a trad.)

Q. Q. 1. jº He heaped up wheat. (K)

34, (S, A, Msb, K, &c.,) originally an inf. n.,

(Msb,) The full moon; (M, A, Msb, K;) as

also *}x}; (L, K;) the moon in its fourteenth

night: ($ :) or the latter signifies [simply] the

moon: (IAar, T :) the moon in its fourteenth

night is called 3.x, because it hastens to rise

before the sun sets; ($, M ;) and to set before

the sun rises: (TA:) or because of its fulness;

(S, TA;) as being likened to aãº or, as Er

Răghib thinks to be most probable, it is itself a

primitive word: (TA:) pl.)>4. (M, A.) Hence,

949) āş [The night of the full moon; which is]

the fourteenth night [of the lunar month]. (S.)

— A lord, master, or chief, (M, K,) of a people:

so called as being likened to the full moon. (M.)

–Applied to a boy, (Zj, M, K,) t Full of youth

ful vigour and offlesh : (Zj:) or full, or plump :

(M. :) or i. q. "33% [precocious]. (T, K.) [In

this sense, an epithet; and so its fem. §3. (q.v.),

applied to an eye.]– f A cover ; or a dish or

plate; syn. & (Ibn-Wahb, K:) because re

sembling the full moon, being round: so Az

thinks. (TA.)- See also ãº, in two places.

ãº, applied to an eye (º), Quick-sighted;

or that sees before others: (AS, T, S, K, TA:) or

that sees before [the eyes of other horses; applied

to a horse's eye: (IAar, T, M. :) or sharp-sighted:

or round and large : (M :) or full like the full

moon : (S, K:) but the correct meaning is [said

to be] that [mentioned above as] given by IAar:

(M:) or, accord. to IAqr, full; not defectice.

(T)= Also, (S, M. K.) and '33. (K.) The

skin of a lamb or hid (S, M, K) n-hen it has been

meaned, (AZ, S, M,) used for milk : for [when it

is killed] while it continues sucking, its skin, if

used for milk, is called sº ; and for clarified
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butter, ač; when it has been weaned, its skin for

• 0 ° - £ 6

milk is called 5,39; and for clarified butter, 3-2 :

and when it is in its second year, its skin for milk

is called ~35 and for clarified butter,J

(AZ, S:) pl. (of the former, M) 3. andsº

(M, K:) the former said by El-Fārisee to be the

only instance of the kind except -** pl. of

i.as, and &a. pl. of is a [or this may be pl. of

is al. (M. [But the assertion of El-Fārisee is
- 9 - d .

incorrect (see i.a.s-), unless it be meant to apply

only to sound words; and in this case, at least
º; .

one addition should be made, namely 2.23 pl. of

ãº.])— Hence, (M,) the former word, (S,

M, A, K, &c.,) and Y the latter also, (K,) The

sum of ten thousand dirhems: (S, A:) or a purse

containing a thousand, (T, M, K,) or ten thou

sand, dirhems, (T, M,” A, K,) or seven thousand

deenárs: (Ki) pl. 523, (TA) and pl. of pauc.

sº. (T)
• * * • o . ~ o

Lºyºl Liº. We strove to outrun one another,

vying, one neith another, in haste. (M, K.)

3 * > - - -

Usjºº Rain that is before (Jº), or a little

before (Jº), or in the first part of (U-3),

winter. (K, accord. to different copies: the second
6 * c >

reading is that followed in the TA.)— ajºy A

she-camel n:hose mother has brought her forth at

an earlier period of the year than that nihen the

others brought forth, and therefore more abundant

in milk than others, and of a more generous

quality. (M.) — And the former, A fat young

camel weaned from its mother. (K.)

&l. A lamb brought forth a little before

winter. (TA.)
g •

2xW see jº.

jº, a word of the dial. of El-'Irák, (A’obeyd

in art. Jºy in the TA,) A place in nihich niheat,

(S, Mgh, K,) or grain, (Msb,) is trodden out. (S,

Mgh, Msb, K.)— It may also mean, tropically,

f The nheat and stran, therein : (Mgh :) or

rather, as Az says, on the authority of IAar, it

signifies [also] (Mgh) reaped grain collected to

gether; or wheat collected together in the place in

which it is trodden out; syn. J-º, (M, Mgh,

IX,) and is,... (Mgh :) Kr restricts it to wheat.

(M.)- Accord. to the Towsheeh, it is [A place]

for [drying] dates. (TA in art. Jº-.)

#29 IIastiness of temper; passionateness: (S:)

or a hasty saying, or action, that suddenly pro

ceeds Gº, in the CK 34)from one in anger:

(M, A,” Mgh," Msb,” K.) and a slip; a mistake;

an error; ($, Msb;) on an occasion of one's

being angry: ($:) or a bad, an abominable, or a

foul, word or saying: and a quick fit of anger:

(IAer, T3) pl. 2's. (S, A) You say, Ji

4539 Jºſé I fear for thee his hastiness of

temper, or passionateness: ($:) or what may

hastily proceed from him in his anger. (A.)

And -aš 33% 4. " $53, Slips, mistakes, or

errors, on an occasion of his being angry, hastily

proceeded from him. (S.) And Jim ãº signifies

What hastily, or suddenly, befalls one, of evil, or

mischief. (M.)-An intuitive knowledge, notion,

or idea ; or a faculty of judging rightly at the

jirst of an uneaspected occurrence; or a faculty

of eactemporizing; syn. i.e. (S, K.) You say,

āsū) &-& Such a one has a good intuitive

knowledge, &c. (TA.)–The point of a sword.

(M, K.)- The extremity of an arrow, neart the

head. (A.)— The head of a plant; (M;) the

first part thereof from nihich the earth cleaves

asunder. (M., K.”)- The first that appears of

the ſplant called] tº (M)—The leaves of

the [herb called] iſ,… (K.)- The best, and

freshest in growth, of the [plant called] J-3.

(M, K.')—Also, (M., K.) or slº, (S, A)

which is the pl., (K) of a man &c., (S, M.) The

portion offlesh, (S, M,K,) or the portions thereof,

(A,) between the shoulder-joint and the neck, (S,

M, K,) or betn!een the necks and the shoulder

joints: (A :) or the former, (K,) or its dual,

(M,) of a man, the two portions of flesh that are

above thecº, and belon, the is: : (M, K:)

or the dual, [relating to a camel, signifies] the

two sides of the see [or callous lump on the

breast]: or two reins on either side thereof. (M.)

—J- 32, *** The first, or fore parts,

(Jº) of the horses appeared [or suddenly came

in view). (Msb.) -

6. J. J. 62 c >

39-2 39-aw [A sum such as is termed 39-ºw aggre

gated, made up, or completed]: the latter word is

a corroborative; like the latter in ãº. 2-93,

(Ksh and Bd in iii. 12,) and in ić. Jºi. (Ksh

ibid.)

24. applied to a boy: see jº.

£º
… • , ,- * … •

1. acº: see 4, in two places.= 2.xy, aor. * ,

inf. n. ié. and 3:44, He became superlative in

his kind; or it became so in its kind; (Ks, K;)

in good or in evil. (K+)=&e, aor. : , He

was, or became, fat. (As, K.)

2. čejº, (S. K.) inf. n. &2% (K,) He attri

buted to him, imputed to him, charged him nith,

or accused him of, innovation, or nºkat is termed

**: expl. by isºl J. 4. [which means

ãº 24, -}. (S.K.)

4. ** He originated it; invented it; devised

it; eaccogitated it; innovated it ; made it, did it,

produced it, caused it to be or exist, or brought it

into eacistence, men:ly, for the first time, it not

having been or eacisted before, and not after the
-> * > * >

similitude of anything pre-earisting; syn. acrºs

Jº Jº $ $) and <!!, and 32-,

(Msb,) and ol-Mºl; (K, TA; but in both without

the pronoun;) as also V a.c.ºl; (Msb;) syn.

sº, and 32-i, (Mgh) and tº, (K) and

* (TA) and so " …, aor. , (K, TA)

inf. n. 34: (TA;) but ...i is more commonly

used than &º. (TA.) You say, Ji- Afe

God created the creation, not after any simili

tude. (Mºb.) And in the Kur [lvii. 27], we find,

W tº, ºfãº And monkery which they origi

nated, or innovated. (TA.) And you say, "£º

ãº, (IDrd, K.) inf. n. 34, (IDrd,) He pro

duced, or fetched out, by his labour in digging,

the water of the well; (IDrd, K5) and originated

it; or made it to be for the first time, it not

having been before. (IDrd.) And Jº &

The man introduced an innovation, or n:hat is

termed a **: [the object being understood;] as

also W £ºl. (TA) And jeú, £2, The poet

produced a new saying, or new poetry, not after

the similitude of anything preceding. (S,” K,”

TA)—i-9 e-eel, (S,K) or ºléº, (Ks,

Mgh,) The ridden camel, or travelling camel,

became fatigued, or jaded, and broke don'n, or

perished; (Ks, $, Mgh, K;) as though doing a

men, thing : (Ks, Mgh:) or the former phrase,

(K,) followed by av, (TA,) she limped [nrith him],

halted, or nas slightly lame: (K, TA:) or she

lay donºn upon her breast in the road, by reason

of emaciation or disease : or she ceased from going

on, by reason of fatigue, or of limping, or halting,

or slight lameness; as though she did a men, and

unaccustomed thing: (TA:) or el- is not with

out limping, or halting, or slight lameness, (K,

TA,) accord. to certain of the Arabs of the desert;

but, says AO, this is not at variance with the

explanations given. (TA.) And Jºº& The

man's camel nehich he rode became fatigued, or

jaded: ($) or ºt tº: (Mgh, K) such a

one's camel n:hich he rode ceased from going on,

by reason of fatigue or lameness: (Mgh:) or

broke don'n, or perished, (K, TA,) or became

fatigued, or jaded, (TA,) and he became unable

to prosecute his journey; (K, TA;) and his beast

became so fatigued that it n'as left to remain

n:here it was; or stood still nith him. (TA.)

[See also * ** It is said in a proverb, 13|

4.& Jººl <ºp [When thou seekest what is

vain, or false, thou nilt be prevented from attain

ing thine object]. (TA)—º & &

! Such a one precented such a one from attaining

his nºish, (* &las.) and abstained from aiding, or

assisting, him, and did not undertake the accom

plishment of his nant, (Lh, K, TA,) and neas not

[at hand] mºhen he thought he would be. (TA.)
2 * * > 0 , 2 of

–awa-e- ºt-cºl I His argument, or plea, or the

like, nas, or became, vain, or false, or ineffectual:

(Aboo-Sa’eed, K:) or nas, or became, weak. (A,

TA.) And <- <<2. ! His argument, or

plea, &c., was rendered vain, or ineffectual.

(Aboo-sa’eed, K, TA) tº Jºãº º&

Jºs: 4-3 + [His kindness has crippled my

poner of thanking, and his bounty, and the obli

gation which he has imposed, my power of descrip

tion]: so in the L; but in the O and K, $3.3

[his intention] is put in the place of al-`aş; and in

the K, als-13 is omitted: (TA:) said when one.

thanks another for his beneficence, acknowledging

that his thanks are inadequate to his beneficence.

(K.)=ë-º tº', and*. He determined,
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resolved, or decided, upon pilgrimage, and upon

journeying. (TA.) –“ & JHe rendered

an oath binding, or obligatory. (IAqr.)="3-Jºl

* They beat him, or struck him. (TA.)

5. tº He turned innovator. (O, K.) Ru-beh

says,

* tºº ºld tº & +
-

Jºlº st-e Cl

• * ~ * * * * • O ~ * O.--

º 23 & 3-, 4-, -º +

[If thou be, towards God, the pious, the very

obedient, it is not the right way that thou shoulds

turn innovator]. (TA.) -

8: see 4, in three places.

10. *~! IIe reckoned it &e [i. e. men',

wonderful, unknown before]. ($, K.)

£º i. q. "3-2, q. v., and "&; (S;)

[but generally used as an epithet in which the

quality of a subst. is predominant; signifying]

A novelty; or thing eacisting for the first time :

(K:) and i. q. Y &e. and Y£2% a first doer;

as though meaning one who has none among his

fellon's to share, or participate, with him. in a

thing, or an affair: (Msb:) pl. e-l. (Akh,

$) You say, 29 & J tº 35% ($, Mºb)
i. e. W &e. (S,) meaning Such a one is the first

doer in this affair; the first niho has done it.

(Msb.) And hence the saying in the Kur [xlvi. 8],

Jºn & 23, … tº Jé ($, Mºb,TA) say

thou, I am not the first niho has been sent of

the apostles: (Msb, TA:) or the meaning is, I

am not an innovator among the apostles; inviting

you to that to which they do not invite you; or

able to do that which they were not able to do:

and accord. to one reading, it is " tºº : as being

[a sing. epithet] like 23; or for gº is [in

which the latter word is pl. of icºl (Bq)—

Applied to a man, (TA,) Superlative (Ks, K)

in his kind (Ks) in anything; (K;) in good and

in evil; (Ks;) or in knowledge, or courage, or

nobility: (K:) fem. with 3: pl. of the masc.

:13; [a pl. of pauc., which is also, as is said

in the L, applied to women,) and £4. [a pl.

of mult.]; and pl. of the fem.& (K.)—A

man liberal in disposition ; syn. *. (IAar,

K.)-A full body. (K.)

£º: See gº — It is also pl. of iéº, [both

as a subst. and] as fem. of £3. (K.)

45- o - - -

ãc.… An innovation; a novelty; anything ori

ginated, invented, or innovated; anything made,

done, produced, caused to be or eacist, or brought

into eacistence, nervly, for the first time, it not

having been or eacisted before, and not after the

similitude of anything pre-earisting: (ISk:) a

dissentient state or condition : (Msb:) a subst.

from £º, like isi, from £º, (Mgh, Msb,)

and al- from Jºl. (Mgh :) subsequently

and generally applied to an addition, or an im

pairment, in religion: (Mgh, Msb:) or a novelty,

or an innovation, in religion, after the comple

tion [thereof): ($, K:) or an opinion declining,

or snerving, from the right nay, and an action,

innovated after [the time of] the Prophet: (Lth,

K:) or an action at variance nith the Sunneh :

(KT:) [generally a heretical innovation; or a

men heresy: but] there is a ſic.A not disapproved,

termed i-l. iè3. [an alloned, or allonable,

innovation]; which is that whereof the goodness

is attested by some principle in the law, or which

is required to prevent some cause of evil; such

as the Khaleefeh's seclusion of himself from the

promiscuous classes of the people: (Msb:), there
2 x 2 - 0

are two kinds of acºw; namely uses acº [an

innovation of a right kind], and JN-3 #e3, [an

innovation of an erroneous kind]. (IAth.)

&e i. q. gº which see in three places, (S,

Msb,) and Y&: [i.e. Originated; invented;

innovated; made, done, produced, caused to be

or eacist, or brought into eacistence, men:ly, for the

first time, not having been or eacisted before, and

not after the similitude of anything pre-eacisting;]

(S, Msb, K;) nerv; nonderful; unknown before.
-

£ -

(TA.) You say, &º* <!- Thou hast done

a new thing; a wonderful thing; a thing unknown
5 of:

J-ol

&e. (TA.) And 8-29, à-, (S) or Jº

&eº, (K,) said of a poet, (S, K,) He produced

a men, saying, or new poetry, not after the simili
ºf o

tude of anything preceding. (TA.) And Jºe
g -

&º A new rope: (AHn :) or a rope begun to

be twisted, not being yet a rope, but undone, then

~ 6 of

before: and W £2% 2. signifies the same as

spun, then twisted again. (K.) And &e.29

A new nose-rein of a camel. (TA.) And i.e.,

&e. A men:ly-dug well. (TA.) [See also **.

And &e. alone, A skin for nine &c. : (S:) or

a new skin for nine &c.; (K:) and a new skin

for water or milk : an epithet in which the

quality of a subst. is predominant. (TA.) Hence
4 or 3 ×< * c > -- - - - - - º

º trad., 31- als' 31- J-a!" &** alsº o!

2,3-1 [Verily Tihámeh is like the skin, or men skin,

of honey : the first part thereof is sneet : the last

part thereof is sneet]: ($, K*:) because honey does

not change in flavour, whereas milk does change.

(S.)- Fat; as an epithet: (As, K :) pl. 34.

(K.)= Also i. q. "£24. [An originator, in

ventor, or innovator; one who makes, does, pro

duces, causes to be or eacist, or brings into eacistence,

newly, for the first time, and not after the simili

tude of anything pre-existing]: ($, K:) of the
º -

º -

measure Jeas in the sense of the measure Jets,

like 3.25 in the sense of 235; from £4. (TA.)

[See alsogºl You say,Jº,sº &e &

God is the Creator of the heavens and the earth,

not after the similitude of anything pre-existing.

(Aboo-Is-hák, S.*) And hence &24 is a name

of God, meaning The Originator of the creation,

according to his on n mill, not after the similitude

of anything pre-existing. (TA.) .

(i.e. A men, and an admirable, or a non

derful, thing; and especially such in speech, or

language, in poetry, and in answering, or replying:

pl. &lº see an ex. voce ***.]

£2%: See &e.

• 22° 2 º, o 6 -

8- see tº and &º, each in two

& *::: places.

Jº

1. Jº, inf n. Jº see 2, in three places.

2. Jºe: properly signifies [The changing, or

altering, a thing; or] the changing, or altering,

the form, or fashion, or semblance, or the quality,

or condition, [of a thing,) to another form, &c.,

while the substance remains the same; (Th, T,

TA;) or the changing a thing from its state, or

condition; (Ibn-'Arafeh, TA;) or the changing

a thing without substitution : (S:) but the Arabs

have used it also in the sense of "Jº, (Mbr,

T, TA,) which signifies [the changing a thing by

substitution; eacchanging it; replacing it with

another thing ; or] the removing, or displacing,

the substance [of a thing], and introducing anen,

another substance. (Th, T, TA.) You say, <3.

inf. n. J.2% (M,” Msb, K,) meaning I changed

it, or altered it; (M, K;) or I changed, or

altered, the form, or fashion, or semblance, or

the quality, or condition, of it; (Msb;) as in

the phrase, aiſ-lu3- <i> [I changed, or

altered, the signet-ring into the simple ring], said

when one has melted the former and made of

it a simple ring; (Fr, T, TA;) and Aff J:

<!-- -tººl [God changed the evil deeds into

good deeds; the verb being doubly trans. by

itself because it has the meaning of Jae- and

* > 0 , of

2. (Msb. [But see what follows.]) W 4.J.A."
- - o. o J * 5 , of

3&, [in the S, **, *, *) --~~), without ex

planation,] inf. n. Jº, [I changed it by sub

stituting for it such a thing, or exchanged it for

such a thing, or replaced it with such a thing,)

is said when one has removed the first, and put

the second in its place; (Msb;) as in the phrase,

ā- Júl <ſº [I changed the signet-ring

by substituting for it the simple ring; exchanged

the signet-ring for the simple ring; or replaced

the signet-ring with the simple ring]; said when

one removes the one, and puts the other in its

place: (Fr, T, TA:) and this verb is also made

doubly trans by itself, like 343, (Mºb) which
2 o 2 c5.

is used in the sense of<jºi [as shown above];

(Mbr, T, TA;) for instance, where it is said, [in

…” - # * * * * * • 3- - -

the Kurlºvi. 5) ſº & & & & Jºe

&.9:º [May-be, his Lord, if he divorce

you, nill give him in earchange mices better than

| you]; accord to one reading, *34. (Msb.) An

ex. of the latter of these two verbs in the sense

of the former is the saying in the Kur [xxv. 70],

sº- 2.5- Af J3. [God will change their

evil deeds by substituting for them good deeds];

i. e. will cancel the evil deeds and put in their

place good deeds: but in the saying in the Kur
- 2 - - on 2 o 42 o 2 2 < ... : * ~ *

(iv. 59], [3,4- tº .43,< *-a tº

º [Whenever their skins are thoroughly burned,

nºe mill change the condition thereof to them into

the condition of other skins], the meaning is, that

the first condition of their skins shall be restored;
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so that the substance is one, but the condition is

different. (Mbr, T, TA.) You say also, 37&

ū -º- J., [God gave him in exchange for

fear, or in lieu of fear, security]. (S.) [And

134 as 43. He gave him in exchange for it,

or in lieu of it, such a thing: see Kur xxxiv. 15.

And 34 & J3. He gave in eacchange for it,

or in lieu of it, such a thing; see Kur vii. 93

and xvi. 103.1 & 2x tº Jº, in the Kur

[xxvii. 11], means He hath done good [by may

of erchange after evil]; i. e., repented; (Jel;)

Ol' #19 4.is J3. ſhath erchangedhis sin for

repentance]. (Bd.) J-22-5 and "Jººl both

signify The act of erchanging [a thing for another

thing]; or making [a thing] to be a substitute

[for another thing]; (KL, PS ;) and so does

"J. (KL) You say, Jº & Jº Jº,

(M, K,') and 4.. " del, i. e. Sº, & 3-3

[here meaning He eacchanged the thing for the

thing ; or, more literally, he made the thing a

substitute for the thing]. (M., K. [In the text

of the former of these, as given in the TT, instead

of33-5, I find 3-3 (a dial. var. of3-5) with

out the affixed pronoun, which is meant to be

understood or is omitted inadvertently by the

transcriber: and here it should be observed, that

the explanation which I have rendered as above

admits of another meaning, namely, $3. 4. $34.

“he took it as a substitute for it:" in the M,

• 2 3- - 2 * * j, o - - -

immediately before, S.A. azo Jº-1 is given as the

explanation of the phrases ‘Jº J3. andº,

and al-Aºl and 42 : see 10.]) You say also,

º •º "33, aor. *, [inf. n. Jº, Inen

tioned and explained above, I exchanged the gar

ment, or piece of cloth, for another; or made it

to be a substitute for another; and Y&

º signifies the same. (Msb. [But the latter

phrase has more frequently another meaning, ex

plained below; see 10.]) [*42, in the phrases

13° 43' as meaning He changed it into, or

substituted for it, such a thing, and 134- &- 42.

as meaning he changed it from, or substituted it

for, such a thing, is more common than 43,

which is used in the same sense; as " ... is

also; for Ao applies the term "J.3. [in lieu

of the more common term "J33) to a letter

that is changed from another letter, as in <<

for *-* : and this shows that << is trans.

[and signifies I changed, &c.]. (Az, T.A.)

3. is... and "Jºš signify the same, (S,)

namely, The act of eacchanging neith another or

others. (PS.) You say, 439, infin. iisu, and

Jºe [in the CK erroneously written with ſet-h

to the -l, He eacchanged, or made an exchange,

with him; or] he gave him the like of that which

he took, or received, from him; (I Drd,” M, K;)

for instance, a garment, or piece of cloth, in the

place of another; (Lth, T, Msb,” in explanation

of the former inf. n. ;) and a brother in the place

of a brother. (Lth, T.) And Y 3393 They er

changed, or made an earchange, each with the

other; or each gave to the other the like of that

nihich he took, or received, from him. (TA.)

*sū, ending a verse of El-Kulákh, means for

whom we would take a substitute : El-Marzookee

says, it is for J-à dº Jsº [for nºkom we nould

make an eacchange with the people]; the preposi

tion being suppressed. (Ham p. 465.)

4. 42, inf. n. Jºli see 2, in five places.

5. Jº It (a thing, M) became changed, or

altered. (M, K.)- In the saying of the rājiz,

2

* ~* > * c 3 - d - w x 2.

* J-5 53 jº's sº-J-3 #

the meaning is, Jº 33 [i. e. the meaning of

the whole is, And, or but, she rvas changed, or

altered; for time has the property of changing,

or altering]. (M.)=See also 10, in three places.

6: see 3, in two places.

10. ‘Cºl J-º-' and º, and Y 4.3.3 and

a, (M, K,”) He took a substitute, or a thing in

exchange, for the thing. (M.) You say, J-A-

*º, and * *4,33, He took the thing [as

a substitute, or in eacchange, for another; or] in

the place of another. (S.) And& (; Joº

-: [He took a garment, or piece of cloth, in the

place, or in lieu, of a garment, &c.]; and -

&& [a brother in the place, or in lieu, of a

brother]. (Lth, T.) It is said in the Kurſii. 58),

2- * Jºjº Jº * (sº&e= Will ye

take in eacchange that nihich is neorse for that

n:hich is better? (Jel. [See also other exs. in

the Kur ix. 39 and xlvii. last verse.) And

Jºjº ºn "Jºš Č. [Whoso adopteth inft.

delity in lieu of faith]. (Kurii. 102. [See also

other exs. in the Kur iv. 2 and xxxiii. 52.])—

See also 2, last sentence but one.

3.

º

J.J. : see the next paragraph, in four places.

.-

Jº and "Jº, (Fr. T, S, M, Mºb, K) like
J. and Jºe, and 4.3 and **, (Fr, T, S,) and

%22

US and Jº, the only other instances of the kind,

i.e. of words of both these measures, that have

been heard, accord. to AO, ($, TA, [but in one

copy of the $, I find A’Obeyd,D and "J.", (S,

M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) all signify the same; ($, M,

Msb, K:) namely, A substitute; a thing given,

or received, or put, or done, instead of, in place

of, in lieu of, or in eacchange for, another thing;

a compensation; syn. -º-, (M, K.) and Jºe:

(Kull:)º Jº [andº <> Jººl and

* 33, and "4.2 meaning 4. – 4-1 (the sub

stitute for the thing; &c.]; (M, K;) i. e., another

thing: ($) pl. Jºi, (IDrd, Mºb, K) which,

as pl. of 'Jºe, has few parallels. (IDR, TA)

Sb says, [making a distinction between J.A. and

'Jºe, you say, º 4. č, i. e. Verily Zeyd

is in thy place: but if you put Jº in the place

of Jºe, you say, 3. J. Ö), i. e. W 44.2% Č.

3, [Verily thy substitute is Zeydl: and a man

says to another, Go thou with such a one; and

he replies, 4. Jº, Jº, i. e. With me is a man

who stands in his stead, and is in his place, or

who will stand &c. (M.) You say also, 13é-Jº

[and 134- &- Sºl, meaning Instead of, in

the place of, in lieu of, or in erchange for,
- - -

such a thing. (Kull.) [And 3e Jaii & J3;

Instead of thy doing thus.]—Jº (IDrd, S,

M, K, &c.) and $3.3 (TA) [The Substitutes, or

Lieutenants;] certain righteous persons, of n-hom

the mºorld is never destitute ; nºhen one dies, God

substituting another in his place : (S:) certain

persons by means of n:hom God rules the earth;

(M, K;) consisting of seventy men, (IDrd, M,

K,) according to their assertion, of n:hom the

earth is never destitute; (IDrd, TA;) forty of

n:hom are in Syria, and thirty in the other

countries; (IDrd, M, K;) none of them dying

neithout another's supplying his place, (M, K,)

from the rest of mankind; (K;) and therefore

they are named U.A.! : (M. :) accord. to Abu-l-

Bakä, as stated by El-Munāwee, it seems that

they meant [by this appellation] the substitutes

and successors of the prophets; and accord. to

some, they were seven, neither more nor fewer,

by means of n-hom God takes care of the seven

climates; one being successor of Abraham (El

Khaleel), and to him pertains the first climate;

the second, of Moses (El-Keleem); the third, of

Aaron ; the fourth, of Idrees ; the fifth, of

Joseph; the sixth, of Jesus; and the seventh, of

Adam : (TA: [in which is also mentioned a

treatise denying their existence, and disapproving

of the assertion that by means of them God takes

care of the earth:]) the sing, is Jº and "Jº,

(T) or 'Jºe. (IDrd, S.)—Jººl -º- (M,
K) The letters of substitution; those nihich are

substituted for other letters; not those n:hich are

substituted in consequence of idgham. (M.) [The

letters included under this appellation differ accord.

to different authors: see De Sacy's Gram. Ar.

2nd ed. i. 33.]—"J& (Kr, M, K) and Jº,

(M, K,) applied to a man, also signify Generous,

and noble: (Kr," M, K:) and used in these

senses, [says ISd,] they are, in my opinion, not

devoid of implication of the meaning of a substi

tute: (M3) the pl. is Jºi. (M., K.)
º . .6 -

Jºº : see Jew, in six places.

J3. A seller of eatables (AHeyth, T, K) of

every kind: thus he is called by the Arabs;

(AHeyth, T;) because he changes one sale for

another; selling one thing to-day and another

to-morrow : (AHát, TA:) the vulgar say, Jú.

(A Heyth, T, K.)- Also One who has no more

property than is sufficient for his purchasing one

thing, and nºho, nºben he sells this, buys another

thing in erchange for it. (TA in art. J-e-.)

[Hence, & 1343 &43- & is is a phrase

used as meaning This is a flimsy opinion. (TA

in the present art. and in art. U-Me-, [but in the

latter without the 5, on the authority of AHeyth.)

Jº.**o :

6 y o – | see 2.

J5°:

Jº

1. Ó3, (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) aor. *; (T,

$5) and Cº, aor. ; (T, S, M, Mºb, K.) inf.a.
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ãº, (T, S, M., &c.,) of the former, (ISk, T, S,

&c.,) and 34. (T, S, M, K,) also of the former,

(Isk, T) or of the latter, (S) and Ö3, (M. K.)

accord. to AZ, (T,) and &4, (M, K,) or &4.

is the inf. n. of the latter verb; (Msb;) said of a

man, (ISk, T, S,) and of a camel; (Msb;) and

<4. and <<, said of a woman, (AZ, T, M,

K,) and of a àº, q. v.; (Zj, T, &c.;) He, and

she, was, or became, big, bulky, big-bodied, or

corpulent ; (ISk, T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K ;)

abounding in flesh; (T;) fat: (Zj, T, M. :) or

the former verb has this last signification, that of

fatness; and the latter verb is syn. with&

q. v. (Ham p. 158.) [See also &4, below.]

2. cº, inf. h. 3,223, He (a man, T, S, M)

was, or became, aged, (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.)

and neak : (M, K:) or he was, or became, heavy

by reason of age; as also Y &4. (Ham p. 158.)

= He clad a man nºith a cº, i.e. a& [or

coat of mail]. (K,” T.A.)

9 o z

J.A.. [properly an inf. n. ; see 1:] Fatness and

compactness; as also "33. (S.)- And Fat ;

i. e. the substance termed 2-3. (M, TA.)=

It is also a pl. of iº (T, S, &c. :)—and of

&sº. (M.T.A.)

& The body, nithout the head and arms

and legs; (M, Msb, K;) so says Az: (Msb:) or

the body nithout the arms and legs: (Mgh:) or

[the part] from the shoulder-joint to the posteriors

[inclusive]: (TA [as from the Mgh, in my copy

of which it is not found].) or the 2-[generally

meaning the body together with the members] of

a man; ($;) often applied to the n-hole of the

~5 (Az, TA;) and in the Kur x. 92 it is said

to mean the body without soul: (S:) pl. Ölj;

(M, Msb;) whence the phrase, mentioned by Lh,

cº ā- º [meaning Verily she is beau

tiful in respect of the body], as though the term

& were applied to every portion of her. (M.)

cº ãº is originallycº ièſ-, Inean

ing Copartnership in bodily labours for the ac

quirement of gains. (Mºb.)- And hence, I The

part of a shirt, (Mgh, Mşb,) and of a [garment

of the kind called] *, (Mgh,) that lies against

the back and the belly, [i. e. the body thereof)

rvithout the sleeves and the Jaejé-3 [or gores mith

n:hich it is nidened]: (Mgh, Msb :) pl. as above.

(Msb.)- Also t A short& [or coat of mail],

(S, M, K.) of the measure of the body: (M:) or

it is [a coat of mail] like a& eaccept that it is

short, only such as covers the body, neith short

sleeves: (T:) or, as some say, any 82: (M:)

and so it is said to mean in the Kur x. 92 by

IAar (T) and by Th; (M;) but Akh says that

this assertion is of no account: (S:) pl. as above.

(M, K.)—And t A small [garment of the kind

called] *; as being likened to a coat of mail.

(TA.)– Accord. to Kr, (M,) A limb, or mem

ber : or, specially, the limbs, or members, of a

slaughtered camel : (M, K: [in the latter of

which, the former of these two explanations is

improperly connected with the first in this para

Bk. I.

graph by the conjunction 31:]) to these he spe

cially applies it in one instance: pl. as above.

(M.)— Also An old, or aged, man : (K:) or so

& Jé. (T, S, M.) [In like manner, "&"

and "&" are said by Golius, as on the authority

of the $, to signify annosus et senior, applied to a

man, and also to a woman ; but this explanation

is wrong; and the latter word I do not find in

any lexicon.] – And An old mountain-goat :

(M, K:) or so& Jes: ($ :) [in the present

day, cº, is applied to the wild goat of the

Arabian and Egyptian deserts and mountains;

the capra jaela of Hamilton Smith; called by

some an ibeac; as is also J% properly J: :]

pl. [of pauc.] &3; (M, K [in the CK, errone

ously,&D and [of mult.] &&. which is extr.

[with respect to rule], on the authority of IAar.

(M, TA.) The rájiz says, describing a bitch (S,

M) and a mountain-goat, (M, TA,)

# Jú, sº tº is 33 #

• *i-) & 39 wº *

* . 4.1% Jºe J& (sº- #

# <º gº ºff 4.

(S,” M,” TA,) [I had said, when El-'Ibáb ap

peared, and El-ITikáb comprised her and the old

mountain-goat, “Erert thyself: for every norker

there is a recompense: the head and the shanks

and the hide shall be thine”]: -'As) is the name

of a bitch, and Jºlie-J) is a certain mountain: he

says, “Catch thou this goat, and I will make thy

recompense to be the head and the shanks and

the hide.” (TA.) [Hence Golius has been led

to mistake ºti-, for a signification of Ö31.)

—tThe lineage, or parentage, of a man, and his

grounds of pretension to respect or honour. (M,

K.)

º • 9 * >

Jº see Jº.

ºf y is

UJº : See&=It is also a pl. of#3. (M,

K, &c.)

6 * ~ *

aş.A. A she-camel, (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K,)

and a male camel, (T, M, Mgh, K,) and a con,

(T, S, M, Mgh,” Msb, K,) and a bull, (M, K,)

accord. to some, (Msb,) or properly the first of

these, (Mgh, Msb,) and the second, (Mgh,) but

made by the Sunneh to apply to a cow also,

(Mgh,” Msb,) that is slaughtered at Mekkeh,

(S,) or that is, (M, K,) or may be, (T,) brought

thither for sacrifice; (T, M, K;) so called because

they used to fatten them, (S,) or because of their

greatness, or bulkiness: (T, Mgh, Msb:) not

applied to a sheep or goat: (T, Msb, TA:) En

Nawawee erroneously cites the T as asserting

that it is thus applied; misled, it is said, by an

omission in his copy: (MF,TA:) pl. *…, (T,

Mgh, Msb,) a pl. of pauc., (Mgh,) and& (T,

$, M, Mºb) or &&. (Mgh, K) or both, (M,

Msb, TA,) the former being a contraction of the

latter, which seems to be pl. of&“ (Msb:)

one should not use& as a pl. ofiº though

9 * > 6 , ;

they used to say -ij- and sº-1 &c. (M., T.A.)

3 - 2 - *

[Us.” Of, or relating to, the Jºe, or body;…”

º ,

corporeal.– See also Jolº.]

º - º •

cº-º: see J39, in four places.

&29, applied to a man, Big, bulky, big-bodied,

or corpulent; (ISk, T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) as

also ºwe (Mºb, K) and '33. (M,K) [and

º and fat; as also '33. . (T, M. :) or

heavy in body; heavy by reason of age : and

"&e signifies fat: (Ham p. 1583) &su is like

wise applied to a woman, (S, M, Msb, K.) as are

also isº (M, Mgh, K) and "&" (S, K) and

*#32; (T. M.) the pl. is 33 (M, Mºb, K)

and Ö3 (M, TA) and 3,3}, (Mºb, K.) the first

of these being pl. of &29, (M, Mºb,) and so the

second; (M;) and the third being pl. of Y&e.

(Msb.) See also dº. -

6 J - >
-

º -

-

Jºe, and with 3 : see Jxle, in three places.

&4. That becomes fat quickly, with little

fodder [or food]. (M., K.) -

O-A+

1. 483, (JK, S, Msh, K) aor. , ($, Mºb, K.)

inf. n. $34, (JK, S, Msb,) He, or it, came upon

him, or happened to him, suddenly, unearpectedly,

or without his being an are of it, surprised him,

or took him unanares ; (JK, S, Msb, K5) as

also assu, inf. n. *sū. (JK, Mºbi) the

former verb has this signification said of an affair,

or event. (S, K.) And* **, ($, K,) aor.

as above, (K,) and so the inf. n., (JK, TA,) sig

nifies as 4.…!, (JK, T, S, K) i. e. He met him,

or encounteredhim, nºith a thing, or an affair, or

an action, (TK,) suddenly, unearpectedly, or with

out his being an are of it : (T, TA:) or he began

nith him by it, or with it; syn. 2, sº (K;)

the 6 being a substitute for the ſ: (TA:) and

* * **, (S. K.) inf. n. *sū, and 33, (K)

he came upon him suddenly, unexpectedly, Ol'

nithout his being an are of it; surprised him, or

took him unanares; ($, K;) with it. (K.)-

See also 2.

2. •º, inf. n. 3.2% He answered, or replied,

quickly: (IAar, TA:) and "334 he answered, or

replied, or he spoke, eactempore; without pre

meditation. (Harp. 64.)

3 : see 1, in two places.

6.**cºst: tº (S,TA) They two dispute,

or contend together [extemporaneously, or eactem

porizing, neith verses or poetry]. (T.A.)– See

also 8.

8. As sº (K, TA) He extemporized the

discourse, or sermon, or oration; spoke it, or

composed it, ertemporaneously, impromptuºrith;

out premeditation. (TA.) And "&ssº &

Jaé- (K, TA) They **temporize discourses,

&c.; here the measure Jété has not its proper

quality [of denoting participation in the manner

of contention, though it has in a phrase mentioned

before]. (TA.)

22
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º, o . 9 o z 32 * †

•92 and 2.x, ; see asl.º.

* * - : - 0. -

429* Lººe, and tº ; see ***.

9 * ~ *

as!.A. :

is... (S,K) and "isº" (šgh, K) and "i.e.
6 o'. 9 o in -

(JK, S, K) and W 33, and W 33 (K) substs. from
of j . ~ *

Jºº

3 * , , , .

see aslº, in two places.

asJº, (JK, S,) meaning The first of any

thing; and an occurrence thereof by nihich one

is taken unan.ares : (K:) or the first occurrence

of a thing, that happens to one unexpectedly. (M,

in explanation ofthe first word, in art.*)—Also

the first (S, TA) and Y second (JK) and Y third

(TA) The first part of the running of a horse;

(JK, S, TA;) opposed to ãº, signifying [the

“remaining part of the running,” or “an after

running,” or] “a running after a running.” (TA.)

You say,& 'aº. 33.3%, and isº, [He has

a first running and an after-running, differing,

the one from the other]. (Az, T.A.) And *i-
w ** islé Jº [He overtook him in the first

part of his running]. (Z, TA.) ISd thinks that

in all these cases the o is a substitute for e. (TA.)

[Hence, W 42-43.4 [properly Fleet in the first

part of his running ; meaning] ta man who takes

by surprise nºith large bounty. (TA, in art. Jºë.)

–See also the next paragraph, in three places.

5 * > y

#24. see isl.x, in four places. You say,

ãº 30, (K) in which ISd thinks the to be

a substitute for , (TA,) It is for thee to begin,

(K;) and so Yāsūji JJ, with o substituted for e.

(M, Mºr, TA arties.) And #223) Jº Jº

(K) He answered, or replied, on the first of his

being taken unanares. (TA.) ["** Jº is

mentioned by Freytag, but on what authority

he does not say, as meaning Unpreparedly, sud

denly, or unexpectedly; and so *u-24 by Golius,

as on the authority of J, but I do not find it

in the S in the present article.] And** §

signifies IIe saw him suddenly, or unexpectedly.

(TA.) And sº i.e., Suddenly formed, un

premeditated, judgment or opinion. (MSb.)–

ãº and Yāsº both signify The coming, of

speech, without premeditation ; and the coming

suddenly, uneapectedly, or unanares. (K.L.)—

And Y the latter, [and more commonly the former,

An intuitive hnon-ledge, notion, or idea; such

as that one is the half of two; being, nith respect

to knowledge, like &e with respect to intellect :

(Kull:) [or] the former signifies the faculty of

judging rightly at the first of an uneapected occur

rence : [intuition, or intuitive perception :] ac

cord. to 'Alee-Ibn-Dhāfir El-Haddād, it signifies

primarily25& Lº Jº [i. e. the faculty of

ectemporizing; or speaking, or composing, ex

temporaneously, impromptu, without premedita

tion]; and predominantly, the poetizing, or versi

ifying, impromptu, without premeditation or con

sideration: eaccept that Jºy! is quicker than

arº. (TA.) You say, ** 3% * (K) He has

a faculty of judging rightly at the first of an

unexpected occurrence. (TA.) And 33 &S-

à-- ** Such a one has a good faculty of

ectemporizing ; or of uttering, or relating, things

by means of the promptness of his intelligence.

(TA, in art. * : See #24.) And sº 3.

Jºãº) 2334 Jº [This is known among the intui

tive notions of intellects ; i.e., intuitively]. (K,”

TA.) aºlº seems to be pl. of arº, as in the

phrase, (TA,) &l. 4, i. e. & 4 [He has men,

or admirable, things that he utters], (K, TA,) in

speech, or language, and poetry, and in answer

ing, or replying: but here it is not improbable

that the o may be a substitute for the & (TA.)

* [Intuitive knowledge;] such that its

origination does not rest upon speculation, and

acquisition by study, whether it do, or do not,

require some other thing, as conjecture or eac

perience &c.; (KT, Kull;) so that it is,[some.

times] syn. with &», « [and opposed to &Al:

and sometimes it means such as does not require

anything nhatever after the intelleet has directed

itself; so that it is more particular than&»º

(KT:) as the conception of heat and cold, and

the assent of the mind to the position that negation

and affirmation cannot be co-earistent, nor be

simultaneously non-existent, in the same instance.

(KT, Kull.)-[And hence,) A mere simpleton

or fool; but this is post-classical. (TA.)

6 - o º, J ,

2.x-e Je-) (S) A man possessing in a large

degree the faculty of eartemporizing, or of judging

rightly at the first of an unexpected occurrence;

firm, or steady, in speech or discourse, or n:hose

tongue makes no slip in contentions, when he is

taken unanares. (Harp. 64.)

3-94

1. 34. (T, S, M., &c.) aor. 23% ($, Mºb)

inf n. 53 ($, M, Mºb, K) and 33, and flºº

(M, K) and 3:1. (K) and 13, (M, on the

authority of Sb,) for which last we find, in [some

of] the copies of the K, 544, a repetition, (TA,)

Ol' 34-, (so in other copies of the K,) It

appeared; it became apparent, open, manifest,

plain, or evident: (T, S, M, Msb, K:) and "Gº,

[signifies the same ; or he showed himself, or it

shoned itself; (see an ex. in art. Jºº-, voce

Jºº- last sentence;) or] he, ºr it, came in sight,

or nithin sight. (K.L.)—jº) us? *!--, (T,

M, Msb, K, and Har p. 665,) inf. n. 3.x, (M, K)

and º (M, and so in a copy of the K) and #34,

(T, M, and so in the CK,) or $43, and #34; (as

in some copies of the K;) or Y:13,,3S Jº 4. 34,

(S, IB,) the last word being in the nom. case

because it is the agent; (IB, TA;) An opinion

presented itself, or occurred, to him, or arose in

his mind, syn. tº, ($, K, and Har ubi supra,)

or appeared to him, (M,) [respecting the affair,

or case,] different from his first opinion, so that

it turned him therefrom : (Har ubi supra:) or

there appeared to him, respecting the affair, or

case, what did not appear at first : (Msb:) ac

cord. to Fr, W #13, es º Ineans another opinion

appeared to me: accord. to Az, lºs J 12, means

my opinion changed from what it reas. (TA.)

Esh-Shemmákh says,

.r.º. 2 º' 3 * > * > 2 - 2 * ~ *

º •593 J-- >3-es-º-'5 <!--a- +

a',• * 2 * - O • - • *

* "* -2515) Jº Jº 40 lº 4;

[May-be (but it is right that the promise be ful

filled) an opinion different from thy first opinion

hath arisen in thy mind respecting that youthful

she-camel]. (M., T.A.) º U.* & 24 & 3
2 ºr 3 o 22 - •

... a Ozo * -

<! ~L^1, in the Kur [xii. 35], means (Jº

*s-, lsº *:13, 20, [i. e. Then an opinion

arose in their minds, after they had seen the signs

of his innocence, and they said that they should

certainly imprison him, because *s-, being

a proposition, cannot be the agent: so says Sb.

(M.) 2…i. & & 14, occurring in a trad.,

means | God determined that He would slay

them : for, as IAth says, fl. signifies the deem

ing to be right a thing that is known after its

having been not known; and this may not be

attributed to God: but, as is said by Suh, in the

R, one may say, [of God,) 134- Jai & à º,

[properly signifying It occurred to him, or ap

peared to him, that he should do such a thing,)

as meaning f He desired to do such a thing; [as

also 134- Jº Jº 4. 134;] and thus the phrase

in the trad., here mentioned, has been explained.

(TA.) [One says also, iſ 34 tº 134- Jai Do

thou thus as long as it seems fit to thee; see a

verse of El-Ahmar cited voce J-J–2;iſ 4,

(T, S, M. K.) inf. h. 334, (S) or àº; (M, K.)

[the latter of which is said in the TA to be the

right;] or 3.29. & 144, inf. n. ãº and ãº:

(Msb;) The people, or company of men, went

forth to the 43% [or desert]: (M, Msb, K:) or,

the former, went forth to their ags! . (S:) or

went forth from the region, or district, of tonens

or villages or of cultivated land, to the pasturing

places in the deserts : (T:) [ISd says, 33. may
6.- .

be used as meaning 35".A., which is the contr. of

šta- (M:) [J says, §3. and #13, signify

the dwelling, or abiding, in the 43% [or desert);

the contr. of šua- but Th says, I know not

ãº, with fet-h, except on the authority of AZ

alone : ($ :) Aš says that 35".A. and 3,02- are

with kesr to the ºr and fet-h to the z-; but AZ.

says the reverse, i. e. with fet-h to the J and

kesr to the 2- : (T:) both are also explained as

signifying the going forth to the assuſ: and some

mention ãº, with damm; but this is not known:

(TA:) "Jºg likewise signifies he went forth

from the constant sources of water to the places

where herbage was to be sought [in the desert];

(T;) or he dwelt, or abode, in the 429. (S, K.)

It is said in a trad, is 3 & 4, i.e. He who

abides in the desert becomes rude, rough, coarse,

or uncivil, like the desert-Arabs. (S.) And in

another, gº º J. 34: &l= [He used to

go forth to these water-courses in the desert, or

these high grounds, or lon, grounds, &c.]. (TA.)—

[Hence,) 13. He voided his eaccrement, or ordure;

(M, K.) as also "esel (T, K)[and fºll; because

he who does so goes forth from the tents or houses

into the open country. (T)= & Jºlº, aor.

24, is like Jºſé [i. e. He began with me by
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doing such a thing). (M,TA)=Jº sº
The land produced, or abounded with, 324, i. e.

truffles: (K,” TA:) or had in it truffles. (TK.)

-And The land had in it 34, meaning dust,

or earth. (K,” TK.)

2. sº inf. n. #23, He showed, or made

apparent, a nant that occurred, or presented itself,

to him. (TA.) [See & Jº..] — He sent forth

a horse [or beast] to the place of pasture [app.

in the 42% or desert]. (TA, from a trad.)

3. 31st. The going, or coming, out, or forth,

in the field, to encounter another in battle, or

war. (TA.)-And [more commonly] The show

ing open enmity, or hostility, mith any one: (KL,

TA:) ſa meaning,more fully expressed by the

phrase 35'-xxJu 32° for you say, 35'_*,\! L350

He shored open enmity, or hostility, [with a720

ther;] syn. tº sº-; ($, K;") as also Yugouj:

(K:) or you say, 39-alu "lºst; they showed

open enmity, or hostility, one with another; syn.

º bºssi. (S.) You say also, ºt J-ºl Lºxº

He shored, or revealed, to the people, or to men,

his affair, or case. (TA) [Thus, 2% sº

and 29. 4 Yugºl signify the same; i. e. He

showed, or revealed, to him the affair, or case.]

—And tº: U330 He measured, or compared,

them both together, each nith the other. (A, TA.)

4. $2. He made it apparent, open, manifest,

plain, or evident; he showed, eachibited, mani

fested, evinced, discovered, or revealed, it; (S,

M, Msb, K;) and it has been said [correctly, as

will be seen below,) that <e Lººl signifies

the same. (MF, TA.) It is said in a trad.,
aff *= •ºſe -> * > 3 > .*.* o.2 o ,

2.É a-à-2 tº Jº cle, i. e.

f Whoso shometh, or revealeth, to us his deed [or

crime] which he was concealing, [the book of

God shall eacecute vengeance upon him, meaning]

rve nill inflict upon him the punishment ordained

by the book of God. (T.A.) are-A-2 a Ugºl also

means t He showed open enmity, or hostility,

with him. (A and TA in art. 2-3-2.) And Jºel

•º &é, said of water, means It showed its

bottom, by reason of its clearness. (L in art.

J.Co.) See also 3.—º. Cº <!ºf Thou

deviatedst, or hast deviated, from the right nay

in thy speech. ($.)– See also 1.

5. J.- : see 1, in two places. = In the

common dial. of the people of El-Yemen, it sig

nifies He ate the morning-meal; syn. sº.

(TA.)

6. Ussuj : see 3, in two places. – Also He

affected to be like, or imitated, the people of the

a 2% [or desert]. ($, K.)

- a o .

Jº: see 3-w, in two places.

1% The excrement from the anus (M, K*) of

a man. (M.) [And ãº, from iº, signifies the

same.]— 4 jºint (J-ai.) of a *: (AA, M.,

K;) as also *3. (AA, M. :) pl. 21.xºl. (AA, M.,

K.)=1.x for Jºe: see 5*, in two places.

34:
See ãº=and see also 39. He Also

- - - 3 * -

The first of a thing; originally [-º, with

3 .

hemzeh . (Harp. 583 :) and "Jº, also, [ori

ginally (sº, signifies the first: (TA:) (and

W* and W 34, the latter for 13, are used for 3.

Hence, one says, * Jº Jºxº &; Jaśl, (S,) or

* 33% (M,K) and "Je set, (Fr. S. M.)

Ol' es.” &2% (as in some copies of the K,) or

"&" Ugsu, (as in other copies of the K and in

the TA,) and Y & 32% (M, K,) mentioned by

Sb, who says that it is without tenween, though

analogy does not forbid its being with tenween,

(M,) meaning Do thou that first ; ($, TA;) or,

the first thing : (Fr, TA:) originally [… &29,

&c.,] with hemz (Ś, K. [See:3.) Hence also

the phrase, " tºº & 33-, [Praise be to God

in the first placeſ. (TA.)

ese for 2 : See 33.

#3: see #34;. and see also #20.H Also,

(K, TA) like šuº, (TA, [but in the CK six,

q.v.,]) Truffles; syn. it.e. (K.)— And Dust,

or earth. (K.)

§3. Either side of a valley. (AHn, M., K.)

&: [Of, or belonging to, or relating to, the

24, or desert: and, used as a subst., a man, and

particularly an Arab, of the desert :] a rel. n.

from 34, (S, M, K,) extr. [with respect to rule],

(M, K,) for by rule it should be &sº (El

Tebreezee, TA;) or it is an irregular rºl. m. from

#sº (Msb:) and Yū;23, and Y Jºſé are

similar rel. n.s., (M, K,) from $33, and ãº, as

syn. with 33. and iº9, agreeably with rule; or

the former of these two may be a rel. n. from

33. and ãº, and therefore extr. [with respect

to rule]; but it is said that when a rel. n. may be

regarded as regular or irregular, it is more proper

to regard it as regular; (M;) or the former is a

rel. n. signifying of, or belonging to, or relating

to, 33.9 as meaning the dwelling, or abiding, in

the desert, (S, TA,) accord. to the opinion of AZ;

and the latter is a rel. n. from 33.9 accord. to

the opinion of Aş and others; and is held by Th

to be the chaste form: (TA:) but &sº is the

only one of these rel. n.s. that is known to the

common people: (M:) it is opposed to a towns

man or villager. (TA.) [The pl. is essº, and

vulg. 35%. See also 29, often applied to a man

as syn. with &34.]

sº See ãº, in three places.

ãº [An opinion that occurs to one, or arises

in the mind; and particularly one that is different

from a former opinion;] a subst. from 13, in the

phrase 2.9 Jº aſ 13. (Mºb.) See 1, in four

places. One says also, "-sº 5% * He is one

who has various opinions occurring to him, or

arising in his mind, (IDrd, S,” K,” and Har

p. 665,) of n!hich he chooses some and rejects

others: (IDrd, TA:) it is said in praise, (IDrd,

TA, and Kzz in Har ubi suprā,) and sometimes
- - -

in dispraise: (Kzz in Har ubi supra:) sº is

pl. of Y 33, [which is therefore syn. with :[...]
5 * ~ * 6 * >

like as Sºlºlaš is pl. of 3Ulaş. (IDrd, TA, and

Har ubi supra.) One says likewise Yel333, 23,

meaning The father [i.e. originator] of opinions

that present themselves to him. (IDrd, T.A.) And

'º';* 233 sºlº 33 &uatº) (Š, [in which the
context indicates it to mean The Sultán is charac

terized by deviations from the right way:] but

accord. to SM, it is) a trad., meaning the Sultán

ceases not to have some men, opinion presenting

itself to him. (TA.)

ãº, in the common dial. of the people of El

Yemen, signifies The morning-meal; syn. 13.

(TA.)

3 . 5, ,- 5 o .

Lºw see #23's — and see 5*, in three

places.– Also, [or& *] originally **,

q. v. in art. le, (TA,) A well; (T) or a well

that is not ancient : (TA:) pl. c. 1327, formed by

transposition from& (T.)

3.13% What appears, or becomes apparent, of

wants, or needful things; pl. <ſº for which

one may also say, $34. (T.) These two pls.

also signify Wants that appear, or become appa

rent, to one. (TA.) [The latter of them is like

wise pl. of what next follows.]

#4. and #13. See ãº.—The former also

signifies The first that appears, or becomes appa

rent, of a thing. (Lh, M. K.) [See #13.

º s

&2& and &&. See &:4.

sº Appearing, or apparent; or becoming, or

being, apparent, open, manifest, plain, or evident.

(Msb) [Hence, sº (ss. At the [first] ap

pearance of opinion; (Fr, Lh, M ;) or according

to the appearance of opinion; (Zj, S, K;*) which

may mean either insincerely or inconsiderately :

(Zj, TA:) so in the Kur xi. 29; (Zj, S;) where

only AA read i with hemz. (TA :) if with

hemz, it is from sºlº, and means at first thought,

or on the first opinion. ($ ; and Lh in M, art.

*: See tº.) For * ess", Or * &2% and

(se: essº, &c., see 33. in four Places.—essº

es.” is sometimes used as a name for Calamity,

Or misfortune: it consists of two nouns made one,

like* (se”. (S.) —2% also signifies A

man going forth to the 42% [or desert]: (M,”

Mºb, K, TA:) or one who is in the alsº, dwell.

ing in the tents, and not remaining in his place : .

(TA:) pl. &sº and 3. [in the TA erroneously

said to be sº like Jºj and iſ: (M, K.) and

"33% is a quasi-pl. n. of 39; (M, TA;) or is for

23. Jºi, meaning people who go forth to the

desert ; (M;) or it means dwellers in the desert, or

people of the desert: (MF:) Y #2% also signifies
• z º.

the same as J5xle, i. e. people migrating from the

constant sources of mater, and going forth to the

desert, seeking the vicinity of herbage; contr. of

*- and Je's [or*] is pl. ofiº. (T.)

Šišū; see what next follows.

22 *
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ăsº (T, S, &c.) A desert; so called because

of its being open, or uncovered; (TA;) contr. of

ja-; (M. K3) as also "33", ($, M, Mºb, K.)

and *śú, (M, K,) or W. à..., (TA, [thought by

SM to be the correct form because found by him

in the M, in which I find slºw.) and "Csº, said

to be used as syn. with #sº in a verse of Lebeed

cited among the exs. of the preposition ~, p. 142,

(TA) and "$3.3 (M,K) and "āº; (M3) [of

which the last two and the second (namely, 334)

seem to be originally inf. ns. ; see 1:] or a land

in which are no towns or villages or cultivated

soil : (Lth, T :) or the places to which people

migrate from the constant sources of water, when

they go forth to the desert, seeking the vicinity of

herbage; also termed st3, which is syn. mith

&=%, contr. of*—. and pl. of"Gº, (T,)

this last signifying the contr. of}*** : (S:) the

pl. of āsū is als. (T, Mºb.)—See also sº.
- : 2.

: o, • * 5. -

Lºo; pl. 3'-' see 4.2%.

d x 3. >

*A*0 Jºe, Wells showing their mater; having it

2 - a 2 & 2

uncovered by dust or earth; contr. of Jºelé Jºe,

(A in art. Jºë.)

U.S**

o & ...) - … O ~ * > * > *

1. : sºlº ~~~~ and aw <!. i. g. ſºlº and J

<<! [I began with the thing; or made it to

have precedence, or to be first]; (M, K;) of the

dial. of the Anşār: (M :) the people of El

Medeeneh say, tºº, or tº 24, [accord. to different

copies of the S,) in the emºtº (S:) [the

right reading seems to be Lºgº; for IKh says,

none says cº-ºw in the sense of ~|~, except the

Anşār; all others say, <-- and <ſº when

the hemzeh is suppressed, the is pronounced

with kesr, and therefore the hemzeh is changed

into U.S. (IB, TA.) [See a verse of Ibn-Rawáhah
-

© -

cited voce 23%.] *

#14, said by Mtr to be a vulgar word, and by

IB to be erroneous, but by IKft to be of the dial.

of the Anşār; see art. i.” [voce tº, second sen

tence, in two places]. (TA.)

Jºe

1. 3. (M,) sec. pers. <34, (S, Mgh, K,) aor.

34, (L. K.) inf n. 33.3% ($, M, Mgh, K) and

#24 ($, M, K) and 33 (M, Mgh, K) and 33.

(K) or $13, with kest, (TA) [of all which, the

third is the regular form, He (a man) nas, or

became, threadbare, and shabby, or mean, in the

state of his apparel, (Ks, S, M, Mgh, L,) and in

an evil condition ; (M, L, K;) slovenly with

respect to his person : (Ks, M, L:) or he neglected

the constant adornment of himself; or he adorned

himself one day, and another day left his hair in

a shaggy or dishevelled, or matted and dusty,

state : (T, L:) or he was humble in his apparel,

not taking pleasure therein. (IAth, L.) 333 is

said in a trad. to be a part of religion; (Ks, T,

M, Mgh, L;) meaning, in this instance, The

being humble in dress, and wearing that nihich is

not conducive to self-conceit and pride, (Mgh.)

=33, aor. 3., (T, S, M, L.) inf. n. * ($, M,

L, K) and W #34, (K,) [or this may be a simple

subst.,] He overcame him; (T, S, M, L, K;) he

surpassed him in goodliness or beauty, or in any

deed: (T, L:) he outstripped him. (M., L.) It

is said in a trad., &ººl 3. He outstripped, or

surpassed, and overcame, the speakers. (L.)

3. 3u He hastened with him ; made haste, or

strove, to be, or get, before him : (K,” TA:) he

vied with him in glory or eaccellence. (TA.)

8. Ai- 3-ºl He took his (i.e. his own) right,

or due. (K.)

c & -

10. 2-cºlº Jº...! He was alone, with none to

share, or participate, with him, in the affair;

(K, TA;) i, q. 3-1 (K) and Ji-l. (TA)
s

3. [perhaps from the Persian & A man

slovenly with respect to his person, and poor.

(IAar, T, L.) And a .313, and 4.3 °59, A

man threadbare, and shabby, or mean, in the

state of his apparel; (Ks, T," S, Mgh, L;) and

in an evil condition nºith respect to it; (L, K;)

slovenly with respect to his person : (Ks, L:)

or one who neglects the constant adornment of

his person : or n:ho adorns himself one day,

and another day leaves his hair in a shaggy or

dishevelled, or matted and dusty, state: (T, L:) or

humble in his apparel, not taking pleasure therein.

(IAth, L.)—--9 3. A man having evil for

tune. (Kr, M, i.)–33, it's A threadbare, and

shabby, or mean, state of apparel. (M.)–Ju

$3. (S,) and $3. à-, (TA) An evil state or

condition. (S, TA)—3. 3: Dates that are

separate, each one from another, not sticking

together; like 5. (IAar, M :) or that are scat

tered. (K)—3. is Single; sole; that is alone,

or, apart from others: (IAar, K.) and so 3
& -5

WJºi. (K.)

6 J. ~6. 5. . .

$3.* Lº, and 35'-º', [the latter an inf. n.
- * *

(of 3) used as a simple subst...] In his state of

apparel is slovenliness, and threadbareness, and

shabbiness, or meanness. (T.) *ś,also (some

times written W 33.3% TA, and so in the TT but

without vowel-signs,) signifies Slovenliness mith

respect to one's person; or neglect of cleanliness.

(T, L, K.)

*

$3.=And for the

* . . . 3 * ~ * >

6-A2Jº, Or oº :

* * … •

former, see also ojº.

See

3 2 32

5\, : see Jºy.= Also Any one overcoming, or

surpassing. (M., L.)

32; 32

Jºy! : see Jº.

ſ:

|Jº

1. 53, (T, M,K) with and without., (Mgh)

aor. 3, (T,) inf. n. 21.3, and 341.jº, (M, K,) the
º

former written in one copy of the K 13, and the
£ o .

latter in some copies written #34; (TA;) and

is, and &4, (K,) aor. of both *; (TA;) and

some say 33% aor. es.3% inſ Il. #133; (T;)

or, accord. to the Msb, only iáº is with •, and

the others are properly written (sº and 34;

(TA;) He (a man) nas, or became, foul, un

seemly, or obscene, (T, M, K, TA,) in tongue;

(TA;) evil in speech. (T.) And 2;i Jº ié,

aor. 4, inf. n. 13. and #34, He behaved in a

lightnitted, neak, stupid, or foolish, manner, or

ignorantly, tonards the people, or company of men;

and uttered foul, unseemly, or obscene, language

against them; and so though neith truth. (Msb.)

—tº also signifies He nas, or became, evil in

disposition. (Fr, T.)— And, said of a place, It

became devoid of pasture, barren, or unfruitful.
- * *

(TA)=#33 sº see 3–53, (T, S, M,

K,) aor. , (T,) inf. n. 134, (T, S,) also signifies

He dispraised it; discommended it; (T, M, K;)

namely, a thing: (M :) and he despised him :

(T, K:) and he san, in him (a man, S) a state,

or condition, that he disliked, or hated: ($, K :)

he did not approve him ; and nas not pleased -

njith his aspect. (TA.) And Jº &#13, (T, S,

M, Msb,”) aor. as above, (M,) and so the inf. n.,

(S, M,) My eye did not approve him, or it;

(T, S;) I was not pleased neith his, or its, aspect;

(S;) and I san, in him, or it, a state, or condi

tion, that I disliked, or hated: (T:) or my eye

despised, or regarded as of light estimation, him,

or it: (M, Msb:) accord. to AZ, this is said

when a thing has been praised, or greatly praised,

to thee, and in thy presence, and then thou dost not

see it to be as it has been described: but when

thou seest it to be as it has been described, thou

sayest,& $3; us. (T.) One says also, iá,

Jº He dispraised, or discommended, the pas

ture of the land. (S, M, K.) And in like manner,

& 3. ($) He did not praise the place.

(TA.)

3. *sū, (T,) inf n. #2, (T, K,) in some

copies of the K without , (TA,) and flá, (T,

K,) [He vied nºith him, or strove to surpass him,

in foul, unseemly, or obscene, speech or language :

and he held such discourse mith him : these signi

fications being indicated by the following exs.,

and by the saying that] the inf. ns. are syn. with

it-º. (T.K.) You say, "3143 àº (He

vied with him, or strove to surpass him, in foul,

unseemly, or obscene, speech or language, and he

surpassed him therein : in this case, the aor. of

the latter verb is 4, notwithstanding the final

faucial letter]. (TA.) And Esh-Shaabee says,

tº #3, sº tº iii-, -ie is [i. e. When
the ring of people becomes large, it is only an

occasion of holding foul, unseemly, or obscene,

and secret, discourse]: it is said that 13, here

signifies i.e-tie: (T:) the meaning is, that there

is much lä, and 4-, i. e. 5-tº, therein. (TA

in art. 3-3. [But there, in the place of sº tº,

I find &é; and in the TA in the present art.,

* tºg.)—Also IIe contended with him in

an altercation. (T.)

4. 13. He uttered foul, unseemly, or obscene,

speech or language. (T.A.)

o *

*U33. A man foul, unseemly, or obscene, (T,
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M, K, TA,) in tongue; (TA;) evil in speech.

(T.) [See also art. 53v.]- A place in mhich is

no pasture: (K:) and #4. Jº a land in nihich

is no pasture. (S, M.) •

tº

1. é, aor. 4, inf. n. £44; (Msb;) and

- - -

tº, [aor. and *, (see what follows,)] inf. n.

º … A

tº ; (L;) It (a mountain) was high, or lofty.

(L, MSb.)- And hence, (Msb,) **, (S, Msb,

K) aor. , (K) inf. h. 345 (S. K.) and £3,
aor. 4 and *, but the former is the more approved,

inf n. 23, and -ºš (L;) + He was, or became,

proud, and lofty, or haughty; ($, Msb,” K5) as

also "tº: (S, K:) the eralled himself above

others, (L, TA,) as also Y tºº, (A,) by his

speech, and his glorying, or boasting. (L., T.A.)

—And **, aor. 2, inf. n. &-3, f He (a

camel) brayed in the most vehement manner, (L,

TA,) and put forth his aii: [or faucial bag].

(TA.)=é, aor. *, inf. n. £4, IIe split, clave,

rifted, slit, or rent, a thing. (Msb.)

3. 4-st + He vied, or competed, or contended,

mith him in glorying or boasting, or in glory or

eaccellence, or for superiority in nobleness. (L,

TA.)

5: see 1, in two places.

* -º o

tº: : See &#9.

tº: and £3. [for the latter of which, in the

CK, we find **) i. q. * [Eccellent 1 &c.];

(JK, T, K, TA;) and nonderful! (T, T.A.)-

atº tº is also said in chiding a camel that
• * *

brays in the most vehement manner, (see tº)

or in imitating his braying. (L.)

tº: See £34.

3 • 2 •

Jº-Jº Great; syn. 2.4%. (K.)

tº: see what next follows, in four places.

** High, or lofty; (JK, A, Msb;) applied

to a mountain : (JK, Msb:) [and] a high, or

lofty, mountain ; an epithet in which the quality

of a subst. is predominant: (L, TA:) pl. é's

(JK, S, A, L., Msb) and** [both fem. forms]:

(JK:) and the former pl. applied as an epithet
5 ... " g . .

to mountains. (S, A, K.)—[Hence, ** Jew,

g

(JK, L,) and "&3, (JK, A, L.,) [the latter

an intensive epithet, f A proud, and lofty, or

haughty, man, who eralts himself above others,

(JK, A, L.,) by his speech, and his glorying, or

boasting ; (JK, L ) pl. of the former its 3, like
* * * * 6 . J -

as uſe is pl. of Jº, and £3. (L.) You say,

In speech, he is " 3.3%; and in poetry, £3%

(L)– And 3.3%-ºi High, or eralled, nobility.
... º - 6 º' -

(S. K.TA)—#3% º (L.) and 'ºlis, (L.
.x.

K,) or real "éliº, (A,) and "&#. and W **,

(K,) t A camel that brays much, (K,) or in the

most vehement manner, (L.) and puts forth his

airie [or faucial bag). (K.)

9 . e.

*** A large-bodied, or corpulent, woman;
5 , o,

($, K;) as also **. (TA.)

jº

1. 33%, (T, S, A, Msb) aor. *, (Msb) inf. n.

34, (T, Msb, K,) He soned seed; ($, TA;) he

cast grain upon the ground to son, it; (Msb;)

he cast grain upon the ground, scattering it;

(A;) he scattered seed (T, MF) upon the ground;

as also "23, [but app. in an intensive sense,]

(MF) inf. n. 235 (T, MF) and 3,35. (T:)

this is the primary signification. (M.F.)—Also,

(M,) inf. n. as above, (M, K,) He soned land;

(M, L. K.) and so "23, (M. L.) inf n. 23.

(L. K.)— Also, (M.) inf n, as above, (M., K.)

He scattered, or dispersed, (M, K,) a thing;

(M;) and so "23, [or rather he scattered, or

dispersed, much, inf. n. 22.3-3. (K.)— aſ jº

&lsº, (M, A,) inf. n. as above, (M,) God scat

tered, or dispersed, mankind (M, A) in the

earth. (A.) —Ağıjº ! He disseminated, scat

tered, or diffused, talk, or speech, (Msb, TA,)

J-ºl & among the people, or mankind, like as

seed is scattered: (TA ) and '93, he did so

much. (Mº.)—Jºš -93. (M.A.) aor, as

above, (M,) and so the inf. n., (M, K,) The

land put forth its plants, or herbage, (A5, M, A,

K,) in a scattered state: (Aş, M, A :) of put

forth its 33. (M.) =334, aor. *, inf. n. 3,'Jºe,

; He divulged what neas secret; he revealed nºhat

he had heard. (T, L.)=334, ſaor. ,] inf. n.

3% He talked much ; rvas loquacious. (M.)

2 : see 1, in four places.—23. inf. n. 3.4%

also signifies He nas eactravagant in expenditure;

and so W339, inf. n. ššu.” (TA:) or the former,

he dissipated, or squandered, (his wealth, or pro

perty, S, M, and any other thing, M, TA,) by

extravagant earpenditure, (S, M, K,TA,) and de

stroyed, consumed, wasted, or ruined, it : (M, K,

TA: [in the CK, *º- is here put for&- in

the M it is 333i:) or he earpended his wealth,

or property, so largely as not to leave of it that

nºhereby he might subsist : or he earpended it in

acts of disobedience : (TA:) or he dissipated, or

squandered, his wealth, or property, in a may

that was not right: (Msb:) or in a nay that

did not behoove : it includes the meaning of-º-

in common, or conventional, acceptation, and is

used in the prºper sense of this latter verb : or,

as some say, JºJºj denotes excess in respect of

the right objects of expenditure, which is ignorance

of the [right] manner, and of things that should

prevent it; andJº denotes excess with respect

to quantity, and is ignorance of the values of the

right objects. (MF) [See also #3.]

3: see 2.

5. 33.5 It became scattered or dispersed; or

much scattered or dispersed. (A.)– f It (talk,

or speech,) became much disseminated or scattered

or diffused. (Msb.)

33 (S, M, Mºb, K, &c.) and '33. (M) the

former either an inf n. used as a proper subst, or

of the measure Jºš in the sense of the measure

Jºiº, (Msb,) Grain that is set apart for

soning; (Lth, M, K;) any seed, or grain that is

| son n; as also j. Or jº (Kh, Msb:) or grain

such as mheat, that is sonn; distinguished from

25, which is applied to the seed of sweet-smelling

plants and of leguminous herbs: and this distinc

tion commonly obtains: (Msb:) or [so accord.

to the M, but in the K “and,”] the first that

comes forth, of seed-produce and of leguminous

and other plants, (M, K,”) as long as it has but

tno leaves: (M:) or 33. signifies any plant, or

herbage, nhen just come forth from the earth :

(M. :) or such as has assumed a colour, (M, K,)

or shown its kind or species: (M:) pl. 324. and

já. (M, K.) — [Hence, 33. signifies also

1 Progeny; (T, M. K3) and so * $13. (M, K.)

One says, :- 334 $$. Č. f Verily these are a

progeny of evil, or an evil progeny. (T, A.")

33. See 34.

- - - - - -

jº jº l; and "33, jë. They dispersed,

or became dispersed, in erery direction : (S, M,

K:) [namely, men: and] the like is said of a

man's camels: ($ :) Jº is an imitative sequent

to 33: ; (S:) some say that the - in the former

is a substitute for a ſin jº. or jº); but others

hold that in each case the word is an original.

(TA.)

34: See $33.-Also, (M, K,) and "33.
".. a- - 22 a . 3 - 2 o'

and * 53. and *}|3.3 and "Jºjº, (K,) : A

man who talks much; loquacious; (M, K;) and

so * 3,3} #34 (IDrd, M) and * 3:13; ãº

(M:) irrationally, or vainly, or frivolously, loqua

cious; a great babbler. (TA)—See also 524–

jº Alsº [Wheat, or food,) in nihich is 53,

i.e. increase, redundance, eacuberance, plenty, or

abundance. (T,” M, L, K.”)

, , , , ~ * * * * *

23, jº: see Jº Jº, above.

#3; #34; see 33.

(534. What is false, vain, or ineffectual; syn.

Jelgi: (Seer, M, L. K.) [like Ji- ) the

radical idea denoted by it is that of dispersion.

(M, L.)

3.3% ($, M.A.K) and "3.3 (M,K) : A man

n:ho divulges secrets; ($, M, A ;) as also "jº,

of which the fem. is with 3: (L:) or one who

cannot keep his secret : (T, K:) pl. of the first

333. (T, S, M.)—Also, both the first and

second, t A calumniator; a slanderer: (K, TA:)

pl. of the former as above. (TA.)

º -
- - -

JºJº is [said to be] an imitative sequent to
- o - - - -

}<=; (M, K;) like Jº, of which it is [held to

be] a dial. var., or a corruption occasioned by

mispronunciation. (Fr, S.). [But I think it is
º - d - - - - - -

more probably syn. with '32-, as signifying

Scattered, or dispersed, like Jº in the sense of
9 * > * - - - - -

33:..., &c.; and that for this reason ! s ised as

a corroborative of Jºe.]= See also J33¢.
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2", . " 24, 2 -

3,134 see 3,134.

6 * ~ *

3,13. Increase, redundance, eacuberance, plenty,

or abundance, in wheat, or food. (Lh," T,” M,

L., K.”) You say, §3.4. }<= Asº Wheat, or

food, in nihich is much increase, &c. (T, T.A.)
o 2 -

—See also jº.

63 - 2

3,132, and sometimes *ść, (Lh, M, K.) and

W ãº, (AA,) and Yś, with J, (T, K,) i. q.

3.4% (M, K,) The dissipating, or squandering,

ofrealth, or property, in a may that is not right.

(T, T.A.)

393& : see what next precedes.

3 - 2 o'

Jºe: ;

5 , o,

3'3” :

* . .

See jº.
*

-

• . .

See jº.

2- zo

3,13:2 : see

places.

6 , o

33-3 :

5, ... o º ... " .

3,133 : — and see also jº, in two

* .. 2

See jº.

52- . o - -

3,133 A man who dissipates, or squanders, his

wealth, or property, by extravagant expenditure,

and consumes, destroys, wastes, or ruins, it ; (AZ,
9 w ~ x 43 • 3 º .”

$, M. K.) as also "33. and "33% and "33.
• O.”

and Y 3,13. (TA.)
º w --> -

23-o: see what next precedes.

-J * - o 6 of - 9, 2 o

stºl 23-e Jºy! [or more probably jº

cºul f Land that yields increase. (A.)

5 - d ..."

33-3-e see 3.44.—f Many; much ; abun

dant : (K, TA:) water that is abundant; or

blessed neith abundance, plenty, or increase. (A.)

6 . . .x

33°

2- : 9

see 3,133.

32 - 0.

3,349;

63 - 2

See 3,134.

Jºe

2, 22 2 : o, .

JºJº : see Jºº, in two places.

339 (Mgh, K) and "33% (K) [in my copy of

the Msb erroneously written Gesù) a Persian

word, arabicized; originally $39, which signifies

Wine : (A’Obeyd, TA:) or juice of grapes cooked

in the least degree, so as to be strong (Mgh,

Mºb, K) and intoricating; an arabicized word;

(M5b ;) said to have been introduced by the

Benoo-Umeiyeh, (TA,) and to have been un

known to the Prophet; (Mgh;) but there is a

trad. of I’Ab which is understood to mean that

the Prophet forbade what is thus called: (Mgh,

TA:) Some assert it to mean that it existed not in

his time; (TA;) but this latter assertion is weak.

(Mgh.)

J3%. See above.= It is also an imitative

sequent to J3'-. (K.)

5 , o, - -

J3… [meaning A panºn] in the game of chess

is from Väääu, ; (TA;) which latter signifies

footmen, as opposed to horsemen, (AO, K, TA,)

and is an arabicized word, from the Persian,
- - - C - -

(AO, TA) originally 330.3 : (TA:) the pl. of

3% is 33° ; for which a poet uses écº, as

though he suppressed the Jº [in the sing.], making

JºJº to become "33%: (Ibn-Buzurj, TA:) or,

accord. to El-Khárzenjee, (JK, TA) "33% sig

nifies a guide in a journey; as also 33. (JK,

K, TA:) or [in the CK “and”] small and light

or active : (K, TA:) or, as in the Tekmileh,

(TA,) short and light or active: (JK, TA:) and

its pl. is 393. (J.K. K.)

2: *.* 6 ... o.”

aşştº :
--

•

See Jºº.

Jº

1. 43, aor. (S, M, Mºh, K) and , (M., K.)

inf n. J3% ($, M, Mºb, K.) He gare it, and

reas liberal, or bountiful, mith it; he gave it libe

rally, bountifully, unsparingly, or freely; (S,

Mşb, K, TA;) he gave it millingly, of his onen

free will or good pleasure : (TA:) and he made

it allonable, or lanful, to be taken or possessed or

done, willingly, or of his own free mill or good

pleasure : (Msb:) J3. is the contr. of 3. (M.)

[Hence,) alºs Jº Just <t. asked him,

and he gave me what he was able to give. (TA.)

[And 4–3 & Jé He gave up himself to, or

spent himself for, him or it; he gave, or applied,

himself, or his mind, unsparingly to it, namely,

an undertaking &c. : a phrase of frequent occur

rence. And sº- Jº, and ***, +He eacerted,

or put forth, or expended, unsparingly, or freely,

his power, or ability, or his utmost poner or

ability or endeavour; also of frequent occurrence.]
6 o' -- 5 d - d. 9

And JJ’s J3-2 aſ Jº ! A horse that reserves a

portion of his run, and is unsparing with a por

tion thereof; not putting forth the n-hole at once:

(TA:) or that has a run m'hich he reserves [..for

the time of need], and a run which he performs

unsparingly: (A in art. Jº : see 3.st. :) and

"Jºšº 33 Jº a horse that has a running

pace Caº) n:hich he has reserved for the time

of need, and a run (33e) less quick which he has

performed freely, or neithout reservation(ś)

(T.) [In the K these phrases are given in a

mutilated state, and with a mutilated explanation.])

And aſ: &- J.- &- f His interior state, or

disposition of mind, is better than his apparent

state &c. (TA.)- See also 8.

5. J.; He neglected the preserving of himself

or his honour or reputation [from disgrace]; i. 4.

& 3,5 (S) or&: (TA;) he was care

less of himself or his honour or reputation; contr.

of &345; (Msb in the present art.;) as also

"J3:1. (Mºb in art, cº-o.) You say, As*

Jºš [He was generous, and was not careless of

his honour or reputation]. (M and L in art. 33.3.)

—lie Jºe Jº J33, and ** 'Jº and

42, He employed his onn self in the doing of such

a thing. (T.)

8. Jº is the contr. of £12; (M, K9

[i. e.] 43. signifies He held it in mean estima

tion; namely, a garment or other thing; (TA;)

[he nas careless of it; he used it, or employed it,

on, or for, ordinary, mean, or vile, occasions, or

purposes;] he used it for service and nork;

namely, a garment &c.; syn.&: (S, Msb;)

he wore it (a garment) in times of service and

work; as also "...g5 (Mºb, TA;) or, as IKoot

says, 43%, ſaor, and . .] inf. n. ă3, and #3,

signifies he did not preserve it, lay it up, take

care of it, or reserve it; namely, a garment.

(Msb.) See also 5, in two places. You say also,

$334 JJº! t [He (a horse) performed his run

freely, or nithout reservation; opposed to <u>].

(T.) See 1.

10. 43- He sought, or demanded, of him a

liberal, free, or milling, gift. (TA) And<ſº

& USG I asked of such a one that he mould

liberally, freely, or willingly, give me a thing. (T.)

J3. A thing that is given liberally, freely, or

millingly: an infin. [of 1, q.v.], used as a proper

subst. : pl. J34. (Harp. 206.)

5. o º'

àJ.J. : see what next follows, in two places.

#3, A. garment that is n'orn (T, S, Msb) in

service, or nork; (S, Msb;) that is not preserved,

laid up, taken care of, or reserved; (T, M, K;)

as also "i3. (Mºb) and "J32, (T) or '#32,

(S, M. K.) the pl. of which is Jst. : (S3) and

an old and morn-out garment; (TA;) as also

"Já. and "ā3. ; (M,K;) the last of which

is mentioned on the authority of AZ, but is dis

approved by 'Alee Ibn-Hamzeh, who asserts it

to be without 3: (IB, TA:) adº sometimes has

Já. as pl. (TA.) You say, "ast. Jº&Gá-,

i. e. 3:13, ~9 es: or Wº [Such a one came

to us in his garments that he wore in service, or

work]. (S, accord. to different copies. [I have

shown that ã3. and ă3. are dial. vars., both as

inf ns. (see 8) and as proper substs.]) The word

#34, with fet-h, and with the unpointed 3, applied

by the vulgar to [a suit of] new clothes, is a mis

take for #3, and this is correctly a name for old

and worn-out clothes. (TA. [But this is doubtful;

for a 3. commonly signifies, in modern Arabic, a

change of clothes; and hence, a suit of clothes,

whether new or old.])—IJ uses it metaphorically,

in relation to poetry; saying,& tº jº

ãº 12-3 Jº ºes #32, J & (The
metre termed rejez is only used as an aid in the

ordinary, or meaner, business of life, and on the

occasion of doing one's n'ork, and singing to

camels for the purpose of urging them on, and

performing service of any kind: but in this case

it may be regarded as an inf. n. : see 8]. (M.)

Jº See J3.

#13; i. (1. J3. [inf. n. of 1, The act of giving

liberally, &c.]. (TA.) -

- J3. A man mont to give property liberally,

freely, or willingly; or n:ho so gives it much, or
5 p.

frequently; as also WJ33. (T, TA) [and app.

"J3-2, (like ** &c.,) of which the pl.

occurs in the following saying]. "Jºu. 2%

-ºxº [They are very liberally disposed to the

exercise of beneficence, or bounty]. (TA.)

Jsº Any one who gives [liberally,) freely, or

nillingly. (M.)
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Já. : see iº, in two places. -

5- - … • * 3, 2 .

#32; and its pl. JSU-2 : see alsº, in three

places.

*, * * J. -- s 42

J|Jºe ; pl. J45° see JºJº'.

J& Held in mean estimation : as in the

* > . or p n o ºr 6 2 * >. .” -

saying, Jºe a-ºº: J ajLe [His nealth

is preserved, or taken care of, and his honour,

or reputation, is held in mean estimation]. (TA.)

—t Language, and a proverb, which one is wont

to speak or mention, or which one is fond of

speaking or mentioning. (TA)—3.2 &

J&J Such a one is strong, or sturdy, in the

mork in which he employs himself: (T.) or

sharp, vigorous, or effective, in nature, or dis

position; one who, when employed in a nork,

is found to be strong, or sturdy. (TA.) And
. . o.º. … o - *

Jº J-2 -º- f A snºord sharp, or penetra

ting, in the part with which one strikes. (K,

TA.)

Jº, (K,) or "J33, (M, [so in a copy

of that work, accord. to the TT, but this is pro

bably a mistranscription,]) Wearing a Jºe, i. e.

[a garment used in service or work, or] an old

and n:orn-out garment: (M, K :) and the latter,

[if not a mistranscription for the former, neglect

ing the adorning of himself, by may of humility.

(TA, from a trad.)– See also what follows.

5 *.*.*.*

Ji... (T, M, K) and "J3:... (M.K.) A man
n:ho employs his on n self in doing a thing; (T;)

a man who performs his onen work. (M., K.)—

See also what next precedes.

53*

1. 33, (T, S, M., &c.) aor. 23. (T.S.) inf n.

#3 (S, M, Mºb, K) and 3:13, (K) or the latter
is the original form, but thesis elided, as in Juse-,

inf. n. of Jºe-, ($,) or 3.13, is an inf. n. of the

verb with 2, but that of 33, is #34; (IB;) and

some say, &4, (T,) which is a dial. var. of the

former, (Msb) aort. (sº, inf. n. #34; (T in

art. i. ;) He (a man) was, or became, foul,

unseemly, or obscene [in tongue]; (T. S.M. K.)

evil in speech; (T in art. i. ;) as also $32, (T, M,

K, in that art.,) and ié, (Msb and K in art. iº)

and &34: (K in that art. :) and We 33-ºl he

uttered foul, unseemly, or obscene, speech or lan

guage. (TA) And Psi, Jºsé, S.M.Mºb.

K) aor. , inf. n. #34; (Msb;) and * 3:3:

...ie, (S, Mºb,') or ºl, (M, IB, K) or

both, (TA,) I uttered foul, unseemly, or obscene,

language against the people, or company of men :

(S, M, K, TA:) or behaved in a lightnitted,

neak, stupid, or foolish, manner, or ignorantly,

towards them; and uttered foul, unseemly, or

obscene, language against them ; and so though

with truth. (Mºb.) And 13, also signifies He

(a man) was, or became, evil in disposition. (TA.)

3. Jºsu, (§, TA) inf. n. #32, (TA) [He

vied with another, or strove to surpass him, in

foul, unseemly, or obscene, speech or language:

or he held such discourse with another:] the inf. n.
5 * * > *

is syn. with ite-(i.e. (TA.)

4: see 1, in two places.

#3% ſinf n. of 1, used as a subst.,] Foul, un

seemly, or obscene, speech or language. ($, M., K.)
º

&3, (T, M, Mºb, K) or ºutſ,&6) A

man foul, unseemly, or obscene, in tongue: (T,

$, M,” K :*) or lightnitted, weak, stupid, or

ignorant, in behaviour; and foul, unseemly, or

obscene, in speech; and so though speaking truth:

(Mºb) fem, with 3: ($, Mºb) and pl. Gºí (T)

Jº

1. 3, [first pers, º, aor. 53, (T, M, Mºb)
s •

inf. n. 3, (M, Msb, K,) He nas pious [tonards

his father or parents, and f tonards God; (see

the explanations of the verb as used transitively;)

and was kind, or good and affectionate and gentle

in behaviour, torcards his kindred; and kind, or

good, in his dealings with strangers]: (Msb:) he

was good, just, righteous, virtuous, or honest : (T,

Mşb :) [or he nas amply, largely, or eactensively,

good or beneficent :] and he was true, or vera

cious. (M, Msb, K.) [Authorities differ as to

the primary signification of this verb, and as to

the subordinate meanings: see 3. below.] You

say also,º cº J. (Msb, TA) and *:::: Jº,

($, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) first pers. Sº, (T, A,

Mgh, K) and º, (K) or 4 (M,Mg) and

#4 (M) in: ". . G. M.K.) and , (K) or

35% (Msb,) He was true, or veracious, (S,

Mgh, Msb, K, TA,) in his saying, (Msb, TA,)

and in his oath. ($, Mgh, Mºb, K.)–4. 5.

and 5, int. h. 3, and 32%; and ºf; IIIis deed,
or n:orh, was, or proved, good; or was nell, or

sinlessly, performed;] all signify the same. (M.)

AndJº 5. i. e. ë-), a form of benediction,

said to a person come from pilgrimage, May the

deed, or n:ork, i. e. the pilgrimage, have been

sinlessly performed. (TA.) And 4-2, (T, S,

A, Msb, K,) aor.* (T,) if n. 3. (S, Msb,)

Or }*: (T;) and *- jº, (Fr, T, S, M, K,)

aor. 5.4, inf. n. J. : (T;) His pilgrimage nas

sinlessly performed : (Sh, T:) or neas charac

terized by the giving of food, and by sneetness

of speech; as explained by Mohammad himself:

nas accepted: was remarded. (TA)—º (A,

Mºb, K.) aor. 3. (T, M, K) and jº, (M., K.)

inf. n. 3. (M, Mºk) and ; and sº, (M.K.)

It (a saying, Msb, and an oath, T, A, M, Msb,

K) was, or proved, true, (M, A,” Msb,” K.

TA.) [See an ex. voce ãº), in art. 3]).]— ºne

&l- Jº inf. n. #. f His commodity, or article

of merchandise, was easy of sale to me, (Aboo

Sa’eed, T, A,”) and procured me gain : (A:)

originally meaning it recompensed me, by its

high price, for my care of it. (T.) [See also%

below.] =$3% 5, (M,) [and app. º, (see

32 -> - - O - -

3)] first pers, ºr ($, M, Mºh, K) and º,

* 22 3 -

(M, K,) aor. 2-2 ($, M, Msb, K) and Jº, (M,
2 a 2-1

K.) inf. h. 3 ($, M, Mºb, K) and 3... (§, K,

Mºb') and jº, (Mºb) He treated, or behaced

towards, his father nith filial piety, duty, or

obedience; (TA;) or with ample obedience; (B;)
5 x →

the inf ns. signifying the contr. of jºke: (S,

M, A, K. :) he treated, or behaved tonards, his

father with good obedience, and with gentleness,

or courtesy, striving to do the things that were

pleasing to him, and to avoid nºhat n'ere dis

pleasing to him. (Msb.) And [hence, app., for

accord. to the A it is tropical, aiº. 3. (S,) or

2 a. 322 3

ae), (A,) aor. Dº, (S, A,) inf. n. 9... ; (T, S, M,

K;) and W 335-5; ($, K;*) He obeyed his

Creator, or his Lord; ($, M,” A, K,”) [nas

pious towards Him;] served Him; rendered

religious service to Him : (TA:) or rendered

Him ample obedience: the obedience here meant

is of two kinds; namely, that of belief and that

of works; and both these kinds are meant by

J.J. in the Kurii. 172. (B.) [And app. 35.

tºº, Or tººls, She behavad nith maternal affec

tion towards her child, or offspring. (See 54)]

And º, (M) and 4-35, (T) first pers. Sº,
3. * -

(T, M.) inf. n. x, (T, M., K.) He behared towards

him, and toniards his kindred, or relations, with

kindness, or goodness and affection and gentle

ness, and regard for his, or their, circumstances;

syn. 425 (and Lesl: (T, M., K.) such is

said to be the signification of the verb as use

in the Kur lx. 8. (M, B, TA. [See also 3.])

And ‘sº2. ãi t God is merciful to his servants:

(M, TA) or % in n. ; mid of God, means

He recompensed him, or renarded him, for his

obedience. (B, TA.) [3& 9. (occurring in the

$ and K in explanation of 13& AiLi) may be

rendered He showed kindness, &c., to him by

such a thing, or such an action, &c.; and also

he presented him with such a thing; like 4.3%

3 &1–4s- iſ , (T, S, Mºb) aor. 3:1,

(Mº) if n : (S) or º, (Mº) God

accepted his pilgrimage; (S, Msb ;) as also

Yºl: (T, S, M, Msb:) the latter alone is allowed

by Fr.: (M, TA:) [though <- 3. and &e,

mentioned above, are well known; as is the pass.

part. n. jº, which see below :] and one says,

[in like manner, 4. Aff Wººl [God accepted

his deed, or n'ork, as good; approved it]. (M.)

—See also 4, in three places. =}, (TK) infn.

22, (S. K.) He drove sheep or goats: (IAar,

S, K:) or he called them. (Yoo.) [See also 5.

below.]

3. su, inf. n. §2. He behaved torcards him

neith kindness, or goodness and affection and

gentleness, and regard for his circumstances; or

he did so, eacperiencing from him. the same beha

viour; syn. of the inf. n. ãº. ($ and K in

art. Jila) : but only the inf. m. is there mentioned.

[See also 1.])

J - ~ * w … • * *

4. al-e Jºl : and alsº :

see 1, near the end of the paragraph.– Jºãº 2,

* … • w

see 1.=a-- jº',
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(Msb) and &ººl, (T, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K.)

IIe eacecuted, or performed, the saying, and the

oath, truly. (M, A, Mgh, Msb, K.) Accord. to

El-Ahmar, one also says, J- Y &us; but

none other asserts this. (T, T.A.)— as-5 aw) jº',

(T, TA) inf n. Sº, and '94, inf. n. 2: ; God

verified his oath. (TA)—cº 2-3 &Sé 3.

Such a one assented, or consented, to the conjure

ment of such a one:& signifies “he assented

not,” or “consented not, thereto.” (T, T.A.) =

Jé »), (§, M, K.) inf. h. as above, T, TA)

He ocercame them : (T, S, M, K:) he subdued

them, or overcame them, by good or other actions;

(TA;) by actions or sayings; (TA;) as also

W29, aOr. 54: (T, K, TA:) he was refractory,

or stubborn, and overcame them. (TA, from a

trad.) You say, a-a- Jº 3. [He overcame

his adversary]. (A.) And 5: …” 3. [He

overcame them in evil]; and hence 3. is used

in the sense of 3-3 [he transgressed, &c.]; as

in the saying of a poet,

* - 3.3% & Jºie is

[Then I care not n-ho acts wickedly and n:ho

transgresses]. (IAar, M.)=}| [from 5. He

rode, or journeyed, upon the land. (ISk, S, A,

K.) Opposed to ,-i, (A.)

5.> [He affected, or endeavoured to charac

terize himself by, 3. i. e. filial piety, &c.]. –

Úwº Jº <5. 35 Thou hast abstained from

crime, or sin, or the like, in our affair, or business,

or case. (T, TA.)= ais- jº: see 1.

6. bjū They practised mutual 3. ſmeaning

kindness, or goodness and affection and gentleness,

and regard for each other's circumstances]. ($.)

R. Q. 1. jº, inf. n. iº, IIe talked much,

and raised a clamour, or confused noise, (M, K,)

with his tongue: (M :) he cried, or cried out,

(S, K,) and talked in anger, (S,) or talked con

fusedly, nith anger and aversion. (T.A.) And

*S*Jº He was profuse and unprofitable

in his talk. (Fr.)— Also, inf. n. as above, He

(a goat) uttered a cry or cries, [or rattled, (M,

K,) being eaccited by desire of the female. (M.)

3. [originally 3, (M, Mºb, K) and "jº (Mºb)

Pious [tonards his father or parents, and f to

nards God; t obedient to God, serving God, or

rendering religious service to God; (see 1;) and

kind, or good and affectionate and gentle in

behaviour, tonards his hindred; and good in his

dealings with strangers]; good, just, righteous,

virtuous, or honest: (Msb:) true, or veracious:

(M, Msb, K:) and both signify also abounding in

> [or filial piety, &c.]: (K:) the former is [said

tg be] a stronger epithet than the latter, like as

Jue is stronger than JSU- : (B:) [but its pl.

shows that it is not, like J34. originally an

inf. n. : it is a regular contraction of », like

as jū is ofjº the fem. of each is with 3: (Lh,

M :) the pl. (of the former, S, M, Msb, or of the

latter, B) is jºis and (of the later, š, M, Mºb,

or of the former, B) ; ; ($, M, Mºb, K.) the

former pl. is often specially applied to saints,

those who abstain from worldly pleasures, and

devotees; and the latter, to the recording angels.

(B.) You say, eas, 3. ū, and "5%, I am

characterized by filial piety, dutifulness, or obe

dience, to my father: ($, M, A:") the latter is

mentioned on the authority of Kr; but some

disallow it (M, TA) And sº, ; 29 (The

mother is maternally affectionate to her child, or
3- 9 × 2

offspring]. (S.) Andº Lº Jº Jºj, and

Y}\,, A man who behaves tonwards his kindred

neith kindness, or goodness and affection and gen

tleness, and regard for their circumstances. (T.)
3 - 32 º *

And x- jº Jé, A man n-ho treats with goodness

and affection and gentleness, and rejoices, or
• w , , wº

gladdens, his brethren : pl. cºrº cºre. (S," K,”

TA, in art. 2-) And Jº Jº Jº, and ºr Jº,
and Y}\,, True, or veraciºus, in a saying,and in

an oath. (MSb.) And 3, &c., and "ājū [4

true oath; or an oath that proces true]. (Ham

p. 811.) 39 is also a name of God; (M, K;)

meaning + The Merciful, or Compassionate :

(M. :) or the Very Benign to his servants :

(IAth;) the Ample in goodness or beneficence:

(B:) jū is not so used. (IAth.) It is said in
gº. … 2 cf. 2 * ~ * *-

a trad.,28 3rº Wºº Jºjº', 's-cº t Wipe your

selves nºith the dust, or earth, [in performing the

ceremony termed 2:...] for it is benignant

tonards you, like as the mother is to her children;

meaning, ye are created from it, and in it are

your means of subsistence, and to it ye return

after death: (IAth:) or the meaning is, that your

tents, or houses, are upon it, and ye are buried in
32 6 o' .

it. (M.)=x. Land; opposed to 2-3 [as mean

ing “sea” and the like] : (S, Msb, K.) from J.

signifying “ampleness,” “largeness,” or “ex

tensiveness;” (Esh-Shiháb [El-Khafájee], MF;)

or the former word is the original of the latter.

(B, TA. [see the latter word.]) [Hence, 9-35.

By land and by sea..] –A desert, or deserts; a
% awº

maste, or nastes. (T, T.A.. [See also 32.2°, voce

* --

U33.]) So, accord. to Mujáhid [and the Jel] in

words of the Kur [vi. 59], 2-3% JJ Jº L.243

And He knoneth n:hat is in the desert, or deserts,

and the tonns, or villages, in which is water, (T,

TA,) or rehich are upon the rivers. (Jel.) [So

too in the phrase 3. <& The plants, or herbage,

of the desert or waste; the nild plants or herbage.

And 33 J. Honey of the desert; mild honey.

And 53 &lsº The animal, or animals, of the

desert; the wild animal or animals.]—A wide

tract of land. (Bd in ii. 41.) — [The open

country; opposed to 2--— as meaning the

“cities,” or “towns,” “upon the rivers:” see the

latter word.] – Elevated ground, open to view.

(T.)—The tract, or part, out of doors, or where

one is exposed to view; contr. of Je: used by

the Arabs indeterminately; [without the article

Jī;] as in the phrase, 5. <-- (Lth, T) mean

ing I sat outside the house; (A;) and 5, <!-

(Lth, T) meaning I went forth outside the [house

or] tonn, (A,) or into the desert : (TA:) but [Az

says, these are post-classical phrases, which I

have not heard from the chaste-speaking Arabs of
* à 2 2. *

|
the desert. (T.)—You say also, 5. 4.2.3 *-*j

I desire concealment, or secrecy, and he desires

publicity. (A.) -

5. Wheat; and the grain of niheat; syn. 3–3,

(S, Mºb) or ill-5 (M. K3) but it is a more

chaste word than ** and ill- (M:) pl. of

63.2

3, ; ($, M ;) or [rather] 3. is the n. un. [sig

nifying a grain of n-heat, like i-3]: (IDrd,

Mºbº) the pl. of ; is ºf: (Ki) or this pl. is

allowable on the ground of analogy, accord. to

Mbr, but is disallowed by Sb. (S.) It is said in

a prov., (TA,) 5. &: 323i sº [He, or it, is

shorter than a grain of wheat]. (A, TA.) And
.** ~ o-o - c :

you say, 95° Jºl Lºxlo! He fed us with bread.

(A.) . -

3.

2, inf. n. of 1: (T, S, M., &c. :) it is said by

some to signify primarily Ampleness, largeness, or
5

- w - 40 o ,-

eactensiveness; whence 2 as opposed to 2- :

then,- Benevolent and solicitous regard or treat

ment or conduct [to parents and others; i.e. piety

to parents; and f tonards God]: and goodness,

or beneficence : and kindness, or good and affec

tionate and gentle behaviour, and regard for the

circumstances ofanother : (Esh-Shiháb [El-Kha

fájee], MF:) or 3, as opposed to 3-, [or as

signifying “a wide tract of land,” (Bd in ii. 41,)]

is the original of 5, (Bd in ii. 41, B, TA) which

signifies ample, large, or eactensive, goodness or

beneficence, (Z, in the Ksh, ii. 41, [but he regards

it as the original of 5, and Bq on the same

passage, and B, K, TA,) to men; (TA;) or com

prehending every kind of goodness: (Ksh and

Bd ubi supra:) and hence it is said to be in three

things: in the service of God: in paying regard

to relations; acting well to them : and in dealing

nºith strangers: (Bd ubi supra:) or every deed

that is approved: (Ksh and Bd in ii. 172:) and

[particularly] obedience to God: (T, S, M., &c.:

[see also §: :]) [and every incumbent duty : and

hence, the pilgrimage to Mekkeh : (K:) and

fidelity to an engagement : (TA:) also a gratui

tous gift, or favour; and a bounty, or benefit;

syn. Jaš; (Msh;) and & 4 as also *3.

[an inf. n., but when used as a simple subst, its

pl. is jº. and <!!...]. (Harp. 94.) In the Kur

(ii. 172], where it is said, & 32/34 ..., &,

by j." is meant J.J. is [i. e. But the pious, or

obedient to God, is he who believeth in God]; (T,

M, Ksh, Bd, Jel;) and some read júl. (Ksh,

Bd, Jel:) or the meaning is, c. J-9 J. J.J.&

aúl, i.e. but the obedience of which it behooveth

one to be mindful is the obedience of him who

believeth in God: (Sb, T, I.J., M., Ksh, Bd:) and

this explanation is preferable to the former. (Bd.)

It is said in a prov., (T.S.) ; 32 je -3, 4 S,

(S, A, K, but in the T and M & is put in the

place of S,) meaning He knon's not him who dis

likes him, or hates him, from him who behaves
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tonards him with kindness, or goodness and affec

tion and gentleness, and regard for his circum

stances: (S, M, A, K,” TA:) or undutiful conduct

to a parent from gentleness, or courtesy: (El

Fezáree, T, K :) or altercation, (T,) or dislike, or

hatred, (K,) from honourable treatment: (T, K:)

or the calling of sheep, or goats, from the driving

of them : (IAar, $, K:) or the driving of sheep,

or goats, from the calling of them : (Yoo, T :) or

the calling of them to water from the calling of

them to fodder; (K;) which last rendering is

agreeable with an explanation of 27 by IAar [men

tioned in the T); (TA;) and "º, also, has

the signification here assigned to J. : (K,” TA:)

or 5,8,9] from 599): (A 'Obeyā, T, K:) i. e.

the crying of sheep from the crying of goats:

(A’Obeyd, T:) or the cat from the rat, or mouse :

(IAar, T, M. K.) and also signifies the [species

of rat called] sy- (Aboo-Tālib, T, K:) or a

small animal resembling the rat or mouse: (M:)

and the young of the foa. (K.)- Also Good,

as a subst., not an adj. ; syn. J.- (Sh, T, Mgh,

Msb, K5) which comprises all that has been said

in explanation of: (Sh, T, Mgh) as used in the

saying of Mohammad, es.” 45% 3.29 ±1.

j." Cº. [Keep ye to truth; for it guides to good,

or to a good, or right, state]; some render it in

this instance by, - ; and some, by tººl. (Sh,

T.) It signifies also The good of the present life,

consisting in spiritual and n:orldly blessings, and

of that which is to come, consisting in everlasting

enjoyment in Paradise: so in the Kur iii. 86:

(T:) or [simply] Paradise. (K.)- Also The

heart; or the mind. (K.) So in the saying,
- & • 2 -

3:) &A. … [He is quiet, or at rest, in heart,

or mind.]. (TA.)

23. -

3, a subst. in the sense of J.", (S, M, K,)

meaning Obedience [&c.]; (IX;) determinate, (S,

R,) being a proper name; for which reason, com

bined with its being of the fem. gender, it is

imperfectly decl. (M.) [It is opposed to jū-3.

See a verse of En-Nábighah in the first paragraph

of art. Jº-.]

2. [a coll. gen. n.] The fruit of the Jji ſq. v.],

(S, M,) in a general sense : (M :) or the first

thereof; (K;) [i. e.] the first that appears, or

when it first appears, and is sneet: (M:) or

nºhen it has become hard : (Msb:) or nihen it is

larger in its berries (--) than such as is termed

***, and smaller in its clusters; having a

round, small, hard stone, a little larger than the

Ja-; its cluster filling the hand: (AHn, M.:)

n, un, with 3. (AHn, S, M, Mºb.)

Jº A good, sweet, or pleaſant, word or eapres

sion or saying: (K:) from 2 signifying “bene

volent and solicitous regard or treatment or con

duct.” (TA.)

5.

[& Of, or belonging to, or relating to, the

land as opposed to the sea or a great river.—

And Of, or belonging to, or relating to, the desert

or naste; growing, or living, or produced, in the

desert or waste; wild, or in an uncultivated state

Bk. I.

And hence,) iſ:J Uncultivated land; neith

Out seed-produce, and unfruitful; nithout green

herbs or leguminous plants and without maters;

contr. of **). (IAar, M, K.") And, simply,

*ś, (S, M.A., Msh, K) and"…, (A’obeyd,

IAar, Sh, S, K,) the latter a variation of the former,

the US being made quiescent, and the 3 therefore

being changed into sº, as in exie, originally

- 32 - -

ijie, (S) a rel. n. from , (sh, T, Mºb) A

desert; a naste; a spacious tract of ground
- ,7- 2 •

nithout hering: syn. 29-2: (S, M, A, MSb,

K:) [see also Jº :] or a tract nearer to the desert

(3:31) than it is to water: (Sh, T :) [but some
9 w

write the latter word "Jº ; and it is said that]
º w - *

<-ºxº, (T and K in art. Stºre,) of the same measure

g -

as crº-, (K in that art.,) signifies flat, even, or

level, land: (T, K:) or a barren, flat, even, or

level, land : a poet says,

º <-2&Jºiº.

[A barren, flat land, after nihich is a second
- 6 w

barren, flat land]: (T:) ISd says that cº, in

a poem of Ru-beh, [from which the ex. given

º

above is probably taken,) is of the measure<º
2

from 331; and that art. Sº is not the place in

which it should be mentioned: (TA:) Lth says,

<-33) is a noun derived from #2; the J

becoming quiescent, and the 3 becoming an inse

parable <>, as though it were a radical letter, as

in the case of iºie, which thus becomes <-ji= :

(T,TA:) the pl. ofäj. is &5, and that of<>

is *-j9. ($)

22- - 6 w - º, w 3 - 2

** and e-jº and ºr see Jº.

9 J. w.º

Jº as signifying A possessor of 2-, i.e. nºkeat,

though agreeable with prevailing analogy, is not

allowable, not being sanctioned by usage. (Sb,

M.)

3 a

Lºyº Erternal; or outward: apparent; pub

lic. (T.) Hence the saying of Selmán, (T,) &.
J & a 2 × < 2. 2 o £ 3 & 4 ~ * ~ of

a.º. aſ tº- ag's- tº- (T, A, K.) Whoso

maketh his inner man (&,2-) to be good, God

nill make his outnard man (<5%) to be good.

(T.) Jº is a rel. n., irregularly formed, (K,)

from 3. signifying “elevated ground, open to

view;” and Jº- from 5- signifying “any

low, or depressed, part of the ground.” (T.)

You say, Jº -9) &=3; He opened the

outer door. (A.)

jº, (S,K) or ºl, (Mgh, Mºb) [a coll.gen.

proper name, of which the n. un., or rel. n., is

"Cººl a foreign word, (S,) [probably of African

origin, the primary form of which is the source

of Báp&apos, &c.,] arabicized; (Msb;) or, as some

say, from iº in speech; (TA; [see R. Q. 1;])

and #293), (S, M, Mºb, K) the pl. of ſº, (K)
-> -o- 3 -o-

or of JºJ), (Msb,) [or of Jº, agreeably with

what follows and with analogy, the 3 being

added because the sing, is a foreign word, or [so

in the M and TA, but in the S “and,”] a rel. n.,

($, M,) but it may be elided; [so that one may

say 3.99, ;] (S;) A certain people, (S, M, Mgh,

Mşb, K,) of the inhabitants of El-Maghrib [or

Northern Africa west of Egypt], (Mgh," Msb, K,”)

like the Arabs of the desert in hardness, and coarse

ness, or rudeness, (Mgh,” Msb,) and in slightness

of religion, and littleness of hnon-ledge: (Mgh :)

and another people, [the Colobi mentioned by

Diodorus Siculus and Strabo, between the Abys

'sinians and the Zinj, nho amputate [the glans of]

the penis, and make it a don'ry for a wife. (K.)

[There are various opinions of the origins of these
~ 3 -

races. The appellation of 3,991, sing.º is

also applied by late historians, and in the present

day, to The races inhabiting the portion of the

valley of the Nile mhich ne commonly call Nubia.]

º do a 9 -o.

jºr see jº.

o 3

Jº See Jº.

* - d - 9 * 0. … •o ,-

Lº: see jº :— and see also jº, in two

places.

jº One niho talks much, and raises a clamour,

or confused noise, (M, K,) with his tongue: (M:)

n:ho cries, or cries out, ($, K,) and talks in

anger, (S,) or talks confusedly, nith anger and

aversion : (TA:) nºno vociferates much; (TA ;)

as also *::::: (K:) and'sº signifies one niho

talks much and unprofitably. (Fr.)—39. The

lion; as also *}}<!). (K:) because of the con

fused noise that he makes, and his aversion and

anger. (TA.)—39. ;s A bucket that makes a

noise (M, K) in the mater. (M.)

9 vo

23.9% What is termed Jº- [i.e. coarsely

ground flour, &c.], (M, CK, [in MS. copies of

the K, and of the S also,Jº- which is evidently

a mistranscription,]) of wheat. ($, M, K.)

3. 32

Jū; fem. with 3: see Jº, in five places.

3-3 -

Jºl [accord. to analogy signifies More, and

most, pious &c.; see 5. But the only meaning

that I find assigned to it in any of the lexicons is

that here following. =] More, and most, distant

in the desert, (T, K,) as to habitation. (T.) So
2 … 3 - - 2 of

in the saying,2& ~x) tes The most chaste

in speech of the Arabs are the most distant of

them in the desert, as to habitation. (T, K.” [In

the latter, instead ofta", we find &ºil)

J. One niho overcomes. (T.A.) [See 4.]–

43. 5. as means Verily he is a prudent, or

sound, manager of that; syn. A lºus. (M, K.”)

9.3 °. 3.

3-2 : see jº.

}5%, applied to a pilgrimage, Sinlessly per

formed: (Sh, T, Mgh :) or characterized by the

giving of food and by sneetness of speech; as

explained by Mohammad himself: accepted : re

warded. (TA.) }*t. }5. [Thou art accepted,
* ~ * > * >

or approved, and renarded] and ºt. 933

[Go thou accepted, or approved, and renarded]

are forms of benediction: the former, of the dial.

23 -
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of Temeem; <3 being understood: the latter,

of the dial. of the people of El-Hijáz; Jºsé

being understood. (M.)- Applied to a sale,

Truly and honestly eacecuted. (Sh, T, Mgh.)

-> d > y 6 *o-

jº-J); see Jºjº.

9.

1. &A, [aor. 2, inf. n. generally : Or ãº,

He reas, or became, clear, or free, of, or from,

a thing; in the manners which will be explained

below : (Bd. ii. 51:) he was, or became, in a

state of freedom or immunity, secure, or safe.
- - - * * £2.

(T.) [Hence,) Cºrº) Jº &º, and 9°, (T.Mºb)

aor. “; and 32, aor. *; (Mºb;) inf. n. * : (T,

Mşb :) or Jay--M cº-e & inf. n. tº, with

damm; and the people of El-Hijáz say 5. inf. n.

o- - *

º, with fet-h: (S:) accord. to A5, cº-e (3×
£--

-

Jay-J) is of the dial. of Temeem ; and 97 of the

dial. of the people of El-Hijáz: or, accord. to
£2.

AZ, the people of El-Hijáz say 9: ; and the rest

of the Arabs say&: (T:) or 5. ſalonel, said

of a sick man, aor. * and *; and & ; and $2.5

inf. *.* [probably a mistranscription for 9.

and 5x : or, accord. to Lh, the people of El

Hijáz say 5, aor. *, inf. n. : and 3. [i. e.
o w x z £2.

#328); and the people of El-'Aliyeh, [º,] adr. * ,

inf. n. tº and£; and Temcen, &r, [aor. *,]

inf. n. ** and 5× : (M :) or ºv, (K,) said by

IKft to be the most chaste form, (TA,) aor. 4,

(K,) agreeably with analogy, (TA,) and 2, (K,)

said by Zj to be the only instance of a verb of

the measure Já with , for its last radical letter

having its aor. of the measure Jº, [though

others £

.*.* o ºr

£- ~ → p 6 - --

mention also 95, aor. 395, and U.A, aor.

$ºve,) and asserted to be a bad form, (TA,)

inf. n. t; and #597; and 5x, (K,) not a chaste

form, (TA,) aor. *; and &º, (K,) a chaste

form, (TA,) [and the most common of all,)

aor. , inf n. 9, and 5% (K, TA) or §, (CK)

and tº: (K, TA;) He became free from the

disease, sickness, or malady: (T:) or [he recovered

from it :] he became convalescent; or sound, or

healthy, at the close of disease, but nas yet neak;

or he recovered, but not completely, his health

and strength; syn. 45; (M,K;) i. e., he ac

quired that slight degree of soundness, or health,

n:hich comes at the close of disease, but nºith

disease remaining in him. (TA) [And &;-

*", or º, The mound healed; or became in

a healing state : of frequent occurrence.] And

,39. &- &rº, [the only form of the verb used in

this case,and in the other cases in which it is men.

tioned below,) aor. 4 and *, the latter extr., (M,

K) or rather it is very strange, for IKoot says

that .45, aor. 24, and Jaś, aOr. Jºãº, are

the only instances of this kind, (TA,) inf. n.

#4 (M,K) and ſº (Lh, M, K) and #, (M)

or º, (K, TA) or ; ; (CK5) and '55; (S,'

M, K, Mgh;*) [He was, or became, free from

the thing, or affair; or clear, or quit, thereof;

clear of having or taking, or of having had or

taken, any part therein; guiltless of it: and

also, irresponsible for it; as in an ex. q. v. voce

Jºlae :] said in relation to [a fault or the like,

and] a debt, and a claim, and religion [&c.].

(Lh, M.) You say, ~~~ &:& (Mgh, Mºb,)

or ~, ºl, (S) inf. n. 4, , (Mgh) He was,

Or became, free (Msb) [from the fault, defect,

imperfection, blemish, or vice], (Mgh, Mºb) [or

faults, &c.] (S.) And cººl &e &A, (T,

Mgh, Mºb) or cººl, (S) aor. , (T, Mºb)

inf. n. ãº, (T, Mgh, Msb,) He was, or became,

clear, or quit, of the debt; (or debts; S;) irre

sponsible for it [or them]: or in a state of im

munity neith respect to it [or them]; i. e., eacempt

from the demand thereºf. (Mgb) And &r

45-...-e Jºl, inf. n. 3., and Lº (Lh, M)

and% [He was, or became, clear, or quit, to

thee, of thy claim, or due, or right; or eacempt

from the demand thereºf.;] as also. 5. (M.)

And J')3 cº-e Jºl stº, inf. n. 3-5°, [I was,

Or became, or have become, clear, to thee, of having

or taking, or of having had or taken, any part with

such a one; or, irresponsible to thee for such a

one :] (AZ, T, $:* [in one copy of the S, I find

the phrase 3. <º, commencing the art. ; but

not in other copies :) this is the only form of the

verb used in this case, and in relation to debt [and

the like]. (AZ, T.)- He removed himself, or

kept, far, or aloof, [from unclean things, or things

occasioning blame; followed by &- with which

it may be rendered he shunned, or avoided ;]

syn. 9: and eti. (T.) [You say, &e &:

,339 He removed himself, or kept, far, or

aloof, from unclean things.]- He manifested

an eaccuse, [or asserted himself to be clear or quit

or irresponsible, like *5.5, and gave warning;

syn. 33. and 335i. (T.) Hence, in the Kur

[ix. 1], alsº Aff &- ãº A manifestation of

eaccuse, and a warning,from God and his apostle.

(T)=3|-1375,CE,T, S, M,K) or ii.1-1,

(Msb) aor. , (T, M., &c.,) inf. n. ; (T,5, M,

K) and tº, (AZ, Lh, M., K.) God created

mankind, or the beings, or things, that are created,

syn. &= (Fr, T, M, Msb, K,) after no simili

tude, or model, (TA,) [but, properly, though not

always meaning so, out of pre-existing matter;

for] Bd says [in ii. 51] that the primary meaning

of the root º' is to denote a thing's becoming

clear, or free, of, or from, another thing; either

by being released [therefton), as in Jºzº&

a-º,-e J-2 and aºx J-e J33-ºl [both sufficiently

explained above) ; or by production [therefrom],

as in cººl &- Así Aſ 5. [God produced, or

created, Adam, from, or out of, clay]. (TA.)

This verb relates to substances [as in the exs.

given above] and to accidents; and hence, [in

the Kurlvii. 22,] w; & Jº &: [Before our

creating it, if UA refer to i.e., preceding it;

but, as Bd says, it may refer to this, or to Jº,

Or to J-ºil : (M :), but º has a more particular

application than 3-1; the former being par

ticularly applied to the creation of animate beings,

• f. ,

with few exceptions: you say, ãº Aſ º

JS;~sº 34-3 [God created, or produced,

man, or the soul, and He created the heavens

and the earth]. (TA.) [To this verb, or perhaps

to cº, or to both, sº is the Hebrew equiva

lent, properly (though not necessarily always) sig

nifying “he created out of pre-existing matter,”

or “he fashioned.”]

2. sº, inf. n. ài,j. see 4, in four places.

[Hence, iºn S The S that denies in a general

manner, absolutely, or to the uttermost ; i. e. the

S that is a universal negative. (Mughnee &c.)

—Also He verified his being free [from a thing],

clear, or quit, [of it, guiltless [of it], or irrespon

sible [for it]. (Mgh, TA.)

3. 359, (T, S, M, Mgh, K) inf n. #3 (T,

M, Mgh) and ãº, (M,) He made him (his co

partner) free, clear, quit, or irresponsible, the

latter doing to him the same: (Mgh:) he com

pounded, or made a compromise, with him (his

hired man, T, M) for their mutual separation :

(M. :) he separated himself from him (his co

partner, S, O), the Matter doing the same. (S, O,

K.). And Jºy <5% I became free, clear, quit,

or irresponsible, to the man, he becoming so to

me. (M) And #3 jº, (T. M. K.) or ºf

(S,) inf. n. as above, (M,) He compounded, or

made a compromise, with the woman (or his wife,

$) for their mutual separation; (M, K;) i. e.

he divorced her for a compensation [n:hich she

was to make him, such as her giving up a

portion of her dowry remaining due to her, in

order that they might be clear, each of the other]:

it occurs also [without ..] in art. Lºw. (TA.)

4. sº He (God, S, M, K) [recovered him, or]

restored him to convalescence, (M,K,) Jerº &-

[from the disease, sickness, or malady). (S.)—

28 & 9; and '95 (M.K.) He (i.e.

God,TA) made thee, pronounced thee, or held thee,

or hath made thee, &c., or may He make thee, &c.,

to be free from the thing or affair, or clear or

quit thereof, or guiltless thereof, or irresponsible

for it; (TA;) [or He acquitted thee, or hath

acquitted thee, or may He acquit thee, thereof;

or He showed thee, or hath showed thee, or may

He show thee, to be free from it, &c.; see also 2,

above :] said in relation to [a fault or the like,

and] a debt, and a claim, and religion [&c.].

(M.) You say, -º) & "3; I made him,

pronounced him, or held him, to be free from

the fault, defect, imperfection, blemish, or vice.

(Mºb.) It is said in the Kur [xxxiii. 69], *ś

jé ū. Aſ (M) But God shorved him to be

clear of that which they said. (Bd.) You say

also, cº &: 3; I made him, pronounced

him, or held him, to be clear, or quit, of the

debt; irresponsible for it; or in a state of im

munity nºith respect to it; i.e., exempt. from

the demand thereof: (Msb:) and & tº
22#. of

45 yº!
o, e. 22:4- - 3: *: -

a. *; and " 455, inf. n. 35.5; [I acquitted him
• • 28 of

of that which he oned me :] (S:) and 45 y!

[alone] I made him, pronounced him, or held

him, to be clear, or quit, of a claim that I had
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upon him, or a due or right that he oned me.

(Mgh.)=9.1 [in the T (as on the authority of
... of

Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee) Lºwl] He entered

upon [the night, or day, called] 4.3), q. v. (K.)

5: see 1, in three places. 4. º also signifies

He asserted himself to be free from it; or clear,

or quit, of it; namely, a fault, or the like.

(Mgh.) [And He declared himself to be clear of

him; to be not connected, or implicated, with him ;

he renounced him : see Kurii. 161 and 162, &c.]

28, 22

6. Gjuj We separated ourselves, each from

the other. (TA.) [See 3.]

10. 9-1, (T) or J., & 5-, (Mºb) He

took eactraordinary pains, or the utmost pains,

in cleansing the orifice of his penis from the

remains of urine, by shaking it and pulling it

and the like, until he knen, that nothing remained

in it: (T:) or he purified, or cleansed, himself

from urine; syn. 4. 93. (Msb:) or 5-1,

(M) or 4-3, 5-, (K, TA) signifies he took

extraordinary pains, or the utmost pains, in

cleansing the penis from urine ; or he cleansed

it entirely from urine; (M,” K,” TA;) and so

& 5-1, and in like manner,& sº

said of a woman: (El-Munāwee, TA:) but the

lawyers make a distinction between §: and

fü: [which are made syn. in the M and K]:

see the latter word. (TA.)—And ãºjº- 5-1,

(T.s,Mgh) or iſºl, (M,Mºb, K.) He abstained

from secual intercourse (T, M, K) with the

girl whom he had purchased or whom he had

taken captive, (T,) or with the woman, (M., K.)

until she had menstruated (T, M, K) at his abode,

once, and then become purified: (T:) the mean

ing is, (T,) he sought to find her free from

pregnancy. (T, Mgh, Mºb.)—Hence, (Mgh,)

ºn 5-, (Z, Mgh, Mºb) or 25, (TA) He

searched, searched out, or sought to find or discover,

the uttermost of the thing, or affair, (Z, Mgh,

Msb, TA,) in order that he might know it, (Mgh,)

to put an end to his doubt. (Z, Mgh, Mºb, T.A.)

You say, Jºe v.& [I searched, or sought

to find or discover, or I have searched, &c., the

uttermost of what thou hast, of knowledge &c.].

(S, TA) And jus 2-3 tº 3° ºf 5

[He searched the uttermost of such a land and

found not his stray beast]. (TA.) It is said

in the Expos. of the Jámi es-Sagheer that

§: is an expression denoting The seeking, or

seeking leisurely and repeatedly, to obtain know

ledge of a thing, until one knows it; considering

it with the endeavour to obtain a clear knowledge

of it; taking, in doing so, the course prescribed

by prudence, precaution, or good judgment.

(Mgh.)

§: A. hunter's lurking-place or covert : (T, S,

M, K.) pl. 5. (T, S, M.) El-Aasha says,

& 2.3 • 12 ?. . .

* -><!! Jº Jºe ºr 'vº º

[At it (a source of water mentioned in the context)

were hunters' lurking-places, like young palm

trees covered over : for tender young palm-trees

are often covered over with a kind of coarse

matting]. (T, S, M.)

?!» : see ‘’sº in six places. —£4. The first

night of the [lunar] month; (El-Mázinee, T, S,

K;) called thus, (S,) or ſº iſº, (M,) because

the moon has then become clear of the sun : (S,

M :) or the first day of the month : (AA, T, K:)

or the last night thereof: (AS, T, K:) or the last

day thereof; (IAar, T, K,) a fortunate day;

every event happening therein being regarded as

a means of obtaining a blessing; (IAar, T;) but

most hold that the last day of the month is termed
..º.e.

à-ºl; (TA;) as also 531 &: (K:) or this

is the first day of the month : (IAar, T, TA:) pl.
92 of

is, i. (Th, M.)

*.*.x. o -

tº ; see Jº, in two places.

º Free, (Msb,) 4. from it, namely a

fault, defect, imperfection, blemish, or vice ;

(Mgh, Msb;) and, also followed by &e, clear,

or quit, of it; irresponsible for it; or in a state

of immunity with respect to it; i.e. eacempt from

the demand thereof; namely a debt, (Msb,) or a

claim, or due, or right; (Mgh;) as also "3,"

and * {ſ. (Msb.) You say, 4. 13, Uí [I am

free from it, &c.]; (T, S, M. K3') and Y \,,,

used alike as sing. and dual and pl. (Fr, T, S, M,

K) and masc. and fem., (Fr, T, M, K,) because

it is originally an inf. n. ; (Fr, T, S;) and W§:

(§, M3) the pl. of Csº is &#x (T, S, K) and

# (T, S, M, K) and ſº, (T, M,K) of the mea

sure Júš, (T) like Jºj, (M.K.) of an extr.

measure, disapproved by Suh, who says, in the

R, that it is a contraction of ãº, and has tenween

because it resembles [words originally of the mea

sure] Jú, and that the rel. n. formed from it is

º, (TA,) but it is mentioned by AAF as a

pl. of**, and as being like Jº, and Fr men

tions ă, as a pl. of the same, imperfectly decl.,

with one of the two hemzehs suppressed, (M,)

and ſº (Š, M, K) and ºf (Š, K) and āśi (T,

$, K,) the last two anomalous: (TA:) the fem.

of 13, is tº pl. e.g. (T, S, M, K) and

<º (Lh, M, K) and Ú. (T, S, M.K.) You

say,*º Gi and* &- [I am free from

it; or, more commonly, I am clear, or quit, of

it, or him]; and 4. W iſ,. Gi and 4. $3.5 (S;)

and 4. '59 Gis (Mº) and "āº gº &

and 5-1 [We are clear, or quit, of you]; (Fr,

T;) i.e., £3. 235 . so says Aboo-Is-hāk; and

As says the like of what Fr says. (T.) It is said

in the Kur [xliii.25), & tº "ſº cº,

[Verily I am clear of that which ye worship];

(T, M.;) or **, or "ß; accord. to different

readers. (Bd.) &, occurs in several places in

the Kur. (M.) Accord. to IAar, it signifies

Clear of evil qualities or dispositions; shunning

what is vain and false; remote from actions that

occasion suspicion; pure in heart from associating

any with God: and it signifies sound in body and

intellect. (T.) See also&% in two places.

a -, - - - - -

3.9. A nºriting of [i.e. conferring] immunity
• * - - - o,

or exemption: from cº-w) cº-e Cºyº and -rea), of

which it is the inf. n. ; pl. 3.1%, with medd:
stºlº is ſpl. of ãº, and both of these are] vulgar.

(Mgh.)

3 * > -

LS5'9": see 13.

ãº29. The creation; as meaning the beings, or

things, that are created; or, particularly, man

kind; syn. 31-1: (T, S, M:) pronounced with

out .; (T, $3) originally with , like & and

ăș, (M3) and the people of Mekkeh differ

from the other Arabs in pronouncing these three

words with .: (Yoo, T, M. :) Lh says that the

Arabs agree in omitting the in these three in

stances; and he does not except the people of

Mekkeh : (M:) it is of the measure its; in the

sense of ă,..., (Msb,) from Jºſé 37 º, Inean

ing ºil- (Fr, T:) or, if derived from es;

[“earth” or “dust”], it is originally without . ;

(Fr. T. S.) pl. º. and tº. ($ in art. 2,

and Lºjº.)

&W, (K,) Or* &: &% (Lh, S, M,)

[Recovering from his disease, sickness, or malady:

or] convalescent; or becoming sound, or healthy,

at the close of his disease, but being yet weak; or

recovering, but not completely, his health and

strength: [see 1:) (M, K:) as also Y** (Lh,

M, K:) but whether the latter be properly used

in this sense is disputed; while the former is said

to be the act. part. n. of 1 in all its senses: (TA:)

pl. ſº, (M,K) like as tº- is pl. of*-*.

accord. to Lh, so that he holds it to be pl. of

13; ; or it may be pl. of &W, like as* is

pl. of&- and Jº- of-us. (M) " (sº

is sometimes written and pronounced &* [in all

its senses]. (Kz.)- See also ** =&9),

applied to God, The Creator; (T, Š, Msb;) He

n:ho hath created the things that are created, not

after any similitude, or model; (Nh;) or He who

hath created those things free from any incon

gruity, or faultiness, (Mgh, and Bd in ii. 51,)

and distinguished, one from another, by various

forms and outnard appearances : (Bd:) or the

Former, or Fashioner; syn. 35-9) [q.v.). (M.)

i-º, The passage, or conduit, of water, called

is: and assº [q.v.], made of baked clay: (K:)

Or& [the pl.] signifies the baked-clay conduits

of privies, which convey [the water &c.] from the

house-top to the ground. ($, but omitted in some

copies.)—Jº & The canal of the urine

[from the kidney to the bladder; i.e. the ureter]:

(L, KL, TA:) of the dial. of Egypt. (TA.)

law?

Lºº [The Persian lute;] a certain musical

instrument (Lth, Msb) of the ,-e [or Persians];

(Msb;) i. 4.3,é: (Lth, K) an arabicized word,

(K,) from “”. (IAth,) orkº meaning “the

breast of the duck, or goose;” because of its

23 -
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resemblance thereto; (K;) for 3. in Persian,

signifies the “breast;” (TA;) [and tº and k

Or º, like the Arabic º, “a duck,” or “goose;”]

or because the player upon it places it against his

breast: (IAth:) or it is said to be arabicized

because it is the name of a musical instrument of

the sº-c. (Mºb.)

cº

& of the lion, (AZ, T,) and of any animal

of prey, (AZ, AS, T, S, M, K,) and of birds, (A8,

S,) [The toe; i. e.] nihat corresponds to the*

of a man; (AZ, As, T, S, M, K;) [in the Lex.

of Golius, as on the authority of the S, and in

that of Freytag, idem quod iſºl in homine; but

this is a mistake, app. occasioned by a mistran

scription in a copy of the S;] and the~~ is

its claw, i.e., nail: (AZ, Aş, T, S:) or the pan,

(-iè), (M.K.) altogether, (M) with the cº

[or toes]: (M, K :) or the clan, i. e. nail, of the

lion, (Lth, T, M, K,) likened to the instrument

for perforating leather; (Lth, T;) and of [all]

animals of prey, and of birds that do not prey,

corresponding to the 2iº of man : Th says, of

man, it is [termed] the jik: of animals having

the kind of foot called -i-, the -º-; of solid

hoofed animals, theAl- ofcloven-hoofed animals,

the -*: of beasts and birds of prey, the-tº-3

and of birds that do not prey, and of dogs and the

like, the cº ; though it may be also used [in like

manner] of all animals of prey: (Msb:) [but

properly] it is of birds that do not prey, as the

crow-kind, and the pigeon; (M;) and sometimes,

of the [lizard called] J.-3, ($, M) and of the rat,

or mouse, and of the jerboa: (M. :) and is, in the

pl. form, (M, TA) which is &ſº, (T, S, M,

TA,) metaphorically applied, by Sá'ideh Ibn-Ju

eiyeh, to the fingers of a man gathering honey

[deposited by wild bees in a hollow of a rock].

(M.'TA)—-S &also signifies A certain

brand, or mark made with a hot iron, upon

camels, (K, TA,) in the form of the clan of the

lion. (TA.)- This, also, is the name of a sword

of Marthad Ibn-Alas (K)—ſiº seems to

signify the same as& Or&: for] Temeem

are termed in a trad. the a.º. and iº of the

tribes of Mudar; and El-Khattábee says that it

should be the 43, i. e. f [The clan, or] the

clan's; meaning thereby their impetuous valour,

and strength: but isjºº may be a dial. var. of

alº, or the A may be substituted for the J for

the purpose of assimilation [to acaº). (TA.)

&”

1. & [written in the TA without the vowel

signs, but the context seems .9. show that it is

thus, and that the inf. n. is & rºl It (anything)

was, or became, apparent, manifest, or conspicuous,

and high, or elevated : whence #. applied to a

certain kind of structure. (TA.)- &zº, [aor. *,]

inf. n.& [also signified ſle had that quality

of the eye which is termed &R, explained below.

(M, TA)—Also, (K) or & 3, (TA) aor. ,

His state, condition, or case, became ample in

respect of eating and drinking. (IAar, K, TA.)

2: see 4.

4. tº He (a man, TA) built a& [or tonver,

&c.]; as also V& inf. n. **. (K.)

5. <!; She (a woman) shoned, or displayed,

her finery, or ornaments, (S, Msb, K,) and beau

ties of person or form or countenance, (S, Msb,)

to men, (S, K,) or to strangers, or men distantly

related to her; (Msb;) to do which is culpable;

but to do so to the husband is not: (TA:) or she

showed her face : or she shoned the beauties of

her neck and face : or she did so eachibiting a

pretty look : (TA:) or she shoned, or displayed,

her finery, or ornaments, and n:hat eaccites a

man's lust. (Aboo-Is-hák, TA.) Fr, referring to

verse 33 of ch. xxxiii. of the Kur, says that in the

time when Abraham was born, the women used

to wear a shirt of pearls, not sewed at the two

sides; or, as some say, they used to wear gar

ments which did not conceal their persons. (TA.)

& (Gr. Trépyos, (Golius,) A toner;] an angle,

syn. Jey, ($, K,) of a fortress, (S,) or of a city:

(TA:) and sometimes a fortress itself: ($, K:)

so called from its conspicuousness and construction

and height: (TA: [see 1:]) or the primary sig

nification of gº is strength; whence zººl in a

sense explained below: (Har p. 286:) pl. [of

mult] gº and [of pauc. &ºi. ($) the tº
of the wall of a city or fortress are chambers

(~2. ſmeaning toners]) built upon the mall :

and such chambers (~3°) built upon the sides of

the angles of a 2-5 [i. e. pavilion or palace &c.]

are sometimes thus called. (Lth.) [Hence, &

29- [A pigeon-turret; a pigeon-house; being

generally constructed in the form of a turret, or

of a sugar-loaf;] a lodging-place of pigeons : pl.

as above. (Msb.) — Also t [A sign of the

Zodiac;] one of the &ºr; of the heaven; (S, K;)

n:hich are twelve in number; every one having a

distinct name: (TA:) the Arabs in ancient times

did not know them : (Ham p. 560:) pl. £9; as

well asgº (Msb, TA:) these are meant by

the «»” mentioned in the Kur xv. 16 and xxv. 62

and lxxxv. 1: (Bd, Jel:) or in the last of these

instances, (Bd,) by the &ºr; in the heaven are

meant the Mansions of the Moon : (Bd, Msb:)

or the stars or asterisms or constellations: (TA:)

or the great stars or asterisms or constellations;

(Bd, Msb;) and so, accord. to Zj, in the second

of the said passages of the Kur: (TA:) or the

gates of heaven: (Bd, Msb:) or, as some say,

i. q > 3; [i. e. pavilions &c.). (TA)

6 . .

&” Such a constitution of the eye that the

n:hite entirely surrounds the black, (S, M, K,)

no part of the black being concealed : (S, M.:) or

midth of the eye; or nºidth of the nihite of the eye,

and largeness of the eyeball, and beauty of the

black part : or clearness of the nihite and black

parts theeeof: (M, TA:) or nºidth of the eye,

and largeness of the eyeball: (Ham p. 560:) or

nºidth of the eye with intense nihiteness of the

person : (TA:) and distance between the eye

bron's. (L, TA.) [See also &l= Goodly,

elegant, or pretty; beautiful of face : or [so in

copies of the K, and in the TA, but in the CK

“and”] shining, or splendid; conspicuous; and

nell known. (K.)

**& A large, or liberal, disposition; syn.

g -

3–3. (Ham p. 560)

… • 3

£º A man Maring that quality of the ye

nvhich is termed tº (M, TA:) fem. Aerº;

applied to a woman; ($ ;) and also to an eye

(&) having the quality termedº (M, TA:)

pl. #. (Ham p. 560.)= 3.&& 3. This

is stronger than this. (Harp. 286.)

g o

Fºx', The vessel, or receptacle, [generally a

skin, in nºbich milk is churned, or beaten and

agitated, or in which the butter of the milk is

extracted, or fetched out, by putting mater in it,
g o

and agitating it; syn, ia-º. ($, K.)

6 º', ; 6 6 º'

&r- J-53 A garment whereon are figures of

tº [or toners]: (Zj, TA:) or nhereon are

depicted figures resembling the tº [or toners]

of the wall of a city or the like : (T, A, TA :) or
º; , ,

figured with eyes, of the garments termed UJA-;

from trºl. (S.) -

Loº!

6 ... y o z

alsº (in the Ham p. 35224%) is the sing.

of -5. ($, Mgh, Mºb, K) and º (T,

TA j and signifies [A knuckle, or finger-joint;]

the outer, or the inner, joint, or place of division,

of the fingers: and (as some say, TA) the middle

toe of any bird : (K:) or2-0. signifies all the

finger-joints; (AObºyd, K.) aS also 2-6, [a

mistranscription for Jºe-199): (A’Obeyd, TA :)

or the parts of the fingers that are protuberant

nºhen one clinches his hand: (Ham ubi supra:)

or the backs of the finger-bones : (K:) or the

finger-joints ($, Mgh) that are between the as tº

and the -e-.5%; (S3) i. e. ($, Mgh) [the middle

knuckles; (see& and i-5 ;)] the heads of

the cº, ($, Mgh, Mºb, K.) on the bach, or

outer side, of the hand, (S, Msb,) n-hich become

protuberant nhen one clinches his hand: (S, Mgh,

Msb, K:) or, as in the Kf, the heads of the

sºlº- ; and their inner and outer sides are

termed the -º-º: (Msbº) accord. to the T,

the nºrinkled parts at the joints of the fingers;

the smooth portion between which is called i-5.

or, as in another place, in the backs of the fingers;

the parts between them being called the J-133 :

in every finger are three sº, except the

thumb : or, as in another place, in every finger

are tryo of n!hat are thus termed : it is also ex

plained as signifying the joints in the backs of

the fingers, upon which the dirt collects. (TA.)

The phrase2-999 349, meaning The seizing
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2-º-º:

neith the hand, is one requiring consideration [as

of doubtful character]. (Mgh.) [See also J35.]

cº

1. & is syn. nith J} [in two senses; i. e.

as an attributive verb, and also as a non-attribu

tive verb; as will be shown by what follows].

(S, A, Mgh.) [Using it as an attributive verb,

you say, Jº- &ei. J- & $ I will not

go anay, or depart, or nithdran, (Jºji Ş, and
a 2-É 2

J-31 S,) until thou accomplish my want : from

&J & inf. n. *% he ment anay, or de

parted, from the place; syn.* J5: and to be

distinguished from the phrase in the Kur[xviii. 59,

similar as to words,) mentioned below. (Mgh.)

You say, sº & (S, A, L, K,) aor. 4, (K,)

inf. n. 39. (S. L.K) and £º (L, TA, and

Ham p. 250) and cº, (L.) or tºº, (as in a copy

of the TA,) He went anay, or departed, from

his place ; ($, L, K, and Ham ubi supra;) and

he became in the 9. [or neide, uncultivated, or

uninhabited, tracij ($, L. K.) And jº, t2. “

He did not quit his place. (Msb.) And &

[alone], aor. *, inf. n. -5, It (a thing) went

anay, or departed, (Jjj from its place; (Msb;)

as also 'º. (L.) In the phrase &9. Sj [There

is, or shall be, no quitting of place, or going

anay, or departing], the noun is in the accus.

case, as in J.; S ; but it is allowable to put

it in the nom. case, so that y is used in the

manner of J. : : (S, K;) as in the following

saying of Saad Ibn-Málik, [in the TA, in one

place, Ibn-Náshib, in a poem of which the rhyme

is with refa, (S, IAth,) alluding to El-Hárith

Ibn-'Abbād, who had withdrawn himself from

the war of Teghlib and Bekr the sons of Wäil:

(IAth, TA:)

[Whoso fleeth from its fires, (i. e. -j- cº

the fires of the nar,) let him do so; but as for

me, I am the son of Keys : to me there is not,

or shall not be, any quitting of place]. (S, IAth.

o . ~~ 6 -

Jº Jº Jºo

+

[See also Ham p. 250, where, for 53 &. we find

-5:19 - J. The mind carried up, raised, or

snept up and scattered, [lit. ment anay nith,)

the dust. (Msb.) [Hence also, accord. to some,

ā-, 3-, (T.S.K. &c.) and 9, (Ibn-El.
Lihyánee, Z, and TA, [thus written in a copy of

the A,) The state of concealment departed, or

ceased: or f what n'as in a state of concealment

whoso turneth anay.]) [Hence, <-->

6 . .

became apparent ; from 2-9, meaning “what is

open and apparent” of land: or ; what I nas

concealing became apparent : (T, TA:) or f the

affair, or case, became manifest, (S, A, K,) and

its concealment ceased, (A,) [or] as though the

secret departed, and ceased : (S:) or, as some

say, + the secret became apparent : (TA in art.

Jia- ) or, lit., the lon, ground became high and

apparent ; meaning t what was concealed became

revealed: (Harpp. 133—4:) the first who said

it was Shikk the Diviner. (IDrd, T.A.)-[Using
- - ~ of -

it as a non-attributive verb, you say, º 'y
... I * ~ of

JJs Jaśl I will not cease, or I mill continue,

(J5iS) to do that: (S, A:") and Jai,&“

13.4° [he ceased not to do thus; or] he persevered

in, or kept to, doing thus : (Msb:) and ** u.

Üü & [Zeyd ceased not to be, or he kept, or

continued, standing]: in this case, the verb is of

the category of&= (Mgh;) relates to time;
* * *

and requires a predicate; and its inf. n. is tº:

(Ham p. 250.) Hence the saying in the Kur
o, o , , , o . , , o& 2 * ~ of ~

[xviii. 59], Jº-J) &-& Us- cº S), but

the predicate is suppressed : it may be J-5 Ue

º

Jäe a 5 [i. e. I nºill not cease in that nherein

we are this engaged until I reach the place of meet

ing of the two seas]: (Mgh :) or it means Jji º

5- [I mill not cease journeying]: (Bd, Jel:) or

** S) here may mean I will not depart (Joji S)

from that upon nihich I am intent, namely

journeying and seeking; and I neill not relin

quish it; so that it does not require the predicate.

(Bd. [He gives a third explanation, paraphrastic

and strained, which I omit.])= -*. (S, K,)

aor. *, (L, TA, [but it is implied in the K that

it is +, which is contr. to rule,) inf. n. →º,

It (a gazelle, $, K, and a bird, and any wild

animal, that is hunted or shot, TA) turned its

left side tonards the spectator, passing by (S,K*)

from the direction of his right hand tonards

that of his left hand: (S:) or passed by from

the direction of the spectator's left hand tonards

that of his right hand: (Aboo-'Amr Esh-Shey

bánee, IF, L, MSb, in art. 2- :) [the former

appears to be accord. to the usage of the Hijázees;

and the latter, accord. to that of the Nejdees, in

general: see ***) contr. of &“. (S.) =

&, aor. *, [contr. to rule, (K,) inf. n. &

(TA,) He was angry. (K.) When a man has

been angry with his companion, one says, 3: U.

<!e & us [Hon violently angry nas he neith

him "J. (L.)

2. J.- & <--> The fever affected me

neith its severity, violence, or sharpness, termed

ā-, . (TA)— Hence, (TA) from ãº, (S,

K,) * cº, inf. n. ejº, It (an affair, an event,

or a case,) affected him severely; afflicted, dis

tressed, or harassed, him : (S, K:) said also of

anxiety; or disquietude, or trouble, of mind:

(A:) and of a beating, meaning it hurt him

severely, or greatly. (Msb.) Also said of a man,

meaning He importuned him, or pressed him,

neith annoyance, or molestation : (A, TA:) he

annoyed him, or molested him, by importuning

or pressing ; as also Y tº: (TA:) he annoyed

him, or molested him, by distressing importunity

or pressing : (T, TA:) and he punished, tor

mented, or tortured, him. (T.A.) 2-32: signifies

The act of annoying, molesting, or hurting:

(Mgh :) and in a trad., (in which it is forbidden,

TA,) the killing, or putting to death, in an evil

[or a cruel] manner; such as throning live fish,

** * ~ * >

and lice, into the fire. (Mgh, T.A.)= all **

Jºe May God remove from thee & [i. e.

difficulty, distress, affliction, &c., or the difficulty,

&c.]. (A, TA.)

4. *~~ He made him, or caused him, to go

anay from, depart from, or quit, his place.

(A,” L.)= He, or it, pleased, or rejoiced, him;

eaccited his admiration and approval; induced

in him wonder, or admiration, and pleasure, or

joy. (S, K.) One says also, 2S 3. & u.

How greatly does this affair, or event, please,

or rejoice / hon, greatly does it eaccite admiration

and approval! or hon greatly does it induce

wonder, or admiration, and pleasure, or joy!

(S.)- He treated him nºith honour, or honoured

him, and magnified him : (S, K:) or, as some

say, he found him to be generous, or noble. (TA.)

— He judged him, or it, i.e. a man, (A, TA,)

and a horse, (A,) or anything, (TA,) to be eac

cellent, or to eaccel, (A, TA,) and nondered at, or

admired, him, or it. (A)=tº also signifies

He eacceeded the usual bounds, degree, or mode.

(As, S,” TA.) You say, ujë <º, and tº,

(A, TA,) Thou hast done a thing exceeding the

usual bounds [in generosity, or nobleness, and in

meanness, or ignobleness]; or eactravagant, or

eaccessive. (TA.)– See also 2.

5: see 1.

6 o'.

cº Difficulty, distress, affliction, or adversity;

evil, or mischief; (K, TA;) annoyance, molesta

tion, or hurt; severe punishment; trouble, incon

venience, or fatigue; (TA;) a difficult, a dis

tressing, an afflictive, or adverse, and a nonder

ful, thing or event : (Ham p. 135:) and annoy

ance, or molestation, by distressing importunity

or pressing; a subst. from 2: (T, TA:) and
o, … o o, -º o

<2* ~, [and app. &r Jº! also, a calamity,

misfortune, or disaster; or a great, or terrible,
• 2 o

thing, affair, or case; (TA;) as also V &jº sº,
• … O © . . . .” 0. .x.

and "cº cº); (K3) pl. **** and tº sº.

g d. 2 o' , , o 2 -

(TA.) [See also cººl You say, e-jº ate sº-cal

* -jū I experienced from him, or it, [great]

difficulty, distress, affliction, or adversity; [great]

annoyance, molestation, or hurt; (S, A,” K?”)

a phrase having an intensive signification, (K,

TA) like Jºi Jº (and Jº Jºl; and so tº

WU-5. (TA.) When used as an imprecation,

the more approved way is to put the two words

in the accus. case: but sometimes they are put

in the nom. case; as in the saying of a poet,

'3% 4…" cº [May great difficulty, &c.,

befall thy two eyes 1). (TA.) You say also,

crº Sºus a.º. <-º, (S, A,) and &r us.” (S,)

I experienced from him, or it, difficulties, dis

tresses, afflictions, or adverse events; and cala

mities, misfortunes, or disasters: ($:) and, in

the same sense, "Cº-º are sº-º), and "cº-rº),

(S, K,) and Y &-19 ; (K;) or, accord. to some

copies of the K, "cº-º', and "cººl, and

"cººl, as duals; but the former reading is

the more correct: (TA:) [MF disapproves of

the form &-º, and it is not mentioned in the
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L; but the dual formcº is there mentioned:]

it seems as though the sing. of Ö-, [or &-º]

Were i-, [or i-º], and that the pl. is formed

by the termination J3 to compensate for the

rejection of the 3, as is virtually the case in

&-ºff [or because the signification is regarded

as that of a personification;] and that the pl.

only is used. (L.) It is said in a prov., <

4-5 Jº 9. c; [Calamity is, or be, a snare

upon thy head]. (TA.)

3 *~ *6 *

tº See tºº.

• , o, ... • O - • 6, 2 × 0 -

ae-yº 4-5-2, or ãº à-3-2, &c.; see art. cre.

ãº The best of anything: (TA:) and [parti

cularly] one of the best of she-camels: ($, K:) or,

of he-camels: (T:) pl.& (T, S, K.) Yºy,

tº cºiº º, (S, K,”) ortº cº à-vº 3",

(T,) This is a she-camel, (S, K,”) or he is a

camel, (T,) of the best of camels. (T, S, K.)

Jº a word that is said when one misses the

mark in shooting or casting; like as J.-P. is said

when one hits the mark. (S, ISd, A, K.)

a’.e. a .9

A-Jº Severity, violence, or sharpness, (A5, A,

TA,) or vehement molestation, ($, K,) of a fever

(AS, A, S, K) &c. : (S, K:) [a paroarysm ; used

in this sense by modern physicians:] and vehe

ment distress of mind arising from the oppression

caused by inspiration or revelation; such as is

said to have affected the Prophet; [but most

probably a paroacysm of that species of catalepsy

n:hich physicians term ecstasy;] occurring in a

trad. (TA.) You say of one suffering from fever,

when it is intense, ā-yº &le; [The parowysm,

or severe fit, has befallen him]. (TA.)

&-º and &-4 &c.; see&

tº inf. n. of tº, q. v. ; whence the phrase

89, S, explained above. ($, L, K.)=A ride,

or spacious, tract of land, (S, A, K,) having in it

no seed-produce nor trees: ($, K:) or land having

in it no building nor habitation : (Ham p. 237:)

and applied as an epithet to land, signifying nºide,

or spacious, open, or conspicuous, and having in

it no herbage nor habitation ; and mhat is open,

uncovered, and wholly apparent, of land: (TA:)

or a place having no trees nor other things to

cover or conceal it; as though such things had

departed; (Mgh;) a place free from trees &c. :

(Msb:) or an elevated and open tract of land.

(Har p. 194) —tº J.- is an appellation

given to +4 lion : and t a courageous man : as

though each of them were bound with ropes, (K,

TA,) and did not quit his place. (TA.)=An

affair, a thing, or a case, that is plain, evident, or

manifest; (K, TA ;) or open, or public. (TA.)

You say, tº-5. 2.99 Gá. [IHe told us, or did to

us, the thing] plainly [or openly]. (S.) And

tº-ſº 34% tº-ſº jºb * [He uttered, or

committed an act of, infidelity plainly, or openly,

and evil, or mischief, unmia.edly]. (A, TA.)-

Counsel, or an opinion, that is disapproved, or

deemed evil. (K)=zº, (El-Mufaddal, S, A,

&c.,) and ...) 9, with damm and without tenween,

(AZ, El-Mufaddal,) a name of The sun : (S, A,

&c.:) determinate [and the former indecl.]: the

sun is so called because of the spreading of its

light, and its conspicuousness; or, being applied

to the sun when it sets, t!” means i-jū; like as

-Lé, a name applied to a hunting-bitch, means

à-lè. (TA.) You say, e5,<<'s The sunset [or

declined from the meridian]. (A, TA.) For this

phrase, occurring at the end of a verse cited by

Ktr, Fr reads t!» <<13: t!, being pl. [or

rather a quasi-pl. n.] ofi-5, meaning the “hand”

[or “palm of the hand”]: (S, TA:) accord. to

which reading, the poet means The sun had

set, or had declined from the meridian, nihile

they put their hands, or the palms of their

hands, over their eyes, looking to see if it had

set, or had declined from the meridian ; or

he who says, tº: J-ºl <<3 means the sun

had almost set : the two readings tº and tº

are mentioned by A'Obeyd and Az and Hr and Z

and others: AZ says, cº <-SJ2, with tenween,

and £5, without tenween. (TA.) [See also

5 . .

ăa-l. in art. --y In al g” J

tº see tºº.

*::: See 3%=Also The croaking of the

~% [or cron, of whatever species, as raven,

carrion-crow, &c.]. (L.)– [Hence,) cº &:

so in the K: in the S, cº j, but IB and

Aboo-Zekereeya say that only the former is right:

(TA:) [in one copy of the S, however, I find

both of these:] The ~9é [or crow, as a generic

term, applying to the raven, carrion-crony, 3-c.]:

(S, K, &c. :) so called because of its cry: a deter

minate appellation: for the pl., the expression

used is cº **. (TA.)- See also&=

*2. J; A saying by nihich one pronounces a

person to have said, or done, right. (L.)
- 6 x > º -

3% ($, K, &c.) as also 'º, and 'º',
(K,) applied to a gazelle, (S,) or what is hunted

or shot, (K, TA,) of gazelles and birds and wild

animals [in general], (TA,) Turning his left side

tonards the spectator, (S,) passing from the direc

tion of the right hand of the latter tonards the

direction of his left hand: (S, K:) or turning his

right side toniards the spectator, passing from the

direction of the latter's left hand tonards that of

his right: (Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, IF, A,”

L, MSb,” i. * -- :) contr. of ** : (S,”

TA:) pl. tº: (L in art. tº-) The Arabs

[who apply the epithet in the latter sense] regard

the tºº as an evil omen, and the 2-3U as a good

omen; because one cannot shoot at the former

without turning himself: (S:) but some of them

hold the reverse : (Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee

and L in art. 2- :) the people of Nejd hold the

3U to be a good omen; but sometimes a Nejdee

adopts the opinion of the Hijázee [which is the

contrary]. (IB in that art.) The first of these

epithets is also applied to a bird as meaning In

*

auspicious ; ill-omened. (A.) It is said in a

prov., tººl*tºº& (TA) i. e. [Who

nvill be responsible to me] for a fortunate, or lucky,

event, after an unfortunate, or unlucky? (Kin

art. 2- :) applied in the case of a man's doing

evil, and its being said, “He will at a future time

do good to thee:” originally said by a man on

the occasion of gazelles' passing before him in the

manner of such as are termed a jū, and its being

said to him, “They will present themselves to

thee in the manner of such as are termed à-lº.”

(TA.) And in another prov. it is said, sº tº

Jºš &jº [It, or he, is only like the moun

tain-goat passing in the manner of such as is

termed tººl: for it dwells on the tops of the

mountains, and men scarcely ever see it passing

with the right or left side towards them save once

in the course of ages: (S, K:) applied in the case

of an extraordinary occurrence: (K:) [or in the

case of a benefit conferred by a man who very

rarely confers benefits on others: (Freytag's Arab.

Prov, i. 35:)] or when a man has delayed, or

been tardy in, visiting [but has come at last].

(TA.)– Hence, i-jū ãºs i. q. 3.5% [i. e. t.A

manner of twisting contrary to, that which is

usual; see 333). (A.)—And i-jū āºš 23s

! This is an action that has not happened rightly.

(A.)—[Hence, gº< . and [perhaps] <-j
: , 2 o', in o 6 • - d. o. 6 o'. º o.

** |-> a 2: and cº ***) tº ; see tº:

—[And hence, perhaps, because of its evil effect;

or because it comes, accord. to some, from the

left, i.e. northerly direction, or, accord. to others,

from the right, i.e. southerly direction; or] from

& as signifying “a difficult, a distressing, an

afflictive, or adverse, and a wonderful, thing, or

event;” (Ham p. 135;) ** signifies also A hot

mind: ($ :) or a hot wind in the -º- [i.e. sum

mer or spring]: (K:) or a hot mind coming from

the direction of El-Yemen: (Ham p. 135:) or a

wind that carries up, raises, or sn'eeps up and

scatters, the dust: (Msb:) pl.tº: (S, K, &c.:)

or the c219, are hot north, or northerly, winds in

the -º-º: (AZ, Az, S:) this Az found to be the

sense in which the term was used by the Arabs in

his time: (TA :) or violent ninds that carry neith

them the dust by reason of their violence : (TA:)

or this name (the pl.) was given by the Arabs to

all minds in the time of the stars of the lsº [or

summer]: they mostly blon, in the time of the

stars of Libra; [app. meaning when Libra is on,

or near, the meridian at nightfall, agreeably with

a statement in modern Arabic almanacs, that the

periods of the beginning and end of the winds

thus called are the 30th of May and the 9th of

July;] and these winds are n!hat are termed the

2. (pl. of 2,-]. (Ibn-Kunásch, TA)—

tj%) is also said by some to signifyãº [pl.

of º, q. v.]; as mentioned by AHn; but he

repels their assertion. (TA.)

ā-9) The next, or nearest, past, or preceding,

night; yesternight: (S, A, Mgh,” Msb,” K.) from

&2. signifying Jj [“he, or it, went away” &c.].
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(S, A.) [In modern Arabic, Yesterday; as also

tººl.] I has no dim. formed ºmits, in S, in

art. J-el; and TA.) You say, ae-jūj) arº [I met,

Or met with, him, or it, last night,Or yesternight] :

and J.S.à-9 &: [I met, or met nºith, him, or

it, the nightbefore last; this being the sense in which

the phrase is now used by the learned: but the vul

gar expression is a-gu, Jol, generally pronounced
~ o. ºf

2-ºx J5' or

liarity of the dial. of the people of El-Yemen, or

of Teiyi and Himyer, by the substitution ofAſ

for Ji. see art. All. (S.) From daybreak to the

time when the sun declines from the meridian,

- tº: j agreeably with a pecutº J2, ag y p

one says, Jºº. Gº ãº <!, [I saw to-night

in my sleep (such a thing)]; but when the sun

has declined, one says, à-9) <!, [I san, last

night, or yesternight]: (AZ, Th: [and the like is

said in the Mgh and Msb:]) or one says, &l=

àº, 34-3 134 [Such and such things happened

to-night] until the sun is somewhat high and the

day has become bright; but after this, one says,

à-91 &t= [It happened last night, or yester

night]. (Yoo, Seer.) The Arabs say,

* 2-9, if it. +

Hon, like is this night wherein we are to the

former night that has departed 1 (TA:) [or, this

night to yesternight !]: originally occurring in a

poem of Tarafeh : used as meaning “how like is

the child to the father l’” and applied to [any] two

things resembling each other. (Harp. 667.)

& is formed [from & for & by the

rejection of the added letter: [for a word of this

kind is regularly formed only from an unau;

mented triliteral-radical verb:] or it is like Jºa-1,

having no proper, verb. (L.) You say, 134

43 &– J--- tº (A, L, Mºb') This is

more difficult, distressing, or. afflicting, to me

than that. (L., Msb.*) And Jº cº J-o') ſ.j.A.

lák This affair, event, or case, is more difficult,

or distressing, than this. (S.) And& A31-5

Jºš [They slen them with a most severe slaugh

ter]. ($.)

*9: [inf. n. of 2, used as a simple subst.,]

is said by some to be sing. of –jº, and has

been used as such by post-classical authors, but

is not of established authority: accord. to others,

the latter has no sing.: (MF:) the pl. signifies

Difficulties, distresses, afflictions, or adversities:

[see also º :] or the difficulties, or obligations,

incurred by troublesome, or inconvenient, means

of obtaining subsistence : (TA:) and&: *jº

the burning, or fierce burning, [or the burnings,

&c.,] of the yearning, or longing, of the soul,

or of longing desire. ($, K.)
6 * * * *

Jº cº- ū I am importuned, or pressed, nith

annoyance, or molestation. (A, TA.) [See the

verb (2).]

ºw.-->

cº- and 'º', applied to an affair, an event,

or a case, signify the same ; (K, TA;) i. e.

tº-yº

Severe, afflicting, distressing, or harassing: (TA:)

and the former, to a beating, (S, A, Mgh, TA,)

meaning the same; (TA;) or hurting (S, Mgh)

severely : (S:) and to a man, meaning annoying,

or molesting, by importuning, or pressing. (TA.)

[See 2.] ºº * “… : See&

º no.

tºº, (K,) thus correctly written, with the Us

before the p; [not tºº, as in the CK; in

Chald. Thºn", the word corresponding to the

sing. of the Hebr. DYSTAT in Gen. xxx. 14 and

16, accord. to the pamphrase of Onkelos;] or

J.-- ** [the idol-like tººl; (TA) The

root, or loner part, of the mild ū [or mandrake,

not to be confounded with another plant to which

tº, q. v., is also applied], (K,)

which is known by the names of 33% and 35

the name of

~~~ [names now given to the peony], and

called by MF 29) Čuč, [or the nild apple, but

perhaps this is a mistranscription for 33 &W,

said by him to be an appellation used by the

vulgar; (TA;) resembling the form of a man;

(K;) and of two sorts, male and female; called

by the people of Greece A.S., 4.- : (TA:) it

torpifies, (K,) and strengthens the two appetites

[namely that of the stomach and that of the gene

rative organ): (TA:) if ivory is cooked nith

it for six hours, it renders it soft; and if a part

affected by [the disease termed] Jº is rubbed

neith its leaves for a neek, (K,) without inter

ruption, (TA,) it removes it without causing

ulcers, or sores: (K:) the root of the wild tº

is thetº : it has the form of a human being;

the male like the male, and the female like the

female; and they pretend that he who pulls it

up dies; nº.herefore, when they desire to do so, they

tieſ: dog or some other animal to it. (Kzw, voce

tº.)

>jº

1. sº, aor. , inf n isºs ($, M,Mgh, Mºb,

K.) and sº, aor.”, (M, Mºb, K) inf. n. 9.

(M, Msb;) It (a thing, S, Msb, and the latter

said of water, Msb) was, or became, cold, chill,

or cool; [see sº below;] (S, M ;) its heat became

allayed. (Msb.) The latter verb is also used

transitively, as will be shown below. (Msb.)-

[Hence, 44-à, sº [lit. His bed, or place of

sleep, became cold; meaning] the ment on a

journey. (A)—s, also signifies : He died;

(AS, T, S, A, K5) because death is the non-exist

ence of the heat of the soul; (L;) or it is allu

sive to the extinction of the natural heat; or to

the cessation of motion. (M.F.) For— sº,

(MF) aor. , (Mgh) inf. n. Sº, (MF) like

wise signifies t It was, or became, still, quiet, or

motionless; (Mgh, MF;) for instance, a slaugh

tered sheep or goat [&c.]. (Mgh.) And + It

(beverage of the kind called 3-3) became still,

and without briskness. (TA, from a trad.) You

say, & 5,3 --, [t He became frightened,

and remained motionless in his place; <tº

meaning* J. : and hence, the became
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amazed, or stupified. (A.) And a-e ‘º-

t The pain in his eye became allayed, or stilled.

(L.) And& sº t Our affair, or case, became

easy. (TA, from a trad. [See also 3,9])—

Also, inf. n. Sº, [which see below,) + He slept.

(T,)— And hence, ; It remained, or became

permanent, orfired, or settled. (T.) So in the
- o y o – O.

saying, ‘C’ 4” (se, sº There did not

remain, or become permanent or fired or settled,

in my hand, thereof, anything. (T, L.”) You

say also,** es: 5- 3, 1 He remained

safely a. captive in their hands. (A.) And sº

tºº.2. 2: Jº the became a permanent captive,

remaining in their hands, not to be ransomed

nor liberated nor demanded. (L.) And <!- sº
- * * o --

•')\la alo Jº ! Death fired, or settled, [upon his

face and eactremities, or] upon his limbs, or upon

his arms and legs and face and every prominent

part, which become cold at the time of death,

and which are warmed at the fire. (AHeyth, L.)

And •ºſe <<! 3, [f Death became impressed

upon him;] the marks, or signs, of death became

apparent upon him. (A.)– [And hence, app.,]

! It (a right, or due,) became incumbent, or obli

gatory, (M, K, TA,) and established. (TA.)

You say, cºš Jº Ji- es sº f My right, or

due, became incumbent, or obligatory, on such a

one, and established against him. (M,” A,”TA.)

And cº Jº & 3, u. f What hath become

incumbent, or obligatory, to thee, on such a one,

and established against him? or n:hat hath become

oned, or due, to thee, by, or from, such a one 2

as also aſſe & 423 L. (S.) And <ſe es sº

J9. & 134 tsuch an amount of the property,

or of property, became incumbent, or obligatory,

to me, on him, and established against him ; or

became onved, or due, to me, by, or from, him.

($)—Also, (K) aor.”, inf. h. 3, (TA, [but

see the next sentence,J) t He (a man) was, or
-

became, neak; and so * a verb like &4.

(K.) And, inf n. 39, and sº, (M. K.) + He

was, or became, languid, (K,) or neak and lan

guid, from leanness or disease: (M :) or neak

in the legs,from hunger or fatigue. (Ibn-Buzurj,

T.) And as . Sº, (A, K.) aor. , inf n. Sº,

(TA,) the nas, or became, lean, or emaciated;

(A, K3) and so ºuse <sº. (A,TA)—t It

(a sword [or the likej) was, or became, blunt.

(M, K.)=$3,4, (S, Msh, K) aor. 2, (Mºb,)

inf n. Sº, (Ki) and '83, ($, M, Mºb, K.)

inf. n. *::: (S;) He made it, or rendered it,

(for ex., water, M, Msb, K,) cold, chill, or cool:

(S, &c. :) but the latter has an intensive signifi

cation [he made it, or rendered it, very cold, or

very cool]: (Msb:) or both signify, (K,) or the

former signifies, (M,TA,) he miced it with snow :

(M, K.) one does not say "ºl, except in a bad

dialect. (S.) 43, being used by a poet for

*>y Jº, has been erroneously supposed to mean

“Make thou it hot.” (M.) You say, Jº us,”,

(aor. and inf. n. as above, M,) and Lººſe yº, The

night affected us nith its cold. (M., K.) And

$35, 33, is: “iº, (S.M.') aor, and inf n.

as above, (S,) I gave him to drink a draught
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that cooled his heart: (S, M. :) or $3% º ~55%

[with which I cooled his heart]. (So in the T.)

And ** 33; *ś Cool thy heart by a

draught. (A.) And Je:- * s: tº:- Jº

[Give thou me to drink Jºe 9- nith which I may

cool my liver]. (T,) And Jºju & sº,

(A’obeyd, T, M.) or sºu, (§, Mºb, K.) aor.

and inf. n. as above, (M) [He cooled his eye

with the collyrium, or] he applied the cooling

collyrium to his eye, (T," S, M,” Msb, K,”) and

allayed its pain. (M.) The following words,

cited by IAar,

* *

wº-&*99,

[lit. They cooled the fore parts of the humps,

or the backs, of humped she-camels], mean f they

put off from them their saddles, that their backs

might become cool. (M.) You say also, *ś

iéu. 4-ºxº f Relieve thy horse from riding

[lit.cºol his back] an:hile. (A.) And ";3 j

Jº Jºe : Do not thou alleriate the punishment

ſin the norld to come] due to the offence of such

a one by thy reviling him, or cursing him, when

he has acted injuriously to thee. (T, S,” M,” A,”

L.) And jº sº, (T, L, K) (Ju, (T,) He

poured [cold] mater upon the bread, (T, L, K,)

and moistened it [therenith: see 3×l. (T, L.)

–9. (a verb like Jº, K). It (a company of

men) was hailed upon. (S, M., K.) And sexy.

Jº The land, or ground, nas hailed upon.

(S)=3,..., ($, M., &c.) aor’, (TA) inf. n. Sº,

(Mgh, TA,) also signifies He filed (M, Mgh, K)

iron, ($, M., &c.,) and the like, (M,) with a

sº... ($, M, Mgh, Mºb, K)=&s, and '82).

He sent him as a º9. [or messenger on a post

mule or post-horse]. (K.) And lº sº, (M,)

and Y **', (A,) He sent a Jº. (M, A.) And

aſ "sºl, (S) or 12, aſ "sºl, (T, TA)

IIe sent to him a *Jº. (T, S.)

© . ~ * w

2: see ‘sº, in four places. – asle ox t He

made it incumbent, or obligatory, on him. (M,

A.)—And sº, (K, TA, but omitted in the

CK,) inf. n. *::: (TA;) and * ºl; (M,

K;) # It (a thing,M) made him, or rendered him,

weak; neakened him; (K;) or made him, or

rendered him, weak and languid. (M.)=[x;,

also signifies, as is indicated in the TA voce

J.-1.-, It (a locust) spread forth its nings;

which are termed its º: See &]

4. Sºl He entered upon a cold, or cool, time:

(Mgh, Msb:) he entered upon the last part of

the day: (M, K:) he entered upon the time nhen

the sun had declined: (Mohammad Ibn-Kaab, T:)

and he entered upon the cool season, at the end of

the summer. (Lth, T.) [Hence, Alaºu º

Delay ye to eat food until it is cool: occurring

in a trad. (El-Munāwee.) And yºu lºſ (T,

A, Mgh, Msb) Defer ye the noon-prayers until

the cooler time of the day, nºnen the vehemence of

the heat shall have become allayed. (Mgh, Msb.)

And sºlº & 4. & Stay thou until the

mid-day heat shall have become assuaged, and the

air be cool. (M, and L in art. tº)—& >jº!

He gave him to drink what nas cold, or cool.
x - 2 o. of 2 x 25 - 2

(M, K.) You say also, aſ exºts arº-, meaning

I gave him to drink what n'as cold, or cool.

(A’Obeyd, $)—ºr, He brought it cold, or

cool. (M., K.)–See $9, first sentence.—And

see 2.= See also 1, in four places; last three

Sentences.

5. a.3 sº He descended into it, (i.e., into

water, TA,) and nashed himself in it, to refresh

himself by its coolness. (M, K.) See also 8.—

». also signifies #PIe became neakened. (TA.)

8. Sºl He washed himself nºith cold mater:

(S:) and likewise, (S,) or àJ. xylºl, (K,) he

drank water to cool his liver: (S, K:) or the

latter signifies he poured the nater cold upon

himself, (M, K,) meaning, upon his head: (M:)

and Ju W ». (T, A,) and yº!, (A,) he nashed

himself with nater, or neith the nater. (T.)

10, ºu alſº >}-1 t He let loose his tongue

and used it like a file against him. (A.)

45 o .

» and W iss; [originally inf ns.] Cold; cold

ness; chill; chilness; cool, as a subst.; coolness; the

former, contr. of 5-3 (S, M, A, Msb;) and the

latter, of 59- (S.)- And [hence] the former,

f Pleasantness; enjoyment; ease; comfort : as

in the saying, “sº ãº- Jú f We ask of

Thee Paradise and its pleasantness, &c. (L.)–

Also # Sleep : (T, S, M, A, K:) [an inf. n. used

as a subst.:] so in the Kur lxxviii. 24: ($, M,

K:) for sleep cools a man: (TA:) or, accord. to

I’Ab, it there means the coldness, or coolness, of

beverage. (T.) You say, 3,9] 3,9]& +The hail

prevented sleep. (A.)—And #Saliva : (Th, T, M,

K:) so, accord. to Th, in the saying of El-'Arjee,

3, 5, &#241, sº &;

And if thou desire, I will not taste sneet water,

nor saliva [from any lips but thine]. (T, M."

TA. [But this is cited in the S as an ex. of sº

signifying sleep.])– See also 3,9. —[Hence,
• O.” • 2 of 2 of

cy!y-ºl; see cylxxº'), voce xy".

#

s: A kind of garment; ($;) a kind of striped

garment: (M, K:) accord. to some, of the de

scription termed &% [or variegated]: (M:) or

particular kinds thereof are distinguished by such

terms as -* sº and Jº sº (Msb:) also,

(as a coll. gen. n., TA,)" garments of the kind

called i.-è, [pl. of £e, which are wrapped

round the body; (Ki) one of which is called

*ś (M, K.) or, as Lth says, the sº is [a]

nell-known [garment], of the kind called 3×

-**) andJº 3×3 (T,) but the 'ss; is a

garment of the kind called u-e-, four-sided,

black, and somen:hat small, norm by the Arabs of

the desert : (T, S, Mgh," Msb,” TA:) or this

latter (the 3×) is a striped garment of the kind

called it::: (T:) or it is an oblong piece of

noollen cloth, fringed: (M:) Sh says, I saw an

Arab of the desert wearing a piece of noollen

cloth resembling a napkin, nºrapped round the

body like an apron; and on my saying to him,

What dost thou call it? he answered, 53%. (T:)

[the modern 332, in every case in which I have

seen it, I have observed to be an oblong piece of

thick n'oollen cloth, generally bronn or of a dark

or ashy dust-colour, and either plain, or having

stripes so narron, and near together as to appear,

at a little distance, of one colour; used both to

envelop the person by day and as a night-covering:

the 33ry of Mohammad is described as about seven

feet and a half in length, and four and a half in

width, and in colour either , a.k. Or2-, i.e. of

a dark or ashy dust-colour or brown; for such are

the significations of these two epithets when ap

plied to a garment of this kind, and in some
º o -> 2 of

other cases:] the pl. of x is sº (M, K) and
6 - of J. J.

39°l [both pls. of pauc.] and 3× (S, M, K) and

sº, (IAar, T) or this last is pl. of sº, (S. M.)

and 32, like as $53 is pl. of bjá, or this, also, is

pl. of isº, like as 25. is pl. of iº. (M.)—

s: 33, as opposed to 4.4- 33, means t A rich

man. (S in art.**)–: 2× 35º *ś,

(so in copies of the K, in the TA *…) Ol' 25,

4:3, (so in a copy of the A,) ! [There happened

between them two the rending of», of the fabric

of El-Yemen, accord. to the reading in the K, or

of costly », accord. to the reading in the A,)

means they arrived at a great, or severe, state of

affairs; (K;) or is said of two men who have

contended together in vehement altercation so that

they have rent each other's garments; (A ;)

[accord. to the reading in the K, because &º,

[in the CK cºl which are », of El-Yemen,

are not rent save on account of some great, or

severe, thing, or affair. (K.) – " 59. es: tº

J-ºki means # They tryo do one deed; or act

alike; (IAar, M, K;) and resemble each other,

as though they mere in one is: : (IAar, M. :) or

they two have become near together, and in a state

of agreement. (K in art. J-es-, q.v.)– And
~ 22 oz --o º

Yūjº (, all J. He, or it, deprived the wine

of its colour. (A.)—And 39- sº, (T,) or

-º-, (S) The two wings [of the locust, or of

th species called --~~). (T, S,)—And " is:

cºal # A certain sort of milk. (K.)

3- Hail ; nºhat descends from the clouds,

resembing pebbles ; (M, Msb;) frozen rain;

(Lth, T.) what is called Alº, - (S, A, Mºb,

K) and cººl J.- (Mºb) [i. e. the grains, or

berries, of the clouds: a coll. gen. n., of which

the n. un. is with 3, signifying a hailstone].

3. Possessing coldness or coolness: an epithet

applied to the [plant called] Jºe. ($)—

3, …, (T, S, M, K) and '95 (S. K.)

Clouds containing hail (T, S, M, K*) and cold.

(T.) You say also 3.9. ãº- A cloud containing

hail (T, S, M, A*) and cold; (T;) but not al

āş. (M.)

#sº See &&

tº śs. She is purely thine; (Fr. A’obeyd, T,

S, M3) syn. 42,ts (M:) A’Obeyd explains it

by uzú, (T, S, M.) not in the fem, form, (TA)

on the authority of Fr. (T)—Jº is: Jº sº,

ºf . 9. . .

>}\, :=and see also 33). H
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(A’obeyd, M) or Jº is; sº, (S) He, or

it, is known to me. (A’Obeyd, S, M.)= 3×º a

proper name applied to The enve. (K.)

is: : See 3. in five places.

#3 (T, S, M, A, &c.) and '3s. (T, M, K)

Indigestion; a malady arising from unnholesome

food : (S, M., A., L., Msb, K.) or heaviness of

food to the stomach ; (IAar, T, L:) so termed

because it makes the stomach cold. (T, L, Msb.)
3 * ~ * *~ w J * c :

It is said in a trad., 33,41 ºx Je J-21 [The

origin of every disease is indigestion]. (T, S, M,"

A.)=Also, the former, The middle of the eye.

(K.)

āş, An aque; i. e. a fever attended by a cold

fit, (K,) or by shivering. (TA.)

s -

& A nell-known kind of plant, (S, M," K,)

of which the hind of paper termed J-uº is

- made ; (TA in art. U-by-3, q. v. 3) [namely,

papyrus; and] of which mats are made; (Msb;)

[app. meaning rushes in general : but the former

is generally meant by it in the present day, and

is probably the proper signification: anciently,

mats, as well as ropes and sails &c., were made

of the rind of the papyrus; and even small boats

were constructed of its stalks bound together; and

of such, probably, was the ark in which the infant

Moses was exposed : it is a coll. gen. n. :] n. un.

is,. (M, TA.) Hence, &s." &l. The cotton

of the papyrus, nihich, resembling nool, is gathered

from the stalk, and, miaced with lime, composes a

very tenacious kind of cement. (Golius, from Ibn

Maaroof.) — [Also, a rel. n. from the same,

meaning Of, or belonging to, or resembling, the
a o - 6 -

plant so called. Hence the saying, ãº,vº Jº- 'º'

[She has a shank like a papyrus-stalk]. (A.)

& One of the most eaccellent sorts of dates :

(S, Msb:) an excellent sort of dates, (AHn, M,

K,) resembling the&: (AHn, M. :) or a sort

of dates of El-Hijáz. (TA.)

[39. Feeling cold or chilly or cool: fem. with

3: perhaps post-classical; for I have not found it

mentioned in any of the lexicons.]

39;. See 3. – Also Weakness of the legs,

from hunger or fatigue. (Ibn-Buzuri, T.) [See

also 1.]

3.x: See s94.— Beverage that cools the heat

of thirst. (T)—Also, (T, L, K) and '32,...,

(T, M, A, L., K,) Bread upon which water is

poured; (T, L, K;) which is moistened with cold

water: (A:) eaten by women to make them fat.

(M, A, L.) The subst. applied to such bread is

W** (A)—3× [as an epithet in which the

quality of a subst. predominates] also signifies

Cold water n:hich one pours upon his head. (M.)

—Anything with which a thing is rendered cold,

or cooled. (S, M.)—A collyrium which cools

the eye; (Lth, T, M, Msb;) also termed 3×

cººl. (T,$)—Jº $25, + Pleasant in social

intercourse : applied alike to the male and the

female. (TA, from a trad.)—352 --> A gar

ment without map : (K:) and a garment that is

not warm nor soft. (TA.)

Bk. I.

3.x: See sº.-Also A mule appointed [..for

the conveyance of messengers] in a bº, [or public

building for the accommodation of travellers and

their beasts, or in a aš-, which is a house or the

like specially appropriated to messengers and the

beasts that carry them : thus it signifies a post

mule: afterwards, it was applied also to a post

horse, and any beast appointed for the conveyance

of messengers]: (Mgh:) [this is what is meant
by the words in the S and K, .x. 3,9] 4,9. :] it

is a word of Persian origin, (Z in the Fáik,)

arabicized, from As *** (Z in the Fáik, and

Mgh,) i. e. “docked,” or “ having the tail cut

off;” for the post-mules (22,3] Jú) had their

tails cut off in order that they might be known:

(Z in the Fáik:) [or perhaps it is from the

Hebrew Tº “a mule:”] or it is applied to the

beast appointed for the conveyance of messengers

(*24 āşş) because he traverses the space called

22, [defined below; but the reason before given

for this appellation is more probable: it is like

the Lat. “veredus”]: (T, Msb:) pl. 3. (Z, Mgh,

Msb) and 3% which is a contraction of the former,

like as Jº, is of J%. (Z.) You say,&J.--

*j." Jº [Such a one was borne on the post

mule or post-horse). (S.) Imra-el-Keys speaks

of a sº of the horses of Barbar. (S.)- Having

been originally used in the sense first explained

above, it was afterwards applied to A messenger

borne on a post-mule [or post-horse]: (Z in the

Fáik, and Mgh :) or messengers on beasts of the

post : (M, K:) or a messenger that journeys with

haste : (A:) or [simply] a messenger: (S, Msb,

K:) pl. as above. (M," Z.) Hence the saying,

sº 4.2. Jº- Fever is the messenger of

death: (T, Msb:) because it gives warning thereof.

(T.) Hence also 4.j9. applied to The animal

called Jºãº, (said to be the jackal, but some say

otherwise, TA,) because he gives warning before

[the approach of] the lion. (T, S, K.) And

Jºjºi --> [The mastor of the messengers that

journey on post-mules or post-horses]. (S.) [And

*29 Jº, occurring in many histories &c., The

post-horses, that carry messengers and others.]—

Also, having been applied to a messenger on a

post-mule [or post-horse], it then became applied

to The space, or distance, traversed by the mes

senger thus called ; (Mgh, Msb;") the space, or

distance, betnyeen each ač and the ač next to it;

the ač being a structure of either of the kinds

called< and a;, or a bū [explained above],

in which the appointed messengers lodge; (Z in

the Fáik;) the space, or distance, between trºo

stations, or places of alighting ; or two parasangs,

or leagues; (M, K;) [sia miles;] each parasang,

or league, being three miles, and each mile being

four thousand cubits: (TA:) or twelve miles;

(S, A, Msb, K;) i. e. four parasangs, or leagues:

(Mgh, TA:) [for] the space, or distance, be

tween each station termed as and the next to

it is either two parasangs of four: (Z in the

Fáik :) the distance of twelve miles is [also]

termed *>3) ãº (T:) the pl. is as above. (T,

Z.) A journey of four sº, or forty-eight miles,

renders it allowable to shorten prayers; which

miles are of the Háshimee measure, such as are

measured on the road to Mekkeh. (T.)— Also

The course, or pace, of a camel along the space

thus called: so in the following verse of Muzarrid,

in praise of 'Arābeh El-Owsee:

• Jºſé Jº 2,2'-º', alſº

* lsº Jº, J-º Jºsé +

[May my mother, and my maternal aunt, and

my she-camel that is snift in her course to thee

from one station to another, be ransoms for thee,

O'Arābeh, (the name being contracted,)this day!].

(S.)

#39; Filings; (M, Mgh, K;) what falls from

iron [ćc.] when filed. (S.)

isº See 3.

$35, A vessel which cools water: (M, K:) or

Q. 554- [app. meaning either a stand, or a shelf,

upon nihich mugs (J.<>, pl. ofJºë.) are placed;

erroneously in the K, ãº, and ãº, as I find

it in different copies;] upon n-hich nater is cooled:

(Lth, T, K:*) but [Az says, I know not whether

it be a classical or a post-classical word. (T.)

Hence the saying, 535.]] Jº2.35- < jº Their

mugs passed the night upon the 529. (A, TA.)

33% ($, M, Mºb, K) Cold; chill; cool; (S,

Msb;) applied to water [&c.]; (M, K;) as also

W sº, [originally an inf. n., like Jºe, used as an

epithet] (M, K) and "sº, (§, M,K) and '3%

(M, K;) but the last two are intensive forms

[signifying very cold or chill or cool]. (TA.)-

f Anything loved, beloved, liked, or approved.

(TA.) [Hence,) xy". Jºe ( An easy and a plea

sant life, or state of life. (ISk,” T,” M, A, L., K.)

AndJº isjº ig, andJº W is, [the latter

written in the TT U-eal is,...] ! A night of easy

and pleasant life. (M., L.) And isjº iº See

the latter word.—sº2,4- f.A hot mind that

is constant, continual, permanent, settled, or inces

sant. (S, L)–99 Jºi <!e es' 1 A thousand

[pieces of money &c.] are incumbent, or obliga

tory, on him, to me, and established against him;

or are oned, or due, to me, by, or from, him. (S,

M.')—4-, sº &\; à-, and Ausal 3,9.

f Such a one came in a lean, or an emaciated,

state : in the contr. case, one says, * . 5'-, and"

Auſº-J ju- (A, TA.)– ſº also signifies

#Blunt; applied to a sword and the like: see 1–
And, contr., +Sharp : for you say,) 9, * . .” - c >

[pl. of isjº, meaning] tsharp, or cutting, swords:

(TA:) or slaying swords. (S.)

~lsº

is," +Spoil acquired without fatigue; (IAar,

T;) also termed 3.9% i.e., and to this is likened,

by the Prophet, fasting in winter. (T.) Also

+ Gain made by merchandise at the time of one's

buying it. (IAqr, T.)

sº [More, and most, cold, or chill, or cool].

—[Hence,) 998. and '999' The morning,
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between daybreak and sunrise, and the evening,

between sunset and nightfall; (T, S, M, K;) also

calledcº (S, K) and cº and cºl.

(T:) or (as in the S, but in the M and K“and”)

the morning-shade and evening-shade: ($, M, K:)

so called because of their coldness, or coolness.

• of * o ż

(TA.)- See also 3,4-3, 353 A bull upon

rehich are spots, or patches, of n!hite and black :

(S, M.:) of the dial, of El-Yemen. (M.)—And

§§ The leopard: fem. with 3: (T, K: [but in

the TT, the fem, is written like the masc. :]) pl.

§§. (T, K.) The female is also called ãº-l.

(T.)

is,...,(S, M., &c.,) with kest (S, Mgh, K) to the

and the 3, (Mgh, TA,) [in the CK 3×l,] Cold

in the belly, or inside; (M, K;) a well-known

malady, arising from the prevalence of cold and

humidity, and preventing one, by languor, from

performing the act of coition : ($, Mgh :) and

a dripping of the urine, which prevents a man's

taking pleasure in women. (T, L.)— Also Cold

ness of the damp earth, and of rain. (M, L.)

An Arab says, 2,9. isjø º [Verily it (the

morning, #33), L) is cold to-day] ; and another

says to him, ext, ãº, (e tºl 33% <-3 [It

is not cold : it is only the coldness of the damp

earth]. (S, L.)

5 - 0.2 6.2. o. 5 of

xy-, [pass, part. n. of 4). You say, 5x-e Jºy! :

See 3×2.

sº [act. part. n. of 4]. You say, &ºr;,Jú

We came to thee when the heat had become allayed.

(T.)=Also One sending, or mºho sends, a Jºe2.

[or sy, i.e., a messenger on a post-mule or post

horse, or messengers on post-mules or post-horses].

(S.)

sº. (S,K, &c.) A files (M3) syn. Ös,

(M, K3) which is a Persian word: (Mº) pl.

99. (Msb.)- [Hence, sº age &tº Jae

! [He made his tongue like a file upon him; i. e.]

he annoyed him, or hurt him, nith his tongue, and

vituperated him, (A.) [See a saying of Moosä

Ibn-Jābir voce&-

6.- ... o.

3x3-2 [A cause of coldness or coolness]. You say,

cº, is,... ** 3. [This thing is a cause of

coldness, or coolness, to the body]: and As relates

that he said to an Arab of the desert, “What

induceth thee to take a sleep in the morning while
6. o . ~~

3×e ºl

& es:i- -ºl Jº [Verily it is a cause

of coolness in the summer, and a cause of narmth

in the ninter]. (S, A.)

the sun is yet low 7” and he answered,

4 32 y

xº~ : see what follows.

3× Made, or rendered, cold or chill or cool:

(S, Msb, K:) [and *:::: signifies the same in an

intensive manner:] applied to water [&c.; or

signifying miaced with snow : see &l. (K.)—
5 * > 0 , 5, ,-

3>5x-e à- A tree deprived of its leaves by the
6.- … o. 5 of

cold. (AHn, M.)– 3x5x-e Jay (M, A, K) and

* 5xx. (K) Land, or ground, hailed upon : (M,

6.- ... o z

K. :) or snowed upon. (A, TA.) – See also

>99%.

82°

5 . , 6. 6 * , o,

àexy?: see aesjº.

83r

5 - © .

8%yº : see what next follows.

6 * ~ 0.

ić (S, Mgh, Mºb, K) and ies. (Mºb, K)

A [cloth of the kind called) J-e- which is put

beneath the [saddle called) J-9 (§, Mgh, Mºb,

K) of the camel: (Mgh:) pl. £39. (Mgh, Msb)

and £29. (Msb.) Ru-beh says, [using the sing.

without the 3 as a coll. gen. n.,.]

"& J-9 tº “s

[And beneath the curved pieces of nood of the

..camels' saddles are the bardha'ahs]. (TA.)—

This is the primary signification: but in the con

ventional language of our time, it is applied to

An ass's saddle ; the thing upon nihich one rides

on an ass, like the ty- to the horse; (Msb;)

[i. e. a pad, or stuffed saddle; generally stuffed

njith stran; and used for a mule as well as for

an ass;] or an ass's icy is a saddle like the
J- and -ºš. (TA voce Jºël, q. v.)= 5 * > or

+ +

acSjº

also signifies Land nihich is neither hard nor soft:

(K:) pl. as above. (TA.)

3 -- -- . . o -

Jºãº A maker of 839°, pl. ofié. a rel. n.
3 . . . e. •

similar to buil (TA)

J3×

Q. 1. &, (M.K.) inf n. *ś, (T,) He

(a horse) ment in the manner of the cº, Q. V.

(T, M., K.)- He (a man) was, or became, heavy,

or sluggish: whence IDrd thinks& to be

derived: (M, Msb:*) but this opinion is of no

account. (M.)- He nas unable to reply, (T,

K,) when asked respecting a thing. (T.)- He

subdued, overponyered, or overcame : (K: [expl.

by 2.5 and Jé; but I think that the right

reading may be 2.3 and -*. meaning he nas,

or became, subdued, &c. :]) said of a man. (TA.)

& [A horse of mean breed, or of coarse

make; ajade: but commonly applied to a hack,

or hackney; a horse for ordinary use, and for

journeying :] a als, (S, K,) not in an absolute

sense, but of a particular sort, namely, (MF,)

a horse that is not of Arabian breed: (T, MF :)

or a heavy, or sluggish, als : (so in a copy of

the S:) or a coarse horse: (Towsheeh,TA:) or a

horse of coarse make, hardy so as to endure travel

upon the mountain-roads and rugged ground, not

of Arabian breed, mostly brought from Er-Room

ſmeaning Asia Minor or Greece]: (TA, from

the Expos. of the 'Irákeeyeh of Es-Sakhávee :)

or a horse of large and coarse make, with thick

limbs; whereas those of Arabian breed are light

of flesh, lank in the belly, and more slender in

the limbs: (El-Bájee, TA:) or a Turkish horse;

opposed to Arabian: (Mgh, Msb:) or a pacing

horse; syn. &lsº: (TA voce § -e.) fem.

with 3; (Ks, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K;) sometimes;

but without 3 it is applied to the female as well

as the male: (IAmb, Mºb.) pl. Ó-39. (T, S,Mgh, K.) •

6 o', in

Jº An on-ner of

thereon. (TA.)

Q.cº (K:) or a rider

jjº

1. jº, (S, A, Msb, K.) aor. *, (S, TA) inf. n.

jº, (S, Msb, TA,) He (a man, S) nent, or

came, or passed, out, or forth; he issued. (S, A.)

He (a man, TA) ment, or came, or passed, out,

or forth, into the field, plain, or open tract or

country: (K:) or did so to satisfy a nant of

nature : (TS, TA:) as also, in the former sense,

(K) or in the latter, (S) "jj; ; ($, K, TA;)

andjº (Sgh, TA;) and so, in the former sense,

"jj, inf n. 235 (Har p. 5105) ſand in the

latter sense, Viju, accord. to an explanation of

its part. h. 334, in Harp. 566.) or "jº signi.

fies he voided his extrement, or ordure. (Mgh,

Msb.) You say, -,-4) J3 cº Cº. 3. He

n’ent, or came, out, or forth, into the field to

his adversary in battle or rear. (TA.)- He,

or it, (a man, TA, or thing, Msb, or anything,

Fr,) appeared, or became apparent, (Fr, $gh,

Msb, K,) after concealment, (Fr, K,) or after

obscurity; ($gh;) as also jº. ($gh, K.)—[It

reas, or became, prominent, or projecting ; often

used in this sense.] =3,..., (Msb, K,) inf. n.

#9, (Mºb),He (a man) was, or became, such

as is termed jº, q.v.: (Msb, K:) and in like

manner, *jº, inf. m. as above, she (a woman)

nvas, or became, such as is termed ãº. (A.)

2.95-, (inf n, jº, S. K.) He made it

apparent, manifest, plain, or evident; he showed,

or manifested, it; (S, A, K. :) namely, a writing,

or book, (A,) or other thing; (S, A.;) as also

"3," (A, Mºb :) or ºliº "jºl signifies

he put forth, or produced, the nºriting, or book;

*i. (TA) and [as it often signifies

in the present day,) published, it; syn. $3. (K,

TA.) [See also 4 below.] It is said in the Kur

[xxvi. 91 and lxxix. 36], ...-- sjº, meaning

And Hell shall be uncovered. (A.). <=5Jr.

He (a horse) saved his rider. (K)=Sée also

1.– [Hence, Jº Jr., (S, Msb,) or Jº Jr.

J-1, (K) inf. h. 3,3, (Mºb) The horse out.

stripped (S, Msh, K) the [other] horses (Mºb, K)

in the race-ground: (Msb:) it is said of a horse

that outstrips in a race: and, accord. to some,

the like is said of whatever outstrips: (TA:)

and 33% Jé Jr. [He (a hºrse) passed beyond

the goal]. (A.)— Hence, sº us; jº, inf. n.

as above, He surpassed, or eaccelled, his fellon's

in knowledge. (Mºb.) And [simply] jj. He

surpassed his companions ($, K) in excellence, or

in courage. (K.) And aft Jº Jr. [He sur

passed, or eaccelled, his fellows, or his opponents].

(A.)= See also 4, last signification.

3. -- Jº 99, (A, Mºb' K') inf n.

syn.
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4. . .” --

352.2 and jº, (S, A, Mºb, K,) He ment, or

came, out, or forth, in the field, to [encounter]

him (i.e. his adversary) in battle, or nar. (K,”

TA.)=See also 1.

4. §Jº! He made, or caused, him (a man) to

go, or come, or pass, out, or forth : (S:) [or to

go, or come, or pass, out, or forth, into the field,

plain, or open tract or country: (see 1:)] and

he made, or caused, it (a thing) to go, or come,

or pass, out, or forth ; or he put it, or took it,
4 * ~ of

or dren it, out, or forth ; syn. ae-jā-l; as also

* 5,-l. (K.) See also 2, in two. places.=

jº! He determined, resolved, or decided, upon

journeying; (IAar, K.) the vulgar say "jj.

(TA.)

5: see 1, in two places.

- - -- * -

6. Jij}\º USA. They two (meaning two adver

saries) go, or come, out, or forth, into the field,

each to [encounter] the other, in battle or war.

(K,” TA.) — 53.5 They both separated them

selves, each from his company, and betook them

selves each to the other. (K.)

10: see 4.

3. A man characterized by pleasing or goodly

aspect, and by intelligence : fem. with 3: (S,

TA:) or a man of open condition or state:

(TA:) or pure in disposition; (TA;) abstaining

from nºſat is unlanful and indecorous; (S, A,

Msb:) of great dignity or estimation ‘. (Msb:)

fem. with 3 ‘. (A, Msb:) pl. fem. $5,4. (A:)

or, as also Yū;Jr., a man who abstains from nihat

is unlanful and indecorous, and in whose intelli

gence, (K,) or, as in some copies of the K, in

whose eaccellence, alº, but this is app. a mis

transcription, or, as some say, in nºbose abstinence

from njat is unlanful and indecorous, (TA,)

and his judgment, confidence is placed ; (K:)

and §: a woman n-hose good qualities or actions,

or nºbose beauties, are apparent : (K:) or open in

her converse; syn. *::: or, as in some correct

lexicons, disdainful of mean things; syn. ãº:

Ör of middle age, (i.e.) who is not veiled or

concealed like young momen : (TA:) or of great

dignity or estimation : (AO, TA:) or nºlio goes

or comes forth to people, and with whom they

sit, and of whom they talk, and who abstains

from nihat is unlanſful and indecorous, and is

intelligent : (TA:) or who abstains from rehat is

unlandful and indecorous, and goes or comes forth

to men, and talks with them, and is advanced

in age beyond those women who are kept con

cealed: (Mgh, Msb:) or ºpen in her converse,

(șalsº) of middle age, (i.e.) of great dignity

07” estimation, n:ho goes or comes forth to people,

and nºith nihom they sit and talk, and who

abstains from what is unlanful and indecorous:

(K:) or in nihose judgment, and her abstaining

from nºkat is unlanful and indecorous, confidence

is placed: (TA:) or who does not veil her face

from a man and bend her head donºn tonards

the ground. (IAar, on the authority of Ibn-Ez

Zubeyr.)

3. o- º; d.

US;jº : see jjº.

35. A field, plain, or wide expanse of land,

(S, Msb, K,) without trees; (Msb;) as also

"3%. , but this latter form is rare: (Msb:) or

an open tract of land destitute of herbage and

trees and without hills or mountains: (Mgh,

Msb:) or a place in which is no covert of trees

or other things: (Fr, S:) an open place in nihich

is no covert. (TA.)-[Hence, j99 J. &-

f He went forth to satisfy a nant of nature.

(A) And 3.53%. 35' 3 (When he desired

to satisfy a nant of nature, he went far off J: a

trad.; respecting which El-Khattábee says that the

relaters of traditions err respecting the word, pro

nouncing it with kesr, for *39. is an inf. n. : but

(SM says that) authorities differ as to this point.

(TA)—[It is further said,1394, (Mgh, Mºb)

or *39, (S, K,) is metonymically applied to

! Eccrement ; human ordure; (S, Mgh, Msb,

K;) the feces of food. (S.)

6 . 5 . .

jº : see j94, in three places.

39% act. part. n. ofjº [q. v.]. – Wholly, or

entirely, apparent or manifest. (TA.)—Jº

;jº Land that is apparent, open, or uncovered,

(Bd and Jel in xviii. 45, and TA,) upon nihich

is no mountain nor any other thing, (Jel,) or

that has no hill nor mountain nor sand. (TA.)

3

Jºj2. : see what next follows.

}, (sh, Asr A' Mº, K) and 'º, (sh.

IAar,K) the latter of which is incorrectly written

in [some of] the copies of the K &R}} (TA,)

Pure gold: (Sh, Msb, K:) or an ornament of

pure gold: (IAar:) the former an arabicized

word [app. from the Greek 33pvtov, as also the

latter]: (Msb:) of the measure Jº; the , and

Ls being augmentative. (IJ.) -

º, o –

jj-e [lit. A place to nºbich one goes forth in

the field, or plain, or open tract or country;]

a privy, or place n'ere one performs ablution ;
g

syn. tº: (S;) [as also "jº, occurring in

the TA in art.j9-.]

º, o z º ,- 0 - d.

jj-, -º-º-, (K,) and "jº, (S, Msb, K.)

A writing, or book, put forth, or published;
5 - d >

syn. 23:… : ($, K:) or made apparent, shown,

or manifested: (Msb:) W the latter anomalous;
• 2 of

(S, Msb;) being from jºl; (Msb;) and AHát

disapproved it; and thought that it might be a
6 y o .

mistake for 33-34, meaning “written;” but it

[is said that it] occurs in two poems of Lebeed:

(S:) in one of these instances, however, for
-> -- d - … • O -

j99-J), some read j}-Jī; and $gh says that

he found not the other instance in the poems of
… … o.” - J. J.”

Lebeed: IJ says that "jº, J. is for a j92-9).

(TA) You say, '53. Güe sºlº 35 They

had given him a writing, or book, published;

i. e., bº. (TA)
5 - d - 4 - d -

j22-e: see j-e, throughout.

6 * * > * * - d.

jj-º-o: see jj--e.

tº
5 - d -

Čir A thing that intervenes between any two

things: (L:) or a bar, an obstruction, or a thing

that makes a separation, betn'een two things: (S,

A, L, K:) so in the Kur lv. 20: pl. 39. (L.)

–The interval between the present life and that

which is to come, (S, A,) from the period of

death to the resurrection, (S, A, K,) upon which

he who dies enters; ($, K;) the period, or state,

from the day of death to the day of resurrection:

so in the Kur xxiii. 102. (Fr.)—Juº ãº

What is between the beginning of faith, (L. K,)

which is the acknowledgment, or confession, of

God, (L.) and the end thereof, (L, K,) which

is the removal of what is hurtful from the road:

(L:) or what is between doubt and certainty.

(L, K.)

Lo”Jº

Q. 1.2. He (a man) was affected with the

disease termed*: (S, Mgh, Msb, K;) as

- O - -

also o ſº. (TA.)

Zºº, (in the T with fet-h, Cº.) Mgh,) A

certain malady, or disease, (S, Msb, K,) nell

known, (S, Msb,) attended by delirium : (K:)

[in the present day, this term is applied to the

pleurisy, as also --" $3; and so it is ex

plained by Golius and Freytag ; or, as the latter

adds, accord. to Avicenna, pleurodyne: but] in

some of the books of medicine, it is said to be

a tumour, (Msb,) or a hot tumour, (TA,) that

is incident to the septum which is between the

liver and the bonels, [app. meaning the upper

parts of the greater and lesser omentum, and

then reaches to the brain : (Msb, TA :) also

pronouncedXu. (ISk, Msb:) i. q. 2,... (M,

TA:) it is an arabicized word; (IDrd, Mgh,

Msb;) or seems to be so; composed of3. and

2- : the former of these, in Persian, signifying

the “breast,” or “chest;” and the latter, “death”

[and “fire” and “a swelling;” of which three

meanings, the second and third are agreeable

with the two explanations of Auº given above]:

so says Az. (TA.)

2-P, with kesr, (K,) vulgarly pronounced

with ſet-h to the -, L.-J.,] (TA) [Alexan

drian trefoil or clover; trifolium Alexandrinum;

described by Forskål in his Flora Aegypt. Arab.

p. 139; the most common and the best kind of

succulent food for cattle grown in Egypt : it is

sonºn when the maters of the inundation are

leaving the fields; and yields three crops; the

second of n!hich is termed i.3; and so is the

third; but this is generally left for seed: nihen

dry, it is termed J-22 : if his words have not

been perverted by copyists, F explains it as] the

grain of the bj, (ºil J.- [but I think.it

probable that this is a mistranscription, for red

bji), i. e., the best of the (species of trefoil, or

clorer, called) 1.3.) resembling the ++, [or

a.k.), or superior to this latter in size, or quality

(…. jºi): (Ki) the bj resembles the iº,

[written in the TA without the vowel signs,]

but is superior to this latter in size, or quality

(\º J-1), and larger in the leaves, and is what

is called in Persianjº ſor ºl: (AHn, TA:)

24 *
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it is one of the best kinds of herbage for horses

and the like, which fatten upon it. (TA.)

2-4, (M, [and thus written in copies of the

K,) with kesr to the 2 [as well as the ..], accord.

to |Aº (M,) [and] with feth to. the J. ; (K;)

or -º (M;) and [app. A-29".) with damm

to the J. ; (K;) or it has three dial. forms;

accord. to ISk, it is ~x) ſpp. **!]; others

say that it is ~~! [app. 2-ºxºi, with fet-h;

IAar says that it is 2-4, with kesr to the -

and the 3, and with fet-h to the U-, and he says

that there is not in the language an instance of
6. -

Jº!, with kesr, but there are instances of

a "

Jº, as tº ſq. v.) and ~#5 ($: [but
I find that in two copies of that work, and in

the L, this passage is mutilated ; for it runs thus;

“ISk says that it is -ºº!, with kesr to the .

and 3, and with fet-h to the v,” &c.;]) or one

of its dial. forms is ~21, with kest to the and

the j and the J. ; but Isk disallows this, [or,

probably, as appears from what has been said

above, we should read here, “accord. to ISk,

but others disallow this,”] saying that there is

not in the language an instance of Jºsé! with

kesr to the [former] J, but with fet-h, as&º
5 o of

and Jºb! and the second form is e-ºwl, with

fet-h to those three letters; and the third is

2–24, with kesr to the -, and fet-h to the 2

and the J.; (Msb;) and IB [appears to indicate

the second and third of these forms, for he] says

that some pronounce cº-ºwl with fet-h to the

• and the 2, and some pronounce it with kesr to

the -, and with fet-h to the vº; (TA;) Silk;

syn. ** (M, K:) or, accord. to some, spe

cially, ran silk : (TA:) [it is said that] …

is the same as a jel: (Mºb in art. 3- ) or

dressed silk; syn. tºº. Lo-ºl: (Mgh and

Msb in that art. :) or stuff wholly composed of

silk: or of which the woof is silk : (Mgh in that

art., from the Jema et-Tefáreek:) [and it is also

said that] 53 is the same as sº-ºl: (K in art.

j} :) or a kind thereof: ($ in that art. :) or that

whereof *-ºſ is made: (Lth, Az, Mºb, TA, all

in that art. :) [medicinal properties are ascribed

to it: it is said that] it is eachilarating, narming to

the body, moderate in temperament, and strength

ening to the sight when used as a collyrium :

(K:) the word is arabicized, (S, Msb, K, [but

in the last it is said, after the explanation of the

meaning, “ or it is arabicized,”]) from [the Per

sian] … [i.e. ºil: (TA) and is per

fectly decl., even if used as a proper name, in the

manner of a surname, because it was arabicized

in its indeterminate state, not like é- &c.,

which were arabicized in their determinate state,

and are not used by the Arabs indeterminately.

(S.)

3 - 0 3 - 22 -

J-ºl or Jº, [&c.] A manufacturer

[or seller] of -ºl. (TA.)

5 e o 2 p.

J. A man affected with the disease termed
5 , o, .)

*: (Mgh, Msb, K;) as also e-º-º. (Mºb,

TA.)

Jºjº

1. Jº, aor. , inf. n. Jº, i.a. Jº, aor. ,

inf. n. Jº (Msb:) [or rather, used allusively

. . of

for the latter verb: see Jºi. See also Jºv,

below.]

9. Jººl, inf n. Jº, He (a horse) was, or

became, marked nith small specks, called Jº,

differing from the rest of his colour. (S.)

Jº, in the hair of a horse, Small specks, dif:

fering from the rest of the colour; ($, K;) as

also "is (K) or both signify a colour in

n:hich one speck is red and another black or dust

coloured or the like. (TA.)-And hence, (TA,)

the former, (A, TA,) or W both, (K,) A nhiteness

that appears upon the nails. (Ibrāheem El-Har

bee, A, K.)— And the former, White specks in

the skin. (A.)- [See also 1.]

6 ... o.º. * ~ * .

àº; see Jºjº, in two places.

2 ” of

Jº : see Jºl.

Jº, applied to a horse, (S, K,) or to one of the

sort termed cºyº, (Lh,) Marked with the small

specks termed Jº; (Lh, S, K;) as also "J.2.

(K.) Also, ãº it: A ene, or she-goat, marked

with specks of various colours. (TA.) Andi

ãº A serpent black speckled nith nºbite, or

white speckled with black. (TA)—[Hence,

i. q. Jºi. fem. tº: pl. Jº (Msb:) [or

rather, used allusively forJº; for] Jedheemeh

(S, A, K.) Ibn-Málik (S, TA) Ibn-Fahm, (TA,)

the king [of El-Heereh], (K,) was surnamed
3 2 of 2 of

Jºy! in allusion to his being Joºl; (S, A, K,)

the Arabs fearing to apply to him this latter

epithet: (K:) or he was thus called because he

was marked with black or red specks caused by a
* 2 of - -

burn. (Kh.)— Jºel & A place of various

colours, abounding in plants or herbage : (K:)

and&Ji, and ãº iº, land, and a year,

in nihich is abundance of herbage (Ks, K) of
*~ o –

various colours; (Ks;) as also its, and Lºy.

(TA.)

exº

1. Jº, (S, [so in two copies, in one mentioned

by Freytag Jº, which is a mistake, M, Mºb,

K) aor. , (Mºb, K) inf n. Jº, (M, Mºb)

He (a man, S) was, º became, affected with

Joº [or leprosy (see Jojº below)]. ($, M, Msb,

K.) [See also Jºº.)

2. <!, J-Rº, (A,) inf. n. Jº, (K,) f He

shaved his head. (Ibn-'Abbād, A, $gh, K.)-

Jº Jº Jº, (TK) inf n, as above, (K)

#The rain fell upon the land before it n'as ploughed,

or tilled. (Ibn'-Abbād, Sgh, K.)

4. Joºl He begot a child that was J-º [or

leprous]. (K)=&ſ *~~ God rendered him,

or caused him to be or become, Joºl [or leprous].

(S, K.)

5. Jº J. He (a camel, A, TA) found

no pasture in the land nithout depasturing it;

(Sgh, K;) left no pasture in the land. (A.)

Jº, with fet-h, A certain small reptile (#33)

| that is in the well. (Ibn-'Abbād, $gh, K. [In

the CK, rºl Jº is put by mistake forjº Jº.])

[Perhaps it is the same as is called ---, (see this

word below,) which may be a vulgar pronuncia

tion; and if so, this may be the reason why the

author of the K has added, contr. to his usual

rule, “with fet-h.”]

Jº i. q. ié3 [A lizard of the species called

gecko, of a leprous hue, as its name Jerº indicates;
2%

so applied in the present day]; (TA;) and 3.1

"Jer, (M,) or "Jeſ, sº, (TA,) is a surname

of the same. (M., T.A.) [See also Jº; and see
- 2 of 3 - .7 ~ of - -

Jarºl Al-', voceJº and i.e.,.]

Jr. [Leprosy; particularly the malignant

species thereof termed “ leuce ; ”] a certain

disease, (S, TA,) well known, (TA,) which is a

nºhiteness; ($;) a nihiteness incident in the skin;

(M;) a whiteness nihich appears upon the ex

terior of the body, by reason of a corrupt state of

constitution. (A, K.)—f What has become nihite,

in a beast, in consequence of his being bitten. (K,

TA.)

i.e.: + i. º. iś; (Ish;) pl. Jº, (Ish, K)

which signifies White places, (ISh,) or portions

distinct from the rest, (K,) in sand, which give

gron'th to nothing. (ISh, K.).- The pl. also

signifies t The alighting-places of the jinn, or

genii : (K:) [reminding us of our fairy-rings:]

in which sense, also, it is pl. of i.e. (TA.)—

Also, the sing., t An aperture in clouds, or mist,

through n'hich the face of the sky is seen. (M,

TA.)

6 * > • 2 of 3 - * 2 of

à-eº see Coral el-, voce Joºl.

Jº A shining, or glistening; syn. Jº

(A, K) and &n. (A.)= Also A certain plant,

resembling the* [or cyperus], (AA, K,) gron

ing in channels of running mater. (AA.)=

Jºr *i; See Jºº.

0 - - , . 2 ” of o, 2 ºf

J. dim. of Jojº', q.v. = Jaejº 3ºl : see
.7 ~ y wº :

Jº-Je.Jw 371 is also the name of A certain

bird, othernise called axle, [so written in the TA,

without any syll. signs,] accord. to IKh, and

mentioned in the K in art. Jay. (TA.)

ia,2. A certain small reptile (i.e iš),

smaller than the ašjā; when it bites a thing, the

latter is not cured. (M., T.A.) [See also Jº;
• - ca 3 * J.

and see Joyal A-, voce Jºl

Jº [Leprous;] having the disease calledJº :

(S, M., K.) fem. Lº (M, Mºb :) pl. Jº

(Mºb, TA) and 32%. (TA)—Jºizuº, (S,

M, Msb, K,) the former word being decl., pre

fixed to the latter as governing it in the gen. case;
• 2 of a 2.

(S, Msb;) and Joºl Al-', as one word, the former

being indecl. with fet-h for its termination, and

the latter being imperfectly decl., (S, Msb,) in

this and in the former instance; (Msb;) and
• 2 of 32 - - -

Jerºl or ; (as in some copies of the Kin art. …;)

i. q. ié9. [The species of lizard described above,

voce Jil: (M, and so in the JK and K in art.
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&3:) or such as are large, of the 33 [whereof

āşş is the n. un.]: (A, Msb:) or [one] of the

large [sorts] of the 55: ($, K:) determinate, as

a generic appellation : (S, TA:) As says, I know

not why it is so called: (TA:) [the reason seems

to be its leprous hue: see Jºl its blood and

its urine have a wonderful effect when put into

the orifice of the penis of a child suffering from

difficulty in voiding his urine, (K, TA,) relieving

him immediately; (TA;) and its head, pounded,

when put upon a member, causes to come forth a

thing that has entered into it and become con

cealed therein, such as a thorn and the like: (K:)

the dual is -ºj ču (S M, Mºb, K.) and the

pl. is Ji X-, (§, M, A, Msh, K) ->

having no dual form nor pl.; (M;) or, (K,) or

sometimes, (Msb,) or if you will you may say,

(S,)Alsº, withoutmentioningJoºl; and*āº;

(S, Mºb, K5) and Jºl; ($, M, A, Msb, K.)

without mentioning2- : (S, Msb, K;) the last

of these ple, being as though formed from a rel. n.,

[namely, Jºl although without [the termina

tion) 5, like as they said J.J. [for igºſ).

(M)—Jº The moon. (A, Sgh, K) Iso

called because of its mottled hue.] You say, sº

Jº S. J-4. $ [I passed the night, none but

the moon cheering me by its presence]. (A, TA.)

—& i- A serpent having in it, (K,) i.e.,

in its skin, (M., T.A.) white places, distinct from

the general colour. (M, K, T.A.)—&J

! Land bare of herbage; (A;) of n!hich the herbage

has been depastured (K, TA) in some places, so

that it has become bare thereof. (TA.)

Jº

Q. 1. Jº, (inf. n. iº, TK,) He placed a

long stone (Jº) in the fore part (5!, q. v.,)

of his watering-trough. (Lth, K.)=[He gave

him a Jº, or bribe; he bribed him. (K.)

AndJº He was bribed. (TA.)

Q. 2. Jº; He received a Jºº. or] bribe.

(K.)

Jº A long stone; pl. J49. (S:) or a

broad stone: (TA in art. Ajº :) or a stone (Seer,

A, K) of an oblong form (A, TA) a cubit in

length, (Seer, TA,) or an iron, long, broad, and

hard by nature, (K,) not such as is made long, or

sharpened or made sharp-pointed, by men, (TA,)

with which the millstone is pecked (jić [i.e.,

nºrought into shape, and roughened in its surface,

by pecking]): so says Lth: (TA:) to this is

sometimes likened the muzzle, or fore part of the

nose and mouth, of a she-camel of high breed:

(Lth, TA:) [and hence,) it signifies also t the

muzzle, or fore part of the nose and mouth, of an

old bear : (TA:) some say that the dual signifies

two elongated stones, of the hardest kind, slender,

and sharp-pointed, with which the millstone is

pecked (ji: [explained above]). (TA.) Also,

(K,) accord. to Sh, (TA,) A pickaace, or stone

cutter's pick; syn. Jºe: (Sh, Mgb, K:) pl. as

above: accord. to IAar, mºhat is called in Persian

a.S.' [app. a mistranscription, or a dial. var., of

Jºll. (TA)= A bribe; syn. Sº, (Mºb,

K:) app. mentioned in the K as an Arabic word;

and if so, the pronunciation with fet-h to the J

is a vulgarism, since there is no such measure as

Jºſé : Abu-l-'Ala El-Ma'arree says that it is not

known in this sense in the [classical] language of

the Arabs; and it seems as though it were taken

from the same word signifying “an oblong stone;”

as though the bribe were likened to a stone that

is thrown : (TA:) or it seems as though it were

taken from the same word signifying a Jº

because therewith a thing is got out; (Msb;) and

so El-Munāwee asserts it to be : (TA:) pl. as

above. (Msb,K.) Hence the phrase, J.E." &#

[He tipt him the bribe; conveyed it to him in like

manner as one puts a morsel into another's mouth;

somewhat like our phrase he greased his fist].

(TA.) And the saying, J.Lº. * Jºkº

[Bribes render victoriousfalse allegations]: (M§b,

TA:) a prov. (Msb.)

#: 2 - d > *

J-9) Jºe A man having a long head. (A

in art. 53°.) -

&

1. J.- £, He ascended, or ascended upon,

the mountain. (TA.) – And axe-Le

nas, or became, superior to his companion; he

eaccelled him; (IAar;) he overcame him. (K.)

=3,..., (§, Mºb, K) aor. 4 (Mºb, MS, PS,
[accord. to the TA, which is followed in the

TK, *, which is evidently a mistake.) and&

aor. 4; (S.M.b. K;) and 82, aor. z 3. (śgh, K.)

inf. n. 832, (M, K,) which is of 82°, (TA,)

and icº, (S, M, Mºb, K.) which is of& [and

is the more common]; (Msb, TA;) He eaccelled

in knowledge, or courage, or other qualities :

(Msb:) or he eaccelled his companions in knon

ledge &c. : ($, K:) or he was, or became, accom

plished, perfect, or complete, in every eaccellence,

and in goodliness. (M, K.)

82° He

5. £ºu ex- He gave nºkat was not incum

bent, or obligatory, on him; he gave supereroga

torily : (K:) or he gave gratuitously, unashed,

or unbidden : (TA:) as though he affected àeſ,

[or excellence] therein, and generosity. (Z, TA.)

And29, ex He did, or performed, the thing,

or affair, disinterestedly; not seeking, or desiring,

a compensation. (Mgb.) And 3'-'. ex [He

engaged unbidden, or disinterestedly, in war

against unbelievers]. (Msb in art. &512.)

5 * - 9 .

axe ºf : see &?".

33% Anything overtopping. (IAqr.)– Ec

celling in knowledge, or courage, or other quali

ties : (Mºb :) or excelling his companions in

knowledge &c. : (S, K:) or accomplished, perfect,

or complete, in every eaccellence, and in goodliness:

(K.) fem, with 3. (K.) And 'iaº, applied

to a woman, (IAar,) Eccelling in goodliness, or

beauty, and in intelligence. (IAqr, K.) And

isjº, applied to a girl, Goodly, or beautiful.

(TA.)— &jº 2. A case, a state, or condition,

or an affair, eacalted, or of high estimation;

(TA;) goodly, or comely. (K, T.A.)–4–

ej9. A certain 2- [or asterism]. (TA, [in

which it is here said to be “of the Mansions,”

i.e., of the Mansions of the Moon; but it seems

that J-4, or the like, has been omitted by a

copyist; for it is said in art. Jºa-, (q.v.,) on

several authorities, to be not of the Mansions of

the Moon.])

* ~ of ~ 1

4. Jº! Jº This is larger, bigger, or more

bulky, than he, or it. (K, TA.)

2 we’.” - - - -

ley-ºo akaš He did it without its being incum

bent, or obligatory, on him; supererogatorily :

or gratuitously, unasked, or unbidden : or dis

interestedly; not seeking, or desiring, a compen

sation: syn. tºº. (S, K.)

Loº

Q. 1. &# <!. The tree put forth its

2-9 (pl. of ºil, (S) or its i.º. (M.K.)

6 y o P

Loº :

6 . n > y

| see what next follows.

àº;

6 x 32 6 * > 0 in

2,é andº (S,K) and "āº; and 'iº

(K) The calya of the fruit, or produce, of a tree:

(K:) and blossoms, or white blossoms, syn. 353,

(K, TA,) before they open : (TA:) or floners,

(S, and Msb in explanation of the first word in

art. Aj,) or the flower of a tree, (K,) before the

opening thereof: ($, Msb ubi suprā, K:) pl.

2-94. (S, TA.)–2-9, also signifies The heads,

Ol' tops; or round, high, slender tops; or peaks;

(tº ;) of mountains: (AZ, K.) sing. "is,%

(AZ, TA.)

* , a 6 p. º

3.25º : seeJº, in two places.

-

***

&#, (S, K,) also, accord. to Es-Suyootee,

with fet-h and with kesr to the first letter, and

Dmr says the like; [so that it is app. written

also *º, as it is commonly pronounced by

the vulgar, though it is generally said that there

is no word of this measure except Jºe: and

º v o 4 o' -- o

<º, like cº, for there is no word of the

measure Jº ;] but each of these two forms

requires proof; (MF;) [like the Hebr. Uyº,

which, accord. to Gesenius, is undoubtedly from

an AEthiopic root signifying “to spring,” “to

dance;” The flea ;] a certain insect (ºs),

resembling the J-º-; (TA;) well known: (K:)

[a coll. gen, n. : n, un, with 3:] pl. <<!º. (S.)

Jº

1. 3, , (§, Mgh, K.) aor. *, ($, Mgh,) inf. n.
6 p.m.

J5x, (S) or &r, (Mgh, K,) or this is a simple

subst, (S) and 3; and Cº., (K, TA, but in
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the CK 3.3, as in the S.) It (a thing, Mgh, K,

a sword, &c., S, and the dawn, K, TA) shone,

gleamed, or glistened. (S, Mgh, K, TA)—Also

said of a cloud, aor, as above, inf. n. Jºjº and

3. and &ºr;, It gleamed or shone [with light

ning]; and so "32, (JK) and "3.5 (K in

art tº-) And ãº º (§, Mºb, K) aor.

as above, (Mºb, TA) inf. n. Öº (As, S, Mºb,

K) and 3. (Mºb, TA) and 32, (K.) The shy

lightened; (Msb, K;) as also Y ~5,31 : (AO,

AA, K:) or gleamed or shone [neith lightning]:

(S, K:) or lightened much before rain; as also

* - 5). (TA in art. 2-3.) And & & The

lightning appeared. (K.)-And [hence] said of

a man, (JK, Mºb, K.) or 3,43 Jº, (S) : He

threatened; (JK, S, K;) or he threatened with

evil; (Msb;) [or he threatened and menaced;]

or he frightened ($ and K in art. Jºey) and threat

ened; ($ in that art. ;) and Y Jºl signifies the

same; (JK, Mºb, K.) and so 3 is ºf: (Ki)

or, accord. to As, Jºey! and Jyºl are not allowable.

(TA, and $ in art. Jºey, q.v.) But3. inf. n.

& said of a woman, (K,) orsº **, (S,)

means f She beautified ($ and A in art. Jºey, and

K) and adorned herself, ($, K,) [as also W <5.5,

(occurring in the K in art. Jºl, coupled with its

syn. <5)] and showed, or presented, herself,

(A in art. Jºey, and TA,) Us) to me: (A. in art.

Jºey:) or she eachibited her beauty intentionally:

(TA :) and * - 5, means the same, (Lh, K,)

inf. n. 3,3; (TA;) and so *-ā,": (Ki) you

say, Q-2-3 ** Y cºl f She beautified

herself in her face and the rest of her person:

(Lh, TA:) and*& * c 3).” She showed

her face. (JK, Ibn-'Abbād, K.) — Also, said

of a star, or an asterism, It rose. (Lh, K.) One

says,& J -º & u. &xi; º I will not

do it as long as the star, or asterism, [by which

may be meant the asterism of the Pleiades, rises

in the shy. (Lh, TA)—i.e., 3,..., (S) or 9.4,

(K,) The eye or eyes, or his eye or eyes, glistened,

($, K,) being raised, or firedly open : ($ :) or

became raised, or fiatedly open : occurring in the

Kur [lxxv. 7], accord. to one reading: (Fr, TA:)

or the eye, or his eye, became open by reason of

fright. (TA.) & has a. different meaning,

which see below. (S.)-stº, said of a she

camel, She put her tail between her thighs,

making it to cleave to her belly, nithout being

pregnant : (IAar, TA:) or she raised her tail,

and feigned herself pregnant, not being so; as

also '-º', (Lh,S,K) and 233 c 3.1: (TA:)

or ~59%) signifies she smote with her tail at one

time upon her culva and another time upon her

buttocks; and also, she feigned herself pregnant,

not being so. (JK)—3. He feared, so that

he was astonished or amazed or stupified, at seeing

the gleam of lightning : (TA voce2-4) or his (a

man's) sight became confused in consequence of his

looking at lightning. (Bdin lxxv. 7.) And hence,

(B4 ibid.) 23, 3}, (S, BJ) or º-, (K)
aor. “; ($, K;) and Jº, aor. *; (K;) or the

latter has [only] a meaning explained above;

(S;) inf. n. ãº, which is of the former verb;

(S;) accord. to the K, &: but this is wrong;

(TA;) and [of the latter verb.] 32%; (Lh, K.)

The eye or eyes, or his eye or eyes, became dazzled,

so as not to close, or move, the lid, or lids : (S,

K:) or became confused, so as not to see. (K.)

* 3. signifies also His eye or eyes, or his

sight, became weak whence su.35 <3, His

tno feet became neak. (TA.) Also & alone,

(TA,) inf. n.& (Fr, K, T.A.) He (a man, TA)

neas frightened; or he feared, or nas afraid :

(Fr, K, TA:) and he became confounded, or per

pleared, and unable to see his right course. (K.)

—é, said of a skin, aor. 2, (JK, K,) inf. n.

3. (J.K.) so in the O, in which, as in the IX,

the part. n., being ër, indicates that the verb

is like tº: (TA;) and & (K,) so in the L,

(TA) aor. (K) inf. h. 3, and 32%, thus

in the L, which indicates that the verb is like
- - -

2-a; ; (TA;) It became affected by the heat so

that its butter melted and became decomposed,

(AS, J.K, K,) and did not become compact. (K.)
2 - - - - - e - of o ~ x > * >

=ººl. 3), (JK) or º- > --> air, (S,

K) aor. , (JK) inf n. 3 (JK, s) and 3.3,

(L.) He poured upon the food, (JK,) or put

into it, (S,” K,) somen'hat, (JK,) or a small

quantity, ($, K,) of olive-oil (JK, S, K) or of

clarified butter. (S. K.) And 4 & 5, I made

his food [somewhat] greasy for him with clarified

butter. (TA.) And <> J. lºſ Pour ye

upon the neater a little olice-oil. ($)=-3,

2.s.l. aor. *, ($, K,) inf. n. 3. (S,) The sheep,

or goats, had a complaint in their bellies from

eating the& : ($, K:) and in like manner, J.S.

the camels. (TA.) ~ :

2. º.º. 3., (JK) or 9 a. 3, (TA) He

glistened with his eyes by reason of looking hard,

or intently. (JK, TA.") And are 3, inf. n.

&; He opened his eyes wide, and looked

sharply, or intently. (Lth, S, K.)—-5, said

of a woman: see 1.– And & He decorated,

or adorned, his place of abode. (El-Muårrij, K.)

-<5% <5. Thou madest a sign mith a thing,

that had nothing to verify it, [app. meaning thou

madest a false display, or a vain promise,] and

didst little (IAar.)—Also 32, (inf. n. as above,

TA,) He (a man) journeyed far. (El-Muårrij

K.)—Jºeº Jº & He persisted, or per

severed, in acts of disobedience. (El-Muårrij, K.)

—25 && The affair was unattainable, or

impracticable, to me. (K.)

4: see 1, in eight places. – Jyº!, (Aboo-Nasr,

S, K,) or*- Jº!, (JK,) said of a man, (Aboo

Nasr, J.K.S.) He made a sign neith his snºord

[by naving it about so as to make it glisten].

(Aboo-Nasr, J.K, S, K.)–And Jºel He betook

himself, or directed his course, tonards the light

ning. (TA.)- He entered into [a tract m'here

in was] lightning. (TA.)- He san, lightning.

(TA.) Tufeyl uses the phrase -á, - &; as

meaning They (women borne in vehicles upon

camels) san, the lightning of [the season, or the

rain, called] the Lä2,3-. (AAF, TA.) — He

rvas smitten, or assailed, or affected, by lightning.

(S, K)=& * [app. Fright, or fear,

made him to be confounded, or perpleared, and

unable to see his right way; see éºl. (TA.)—

[And hence, perhaps,J & Jºel He roused

the game, or chase. (K.)

5: see 1, in two places.

10. J.-) It (a place, and the horizon,) shone,

or gleamed, nith lightning. (TA.)

3. [Lightning ;] mºhat gleams in the clouds,

(TA) or, from the clouds; from 3, [in the first

of the senses explained above], said of a thing,

inf n. Išº and 3.x: (Bd in ii. 18) or an

angel's smiting the clouds, and putting them in

motion, in order that they may become propelled,

so that thou seest the fires [issue from them]:

(Mujáhid, K:) or a nihip of light nºith mhich

the angel drives the clouds: (I’Ab, TA:) sing. of

és, i.e., of the 3× of the clouds: (S. K.)

or it has no pl., being originally an inf. n. (Bd

ubi supra.) --- & and -* & and &

J- signify That ſlightning] which is nithout

rain. (S. [See also art. Jé-.)]

3. [Lizards of the species called] **, pl.

of J-3 (IAar, K.) [It is app. pl. of 32, or of

&#: more probably, I think, of the former;

from the raising of the tail, which is a habit of

those lizards.]= See also is.

& A lamb; syn. J.- ſq. v.] (S. K.) a

Persian word, (S,) arabicized ; (S, K;) ori

ginally 3, (Ki) pl. [of mult)& (S, K) and
* O. 6 - c.5

& and [of pauc.] Jyºl. (K.)

3. [part. n. of3× and particularly explained

as meaning A skin affected by the heat so that

its butter melts and becomes decomposed, (JK,

O, K,) and does not become compact. (K.)

ăș, [app. an inf. n. of un., signifying A flash

of lightning]. (M, TA in art. Jay3.)= A fit

of confusion, or perplearity, affecting one in such

a manner that he is unable to see his right course.

(K,” TA.)

ãº A quantity of lightning : (Bd in xxiv. 43,

TA:) pl. "é; (TA;) or [this is a coll. gen, n.,

of which the former is the n. un. ; or, probably,

it is a mistranscription, and the pl. is Jr., also

pronounced 3. (Bd ubi supra.) = Rugged

ground in nºbich are stones and sand and earth

miced together, ($, K, TA,) the stones thereof

mostly white, but some being red, and black, and

the earth white and of a whitish dust-colour, and

sometimes by its side are meadows (~~35) ; (TA;)

as also * 3.j and " tº (§, K, TA:) or a

portion of such land (~~) as is termed viſiº,

n:hich consists of tracts containing black stones

mired with nºbite sand, and which, when spacious,

is termed '3.j: (JK:) [and] a mountain miced

with sand; as also '3; (IAºr, TA) the pl.

of is is 3. (KTA) and 39.3 (JK, $3) and

that of "3," is 38, (JK, S, K) after the man

ner of a subst., because the quality of a subst.

is predominant in it; (TA;) and that of *.G,

is $394. (As, IAar, $, K.) The 3, of the
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country of the Arabs are more than a hundred;

and are distinguished by particular adjuncts, as
• 23 x > or ~ : x ~ 0 ,

su.}} aş, and J5-S1 aſſº &c. (K.) One says

aş. 343 [A hedge-hog of a 35-ºl, like as one

says a 34- -3. (S.)-[The colour denoted
º 22 of

by the epithet &l: in a mountain, a mixture of
- ~ O - * 2 of

blackness and n:hiteness: see #Vºsa-, voce J-Re-l.]

=Paucity of grease or gravy (JK,TA) in food.

(TA.)

Öğ. Shining much in the body: (JK, K:)

applied to a man. (J.K.)= Locusts when they

become yellon, and have variegated stripes or

streaks : (JK:) or locusts that are variegated

(K, TA) neith rhite and black : (TA:) [a cºll.

gen. n. :] n. un, with 3. (K.)– [See also Śr,

of which it is a pl.]

5 in o.o. - ... : **

3.3% (K,) with damm, (TA,) [vulg. Jº,

The plum; or] small Jeº-l [or plums]; (K;)

known in Syria by the name of Jºle-: (TA:)

and (as some say, TA) the U-3-2 [or apricot]:

a post-classical word [probably arabicized from
o no. - -

the Persian jº, which is applied to both the

fruits above mentioned]. (K.).

3% A certain beast nihich Mohammad rode

on the night of the ascension [to heaven]; ($,

Msb,” K;) or nihich the apostles ride in ascending

to heaven; resembling a mule; (Msb;) or less

than the mule, but greater than the ass: (K:) so

called because of the intense whiteness of his hue,

and his great brightness; or because of the quick

ness of his motion; in respect of both of which

he is likened to lightning. (TA.)

3× A she-camel raising her tail, and feigning

herself pregnant, not being so; as also "é.

(S, K:) and "3," a she-camel putting her tail

between her thighs, making it to cleave to her

belly, not being pregnant: (IAar, TA:) pl. of

the first 3. (TA;) and of the second &2%.

(S, K.) The Arabs say, *ē, Jºãº &-Jº

3× & [Let me alone and cease from thy

lying and thy sin like the she-camel's raising of

her tail and feigning herself pregnant when she is

not so]: JºJº, being in the accus. case as an

inf. n. : i.e., thou art in the predicament of the

she-camel that raises her tail so as to make one

imagine her to be pregnant when she is not so.

(TA.) The pl. 3. is also applied to scorpions,

as meaning Raising their tails like the she-camel

termed J59. (TA.)- Also, applied to a man,

Fearful, or timid; (JK;) or conardly. (TA.)

35; A certain kind of plant (JK, $) which

camels do not feed upon eaccept in cases of neces

sity; (JK;) a small, feeble tree, which, when

the sky becomes clouded, gron's green: (K:) n. un.

with 3: (S, K:) it was described by an Arab of

the desert to AHn as follows: a feeble, juicy

plant, having slender branches, at the heads of

nvhich are small envelopes (jū- Jeº) like

chick-peas, in nºbich is a kind of black grain : its

feebleness is such that it withers on the spot when

the sun becomes hot upon it : and nothing feeds

upon it; but men, when they are afflicted neith

dearth, or drought, express from it a bitter juice,

then work it together, or knead it, with Jººs [or

colocynths, or the pulp, or seeds, thereof.], or some

other thing, and eat it; but it is not eaten alone,

because it occasions eaccitement: it is one of the

plants that are plentiful in time of drought and

scarce in time of fruitfulness; nhen copious rain

falls upon it, it dies; and when we see it to have

become abundant, and coarse, or rough, we fear

drought : accord. to another of the Arabs of the

desert, the aß. is a bad kind of herb, or legumi

nous plant, that gron's among the first of the herbs,

or leguminous plants : it has a reed like the lou

[so I render lou.J. Jºe 4:25 U.), but I think that the

right reading is, bºl Jº- J-45 tº it has twigs

like mºhips, agreeably with the description next

preceding, in which it is said to have slender

branches,) and a black fruit, or produce. (TA.)

Hence, iás, &- }<: [More grateful than a

barmakah] ; (S, K ;) because it grows green when

it sees the clouds, (S,) or by means of the least

moisture falling from the sky: (TA:) a prov.

(S.) And #5, &- i...ºf [Weaker than a bar

wakah]. (TA.)

Jº [accord. to the Mgh and K an inf. n. of

& but accord. to the S a simple subst.,] A

shining, gleaming, glistening, glitter, lustre, bril

liancy, or splendour. ($, K, T.A.)

iá,2. Milk upon which is poured a little grease

or clarified butter: (ISk, S, K:) or food in

n:hich is milk: and such as has a little clarified

butter, and grease, put into it: (TA:) or food

that has a little olive-oil poured upon it: (JK :)

or condiment in which is put a little olive-oil or

grease : (L:) pl. &: (JK, S, L, K;) with

which "3,43 (pl. of '32,3] is syn., (L, TA)

applied to food (S, TA) in which is put a little

olive-oil or clarified butter: ($) or '32; sig

nifies the grease in a cooking-pot: and mater

with a little olive-oil poured upon it; and "Jºjº

is its pl. (J.K.) -

35. Shining, gleaming, or glistening, much, or

intensely. (TA.) See also &24, and 3,4–

ūtº& Jº A young man whose middle pairs

of teeth are beautiful and bright, glistening, when

he smiles, like lightning : meant to imply cheer

fulness of countenance. (TA.)- ãº, A woman

characterized by beauty and splendour or bril

liancy [of complexion or skin]: (K,” TA:) or,

as some say, who shows her beauty intentionally.

(TA) (see &pi;]

39. A certain plant also called Jº [i. e.

the asphodel, called by both these names in the

present day]: the eating of its fresh, juicy stalk,

boiled neith olive-oil and vinegar, counteracts

jaundice; and the smearing with its root, or

loner part, removes the two kinds of 3. [q. v.].

(K.)

3% Shining, gleaming, or glistening. (Mgh.)

— Clouds (*~) having, or containing, [or

emitting, lightning. (S.) You say also iº

iš, [A cloud having, or emitting, lightning]:

(ś, TA:) and "ā; al- signifies the same

[but in an intensive manner: see 35). (TA.)

- #;" f Swords: (S, K, TA:) so called because

of their shining, or glistening : (TA:) pl. 3 º:

(JK, Ham p. 3063) applied to swords and other

weapons. (Ham ubi supra.) Hence the trad. of

‘Ammār, aſſº -ji- II Paradise is beneath

the swords] ; (JK, TA;) meaning, in warring in

the cause of God. (JK.) You also say, <!,

ãº, meaning I san, the shining, or glistening,

of the weapons. (Lh, T.A.)- See also jºy.

és, (JK,Mgh) with ſet-h to the -, (Mgh)

Or és, with damm, (K,) A certain thing, or

substance, that is put into dough, (JK, Mgh,

TA,) and causes it to become inflated; (Mgh;)

or into flour; (TA voce 9, ;) [or this is a

particular kind thereof, as appears from what

follows: accord. to Golius, nitrum and aphro

3 .

nitrum: but] it is of four kinds; Ju [or the

mater-kind], and Jº- [or the mountain-kind],

and &: [or Armenian], and&* [or Egyp

tian], nihich is the J521-3 ſq. v., i.e. natron]:

(K:) the best thereof is the Jºy!; and this is

said to be meant by the term when it is used abso

lutely: this is called also ièual és. [a term

now applied to boraz, as is 3,3° alone, and -

ãual], because it polishes silver well [or because of

its use in soldering]; the dust-coloured hind thereof

is called&jº- 3× [the J33, of the bakers, or

makersoftread] : theJºlaj is the red kind thereof:

and there is a kind thereof having an oily quality:

and a kind consisting of thin butyraceous frag

ments; and this, if light and hard, is theJº

and the best thereof is that which is produced in

Egypt : (TA:) bruised, or pondered, the belly is

smeared with it, near to a fire, and it expels

norms: and moistened with honey or neith oil of

jasmine, the male organs of generation are anointed

with it, for it is excellent for the venereal faculty.

(K.)=Also A man in rhom one does not trust,

or confide ; pl. 3's. (JK.)

&js (or§ 4 ºr of 32 (or 33.

(TA.)

3. A rope (J-) having tro colours; (S,

O;) twisted with a black strand and a nihite

strand : (JK:) and in like manner, (JK,) a

mountain (J.-JK, K) in which are two colours,

(K, TA,) black and white : (TA:) and (so in

the S, but in the K “or,”) anything having

blackness and whiteness together. (S, K.) You

say & J-5 and ić. Jºe [A black and white

he-goat and she-goat]: ($, K:) and āş, it: a

ene whose white wool is cleft, or divided, by black

flocks [or streaks]: (K:) égi and 3. applied

to sheep or goats are like & and ăț, applied

to beasts of the equine kind, and &# and iſsi, to

dogs. (Lh, TA)—ić, is also a name given to

An eye; (S, M ;) because it has blackness and

whiteness mingled in it: (M, TA:) dual Jºsé.

(TA.) And š.& signifies An eye black in

the iris, with nºbiteness [of the rest] of the bulb.

(TA)—iº iss, A meadow, or garden, in
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which are tro colours. (TA)—see also išº,

in seven places—é. also signifies A certain

bird. (Tekmileh, K.)- And [the pl.] dº is

used as a name for The [locusts, or crickets,

termed] -stº- (IB, TA)= Also A certain

Persian medicine, good for the memory. ($gh, K.)

&#, a Persian word, (ś, Msb,) arabicized,

($, Msb, K,) originally 323 -1; (CK; [in a MS.

copy of the K and in the TA, incorrectly, US, -ſil)

[A enver, such as is used for wine, and also such

as is used for mater to be poured on the hands;

each having a long and slender spout, and a

handle;] a nell-known vessel; (TA;) a ressel

having a spout (Mgh, and Bd and Jel in lvi. 18)

and a handle : (Bd and Jel ibid.:) accord. to Kr,

al j,é; and so says AHn in one place; but in

another he says that it is like a j9° : (TA:) [it

is somen'hat like a j9e with the addition of a

spout :] pl. dº (S, Msb) [and sometimes

isjºil-A snºord such as is termed Y &:

(K ;) i. e. (TA) a snºord that shines, gleams, or

glistens, much, or intensely: ($, Kr:) or simply a

sword: or, as some say, a bon; : (JK:) or it

signifies also a bon, in nihich are& [or places

differing in colour from the rest, and, app., glis

tening]: (K:) thus, accord. to Az, in a verse of

'Amr Ibn-Ahmar; but correctly, accord. to Sgh,

it has there the first of the significations explained

signifies a snºord having much lustre, and much

diversified with wavy marks or streaks, or in its

grain. (TA.)- A noman n-ho is beautiful, and

splendid, or brilliant, (Lh, JK, K, TA,) in colour

[or compleation]: (Lh, TA:) or, as some say, nylo

- - - - - 2 o

in this sentence: and it is said, also, that Jºl

shows her beauty intentionally. (TA.) [See also

#5 (voce 35).]

&idim of 3:1, 4 v. G. K.)

3,…, (IDrd, 5, K, &c.) sometimes with the

conjunctive !, (TA,) Thicktº [or silk brocade]:

(Ed-Dahhak, S, K, and so Bd and Jel in xviii. 30,

&c. :) or 2-ºx made [or internoven] nºith gold:

(K:) or closely-noven, thick, beautiful&º made

[or internoven] with gold: (TA:) or closely

woven cloths, or garments, of silk, like z-\ºx :

(IDrd, K.) or thick silk : (IAth, TA:) or a red

thong cut from an untanned skin (º- #33), (IS

though it were [composed of] pieces ofbon-strings,

or chords: (Ibn-'Abbād, K:) it is an arabicized

word, (IDrd, S. K.) from ... (IDrd, K

with º sº §§ TAº," º;

sian, ($, TA) in which 2- and 2: signify

“thick,” absolutely, whence º:- and sº are

particularly applied to signify “thick &ºe=,” and

then the latter is arabicized by substituting J for

the 2 : so says Esh-Shiháb El-Khafájee: or the

and U- and tº are augmentative, and it is men

tioned in the present art. in the $ and K as

though this were the case, agreeably with the

form of its dim., which is said by J and in the K

to be "3:1: for in forming the dim., a word is

reduced to its root. (TA.)

6 x 6. * . . 22 - .

J5x; ; pl. Jºjº see aſſº, in four places.

3. [A shining, gleaming, or glistening : or a

time thereof]. You say,cº 3,4- * à- [He

came at the shining, &c., or at the time of the

shining, &c., of the danºn; or] when the danºn.

shone, or gleamed, or glistened. (K, T.A.. [In the

latter, Jr… is said to be here a meemee inf. n.])

5 oz. 5 p.

3> see J5x.

* -

U-ºxº

Q. 1. 43. (S, A, TA) inf n, i-º, (TA)

He variegated it with divers, or different, colours;

(S, TA;) from Jºsſ, ºi, the bird so called: ($)

or he adorned him, or it. (A) [See also is,

below.]— Hence, &; Jºãº +He embellished his

saying. (Harp. 235.)

Q. 2. Jºš, ; He adorned himself (A, K) with

various colours. (K.) You say, tº Jº; He

o ~~

adorned himself nºith various colours for us: (K:)

or nith various colours of every kind. (TA.)

And <<5. She assumed various colours; or

she varied in dispositions: syn. sº. (A.) And

<! Jº; The house, or chamber, or tent, be

came variegated. (TA.) And §§g ~~39.3 The

countries became adorned with various colours;

fromJº si. (TA.)

Jº A certain bird, (S, K,) different from

that called Jºãº sº (K, accord. to the TA, [for

we there read 3-1 jºu, ; the bird called Jºš9, 99

having been mentioned before; but in the CK,

in the place of 3-1, we find **i. i.e., green;])

of small size, ($,TA,) that assumes various colours,

of the kind called 2-, (TA,) like the sparron,

(S, TA,) and called 3.9% (S, K) by the people

of El-Hijáz: (S, TA:) but Az states his having

heard certain of the Arabs of the desert call it 3.

Jºãº. (TA.)

i:3. The diversity of colour of that nihich is
* - of

termed Jºl. (K.) [See also 1.]

Jºãº .# A certain bird that assumes tarious

colours; ($ ;) a small nild bird, like the J.A.3 [or

hedgehog, but Jºš is probably a mistranscription

for 23, or lark], the upper part of whose feathers

is dust-coloured (3:1, as in the K, accord. to the

TA), or n-hite (jii, as in some copies of the K),

and the middle red, and the longer part black, so

that when it is roused, or provoked, it ruffles its

feathers and becomes variously changed in colour:

(Lth, K:) or a certain bird that is found in the

trees called suae, and the colour of nihich is

betnſeen blackness and n:hiteness, having sia: 23;

[or primary feathers], three on each side, heavy

in the rump, that makes a noise nºith its nings

nºhen it flies, and assumes various colours: (IKh:)

a certain variegated bird. (TA in art. 3:1.)—

[Hence,) Jºãº: * +He is varying, or variable,

in dispositions. (A, TA.)

Jº jº- The neighbour that is variable

in his actions; like Jºg jº). (IAºr, TA

in art. 39-.)

&

Q. 1. 4.3% ($, K.) inf n, iº, (TA) He

attired him nºith a& ($, K:) and 39-J'&

**. (Msb.)-

<- & [He veiled his beard mith a &:

he attired the noman rith a

he assumed the gie of such as near the &;

(TA;) i. e. tºº, jue [he became effeminate,

or a catamite]. (K, T.A.) A poet says,

o . ~ or . . o. . o. 2 o' -- or ºf

# <<5, & J.; tº jºi *

+ Jºãº º sº, sº +

[Dost thou not see that Keys, Keys-'Eylán, have

veiled their beards, and sold their arron's for

spindles?]. (TA)—uazu tº gº, (K) inf. n.

as above, (TA,) f He struck such a one neith the

staff, or stick, between his ears, (K, TA,) so that it

became like the& upon his head. (TA.)

Q. 2. &: He attired himself nith a &:

(S, K :) and < *ś she (a woman) attired her

self with a& (Msh.)

º “ c.7

&* :

& (IAºr, S, Mgh, Mºb, K) and '85,

(IAar, S, Msb, K,) but some disallow this latter,

(Msb,) and Y £35, (IAar, S, K,) but AHát

disallows this, as well as the second, (TA,) A

thing pertaining to nomen and to horses or similar

beasts, (K,) or to horses or similar beasts and to

the nomen of the Arabs of the desert; ($;) a

thing nºith n·hich a noman veils her face; (Msb;)

having in it two holes for the eyes: (Lth:) a

small piece of cloth, or rag, pierced for the eyes,

norn by horses or similar beasts and by the nomen

of the Arabs of the desert: (Mgh :) [or, accord.

to the general fashion of the present time, a long

strip of cotton or other cloth, black, blue, or of

some other colour, or n:hite, concealing the nhole

of the face of the noman nearing it, eccept the

eyes, and reaching nearly to the feet, suspended

at the top by a narron, band, or other fastening,

n:hich passes up the middle of the forehead, and

n!hich is sented, as are also the troo upper corners,

to a band n:hich is tied round the head, beneath

the head-veil: (see my “Manners and Customs
* -- o z

of the Modern Egyptians,” ch. i. :)] Wäº, if

correct, is a more particular term: . (Mgh :) ...the

pl. is &#9. (Lth, Mºb.) [See -ü.] —[&ºr;,

The curtain of the door of the Kaabek.]– See

also&

&: see what next follows.

see what next follows.

& (S, K,” TA,) imperfectly decl., (S, TA,)

and W& (Fr, Az, Ibn-'Abbād,) of a rare form,

like ex-> (Fr, Az,”) or& and "&#31, (K,”

TA,) but perhaps this last is a mistranscription,

for &, (TA,) a name of The heaven, or sky :

(Fr.:) or the seventh heaven : (AAF, S, K:) or

the fourth heaven: (Lth, Az, K.) or the first

heaven; (K;) i. e. the lowest heaven: IDrd

says, so they assert; and in like manner says
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IF; and he says, the p is augmentative, the

radical letters being 2 & 2, for every heaven is
º .

termed &#9, and the heavens [together] are

5 - o ż

termed ãasji: (TA:) or the lowest heaven is

termed &l. (S, TA.) [See an ex. voce 3-.]

ãº: - … o.p.

g º: | See &#.

&* :
6 . . * 2°-2 3.

&Jº, (TA) or ºff, (Mgh)
A horse having what is termed aas,” 5, & : (TA:)

or a horse having the n-hole of his face white.

(Mgh.) And is,.. it: A sheep, or enre, having

the head white. (S, K.)

2 *.9 - > * *

ax5,-e 3,8. A blaze, or nhiteness, on the face

of a horse, occupying the nhole of his face, eaccept

that he looksGº [for which is: is erroneously

substituted in the CK]) in blackness; (S, L, K;)

[i. e.] this whiteness passing don’nnards to the

cheeks nithout reaching to the eyes. (L., T.A.)

Jr.

. 1, 9, (S, Mºb, K) aor. , (§, TA) inf. n.

3)3]. ($, Mgh, Msb, K) and 99.5, (K,) said of

a camel, (S, Mgh, Msb,) i. q. £º [i. e. He

lay don'n, or kneeled and lay don'n, upon his

breast, nith his legs folded]; (S, K;) he made

his breast to cleave to the ground; (Mgh;) he

fell upon his Jº, i.e. breast; (Msb;) he thren,

his 3), i.e. breast, upon the ground; (TA;)

and in like manner, * 9, (TA, and so in some

copies of the K.) inf. n. *:::. (TA.) And

ãº ~€, The ostrich lay upon its breast.

(TA) And 9, is also said of a lion, and of a

man. (K voce Jaej.) [Of the latter, one also

says, **, Jº 3, . He fell, or *t himself,

upon his knees; he kneeled.] The Jº of a man

praying, which is forbidden, is The putting donn

the hands before the knees, after the manner of

the camel [when he lies down; for the latter falls

first upon his knees, and then upon his stifle

joints]. (Mgh.)— Hence, i. e., from the verb

said of a camel, inf. n. 99rº, (TA,) He, or it,

(i.e. anything, S,) was, or became, firm, steady,

steadfast, or fired; continued, remained, or stayed;

(S, K;) in a place : (TK:) [and so, app., with -

for its aor. ; for] you say, Júl, Jr., aor. : , [He

was, or became, firm, &c., jor the purpose of

fighting,) and in like manner Jº, aor. *. (TA.

[See also a similar signification of 8.])– t It

(the night) was, or became, long, or protracted;

as though it did not quit its place. (A and TA

in art. J-aş.)—See also 8, in two places.

2 : see 1.=4.;: also signifies The praying

for aejº, (§, K, TA) for a man, &c. (TA)

You say, alie < * , inf. n. 42% I said to

him, 4.1% Af Jú [orº &c., God bless thee!

&c.]. (TA.) And 2-1. Jºe Jr. He prayed

for, or invoked, a blessing on the food. (TK.)

3. <ſe 30,\ He kept, or applied himself, con

stantly, or perseveringly, to it; (Lh, K) namely,

an affair, (TA in art. Jake-,) or commerce, or

Bk. I.

traffic, &c. (Lh,TA)= 43 ºf Jº, (Fr. S,

Msb, K,) and 4, and Jºſé, ($, K,) and 4éjú,

(Fr. S. K.) inf n, i=jº, (TK.) [God bless,

beatify, felicitate, or prosper, thee;] God put

in thee, (TA,) give thee, make thee to possess,

(T, K,) aë, [i. e. a blessing, good of any kind,

prosperity or good fortune, increase, &c.). (TA,

TK) -. J. Jºs º-, Jé º (in a
trad., TA,) means Continue Thou, or perpetuate

Thou, (O God,) to Mohammad and to the family

of Mohammad the eminence and honour n:hich

Thou hast given them : (K, TA:) [or still bless

or beatify, or continue to bless or beatify, Moham

mad &c.: though it may well be rendered simply

bless or beatify &c. :] Az says that it is from

4, said of a camel, meaning “he lay down upon

his breast in a place and clave thereto.” (TA.)

And sº e ū * …ii, in another trad.,

means [O God, bless us] in the state to which

death will bring us. (TA.) The Arabs say to

the beggar, 43 95. [Mayest thou be blest;

and, in the present day, 43 Jú & God bless

thee]; meaning thereby to repel him; not to

pray for him : and by reason of frequency of

usage of this phrase, they have made **): 8.

noun: a poet [in Haru 85-Mall Jºjº (app. Sherees,

not Shereesh, El-'Adawee), in the TA Aboo

Fir’own, says,

3 * >

- ſ:3 +

+

* . . * * *
* ~ *

Jºãº º col

* Jºe u-º-º-º: -

[She imagines that the saying “Mayest thou be

blest” will suffice me nhen I go forth stretching

out my right hand for an alms]. (Harp. 378.

[This verse is differently cited in the TA; for there,

instead of &las and st-e-jā-, we find -- and

$544.])—[You also say of a man, 23 Jyº,

and 4, &c., meaning He blessed him; i.e. he

prayed God to bless him.]– See also 6.

4. ael He made him (namely, a camel,) to

lie donºn [or kneel and lie donºn] upon his breast.
* ~~~~ * > 0 , of

(S, K.) You say, Jr.; a £ºl I made him to

lie donºn upon his breast, and he lay don’n upon

his breast : but this is rare: the more common

• 22 ozo, 2 × 0 , ;

phrase is z-U-Us assºſ. (S.)= See also 8.=

*; us [How blessed is he, or it!] is an instance

of a verb of wonder with a passive meaning [and

irregularly derived]. (TA.)

5. Jº i, q & Cº [He had a blessing:

and he was, or became, blest; by means of him,

or it: so accord. to explanations of º: in the

KL: but very often signifying he looked for a

blessing by means of him, or it; he regarded him,

or it, as a means of obtaining a blessing; he

augured good from him, or it; as cº being

opposed to * Atti; as in the K in art. Jºlo, and

in Bd in xvii. 14, &c.]: ($, K.) and WJ,Uj

º He augured good from the thing. (Lth,

K.) One says so of a man. (K in art. e-)

And one says, Aſ...t. Jr., [He looked for a

blessing by means of uttering the name of God,

or saying **]. (Ksh, on the 4-w; &c.)

6. J,Uj, accord. to Zj, is an instance ofJété

[as quasi-pass of Jets, i.e., ofJº, like as set;

is of Jeº.] from ièg; and so say the lexico

logists [in general]. (TA.) [Hence, Aſ Jyº

means [Blessed is, or be, God; or] hallowed is,

or be, God; or far removed is, or be, He from

every impurity or imperfection, or from everything

derogatory from his glory; (K;) or highly to

be eacalted, or extolled, is God; or highly exalted,

or ea tolled, be He; (Abu-l-‘Abbās, TA;) greatly

to be magnified is God; or greatly magnified be

He : (TA:) or i. q. * @@, like Jää and Jää,

except that Jelš is trans, and Jeº is intrans.:

($:) accord. to IAmb, it means [that] one looks

for a blessing by means of [uttering] his name

(** 3:) in every affair, or case: accord.

to Lth, it is a phrase of glorification and magnifi

cation : (TA :) or 30,05 signifies He is abundant

in good; from ié, J., which is “abundance of

good:” or He eacceeds everything, and is eacalted

above it, in his attributes and his operations;

because â€3. implies the meaning of increase,

accession, or redundance: or He is everlasting;

syn. Als; from *J. Jº jº Jº [“the con

tinuing of the birds at the water”]; whence

ié, J., because of the continuance of the water

therein; the verb is invariable [when thus used,

being considered as divested of all signification

of time, or used in an optative sense]; and is not

employed [in any of the senses above] otherwise

than in relation to God: (Bd in xxv. 1:) it is an

attributive peculiar to God. (K)—º J}\;:

see 5.

8. Jºel He (a man) thren, his J. [i.e. breast

upon the ground (as the camel does in lying

down), or upon some other thing]. (S.)- He

(a sword-polisher) leaned upon the polishing-in

strument, (K,) on one side. (TA.) And He (a

horse) inclined on one side in his running. (TA:

[accord. to which, this is from what next follows.])

– He hastened, or sped, and strove, laboured,

or eacerted himself, in running : (S, K:) and

* 9.4, inf. n. Jº, (K,) or, as some say, this is

a subst. from the former verb, (TA,) He strove,

laboured, or eacerted himself. (K.)- + It (a

cloud) rained continually, or incessantly: (TA:)

and it…] <-eyºl t the sky rained continually;

as also '-º', (K) and " -erl; but $gh

says that the first of these three is the most

correct. (TA) And il-ºil-e-. The cloud

rained vehemently. (K, T.A.).-** Jº 90°),

and <ſe, f He detracted from his reputation,

censured him, or impugned his character, and

reviled him, (K, TA,) and laboured in vitupe

rating him. (TA.) -- Jº serºl They

fell upon their knees in battle, and so fought one

another. (K,TA. [Seeñéſ, below.])=4<=x<!

I prostrated him, or thren, him donºn prostrate,

and put him beneath my J. [i.e. breast]. (S.)

§: Many camels: ($, K:) or a herd of

camels lying donºn upon their breasts: (K:) or

any camels, males and females, lying down upon

their breasts by the nater or in the desert by

reason of the heat of the sun or by reason of

25
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satiety: (TA:) or all the camels of the people

of an encampment, that return to them from

pasture in the evening, or afternoon, to whatever
number they may amount, even if they le thou

sands : (Ki) one thereaf is termed " J}\, : (K3)

the two words being like3- and Jetſ, (TA;)

fem. * = \,: (K:) pl. Jº, ($, K,) i.e., pl.

of §. (5)=Also, (S, Mºb, K) and "ière,

which is with kesr, (S, K,) The breast ($, Msb,

K) of a camel: (Msb, TA:) this is the primary

signification : (TA:) as some say, the former

signifies the breast of the camel with which he

crushes a thing beneath it : (TA :) and (K)

accord. to Lth, (TA,) the latter is the part meat

to the ground of the skin of the breast of the

camel; (or, as in the 'Eyn, of the skin of the

belly of the camel and of the portion of the breast

next to it; TA;) as also the former: (K:) or, as

some say, the former is the middle of the breast,

where [the two prominences of flesh called] the

Jú-3 conjoin at their upper parts: (Ham

p. 66:) or the latter is pl. of the former, like

as i.e. is of Cº- or the former is of man;

and the latter, of others : or the former is the

interior of the breast; (or, as Yaakoob says, the

middle of the breast; TA;) and the latter, the

eacterior thereof: (K:) or the former is the

breast, primarily of the camel, because camels lie

down (3,5) upon the breast; and metaphorically

of others. (Ham p. 145.)— Hence, *:::1 3.

! The first part of ninter; (L, TA;*) and the

main part thereof. (L.)– And hence, (TA,)

Jºl is an appellation applied to f The stars

composing the constellation of the Scorpion, of

which are Jº and Jºël and Já and

ăși [the 16th and 17th and 18th and 19th of

the Mansions of the Moon], which rise [aurorally]

in the time of intense cold; as is alsoAsºº : (L,

TA:*) or, accord. to IF, to a º of the 1.5i

of jº-3 because the 1931 thereof do not set

[aurorally] without there being during their period

a day and a night in which the camels lie upon

their breasts (§3) by reason of the vehemence

of the cold and rain. (TA.)

º o jº

Jr. :

9, 2

see Jr.

6 * o

See aerº.

3. Itemaining fired (3)() at, or by, a thing.

(IAar, K.) So in the phrase ß --Jé Jº

[Remaining fired at, or by, the side of the vessel],

in a verse describing a [gluttonous] man, who

swallows closely-consecutive mouthfuls. (IAar.)

–flincubus, or nightmare; as also "3.3%. (K.)

—t A conard; and so Y the latter word. (K,

TA.)=Also, [and by contraction *3, as in a

verse cited in the M and TA in art. Jays,| A

name of the month as:- 33; (AA, K5) one of

the ancient names of the months. (AA.)

º; ... o.º.

ié, (§, K) or "àº, (Mºb) A certain

aquatic bird, nihite, (S, Msb, K,) and small :

(K:) [the former applied in Barbary, in the

present day, to a duck :] pl. Jº (S, Msb, K) and

&le; and & - 9. and [pl. of pauc.] Jºi; (K;)

or, in the opinion of ISd, Jºel and Jºey are

ple of the pl. [º]. (TA)

ié, A mode, or manner, ofJº [i.e. of a

camel's kneeling and lying down upon the breast];
9 - O ºf , o

(S,” O,” K;) a noun like a <>, and ā-Me-. ($,
O.) One says, aşū 3. ié, • * 0.

good is this she-camel's manner of lying donym on

the breast !]. (S.)= See also J.-A Jº

[i. e. watering-trough or tank]: (K:) or the like

thereof, (S, TA,) dug in the ground, not having

raised sides constructed for it above the surface of

the ground; (TA) and "3, signifies the same:

(Lth, K:) said to be so called because of the

continuance of the water therein: (S:) pl. Jº,

(S, Mºb, K.) which Az found to be applied by the

Arabs to the tanks, or cisterns, that are con

structed with baked bricks, and plastered with

lime, in the road to Mekkeh, and at its watering

places; sing. ié, and sometimes a 34-yº is a

thousand cubits [in length], and less, and more:

but the watering-troughs, or tanks, that are made

for the rain-water, and not cased with baked

bricks, are called£º, sing. 3.- : (TA) [i.e.,

often signifies a basin; a pool; a pond; and a

lake: and in the present day, also a bay of the

sea ; and a reach of a river :] also a place where

water remains and collects, or collects and stag

nates, or remains long and becomes altered. (ISd,

K.) -

ié, [A blessing ; any good that is bestoned:

by God; and particularly such as continues and

increases and abounds :] good, (Jel in xi. 50,) or

prosperity, or good fortune, (Fr, K,) that pro

ceeds from God: (Fr, in explanation of the pl. as

used in the Kur xi. 76:) increase; accession;

redundance; abundance, or plenty; (S, Msb, K,

Kull;) whether sensible or intellectual : and the

continuance of divinely-bestoned good, such as is

perceived by the intellect, in, or upon, a thing :

(Kull:) or firmness, stability, or continuance,

coupled with increase : (Ham p. 587:) or in

creasing good: (Bd in xi. 50:) and abundance

of good; implying the meaning of increase, acces

sion, or redundance : (Bd in xxv. 1:) or abundant

and continual good: (so in an Expos. of the Jámi'

es-Sagheer, cited in the margin of a copy of the

MS:) and, accord. to Az, God's superiority over

everything. (T.A.)

ãe, see iº.

99, Jº, (S,K,”) like Zuº, (K) said in war,

or battle, (S,) means l,é; [Be ye firm, steady,

or steadfast : in the CK, erroneously, ºil.

($, K.)

92% A woman that marries having a big son

($, K) of the age of puberty. (S.)

92. A hasting, speeding, striving, labouring,

or eacerting oneself, in running; a subst. from

Jºl: and inf. n. of9, in a sense in which it is

explained above with the former verb. (K: but

see 8.)

6 • º, , , ,

** : see Jyº-e.

iſeſ, (S,K) and āś(TA) Firmness, steadi

&- us [How'

ness, or steadfastness, in war, or battle ; (IDrd,

S;) and a striving, labouring, or exerting oneself

[therein]; from 32%) [inf n. of 3,3] : (S.) or

a falling upon the knees in battle, and so fighting;

as also " (=5%. (K.)—Also The field of battle:

or, accord. to Er-Rághib, ºy->J1 Leº and

" (šštěº signify the place to which the men of

valour cleave. (TA.)

*:::: see what next precedes, in two places.

6 - J -

Jº and &le; (Fr, Mgh, Msb, K) and

* &, (§, Mgh, Mºb, K.) which is the form

commonly obtaining, (Msb,) and mentioned by

El-Ghooree as well as J, (Mgh) but disallowed

by Fr. (Mgh, TA) and "újº, (K) but this

also is disallowed by Fr, (Mgh, TA,) or, accord.

to IDrd, W ãº and Y Jºº. it.e., but he

says that it is not Arabic, (TA,) A kind of

[garment such as is called] 4-e, (S, Mgh,

Mºb) [similar to a 5&] well-known; (Mºb;)

the black ſt-e; (Fr, Mgh, K;) a nºoollen 4–e

having two ornamental borders : (Fr, TA in art.

30, :) [in Spanish barangane : (Golius:)] pl.

[of all except the first two.] §º. (IDrd, K.)

&=x, without teshdeed, is not mentioned by any

one. (Mgh.)

ñó. and &&. and &&. See &º, in

four places.

Jº, fem. with 3: see 3. in two places:—

and see Jr.

Jº i. 4. és; ; (K;) that is put into flour,

(TA,) or into dough. (JK and Mgh and TA in

explanation of the latter word.)

** as a noun : see 3.

5 x > 32 .

J939: see Jº, in two places.

9. A place nihere camels lie upon their

breasts: pl. *. (Msb.) You say, Jº &

Jº- 32. 4. [Such a one has not a place in nihich

a camel lies; meaning he does not possess a single

camel]. (S.)

5 * * > • *.x. .*.* 6 * *

Jºe is originally as Jú. [or a] or aºle,

accord. to those who know not, or disallow, Jú

as trans. without a preposition ; and signifies

Blessed, beatified, felicitated, or prospered; gifted

nºith, or made to possess, aë, i.e. a blessing, any

good that is bestoned by God, prosperity or good

fortune, increase, &c.]; (Msb;) abounding in

good; (Ksh and Bd in iii. 90;) abounding in

advantage or utility: (Bd in vi. 92 and 156, and

xxxviii. 28, and 1.9:) the pl. applied to irrational

things is ***. (Msb.) You say also W4,

as meaning º j%: (K:) or4, Alsº is as

though meaning 54. [i. e. Blessed food; or food

in nhich is a blessing, &c.]. (S.)

Jº, [in the CK 3,3] applied to a man,

Leaning, or bearing, upon a thing; applying

himself [thereto] perseveringly, assiduously, or

constantly. (K, TA.)— Also, applied to a cloud,

f Bearing donºn [upon the earth], and paring off

the surface of the ground [by its vehement rain:

see 8]. (TA.)
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*::: [app. applied to God (see its verb)]

High, or eacalted. (Th, T.A.)

Lº

… • * *

1. a.org: see 4, in two places.=º, aor. *;

and Y2.5: He was, or became, affected nºith

disgust, loathing, or aversion ; (M,” K;) he was

veced, grieved, disquieted by grief, or distressed

in mind. (M.) You say, * 2, inf. n. 2, (T,

$, M, Mºb, K5) and a "2.5; (T, S, Mºb, K3)

He was, or became, disgusted by it, or by reason

of it; he loathed it; (T,” S, M,” Msb,” K;) he

was ve.ced, grieved, disquieted by grief, or dis

tressed in mind, by it, or by reason of it. (T, M,

Msb,K)—“- ºr, aor. 4, f [He nas unable

to adduce, as he had intended, his argument, alle

gation, or evidence,) is said when one has intended

to adduce an argument, allegation, or evidence,

and it did not present itself to him. (A, K, T.A.)

4. …", (inf n. 29, T.) He made it (a rope,

AHn, M, K, or a thread, or string, T) of two

strands, or distinct yarns or twists, and then

twisted it; (AHn, T, M, K;) as also "..., [aor. * ,

inf. n.2. : (T:) or he twisted it nell; namely,

a rope. (M.)– And hence, (T, TA,) the made

it (a thing, S, or an affair, T, M, K, or a compact,

Msb) firm, strong, solid, or sound; he established

it, settled it, or arranged it, firmly, strongly,

solidly, soundly, or thoroughly; (T, S, M, Msb,

K, TA;) as also " …, (M,K) ſaor, ,) inf. n.

2. (K.)- + He thought, or meditated, upon

it; (namely, a thing;) or did so looking to its

end, issue, or result ; or he did it, performed it,

or eacecuted it, with thought, or consideration.

(Msb.)= He affected him with disgust, loathing,

or aversion; (T,” S, M,” Msb,” K;) caused him

to be vexed, grieved, disquieted by grief, or dis

tressed in mind. (T, S, M, Msb.) You say,

J, as & Jº; S [Disgust me not, or ver

me not, by the abundance of thy meddling, or im

pertinent, speech]. (T, T.A.)=eyel It (a vine)

put forth grapes in the state in which they are

termed2, q. v. (Th, M, K.)

5: see 1, in two places.

7. Leº [It (a rope, or a thread, or string,) was

made of two strands, or distinct twists, and then

tnisted : or neas twisted nell ; see 4, of which it

is quasi-pass.–And hence,) 1. It ([a thing, or

an affair, or] a compact, Msb) was, or became,

firm, strong, solid, or sound; it was, or became,

established, settled, or arranged, firmly, strongly,

solidly, soundly, or thoroughly. (M5b, KL.)

2. The fruit of the ſtrees called] •lae: (S, M,

K:) n. un, with 3: (S, M.:) in its first stage it

is termed itä; then, ãº then, is,. AHn has

erred in saying that the aº is above the alº [in

degree]: (M :) that of every kind of ouae is

yellon, eaccept that of the *ś, n:hich is nºbite,

(S, M,) as though its filaments, or fringe-like

appertenances, mere cotton, and it is like the but

ton of a shirt, or somen'hat larger: (M :) that

of the2'- is the sneetest in odour, (S, M,) and

this is yellon, and is eaten, being sweet, or plea

sant: (M3) accord. to AA, the fruit of the tº

[or acacia gummifera, which is of the trees called

ouac']: n, un, with 3: (T:) sometimes, also, is,

is applied to a fruit of the 95 (M, K, TA)

before it has become ripe and black; for when

ripe, it is called 3×3 and when black, tº

(TA:) and the pl. is 29 (M, K) and sº, (M)

Or2. (K: [but the last is a coll. gen. n.])—

Also Grapes when they are above, (M,) or when

they are like, (K,) the heads of young ants. (M,

K.)=f One niho does not take part with others

in the game called 2–2. [q. v.], (AS, T, S, M,

K,) nor contribute with them anything, (TA,) by

reason of his avarice, (Harp. 382,) though he

eats nith them of the flesh-meat thereof; (Aş,

TA;) but sometimes he shuffles, or deals forth,

(-4.4) the gaming-arron's for the players: ($

in art. Jºse-:) likened to the 2. of the Jji,

because he is of no use: (Har ubi supra:) and

'i, occurs in the same sense; [the man so

termed being likened to a àº, of the JU'; or]

the 3 being added to give intensiveness to the

meaning: (M3) the pl. is jºi. (T, S, M. K.)

And hence, I Avaricious, or niggardly; mean, or

sordid: (Har ubi supra:) or heavy, or sluggish;

(K, TA;) destitute of good. (TA.) It is said in

a prov.,º tº: t[Art thou (&xi; being under

stood after i) one taking no part with others in

the game of J-e-J', as is implied in the $, or art

thou] heavy, or sluggish, (K, TA,) destitute of

good, (TA,) yet eating two dates at once each

time 2 (S, K, TA.)

2, part. n. of 9 ſand therefore meaning Af.

fected with disgust, loathing, or aversion; or

vexed, grieved, disquieted by grief, or distressed

in mind.]. (M., Msb.)

is: A cooking-pot (T, M., &c.) of stone, (T,

Mgh, Mºb) or of stones: [see ... :) (M, K.)

or [simply] a cooking-pot, (S, TA) as some say,

in a general sense, so that it may be of copper,

and of iron, &c.; (TA) pl. 25. (T, S, M, Mgh,

Mºb, K) and º (T, M., &c.) and ſcoll, gen, n.]

2. (T, M., K.)= Also A certain thing which

nomen wear upon their arms, like the bracelet.

(TA.)

5 * >

is, [originally n. un. of ºl: See Ajº.

2. A rope composed of two twists twisted

together into one; as alsovº. : (S:) or a thread,

or string, twisted of two distinct yarns or twists:

(T:) or a thread, or string, twisted of n!hite and

black yarns: (Ham p. 704:) or a twisted rope

in which are tryo colours, (A’Obeyd, S,) or two

threads, or strings, of different colours, (IAar, T,

M, K,) red and yellon, (M,) or red and white,

(K,) sometimes (A’Obeyd, S) bound by a noman

upon her naist, and upon her upper arm :

(A’Obeyd, S, K.) a rope of two colours, adorned

njith jewels, so bound by a noman : (M, K:) or

a thread, or string, (Lth, A'Obeyd, T,) with

beads strung upon it, (Lth, T,) or of different

colours, (A’Obeyd, T,) which a neoman binds upon

her waist : (Lth, A’Obeyd, T: [see also by- :)

or a string of concries, which is bound upon the

naist of a female slave. (Aboo-Sahl El-Harawee

in art. Ajº of the TA.)– Anything in which are

tno colours (T, M, K) mixed together: (M, K:)

and any two things miaced together and combined.

(M.)-An amulet (M, K, TA) that is hung upon

a boy; because of the colours therein. (TA.)-

A garment, or piece of cloth, in which are silk

(55) and flaw. (T.)— Also, (K,) or the dual

thereof, (AO, T, S,) which latter is the right,

(TA,) The liver and hump [of a camel), (AO, T,

$, K,) cut lengthnise, and tied round with a

string or thread, or some other thing, (S, K,) in

some copies of the $, or with a gut; (TA;) said

to be thus called because of the whiteness of the

hump and the blackness of the liver. (S, K.) So

in the phrase,º &: Ú sº [Roast thou for

us some of her liver and hump, cut lengthwise,

&c.). (AO, T, $: [in copies of the K, (…,g:

and in the CK, º])—Also, the sing,

Water miced with other [water &c.]. (TA.)-

Tears mixed with [the collyrium termed] ~#:

(M, K;) because having two colours. (TA)—

A miced company of people. (M, K.)- An

army; ($, K;) because comprising a mixed mul

titude of men; (K;) or because of the colours of

the banners of the tribes therein: (S, K, TA:) or

an army in which is a mixed multitude of men :

(M. :)" or an army having two colours : (T:)

and the dual, two armies, Arabs and foreigners.

(IAar, T.)— A number of sheep and goats to

gether. (IAqr, T, M., K.)- The light of the sun

nith the remains of the blackness of night: (IAar,

T:) or the danºn; (M, K;) because of its com

bining the blackness of night and the whiteness
o & … •

of day: or, as some say, cº-" ºr means the

tint (** [q. v.]) of the danºn that is mixed mith

tno colours. (M.)– t Inducing suspicion, or

evil opinion ; [as though of two colours;] (IAar,

T;) suspected. (IAar, T, $gh, K.)

i.J., with ſet-h, and with teshdeed to the 2,

which is meksoorah, A 53's [or feather, or por

tion of the hair naturally curled or frizzled, in

a spiral manner, or othernise,] upon a horse,

whereby one judges of its goodness or badness :

pl. 229. (TA: [and used in this sense in the

present day.])—See also ºw.

2. The ſimplement called] aß: or particu

larly the alºc of the carpenter: (M, K:) [i. e.,]

an auger, a nimble, or a gimlet; [called in the

present day 'aº; accord. to Mirkät el-Loghah,

cited by Golius, who writes the latter word with

out teshdeed, the former signifies such an imple

ment (“terebra”) of a large size;] that neith

which the carpenter perforates: and also said

to signify that with which the saddler perforates

leather: (KL :) also a well-known kind of [im

plement such as is called in Persian] ** [i. e.,

a hatchet, or the likel: (PS:) AO said, the

* is the aſſe of the carpenter: or he said, the

àºc is the Ayº of the carpenter: (T:) this word,

(M,) the erº of the carpenter, ($,) is Persian,

(S, M,) arabicized. (S.)

6. o.º.

Ajº see …—Also A garment, or piece

of cloth, of which the thread is twisted of two

yarns, or distinct twists. ($, K.) And hence,

(S,) A certain hind of garments, or cloths. (S,

K.)– [t A thing, or an affair, or a compact,

25 *
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made firm, strong, solid, or sound; established,

settled, or arranged, firmly, strongly, solidly,

soundly, or thoroughly. See its verb, 4.—And

hence, 2,.. :Lää +Ratified destiny; such as is

rendered inevitable.]

24. [act. part. n. of4.=And also] Agatherer

of 2,3 ſq. v.]: (M.) or, of the sº of the suae :

(K:) or, specially, a gatherer of the2, of the

95. (M.)=A maker of 25, ſor stone cooking

pots]: (K:) or one niho wrenches out the stones

of nihich they are made from the mountain, (M,

K, TA,) and fashions them, and hens them out.

(TA)=And hence, (M.) +A heary, or sluggish,

man; as though [in the CK 23S is erroneously

put for 25te] he cut off for himself something

from the persons sitting with him: (M, K:*) or,

as some say, [so in the M ; but in the K, “and”]

bad, or corrupt, in discourse; (M, K;) nho dis

courses to others of that in nihich is no profit nor

meaning; (TA;) from the same word as signify

ing “a gatherer of the fruit of the JL1,” (M,TA,)

which has no taste nor sweetness nor sourness

nor virtue, or efficacy: (AO, TA:) or one m'ho

is a burden upon his companion, without profit

and without good; like the 2, who takes no

part with others in the game of -º), though he

eats of the flesh-meat thereof. (Aš,TA)

2. sing. of Ajº, (TA,) which signifies The

spindles with nihich the twisting termed 29, is

performed. (M, K, TA.) [See 4.] -

Jjº

& A sort of dates, (T, S, M, Msb, K,) well

known, (K,) the best of dates, (M,) or of the

best of dates, (Msb,) red, intermiaced, or tinged,

with yellon, having much 4- [i. e. flesh, or

pulp], and very sneet, (T,) or yellow, and round:

(M:) n. un, with 3: (M. :) it is an arabicized

word, originally 4-9, i. e. good, or excellent,

fruit: (K:) accord. to AHn, of Persian origin,

i. e., &: jº meaning fruit, and Us denoting

egregiousness: (M:) accord. to Suh, a foreign,

or Persian, word, meaning blessed [or good or

excellent] fruit; 3. meaning fruit; and Jº, good

or excellent [or wholesome]: the Arabs intro

duced it into their language: (Msb:) or, accord.

to the Moajam of El-Bekree, it is from& the

name of a town, or village. (TA.) It is con

verted by a rājiz into& ; the double Us being

changed into [double] c. ($, M.)–You say

© ... º. 6 - 6 º'3. º, o - 9 o 2

also Jº Js-3 and ãº is: [Palm-trees, and

a palm-tree, of n!hich the dates are of the sort

described above]. (T.)

9 3 o .
5.

àº n un, of&=Also A kind of vessel,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K,) nell known, (Msb,) of baked

clay : (S, Mgh, Ki:) or, as some say, of those

that are termed 22,53 [i. e. flasks, or bottles,

generally of glass]; such as are used by the seller

of perfumes : (Mgh :) or a thing like a vessel of

baked clay, big, or bulky, and green : and some

times of the kind termed 2231,5: (M.) or a thing

like vessels of baked clay, big, or bulky, and

green; of the kind termed 223193 that are thick,

with wide mouths: (Lth, T.) pl. Jº. (Mgh.)

=And A cock: (IAar, T :) or a young cock,

(M, K,) when it attains to maturity, (M,) or

nºhen it begins to do so: (K:) of the dial. of

El-'Irák: (M:) pl. as above. (T, M, K.)

J-ºxº

* ~ 6.

Q. 2. L-35-5 He wore, or clad himself with,

a J-5 ($)

J3. A long sº, (S, Mºb, K.) which the

devotees used to near in the first age of El

Islám: (S:) or any garment of n!hich the head

forms a part, (M, K,) being joined to it, (M.)

nºhether it be a aejº 07" (a** 07" a *; (M,

K;) and this is said to be the correct explanation:

(TA:) [agreeably with the latter explanation, it

is applied in the present day to a hooded cloak,

mostly of n!hite woollen stuff; but often, of cloth

of any colour:] pl.Jº (Msb:) [some say]

it is from Jº, meaning “cotton,” and the cy

is augmentative: or, accord. to some, it is not

Arabic. (TA)— cº- Jº t Comely, or

goodly, hair. (TA in art. Ş...)

499.

º:2: 92 9 . . o. 3 -> *- * , 2 ºz. .

*Sºx and Jº and Jºlº : see cºlº, in

art. 4).

*}”

* - • * 6.- . - -

1. or, aor. “, inf. n. Sº, or, as in some copies

of the K, Öº, (TA, [and so I find in an excellent

copy of the K, but in the CK cº) His body

returned to a healthy state, or his health of body

returned to him, or his bodily condition became

good, after having been altered by disease. (IAar,

K.") [The 6 is perhaps a substitute for . : see

&#.]—And He nas, or became, nºhite in person,

or body and members. (K.)—See also º, below.

4. º! He adduced the evidence or proof:

(Mºb, K.) but as to "cºsº, meaning he mani

fested the evidence or proof, it is said, on the

authority of IAar, to be post-classical; the former

being the correct word: (AA, T, Z, Msb, TA:)

or the former signifies he adduced, or uttered, or

did, nonderful things, and overcame men. (K.)

• * o –

Q. Q., or, as some say, Q., 1. Jºe: see 4;

and see art. Jºjº.

6.--

or [perhaps an inf. n., of which the verb is

"9, Softness, thinness of skin, and plumpness,

(K, TA) of a woman; as also "isº. (TA.)
6 - d.

asr. . see what next follows.

22 or

ãº and Y is: A long space or period of time:

(JK, S:) or a long time : (ISk, K:) or they

have a more general sense; (K;) i. e. a space,

or period, of time: Pl; of. the former 3. and

euer and stºr, and sºur. (Mºb.) You say,

A3, &- is: &ſe 3i and is: [A long space

or period of time, or merely a space or period

of time, passed over him]. (S.)

&: See art. Jºjº.

isº. A white (IAar, JK, Mºb) girl (IAºr,

Msb) or female: (JK:) or a woman (S, K,)

nºhite and youthful: or soft, or tender : (K:)

or that quivers, (K,) or almost quivers, (S,)from

sappiness, softness, or tenderness : (S," K :) or

that shines, or glistens, by reason of her clearness

[of complexion]: or thin-skinned; appearing as

though mater mere running upon her, by reason

of her sºftness, or tenderness: (TA:) of the

measure ãìzìzì, (S, TA,) from * : (TA:) dim.

'iº (JKTA) and 'isº, (JK) or 'iaº;
but "isº, is bad, and seldom used. (TA)

Imra-el-Keys says,

• Jºãº º ż, ,< * *

[White, or mhite and youthful, &c., soft, or

beautiful, tender, like the shoot of the ben-tree

breaking forth with leaves: the last word being

made masc. by poetic license, for the sake of the

metre.]. (S.)— [Hence, app.,] it is said to sig

nify also A n-hite knife, of clear, pure, or bright,

iron. (TA.)=See also º:

6 - 6 - 9 - 6 y º . ~ b ... •

a-as-, 3x3, asjºº "

* , o “...a

ãº and is,…, | 6 . . o. .

See alºjº.6.- 6 - ? 6 - d - 2

****, or avºjº

; [app.] Having the body in a healthy state,

or in good condition, after disease ; and white in

person, or body and members : [but whether it

have both these significations, or only the latter

of them, is not clear:] fem. ăs. (K.)

Jºjº

Q., or, as some say, Q. Q., 1.& He adduced,

(T, Z, Msb,) or established, (S,K, and Ham p. 7,)

the cº, (T, Z, Msb, K,) i. e. the evidence or

proof [&c.]; (T, S, Msb, &c.;) or he adduced

his evidence or proof [&c.]; (T, Msb;) 2.1%

[against him, or it, or (as in <!e Jº) of it],

(S, K, and Ham p. 7,) and 4. [to him, or for

him]: (Ham ubi supra:) but this verb is said

by Az and Z, on the authority of IAar, to be

post-classical; the correct word, they say, being

9. (Msb:) this they assert on the ground of

the opinion that& [q. v.] is of the measure
9 - d -

Jºsé ; but J holds the J to be a radical. (TA.)

º; ... o.p.

JUA). An evidence, or a proof: (T, S, Msb, K,

and Ham p. 7:) and a demonstration; i. e. the

manifestation of an evidence or proof: (Msb :)

or a decisive and manifest evidence or proof:

(TA:) or the firmest, strongest, or most valid,

evidence or proof; which is such as ever neces

sarily implies truth, or veracity, as its consequence,

or concomitant; for evidences, or proofs, are of

five sorts; whereof this is one ; another is that

which ever necessarily implies falsity, or false

hood, as its consequence, or concomitant; another,

that which is nearer to truth, or veracity; another,

that which is nearer to falsity, or falsehood; and

another, that which is intermediate between these

two: (Er-Răghib, TA:) [pl. &=9 | some say

that the J in this word is augmentative; (Msb, and

Ham p. 7;) that it is of the measure &Sº, from

•)-J' [app. &J) signifying the “act of cutting:”

(Ham ubi supra:) others, that it is radical: Az

mentions both of these opinions : J confines
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himself to the latter opinion: Z, to the former,

saying, on the authority of IAar, that the word

is derived from isº, meaning “white,” [or

“fair in complexion,”] applied to a girl: (Msb:)

Abu-l-Fet-h [i.e. IJ) says ...that he holds it to be

of the measure Jºã, like J.uº; and Jºã, the

c, not being augmentative, as is shown by the

verb above mentioned: (Ham ubi supra:) but [it

has been stated above that] this verb is said, on

the authority of IAar, to be post-classical. (Mºb,

TA.)

3Jº

• 2 b > * 229 - -

. 1. Wºr, i. e. àšūl see 4 = ºr, (M,

Mºb, K.) aor. *, (Lth, T) inf n, º, (M.) I

formed it, or fashioned it, by cutting; shaped

it out; or pared it; (K;) namely, a reed for

writing, (Lth, T, M, Msb, K,) and a stick, or

piece of wood, (M, K,) and an arrow, (K,)

[&c.;] a dial. var. of &, (Lth, T, M, Mºb)

used by some, (Lth, T,) but the latter is the more

approved : (M, TA:) mentioned by AZ. (TA.)

—[Hence, perhaps, $9, aor. * , inf. n. 3, He

(i. e. God) created him, or it: (Fr, S, K:) [but]

they affirm that it is originally sº, with hemz :

(MF;) so says IAth: (TA) or it is from 9.
Or& signifying “dust,” or “earth.” (Fr, S.)

=54, aor. , is also a bad dial. var. of 5. [sig

nifying He, or it, recovered from disease, or

became convalescent, &c.], aor. $º. (TA.)

• * 6 - ©

4 ºixs, M,K) i. e. iść, (§, M.) I put

a [ring such as is termed] 5. in her (a camel's)

nose; (S, M, K;) as also-Wº : (IJ, M, K:)

and **, namely, a camel, I put him a 5.

(Msb.) =\ 6×l Dust, or earth, came, or lighted,

upon it. (K,” TA, in art. Lºw.)

5. (in which the final radical letter is elided,

[and replaced by 3, Msb) A ring (T, S, M., &c.)

of brass, (Lth, Lh, T, S, M, [in a copy of the

Msb, 33-2 Jº is erroneously put for ji” &-J)

or of silver, (Lth, T,) or of some other material,

(Lh, M,) slender, and bent at the two ends [lest

it should open at the place where the two ends

meet], that is put in the nose of a she-camel,

(Lth, T,) or put in the nose of the camel, (M,

Msb, K,) or in the flesh of the nose of the camel,

(Lh, S, M, K,) or, as Aş says, in one of the two

sides of the two nostrils, (S,) app. either for the

purpose of ornament or to render the animal

obedient; (MF;) [generally for the latter pur

pose, to attach the rein thereto :] when the ring

is of hair, it is termed i-j- (As, S, Msb;)

and when of wood, Jºë- (Msb :) Aboo-'Alee

mentions, and explains in like manner, *ś

and &: [the latter as pl. of the former;] but

this is extr.: (M:) J says, [in the S,) Aboo

'Alee says that §: is originally is, because it

has es: for a pl., like as aft has es; but

Aboo-'Alee does not say this; he only desires

to show that the final radical letter of i. is 5

by the fact that ś is a dial var, thereof. (IB,

TA:) some, however,remarking upon J's saying

that the original of 5× is 359, assert that it is

correctly *ś: (TA :) i. also signifies an

anklet: (M, K:) or any ring; such as a bracelet

and an earring and an anklet and the like of

these : (S:) the pl.(in the former and the latter

senses, M, TA) is stº, (S, M, K,) in [some of]

the copies of the Kerroneously written 35, (TA,)

and (sº (T, S, M,) and &or;, contr. to analogy,

(Msb) or &, (T, S, M, K, [in all of which,

except the last, this is in the accus, or the gen.

case, but, as it is the nom. case in the K, it may

be that &; and &* are dial vars, like Ös:
J5

and &-J) and&r. (M, K: [in a copy of the

former of which, accord. to the TT, U3º: and Jºjº

are put in the place of the last two of these pls.])

9, Or esº, Dust, or earth: (Fr, S, M, Msb,

K, mentioned in the M and K in art. Lºº :)

whence $9, [if not originally 5..] meaning “He

(i. e. God) created him.” (Fr, S.) Hence the

saying, 99. 4:52, or es;9, [In his mouth be

dust, or earth], (S, M,) a form of imprecation

against a man. (M.)

6 - d.

392, Cuttings, chips, parings, or the like, of a

reed for writing, and of a stick, or piece of wood,

and of soap, and the like. (TA.)= See also 39.

is; ; See #.

ãº,3 The creation; as meaning the beings,

Or things, that are created; or, particularly,

mankind; syn.& originally with , : (S:)

but not pronounced with 2: (IAth, TA in art.

Us). :) or, accord. to Fr, if from 9. Or& i. e.

“dust,” or “earth,” it is originally without . ;

pl. º. and e.g. (S.)

iſ,.. A she-camel (T, S) having a [ring such

as is termed] 5. put in her nose: (T, S, K :)

pl. º. (TA in art. -5,-)

6.3 y o 2 0. y

3×e 3rº (T, M., K.) A 5, made, or manufac

tured. (T, TA.)

Lº

1. J., (T, M., K.) first pers. …, (T, S,

Mºb) aor. -, (T, K,) infin. Cº., (T, S, M, Mºb,

K,) He formed, or fashioned, by cutting; shaped

out; or pared; (AS, T, M, K;) a reed for writing,

(Lth, Aş, ISk, T, S, M, Msb,) and a stick, or

piece of wood, (Lth, T, M,) and an arrow, (M,

K,) &c.; (M;) as also V Cººl: (M, K.) and

<º, (Mºb) aor. *, (Lth, T) is a dial. var.,

(Msb,) used by some, who say, 39 sº *

[instead ofJil. (Lth, T.)- And hence, (As,

T,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (AS, T, M, K,) + He

(a man) fatigued, or jaded, and made to lose

flesh, (As,” T,” S,) a she-camel, (AS, T,) or a

camel: (S:) or it (journeying) rendered him

lean, or emaciated: (M, K:) and in like manner

one says of a year of dearth or drought. (TA.)

And tº es:- [...tº sº, tú wasted her

hump by my journeying upon her]: occurring in

a poem of El-Aqsha. (M.)=See also 3:-

and see 5, in two places.

3. 899, (T, S, M., &c.) inf. n. #2, (T, TA)

He vied, competed, or contended for superiority,

nºith him; emulated, or rivalled, him; or imitated

him; i, q &le; ($, M, Mºb, K.) i.e., (TA)

he did the like of n-hat he (the latter) did, (ISk,

T, S, Msb, TA, and EM p. 64,) striving to over

come him or surpass him; (EM ubi supra;) as

also "Cs, aor. -, inf. n.&; and a Wuºl:

(Aş, T :) and he vied, or competed, neith him, or

contended mith him for superiority, in glory, or

eaccellence, or in beauty, or goodliness; he emulated,

or rivalled, him therein; syn. susº (TA in art.

& ) and he vied, competed, or contended, nith

him in running; and strove nºith him to outstrip

him, to be before him, to get before him, or tº

precede him. (TA.) You say, cºj" Jºgº JY3

{< [Such a one ries nith the wind in bounty]:

(T, $:) [for] the bountiful man whose gifts are

common is likened by the Arabs to the wind

because it blows upon all in common, not only

upon particular persons. (Ham p. 445.)= Lºlº
2 * : * ore

asy-o! He compounded, or made a compromise,

nith his wife for their mutual separation; (K;)

as alsoº [which is the original]. (TA.)

4. Lºwl: see art. 32.= Also He found, or

7net with, sugar-canes. (K.)=See also j, in

art. 9º, last signification.

5. Jº signifies The coming before or for

nard, presenting oneself, advancing, confronting,

encountering, meeting, or opposing; (KL ;) and

so "jS. (KL, PS) You say, & J. He

presented, addressed, applied, or betook, himself

to him, i.e., one man to another man; advanced,

came forward, or nent forward, to him; or op

posed himself to him; syn. Jº ; as also $5.5;

and & "Lº, aor. : : (T3) and a "Jººl signifies

a! Jº, (S, K, and Harp. 558,) meaning [as

above; or he betook himself, and advanced, or

nent fornard, to it, namely, an action; (Har ubi

supra;) and it presented itself to it, as a thought

to the heart, or mind, syn. Jºº. (Ham p. 541 :)

4. "esri, inf. n.& is syn. nºith 4. Jºe [mean

ing as above, for it is syn. with Jºsé andJº;

or it happened to him, befell him, or occurred to

him]: (M:) and WUs, 3) is also syn. with Jºe

ſmeaning it happened, befell, or occurred]. (Har

p. 56.) You say also,º cº, i. e. 4-ºxi

(ISk, Ş, K) or a Jºël (M) [both of which

explanations mean He presented, addressed, ap

plied, or betook, himself, or he advanced, came

forward, went formard, or attempted, to obtain

his favour, or bounty; or he sought it, or de

manded it]; as also* Cº. (M, TA.) And

2.3% <!; [I addressed, applied, or betook,

myself to obtain their love, or affection]. ($, M.)

And abu- Jº "es…", i. 4. Jº, meaning,

in this instance, He hastened to cut short his

speech. (Har p. 280.) And º 4: "esrºl,

i.e. &S Jº [or extº, meaning He ad

dressed himself to reciting Toetry, or verses].

(Harp.34) And icºn & "Sº, i-º-º-º:

[He presented himself, or advanced, or came for.

nard, from the company]. (Harp. 647.)

6. (jū They vied, competed, or contended for

superiority, each with the other; emulated, or

ricalled, each other; imitated each other; ($, K,
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TA;) they did each like as the other did. (T, S,

TA.) [See the part. n., below.]

7. Lº!, (K, TA,) or We ºl, (so in a copy of

the M,) It was, or became, formed, or fashioned,

by cutting; shaped out; or pared: (M, K:) said

of a reed for writing, and of a stick, or piece of

wood, (M,) and of an arrow, (M, K,) &c. (M.)

=See also 3:–and see 5, in six places.

8: see 1: =and see also 7.

2. 2.

Lºw, or 94 : see art. 59.

º . .”

397 :

ſº

** -º

Żyw:

3 •o ~ 27, 2 - g

see 39-0.=See also 3.97, in art. 97.

5 * o

see 39-0.

9 * ~ *

See agº.

3 . * 5 oz -.

Jº, applied to an arrow, i. q. "Jºe [i. e.

- Formed, or fashioned, by cutting; shaped out ; or

pared]; (T, M, K;) or (M, K) completely; (T,

M, K;) but not feathered, nor headed: for an

arrow when first cut is termed &le; ; then it is

formed, or fashioned, by cutting, or shaped out, or

pared, and is termed &9. ; and when straightened,

and fit to be feathered and headed, it is a 2-JS;

and when feathered and headed, it becomes a
o,”

_or. (T.)= It is also sometimes used for**.

(Kz, TA in art. 9...)

#221. See art. 922.

ãº (T, S, M, K) and "ſº, (S, M, K) in

which latter the is originally Us, (IJ, M) Cut

tings, chips, parings, or the like; ($, M, K;)

what falls from a thing that is formed, or

fashioned, by cutting. (T, $.")—[Hence, 21a e

49. 33 tRain that pares and peels the ground.

(TA)—And .45 & 3. He is of the refuse,

or lowest or meanest sort, of them. (M., T.A.)–

But 49. 33, applied to a camel, means then

during travel : (T, S, M. :) or having fat and

flesh: (S:) and 45: <}, applied to a she

camel, has the latter meaning: or the former:

(M, K :) or strong when fatigued and emaciated

by travel: (TA:) or, as some say, ae!» in both

cases means the remains of fatness and compact

ness, or of fat, and of strength. (M, TA) <-

49%. is said to mean t Eleet, or snift, when

emaciated by travel; for the subst, ag!» is said

to be here put for the inf. n. es; (L in art, cº-,

q. v.)

#9. a quasi-inf. n. of 1 in the first of the senses

assigned to it above: as when it is said that a

reed for writing is not called a .15 except after

the agº [i. e. the shaping, or paring]. (Msb.)

§: A maker of arron's, niho forms, or fashions,

them by cutting; nºko shapes them out, or pares

them : or n:ho does so completely: (K:) and a

maker of spindles, mºho forms, or fashions, them

by cutting : and a cutter, or parer, of aloes-nood,

that is used for fumigation : (TA:) [and in like

manner, &: "Jºjº a fashioner, or shaper, of

bors; whence the saying,143% Jºãº bei [Give

thou the bon, to its fashioner] ; meaning t commit

thou thine affair to him nºbo will eacecute it well:

a prov. (Harp. 68. [See also Freytag's Arab.

Prov. ii. 98.])

0 -J.

3.97 :

J-3 Jú: see †.

2, 2

see 39-0.

3 - 6 º' . a-...- …

Jºº and ãº's and *}\, : see in art. 23.

Jill es; [The place where the paring is com

menced of the reed for nºriting]. (Kin art. Ja-.)

35. The iron implement, (S,) or knife, (AHn,

M, K.) nºith nºbich one forms, fashions, shapes

out, or pares, (AHn, S, M, K,) a bon. ; (AHn,

M. K3) as also viſiº, (K, TA) with teshdeed

and medd, (TA) or " :54, (so in a copy of the

M,) or *ś. (CK, and so in a MS. copy of

the K.)

3 oz. 3 .

Jºjº : See USjº.

jº. part. n. of 6. It is said in a trad.,cºjº

tººk Jé. Sº cº-S [The two persons who

vie with each other in the expensiveness of their

entertainments shall not have their invitations

accepted, nor shall their food be eaten]. (El-Jámi’

es-Sagheer of Es-Suyootee.) The Jujute whose

food is forbidden, in a trad., to be eaten, are They

who vie with each other in order that each may

render the other unable to equal him in respect of

the repast prepared by him for his guests: and

the doing of this is disliked because of the rivalry

and ostentation that are involved in it. (TA.) —

cºjº is also an appellation of The night and

the day. (Harp. 377.)

jº

1. 3., aor. , (§, TA) inf. m. , (§, K, TA)

He took it anay; or seized it, or carried it

anay, by force; ($, TA;) as also Y &l, ($, K,)

and '33. (Ki) he took it away unjustly, inju

riously, and forcibly; as also Y& : (K,” TA:)

he gained the mastery over it: (K,”TA:) he pulled

it up or out or off; removed it from its place;

displaced it; (K,” TA;) as also 'º', and '33.

(TA.) It is said in a prov., 3, 3e é. He who

overcomes takes the spoil. (S, A.) And you say,
2 - 9: 23.2

4.55 %, and Yºl, He took anay from him, or

seized or carried anay from him by force, his

garment. (A.) It is said in a trad., Jº *3:3

Jeux; And he strips me, or despoils me, of my

clothes and my goods; takes them from me by

superior force. (TA.) You say also, 43 §:

He pulled off from him his clothes. (TA.) 2nd

(29 &: &jº-Jº W3-1 The man stripped

his slave-girl of her clothes. (Mgh,” TA.)-Also
2 * c < * *

a 33 jº, aor. as above, He pulled his garment

tonards him, or to him : so in a verse of Khālid

Ibn-Zuheyr El-Hudhalee [cited in art. Jºy, but

with this difference, that J- is there put in the

place of 3...]. (S, TA)—[š is also explained

in the TA by 4-5 but without any ex.; and I

think it probable that<- is a mistake for 43-1.

8: see 1, in six places. =\º &: -j- She

stripped herself of her clothes. (A.)

.*.*.*6 = *... •o .

R. Q. 1. jºjº : see 1, in two places.– 55

[the inf. n.] also signifies The being quick and

active in wrongful, unjust, injurious, or tyran
s

nical, conduct : and the rel. n. is Yū;33. (TA.)

3. inf n. of 1. ($, &c.)-[Hence, app.,]*

§ 5é as He was brought without any means of

avoiding it; (A, TA;) willingly or against his

neill: (TA in art. je :) [as though originally sig

nifying by being overcome and despoiled.]-

Cloths, or stuffs, or garments; syn. ~\}: (IAmb,

Mgh, K) [see also #1 or a kind thereof: (Lih,

Mgh, Msb:) or such as are the goods of the 35,

(S, A,) or of the merchant: (Msb:) or the fur

niture of a house or tent, consisting of cloths or

stuffs (~13, IDrd, Mgh, Mºb, K) and the like:

(K) in the dial. of the people of El-Koofeh,

cloths, or stuffs, or garments, (~\º,) of linen and

of cotton; not of nool nor of 3- (Mgh:) pl.

jºjº (A;) meaning, in conjunction with jojº,
º 4 x > 0 ≤ x

(i.e., jºjº 3 j953-,) good cloths or stuffs or gar

ments. (A.) [Golius explains it as “Chald. Yºn,

Byssus, seu potius pannus lineus, bombacinus,

etiam sericus:” as on the authority of the S and

IK (though he omits the explanations in both

those lexicons) and Meyd and Ibn-Maaroof (who

explains it only by the Persian word *º-, mean

ing cotton or linen cloth, or a garment,) and the

Mirkát el-Loghah. He seems to have judged

from its resemblance in sound to the Chaldee and

Latin words with which he identifies it. The

things which it signifies, however, may perhaps

be so called because they are usual spoils: and

hence also, perhaps, the application here next

following.]= Weapons, or arms; or a weapon;

syn. 3- (S, Msb, K;) as also V #, (S, A,

Msh, K) and '33. (K) and "Cºjº (TA) the

first of these four words including inits application

coats of mail and the* and the sword: (TA:)

or it signifies a snºord: (IDrd, A, TA:) and "jº,

accord. to AA, complete arms. (TA.) You say,

ū- 5. Jää He hung upon himself a goodly

sword, putting its suspensory belt or cord upon

his neck. (A.) And aſſalé, Y 5. Gº jé He went

to nar in complete arms. (A.) ... - .

5 *63

35; Constraint, or force : as in the saying, J
w 2 2 2.3 x

Jº 5, |Jºl ;34% He will never take it by con

straint, or force, from me. (Ks, TA.)= Out

ward appearance; state with regard to apparel

and the like; syn. iºs, (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K,

TA,) and štº : (TA:) garb; mode, manner, or

fashion, of dress: (TA:) apparel. (A, Mgh.)

You say, 5, &- Jé, A man of goodly out

rvard appearance, or state of apparel and the

like: (Mgh, Msb:) or as some say, clothes and

arms. (Mgh.) And 3- 5. 25 & Verily he

has a goodly outward appearance and dress. (A,

TA.)=See alsojº, latter part, in two places.

jº -

āj: The trade of the jj. (Mgh, Mºb, K.)

See5, latter part, in two places.

35. The seller of the cloths or stuffs or the like

called jº. ($,” A,” Mgh,” K.)
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(sº a subst. from 5. in the first of the senses

explained above; The act of taking anay; or

spoliation; or the act of seizing, or carrying

anay, by force : ($, TA:) the act of taking, or

obtaining, by superior poºr orforce. (K,' TA)

It is said in a trad., Jºel 34-5 Jºjº cºlº

&-* Then it shall be by spoliation, and the

taking of possessions without right: or, as some

relate this trad., W ū3.5. ; but accord. to Az, this

is naught. (TA.) You say also, #5-11 ~~~~)

Cººk [The office of Khaleefeh became reduced

to be a thing taken by superior power or force];

was not taken by desert. (A, TA.)= See also

- - -

5, latter part.

3 - 22

Jºjº: see R. Q. 1, and &#3.

&
• * 9 * >

1. &#, aor. * , (L.) inf. n. &R, (S, L, K,) He

had a prominent breast and hollow back : (S, L,

K:) or he had the longer part of his belly pro

minent, and the part between the hips, or haunches,

[behind,) hollow, or depressed: or he had the

middle of his back hollow, or depressed, and the

longer part of his belly prominent: or he had

his back retiring from his belly: or he had his

belly depressed, and the a; [here app. meaning

the pubes], and the part next thereto, prominent:
9 •

(L:) 3. is similar to J-º: [see J-aš:] (A :)

and "&" signifies the same as &#. (IAar,

TA.) The epithet applied to a man is "şi.

and to a woman, *3. (S, A, L., K.)— Also,

inf. n. as above, He (a horse) [nas saddle-backed;

i. e.,] had a hollon, back, and prominent croup

and withers. (ISd, L.)

6. ãº He railed, or sat, in the manner of

him who is termed &#!. (L.) And st-é-jūj She

(a woman) made her posteriors to stick out:

(S:) or she had prominent posteriors: (K:) or

she (an old woman, in walking,) erected her back

bone, and made the part betnceen her shoulders to

recede, and bent the part above it, neart her neck :

(L:) or she had her posteriors prominent, and

the upper part of her back, neart the neck, bent.

(TA.)- He (a horse) bent his hoof tonards his

belly, because of the shortness of his neck, at the time
- o £ -

of drinking. (TA)—3-S) cºe #59 ! He dren:

back, held back, or hung back, from the thing,

or affair; nould not go formard in it. (S,

A, K.) -

7: see 1.

* -o: - -

-jºl A man having a prominent breast and

hollow back: &c.; (see 1:) fem. *}. (S, A,

L., K.)—A horse having a depressed croup and

backbone : (S:) or [saddle-backed; i. e.] having

a hollow back, and prominent croup and nithers.

(ISd, L.) It is applied to a horse such as is

termed& (L.)– And the fem., A she

camel having a plain, or even, croup, or rump.

(L.)

43% Jº IIe (a man) walked like an old

woman affecting, or constraining herself, to erect

her backbone, so that the part between her

J - of

shoulders recedes : (A :) or, like an old woman

having her posteriors prominent, and the upper

part of her back, next the neck, bent. (TA.)

2.3%

1. 33i. 33% (Msb,) [aor. 2 or 2, accord. to the

rule of the K.] inf. n. 3.; (K3) and Yujº,
º © .

(A,) inf. n. 225.5; (TA;) He thren, or put,

•o: • o ~£

j}), (A,) or j}<!, (Msb,) or Jºjº', (A, K,)

[i.e. seeds for seasoning the food, into the

cooking-pot. (A, Msb, K.)— [Hence, * 25.
… * * *

a.o.º.º. 1 He seasoned (Jº [meaning he embel

lished]) his speech, or language. (A.) –35,

(TK,) inf. n. jº, (K,) also signifies He soned

(K, TK) seeds; (TK;) i. q. 33. (K, TA.)

2 : see 1, in two places.

6 o',

252 : see what next follows, in five places.

3. and *}, (S, Msb, K,) the former the

more chaste, (T, S, Msb,) or the only form used

by persons of chaste speech, (ISk, T, Msb,) The

seed of herbs or leguminous plants, (S, A, Mgh,

Msb,) and of other plants: (S, A, Msb:) or

small seed or grain, such as that of herbs or

leguminous plants and the like : (TA :) or any

seed, or grain, that is son n (Kh, Msb, K) for

vegetation ; (S3) as also 33. [q. v.]: (Kh,

Mşb :) pl. 223. (K.) –And Seeds that, are

used in cooking, for seasoning food; syn. Jºu:

pl. *; andJús (K;) the latter of which

is pl. of35; (TA;) or of this word and of*śl 5

both of which are sings. ; arabicized [from the

Persian jīl; the former of them anºmalous,

being of a pl. form : (Msb:) 35' and Jºju are

syn. nºith Jºãº ($ :) or 3!jºl and Jº both

signify that with which food is seasoned; but the

former of these is applied to nihat is moist and

what is dry; and the latter, to what is dry only:

this distinction, however, appears to be conven

tional [and modern]; for the [classical] language

of the Arabs does not indicate it. (M.F.)-

Hence, "3.jū also signifies f Additions [or em

bellishmentsj in speech. (A.)—5. and *}}.

signify also Oil of 23. [i.e. of seeds). (S.) 5.

Jºël [commonly meaning Linseed] signifies

inseed-oil in the dial of the people of Baghdād.

(K)—Also "ji, (Mgh) or ji ji, (Mºb)

f The eggs of the silk-worm. (Mgh, Msb.)-

And "the former of these, t Offspring. (K,TA.)

One says, W 93. ji= tº thon numerous is his

offspring ! (TA.)

6 x d >

#95. see 255-2.

º, o ,”

3 • 2 o “

L335. One who expresses the oil of 252. (TA.)

35; One niho sells cº jº i. e., linseed-oil,

in the dial. of the people of Baghdād. (K.)

* … .

3350 t A man who induces in one, or thron's

one into, doubt or suspicion; from the phrase
* * * * * ~ *

a-e').<> jº. (A.)

6 of 6 o 2 -: 5 o -

jºl and jºl; pl. rejul: see jº, in three

places.

3 -e • 33 •e *

&; ſome who sellº or 51 (K)

3: Seasoned with 20% i. e. Jºlº. (Mgh.)

[See 2Jºl

5 - d .

J33-2 t Having many children; applied to a

man; and so "iſº applied to a woman. (K,

TA.)

&R

1. $3. [inf. n. of 83) signifies The beginning .

to rise, or come forth : this is the primary mean

ing: mentioned by Zj. (TA.)- Hence, (TA,)

& said of a tush, or tusk, or canine tooth, (A,)

or of the tush of a camel, (S, Msb, K,) [aor. 2,]

inf. n. $23, (Msb,) It came forth; (S, Msb, K;)

it clave the flesh, and came forth. (A.)—And

hence, (A, TA) Jºl ejº, (JK, S, A, Mºb,

K) aor.”, (TK) inf. n. as above (JK, S, K) and

& (K,) The sun began to rise; (JK, TA;) as

though it clave the darkness with its light: (A,

TA:) or rose, (S, Mşb, K,) nith spreading light:

(TA:) or &º has the meaning first explained

above; the beginning to rise, or come forth. (K.)

And in like manner one says, 3.il § [The

moon began to rise : or rose]. (A, TA.)=&

($, Mgh, Mºb, K) aor. , (Mº) inf n. §,
(JK, Msb,) He (a cupper, and a farrier,) scarified,

(S, Msb, K,) and made the blood to flon; : (Msb:)

he (a farrier) scarified a beast (JK, Mgh, TA) in its
2 of -

tº . Lº! [or part next the hoof (in the TA, erroneously,

>), (JK) with a 832 (JK, Mgh,TA)of iron;

(JK;) as also"&#, infn.&jº (JK,'TA) Aboo

'Adnán says that&3: and-* signify the same,

namely, the making a slight incision, or stab, such

as does not reach the sinen's, or tendons. (TA.)

–And He made his blood to flow. (TA.)

2 : see 1.

7.& êºl, ($, and so in a copy of the K,)

Ol' '83-', (so in other copies of the K and in the

TA,) The first, or beginning, of the [season, or

rain, or herbage, called] & came. (S, K.)

8: see 7.

$3% 23, (TA) and #39 Jº, (Mºb) and

ãº 2,43, (JK, A,) [A moon, and a sun, and

stars, beginning to rise: (JK, TA:) or rising.

(Msb, T.A.)

3. A lancet ($, Mgh, K) of a cupper and of

a farrier. (JK, Mgh, T.A.)

Jº

1. 3% ($, Msb, K.) aor. *, (Mºb, TA,) inf. n.

3% ($, TA) or 35, (Mºb) (but see the latter

below, i. 4 34 ($," Msb) or 3. (K) [He

spat: see also 5]: but it is of weak authority,

or rare; the most chaste being Jºaº. (TA in art.

J-º.)=-ºš Jä He sored the land: (Az, K.)

of the dial. of El-Yemen. (TA)=\ºl - 5,

i. q. -ā; (Az, K;) so in a trad., meaningThe

sun rose: the latter is that which is [commonly]

known; but the former may be a dial. var.;
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though the right reading seems to be <-5. (Az,

TA.)

4. Jºjº. She (namely, a ewe, JK, or a camel,

K) excerned the milk [or biestings into her udder

before bringing forth]; (Yz, JK, K, TA;) i, q.

<-5-1 ſq. v.]. (TA.)

5. 3. He ejected his spittle, as the faster is

commanded to do. (Mgh.)

35. is well known; (K;) i. q. 34 [Spittle,

... or saliva, when it has gone forth from the mouth]:

(S:) or saliva that flows. (TA in art. --ey.)

[See also 1.]

iš. A spittoon, or vessel in which to spit;

syn. iii. (TA in art. Jº)

Jº

1. 3., (Mºb, K) aor. , (TA) inf n. Jº,

(Mºb, TA,) He clave it, split it, or slit it; (K;)

as also '45, (K) inf. n. Jºji. (TA. [But the

latter verb probably has an intensive or a fre

quentative sense, or applies to many objects.])

— He broached it, or pierced it, and drew forth

what was in it. (Msb.) — He broached, or

pierced, the vessel containing it, (IDrd, K, TA,)

and drew it forth; (IDrd, TA;) namely wine,

&c.; (IDrd, K, TA;) as also &l and "45.

(K, TA) You say, J-3 ºil 'º. II
broached its vessel, and drew forth the nine, or

beverage, for myself]. (TA.)- He removed it,

or took it off, namely, the clay [that closed the

mouth, from the head of the 33 [or wine-jar].

(Har p. 140.)— He cleared it, or clarified it;

namely, wine, or beverage; (K;) as also V&l:

but Az says, I know not Jº as signifying “ the

act of clearing, or clarifying.” (TA. I-94, <5.

is mentioned, but not explained, in the S. The

meaning there intended may be either the third or

the last given above.])-1 He decided it, (K,

TA,) and settled it firmly; (TA;) namely, a

case, or an affair; or an opinion: (K, TA:) and

+ he decided it; namely, the judicial sentence.

(TA.)-the originated it, or deºised it; namely,

his opinion. (TA.)– as-le-Jºj aſſº 2-e Le

+ He has not a sufficiency, or a sufficiency of the

means of subsistence, that mill satisfy a nant.

(Z, TA.)=Jº, (S, Msb, K,) aor. *, (S, Msb,)

inf n. J.; ($, Mºb, K) and J., (K, TA, ſin

the CK J.) It (the -u [or tush] of a camel)

clave the flesh, and came forth : (K,” TA:) or

his (a camel's) -U, [or tush] clave the flesh, and

came forth; (S, Msb;) [or he became such as is

termed Jjū; generally] by his entering the ninth

*/ear. (Mºb.)- [And hence, as being likened

to a camel that has attained his full strength,)

inf. n. 4/5, [written without any indication of the

syll. signs, but most probably iſ, though the

verb seems to be Jº, not Jºl +It (an opinion,

or a judgment,) was, or became, right. (Mºb.)

2 : see 1.

5. J.; and "Jº", (K, TA) or "Jº", (so the

latter is written in the CK,) It clave, split, or

slit, intrans.: (K:) or the former signifies it

clave, split, or slit, much, in several places, or

often ; syn. Jiéj: and W the second, said of a

, [app. here meaning a spathe, rather than a

spadix, of a palm-tree,) it clave, split, or burst.

(S.). Also, the first, said of the body, It burst

forth, or floned, nith blood: and in like manner

one says of a water-skin Jr. and Jº Jr. [it

burst forth, or floned, nith nater, or the water].

(TA.)= See also 1.

7: see 5, in two places.

8: see 1, in three places=and see 5.

10. *}<- He opened it; namely, a 33 ſor

wine-jar]. (Harp. 140.)

J; 3% 2: A distressing, an afflictive, or a

calamitous, affair or event or case. ($, K.)

J; as [i. A water-skin that bursts forth, or
- - - 6 in a

jlon's, with the nater; pl. J53. (T.A.)

#j. f A great calamity or misfortune or dis

aster. (IDrd, K, TA.)—t Difficulties, distresses,

or afflictions. (IDrd, K.) You say, Jº *

§. + He is one niho manages great affairs; (S,

K, TA ;) n-ho has ability and strength to over

come difficulties. (TA.)—t Good judgment or

opinion or counsel. (S, K.) — Sis cº u.

º Jºsé + Such a one has not determination,

resolution, or decision, of judgment, whereby to

live. (TA)—3% 33 * t He has a firm, or

well-established, way, or manner, of acting, or

conducting himself. (TA.)—§ iii. ! A great

event that distinguishes that which is true and

that nihich is false. (K,” TA.)

J; The place that is broached, or pierced, in

a vessel containing nine &c.; (K;) the place

whence issues the thing [or liquid] nihereof the

containing vessel is broached, or pierced. (IDrd.)

6

J5. An iron instrument with which the Jº

[or J. !] of a nine-jar is opened. ($gh, K.)

Jº See J% in two places.

Jºji, applied to wine or beverage, i, q, "Jſ.

[which may mean either That whereof the con

taining vessel has been broached and nehich has

been dranºn forth, or that which is cleared or

clarified; but more probably the former]. (Ibn

'Abbād.)

J% applied to a camel, the male and the

female, (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) That has cut its -u

[or tush]; (S, Msb, K;) by its entering the ninth

year; (Msb;) or in its ninth year; ($, Mgh,

K;) for then it cuts that tooth ; ($, K;) or, as is

sometimes the case, in the eighth year; (S;) and

after this there is no age named: (IAar, K:) or

a she-camel that has completed her ninth year,

and attained her full strength : (Ham p. 506:)

and "Jºjº signifies the same, applied to the male

and the female: (IDrd, K:) or, accord. to AZ,

a she-camel is not termed Jº but the epithet

*J25, is applied to her that has completed a Ayear

after cutting the tooth above mentioned, until she

is termed -u : (MF, TA:) the pl. (of Jju, S,

Msb) is Ji's ($, Mºb, K) and Jº (§, K) and

J% ($) or Jä, like J.e. (K) as Jº and
cº Jº signify That has passed a year, and

tºvo years, after cutting the tooth above mentioned.

(MF, TA.)—Also The tooth that has come forth

at the time above mentioned: (S. K.) pl. Jjº.

(IAar, K.)- And t A man perfect in his expe

rience and his intellect : (K, TA:) or rendered

firm, or sound, in judgment by age and earpe

rience: so says IDrd: likened to the camel thus

termed : (TA:) or old: opposed to 23-, q. v.

(IAar in art. 2 ja of the TA.)-And I A case,

or an affair, and an opinion, firmly settled or

established. (TA)—Jº J.L.- : A difficult, a

distressing, or an afflicting, thing, affair, or busi

ness. (TA.) You say also, J% -,*& +He

nas afflicted with a difficult and distressing thing

or event. (TA. [See also art. -,-])—is

ijū A mound in the head from nihich the blood

flows: ($) or such as is termed isjº, (K,)

i.e. à-e-Yº, (TA,) [but see these two words, and see

is , that cleaves the skin, but does not penetrate

beyond it: (K:) the mulct for which is said to be

three camels. (TA.)-#9.< L. is like

the saying i.e., S; i.e.: 2. & (, i. e.

! [There remained not to them] One [sheep or goat,

or camel]. (S, TA.) You say also, ijº <e º,

i.e. + There is not in his possession anything of

property, or of camels &c.: (Yaakoob, S, K:) or,

a sufficiency, or a sufficiency of the means of

subsistence, that nill satisfy a nant. (Z, TA.)

And ājū 33 e iſ 3,5 S + [May God not leare
o. o.”

in his possession] anything. (S.) And ...hº..

ãjū t [He did not give them] anything. (S.)

[Jº. app. The mouth of a wine-jar: see J%.]

Jº- A strainer, or thing neith nihich wine, or

beverage, is cleared, or clarified; (S, K, TA;) as

also "ij... (K.)—An instrument for broach

ing, piercing, or perforating. (Msb.)

6.- ...o y

5:... see Jºjº.

Lejº

25;} see what follows.

2}} ($, Mgh, K, &c.) and "25" (K) [A

buckle;) the thing that is at the head [or end] of

the [zone, or n’aist-belt, called] aikº (S, K) and

the like, and that has a tongue, into n-hich [thing]

the other eactremity [of the aâla-2) enters; (K;)

a ring neith a tongue, nihich is at the head of the

as late and the like, and nith nihich it is fastened;

(Mgh ;) the ring that has a tongue which enters

into the hole in the lonest part of the shoulder

belt of the sword, and upon which the ring then

bites, or presses; the ring altogether [with the

tongue] being termed ºl; (ISh, TA;) the

iron thing that is at the end of the girth of the

horse's saddle, which is fastened therencith; and

sometimes it is at the end of the aâla-e : (IB,

TA) pl. Jºi. (8)—Also 4 lock; and so
o - o o - 2 , p *

&#. (TA.)—You say,*}} UYKs c], mean

ing ty'erily such a one is a niggard. (TA.)

3×

1. 5, aor. •jº, i. 4. Jºué (app. as meaning

He stretched out his neck, looking at a thing far
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off); and Jºë [here meaning the same, or he

looked, raising his head; said of a hawk, or

falcon]: (Az, ISd, K:) and hence IJ says that

"jū is [originally] of the measure 33 from this

verb: (TA: [and it is said in the K that jū

seems to be hence derived:]) [or J5uaj may

here be used in another sense; for, accord. to Fei,j

jº, aor. as above, signifies he overcame, or sub

dued; and hence is derived "jū. (Mºb.) You

say also,* 54, aor. as above, meaning J5uaj

[i.e., thus followed by asſe, He held up his head

with an assumption of superiority over him ;

behaved haughtily tonards him; eacalted himself

above him; or overponiered, subdued, or oppressed,

him]. (S.) And2;is &# The people, or com

pany of men, were overcome, or subdued. (TA.)

And $54, aor. as above, (K,) inf. n. 35, (TA,)

Ble overcame, or subdued, him; and laid violent

hands upon him, or assaulted him; as also Wººl

aw: (K:) or this last signifies he overcame him,

and subdued him: (S:) and §, he nyronged him;

or treated him wrongfully, or injuriously: and

W $9. may signify the same ; or this may mean

he induced him to become sjº, q. v. : (Ham p.

502:) and accord. to Aboo-Riyásh, Wu ºl signi

fies he pressed heavily upon his adversary, or

imposed on him that which he nas unable to do,

or to bear, in order to treat him nºronafully, or

injuriously. (Ham pp. 104 and 105.) [It is said

that] & [an inf n. of which the verb, if it

have one, is 54,] signifies the act of Leaping;

syn. Jºs. (S: [but I think it not improbable

that this may have been taken from a mistran

scription of &º, an inf. n. of 5.])=&#,

(K) aor. “; (Hamp. 502;) and jº, aor. *; (K;)

inf n. 9 (§, K, TA) and 35, (TA) He (a

man, TA) had what is termed 5.5 (Ki) i.e.,

prominence of the breast and depression of the

back : (S, K, and Ham ubi supra:) or depression

of the back and prominence of the belly: or, as

some say, prominence of the breast and depression

of the loner part of the belly: (Ham ubi supra:)

or depression of the breast and prominence of the

loner part of the belly: (Ham p. 105:) or a

bending in the back neart the posteriors: (K,TA:)

or a projecting of the middle of the back over the

posteriors: or a backward bulging of the poste

riors: (Ki) or he was as though his posteriors

projected over the hinder part of the thighs: or

he had the breast bulging fornward and the poste

riors bachnard, so that he appeared unable to

straighten his back. (T, TA.) [See also 4.] The

epithet is &#. fem. £3. (S, K.)

4. Lºl: see 1, in three places.= Also, (S,

K,) inf. n. §, (A 'Obeyd, S,) He (a man,

A 'Obeyd, S) elevated his posteriors; (A’Obeyd,

$, K5) as also V Lºjuj : (S, K:) or the latter

signifies he acted in such a manner in his malk

as to cause it to be imagined that he nas es;

(Ham p. 105;) or he moved his posteriors in

rvalking, like as does a noman; or he bent, or

boned, himself to others. (TA.) Accord. to IAar,

.5:1 [probably a mistranscription for iſºl sig

nifies -āk-all [i. e. -ital, app. meaning An

extravagant affecting of elegance of carriage,

such as is common with women]. (TA.)

Bk. I.

6. Jjuj: see 4.— Also He stepped wide.

(K.)— And He made a vain, or false, boast

of abundance, or riches; or a boast of more than

he possessed; or invested himself with that which

did not belong to him. (K.)

3. The equal, equivalent, ºr like, of a thing.

($, K.) You say, Jé- 53' are stºid-i [I took

from him, or of it, the equal, equivalent, or like,

of such a thing]. (S.)

jú (S, Mºb, K) and jº [mentioned in art.js)

(Mgb, TA, and so in some copies of the K in

this art.) andji. ſmentioned in art. jº] and ''.jū

(TA) [A name given to several varieties of the

hank, or falcon;] a species ofjie, (K,) that

preys, or hunts or catches game; (S;) the proud

est and fiercest of birds of prey, found in the

country of the Turks: it is said that this name

is only given to the female, and that the male is of

another kind, a kite, or a nihite falcon (cºlº), and

hence the varieties of form &c. in different indivi

duals of the species: that of nhich the prevailing

colour is nhite is the best, and the fullest in body,

and the boldest, and the easiest to train: this variety

(the -ºb is found only in the country of the

Turks, and Armenia, and the country of the Kha

zar: (Kzw:) [see alsodº :] respecting the deri

vation, see 1, in two places: the pl. (ofjº, S, ISd,

Mºb) is # (S, ISd, Mºb, K) and j', ; (ISã,

K.) and (of jū, Mºb) & (Mºb, K) and jºi.

(Msb,) the former a pl. of mult, and the latter

*. Pl:, of pauc., (TA,) or the former is originally

Jºjº [and therefore a pl. ofjºl; (IKtt, TA in

art. Jºe 3) and (ºft, K in art. jº)# [a pl.

of page.] and j95 (K in this art. and in art.jū)

and cº. (K in the latter art.)
º

Jºjº : see jº.
-

º

(sjº, applied to a man, (S, Mgh,) Having

n:hat is termed §: ($, K;) i. e., prominence of

the breast and depression of the back, (S, Mgh,

K, and Ham p. 105,) or of the part between the

shoulder-blades: (Ham ubi supra:) &c. : [see 1,

latter part:] fem. āş; (S, K :) the masc. is

sometimes coupled with £º and the fem., with

ãº, applied to an old woman who, when she

walks, is as though she were bowing down her

head and body: and the fem. is said by some to

signify sticking out her posteriors to be seen of

men. (TA.)

,39. 3. 3: * He is strong, or able, to

perform this affair; a prudent, or sound, mana

ger thereof. (S.)

u-º

1. t signifies The act of breaking: or break

ing in pieces : syn. Slaa-. (TA.)– [And The

act of mixing : see i-. This, or the former,

is probably the primary signification.]– [And

hence, app.,] *. aor. *, inf. n. J-, (M, Msb,)

He broke it, crumbled it, or bruised or brayed

it; said of wheat, &c.; thus making it n'hat is

termed a cº-º: (Mºb :) or he mired it, namely,

J., [or meal of parched barley or wheat], and

flour, &c., nith clarified butter, or nith olive-oil;

thus making it what is termed a.…: (M:) or .

he moistened it, namely, Jº**, and flour, rvith a

little mater; (ISk, Mgb;) but making it more

moist than one does in the action termed 3.j:

(Yaºkoob, cited in the S; and ISk, in the Mºb:)

or C- signifies the making, or preparing, aº-g,

by stirring about, or moistening, Jºe*, orflour,

or ground asi, nvith clarified butter, or with

olive-oil; (S,# ;) after which it is eaten, without

being cooked. (S.)—[And hence the saying

in the Kur Ivi. 5) tº Jº-1 cº, And the

mountains shall be crumbled with a vehement

crumbling, (Lh, M, A, K,) like flour, and Jº,...,

(A,) and become earth: (Fr, K:) or become dust

cleaving to the earth : (AO, M, TA:) or be

levelled: (M, TA:) or mired with the dust: (Zj,

M, TA :) or reduced to powder and scattered in

the nind. (TA.)

i-- Wheat, &c., broken, or crumbled, or

bruised: (Mgb:) or Jºe* [or meal of parched

barley or nºbeat], and flour, &c., mired nith

clarified butter, or nith olive-oil: (M:) or what

is stirred about with olive-oil, or nith clarified

butter, and not netted [nith mater]: (Lh, M :)

or Jºe 3-, or flour, or ground laš), stirred about,

or moistened, nºith clarified butter, or njith olive

oil; ($, K;) after which it is eaten, without

being cooked: (S:) or Jº 3-, and flour, moistened

with a little water, (ISk, Msb,) but more moist

than such as is prepared in the manner termed

3. ; (Yaakoob, cited in the S; and ISk, in the

Msb;) and used as travelling-provision : (TA :)

and bread dried and pounded, and [miaced with

nater so that it is] drunk like as Ju 3- is drunk :

(M, K:*) IDrd thinks it to be what is termed

-ºš : also barley mixed with date-stones, for

camels: (M, TA:) or, accord. to A5, anything

that one mices with another thing: such as Jº3

nºith Jaśl, which one then moistens with fresh

butter: and such as barley with date-stones, nhich

one then moistens, for camels: (Msb,” TA:) pl.

Jº, (IAar, TA) which is explained in the K

as signifying messes of Jºe 3-, moistened, or stirred
- O - 6 - o

about nºith water, &c. (ää - is,...). (TA.)

U-w

1 * tº, and & (S, M.K.) aor. ** (M.

K;) inf n. J.; and tº (§, M,K) and ſtº,* > #5-

(M, K,) all of the former verb; (M;) and tº,

(M, K,) of the latter; (M;) He was, or became,

sociable, friendly, or familiar, with him; (namely,

a man, S, TA ;) or cheered, or gladdened, by his

company º converse, or by his presence. (S, M,

K.)— cºw U-w, inf. n. *0- and 2-, He was,

or became, accustomed, or habituated, to the affair,

or case. (M,” K,” TA.)-[And hence,) * tº

He despised, or made light of, him, or it. (M,K.)

22° 2 of

4. ašu...] I made him sociable, friendly, or

familiar; or cheered him, or gladdened him, by

my company or converse, or by my presence.

(S, K.)

26
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* A she-camel that offers no opposition to

her milker, (S, K,) being of a good disposition,

and accustomed to him. (TA.)

<-- accord. to some : cº-º accord. to others.

& [accord. to its etymology (which will

be explained below) and to general modern usage,

A garden of sweet-scented floners and trees; but

accord. to the Arabic Lexicons,] a [garden such

as is termed] as : (Mgh, Msb:) or a [garden,

or malled garden, such as is termed] aiº-, (M,

K, TA,) of palm-trees; as in a poem of El-Aasha:

(TA:) said by Fr to be an Arabic word; (Msb,

TA;) but this is denied by IDrd: (TA:) and

said by some to be Je” [or Greek]: (Msb:)

[but correctly] it is an arabicized word, from [the

Persian] &tº [bóstán], (K, [in which the J

is regarded as a radical letter, Shifā el-Ghaleel,

MF,) meaning “taking odour, or fragrance,” or,

as some say, “a place where odour, or fragrance,

collects, or is collected:” (Shifá el-Ghaleel, MF:)

its composition from 32 and Jº requires the

former meaning to be assigned to it: (TA:) [or

rather it signifies “a place of odour, or fra

grance:”] afterwards applied to trees: (TA:) pl.

& Jºº (Mºb, K) and &siº, (K) like & Pºº

and Öskº. (TA)

& [an arabicized word from the Persian
•0 - d.º.

&ºtº, i.g. "Cºttº, which is the more common;

A gardener, or a keeper of a cº-º. (TA)

3 … O J.

Jºur-y: see what next precedes.

J-º

6 & 2 - -

3: an arabicized word, [because U and $ do

not occur in any one Arabic word, (Msb, voce
2 of 6 , o .

stºi)] Coral; syn. Jº-o. (K.)

J-º

1. 3. He took anything when it was fresh,

juicy, moist, or not flaccid; (TA;) as also "…]

[which is more commonly used]. (M, K,” TA.)

[Hence,) < ū) <!-, aor. *, inf. n. *. I pas

tured [beasts] upon the herbage when it n'as fresh

and juicy, I being the first to do so. (TA.)-

Also, (K,) aor. as above, (TA,) and so the

inf. n., (M,) i. q. Jsº [as meaning + He nas

quick, or beforehand, or before the proper time,

with a person or thing, or in doing, or seeking,

a thing]. (M, K.) [Hence, àtºl 3.3, (As, S,

M, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above; (M;) and

"w-º', (S, A) and "w: ; (T,) the (the

stallion) covered the she-camel without her desiring

it: (As, S, A :) or before she desired it. (M., K.)

And in like manner, 2- and "… I He (a stal

lion) covered a mare nhen she had only begun to

jeel the eaccitement of desire. (TA.) And W,-ºl

àjº-ji i He deflowered the girl before she had

attained to puberty. (A, and Mºb in art. Jas.)

And - and "… t He fecundated a palm-tree

before the proper time for doing so. (M, K.)

And Air, 2., (K) inf n, as above, (S) + He

drank the milk of the skin, (K,) or gave it to

be drunk, (S,) before it had become thick, and fit

for churning. (§, K.) And J., (M, K,) aor.

as above, (M, A,) and so the inf. n., (S, M.,)

f He broke a pustule: (A :) or he squeezed a

pustule, or a boil, before it was ripe : (TA:) or

he laid it open by peeling off its crust, or scab,

before it was ripe; ($, M, K;) as also WX-1.

(K.) And, inf. n. as above, t He dug rivers

when water was scarce : or sought for, or after,

mater [nºhen it n'as scarce]: and so, accord. to

Az, "…7. (L. [But for au 3 tº be 's',

as part of the explanation, I read 3. it.” je $1

4.19.]) And 2:)* t He dug a nell in [the

bed of] the river, it being dry. (L. [But here,

for --> *s, I read -j- >3.) Also ſº, (S,

M, K,) aor. As above, (M,) and inf. n. as above

($, M) and jury; (M3) and "2-ºl (M, A, K.)
and "… and W_-ºl; (M, K;) the sought,

sought for or after, demanded, or desired, a thing

that he wanted, or needed, in an improper time:

(M, K:) or in an improper place : (S, M. :) or

in an improper manner: (Jm :) or before its

time. (A.) And the first of these verbs, f He

required a debt to be paid before the time when

it was due. (K, TA.) And t He required his

debtor to pay a debt before the time when it was

due: from iść, 2–4, explained above. (Sh, T.A.)

— Also, inf. n. 24, t He began a thing; and

so "-ºl. (K.) And a 2-4 (TK) and a "…]

(TA, TK) + He began with it. (TA, TK.)=

Also, aor. * , inf. n. *. He miaced* [or full

gronºn unripe dates] nºith others, in beverage of

the kind called 3.5: the doing of which is for

bidden in a trad.: (S:) or he mired 2: mith

fresh ripe dates, or nith dry dates, and made

with them both together that kind of beverage.

(TA) And 53 -, (M.K.) aor, and inf. n.

as above; and " … (M) and " …"; (K;)

He made, of dry dates, that kind of beverage,

and mired 2: with it. (M. K.)= Also, (M,

K) aor. , inf n. 2:4 and 32-, (M.) He

fronned; contracted his face; or grinned, or

displayed his teeth, fronning, or contracting his

face, or looking sternly, austerely, or morosely;

(M, K.) as also 4-3 2-, inf n. 4: ($) or

he did so excessively : (Jel in lxxiv. 22:) or he

looked with intense dislike or hatred. (TA.)

2 : see 1; last sentence but one.

© ,” “ ,”

3. Sº-Lº, inf. n. $42, + She (a mare) desired

the stallion when she had only begun to feel the

eaccitement of lust. (AO.)

4. 2-wl: see 1, in three places.– Also t He

dug in ground that had not been dug before.

(K)=Jº J-ºl. The palm-trees had dates in

the state in nihich they are called* : (S, M:')

or produced dates that did not ripen. (TA.)

5. 2–5: see 1, in four places. It signifies also

+ He sought for, or after, fresh water recently

produced by rain. (S. [See*D And + He

dug for plants before they came forth: (M, TA:)

[or] tit. 2- has this meaning. (TA.) And

+ He (a [wild] bull) came to the roots of dry

plants, and ate them. (K.)

* > … oe . .x or

8. J-ºl: see 1, in seven places. =& J-ºl

f His colour changed, (K, TA,) and became like

that of* [or full-grown unripe dates]. (TA.)
g o – 5 o a s

2- : see 2- :=and see also 3-9.

* Anything fresh,juicy,”gist, not flaccid.

(IF, M, Mºb, K.) You say … <ū A fresh

plant: (Msb:) or a plant that has risen from

the surface of the ground, but not grown tall;

because it is then fresh and juicy: (TA:) or

such is called ãº [fem. of* ; as also nºkat

is fresh, juicy, moist, or not flaccid, of the

plant called Jºº. (M.) A plant, or herbage,

when it first appears in the ground is termed

Jºy"; then, lººse-; then, 3- ; then, […;

and then, [when it is dry,) J.-- (S.)— Fresh

water, (S, M, K,) recently produced by rain;

(S, M3) as also ".… (M.) or this latter signi

fies cold, or cool, water: (K:) pl. of the former

jus; (S. K.) like as tº is pl. of& (S.)

– f A young, or youthful, man, and woman:

(K, TA:) or young, or youthful, and fresh; fem.

with 3: (M, A :) applied, respectively, to a

man and a woman; (M;) or to a boy and a

girl. (A.)– And, with 3, 1 The sun when it

has just risen, ($, K, TA,) and is red, and not

Syet clear. (A," TA.) [Accord. to the A, this

meaning seems to be derived from that next

following.]–34 andº (S, M, K) [the for

mer, only, mentioned in the A and Msb &c., as

the latter is rare; coll. gen, ns., signifying Full

grown] unripe dates ; dates before they have

become -*, (M, K;) dates that have become

coloured, but have not become ripe; (TA;) dates

that have begun to colour, i.e., to become red or

yellon, ; (Msb in art. ;) dates beginning to

ripen: (IAth, TA in art.

fresh and juicy, and not flaccid : . (M3) n. un.

* and #4 (S.M. K.) pl. ºf (S) for
5 . . .” 5 * > y * … .º

$5–1 and <!-- (M.) Sb says that 5:... [or

3- or each of these] has no broken pl. ; but

*:) so called because

he allows cº- and cº, as meaning troo sorts

of ~ and of 23. (M), [J says,* in their

first stage arº, termed cº, then, Jº-3 then,

; then, j-, ; then, -le, ; then, 3.5: ($:)

but this saying ofJ is not good: the original thereof

is termed &\le; and when they have become organ:

ized and compact (akaji's), they are termed...

Or* [accord. to different copies of the K];

and when they have become green and round,

Jº- and 39- and JN-3 and when they have

become somewhat large, #: and when they

have become large, [or full-grown,) *: then,

ºn-z*; then, < *#sº then, Jºſé, then, i-º,

[in the CK i-]; then, $33 and 8- and

• 6 o' .

is is and when completely ripe, -ºš and 5-9:

then, i. (K.)— [Hence, i- signifies also

fThe head, or extremity, of the penis of a dog.

(K, TA)—And t.A. kind of bead; syn. ii.

(K.)

6 x > 6 o is

J-º: see j-.

$º fem. ofJº as an epithet, and n. un. of

the same as a subst. : explained with the latter.

5* … .s

30-º n. un. of 4, a dial. var. of*. q. V.
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2-& and *}”, the latter an inf. n. used as an

epithet, A face fronning; or contracted; or grin

ning, or displaying the teeth, neith a fronning, or

contraction, or a stern, an austere, or a morose,

look. (M.) (see 1, last sentence.] … ,<s

à-9, in the Kur lxxv.24, means And faces on

that day shall be eaccessively fronning or con

tracted, &c.; (Jel:) or expressive of dislike or

hatred, and contracted. (K.) [See also J-º]

3* A nell-known disease; (K;) a smelling,

or tumour, nºbich nature drives to every part

of the body, from a humour that comes from the

anºts (33-ijl), and the testicles, and the edges

of the labia majora of the pudendum muliebre,

and other parts; and when in the anus, attended

by a smelling of the veins; (Msb;) sing. of-sº

(S, K;) which signifies a certain disease that

arises in the anus (3.xxãº"), [namely, the hemor

rhoids, or piles, to which this term generally applies

when it is used absolutely, and also in the inside

of the nose; (S;) what resembles boils in the

anus: (Mgh:) sometimes the J is changed into

Je: (Mgh, Msb:) and it is said that the word

is not Arabic. (Msb.)

5 o a

j-" :

ju... iś, (M.K.) and "5-3, without 5, as

though a possessive epithet, (M,) A palm-tree

of which the dates do not ripen. (M, K.) [See

also 4.]
-

º I.- 0.

22- . Affected by the disease termed2-6, pl.

of 23-º. (TA.)

à-2 +A mare desiring the stallion (AO, K*)

when she has only begun to feel the eaccitement of

lust, (AO,) or before she is fully eaccited by lust.

(K) [See also ſº...]

see what next follows.

la

1. i., (M., Msb, K.) aor. *, (M,TA,) infin.

i.e., (S, M, Mºb) contr. of 443; (M, TA3) as

also " …, (M.'TA) inf. n. *-j. (TA) [As

such,) He spread it; spread it out, or forth;

expanded it, extended it; ($, Msb, K, B;) as

also V al. : (Ki) and he made it wide, or

ample: these are the primary significations; and

sometimes both of them may be conceived; and

-sometimes, one of them: and the verb is also

used, metaphorically, as relating to anything

which cannot be conceived as composed or con

structed: (B:) and i.e. is the same as kº, (S,

and K in art. Ja...aw,) in all its meanings. (K.)

You say, <º 1… [He spread, spread out,

expanded, or unfolded, the garment, or piece of

cloth]. (Msb.) And* A. : [He stretched

forth, or extended, his leg). (TA) And k
*53, and W tºº, +He spread his fore arms

upon the ground; the doing of which [in pros

trating oneself] in prayer is forbidden. (TA.)

And 334 (.… (M, Mºb, K) the stretched forth,

or eactended, his arm, or hand; (M, K;) as in
2. c = 2 * * : * > -- a 2 - 2 -

the saying 2,4-lº -- tº *-*. Jºl la-v ( [He

stretched forth, or eatended, towards me his arm,

or hand, with, i.e. to do to me, what I liked and

disliked]: (M, TA:") or he stretched forth his

hand opened. (Mºb.) It is said in the Kurſv.31],

Jºë, 934 3. <!-- &: t[Assuredly if thou

stretch forth tonards me thy hand to slay me].

(M, TA.) ºg At and Jiºn is sometimes used

to denote assaulting and smiting: [as in the last

of the exs. given above; and] as in the words of
O --> * o n- 3 or o- - d. 2

the Kur ſix. 2, …— … .º. bkº

* ! [And they will stretch forth tonards you

their hands and their tongues nºith evil]; (TA;)

i.e., by slaying, (Bd, Jel,) and smiting, (Jel,)

and reviling. (Bd, Jel.) And sometimes to denote

giving liberally: (TA:) [as in]3tº Jººi

f He [stretched forth his hand, opened, or] mas

liberal or bountiful or munificent [in expenditure]:

(Mºbi) see k-, below. (TA) And sometimes

to denote taking, or taking possession, or seizing:

as in the saying, (TA) age 834 & 1- iſ His

hand was stretched forth against himj; i.e. he

nas made to have dominion over him by absolute

jorce and ponyer. (K, TA.) And sometimes to
- - -

la

£3. Jº t He eapanded his two hands in suppli

cation; a common action, in which the two hands

are placed together like an open book upon a desk
s -

before the face, in supplicating God:] see Ja-Q,

of 2. -

below. (TA.)– [And hence, Lºoſ aſ <!--

! I displayed, or laid open, to him my state, or

denote seeking, or demanding: [as in •º

case, 9 ºffairs syn. : &#: (A in art. Jºš )

and 2-ol [his state, &c.]. (TA in that art.)–

[Hence also, * sº es: tº iº ãº

st-jit [God diffuses the souls in the bodies at

the time of their being animated]. (TA)—

[Hence also, 35; Aſ i., f God multiplied, or

made abundant, and amplified, enlarged, or made

ample or plentiful, the means of subsistence. (Msb,
o. 21 ac.

K.") It is said in the Kurſii. 246], Jáiº 4's

*3. (Mºb and TA in art. Jas, q.v.) And

you say, JJ all Lººſe la º f [He largely eactended

to them equity, orjustice]; as also "ála. (TA)—

[Hence also.) ...is . *** kº& t[Such

a one enlarges the liberty of his slaves; then

abridges their liberty]. (A in art. Ja.s.) —

[Hence also, 4-5 k- t It unnºrinkled, as

though it dilated, his countenance : see 7. And

4.5 k- + It dilated his heart : see remarks on

Ja: and kº, as used by certain of the Soofees,

near the end of 1 in art. Ja.s. And] “, alone,

[signifies the same; or] fit rejoiced him; ren

dered him joyous, or cheerful: (M, K, TA:)

because, when a man is rejoiced, his countenance

becomes unwrinkled (4–3), and he becomes

changed [and cheerful] in [its] complexion: it is

wrongly said, by MF, to be not tropical: that it

is tropical is asserted by Z, in the A: MF also

says that it is not post-classical; and in this he is

right; for it occurs in a saying of Mohammad:

thus in a trad. respecting Fátimeh, * - º

º What rejoices her rejoices me : (TA:)

[see also 4.33, where this saying is cited according

to another relation:] "Cº- [as signifying fit

rejoiced me] is a mistake of the vulgar [obtaining

in the present day]. (TA.)-[Hence also,3

& 3:1; *.i. ! [Wealth makes him close

fisted, tenacious, or niggardly; and poverty

makes him open-handed, liberal, or generous].

(A in art. Ja.s.)—[Hence also, cº; &-A

! He rendered such a one free from shyness, or

aversion : (S, O, K, TA:) he emboldened him;

incited him to [that kind of presumptuous bold

ness which is termed] als. (Harp. 155.) [In the

CK, º J-9 ū); A-4 is erroneously put for

* -- o º

º Jº& 4-4.]—[Hence also, Af k

&º tº God made, or judged, such a one to

errel me. (Z, $gh, K, TA.)—[Hence also,

25i & k- f The place nas sufficiently

wide, or ample, for the people, or company of

men. (K, TA) And 4% tº Jºs lik This is a

bed ample, (S, K,) or sufficiently wide for thee.

(A) AndJº S tº J Jº He spread

Jor me a bed [not nide enough for me, or] that

was [too] narrow [for me], (ISk, S.). [Hence

also, 33% k-, (K,) aor. as above, (TA,) and

so the inf. n., (S, TA,) the accepted, or admitted,

the excuse. ($, K, T.A.)—All these significations

of the verb are ramifications of that first mentioned

above. (TA)=1,…, aor. *, (M, K,) inf n. ibutº,

(M,) the was, or became, free, or unconstrained,

(k-º) njith his tongue. (M, K.)

2: see 1, in four places.

3. *-*. inf. n. ii.4. and bº, f [He con

versed, or acted, with him without shyness, or

aversion; boldly; in a free and easy manner; or

cheerfully] : (TA:) he met him laughingly, or

smilingly, so as to shon his teeth. (So accord. to

an expl. of the latter of the two inf. ns. in the TA.)
-- - - 5 * . . .” ---o,-

[See ºle.] You say also, äla-Lºo Lºº iſBe

tneen them two is conversation, or behaviour, free

from shyness, or aversion; bold; free and easy;

or cheerful]. (TA.)

4: see 1, latter half.

5; see 7.—sº Jº lºg the journeyed

far and wide in the countries. (S, TA.)- .3-
* ..."

. . . . &
kº. He went Jorth betaking himself to the

5 . .

gardens and green fields: from pu..., signifying

“land having sweet-smelling plants.” (TA.)

7. k-) quasi-pass of 41.45 as also " .…

is of4-5 both signifying It became spread or

spread out or forth, or it spread or spread out or

forth; it became expanded, or it expanded, or it

expanded itself; it became eactended, or it eartended,

or it cºnded itself: [&c.]. (M, K, TA.) You

say, Jºj’) Jºe *Gº la-ºl [The thing became

spread or spread out, &c., upon the ground]. (S.)

And jº la-ºl ( The day became advanced, the

sun being high : it became long : (M, K, TA:) and

in like manner one uses the verb in relation to

other things. (M., T.A.).-[And hence, He ex

patiated.– And] &- la-31 +[His countenance

became unnºrinkled, as though dilated; i.e. it

became open, or cheerful; and so la -31 alone;

or he bacame open, or cheerful, in countenance, as

is said in the KL.]. (TA.) [And la-51, alone,

the became dilated in heart; or he rejoiced; or

26 =
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became joyous, or cheerful: see <!--.]—[Hence

also, la -51 t He left shyness, or aversion; he

became free therefrom : (S, TA:) he was, or

became, bold, forward, presumptuous, or arro

gant : (KL, PS:) he became emboldened, and

incited to [that kind of presumptuous boldness

which is termed] is. (Harp. 155.) And la-ºl

º f [He was open, or unreserved, to him in

conversation; and he acted towards him, or be

haved to him, without shyness or aversion; or

with boldness, forwardness, presumptuousness, or

arrogance : and he applied himself to it (namely,

an affair,) with boldness, fornwardness, presump

tuousness, or arrogance.] (TA.)

kº, as signifying A certain intoricating thing,

[a preparation of hemp,) is post-classical. (TA.)
6 o p

la-w:

e -

kº See k-, in seven places.

6 x >

la-e

ii. Width, or ampleness; syn. is. : (S, Sgh,

Mºbº) and length, or height: ($gh.) pl. Luº:

(Sgh :) and increase: or redundance, or excess:

(TA) and, (M., K.) as also viº, (K) excel.

lence; (M, K;) in science and in body: (M:) or

in science, eacpatiation, or dilatation : (K:) or

profit to oneself and others : (TA:) and in body,

height, or tallness; and perfection, or complete

ness. (K.) It is said in the Kur [ii. 24, 353

2-3 º'J iſ… [And hath increased him

in eaccellence, &c., in respect of science, or know

ledge, and body]: (M, TA:) Zeyd Ibn-'Alee here

read "il-º. (TA)—[An arm's length.] See

i-º-il. iß A noman beautiful and

sleek in body: and in like manner, i:g a gazelle

that is so. (M.)

-- e. e º ż

£ula… dºſ t A wide and large ear. (M, K,

TA.)

3 o y ...)

Jº A seller of kº (or carpets, &c.], pl.
2 & 2 >

cººla-º. (TA, but only the pl. is there mentioned

and explained.)

3 * * > .

see ala-w, in two places.

… , 6 -

'Ula-; -

* .. }-i-º

bu. Land (Jº) eapanded and even, as also

*iº-º: (M,K) and wide, or spacious; (AO,

Ş, K;) as also V ºu..., (Fr. K.) in his explanation

of which Fr adds, in which nothing is obtained;

(TA) and " k-ºs (K) and "il-º (A0,

K:) and in like manner, a place; ($, TA;) as

also " Luº; (TA) and " *- : (S, TA:) and

land in which are sweet-smelling plants: (TA:)

or "in-" is a subst, (IDrd, M) as some say,

(M,) and signifies the earth. (IDrd, M, Msb, K.)

You say, *~3 W kuº Jº J-3 IWe are in ºn

ample and a plentiful state]. (TA.) And Lºew

** J- J. &#3 [the last word thus, without

any vowel-sign to the 2,] + Between us and the

water is a long mile. (TA.) [See also kº.
And º Jºe **k-3 Jé u. There is not

upon the earth the like of such a one. (TA.)

And "āº: es: J.s3, a dim, imperfectly decl.,

He (a man, TA) ment anay in the earth, or

land. (A, O, L., K.)–Also A great cooking-pot.

($gh, K.)

Luº A thing that is spread or spread out or

forth : (S, M, K, B;) whatever it be; a subst.

applied thereto: (B:) [and particularly a carpet;

which is meant by its being said to be] a certain

thing well known; the word being of the measure

Jº in the sense of the measure Jºiº, like

** in the sense of**, and Jº in ...the

sense of Jºão, &c.; (Mºb :) pl. [of mult..] la -

(M, Mºb, K) and *: and [of pauc.] in-ji.

(TA.)- See also *- ; near the middle of the

paragraph.—** Jº (sº is a phrase mean

|ing +He hastened to cut short his speech. (Har

p.280)= Also The leaves of the tree called , .

that fall upon a garment, or piece of cloth, spread

for them, the tree being beaten. (M, K.)= See
º ... •

also louv, in three places.

k-, and il’s- See Buº, in six places. –

(*, *. ul- & & The rain fell spreading

widely upon the earth, continuously, or consecu

tively. (TA.)—- k-& +[Such a one

is tall of body). (§,TA)—ººl ke. A man

(M) having the countenance ſunnyrinkled, or]

bright with joy: (M, K, TA) pl. 1.4. (M.K.')

—cººl *- 1 A man large, or eactensive, in

beneficence; (M, TA;) liberal, bountiful : (K,

TA:) pl. 14: (M, K:) [and so] eº k-,

($) [and] gºl" A-.... (TA) And "lº $34,

(S, K) like & 1 in the sense of Ös-l.., and

Jºlas in the sense of J.ki, (TA,) and *i.…,

- 28 5 -, -o

(Z,K) like Jºi and tº-, (Z) and (Z,K) by

contraction, (Z) V lº, (Z,K,) and *iº,

(TA) His hand is liberal; syn. iii., (S, K,

TA,) and Jú. ; (TA;) or he is large in expendi

ture. (TA.) It is said in the Kur (v.69], J.

"cºb,” $34; (TA) and accord. to one read

ing, 'Ju-3 (S, K;) and accord. to another,

with damm, [as though it were " cuº, (Z, K,

TA,) [but it is said that] in this case it is used as

an inf. n., [and therefore YÖuº, for an inf. n. is

applied as an epithet to a dual and a pl. subst.

Öº or,

accord. to some, it is most probably ["&uº,

like Ötº ; and Talhah Ibn-Musarrif read

"cuºu... : (TA:) the meaning is, 1 Nay, his

hands are liberal, or bountiful; the phrase being

a simile; for in this case there is no hand, nor

any stretching forth. (TA.) And it is said in a

ind, 25% - jº (-9 'ou'… à &

jºJº-Jº J-9, Jºº (K.' TA)

or, accord. to one relation, "Ju-, (TA,) mean

ing t God is liberal in forgiveness to the evil-doer

of the day-time until he repent [in the night, and

to the evil-doer of the night-time until he repent

in the day]: for a king is said to be Jº Y£

5 - d …

without alteration,] like Jºãº and

when he is t liberal in his gifts by command and

by sign, although he gives nothing thereof with

his hand, nor stretches it forth with them at all.

($gh,TA)—i.e. also signifiesº' k-ºs,

(Lih) or ºld, k-ºs, (M, K) (Free, or

unconstrained, in tongue, or with his tongue,

applied to a man: (M:) fem. with 3. (K.)—

A-J is also the name of A certain kind of metre

of verse; (S, M,” K;) namely, the third; the

measure of nihich consists of&le; * f.:** eight

[a mistake for four] times: (K :)so called because

of the extension of its~% commencing with a

~~~ immediately followed by another -º, as

is said by Aboo-Ishāk. (M)—ſº- is also

used in philosophy as signifying f Simple ; un

compounded.]

ik-, as an epithet; and as a subst.: see buº,

in four places.– [In philosophy, t A simple

element ; pl. kºu...]

* - 6 - 2 - - -

al-e- sº •r-A5 : See buº.

i- act, part. n. of 1.4.— It is said in the

Kur [vi. 93), waſ sk- icº, meaning

f The angels being made to have dominion over

them by absolute force and ponyer. (K, TA)

And again, in the Kur [xiii. 15), *** *-*
où &º tº J flike the supplicator of water,

making a sign to it [nith his two hands], in

order that it may [reach his mouth, and so]

answer his prayer; (K,” TA;) or, but it will

not answer his prayer. (O.T.A.)—k-9 +God,

n:ho amplifies, or enlarges, or makes ample or

plentiful, the means of subsistence, to whomsoever

He will, (K,TA,) by his liberality and his mercy:

(TA) or who diffuses (4…) the souls in the

bodies at the time of [their] being animated.

(TA)—k-º {{< t Water that is distant from

the herbage, or pasturage, (M, K, TA,) but less

so than nhat is termed Jale. (M., T.A.) And

k-9 J.-- + A difficult ſjourney of the kind

termed] J.-- [i.e. of five days, whereof the

second and third and fourth are nithout mater];

syn. Jº. ($gh, K) And ii-, i.ie (ISk,s,

M,K [in the CK, erroneously, i.ie) t [A stage

of a journey, or march or journey from one halt

ing-place to another,) that is far, or distant,

(ISk, S,) or long : (TA:) or in nihich are two

nights to the nater. (M, K.) You say, tº

ill- iſié + [We journeyed a stage, &c.,] that

mas far, or distant, or long. (ISk, $.” TA.)—

in-Q i. i.e., [in the CK in-u izu, and

ãº-tº #26, as a prefixed n, with its complement

imperfectly decl., as though they made it deter

minate, i. q. *iº i.5 [A nell measuring, or

of the depth of, a man's stature and an arm's

length]. (O. K.) AZ says, ii-V isJºji

The man dug to the depth of his stature and his

arm's length. (L., T.A.)

kº. Width, or eactent; syn. &: (K:) as

in the phrase *…) Jº * [A region wide

in eactent]. (TA.) [See also ikººl
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<!" 4,44: and is, “.. •24, and elº

cº, see k-,

gº *-*. : andcº A-º: See *~.

Lº

2 e 3 - -

1. Jº 3-, (aor. , Mºb) inf n, 3,…,

The palm-trees were, or became, tall, (JK, S,

Mşb, K,) and full-gronm: (JK:) or exceedingly

tall. (Mºb)—ºſe 3-, (inf n, as above,

TA,) the overcame them, excelled them, or nas

superior to them ; (JK, S, K;) namely, his com

panions: (S:) he surpassed them in eaccellence.

(TA.) And Zi- + He became exalted above

them in fame, or renonn. (TA, from a trad.)

e?& + He nas, or became, skilled

in his science, knowing its abstrusities and niceties,

or having learned the nhole of it. (Mgb.)=

&, (JK, S, &c.) ſaor, ,] inf n. 3., (S,

TA,) or 3-, (Mºb,) [but see the latter below,

i. q. 54 (JK, S,” Mºb, K) and 35 (TA) [He

spat]: but some, as on the authority of Kh, dis

allow it, saying that it has no other signification

than that of excessive tallness, as in the case of

a palm-tree: (Mgb:) or the second of these verbs

is the most chaste; the first and last being of

weak authority, or rare. (TA.)= *::: <-i-

i. q. <-5, [and -ji, i. e. The sun rose]. (TA.)

2. tº 3:3 S, (JK, K) inf n. 3-5, (K)

t Be not thou prolia, or tedious, to us; syn.

Jºſé š, (JK, K, TA) or Jºſé S. (TA) both

of which signify the same. (TK.) [J- and

* 3:… are syn.; or] Jºj signifies t The being

prolia, or tedious, (Jºſé) and heavy, or sluggish.

(TA.) -

4. Jºi…] She (a camel) eaccerned the first

milk, or biestings, into her udder, before bringing

forth : (A5, S, K:) or she (a ewe, JK, or a

camel, Yz, T) excerned the milk (Yz, JK, T) a

month before bringing forth, (JK, T,) so that

it oozed, or flowed; or, as is sometimes the case,

when she was not pregnant. (T.) Also She (a

girl being a* [which means a virgin, and also

one that has not yet brought forth, and one that

has brought forth but once,) had milk in her

breast : so, says Az, I have heard. (TA.)—

She (a ewe) had a long udder. (TA.)- And

She (a ewe) was, or became, pregnant. (Bd

in 1. 10.)

5: see 2.

ãº A [stony tract such as is termed]5
3 -To .

[or one that is somewhat elevated; as also ai aw:]

pl. 3'-'. (K.)

étº i. q. éla [Spittle, or saliva, nhen it has

goneforth from the mouth: or saliva thatJion's;

see J58 : see also 1]. (S, K.) [35U. is app. its

n. un. And hence,— in ău: Stone of a

clear n-hite colour, that glistens; as also with

Jo. (TA.)

é, “ and "3-2, both applied to a ewe,

(JK, K,) and to a she-camel, (TA,) Having a

long udder: (JK, K:) or i, q. "3-2, applied to

a ewe. (JK.)

&-4 [act. part. n. of 1]. ii." its A tall

palm-tre: * . ſor 0.72 exceedingly tall palm-tree; see

1:] pl. cº-ºw and J-lºw. (Mgb.) The former

of these pl. occurs in the Kurl. 10, meaning

tall: (S, Bd, TA:) or bearing fruit; from <-i-

said of a ewe, as signifying “she was, or be

came, pregnant;” so that it is an instance of

a part. n. of the measure Ješ from a verb of

the measure Jaśl : accord. to one reading, it is

elieu, because of the 3. (Bd.) The latter of

the pis. also signifies The first portions of clouds:

(AHn, TA:) [app. the portions that first appear

above the horizon:] or nhat are elongated of the

heads, or summits, (ex}) of a cloud: and hence,

of [the plant. called] cº-si [or chamomile].

(TA.) And ai.u signifies A cloud of a clear

white colour [as being always very high in the

sky]. ($gh, K.')—35& 3-4 t Endowed

njith elevated, or noble, natural dispositions or

mental qualities. (Ham p. 369.) = A sneet

yellon, fruit. (Sgh, K.) [Golius appears to have

found 30-sº in the place of 30-sº.]

6 * 6 p.

J-e A she-camel eaccerning the first milk, or

biestings, into her udder before bringing forth :

(A5, S, K: [see 4:] and see also 3.49 pl.

J.-L. (S. K.) And A girl that is a 2& [see 4.

having milk flowing into her breast. (TA.)

49 - 6 9 x >

Jº-º-º: see J5-.

J

1. J. (inf n, of J., M) is The act of pre

venting, hindering, withholding, debarring, for

bidding, or prohibiting; syn. &-: * primary

meaning; (Bd in vi. 693) and Jº-e! (M.K.)

and J.-; (AA, K5) [both syn. with & ;)

and "Ju- [inf. n. of 4, q.v. infră,] signifies

the same. (Bd ubi supra) You say, 3× Jº

Use-le-, inf. n. as above, He prevented me from

accomplishing my want; syn. Jº-El. …)(M.)-

J-2, (M, K,) aor. *, (M.) inf. n. Jº-w, He (a

man, TA) fronned, contracted his face, or looked

sternly or austerely or morosely; or, doing so,

grinned, or displayed his teeth; or contracted

the part between his eyes; (J-e :) by reason of

courage, or of anger; as also "J.J. (M, K.)

and [so in the M, but in the K “or”] "J.,

&3, (M, and so in some copies of the K,) or

W J-5 [alone], (so in other copies of the K, and

in the TA,) His face, or he, was, or became,

odious, and excessively foul or unseemly or hideous,

in aspect: (M, K.) and J "J. He (a man)

nvas displeasing, or odious, in aspect tº me. (TA.)

–And [hence], (M, K,) inf. n. J3-, (TA,)

said of milk, and of*: [or must &c.], I It was,

or became, strong; (K: [in the CK, J- is here

erroneously put for J-4; and 4-5, which should

next follow, is omitted:]) or, said of the former,

it nas, or became, displeasing, or odious, in taste,

and sour; and, said of the latter, it was, or

became, strong, and sour. (M, TA.) Also, said

of vinegar, t It, having been left long, became

altered, or corrupted, in flavour. (Az in art.

Jºe-, TA.) And, said of flesh-meat, t It stank,

or became stinking. (AHn, M., T.A.) =J4,

[aor. ,] inf. n. ii. ($, M, Mºb, K) and Juº,

[respecting which latter see what follows in the

next sentence,) (M, K,) He nas, or became, cou

ºrageous, or strong-hearted, on the occasion of war,

or fight: ($, M, Mºb, K.) from Jº meaning

“forbidden,” or “prohibited;” because he who

has this quality defends himself from his antago

nist, as though it were forbidden to him [the

latter] to do him a displeasing, or an evil, deed.

(Ham p. 13.) El-Hotefah says,

* ... • • . . •: - • * * >

# ~vº Jº- 12 º' cº J-2 #

2 * ~ * ~ * 0 © e - e. e. e.

+ ---, *2 cl criº all- +

[And sneeter than fresh-gathered dates, and in

them is courageousness of soul, if courageousness

thereof be desired]: but WJL. may be here altered

by curtailment from ºt. (M.) You say, tº
… 2. ~ * > . of

adu…' Jººl [How manifest is] his courage! (TA.)

–See also 4.
*

2, 4-, (M.K.) inf n, J-3, (K) He made

it (a thing) to be an object ofdislike, disapproba

tion, or hatred; syn. &=: (M:) or he disliked

it, disapproved of it, or hated it; syn. &é. (K.)

3. it…. [infin. of J-ul The actofassaulting,

or assailing, in war. (S, PS.)

4. Jº [inf n. of J-ºl) i. q. Jº as explained

in the first sentence of this art. ; i.e., The act of

preventing, hindering, withholding, debarring,

(Bd in vi. 69, forbidding, or prohibiting. (S,

K, and Bd ubi supra.)=4– (inf n, as above,

TA) He pledged, or gave in pledge, him, or it,

(M, Mºb, K.) 33 [and 13&, as will be shown
below, both meaning for such a thing]: and he

gave in earchange, or as an equivalent, him, or it,

13& [and app. lić, also, as above, for such a

thing]; syn.& (M,K:) and he gave him up,

delivered him, delivered him over, or consigned

him, to destruction, ($, K,) or to punishment.

(Az, T.A.) 'Owf Ibn-El-Ahwas says,

* **, JºJº

[And my giving in pledge, or as an equivalent, or

giving up to destruction, my sons, not for a crime

that ne have committed, nor for blood that has

been shed by us] : (S, M,TA:) for he had given

his sons in pledge for others, seeking peace, or

reconciliation. (S,TA.) *…* tº J is J-3&i,

in the Kur [vi. 69], means Lest a soul should

be given up, or delivered, &c., (AO, S, Bd, Jel,

TA,) to destruction, (Bd, Jel, TA,) or to punish

ment, (Az,TA,) for that nihich it hath done, (Az,

Bd, Jel, TA,) of evil: (Bd:) o, be given in

pledge (BA, TA) And tº ºf 3.3% ºf

lsº, in the same [ubi supra], means, in like

manner, Those who are given up, or delivered,

&c., (to punishment, Bd,) for their sins : (El

Hasan, Bd,” TA:) or, who are given in pledge :

(Mgb, TA:) or are destroyed; or, as Mujáhid

says, are disgraced, or put to shame, by the

º

• * - ** a • b , ,-

39-22, S5 us”
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exposure of their sins : or, as Katádeh says, are

imprisoned. (TA.)– *** 4–1 and** He

left him to his work, not interfering with him

therein. (M.K.)—-sºº & J-, (M.K.)

as also WJ-- [alonej, (M,K, and Ham p. 291),

and "J.J, and "J-, [which last may be either

J- or Jº, or perhaps it is a mistranscription

for Jºjj (Ham ibid.) He disposed and sul

jected his mind, or himself, to death, (M, K,

Ham,) and felt certain, or sure, of it: (Ham,

TA:) and in like manner, sº [to beating,

i. e., to being beaten]: (TA:) andsº "J-ºl

He submitted himself to death: (TA:) and "J-

He threw himself into war, or battle, or fight,

desiring to slay or be slain, ($, K,) inevitably.

(S) = <! U. How courageous, or strong

hearted, is he, on the occasion of war, or fight !

(TA.)

5. J– He affected courage, or strength of

heart, on the occasion of nar, or fight; embol

dened himself; or became like a lion in boldness.

(TA.). See 4.= See also 1, in four places.

8. -3.ſ J-l: see 4.

10: see 4, in two places.

Jº [an inf. n. (see 1) used as an epithet;]

Forbidden; prohibited; unlanful: ($, M, K :)

and allowed; permitted; lanful : (AA, IAqr,

M, K:) thus having two contr. significations:

(AA, K:) used alike as sing, and pl. and masc.

and fem. [because originally an inf. n.]. (M., K.)

You say, Jºſé Jº is This is forbidden, pro

hibited, or unlanful, to thee. (Bd in vi. 69.) And

permitted, or lanful, to you. (M.)= See also

J-8, in two places.

º, . 6. -

J.- : see J-\!.

J- [more commonly written in the present

day al-] A certain kind of grain like the lupine

(~5), or less than this; [the pea termed by

Linnaeus pisum arvense :] a word of the dial. of

Egypt. (TA.)

J.4. See J-8, in two places.

•

ău inf. m. of Jº, q.v. (S.M., &c.)—Also

[i. q. J.4. inf n, of J., q.v.; meaning] A

fronning, contracting the face, or looking sternly

or austerely or morosely; or doing so mith grin

ning, or displaying the teeth; or contracting the

part between the eyes; by reason of courage, or

of anger. (Ham p. 14.)– And Dislike, disap

probation; displeasure, or hatred. (Ham ibid.)

Jes My blood is, or shall be, alloned,

2.

See J-8, in three places.

J-9 Courageous, or strong-hearted, on the

occasion of war, or fight; ($, M, Mºb, K;) be

cause he who is so defends himself from his

antagonist; (Ham p. 13, and Bd in vi. 69;) as

also "Jº- (Mº) and"Jº (Ham uli supra )

pl. of the first Jº (§, M, K) and 5.…. (M,K.)

– Fronºming, contracting the face, or looking

sternly or austerely or morosely; or doing so

with grinning, or displaying the teeth; or con

tracting the part between the eyes; by reason of

courage, or of anger; (M, K;) as also "Jº,

(M, TA) in the K "J-3, but this is incorrect,

(TA) and "J.- : (M, K.) and J-1, -º
fronning, &c., much, or vehemently; applied to

the face: (TA) and 'J'. (IAar, K) and "J-

(IAar, S, K) displeasing, or odious, (IAar, S, K.)

in face, (IAar, S,) or aspect. (K.)–The lion;

(M, K;) because of his displeasing, or odious,

aspect; (M;) or because his prey does not escape

from him; (Bd in vi. 693) as also "J, (TA)

and "J-3. (K.)–Applied to a saying, Hard,

Or severe, and displeasing, or odious. (M, K.)-

Applied to milk, and to 3. [or must &c.]

1 Strong: (Ki) or, applied to the former, dis

pleasing, or odious, in taste, and sour; and applied

to the latter, strong and sour. (M., T.A.) And,

applied to vinegar, t Altered, or corrupted, in

flavour, from having been left long; as also

"Jº... (Az in art. 33-, TA)—Applied to a

day, + Distressing, afflictive, or calamitous. (M,

TA.)

- 5 .

* - ...” | see J-9.

J–º Disposing and subjecting one's mind,

Or oneself, to death, or to being beaten : (S: [see

also its verb :]) or, as some say, falling into a

displeasing, an odious, or an evil, case, from

nihich there is no escape. (TA.)

Loº

1. . ; see 5, with which it is syn.—[Hence,

...: e” <-- us i I did not taste the thing.

(K, TAj

5. …; and "...~); and "…, aor. , , inf. n.

2: (S, M, Mºb, K) and …; (K, TA;) [He

smiled;] these verbs signify less than 4-3 [so

that they are properly explained by the Latin

subrisit]: (S, Msb:) or he opened his lips like

him who displays to another his teeth: (Lth, TA:)

or he laughed in the least degree and in the most

beautiful manner : (M, K:) or he laughed an

little without any sound: (Msb:) or -º is the

beginning of 4–3 [or laughter]: (Towsheeh,

and Neseem er-Riyād, in TA art. Ja-3, q.v.:)

accord. to Zj, it is the utmost degree of laughing

of the prophets. (M)—[Hence, 2-, !-ºl

& Cº. (M) or “…, (TA) i. 1. “J&

[i.e. : The clouds displayed a faint flashing of

lightning). (M, TA)—And &ºl ºf The

eactremities of the [i. e. the spadia, or the

spathe, of the palm-tree,) burst asunder. (TA.)

8: see 5, in two places.

Autº (S, M, K) and "Zuº (Š, K) epithets

from 2-, (M, K,) applied to a man, ($, M,)

meaning …)* [That smiles much]. (S.)

2-8 part. n. of2. [meaning Smiling]. (K,

TA.)

2-4. i. q. 3.3, (S, K,) meaning The front

teeth : (TK :) [and sometimes, perhaps, the
3-2

mouth:] so called as being the place of ~!

[or smiling: pl. 2-4-1. (TA.) One says, [of

-- 3 * …

women or girls,) a Lºl J's &: [They are nobite

in the front teeth]. (TA.)

* * *5 * 0

Al-e : see Al-'.

6.- ... e.

Q. 1. Jº, (T, S, &c.) inf n. ii…, (S,

Msb,) He said, (S, Msb, K, KL,) or nºrote, (T,

Msb,) &_- [In, or mith, the name of God I

recite, or read, or I begin, &c.]: (T, S, Msb, K,

KL:) or2-9 Jºl iſ.” [In, or nºith,

the name of God, the Compassionate, the Mer

ciful]: (KL :) a verb of the kind termed ***,

i.e. compounded of two [or more] words; like

Jº- and Jº- and J-- &c.; (Mºb, TA)

said by some to be post-classical, not heard from

the chaste Arabs; but authorized by many of the

leading lexicologists, as ISk and Mtr; and occur

ring in the poetry of 'Omar Ibn-Abee-Rabee'ah

[who is said to have been born in the year of the

Flight 23]. (TA.)

J-2 Discourse, (TA,) or amorous behaviour,

and coquettish boldness, (Msb,) accompanied by

the saying aff~: (Msb, TA:) occurring in a

verse of 'Omar Ibn-Abee-Rabee'ah [referred to

above]. (TA.) -

J-º

4. Cº-º!, said of a man, He nas, or became

good, or beautiful, in respect of his as— [i. e.

natural disposition], accord. to the copies of the

K, but correctly, as explained by IAar, his*~

[i. e. aspect, or colour, &c.]. (TA.)

&- an imitative sequent to&- (S, M, K :)

[or it may signify Beautiful in aspect &c., from

the verb above; or the verb may be from this

word:] or, in the opinion of Aboo-'Alee El-Kálee,

originally J-, inf n., used in the sense of the

pass. part. n., ofJº J-, meaning “he mois

tened, or stirred about, the "Jº 3-, with clarified

butter, or with olive-oil, to complete, or perfect,

its goodness;” one of the two Jºs being sup

pressed, and J being added; so that it means

complete, or perfect. (M.F. [But this derivation

seems to be extremely far-fetched.])

*

U-4

1. Jº, first pers. <!, aor. Jº, (S, K,)

and, accord. to a relation of a verse of Ru-beh,

2 < was also said, (TA,)

miniº G.A.K) and # (A.K) and, i.e.,

(TA) He was, or became, cheerful in coun

tenance. (S, A, K.) You say, aw< I reas,

or became, cheerful in countenance [by reason of

meeting] with him : (S:) or * Jº, (TK,) inf. n.

J. (Lth, K) and ãº, (K,) signifies he rejoiced

in him, or nas pleased nith him, namely, a friend,

(Lth, K,) at meeting : (Lth :) or he shored joy,

or pleasure, at meeting him. (TK.) You say

Ji- , so that perhaps
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also, use "Jºš *i; [app. meaning I met him

and he became cheerful in countenance by reason

of meeting with me]; originally W Jºji the

middle Jº, being changed into - : (Yaakoob, $:)

or dº"Jº signifies he was, or became, sociable,
- *

or companionable, or cheerful, nith him ; and

held loving communion with him : syn. 4.51, and

aſ 213: (K:) but when said of God, it means

! He regarded him nith favour, and honoured

him, (IAmb, K,) and received him graciously,

and dren, him near to Him. (IAmb.)– Also

& J., (TK) if n is (IDnik) and i.e.,

(K,) He presented a favourable aspect to him;

or met him kindly, namely, his brother; syn.

alſº Jji. (K:) he behaved laughingly tonards

him ; neithout shyness, or aversion; or boldly; or

in a free and easy manner; or cheerfully; syn.

23, 3-3, (IDrd, K) and k_j}. (IDrd)–
* * * * 3. * > . . 3.

And stºl J & Jº, (TK) inf n. Jº (IAºr,

A, K) and i.e., (A, K,) He was courteous, or

gracious, to him in asking. (IAar, A, K.)—

And* º Jº He gave me [something good].

(A, TA.)

4. Jº <! f The land had tangled, or

luxuriant, plants, or herbage : (As, K :) or pro

duced its first plants, or herbage. (K.)

5: see 1.

R. Q. 2: see 1, in two places.

J. J. Jé,A man [brisk, lively, or sprightly;

or jouful; and cheerful in countenance; pleasant

[therein]; (§, TA;) as also 'Jºtº. (TA) (See

also art. JºA.]

Jº- The face, or countenance. (Ibn-'Abbād,
- - o - 3 - x

K.) You say, Jºe-Jº Jºe J'); Such a one is

bright in countenance. (Ibn-'Abbād.)

6 J . 3.

Jºe: see Lºw.

Já [More, and most,cheerful in countenance].

You say, JºJº aº Jººl stºl, Le [I have not

seen any one more cheerful in countenance than

he to the meeter]. (A.)

*

3

1. 3, aor.”, (§, Mºb) inf. n. 2:4; ($, Mºb,

K5) and ".…!, (A) inf. h. Łº (K.) He

pared (S, A, Msb, K) a hide, (S, A, Msb,) re

moving its 5*, (S,) or face, or surface, (A,

Msb,) or the skin upon rehich the hair gren :

(TA:) or, as some say, removing its inner part

mith a large knife: or, accord. to Ibn-Buzurj,
4 o' --

~5-', aor. : ,

meaning I removed from the hide its 3 tº ; and
2 y o - cºf • * *

W43, ºf as meaning I erposed to view its 3, tº
… … o. º.

that n'as neart to the flesh; and as ex! I exposed

• £

some of the Arabs say, sex')

to view its assi upon which the hair grew. (TA.)
6 - 2 &

[But see alex"..] – Hence the saying in a trad.,
© … o. o. • *O 3 3 - £ o .

3:1; &# J.--! J-3, accord. to him who

recites it thus, with damm to the Jº; meaning

+ Whoso loveth the Kur-án, let him make himself

light of flesh, [by not eating more than will be

sufficient, and so prepare himself] for [reading,

or reciting,) it, [like as one prepares a horse for

running,) because eating much causes one to for

get it. (TA)— Hence also, JS 24, (TA)

inf. n. as above, (S, K,) + It (a swarm of locusts)

stripped the ground; (TA;) ate nihat was upon

the ground, ($, K,) i. e., upon its surface; as

though the exterior of the ground were its 54.

(TA.)—And 24, aor. 2, (TA,) inf. n. as above,

(K,) He clipped his mustache much, so that the

5,34 (i. e. the exterior of the skin, TA) became

apparent. (K, T.A.) This the Muslim is com:

manded to do. (TA)—º- *** Jº Jºjº

Such a one met me nith a cheerful countenance.

(S.) See also 2, in two places.–And see 3. =

24, aor. 4; (IAar, §,Mºb, Kj) and 24, aor. . .

(IAqr, K,) inf n. 2:… and 23:… ; (TA ;) and

Wyºl, [which is the most common, though extr.

in respect of analogy, as being quasi-pass. of 24,

like sº-º- and tº- and Jºel and 843, and

J.el and tºl, (mentioned by MF in art &

as the only other instances of the kind,) and

**', (added in the TA in art. 2-46-,)] (S, A,

Mgh, K) int. n. Jús ($) and '2-1; (§,

A, Msb, K;) and "2+3; (A;) [originally, He

became changed in his 5:4 (or complerion) by

the annunciation of an event: seeº: and hence,)

he rejoiced, or became rejoiced ; (IAar, S, A,

Msb, K;) 13& [at, or by, such a thing ; or at,

or by, the annunciation of such a thing]. (IAar,

S, K.”) You say, *&2. Jú An affair

happened to me nhereat I rejoiced, or n:hereby

I became rejoiced. (S.) And ** *}: IIe

rejoiced [at the annunciation ofa new-born child].

(S.) And* Y}. Rejoice thou [at the an

nunciation ofa good event]. ($, K.) And in the

same sense Yº is used in the Kur xli. 30.

(S.)

2, 3,..., (S, A, Mºb, &c.) the form used by

the Arabs in general, (Msb,) inf. n. 2:5; (S,

Mºb, K.,&c.;) and "3,4, aor. *, (S, Mgh, Mºb)

of the dial. of Tihámeh and the adjacent parts,

(Msb) inf n. * and 3: ($, K) and Ji,

(TA,) or this last is a simple subst.; (Msb;)

and "9-ºl; (S, A, Mgh, K) and "9-º-; (K,

TA;) are syn.; ($, K, &c.;) originally signi

fying He announced to him an event nihich pro

duced a change in his sº [or complexion]: and

hence, (El-Fakhr Er-Rázee,) he announced to

him an event nihich rejoiced him: (A, El-Fakhr

Er-Rázee :) so in common acceptation [when not

restricted by an adjunct that denotes its having

a different meaning: see es;4, and an ex. below

in this paragraph]: (El-Fakhr Er-Rázee :) or he

rejoiced him [by an annunciation]: (Msb:) and

he announced to him an event nºbich grieved him :

[or he grieved him by an annunciation :] both

these significations are proper. (El-Fakhr Er

Rázee.) You say, 2-ob)\! or tº [generally meaning

He rejoiced him by the annunciation of the

event]; and as " &, aor. and inf. ns. as above;

&c. (TA) And sº& II rejoiced him by
the annunciation of a new-born child]. (S.) And it

& P 6 w -

is said in the Kurſii. 20, &c.], ºff-liº ºf

[Grieve thou them by the annunciation, or denun

ciation, of a painful punishment]. (S.) You say

also, of a she-camel, eliº **, meaning t She

made it known that she had begun to be pregnant.

(TA. [See also 4.])

3, #2 * (K, &c.) inf n. 2 (§, Mgh,

TA) and jº, (TA,) He was, or became, in con

tact with the woman, skin to skin : (TA:) he

enjoyed [contact mith] her skin: (Msb :) he

became in contact neith her, shin to skin, both

being within one garment or piece of cloth : (K:)

he lay with her, [skin to skin; or in the sense of]

inicit eam : ($, K:) i. q. lºbs, both sº Jº

and 4. **: (TA:) [and so V tºº, inf. n.

*; for 3: and #4. are syn. [in the sense

of congressus venereus, as is shown by an ex. in

the S.J. (S. K.) — sº, sº I (Enjoyment at

tended him ; as though it clave to his skin]. (A.)

—º &º, or Jºe'ſ tº, is a meta

phorical expression, [app. meaning tAnd they

felt the joy and happiness that arise from cer

tainty, occurring in a trad. of ’Alee. (TA.)-

28, 29, (S, A, &c.) int. n. 2, (S) He

superintended, managed, or conducted, the affair

himself, or in his onn person : (S, K,TA:) or

the nas present, himself, at the affair : (A,TA:)

or, [properly, he managed, or conducted, the

affair with his 5.4, i. e., his on n hand : (Mgh,"

Msb:) and hence a later application of the verb

in the sense of ſº-St [He regarded, or attended

to, the thing, or affair, &c.]. (Mºb.)

4. Jºl: see 1, first sentence, in two places.–

[Hence,) ** 29 Jºy! The affair made his

countenance beautiful and bright : in the K we
2 - J - ~ * ~ * ~ * of

read, ex-a%2 at-291,-i, but this is a mistake.

(TA) Agreeably with this explanation, AA ren

ders a reading in the Kur [xlii. 22], Jºſſ J}

‘sue ºf *::, meaning That is it with which

God will make beautiful and bright the faces of

his servants: so in the L. (TA)— See also 2.

—[Hence, âû, <! + The she-camel con

ceived, or became pregnant: (Ki) as though she

rejoiced [her owner] by announcing her concep

tion. (TA. [See 2, last sentence.])- Andsº

JS : The earth put forth its herbage appearing

upon its surface. ($, K.)= See also 1, latter

part, in four places.

5: see , latter part.

6. Jºãº Jºj The people, or company of men,

announced, one to another, a joyful event, or joy

ful events. (S.) And 29 wi'& 2.

They rejoice one another by the annunciation of

that event. (TA.)

10. Jººl: see 1, latter part=<- He

demanded of him a renard for an annunciation

ofjoyful tidings. (M.)– See also 2.

º, o in

*

J- ?

* : *

ji, which is pl. of 3.4 (TA) or 3.4 (TA in

art. tº.)

* Cheerfulness, or openness and pleasantness,

... o.º. - -

see Lºº.– It is also a contraction of
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of countenance: (Mgh, Mºb, K,” TA:) and hap

piness, joy, or gladness. (Harp. 192.) You say,

2+2 &- sº He is cheerful, or open and plea

sant, in countenance. (S.)

6 ... •

jº: see *— [Hence, 3:9. + Mankind:

(S, Msb, K :) and the human being : (Mºb, K.)

applied to the male and to the female; and used

alike as sing. and pl. (Mºb, K, TA) and dual:

(TA:) so that you say,* sº JHe is a human

being, and* Jºe She is a human being, and

* 2. They (more than two) are human beings,

and* tº They troo are human beings: (TA:)

but sometimes it has the dual form; (Mºb, K;)

as in the Kur xxiii. 49; (Mºb, TA;) though the

Arabs may have used the dual form in the sense

of the sing.: (MF:) and sometimes it has a pl.,

namely, jºi. (K.) This is a secondary applica

tion of the word: (Mgb:) i.e., this signification

is tropical; or, as some say, the word is so much

used in this sense as to be, so used, conventionally

regarded as proper; the sense not depending upon

its having another word connected with it: but

in the S and K, and by the generality of authors,

this signification is given as proper. (M.F.) Some

say that a human being is thus called because his

3, #4 is bare of hair and of wool. (M.F.) [Hence,

24 si [The father of mankind; meaning]

Adam. (K.)

3,3 (Lth,S, M, A, Mgh, Mºb) and ºi, (S,

K,) or the latter is pl. of the former, (Mºb, K,)

[or rather a coll. gen. n., of which the former is

the n. un.,.] like i. and -ºš, (Msb,) and jºi

is pl. of*. (K,) [The eacternal skin; the cuticle,

or scarf-skin; the epidermis;] the exterior of the

skin (S, A, Mgh, Mgb, K) of a human being;

(S, A, K5) and, as some say, of other creatures,

(K,) such as the serpent; but this is generally

disallowed: (TA:) or* signifies the eacterior

of the skin of the head, in nihich grows the hair;

as also ãº and 3,3: (Aboo-Safwan :) or the

upper skin (Lth, M) of the head (M) and of the

jace and body of a human being; (Lth, M ;) that

upon which the hair grows: (M:) or, as some

say, that which is next the flesh. (M.) It is said

in a prov., §4) 25229 -*. tº : See2.

–30:… sometimes means The complexion, or

hue : and fineness, or delicacy. (TA.)=§:

Jºs 1 The herbage appearing upon the surface

of the earth. (S, A, K.) You say,º&- u.

! How goodly is its herbage appearing upon its

surface 1 (S.A.) And ſº [alonel signifies: Le

guminous plants; herbs, or herbage. (TA.)-

* is used also as signifying +A man's hand.

(Msb.) [See 3, last sentence.]

es: (imperfectly decl., because it terminates

with a fem. alif which is inseparable from it, S)

and *ś, and "āt: [but respecting this last

see tº below] (S, Msh, K) and *; (Mºb)

are substs. from &: ($, Mºb, K) [originally

signifying An annunciation which produces a

change in the* (or complexion) of the person

to whom it is made : and hence, a joyful annun

ciation ; joyful, or glad, tidings; good news] :

and *3.2% [q. v. infra] signifies the same as

&#. (S, K:) *śté, when used absolutely,

relates only to good; (S, Msb;) not to evil unless

when expressly restricted thereto by an adjunct:

(see 2: ($) its pl. is ºut, and ºté (A)

(sº ū, in the Kur [xii. 19, accord. to one read

ºf es”,

which is a dial. var. of the same, or&#, which,

as some say, was the name of a man,) meaning

O my joyful annunciation, or joyful tidings, or

good news!], is like suae : and in the dual you

- - o - d -

ing, (otherwise, as Bd mentions, Lºyº, or

say,Jº ū. ($) You say also,º < *;

and3tº [The joyful annunciations followed con

secutively]. (A.) See another ex. voce34–

See also ãº. -

3 - 2

[US] tº Human; of, or belonging to, or relating

to, mankind or a human being.]

jº f The refuse, or lonest or basest or meanest

sort, of mankind, or of people. (IAar, K.)

º -

-

2*: see what next follows, in three places.

3: i.a. "3:... ($, Mgh, K) [and so "3,4,
as will be seen by an ex. in what follows,) One

n:ho announces to a people [or person] an event,

either good or evil; (TA;) but meaning the

former oftener than the latter: (Mºb :) [an an

nouncer of a joyful event, or joyful events: one

n:ho rejoices another, or others, by an annuncia

tion :] pl. £º (A) and Jé, (TA in art. 2:3,)

or this is pl. of "3,44. (TA in the present art.)

It is said in the Kur [vii. 55], J- Jºſſ sº

5: tº, and º, and 'esº, and º;

[accord. to different readings, meaning +And He

it is nho sendeth the winds announcing coming
3 - 2 6 x ,-

rain;) in which > is pl. of "33%, [syn. with

Jº and 2+2, but both masc. and fem.,] (TA,)

jº ;)
* @ -

Or of 4. (Bd,) or of ā- ; (TA in art.

and 9: is a contraction of the same; and L3, tº

is syn. with àº; and º is the inf. n. of*

in the sense of &#. (TA. [But the reading

commonly followed in this passage is º, with

J: another reading is 9:3: another,º and

another, 93.]) Andº, (A,) or $54,

cº, (S,) signifies f Winds that announce

[coming] rain : (S, A :) so in the Kur xxx. 45.

(TA.)= Also Goodly; beautiful; elegant in

form or features; ($, K;) applied to a man, and

to a face : (TA:) fem. with 5; ($, K;) applied

to a woman, and to a she-camel; (S;) and mean

ing, when applied to a she-camel, neither ema

ciated nor fat ; or, accord. to Aboo-Hilál, neither

of generous nor of ignoble breed; or, as some say,

halffattened: (TA:) pl. of the fem.*: (S:)

and W ãº. signifies beautiful in make and

colour; (IAar, K;) applied to a girl. (IAar.)

âté. Goodliness; beauty; elegance of form or

features. (S, K, TA.)

§: What is pared off from the face of a

hide; what is pared off from its back is called

cº-5. (Lh.)= See also ău- : — and see

-

\º-º-

---, and -º-º-o:

âté, ; pl.sº and*: See &#, in three

places; and see also 3.3%–Also A gift to him

who announces ajoyful event; and so*ś : (K,”

TA:) or the latter, which is like the aiuº of the

Jºlº, hasthis signification; (IAth;) and so", sº;

(M;)and35* [has the samemeaning accord. tocom

mon usage, but, properly,) is a subst. in the sense

explained above, voce &#. (IAth.) You say,
2.- … • * *** { of

*Lºº arºlael I gave him my garment as a

renard for the joyful annunciation. (TA from a

trad.)

2 * of ~ *

Jºel 5A He is more goodly or beautiful,

more elegant in form or features, and more fat,

than he. (K.)

Jä, in the handwriting of J 3:3, [and so in

my copies of the $, a word of which there is not

the like except in the instances of #53 [or $33),

a certain bird, and 41.3 ess's [or 4:37) and ess's

jiàiaj [or Jºãājj and <* : cº's ſor -ºs#1,

(TA) A certain bird, called the aji. : (S, K.)

n. un, with 3. (K.) -

-> 0

4-6

-

3.3% as though it were pl. of3.4% inf. n. of

2: ; (A3) a word which has not its like except

in the instances of~ºlaj and-º-º: and**

[and*: and*jú, and probablya few others];

(TA;) t [Annunciations; foretokens; foretellers;

foreshowers; prognostics; earnests; of what is

good:] the beginnings of anything: (S, K:) the

first of blossoms &c.; (TA:) the beginnings, (S,

K,) or first annunciations, (A,) of daybreak;

(S, A, K3) as also "jº (TA:) it has no verb:

(S:) and [is said to have] no sing. : but in a trad.

of El-Hajjāj,3: occurs as meaning + the com

mencement of rain. (TA.) One says, J.-- 4:3

:

º 2.É. f [In him are indications of right

conduct, or belief, and its earnests]. (A.) See

also (sº. —tstreaks of the light of daybreak

in the night. (TA.)– t Streaks that are seen

upon the surface of the ground, caused by the

winds. (Lth, K.”)—t The colours of palm-trees

when their fruit begins to ripen; (K;) as also

2.É.i. (TA.)– t Such as bear fruit early, or

before others, of palm-trees. (K.)—t Marks of

galls upon the side of a beast. (K.)

34. 23. Jº t A perfect man; as though he

combined the softness of the a's [or inner skin]

with the roughness of the 3, ... [or outer skin]:

($:) or a man who combines softness, or gentle

ness, and strength, with knowledge of affairs:

(As :) and §4. i.33. #2 f a noman perfect

in every respect. (TA) [See also art. Lex'.]

5 w - 2 * - w - - º .

see jº.

º, --> e. º;

3,5-tº-o: see 3-4, last sentence.

45 --> º o

Jºe jº-e- [so in two copies of the S: in
- * 5. y

Golius's Lex. $, tº :]A mare [so I render s-,

which Golius renders “vulva,”] desiring the stal

| lion. (S.) [See also i-º, with J.]
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1. &#, aor. 4, (K, TA,) inf. n. acute ($, K)

and& (K,) said of a thing, (S,) or of food,

(K, TA,) It was, or became, disagreeable in taste,

and choking: (S:) or disagreeable, or unpleasant,

having in it dryness and bitterness. (K,T.A.)-
* * * - - ºf , ,

Jºy" &, (K,” TA,) aor. 2, (K,) inf. n. &

(S, K) and iętº, (K,) The man nas, or became,

disagreeable in the odour of the mouth, (S," K,)

from eating food disagreeable in taste, and

choking; ($;) not removing the remains of food

from between his teeth, nor cleaning them with the

tooth-stick. (K.) You say,* &: [He was, or

became, disagreeable in the odour of the mouth

from it]; meaning, from eating food such as

is described above. (S.) [Or this phrase in the

S may have another meaning, which see in what

follows.] – And [hence,) 1 The man was, or

became, evil in his disposition, and in his social

intercourse. (Msb.) You say also, icº* Gº

! In his disposition is evilness. (TA.)-& also

signifies, in relation to wood, f The abounding in

knots. (TA.)- Also The fauces' being strait

ened, or choked, by coarse, or rough, food. (TA.)

[And 4.& means He experienced a straitened

state, or choking, of the fauces from it; namely

coarse, or rough, food; or food disagreeable in taste,

and choking: see 4: and see another meaning of

this phrase above.]– And [hence,) &#, [or &:

£99.) aor. 4, It (a valley) nas, or became,

choked, surcharged, or overfilled, with the water.

(K.) And J-Gº - I It [a place] was, or

became, choked, or overfilled, nvith men, or the

people. (Z, TA)—[Hence also] …Sº &

(K) inf n. ** and iétéº, (TA) He was

unable to do, or accomplish, the thing, or affair.

(K,TA)=\º& and as 34, inf. n. **,

IIe seized the thing in a violent and an abomi

nable manner. (L., T.A.)

4. Aºi. Jº The food caused me to eac

perience a straitened state, or choking, of the

fauces, (3:3) Jº Jº-) by reason of its

coarseness, or roughness. (IAqr.) [See 1.]

10. <- i. Q. tº: $3. [He reckoned it

disagreeable in taste, and choking; or disagree

able, or unpleasant, as having in it dryness and

bitterness]; (S, Msb, K;) namely, a thing. (S.)

—And [hence, 34, J-, Jº Aiº &º-

f He reckoned unpleasant, or uncomfortable, the

remaining in such a place of abode; syn. <<!.

(TA.)=£º also signifies The being bad,

unpleasant, or disapproved. (KL.)

&: A thing disagreeable in taste, and choking;

or W &: has this signification: (so accord. to

different copies of the S :) or both, applied to

food, have the same signification: (TA:) or the

former signifies also disagreeable, or unpleasant,

food, having in it dryness and bitterness; (Lth,

Z, K;) like the taste of the myrobalan: (TA:)

or food rough, or coarse, and disagreeable in

taste: or dry food, in which is no seasoning, or

Bk. I.

condiment: (TA:) or rough, or coarse; applied

to food; (Nh;) and so tapplied to clothing ;

(IAar,Nh;) and to speech, or language; (Nh;)

and Y&: applied to speech, or language, signi

fies trough, or coarse, and disagreeable. (IAar.)

–Applied to a man, ($, TA,) as is also Y &#,

in the same sense, (TA, [but in what sense is

not there said,J) it signifies Disagreeable in the

odour of the mouth, (Msb,” K,) who does not

remove the remains of food from between his

teeth, nor clean them with the tooth-stick; (K;)

fem. with 3: (TA:) and one niho has eaten a

thing such as is thus termed, (S, K, TA,) and not

smalloned it easily, (TA,) and has become dis

agreeable in the odour of the mouth from it, or

has experienced a straitened state, or choking, of

the fauces from it. (S,TA: [the last words of

the explanation being 4. &#3.])—Also One

n:hose soul is heavy, or hearing, or agitated by a

tendency to vomit. (ISh, K,TA.)-And I Evil

in disposition, (K, TA,) and in social intercourse.

(TA.) You say also, 3'- & 3. t He is evil

in disposition. (TA.)- Also, (K,TA,) or &:

,49, (Msb,) t Foul, or ugly, in aspect; (Msb,

K ;) not pleasing to the eyes. (T.A.) – Also,

(K) or sºlº(Ish, Mºb): Having a from

ing, a contracted, a stern, an austere, org morose,

countenance. (ISh, Msb, K.)– as tº a.º.d.- : A

piece of nood abounding in knots. (K, TA.)

6 -

&

6 *

- *

&
-

&: see eº; in three places.

• A

L9-?

1. 34, aor. “; and &é, aor. 2; He struck,

smote, or beat, another with a staff or stick. (Na

wādir el-Aarāb, K.) = He looked sharply, or

intently: (Ibn-'Abbād, K:) inf. n. Jº. (JK.)

=Also the former verb, He hastened, or nas

quick; as also 4:4. (IDrd, T.A.)= And the

former, [but the aor. is not mentioned, He cut

a garment, or piece of cloth, in a light, or prompt,

manner; as also 4:4. (TA)=And 34, inf. n.

&#, He took, or seized. (Msb.)

º, o , g . .

Jºlas A sharp, or an intent, look. (JK.)

Jºº (JK, Mºb, K) and 3.9, (Mºb, Es-Su

yootee, TA,) the latter being allowable accord. to

some for the sake of conformity to the usual

Arabic measure, as in sºld- and Jºſs and &u. and

the like; (Msb;) perhaps derived from &:

meaning the “looking sharply,” or “intently;”

(JK;) or from Jº meaning “he took,” or

“seized;” (Msb;) or it is arabicized, (Msb, K,)

from [the Persian] &; (K;) A certain bird;

(K;) [the musket, or sparron-hank; falco nisus;]

a bird of beautiful form, the smallest of birds of

prey, that preys upon sparron's and other birds

of their size: (Kzw:) it is of the birds called
.j a 6 o' . -

2.5i.e., ſpl. of , i.e.,] as are also the sjº and the

cºsts and the 3.3 and the #. : (AHát in “the

Book of Birds,” TA:) pl. 3-3. (Mºb)

&

_o-º

1. *, aor. , inf. n:24, He (a man, S, TA,

or an animal, Msb) suffered, or became affected

neith, indigestion, (S, Msb, K,) in consequence of

much eating: (Msb:) or he was heavy in con

sequence of food: (Ham p. 363:) or he became

distressed, or oppressed, by eating much food.

(TA) You say, Alak & <-- I suffered

indigestion from the food : (§ :) or was heavy in

consequence of the food. (Ham ubi supra.) And

cººl sº 5* &. Jºeil 24, The young

camel suffered indigestion from drinking much

milk. (S.) Accord. to IDrd,2* specially relates

to beasts: accord. to Kh, it specially arises from

greasy food. (Harp. 164.)—Also t He became

affected with disgust, aversion, loathing, or nausea.

(S, K, TA) You say, Atºll & 3 -, (S) or

Alala, cºe, (TA) I turned aray with disgust

from the food; was averse from it; loathed it;

nauseated it. (S.T.A.) And cºcº Jºaillº

+[The young camel turned away with disgust

from the milk; was averse from it; &c.]. (K

in art. &#2.)

4. <! It (food) caused him to suffer, or

be affected nith, indigestion : (S, K,” TA:) or

+ loathing, or nausea. (K.)

* part. n. of 1, meaning Suffering, or affected

nith, indigestion. (Msb.)- [And t.Affected with

disgust, aversion, loathing, or nausea.]

Xtº [The tree of the balsam of Mekkeh;

amyris opobalsamum; mentioned by Forskål in

his Flora Aegypt. Arab. p. cx. as growing in the

middle mountainous region of El-Yemen, and

described by him in p. 79 of the same work; in

both places as being called in Arabic AU$ 391,

which is a mistake for Autº;] a certain odoriferous

hind of tree, (S, K,) of sneet taste, (TA,) the

leaves of n!hich, (AHn, K,) pounded, and miced

neith ſt- [or the leaves ofthe Lan'sonia inermis],

(AHn,) blacken the hair; (AHn, K;) it is a hind

of tree having a stem and branches, and small leaves,

but larger than the leaves of the [species of marjo

ram called] 234, and having no fruit; [but

only, as Forskál states, a blackish seed, which is

abortive;] nihen its leaf or its branch is cut, it

pours forth a nihite milk; (AHn, TA;) and its

twigs are used for cleaning the teeth: (S, K:)

n. un, with 3. (TA.) In a trad., mention is

made of persons having no food but the leaves of

the auty. (TA.)

• *

U-e-

&#, with fet-h, and then sukoon, and then

kesr, 1. q. 235's [i. e. Ji,ſº and Ji,ſº orjiº,

the nymphaea lotus, or nºbite lotus: and the

nymphaea caerulea, or blue lotus : see art. 2331-3):

a word of the dial. of Egypt. (TA.)

Jº

1. Je. aor. Jº, inf. n. J.--> (S, A, K) and

J. (TA,) It (a thing, S, as, for instance, a

grain of a pomegrº, TA) shone, or glistened.

(S, A, K.)—J Jazz sº [He looks at me] is

an expression used by the vulgar [in the present

day], and is from icº sigſing “the eye.”

(TA) [By rule it should be Jeº.]

27
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2.* Jaa. He made a sign with his sword,

waving it, or moving it about [so that it shone,

or glistened]. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. Ja…, (§, K) or 33. Ja…, (M)

inf n, i.22, (TA) He (a dog, S, M, K, and a

beast of prey, and a gazelle, and a camel when

urged on by the driver's singing, TA) wagged, or

moved about, his tail; (S, K ;) which a dog does

by reason of cupidity, or fear; (TA;) as also

"J-43. (S:) or he (? dog) struck rvith his

tail. (ISd.) The inf. n. *-a-aº has a pl., namely,

Jeº as in the following ex. :

• 2 o 2 - 2 - 0 , of ~ 3.

~ of * * * * o 32

[Until, when they see him and know him, they

greet him with waggings of the tails]. (TA.) It

is said in a prov., respecting the flight and sub

missiveness of the coward,

* #

+

#

2 of - - 5 - 6 - d -

+ ~95% cº-3] cº-a-e'

[They wagged the tails n'hen they were urged on

by the driver's singing]. (A$)=Jºl ºve-a-

tº The camels performed quickly their night
5 * o –

journey to mater. (K.) [See Jou-a2.]

R. Q. 2. J-º-º: see R. Q. 1,

ſº and jū Jº, Live coals; because they

shine, or glisten; n. un, with 3: so in the present

day; but probably only post-classical; or, accord.

to the TA, in art. 3-aw, the word i. is used by

the vulgar, for *..]

Jºlº, [Shining, or glistening ; or rather, shin

ing, or glistening, much]. — [Hence, i.eu.9)

The eye : (S, A, K :) an epithet in which the

quality of a subst. predominates: (TA:) said to

be so called (TA) because it shines, or glistens.

(K, TA.)– [And hence Jºº. is applied in the

present day to An officer employed as an inspector

by a police-magistrate.]

&u= a name of [The month afternards called]

3-9. &; : the former was its name in the Time

of Ignorance: thus it is written accord. to. the

Jm: [or it was called, or was also called, Juan 3,

and cºes: (see art. Jaws :) or &ºes, and

343. (see art. J-aw:)] the author of the K

mentions it in art. J-aw; [where it is said to be

also written &“, i. e., without teshdeed;] but

this is its proper place, for it is from J-->4.

[inf n. of Jail. (TA)

Jº Jº, (T.K) or Jº Jº- (5)

A laborious, (T, S, K,) fatiguing, (T,) night

journey to mater, (T, K,) or journey in which

the second and third and fourth days are without

mater; in which is no flagging : ($:) [as also
º • 6 × 9 & .

** . -..]—Jºº 23. A vehemently-hot day.

(TA.)

Jºaº

1. 24, [aor. 2,] (Sb, M, K,) and Peſ, [aor. *,

(Lh, K) inf n. 22, and Šua and ºve, (M.K.)
o 2 -

[He san, ; i. e.] he became seeing; syn. ye. 33;

(Sb, M, K;) with ºr prefixed to the noun fol

lowing. (K.) But see 4, in four places. 24, is

seldom used to signify the sense of sight unless to

this meaning is conjoined that of mental percep

tion. (B.)–[Hence,) 24, [and 2-4,] inf. n.

šva. [and3- , He was, or became, endoned

with mental perception; or belief, or firm belief;

or knowledge, understanding, intelligence, or skill.

(S,” M, TA.) And aw *. (S, Msb, B,) and

* 2-4, and sometimes* and ‘re, but more

chastely with ~, inf n. (#2, and 24; (Mºb;)
and **): (B;) He perceived it mentally;

(B;) he knew it [or understood it]. (S, Msb.)

* ... tº sº, in the Kur [xx. 90),

means I knew that which they knen, not. (S.)=

º 24, aor. 3, (T, K,) inf. n. *. (S, M,

K,) He put the two hides together, and sened

them, like as the two edges of a garment, or piece

of cloth, are served, one being put upon the other;

n:hich [mode of seming] is contrary to, or different

from, that in nihich a garment, or piece of cloth,

is sened before it is sensed the second time : (S:)

or he put together the two edges of the two hides,

nºhen they were being sened, (M, K,) like as a

garment, or piece of cloth, is sewed. (M.)

2.* He (a whelp) opened his eyes. (M, K.)

=94, (S,K) int. h. 3-35 (TA) or "%-";

(accord. to some copies of the K: [see 3-3, as

confirmatory of the latter; but both seem to be

correct;]) It [or he] made him [or caused him]

to see, or to have sight : or to have mental per

ception, or knowledge, or skill: syn. 5- * -

(S, K.)- And the former, (K,) inf. n. as above,

(S, K.) He made him to know. ($, K.) You say,

4+ **, (A, Msb,) inf. n. as above, (Msb,) I

made him to know it; acquainted him with it.

(A, Msb.) And29 *. inf. n. as above and

5-3. He made him to understand the affair, or

case. (M.)- Also He rendered it apparent, or

plainly apparent, conspicuous, manifest, or evident.

(S, K.)=2%.” **, said of the feathers of an

arrow, They were besmeared 5-99, i. e. nºith

blood: (S:) or were strengthened and fastened

with glue. (M.)=Also 2-3, inf. h. 3-35 ($,
K;) and Y, all; (K;) He went, (S,) or came,

(M, K) to the city of El-Basrah (s.33). (S,

M, K.)

3. 9-9 He looked with him at a thing; trying

which of them troo would see it before the other.

(M.) And 9.3% They two looked, trying which

of them would see first. (K.)- He elevated

himself, or rose up, or stood up, sº to be higher

than the surrounding objects, (-3, ºl,) looking at

him, or towards him, from afar. (S.)- See

also 4.

4, 9-all, (Lh, ś, M, A, &c.) inf. h. Łº,

(Msb,) He sº him, or it, (Lh, S, A, Mgh,

Mºb) cºal 3-5, by the sight of the eye; (Mºb;)

as also aw "24: (A:) or he looked (M, K) at,

or towards, him, or it, (M,) trying whether Me

could see him, or it; (M, K;) as also as "2-2,

inf. n.* and* and*: (M3) and aw", as:

(Lh, M5) and '8, 3.5 (M. K3) and "9-º-

(M:) or, accord. to Sb, "...A. [is used when no

object of sight is mentioned, and] signifies he

[san', or] became seeing : and 9- is said when

one mentions that upon which his eye has fallen.

(M.) You say also, 3.> Look thou at me:

or turn thy face tonards me. (Ibn-Buzurj, TA.)

—See also 1. = And see 2.=&:5 4+ >i,

• * * > . of .

in the Kur [xviii. 25], means <ºf tº 25-all Le

(Jel) f Hon clear is his sight ! and hon, clear his

hearing ! the pronoun relating to God; (Bd,

Jel;) and thus used, the phrase is tropical; i.e.,

nothing escapes his sight and hearing. (Jel.)
o:- o

And >es _º

Ineans29- º...ºf tº (S in art. , and

Jel) Hon, clearly shall they hear ! and hon,

clearly shall they see 1 (S, Bd, Jel:) or the

meaning is, do thou make them to hear, and

make them to see, the threats of that day which is

afterwards mentioned, and what shall befall them

therein. (Bd.)= < also signifies He relin

quished infidelity, and adopted the true belief.

(IAar.)= See also 10.= He hung upon the

door of his dwelling a 5-a-, i.e. an oblong piece

of cotton or other cloth. (TA.)=See also 2,

last sentence.

o of . -

&-), in the same [xix. 39],

5. 9 a. He looked at it; namely, a thing: or

looked long at it: or glanced lightly at it: like

&iº (TA:) or he sought, or endeavoured, to see

it : (Mgh:) or i. q. 9-i, in a sense explained

above; see 4. (M.) You say also, Újš J2.

[Consider thou, or eacamine thou, for me, such a

one, that thou mayest obtain a clear hnon-ledge of

him]. (TA.) And* Jº* IIe considered

a thing, endeavouring to obtain a clear knomledge

of it; he looked into it, considered it, eacamined

it, or studied it, repeatedly, until he knen, it : he

sought, or sought leisurely, or repeatedly, after

the knortledge of it, until he knen it. (S,” K,"

TA.) And º Jº 2-2. signifies the same as

as "2-a-, i. e. He sought, or endeavoured, to

see, or discover, what would happen to him, of

good and evil. (M.)

6. 132-etj They san, one another. (M., K.)

– L-clº-5 also signifies He feigned himself

seeing, either ocularly or mentally; contr. of

Jºi.

10. J-aºl [He sought, or endeavoured, to see,

or to perceive mentally]. You say, Jº 2-a-l

~5. see 5, last sentence.— He had, or was

endowed with, [mental perception, or] knowledge,

(Msb,) [or understanding, intelligence, or skill:

as in the phrase,]º Jº J-a-' [He had a

mental perception, or knowledge,&º, ºf, or in

relation to, a thing]. (S.) [See 2-a-o.]= It

(a road, TA) was, or became, plain, clear, manifest,

or conspicuous; (K,” TA;) as also "...aºl. (A.)

* The thickness of anything; (M;) as of the

heaven, (TA,) or of each heaven [of the seven

heavens], (S, A, TA,) and of the earth, [or of

each of the seven earths, and of the skin of a

6, o –

see 3-aw, in four places: and see
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man, (TA,) and of a garment, or piece of cloth.

(A.) You say 24 4

or piece of cloth. (M.) jº, formed by trans

position, signifies the same. ($ in art. 3-2.)—

A side : (S, M, K:) the edge of anything: (S,

K:) formed by transposition from 2-o. (M.)

=Cotton : (K:) whence i.e. signifying “an

gblong piece of cotton cloth.” (TA)=See also

*: A thick garment

3×aw.

“s o 2- 2 - .

2-aw: see 3-aw, in five places.

> The sense of sight, (Lth, S,) or of the eye:

(M, K:) or the light whereby the organ.[of sight]

(**) perceives the things seen (-, -º):

(Mºbi) pl. guºi (M, Mºb, K.) [Hence, $2

2-43. The prayer of sunset; or, as some say, of

daybreak : because performed when the darkness

becomes mixed with the light: (TA:) or because

performed when the stars are seen; also called

*:: § 2 : (TA in art. … :), or because per

formed at a time when the eyes see corporeal

forms, after the intervention of darkness, or before

it. (J.M.) And 5.2, 43. He met him when eyes

san, one another: or at the beginning of darkness,

when there remained enough light for objects to

be distinguished thereby : [accord. to some, the

noun is used [in the sense which it here bears]
2 x of ~

only as an adv. n. [of time]. (M.) And& arely

tº as cº &- f I saw him in a vacant tract

of land, or of the earth, where nothing but it

heard or san, me. (A) [See also 3-, in two

places.] – See also 3-aw, first sentence, in four

places.–Also The eye; [and so *3.2%; syn.

&: but of the masc. gender: (TA:) pl. as

above: (Kurii. 6, &c. 3) ..but the sing. is also

used in a pl. sense [like J. (TA in art. ..)

See two exs. voce ; :- &- -

§ 2. Soft stones; (AA, M, Mºb;) i.4-33-3

(AA, M3) as also '.a. (M, Mºb) and "3-4;

or, accord. to Zj, this last is not allowable: (Msb:)

or soft stones in nºhich is n!hiteness: (K:) or in

n:hich is some whiteness: (TA:) or soft stones

inclining to n-hite; as also *}^*, with kesr if

without 3: (S:) [i. e. whitish soft stones :] or soft

n:hite stone; as also *}” (M) and *, *. (TA)

or glistening stones; as also**: (Fr.:) pl. jua.

(M:) and rugged ground: (K :) or stones of

rugged ground; (TA;) as also** and *, *,

and *}_2, . (Kz, TA:) or these three words,

without 3, signify thick, or rough, or rugged,

stone : (K:) or the same three, hard, or strong,

and thick, or rough, or rugged, stone : (Lh, M. :)

and § 2. signifies, also, land that is as though it

were a mountain of gypsum : (ISh, L:) or land

of n!hich the stones are gypsum ; (M, TA;) as

also "3,4 and**: (so in a copy of the M,

but accord. to the TA";-2, and "* ;) but the

last is app. an epithet: (M: [see i.e., below;

and § 2. :]) also tough clay in nihich is gypsum ;

(TA;) and Y i.e. signifies tough clay: (M, TA:)

or $2, (M) or '32, (TA) tough and good

clay, containing pebbles. (Lh, M., T.A.)

#4 (in the TA, as on the authority of Isd,

**) Good red land. (M, K.) See also *.

2- o

• a

º," " -

35-aº : |
6, 2 9 of

3, as Jºy Land in which are stones that cut

the hoofs of beasts. (TA.) See also i.e., in two

places.

5, 6 -

See 3-aw.

> Seeing; i. q. "...e.; (M, K;) contr. of

3.*: (S:) ºf the Imeasure Jes in the sens; of

the measure Jºãº, (M.) or of the measure Jets

[i.e. "3-ºl (TA) pl. ſ.a. (M., K.) One

says,cº3-4 & Verily he is one niho sees

with the two eyes. (Lh, M.) [Hence, 3-3,

as a name of God, The All-seeing; He who sees

all things, both nº hat are apparent thereof and

n:hat are occult, without any organ [of vision].

(TA) And The dog; (M3) as also 2-, i.

(Msb:) because it is one of the most sharp-sighted

of animals. (M.)- Endowed with mental per

ception; (B;) knowing ; skilful; possessing un

derstanding, intelligence, or shill: (S, M, A, Msb,

K:) pl. as above. (A.) One says, aw> ū 1

am knowing in it, or respecting it. (Msb.) And

*39, 3-4 & Verily he is knoming, or shiftul,

in things. (Lh, M.) And slaº re-aw Je. A

man himonjing, or shilful, in science. (M.) And

ãºu £aji &- * He is of those who are

knowing, Or skilful, in commerce. (A.)- It is

also an epithet applied to A blind man; (A’Obeyd,

M, B;) and so 2-as si. (TA in art. 392 :) so

applied as meaning endowed nvith mental percep

tion; (B;) or as meaning a believer; (A’Obeyd,

M;) or as an epithet of good omen: (M:) and

2-e s: is used as meaning Jºš [the neak

sighted, &c.,] for this last reason. (M.)= See

also 3rºes.

à- Mental perception; the perceptive fa

culty of the mind; as also '.aº (B.) know

ledge; (Mºbi) as also "24 ($, Mºb) and judº:

(Msb:) understanding; intelligence; skill: (M,

K.) & eº signifies & J judº [which

implies all the meanings above: see 10]: (S:)

and ~ſil "...a ſin like manner] signifies mental

perception or vision or view; idea, or opinion,

occurring to the mind: (M, K:) the pl. of 3-aw

is 24; (M.B.) and the pl. of '22, as syn.

therewith, juaj. (B.) [Sometimes it is opposed

to 2-aw, as in the first andsecondpf the following

exs.] jºuaqi Jº Jº Jºel "juaş Jº [Blind

ness of the eyes is a lighter thing than blindness

of the perceptive faculties of the mind.]. (A.)

When Mo’áwiyeh said to Ibn-'Abbās, es: ū

*...*.*. es” & *...* [0 sons of Hāshim,

ye are afflicted in your eyes), the latter replied,

Age J. &º ºf J. G.; And ye.

O sons of Umeiyeh, are afflicted in your per

ceptive faculties Af the ..”ind].. (M.) And

the Arabs say, ºuas a J-sel May God

blind his faculties of understanding ! And one

says, à-e <ſ,ãº 4, and24, 1 He possesses

true intuitive perception. (A.) And 4:1. <-5

jºuaqi <'s t[Isan impressed upon thee the signs

of perceptire faculties of the mind.]. (A.)- Also

Belief, orfirm belief, of the heart, or mind. (M,K.)

And 3r-e Jé According to, or agreeably mith,

knowledge and assurance : (TA:) and purposely;

intentionally. (M, TA.) And 3. e * Jé

Without certainty. (M, TA.)- Constancy, or

jirmness, in religion. (T.A.). An evidence, a

testimony, a proof, an argument, or the like; as

also "5-3. (S,K) and "3 a... (K)—[And

hence, Blood, (M,) or somen'hat thereof, (As, S,

K,) by which one is directed to an animal that

has been shot, or to the knowledge thereof: (As,

AA, S, M, K:) or blood upon the ground; (AZ,

S;) what sticks upon the ground, not upon the

body: (M.) what adheres to the body is termed

#2- : (AZ, $:) or a portion of blood of the size

of a dirhem : (TA:) or nylat is of a round form,

like a shield: or nihat is of an oblong form: or

what is of the size of the c-A [or foot] of the

camel: in all these explanations, blood being

meant: or blood not flon;ing : or n-hat flows

thereof at one single time: (M:) or a portion of

blood that glistens : (B:) and (as some say, M)

the blood of a virgin: (M, K:) and blood-revenge:

and a fine for homicide : (TA:) pl. 24, as

above: (S, M. :) and ">, which occurs in a

verse cited by AHn, may also be a pl. of à-,

applied to blood, [or rather a coll. gen. n., of

which 3,…e. is the n, un, like as 3.2% is of

à-3; or it may be for 9-a-, the s being elided

by poetic license; or it may be a dial. var. of

3rº-ae, like as one says Jºº. and iº. (M.) El

As’ar El-Joafee says,

o • 6 ºf • * > * > * > 3 *

* lºvel use ºva, lº-0 +

£2 5 22 2 … o “ - - -

* Jº's -º- 'º' 2-ºxº Jºe'> *

[They went with their blood upon their shoulder

blades; but my blood, a ready and snift and

strong horse runs with it]; meaning, they ne

glected the blood of their father, and left it behind

them; i.e., they did not take revenge for it;

but I have sought my blood-revenge: (S, M:")

but see another explanation in what follows. (S.

[See also Ham p. 59.])- tA nitness: (Lh, S,"

M, Mgh,K :) an observer and a nitness. (A.)

* *—i. Jº &tº Jº, in the Kur [lxxv.14],

means f Nay, the man shall be nitness against

himself: ($, Mgh:) or it means that his arms,

or hands, and his legs, or feet, and his tongue,

shall be witnesses against him on the day of

resurrection: (M. :) Akh says that it is like the

saying to a man, 4-is Jº i- <ji. (S:)

the 3 is added because the members are meant

thereby; (B;) or to give intensiveness to the

signification, (Mgh, B,) as in iº and #25;
a. • 3 o .

(Mgh) You say also,2,…e5, a Jºlº, I Make

thou me an observer of them and a nitness against

them. (Lh,” M,” A.)–An example by which

one is admonished: (K:) pl. 24; which is

said to be used agreeably with this interpretation

(B;) or because the meaning is

27 *
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in the Kur xxviii. 43. (TA.) You say, iſ tº:

º à- f Hast thou not an eacample whereby

thou shouldst be admonished in him? (TA)=

A shield: (AO, S, M, K:) or a glistening shield:

or an oblong shield: (TA:) and a coat of mail:

(AO, S, M, K:) and any defensive armour: (M,

TA:) andcº* any arms that are norm:

and jua, as well as 24, is a pl. thereof. (TA)

Accord. to AO, the verse of El-Joqfee cited above

commences thus:

• - O - *o ... O - - … • *

+ *Jºe, sº *

and the meaning is, [They bore] their shields

[upon their shoulder-blades]; or their coats of

mail. (S.)= An oblong piece of cloth (K, TA)

of cotton or other material. (TA.) [See*]

Such is hung upon the door of a dwelling. (TA.)

• And you say, 5-, -º - iii., áić

[app, meaning I saw upon him a garment com

posed of two oblong pieces of cloth joined and sented

together]. (TA.). What is betnyeen the troo

oblong pieces of cloth [i.e. betneen any two of

such pieces] of a< [or tent]; ($, K;) and

nhat is between the two pieces of a 33.5% and the

like; what is sened, thereof, in the manner termed
6 o' .

3-a [inf n, of , a see 1, last sentence]: (B:)

pl.34: (S:) and "> signifies [in like man

ner] what is joined and served together ( siſ.)

between two oblong pieces of cloth or two pieces of

rag. (TA.)

of- -

~49, i. e.

º - º - - -j-ee: See Je-aº.—- 5 o ! An intent, or

a hard, glance: (M, K:) or a very intent or

hard glance. (S.) You say, 9-9 * . &; t I

showed him a very intent or hard glance: (S,

M :") ,-el, being here used for the augmented

epithet [9-31; (M;) or it is a possessive

epithet, (Yaºkoob, M,) like &S and 25, Inean

ing* 33, from <!--, like <<1% <!. from

3.f. and it means I showed him a severe thing.

(S.) And 9-28 -: 4. & f He experienced

jrom him a manifest, or an evident, thing. (M.

[See also art. tº.) And 9-9 *-j& (sº

I Such a one beheld a terrible thing. (Lth,

T.A.) And 9-9 -: & J% f Fortune

showed me a terrifying thing. (A.)- It is said

in a prov., º-ſ, ãº 2-3 &=ls, ;1& J.-,

[the word 3-9. being pl. of *3.2%) Inean

ing [The best kinds of morning-meal are those

thereof that are early; and the best kinds of

evening-meal are those thereof] in which the food

is seen, before the invasion of night. (Meyd. See

Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 442.) — i.e. [as an

epithet in which the quality of a subst. predomi
40 - - - -

nates] : see 2-aw.= See also i.e., last sentence.

5-9: See* : and see 3-9.

3*: See 3*.

*: See art. J-aº.

→ ~ of

j-aºl [More, and most, sharp-sighted or clear

sighted: see an ex. voce i-].
º, … o." 6. -

Jºaº ; see 39-aº.

º , o z

J-a-, and its fem. $4. see the next para

graph, in three places.

º e >

J-a-º-o: see 3-4.–[Hence, f A watcher, or

guard, set in a garden. (A.)– And J-ºl

+ The lion, which sees his prey from afar, and

pursues it. (K.)= [Making, or causing, to see,

or to have sight: and hence, giving light; shining;

illumining: and conspicuous; manifest; evident;

apparent; also making, or causing, to have mental

perception, or knowledge, or skill.] 9-4, jº,

in the Kurſz.68, &c. (in the CK", ºb)],

means, And the day [causing to see; or] in nihich

one sees; (K;) giving light; shining; or illumining.

(TA.) And i.e., tº jà- tºº, also in the

Kur [xxvii. 13], + And mhen our signs came to

them, making them to have sight, or to have

mental perception, or knowledge, or skill; expl.

by ãº º is (Akh, S, K :) or giving light;

shining; or illumining : ($:) or being conspi

cuous, manifest, or evident: or we may read
2. – o –

Vá, a..., meaning having become manifest, or evi

dent. (Zi, M.) And 5-2 #& 3.3 tº, also

in the Kur [xvii. 61], t And we gave to Thamood

the she-camel, by means of n!hich they had sight,

or mental perception, or knowledge, or skill ;

(Akh:) or a sign giving light, shining, or illu

mining; (Fr, T;) and this is the right explana

tion: (T:) or a manifest, or an evident, sign :

(Zj, L, K:) and some read * 5,23, meaning

having become manifest, so as to be seen. (Zj, L.)

And 5 a. jºu àſ tºſs-, also in the Kur

[xvii. 13], tºwe have made the sign of the day

manifest, or apparent. (K, T.A.)=One who

hangs upon his door a 32-, i. e. an oblong piece

of cloth (K, TA) of cotton or other material.

(TA.)

5* > d > 5. -

3-aº - see 3-2.

g o, o --

J-a-o One niho seeks, or endeavours, to see

a thing plainly or clearly [either with the eyes

or nith the mind.]. (TA, from a trad.)—lies

& eº, in the Kur [xxix. 37], means, And

they were endoned with perceptive faculties of

the mind, or of knowledge, or of shill: (Jel:) or

they clearly perceived, when they did what they

did, that the result thereof would be their punish

ment. (M.) And you say, 4:23 U.5%><*

alº He is endoned with mental perception, or

knowledge, or understanding, intelligence, or skill,

in his religion and his actions. (TA.)

la-aº

1. i.e., [inf. n. of i.e.,] i. q. kº, in all its

meanings: (K:) the v, with 12, is changed into

J2 because of the nearness of the places of utter

ance. (L.)
-

&e

1. 34, aor. , (K) inf. n. 324, (5) He col.
lected: (K:) [J says, I have heard from certain

of the grammarians that *23 is syn, with 3 -),

but I know not what is the truth of the matter.

(S.) Hence what here follows. (TA.)

…)
• of . - -

! is a word used as a corroborative, and is

pronounced by some with the pointed J3, but
- - - - : - * ~ *

this is not of high authority: you say, Ls”-<3-
* , of . . o £

&al &- [I took my right, or due, altºgether):

and [the pl. is cº-aºl:) you say, Jºãº *

3,4- &;4- [The people, or company ºf men,

came all together]: and the fem. is ºlx aw: you

say, 4.2.*: and ſhe Pl: of it.” is &:

you say, & as&- 32-3) stºl, [I san, the nomen

all together]: it is a corroborative occurring in a

particular order, never before &-l. (S.) [See
2 -of

&l.]

Qºdº

1. 34, (Lth, J.K, S, K) ſaor, ,] inf n. 34,

($) i. 4.3% (Lth, S,"K) or 3-(JK) [He spat]:

it is the most chaste of these three verbs. (TA in

art. J-.)*3 Cº &a. [lit. He spat in his face,)

means the held him in contempt, or despised him.

(TA.)= He milked a ewe nºnen she nas nith

3/oung. (K.)
-

4. Jiaº! She (a ewe) eaccerned the milk [or

biestings into her udder before bringing forth];

(JK, Kj) like ~5-1 ſq. v.]. (TA.)– J-aºl is

also said of the 2.33, or small juicy branches,

in the [species of mimosa termed] lº. [app.

as meaning They eaccerned a matter like spittle].

(TA.)

ii. A [stony tract such as is termed] 5
5. e. º ".

somen'hat elevated; [as also as-y:] pl. Jua.

(AA, K.)
-

été Spittle, or saliva, that has gone forth

from the mouth : as long as it is in the mouth, it

is termed J22: (K:) [or saliva that flons: see

354; i, 4.3% ($, K) and 34. (K.) but it is

more chaste than either of these. (TA.) [äua,

is app. its n. un. And hence,)— i. ăua;

White glistening stone : (S:) or stone of a clear

white colour. (JK, K.) [Also written with U.]

=A species of palm-tree. (S, K.)=The best

of camels : both sing. and pl. (IDrd, K.)

3.4 A ewe having the least quantity of milk.

(K, TA.)

Jºaº

2. J-5 The act of stripping, or divesting;

[like as when one strips an onion (ala) of its

coats;] (K;) as also "J-3. (Fr, K.) You say,

•º & Jº tº ſand "ētaºl I stripped

the man of his clothes. (TA)

5. J.; It (a thing) was, or became, several

fold, or many fold, like the coats of the Jºe [or

onion]. (Z, TA.) See also Jºº.= It is also

trans.: see 2, in two places. – [Hence, 3,133

+ They begged of him so much that all that he had

became eachausted. ($gh, K.) -

5 . .”

J.a. [The onion; allium cepa : or onions, col

lectively:] what it signifies is nell known : n. un,
- a £

with 5. (S, M, Msb, K.) Hence the prov., L-el

J-49) &- [Having more coats, or coverings,
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J-e-8 as -

than the onion]. (TA)-[Also, Any kind of

bulb, or bulbous plant.] cº Jºe [The bulb

of the saffron], which is 'buried in the ground,

is like th; J4 ſor onion] commonly known.

(Mgh.) jū, Jiaº is the same as Jºãº) and

Jüº and Jºaºl, (K in art. Jä.,) also written

Jº, (Kin art. Jae) or Jºaº J4, (KL

VOCe 3.j, [and so as written by Golius,) [Scilla,

or squill; particularly scilla maritima, or officinal

squill; called by all these names, except, perhaps,

Jū-S1, in the present day;] also called jºj, and

& J-49 [the nild onion; but from what fol

lows, it seems that there is a confusion here].

(KL ubi supra) -ºj Jº, and 29 J-,

(Golius on the authority of Zeyn El-Attár,) or

Jº J-aw, (so in the TA in art. J-ºk') i. 4. Jºe

Bulbusesculentus, (Golius, from Zeyn El-Attár,) or

J-49, with fet-h, [thus generally written, though

it would seem to be correctly Jººl the leaves

of n!hich resemble those of the ~34 [or ruel:

(TA in art. J-1, 3) the J-sº is the wild onion

(in Pers. Jº-º jº). (KL voce J-24. This

last assertion suggests that 225/1 and Jºy!! may be

mistranscriptions for Jºjº the 325 mentioned

before.]) […] Jºe Bulbus vomitorius; men

tioned by Golius; and by Dioscorides, (l.ii. c.201,)

as being emetic and diuretic.]— Also, (K,) or

i.e., (M) A helmet (M,K) of iron, (K)

pointed in the middle; so called as being likened

to what is first mentioned above. (M.) Lebeed
* ,

likens helmets to J-aw. (S.)

J.2% (Ish, K) and "J23 23 (Ish, TA) A

covering of any kind (3:3) consisting of many

coats; thick; (ISh, K;) like the coats of the

J-a [or onion]. (ISh, TA)

Loº

- 2. The space that is between the extremity of

the little finger and that of the third finger [nſhen

they are eartended apart]: (S, M,” K :) mentioned

on the authority of AO, (S,) or on that of Aboo

Málik alone. (M.) The ~se is the space between

the third finger and the middle finger; the -5,

that between the middle finger and the first

finger; [but see these two words;] the 23, that

between the first finger and the thumb; the *,

that between the thumb and the little finger; and the

~, that between every two fingers, in length. (S.)

—- 33 Thick, or coarse; applied to a man,

(M,K,) of *garment, or piece of cloth: (K:) or

you say …as a -35, meaning a garment, or

piece of cloth, that is dense, or compact; close in

teacture, (M.)

Jºaº

34, (M, K,) so accord. to Kir, (M,) and

&º, (K,) thus in some of the copies of the Jm

of IDrd, (TA,) a name of The month 5-S &º.

(M,K) in the Time of Ignorance: (Mi) pl. [of

pauc.] i.a.) (M, K) and [of mult.] Ju-ae; (M,

TA;) the latter,erroneously written in the copies

of the K JULaº: (TA:) so says Ktr; but other

lexicologists hold that it is &ºis, like cº,

and & “s , like cºiá; and this is the correct

opinion: Aboo-Is-hák says that it was so named

because of the Jasº, i.e. gleaming, of the weapons

therein: (M:) but it is said in art. Jaws of the

K to be Jºe's and Jºe's : and Sgh holds Öº

to be correct because Jº and Jes signify the

same. (TA.)

Jaw

1. –a4, and < *, (§, TA) and

also, (accord. to one copy of the S,) [third pers.,

accord. to rule, Jº, (accord. to Golius and

* @ 7 .

•e *

*-*a*a*

Freytag ** or **º, but these are irregular

forms, and not admissible without authority,) aor.,
3 -

accord. to rule, of the first Jazz, and of the second
& 2- 3.22 5 * > *

Jazz, and of the third Jazz,] inf. n. 4.3Laº and

camest, such as is termed Jº; i.e. thin-skinned

and plump; &c.; (S:) or very n-hite or fair,

njith fatness: or delicate and clear in complexion,

and such that the least thing made a mark, or an

impression, upon thee. (TA)= [...] Jº , agr.

Jº, inf n. Jºe (S, K) and Jºãº and Jº,

(K) The water flowed by little and little: (S,

K:) or eruded upon a rock or the ground. (TA.)

And ãºe; <s, and***, The nell had,

Or yielded, little water ; or its water became little.

(TA.) It is said in a trad, respecting Tabook,

*J. &:º Jää&ls [The source, or spring,

yielding scantily somewhat of mater]. (TA.) And

you say,& < *, aor, as above, inf. n. Já

and Jºag, The eye shed tears. (TA) And, of

a man when you characterise him as patient under

affliction, & Jää tº [His eye does not shed

tears]. (TA.) And i.1-I - A The nipple

streamed with milk. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

J% Ji. L. Having no milk dropping from it,

or her. (TA.) And in another trad, &e Ai.

2 : * : * ~ * * © . * * * * * * * ** 1: if ~ :

24-21 tº Ja: 4-5 Jºe: J-- * '39 Jºjº

[He fell from the horse, and lo, he was sitting,

with the side of his face eruding yellow water].

(TA.) One should not say, ãº -*. nor ãºil.

but some say so, urging the authority of Ru-beh.

(S.) And you say of a stone, and the like, Jé,

aor. as above, meaning Water flowed from it

like sneat; nater oozed from it. (T.A.)– Hence

the saying, 9- Jº ust No good is obtained

from him; (TA;) i. 4. 34.3 (sº us: (S:) a

prov. applied to the niggardly. ($, K.) [Hence

also, 3. Jº, [aor., accord. to the TA, Jº, but

this is evidently a mistake, t He gave him a

little; as also a "Ja", (Sh, K) inf. n. Jºué.

(TA) and J. & J. He did him a small

benefit; as also Jä. (As)

4. & Jº : see 1, last sentence.

2 y o 'º - *

5. azalaj I took everything belonging to him.

(Ibn-'Abbād, K.)—& Ji-º-º: I took the

nºhole of my right, or due, from him by little and

little: (§, K.) [as also 4. &aa...]

* 22 ozo e o 2

10. Ja…] La Jé- Take thou what is easily

is, é, (S, TA,) Thou (o. man) wast, or be-f

attainable; n-hat offers itself without difficulty.

(AA, TA in art. •P.A.)

Jº A man thin-skinned, or fine-skinned, and

plump : ($ ) or a man having a thin, or fine,

and plump, skin, upon which the least thing makes

a mark, or an impression : (Mgh :) or a man

(A$) soft, or tender, in body; not particularly

implying whiteness: (As, S:) or soft, or tender,

in body, thin-skinned, or fine-skinned, and plump:

(K:) fem. with 3; ($, K, &c.;) signifying a girl,

(S,) or a woman, thin-skinned, or fine-skinned,

and soft, or tender, or delicate, (TA,) if tanny or

white : (S, TA:) or soft, or tender, in body; not

particularly implying whiteness: (As, S:) or

fleshy and nihite : (AA:) or thin-skinned, or

fine-shinned, in nihom the blood appears [through

the skin]: (Lh:) or soft, or tender, or delicate,

compact in flesh, and very n-hite or fair in com

pleasion : (Lth:) and " is a and W i3% and

W isº, applied to a girl, signify the same as

6 * >

a-aw; (K, TA;) compact in flesh, plump, or soft

and thin-skinned and plump, nºith a very white or

fair complexion : (TA) and "Juá; also is syn.
6 J -

with i.a., applied to a woman. (TA.)

Jºãº Little water. (S, K.)

- - 3.2 -

Juá. : see Jaw, at the end of the paragraph.

Jºãº, (K) or Jºsé, i.e., (5) A rel

having little mater : (S:) or of n!hich the nater

comes forth by little and little : (K:) pl., in

some copies of the K, Jºãº in others, Jºta.
(TA.) - •

igua. iſiºn G º, (K,) or à. &e iºta,

(TA,) and Y ia-as, (K,) There is not in the skin

[even so much asj a small quantity of mater: (K,

TA:) from Aboo-Sa’eed. (TA.)

ia-aº See Ji, near the end of the paragraph.

= Rain little in quantity. ($gh, K.)— See also

iºta.-4 thing which the hand possesses. (K.)

You say, Jºe 3. <+,+ I produced to him

n:hat my hand possessed. (TA.)

º; , , o .

ãºtº: see Jº, near the end of the para

graph.

9 3 . 3. •

à30 : see Jaw, near the end of the paragraph.

Jºsé 2. Jº u. There is not any moisture

in the well. (Ibn 'Abbād, K.)

J-5 Jää* He is the most delicate, or fine,

in complexion, of men, and the most beautiful of

them in external skin. (TA.)

&e

1. ***, (§, Mºb) aor. , (Mºb) infn. 34,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K,) He cut it : (S, Mgh, Msb,

K;) namely, flesh, or flesh-meat: (S, TA:) and

it (a sword) cut a piece off from it; namely, a

thing: (As, S:) and he cut it in pieces; namely,

flesh, or flesh-meat: (K, TA:) and Y**, inf. n.

2. aj, has the first of these significations: (K:

ñut only the inf. n. is there mentioned:]) or this

latter signifies he cut it much, or in several pieces,

or in many pieces. (Msb, T.A.")- He slit it;

or cut it lengthwise; ($, Mgh, Msb, K;) namely,
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flesh, or flesh-meat, (Msb,) or a wound, ($, TA,)

and a vein, and a hide. (S.)- [And hence,
- - - -

Walaº, (Sb, Msb, TA,) aor. *, (MSb,) inf. n.*
o a g o z o o in º, o z

(K,TA) and 34. like Jº and Jº, and Jáe, for

Jº is not rare as a measure of inf ns, (Sb, TA,)

or accord. to some it is an inf. n. of this verb,

(Mgb,) but accord. to others it is a simple subst.,

(TA,) t Inivit eam; he lay with her, or compressed

her; (Sb, Msb, K, TA;) as also W \,-\, (Msb,)

inf. n. is 34. (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and £º: (S,

Msb, K:) because in the act which it signifies is

a kind of slitting. (Mgh.) You say, (..** 344,

i. e. (etº- (Mºb.) And it is said in a prov.,
- - …i • w º' -- *

Welag Vol 3-ºxº~ f [Like her n:ho teaches her

mother isºlº-.]. ($)—& also signifies : The

taking in marriage : (K, TA:) and 84, as an

inf. n., f The making a contract of marriage.

(Mgb.)

2: see 1.

3: see 1, in two places.

4. Ur-a-a-', (Mgh, Mºb, K,) inf. n. £º,

(Mgh, Msb,) t He gave her in marriage. (Mgh,

Mºb, K.) It is said in a trad., (TA) tº

&eta; es: ãº ! Women shall be consulted

"especting the giving them in marriage : (T,

Mgh, Mºb, TA :) or, accord. to one relation,

"&eta;, (Mgh, Msb,) which [virtually] means

the same; (Mºb;) but this is a pl., namely, of

#4 (Mgh, Mºb)=-&# ea. He made the
thing to be acLaw [i. e. an article of merchan

dise], (§, K, TAj whatever it was; (TA;) as

also "as a:-1: ($, K.) orº ".…a...: sig

nifies I made [or took] the thing as à-la- [an

article of merchandise] for myself; and you say,
o, , , o of

Lºº ara-aºl [I made it, or gave it as, an article

of merchandise to another than me]: (Mgh,

Msb:) and àetag 4-al he gave him the article

of merchandise. (TA) Hence the phrase, in a

trad. relating to El-Medeeneh, accord. to one

relation,* &º, meaning t It gives the good

that it possesses to its inhabitants; as explained

by Z; but accord... to the relation commonly

known, it is & sº, with J and with the un

pointed Jo; [meaning “it purifies;” (L in art.

&e ;)] and there are two other relations, which

are{* and **. (TA.)

7. &as It was, or became, cut, or cut off.

(K, TA.)

-> 0

8. a.º. & arºl He took, or received, [merchan

dise]..from him. (TA: [in which the word ãºva,

requires to be supplied in the explanation, and

is indicated by the context.])

6 ... o o

10. cº- denotes a kind of matrimonial

connection practised by people in the Time of

Ignorance; i.e., A woman's desiring seasual in

tercourse with a man only to obtain offspring by

him : a man of them used to say to his female
- - - O o. o.º. *.x - o:

slave or his wife, * Gº-º º J. Jºy!

[Send thou to such a one, and demand of him

sexual intercourse to obtain offspring]; and he

used to separate himself from her, and not touch

her, until her pregnancy by that man became

apparent: and this he did from a desire of obtain

ing generous offspring. (IAth, TA.)=See also

4, in two places.

6 o .

- : - d -

end; and see also as aw.

a c →

aw Initus; seasual intercourse : (Mgh, Msb,

K:) a subst., (Mgh, Msb, TA,) accord. to some;

but accord. to others, an inf. n. ; (Msb;) held

by Sb to be the latter: (TA:) [see 1:1 and

marriage; or the taking in marriage; syn.&;

(ISk, S, Msb, TA;) [which has also the first of

the meanings given above;] as in the phrase 4.

ãº&& [explained above (see 1)]: (ISk,

$:) or, (K,) in this phrase, (Mgh,) tthe puden

dum muliebre; the vulva; (Az, Mgh, Msb, K,”

TA;) and so in the saying, in a trad.,**&

USjºt; f Thy vulva hath becomefreed, therefore

choose thou whether thou wilt remain with thy

husband or separate thyself from him ; (TA;)

and in the saying, &eta; es ãº *ś,

accord. to those who thus relate it, others saying

&-rºº; (see 4;) £º being pl. of&

(Mgh, Msb.)– Also f The marriage-contract.

(K.)— And t A donºry; or gift given to, or

for, a bride : (K, TA:) pl. £24. (TA.) So

in the saying of 'Amr Ibn-Magdee-Kerib,

6 o'

see &e, first sentence, and near the

6

+ - ~...~ * • 6 * ... •

+3+ º-, -e Jº +

# e;4) #3%* Jes- *

[And among Kaab, and their brethren Kiláb, are

females lofty in look, or proud, and dear in

respect of donºries. (TA.) — Also t Divorce :

(Az, K.) thus having two contr. significations.

(K.)- And + The authority possessed over a

woman by her guardian n-ho affiances her. (TA.)

–And t An equal; particularly as a suitor in

a case of marriage: as in the saying, in a trad.,

& Çiğ º& 13s + This equal's marriage

shall not be refused, nor shall it be desired, or

wished for; he shall not be rejected. (TA.)

3 * (5, Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.) and '84, (S,

Mşb, K,) some of the Arabs pronouncing it with

kesr, (S, Msb,) [A number under ten; and an

odd number, meaning] a number betn’een tro

round, or decimal, numbers; (AZ, K;) from one

to ten [ecclusive of the latter]; and from eleven

to twenty [exclusive of the latter]; so accord. to

Mebremán; (K;) i. e. Mohammad Ibn-’Alee

Ibn-Ismá'eel the Lexicologist, Mebremán being

his surname: (TA:) or from three to nine; (S,

Msb, K [in the first and last the ns. of number

being in the fem. gender; but in the second,

masc.];) so accord. to Katádeh; (Mgh;) from

three to less than ten : (Fr [the ns. of number in

the masc. gender] :) or not less than three nor more

than ten ; (Sh [the first n. of number in the fem.

gender, and the second masc.];) from three to

ten : (Mgh [the ns. of number in the masc.

gender]:) or to seven : (Mujáhid, Mgh:) or to

jive : (AO, K [the n. of number in the fem.

gender]:) or from one to four : (AQ, O, K [the

ns, of number in the masc. gender]:) or to five;

an explanation ascribed to AO: (TA:) or from

four to nine; (ISd, K [the ns. of number fem.];)

and this is the signification preferred by Th:

(TA:) or it signifies five : (Mukátil [this n. of

number masc.] :) or seven; (Mukátil, K [in the

K this n. of number being fem.];) so accord. to

some : (AO:) or ten : (Ed-Dahhák [this n, of

number masc.] :) or an undefined number; *

334-35 so says $gh; [and the like is said in the

Mºb ;] in the K, erroneously,** *; (TA;)

because it means a portion, ($gh, K,) which is

undefined: ($gh, TA:) it also signifies, with ten,

[in like manner; i. e. ten and a number under

ten; or the like: as] from thirteen to nineteen.

(Msb.) When used as signifying from three to

nine, (Mgh, Msb,) or to ten, or to seven, (Mgh,)

[or to signify some number under ten, without

another n. of number, it is masc. and fem. with

out variation: (Mgh, Msb:) you say Jº&

From three to nine [&c.] men ; and sº • 2 -

from three to nine [&c.] women: (Msb § and

&-&from three to nine [&c.] years: (S:)

and &- gº Jº [in from three to nine, &c.,

Ayears]: (Kur xxx. 3:) and& cº- e? <-º

cº- [And he remained in the prison from three

to nine, &c., years]. (Kur xii. 42.) But when

used to denote a number above ten, (Mgh, Msb,)

with a masc.n. it is with 3, ("as al.) and with a

fem. n. it is without 3: (ISk, Mgh, Mºb, K.)

you say Sº,* ãº From thirteen to nine

teen [&c.] men ; and §: 3,4- &= from thirteen

to nineteen [&c.] women : (S, Mgh,” TA:) like as

you say Sº * à53 and sigſ §:- &X3.

(Mgh.) When you have passed the word de

noting ten, ($, K,) [i. e.] to denote a number

above twenty, (Msb,) it is not used: (S, Msb,

K.) you dº not say Öºes& (S,K) but
J59:25 Jø; and so in the cases of the remaining

- - … o - 6 e

numbers: (S:) or you do say &ºes & a

($gh, K) accord. to AZ, (Mºb) you say is a

Sº &ºes (Mgh, Mºb, K) mºning Tºny

and odd men : (AZ, TA:) and 39-1 cº-ex &a.

(Mgh, Msb, K) meaning twenty and odd nomen:

(AZ, TA:) but not the reverse: (K:) ISd says,

we have not heard this, but there is no objection

to it: (TA:) and Fr says,& is not mentioned

save with ten and twenty to ninety; (IB, K;)

not with what exceeds this: (IB :) you do not
SaV à-3 g a nor Ji, • * (IB, K,) but âu.

... " cº 6e: &e, y - •

-àº [and ~#5 -āli): (IB) it occurs in trads.

with &ºe and with &#53. (TA)—34, and

"&a. also signify A part, or portion, of the

night: (K:) a time thereof. (Lh.) You say,

Jºſſ &: &#. Jºãº [A part, or portion, of the

night passed]. (TA.) J mentions it with ce [in

the place of J&J; and explains it by Jºº-, q.v.

(TA.)

ãº, (S, Mºb, K.) with ſet-h, other words of
5 - o 6 * o

like meaning being with kesr, as āalaš and 33.3

and #33, ($) and sometimes with kest, ['iaº;
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(K,) and **** also is mentioned, (TA,) of

which the first is the most chaste, though Esh

Shiháb asserts the second to be more common,

(TA,) A piece, or lump, or portion cut off; (TA;)

particularly of flesh, or flesh-meat, ($, Mgb, K.,)

in a compact, or collective, state : (TA:) pl.
6 c >

W& a′, [or rather this is a coll. gen, n., of which

ãº is the n, un, and &a, (S, Msb, K,) as

some say, (S,) but this is disallowed by ‘Alee

Ibn-Hamzeh, (TA,) [or it may be a correct pl. of

is a agreeably with analogy, and gº, and

*A*.*, (Mºb, K) and ſquasi-pl. n.] &e, which

is extr., like &e, and* and 3. [&c.].

(TA.) Hence the saying [of Mohammad] in a
- © … • ** * * … • w 5 - d - - - .

trad, Le Jºº ºl, L. Jºe Jº as a “*”

usläſ Fátimeh is a part of me: [that displeases

and disquiets me which has displeased and dis

quieted her, and that hurts me which has hurt
5 * > * >

her:] or, accord. to one relation, he said assº

[a little part]. (TA.) One says also, Újš &

tº- **2) ºf meaning Verily such a one
- - 9 * ~ *

is corpulent and fat. (TA)—See also ax-aw.

5 - d ...”

See ax-ad.

22 O y

4×-aº -

* , o -6, 5 - -

see is a : and, as a noun of number,
as a :

See& , latter half of the paragraph.

i.e. The sound of cutting of swords: occurring
in the saying, ãº ** J wº % i.a. blºg é*

I heard a sound of falling of the nhips, and a

sound of cutting of the sn'ords: (TA:) but in the

S and A in art. &a=! and by IB, as ad- and

as a are written ā-ā- and "āº; and IB

explains the former as signifying the sounds of

swords; and the latter, the sounds of ruhips. (TA

in art. &ai-) [See also &#9.]

* [The giving and receiving merchandise;]
• - - - * ~ 2 of … o . ~ *o -

a subst. from acLaº ax-ael and a~ *-aºl; [or

rather an inf. n. of which the verb, 3.39, is not

used;] similar to Jºž. (TA.)

&= Flesh. (As, S.) You say, 3,...} is

2-3) (A$, $, TA) A beast abounding in nhat is

distinct from the rest of the flesh of the thigh :

n. un, with 5. (TA) And gº Jº Jº

(AS,S) A fat man. (TA) And grºup's ſet.

[A fore arm, or an upper arm, full of flesh.

(IB.) [See also ax-ae, of which it is a quasi

pl. n.]

iéva, Merchandise ; or an article of mer

chandise ; (TA;) a portion of one's property

nyhich one sends for traffic; ($;) a portion of

property prepared for traffic, (Mgh,' Msb,) or

neith rvhich one traffics; from & a signifying the

act of “cutting,” or “cutting off;” and vulgarly

pronounced islaº (TA) pl. &la. (Mºb,TA)

&eº A sword that cuts off a piece of a thing

that it strikes: ($, TA:) or a sharp, or cutting,

sword: (K:) or a sword that cuts everything :

(TA:) pl. is a (§ :) Fr says that ā-ā. sig

nifies snords ; and āz ad-, whips: but some say

the reverse. (TA.) [See also is.& above.]—

[See also the next paragraph.]= [A broker who

acts as an intermediary betn!een the sellers and

buyers of camels;] the same nith respect to camels

as the JS, with respect to houses: (O, L. K.) or

one who carries the articles of merchandise of the

tribe, and conveys those articles from place to

place for sale: (Ibn-'Abbād, Sgh, K:) it is said

in the A thatJ-& signifies the person niho

carries the articles of merchandise of the tribe.

(TA.)

i.e., A mound by nihich the head is broken,

($, Mgh, Msb, K,) which cuts the skin, and

cleaves the flesh (S, K) in a slight degree, (K,)

and brings blood, but does not make it to flon, .

(S, K:) or nºbich wounds the skin, and cleaves

the flesh : (Mgh :) or which cleaves the flesh, but

does not reach to the bone, nor cause the blood to

flon, (Msb:) that from which the blood flows

is termed #23 [app. a mistake for isºls]. (S,

Msb.)=A large flock (ś [in the CK, erro

neously, 3,3,.]) of sheep or goats: ($, $gh, K:)

or a portion separated from the rest of the sheep

or goats: (Lth, K.) pl. &lsº you say, &es ãº.

(Lth.) -

-> &: See & eºſ,

with the unpointed Jo. Az says that it is an

evident mistranscription. (TA.)

z of - ...) 3 * > of

! as a corroborative after

6 * o

a.o. A lancet; an instrument nwith nihich a

vein is cut: (S, Mgh,” K, TA:) and [a currier's

knife] with which leather is cut: (S, TA:) [pl.

& accord. to the Mirkát el-Loghah, as cited

by Golius, it signifies a farrier's fleam; differing

from **, which signifies a surgeon's lancet:

but this distinction is probably post-classical; for

accord. to the TA, these two words signify the

same.]

22 ...)

ié, é. [used as a subst.] A bony a bony cut

from a branch. (TA.)

º - •2 o -

* - ... " • -

*-* es'! [Like the taker of dates as merchandise

to Hejer]; because Hejer is [famous as] the place

of production (cº) of dates. (S.) &a- is

here made trans, by means of Ji because it has

the meaning of Jºu-. (TA)

©. O J .

It is said in a prov., 2: 3-2
2. •

law

1. i., §, Mg, Mºb, K) or , it n. *,

(Mgh, Msb,) He slit a wound, (S, Mgh, Msb,

K,) or an ulcer, ($,) and a purse, (K,) &c. (TA.)

[See also R. Q. 1.] -

2. alº, inf. n. kºi, He trafficked in the birds

called lº, q. v. (K.)

4. lº!, (IAar, K,) inf. n. Luº, (IAar.) He

purchased [or became possessed of] a alsº [q. v.]

for oil, or of oil. (IAqr, K.)

-> * > d > * > * > .

R. Q. 1. ala-la-5 a.3.3. He struck him and

clave his skin, or his head. (TA.) [See 1.]=
6 , , o .

See also ala-law, below.

i: A kind of water-fowl; ($, O, Msb;) [the

duck, or ducks ; and the goose, or geese; but

generally the former of these birds; agreeably

with a statement in the Jm, that i. is applied by

the Arabs to the small, and jśl to the large;]

i. T. j.5!, (K, TA,) both the small thereof and the

large: (TA:) a Persian word(J-5), arabicized;

[originally <- , or kº, or ſº ;] or, accord. to

IJ, an imitation of its cries: n. un. irº, (S, Msb,

K,) which is applied to the male and to the female,

($, Mºb) like isº- and is tº ($) pl. ºu.

(TA.)

ãº n. un. of fº, q. v.– Also A kind of bottle,

or pot, of glass; syn. ãº, ; (K, TA; [in the CK,

erroneously, as ;]) in the dial. of the people of

Mekkeh; so called because made in the form of

a living alº: (Lth, TA:) or a vessel like the

[flash, or bottle, called] § 255; (Ki) [a hind of

leathern pot, or bottle, of n!hich the body is nearly

globular, with a short and nºide neck;] in nhich

oil &c. are put ; pl. kº. (TA:)

bu. A maker of blº, pl. of it. (TA)

6 * > d >

al-Jay [app. an inf. n., of which the verb is

* …,] The crying, or cry, of the lºs (K;)

after which it [the bird] is named, accord. to IJ,

as mentioned above: (TA:) or its diving in nater.

(K) -

ii. The &. [or searifying instrument] (K,

TA) with which a wound is slit. (TA.)

te

1. #4, aor. , inf. m. k. ($, Mºb, K) and

šiū, with ſet-h and medd, (Mºb) or ſº, like

Jée; (K;) and Yu. ; (S, Msb, K;) He nas,

Ol' became, slow, tardy, dilatory, late, or back

nard; contr. of sº (K;) in his going or

course, and in his gait [&c..] : (TA:) or the latter

is said of a man; (S, Msb;) meaning [as above;

or] his coming nas late, or backward; (Msb;)

[and is app. elliptical, for ** ual he made his

pace, or going, slow, &c.; or the like; see ex- :]

and $4. [denotes what, is as it were an innate

quality; see, again, £2-); or] is said of one's

5 x (meaning it was, or became, slº, &c.;]

(S, Msb;) lay being the contr. of af2-. (S.)

One should not say W <!º for <āj. (S.)

[See also 6.]—º- ($ $4: See&.

2. as ti, [and su, inf. n. as below, It made

him. sión, tardy, dilatory, late, or backward;] it

kept him, or held him, back ; or put him back, or
# * > 0 ,

backnºard. (TA.) It is said in a trad., * Ula cº-e
3. * * o o z o.º. 2 x ~ *

a- * 82-J aſse Him nºkom his evil deeds

coming :

keep, or hold, back, or put back, or backward, his

nobility of lineage will not profit, [or advance, or

put forward, in the life ſo some, or in the world

to come. (TA.) 4. Yūji U, and Jº tº us

signify the same [What made thee,of hath made

thee, slow 2 &c.); ($,TA3) and so Juºus. (TA.)
• ?: o: • fº - . o,”

And you say, 3-Sº* tiº, inf. n.º: and
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as "tºl; He delayed to him [the doing of] the

thing, or affair. (K.)

4: see 1 and 2; each in two places.– 5#.

Their beasts on which they rºde mere, or became,

slon). (AZ, S, K)— tº tº Hon slow, or

tardy, &c., is [he, or] it ! ($.)

6. tºuj [accord. to general analogy, Hefeigned,

or affected, to be slow, tardy, &c.; or] he was

slon), or sluggish; or he made delay; in going, or

pace: and he held back from work, or action.

(KL.) You say of a man, 2-. es: tºu [He

feigned, or affected, to be slow, &c., in his going,

course, or pace]. (S.)

10. su- (S, TA) He deemed him, or reck

oned him, slow, tardy, &c. (KL.) You say,
2 b, o a 2. • *

-

Jºº- GlJ [He wrote to me, deeming
-

me, or reckoning me, slow, &c.]. (TA.)

ti. inf. n. of 1. (S, Msb, K.)- One says, in
2 y o , of o

the dial of Benoo-Yarboog, (TA) tº ºil.

& G, and ºth, [I never did it, lit.] I did it

not ever, 0 thou ! i. e. 23). (K, TA.)

(suº: See tº.

tºº. 3 &tiº, and &ſlº, (§, K) but the

latter is extr., (TA,) i. q. tº- ls Váſ. [Slon,

or very slow, or hon, slon), is this in coming

forth !]; (S, K;) the fet-hah in [the last syllable

of] $º is transferred to the J of cºlº, and the

dammeh of the le [in the former] to the r [in

the latter]; the meaning being one of wonder;

i. e. :tº us. (S, TA) ſcº is an enunciative

placed before its inchoative: and, being originally

£k, it may be a simple enunciative, or an enun

ciative having an intensive signification; as that

verb signifies simply “it was slow,” &c., and

may be used as co-ordinate to sº , meaning “ex

cellent is he in his shooting !” &c., and 34;

“excellent is he in his judging !” &c.; or it may

be equivalent to tº: tº, as it is said to be in the

S. See also&-

* Slon, tardy, dilatory, late, or bach

ward; applied to a man, ($, Msb, TA,) and to

a horse or the like: ($, TA:) pl. ſaw. (S, K,

TA) — Also an imitative sequent to *C*-

($ in art. Ulaa-.)

# , of

Ulavl More, and most, slow, &c. (Meyd, &c.)

#2 o – # - o .

Ula-J" for tººl is mentioned by AO. (TA on

the letter le.)

*

1. 4-14, aor. , (Mºb, TA) inf. n. *-ij,

(Mgh, TA,) He spread it; spread it out, or

forth; earpanded it; extended it. (Mgh,” Msb,

TA)—Also, (S, A, K) or *s Jé & L.

(Mgh, Msb,) aor. as above, (K,) and so the

inf. n., (TA,) He threw him donºn upon his face.

(S, A, Mgh, Msb, K.)- See also 2.

2. 3.-J. tº, (TA,) inf. n. **i; (K;)

and "4-º'; (TA;) He strened pebbles in the

mosque, and made it plain, or level [in its ground,

or floor]; (K, TA:) and --Lº, ſinf n, of

Was-law, occurring in a trad., also signifies the

making it plain, or level. (TA.)

4: see 2. *

5. tº: see 7.— Also It (a torrent) flowed

nvidely: (ISd, A:) or spread nºidely in the U-law.

($, K.)— Also, [and Y tººl It (a place &c.)

spread; spread out, or forth; became earpanded

or extended. (TA)= And i, q. … [It

became set up or upright, erected, &c.: thus the

verb bears two contr. significations]. (TA.)=
2 of

Also He (a man) took the tº as a place of

abode. (A, TA.)

7. tººl It (water) went to the right and left

in a place. (A.A.) –See also 5.— He became

thronºn donºn upon his face : (S, A, K:) or he

lay, or lay as though thronyn don’n or eactended,

upon his face: (Mgh, Msb:) or he stretched

himself; or lay, and stretched himself; upon his
face, extended vpon the ground; as also V w 3.

(TA.)– It (a valley) became nºide; (K, TA;)

as also 'a-º-l. (TA.)

10 : see 7.

45 - * : 9: .

tº- : See tºl, in two places.

i-l. The stature of a man [app. in a lying ||
posture]: as in the phrase Jé, z - sº [It is

2 º , o . ... … •o.

of the stature of a man]. (K.)– as-law Leº
9 . -

3.xex. Between them two is a far-extending dis

tance or space or interval. (L.) – See also
• 2 of

- - • 2 of

à-lº. See **'. in four places.

6 tº p 6 - - - -

** tue [Many wide nater-courses in nihich

are fine, or minute, or broken, pebbles: the former
J 2 of * > 3 >

word is pl. of tº or of #le-law]: a phrase like
5 & 3 6 - of

A3e elsel. (A5, A’Obeyd, S.)

-bº applied to a man, i. q. W*** [part. n.

of 7, q.v.). (Ham p. 244.)

.9 ×

j, originally an epithet [and therefore im

perfectly decl.], (M, TA,) that is, an epithet con

verted into a subst., and not used as an epithet,

(Ham p. 21,) A neide mater-course, or channel

of a torrent, in nihich are fine, or minute, or

broken, pebbles; (S, A, K, and Ham ubi supra;)

so called because the water goes in it to the right

and left; [i.e. spreads widely; see 7;] (AA;)

as also "it is, (S, A, K, Ham,) fem. of the

former, and, like it, an epithet converted into a

subst.; (Ham ubi supra;) and W i-kº, (S, K,)

and W** : (K:) or a mater-course, or channel

of a torrent, in which are sand and pebbles; as

also "ſºlº : (Mgh ) or a wide place [app, in

a mater-coursel; as also "a-la [app. i-lº,

which is explained by Freytag, but without his

stating on what authority, as signifying a de

pressed place through nºbich water flons, abound

ing nith pebbles; as is also i-lº and in like

manner Golius explains the former, but mentions

the latter as a pl. of as-el-el: (Msb:) or, accord.

to AHn, the bottom of a mater-course, or channel

of a torrent, producing no plants or herbage:

(TA:) or "à is signifies soft earth of a valley,

such as has been drann along by the torrents:

(ISd, TA:) or the soft pebbles in the bottom of

the nater-course, or channel of a torrent, of a

valley; as also **i. (IAth, TA:) or the soft

earth, such as has been dran'n along by the tor

rents, in the bottom of a asſ ſmeaning a mater

course &c.] and of a valley; and the 2–1 i and

**-i- of a valley are its earth and soft pebbles:

(En-Nadr, TA:) and accord. to AA, W** sig

* > 0 ,

nifies sand in a U-law : (TA:) the pl. is ***

and *u- (S, A, K) and **: (K;) the first

of these, and the second also, contr. to analogy,

being pls. oftºl; ($;) or both are pls of [-law,

contr. to analogy; (Ham p. 251;) or the first is

pl. of 21, formed after the manner of the pl.

of a subst. of this measure, though the sing. is

originally an epithet; (M, TA;) and the second,

as is asserted by more than one, is correctly pl.
a" 9 * * * o .

of al--law, as is also els'-law ; (TA;) and the

third is pl. of 3-claw. (M., T.A.)

*** [part. n. of 7, q.v.: often applied to

anything Spread out, eacpanded, or flat]: see

4. biki They had abundance of** [or

melons, or mater-melons]. (S, A, L., K.) -

5. 3–1.3 He ate &#:claw. (A, TA.) .
5 . - 6 6 * • * 5 . -

as-law Jº!, and as—law Jºy, f Large, big,

bulky, or corpulent, camels, and men ; and Jº,

"Ú-u. f a large, big, bulky, or corpulent, man.

(K, TA.)

J-uº see what immediately precedes.

** (S, Msb, K, &c.,) vulgarly and in

correctly pronounced **, (ISk, Msb,) and in

the dial. of El-Hijáz called **, (Msb,) A

certain well-knomºn fruit; (Msb;) [the melon,

absolutely, as is shown by many passages in the

lexicons, and expressly stated in law-books: and,

particularly, the mater-melon; cucurbita citrullus:

or a plant] of the kind called cºlai, that does

not grow tall, but extends itself upon the surface

of the ground: (K, TA:) and also the Jº- [or
… O -

jºi-, a Persian word, and applied to the mater

melon, by the Turks termed by this name, and

in their own language j9839]: (CK: [but not

found by me in my MS. copy of the K, nor in

the L, nor in the TA:]) or& ãº [the

Indian -1 *] is nºkat is called in Persian the

jº- (Mgh :) [the term

many varieties of the water-melon, distinguished

£1. is applied to

by different epithets; as ºl the red, Ji-S

the yellow, Jacº') the white, -j-ºl the mangy,

Jº the speckled, J-ºl that of El-Burullus,

&c.; it is a coll. gen, n. :] n, un, with 3. (S, K.)
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2 : ſ .. (S, A, Mgh, &c.) and is 4. (S, L, K)

A place where tº gron, (S, A, Mgh, &c. :)

pl. &#9. (A, TA.)

jº

- - 6 . .”

1. law, aor. *, inf. n. 2 law, He eaculted; or

eaculted greatly, or eaccessively; and behaved in

solently and unthankfully, or ungratefully : or

he eaſulted by reason of wealth, and behaved with

pride and self-conceitedness, and boastfulness, and

nant of thankfulness: or he behaved nith the

utmost eacultation, &c. : or he rejoiced, and rested

his mind upon things agreeable nºith natural

desire : syn. of the inf. n. Jº, (S, A, L, MSb,
9 ... •

TA,) and tº (L, TA;) the former of which

signifies crº ãº, (S, A) and J 3- #3'-.

cº : (A:) he nas, or became, stupified, deprived

of his reason, confounded, or amazed, (S, K, Er

Rághib,) bearing nealth ill, or in an evil manner,

performing little of the duty imposed on him by

it, and turning it to a nºrong purpose : (Er

Rághib,TA," TK:) this is said to be the primary

signification: (TA:) he was, or became, stupified,

or confounded, and knen, not nhat to prefer nor

n:hat to postpone : (TA:) he nas, or became,

confounded, perpleased, or amazed, by reason of

fright : (As, S voce 3- ) he behaved eacorbi

tantly, or insolently, with nealth, (K, TA,) or

on the occasion of having nealth : and this, also,

is said to be the primary signification : (TA:) he

had, or eacercised, little of the quality of bearing

wealth [in a becoming, or proper, manner]: (K:)

he behaved proudly: (TA:) he regarded a thing

nºith hatred, or dislike, nithout its deserving to

be so regarded: he rvas, or became, brisk, lively,

or sprightly: (K:) accord. to some, he walked

njith an elegant and a proud and self-conceited

gait, nºith an affected inclining of the body from

side to side. (TA) It is said in a trad, ſº S
* *

Jº- 3. a.º. 2; Aſ [God mill notgº ºff!

look, on the day of resurrection, upon him nºbo

drags along his wrapper of the loner part of the

body in eacultation and insolence, or pride: mean

ing one who wears too long a wrapper of the

lower part of the body]. (TA)—4: <!-

t[Thou eacultedst, or exultedst greatly, or ecces.

sively, and behavedst insolently and unthankfully,

or ungratefully, &c., in thy manner of life, is a

phrase similar to 92; <º (S, TA;) and in

like manner*****, in the Kur [xxviii. 58];

in which the verb is not trans., but the subst. is

put in the accus. case because of Jº understood

before it. (Aboo-Is-hāk)– Usº) play! N + I

do not, or nill not, dominear, or assume superior

ity, over others when I am rich. (Ham p. 517.)

—iº }la i He held wealth, or the favour, or

benefit, in light estimation, and nas unthankful,

or ungrateful, for it. (A.)-º âlºs *

+He refused the right direction as to the manage.

ment of his affair, and was ignorant of it. (TA.)

–It is said in a trad., that pride is J- *.

which means f The considering as false, or vain,

what God has pronounced to be the truth, Qr

our duty; namely, the confession of his unity, and

Bk. I.

the obligation of rendering Him religious service:

or the being confounded at considering truth, or

duty, and not seeing it to be true, or incumbent :

(TA:) or the disdaining the truth, or right, and

not accepting it or not admitting it. (K.) =

º, aor. (S, K) and - , (K,) inf. n. }*, (S,

Msb,) He cut it, or divided it, lengthnise; slit

it; split it. (S, Msb, K.) Hence the appellation

ju... ($, Mºb.)

4. &l- It rendered him such as is termed

Alag; it (wealth) caused him to exult, or to exult

greatly, or eaccessively, and to behave insolently

and unthankfully, or ungratefully: &c. : [see

*:] (S, A:) it stupified him, deprived him

of his reason, confºundſ him, or amazed him.

(S. K.) You say, ºf Ji-sºlºiu. It (the

sky) rained not until it caused [men] to eacult,

or to eacult greatly, &c. (A)–4. Al- f It

(the ignorance of a person) caused his(another's)

clemency, moderation, or gravity, to become con

verted into inordinate eacultation, and insolence,

or the like, and levity. (A)—“l- &l- f It

stupified, confounded, or amazed, him, 80 as to

turn him from his clemency, moderation, or

gravity. (TA)—º* f He imposed upon

him more than he nas able to do; (S;) n-hat

nas above his ponier : (K:) aegy is here a sub

stitute for its antecedent to indicate an implication

therein: (A :) you say this when a slow-paced

camel has endeavoured in vain to keep pace with

another camel; and when any man has imposed

upon another a difficulty beyond his power: (TA:)

or the meaning is, he cut off his means of sub

sistence, and nasted his body : (IAar, K:) 82°

signifying the “body.” (IAar.)

9. . o.

Q. Q. 1. 24, inf. n. 3) law, He practised [far

riery, the veterinary art, or] the art of the jua.

(Mºb)—333, *::: sº He treats beasts, or

horses and the like, medically, or curatively. (TA.)

ºl. 43 -ºš f His blood nent unrevenged,

(Ks, Š, A, K,) being held in light estimation. (A.)

* part. n. of 24, (Msb, TA,) Eculting, or

eaculting greatly, or eaccessively, and behaving in

solently and unthankfully, or ungratefully: or

eaculting by reason of wealth, and behaving with

pride and self-conceitedness, and boastfulness, and

want of thankfulness : or behaving with the

utmost eacultation, &c.: see its verb. (A, Msb,

TA.)

J.A. Cut, or divided, lengthnºise; slit; split ;
- 6 © . ... o.

(K5) as also ºl... (TA)=See also jux.

i.e. #2 A noman n-ho behaves nºith much

•

,1-, i. e. exultation, and insolence and unthank

fulness, or ingratitude, &c. : [see lºw.] (A.)

[See also what next follows.]

3.Ak. Clamorous; long-tongued; and one who

perseveres in error: fem. with 3: (K:) but it

[the former] is mostly used in relation to women,

(TA,) and as signifying a woman who eacults,

or eacults greatly, or eaccessively, and behaves

insolently and unthankfully, or ungratefully,

Glº) and perseveres in error: (ADk:) [it is

said in the TA that some say3.* and that this

is the more approved; but Az says, Lth cites,
g o £2 o

from ADk, the phrase ºl” #2 as meaning

o 2 & ** 35 ºš

sºlº [because of her insolent behaviour]; and

says that, accord. to Aboo-Kheyreh, it is s!, el

J:* ; her tongue being likened to the*: but

Lth adds, the saying of ADk is preferable in my

opinion, and more correct. (T in art. , law.)

a clamorous, long-tongued noman;

6 , o," 6 - e.

jlace: see juacy.

Jº See ju. —[Hence,) A tailor. (Sh,

$," K.) A poet says, (calling a tailor a law, like

as one calls a skilful man an -stºl, Sh, TA)

# 2% gºlº & *

[Like as the tailor cuts lengthnºise, or slits, the

woollen tunic of the valiant chief]. (Sh, S.)

6.- ... o.

3, lace [Farriery; the veterinary art;] the

art of the Juaº. ($, K.) [See Q. Q. 1.]

ju. (S, Msb, K.) and '3. * (S, K) and W *:º

and "…le (K) and "3le. (S, K) [A farrier;

one niho practises the veterinary art;] one n:ho

treats beasts, or horses and the like, medically,

or curatively: (K:) from &la, explained above.

(S, Msb.") ju..." 45 3-3.5 [More commonly

known than the sign of the farrier, app. meaning

a sign which, I suppose, the itinerant farrier

carried about with him, (A, TA) is one of the

proverbs of the Arabs. (TA.)– You say, also,

ju. ge lº * f [He is knowing and skilful

in this: see also Jºl. (A.)

9 x d .

251-2 : see J.A.

º © --> 6 * 0.

*: see juxe.

Jºlae

&l. A 256 [or leader of an army], in the

language of the 22, [or Greeks of the Lower

Empire]; (JK;) one niho is to the A3) like the

J5ts to the Arabs; (Mgh, Msb;) [i. e.] a leader

of an army (J35) of the A3; ; ($, K;) accord.

to Kudámeh, (Mgh,) one niho is over ten thou

sand men: (Mgh, K :) next to him is thecº

[in the CK cººl, over five thousand: then,

the J-º, over two hundred: (K:) but in art.

** in the K, it is said that Jºãºlo signifies “a

headman, or chief, of high, or noble, rank,” in

the language of Khurásán ; and in art. U-5,

that J.233 signifies “a commander,” or the like,

syn. 3-is and i-lº, i. q. ău. (TA,) which

is pl. of Gºl”, ($, Mgh, Mºb, K.) as also #juº,

for which &u. is used in a verse of Aboo-Dhu

eyb: (TA :) it is an arabicized word; (S, TA;)

[app. from the Latin “patricius;”] or, as some

say, of the language of the A53 and of Syria: or

Arabic, agreeing with the foreign word, and of

the dial. of the people of El-Hijáz: accord. to

El-Jawáleekee and others, in the language of the

A3, it is Jº : some say that it signifies skilled

in nar and its affairs, in the language of the

22, ; and he who is so has rank, or office, and

is sometimes made foremost, among them: (TA:)

and (some say, TA) a proud and self-conceited

28
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man; (JK, K;) so says Ibn-'Abbād: (TA:)

and fat; applied to a bird (JK, K) &c.: (JK:)
* - - - 3. * * 6 - .

pl. aš,\law. (K.)—[See also 49, law, and Jºº-.]

Jºlar

3.l. and Jº i. q. &k, (A5, K,) i. e. A

leader of the Christians: (TA:) or the chief of

the Magians: (K:) [in the present day, the

former is applied to a Patriarch of a Christian
º 6 * >

church; as also "*: (see Jºu-3) pl.

iéjus, and 4.juºl: adventitious; not Arabic.

(Az, TA.)

3 - 2 - - -

[Öºk Patriarchal; i.e. of, or belonging

to, or relating to, a Patriarch of a Christian
3

church; as also "C.$.*: both modern terms.]

(i.e.,i. A patriarchate; i. e. the office, or

jurisdiction, of a Patriarch of a Christian

church; as also "?.S.*: both modern terms.]

3 o 3 - 2 -

Jºjº See Jºlº.

ºk. See i.e.,k.

Jºlar

1. * Jºlº, (S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K,) aor. - and * ,

(S, Mºb, K,) the former of which is that adopted

by the seven readers (Mºb, TA) in chap. xliv.

verse 15 of the Kur, (TA,) inf. n. Jºla, ($, Mgh,

Msb,) He seized him violently; laid violent hands

upon him: (S, Msb:) assaulted him: ($:) or he

seized him with violence and assault: (A, K.) or

he seized him vehemently, in anger: (Mgh :) and

he laid hold upon him (Mgh, TA) vehemently,

(TA,) in making an assault: (Mgh, TA:) and

"…ºf signifies the same as a: Jºlº, (K) but is

rare, occurring in the words [of the Kur Xliv.15],

sº àiº Jº, accord. to the reading

of El-Hasan and Ibn-Reja, [meaning On the day

when we make the greatest assault :] or, accord.

to AHát, [and Bd says the like, the meaning is,

[on the day when] we give power over them to

such as shall assault them [nrith the great assault;

or make to assault nºith the great assault]. (T.A.)

– Also He took it, namely, anything, or took

hold of it, (Lth, K,” TA,) or clung to it, (TA,)

strongly. (Lth, K; TA.) In the saying of El

Hulwānee, -is atº-º S;& º& Su-3,

[meaning And that upon which the eye falls not,

and of which the hand does not take hold,) the

prep. [+] is understood; or the verb is thus used

as implying the meaning of 33.9 and Jºl.

(Mgh.)–33 Jºi2. <<k. iſ The terrors

of the world assaulted them]. (A.)—J) sº law

The hand worked, wrought, or labºured. (Msb.)

— lººgº º Jºlº. JX5 f [Such a one

labours in science with extensive ability]. (A,

TA)—Jº- &: Jºſe, t He recovered from

the fever, being still weak. (Aboo-Málik, A,” K.)

3. 4-ku, (§, TA) infin. iiº (Š, K) and

Jºue, (TA,) He laboured, strove, struggled, con

tended, or conflicted, with him, to prevail, or
* * * * >

overcome; syn. of the inf. n. *s-Jºse. (K, TA.)

—ttºº, (TK) inf n. iibº, (K) Each of

them two stretched forth his hand tonwards the

other to seize him violently (K, TA) and to

assault him quickly. (TA.)

4: see 1, where two meanings are assigned

to it.

5. Quºi, Jiří ºl, [for Jºã] :The

travelling-camels n'alk nith slow steps (-ºff [for

-ºš) mith their burdens, hardly moving. (Ibn

'Abbād, Z, Sgh, K.)

Jºlº inf n, of 1 ſq. v.]—Also Might, or

strength, in nar or fight: or courage; valour, or

valiantness; proness: syn. J.º. (K.) You say,

Jºkº *** Jº (A man of great might, &c.].

(K,” TA.)- And Anger. (Harp. 258.)

ãº An assault; a violent seizure. (S.) iii.3

Jºël [The greatest assault], in the Kurzliv.15,

is applied to the day of resurrection, or to the

battle of Bedr. (Bd.)

Jºb i. 4. Jºg 3.2%: (Ki) (see Jºiº.

applied to a man; as also "Jºux. (TA)

Jºu. See *k,3.

[Jºlº, Or Jºº., A place of assault, or the

like; sing. of Jºb!..., of which the following is

*.* 2- - - - - - - 2 of -- ~ *

an ex] wººl ºf wu-J #3-4 tº lº
- - - ** - of 2-1 T. - - :---

!cºls., & 1935 tº cºlº '53323 f [They

traversed a land nihereof the roads were far

extending, whereof the places of destruction were

near, and they were prostrated, or left sick, in

its places of assault, and were not saved from its

places of thirst]. (A, TA.)

-
Glaº

išu.” A piece of paper: (IAar, M, $gh, TA:)

in the K, #4-1 is erroneously put for iš,31:

(TA:) a ticket that is attached to a garment, or

piece of cloth, (T, S, M, L, K,) bearing the mark,

or inscription, of its price; (T, S, L, K;) or a

ticket marked, or inscribed, nºith the neight, and

the number, of a thing : (TA:) of the dial. of

Egypt (T, S, L) and the neighbouring parts: (T,

L:) so called, (K,) or said (by Sh, TA) to be so

called, (S,) because it is tied by a twist, or thread,

(ašuº,) of the unwoven end of the cloth: (S, K.)

but this is a mistake: (ISd, TA:) [in Greek,

truträktov, as observed by Freytag ; and hence

probably derived:] accord. to some, it is [äu. ..]

with J, because it tells (3-5) what is marked,

or inscribed, thereon; but this is strange. (TA.)

It is said in a trad., that a man will be brought

on the day of resurrection, and ninety-nine scrolls,

or records, inscribed with his sins will be pro

duced; and there will be produced for him a 35Ula,

bearing the testimony that there is no deity but

God, and it will outweigh the others. (TA.)

Jºlar

Jº, (S, Msb, K,) aor. 2, (S, Msb,) inf. n.

and J.A. and &\lº, [of which the last

1.

º, o –

Jº

seems to be the most common,] (S, Msb, K, KL,

&c.,) It (a thing) was, or became, Jºº, as mean

ing contr. of 3-3 (S;) [i. e.,] it was, or became,

false, untrue, wrong or incorrect, fictitious, spu

rious, unfounded, unsound, (KL,) vain, unreal,

naught, futile, northless, useless, unprofitable,

(KL, PS,) devoid of virtue or efficacy, ineffec

tual, null, void, of no force, or of no account;

(Mgb;) it went for nothing, as a thing of no

account, (S, Msb, K,) or as a thing that had

perished or become lost. (K.) [It is said of an

assertion or allegation and the like, and of a deed,

&c.] Hence the saying in the Kur [vii. 115],

&sº l, à uº Jiaºs [And what they were

doing became vain, or null; or nent for nothing,

as a thing of no account]. (TA.) And -ºš

Si. 4.3 His blood went for nothing, [unreta

liated, and uncompensated by a mulct, as a

thing of no account. (S, Msb.) And 4.3 Ji

[signifies the same; or] He nas slain without

there being obtained for him either blood-revenge

or blood-wit. (Er-Răghib, TA:)- See also the

inf. n. Jºk below, voce Jus.—Jºi. Ji.

[Hon false, untrue, nºrong or incorrect, &c., is

the saying !] is said in wonder at that which is

Jºº. (TA.)—Jºlº, (S,K,) Or Jºaº cº Jºlº,

(Mºb) aor.”, (TA) inf. n. ău." (š, Mºb, K,

KL) and ajula, which is mentioned by one of

the expositors of the Mo'allakát, and said to be

the more chaste, and sometimes one says ău..., to

make it accord with its contr. i.e., (Msb,) He

(a hired man, or hireling,) nas, or became, idle,

unoccupied, or nithout work. (S, Msb,” K, KL.

[See also 5.]) [Hence, àu.2, A day of idle

ºness; a holiday.]—ius, with kesr, also signi

fies The being diverted from that which rvould

bring profit in the present life or in the life to

come. (TA.)- See also 2.—º- es: Jº,

(K,) aor. *; so it seems to be from the context

in the K, but correctly Jº, aor. *, as in the

Jm; (TA) inf n, iux, (K) [and app. J.A.

also ; see Jul; He jested, or joked, or was

not serious or in earnest, in his discourse; as also

"Ulavl. (K)=JA, aor. *, (Msb,) inf. n.

ius ($, Mºb, K, KL) and iu, (Lth, Mºb, TA)

and iu. (TA) and ii,k, (Š.K, KL) He (a

man) was, or became, courageous, brave, or strong

hearted, on the occasion of nar, or fight; such as

is termed Jº, q.v.; (§, Mºb, K, KL}) as also

"Jºg : (K:) or this last signifies he affected

courage, &c.; he made himself, or constrained

• * ~ *

- **

himself to be, courageous, &c.; syn. &---.

(TA)—Jºl Jº [Hon courageous, &c., is

the man!] is said in wonder at Jºin [i. e.

courage, &c., or the affecting of courage, &c.].

(TA.)

2. Jºãſinf n, of Jill signifies 'alu’ſ jº,

[in which the latter word is written in the TA

without any indication of the vowel of the p,)

i. e. The pursuit of vain, or frivolous, diversion

or sport, and foolish, or ignorant, conduct. (TA.)

[See âu, above, and the phrase next following

it..]= See also 4.

4. Jºlay! He said, or spoke, what was false,
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or untrue; (Mgh, Msb, K;) [contr. of 3- ;]

he lied: (Mgh :) he made a false, or vain, claim

or demand; he claimed, or demanded, for himself

that which was not right, or just. (Lth, T.A.).-

See also 1.=&uºl [and vulgarly "au. He

made it, or rendered it, [and he proved it to be,

Jeº, i. e. false, untrue, wrong or incorrect,

fictitious, spurious, unfounded, unsound, vain,

unreal, naught, futile, northless, useless, unprofit

able, (S,” L, K, TA,) devoid of virtue or efficacy,

ineffectual, null, void, of no force, or of no

account; (Msb, TA;) he nullified it, annulled

it, abolished it, cancelled it; whether it was true

or false, right or wrong, authentic or spurious,

valid or null; (TA;) he made it to go for

nothing, as a thing of no account, or as a thing

that had perished or become lost. (K.) Hence,

33% Jiaºl He annulled his testimony. (TA in

art. 23.) And Jº Jºs 3-, 3-9, in the

Kur [viii. 8, meaning That He might establish

that which is true, and annul that nihich is false].

(TA.) -

e.g. o.

5. evº l, i. They took it by turns to say,

or to do, that nihich neas false, nºrong, vain, futile,

or the like; syn. Jet, sºlº. (Az, K.)—

[Jº, said in the Mgh to be from ău-ji, (see

Jº, Or Jº &: Jº) app. signifies, as its

part. n. (q.v. voce Juº) indicates, He became

unoccupied and lazy.]=See also 1, near the end

of the paragraph.

Ji. [originally an inf. n. of 1, and mentioned
g -

therewith, first sentence :] i. q. Jolº, q.v. (Ham

p. 114.)

6 - ~

Jiaº, said to be the only epithet of its measure

except &- (TA in art. J-e-3) applied to a

man, Courageous, brave, or strong-hearted, on

the occasion of war, or fight; [commonly used

as a subst., meaning a man of courage or valour,

a brave man, a hero;] (S, Msb, K;) as also

"jū; (K;) one whose wound goes for nothing,

so that he does not care for it, (Lth, K,) and it

does not neithhold him from the eacercise of his

courage; (Lth,TA;) or the blood of whose adver

saries goes for nothing with him, (K,) unrevenged:

(TA:) or for this reason he is thus called; (TA;)

or because life is annulled, or made to go for

nothing, on the occasion of encountering him, and

severe misfortunes are annulled by him, (Mºb,)

or by his sword, and made to be of no account:

(TA:) and so *ita, applied to a woman; ($,

Msb, K;) accord. to one of the expositors of the

Hamáseh; (Msb;) but AZ says that this is ng

allowable: (IDrd, TA:) the pl. ofJº is Juai.

(Msb, K.)

ăii, see Jºº. –and see also Jº.
a law

&l. One whose ponyers have become weak :

but this is a vulgar word. (TA.)

35i (pl. of ji, TA) False, or rain, things;

or unprofitable sayings. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.) You

say, stºl-Jº à. He uttered false, or vain,

things; &c. (El-Moheet, TA)

Jº, applied to a man, signifies& "Jº" 33

‘Jºkº [app. meaning Having a vain, or false,

object or pursuit; manifesting the having such

an object or pursuit : or, accord. to an explana

tion ofJew 33 by Bd in xxxviii. 26, i.a. J-2

and <<e, i.e. jesting, or joking; (see es Ji

****, or Jiaº) or saying what is untrue; and

playing, or sporting, and doing that in which is

no profit; as also 'Jºlº, q.v.). (Ki) one who

jests, or jokes, in his discourse : one who is

diverted from that which mould bring profit in

the present life or in that which is to come:

(TA:) idle; unoccupied : (S, Msb:) or eacceed

ingly, or extremely, idle : (KL :) or unoccupied

and lazy; as also "Jº.. (Mgh.) [In the

present day it is commonly used as signifying

Bad, northless, and useless; applied to a man

and to anything.]= See also Jº.

JLº. contr. of 3- (S, K;) i. e. False, un

true, wrong or incorrect, fictitious, spurious,

unfounded, unsound, (KL,) vain, unreal, naught,

futile, worthless, useless, unprofitable, (KL, PS,)

devoid of virtue or efficacy, ineffectual, null, void,

of no force, or of no effect; (Msb;) that proves,

when inquired into, or investigated, to be false,

nºrong, unfounded, unsound, or not established;

applying to a saying, and [sometimes] to a deed:

(TA:) [going for nothing, as a thing of no

account, or as a thing that has perished or become

lost : (see the verb, 1, first sentence:) often used

as a subst., meaning a false, or vain, saying, or

assertion, or allegation; a lie; a falsehood: and

a false, or vain, deed, or action, or affair, or

thing; &c. :] and "Ji. is syn. therewith, (Ham

p. 114,) and so are 'i,j and viſuº: (K:)

the pl. of Jew is Jºls, (Mºbi) and Jº

occurs as a pl. of the same ; (Ham p. 360;) or its

pl. is J.Lº, contr. to analogy, (S, Msb,) as

though the sing. were Jº; (S;) or, accord.

9. of

to AHát, this is pl. of Y ã,i,j, or, as some say,

of W ãual, (Msb,) or, accord. to As and AHát

and IDrd, of both these; (TA;) and signifies false,

or vain, sayings and actions or deeds. (K in art.

Jºs, &c.) You say, Suel, ºf 35 [Thou hast

said a false, or vain, saying: a lie; a falsehood];

like as you say, ū- ºff 33. (Ham p. 360.)

And Jºu J-ºl Jº &iet [They devour

the possessions of men by false pretence]. (Kur

ix. 34.) And 'i,j}: and "āū. [Between
- -

* =

them is false, or vain, speech, or discourse, &c.];

syn. Jºº. (K.). The belief in a plurality of

Gods: so explained as occurring in the Kur

xlii. 23. (TA.)- See also Juº, in two places.

[Hence, Sel, In play, or sport; acting unpro

fitably; or aiming at no profit. (Jel in iii. 188

and xxxviii. 26)—Jºuji Illees; so in the

Kur [xxxiv. 48], where it is said, Jºſſ&2. u.

*: º [explained in art. Lºl. (Katádeh, K.)

and, again [xli.,42), where it. is said,* º

ańs- cº-e Sºx *-*. Jº Jº Jººl, [accord. to

some, meaning that Iblees shall not add to the

Kur-án nor diminish therefrom : (TA:) "il

[is its pl., and] signifies devils : (A, TA:) or

enchanters. (O, K.)

6- ... o -

a/Ulal : -

* } See Jºº ; for each in three places.

Jº: One niho says a thing in which is no

truth, or reality: (Er-Răghib, TA:) one who

embellishes speech with lies : (Bd in xxx. 58:)

one who says, or does, false, or vain, things.

(Jel ibid.] [See also its verb, 4.]

Jºº. : See Jus.

*

A (S,K) and A. (K) the later allow

able accord. to IAar, (TA,) The 54-* [or

fruit of the terebinth-tree, to which this latter

appellation is given in the present day, i.e., of

the pistacia terebinthus of the botanists]; (S, K;)

so accord. to the people of El-'Aliyeh; and the like

is said on the authority of As: (TA:) or the

tree thereof; (K;) [which is called .iº in the

present day;] so accord. to AHn; and he says,

but no one has told me that it grows in the land

of the Arabs; but they assert that the> [mean

ing the cancamum-tree, also called 2&é, but

said by IAar to be the J, as- à-.] is nearly

like it : (TA:) its fruit is heating, diuretic,

strengthening to the venereal faculty, good for

the cough, and for the [disease of the face called]

isi, and for the kidney; and the overspreading

of the hair with its dry and sifted leaves causes

it to grow, and beautifies it. (K.)

cºlº

1. Ók, aor.”, (K) inf n. *u-º, (TA) He

(a man) nas, or became, big, or large, in the

belly, (K, TA,) in consequence of much eating.

(TA.)— And &lº, aor. 4, inf. n. &k, He (a

man) was, or became, big, or large, in the belly,

in consequence of satiety, (S,TA,) and disordered

therein: (TA:) he nas, or became, in a state

of repletion, or much filled with food. (TA.)-

–And [hence, &le; signifies also ti. q. 2.

and* [He eruled, or eaculted greatly, or ex

cessively, and behaved insolently and unthank

fully, or ungratefully: &c.]. (TA)—&l. JHe

(a man, S, TA) had a complaint of, or a disease

in, or a pain in, his belly. (S, Msb, T.A.)=

<lº, (S,K) aor. *, (S.T.A.) inf n &lº, (TA)

He struck, or beat, his belly; as also 4. &k,

($, K,) accord. to some, or the J is added [only]

in verse; (S;) and "4-º', (K,) inf. n. &º.

(TA.)— It (a disease) entered into him : [as

though it penetrated into his belly: see 10:] in

this sense it has for its inf. n. &k. (TA.)

And J.- * <<!- The fever produced an

effect within him. (TA.)- He entered into it;

namely, a valley; ($, TA;) in which sense it

has for its inf n &le; and "...ſº signifies the

same: or the latter, he n'ent about in it; namely,

the valley; as also '4-la-l. (TA) — I (He

penetrated into it mentally;] he knew it; (Mºb,

K, TA;) namely, the news or story, or the state

or case, of another: (K, TA:) the knew the in

ward, or intrinsic, state or circumstances thereof;

($, Mºb,TA;) i.e., of a case, or an affair; (S,

28 °
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TA) as also "...l… ; (K, A, TA) and "...i.;

the entered into it so that he knen, its innard,

or intrinsic, state or circumstances. (Ham p.688.)

—cº Jiaº, accord. to the S and M, but in

the K cº &- (TA,) the became one of his

particular, or special, intimates, friends, or asso

ciates, (S, K, TA,) entering into his affair, ſº

affairs]. (TA:) or * c law, aor. *, inf. n. Jºla,

and āua, means the entered into his affair [or

affairs]. (TA.)– And &lº, (Msb, K.) aor. *,

said of a thing, (Msb,) It nas, or became, un

apparent, hidden, concealed, or covert; (K, TA;)

contr. of 2.B. (Msb)—See also 4.

2. &lº, inf. n. &ki. see 1. – See also 4.

— He put a àua, i.e. a lining, to it; namely,

a garment, or piece of cloth; (S, K;) as also

'**'. (K)—& cº, inf n, as above,

He took, or cut off, from that part of his beard

which was beneath the chin and loner jan. (Sh,

Nh, T.A.) Accord. to the copies of the K, & bi

alsº signifies the not doing so; but this is

wrong. (TA.)

3. J-º <<e, i. q. ašx.At [app. a mis

transcription for &#3tº, meaning + I consulted

with my companion in order to know n-hat was

in his mind.]. (TA.)

4 × 4 cºlº, (IAar, $, K) inf n. Guº, (S)

IIe bound, or made fast, the camel's cu- [or

belly-girth]; (S, K;) as also "…l., accord. to

the copies of the K, but this is a mistake for

"...l., aor. * , inf. n. &k. which last verb,

however, though said by Az to be a dial. var.,

is disallowed by IAar and by AHeyth. (TA.)

—J-4- -º-, <iki (S, TA) I put the

sword beneath my waist. (TA.) And J-la-ºl

& “ie He made his sword to be his *ašu.”

[app. meaning his secret companion]. (TA.)

[This seems to be from the phrase next follow

ing.]—Jº <ºf f I made the man to be

one of my particular, or special, intimates,

Jriends, or associates; ($, TA;*) took him as a

asuay. (TA.) One says also, 423&"3:1:.

(Ham p. 688; [there rendered by as a sus-, app.

a mistranscription for “…a...: meaning + I took,

or chose, such a one particularly, or specially,

for my companion, in preference to thee: it is

said in explanation of the phrase Jº- *::: 3,

which seems to mean t taking my sword as my

special companion, or putting it beneath my naist;

so that 4. "cºla-1 is similar to one, or both,

of two phrases mentioned above in this para

graph.])—See also 2.

5. ck. IIe filled the [meaning his] belly.

(Har p. 176)— isjºº cºlº (Sh, S, TA) He
made his ." to be in contact with that of a

girl, skin to skin : (Sh, TA:) or inivit puellam;
- - ** ~ * > -o E # - 2 -

i. e. tº 2,4-3 *3. (TA.)— XS' claj He

was, or became, in the middle, or midst, of the

herbage : (TA :) or he went round about in the

herbage. (S.) See also 1, in two places.

6. Clouj It (a place) nas far-extending; one

part thereof being remote from another. (TA.)

8. cki §4. išū & I assisted the she

camel in bringing forth, or delivered her of her

young, ten times. (S, TA. [Golius and Freytag

render the verb by “ventre enixa fuit:” and the

former renders the phrase above (incorrectly

printed in his Lex.) by “peperit camela decem

vicibus.”])

10. Jill cla:- He sought to find what

young was in the belly of the mare. (TA.)–

Jº Jºin Jºla…! The stallion covered the

she-camels raising their tails, so that they con

ceived, or received his seed into their nombs; as

though [meaning] he deposited his seed in their

bellies. (TA)—“k- He, or it, entered [or

penetrated] into his, or its, belly, or interior; [or

nas, or became, or lay, neithin it;] like as the

vein enters [or penetrates] into [or lies nithin]

(Ölº) the flesh. (A, TA) You say, “…l.º.

“º [I entered, or penetrated, into the thing,

whether actually or mentally]. (S.) See 1, in

two places. – See also 4, in two places. –

&u-º also signifies The having, or holding,

[a thing] concealed within. (PS.) [This expla

nation seems to be given to show that, in the

opinion of the author of the PS, ‘Jº<º

in the S means I had, or held, the thing concealed

nvithin.]

&k. The belly, or abdomen; i. e. the part of

the body which is separated from the -º- [i. e.

chest, or thoraar, by the ~~~ [i. e. midriff, or

diaphragm]; containing the liter and the spleen

and the stomach and the longer intestines &c.; (Zj

in his “ Khalk el-Insán;” [in which it is errone

ously said to comprise also the lungs;]) contr. of

xi.; (S, Msb, K;) of a man and of any animal:

(TA:) of the masc. gender, (S, Kº), ºd, accord,

to AO, fem. also: (AHát, S:) pl. cºlael and Jºla,

(Az, Mºb, K) and Čulj (K) the first a pl. of

pauc.; and the second [as also the third] a pl.

of mult., applied to more than ten. (Az, T.A.)

[Hence,) cº 33 [What is in the belly: but

generally meaning eaccrement, ordure, or dung.

(K, T.A.) You say, <k. s Jº He (a man)

ejected his excrement, or ordure. (TA.) And

ºl. 3 & # She (a woman, TA) brought forth;

(K ;) as also ºk, <5 - º : (TA in art. 53 :)

and she (a hen) laid an egg. (K.) And is sº

ºk, (T and Mgh in art. 2:5,) and ſelliptically]

... o , D > * *

Lºla, º, (T and A and Mgh in that art.,) She

(a woman) brought forth many children. (T in

that art.) And it is said in a prov., (TA) -33,

a.k. us.” ſº [The wolf is envied for what is

in his belly]: for one never thinks him to be

hungry, but only thinks him to be in a state of

repletion, because of his hostility to men and

cattle, (A’Obeyd, K,) though he is sometimes

distressed by hunger. (A’Obeyd. [See various

readings of this prov in Freytag's Arab. Prov.

i. 500 and 501.]) cºla, Jº Stºle, a phrase occur

ring in a trad., means She (a woman) died in

childbirth. (TA.) See also &k. al. &ſ&

means tsuch a one is solicitous for his belly. (Er

Rághib, TA in art. Jºº.) [Many phrases in which

the word ck occurs will be found explained

5 o .

under other words of those phrases; as Jºls, and
• ºf

Jé-), and 3:44, &c.] >;-) &A. see iſºl.

—Also The inside, or interior, of anything;

syn. -- and so "&blº syn. J-s: (K:) pl.

of the former as above. (TA.) Thus st; &l.

means The interior of a mater-course or river.

bed [or valley; i.e. its bottom, in n-hich flows,

occasionally or constantly, its torrent or river].

(M.A.) And ić. &k. means The interior of

Mekkeh. (Bd in xlviii. 24.) [Hence,) it is said

of the Kur-án, &lt; jº ... aſ Jó, meaning

t To every verse thereof is an apparent sense and

a sense requiring development. (TA.) [See Jº.

See also &lº. [And its pl. &l. is also used as

a sing., meaning The middle, or midst, of a

thing: and the loneer, or lowest, part, or the

foundation. Thus, alsº &l. means The

middle, or midst, of Paradise: (S, TA:) and

Jººl &4, The loner, or lonest, part, or the

foundation, of the Jºyc [vulgarly held to be the

throne of God]. (TA) You say also [-iö, Öi.

and] -Sl "&le; t?'he palm of the hand[opposed

to tºº and tºsus): and [2<āl &k. and]

2.É. "&le; t The sole of the foot [likewise op

posed to tºº and tºsus): (Zj in his “ Khalk

el-Insán:”) and stºl &k. ($ in art. 2-3) and

Al-J "3.9% (M and K in that art.) f(The sole

of the solid hoof;] the part of the solid hoof in

which is the rº, q. v. (S and M and K in that

art.) 3-9. &l. is well known [as another name

for Jºël &k, explained above; for4-5. is often

used as syn, with JJ; and Jikº "3L" is

[said to be] + The part of the foot of a camel or

the like that is newt the leg : and one says, "&"

lº, ſmeaning t The armpit, or hollow of the

inner side of the shoulder-joint, but not &l.

lº" (TA) [and Jºl'ébù the throat.] The

ck, of a feather is : The long, (S,) or longer,

(K,) [or wider, i. e. inner, lateral half; pl.

Čukº (S, K, TA;) which is explained as signi

fying the parts beneath the shaft: opposed to

Öſº, pl. of xi, [q. v.]. (TA.)- Also A lon,

or depressed, tract, or portion, of land, or ground;

(S, TA;) and so "&bºº (TA:) [or a bottom,

or lon, land; or a low, soft flat; i. e.] soft, plain,

fine, lon, land or ground; opposed to gº [q. v.]:

(TA in art. Jºlº :) pl. of the former, (S,) or of

the latter, (K,) &ék, (S, K,) a pl. of mult.,

(TA,) and i.e., (K,) a pl. of pauc., and ano

malous [as pl. of either]: (TA:) the former pl.,

o o .

in relation to land, is also used as a sing., like J law:

(AHn, TA) and accord to Ish, Jºš Čºl.

signifies the lon, or depressed, tract, or tracts, of

land, of the plain, or soft, parts thereof, and of

the rugged, and of the meadows, where water

rests and stagnates; and such tracts are also

called &bs, and Ösk. (TA)—ºn &k.

and& xi. both signify +The apparent, visible,

part of the sky. (Fr., T voce Jºlº ſq. v.].)=Also
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: A tribe below that which is termed aſ...} : (S,

Mºb, K, TA:) or next below the jºe: ($ and

TA voce -kº, &c. :) or belon, the 3-3 and above

the 35use: (K: [but for this I have found no

other authority :) of the masc. gender: (TA :)

or [properly] fem.: but if J- [said by some to

signify a tribe, absolutely, be meant thereby, it

is masc. : (Msb:) or fem. ifº in the sense of

alsº : (TA:) pl. [of pauc..] clawl and [of mult.]

&A. (Mºb, K.) (see Jº..]

&l. Disease of the belly, (K, TA,) being a

state of enlargement thereof arising from satiety;

and so "&lº whence the phrase cºlºgº ºu. He

died by the disease of the belly. (TA.) -

&l. One nihose object of care, or anariety, is

his belly : (K:) or n:ho has an inordinate desire,

or appetite, for food; ($;) whom nothing causes

care, or anariety, but his belly; ($, TA;) as also

"&u.: (TA) or the former, (TA) or "the latter,

(S,) ever large, or big, in the belly in consequence

of much eating : (S, TA:) or W both signify vora

cious; not ceasing from eating. (K.)– And

[hence,) t One niho eacults, or eacults greatly, or

eaccessively, and behaves insolently and unthank

fully, or ungratefully: (TA:) or who does so,

being abundant in wealth. (K, T.A.)

ăl. Repletion; the state of being much filled

rvithfood (S, K) and drink. (So in a copy of the

S.) It is said in a prov., à:kw. -eń il.

[Repletion banishes intelligence]. (TA.)—And

[hence,) trºcultation, or great or eaccessive eaculta

tion, and insolent and unthankful, or ungrateful,

behaviour. (K, T.A.) –[Hence also, JY3 Jue

<!” +Such a one died with his nealth complete,

not 'having earpended, or dispensed, anything

thereof; or, accord. to A'Obeyd, this prov. re

lates to religion, and means the nent forth from

the present norld in a state of integrity, nithout

any infringement of his religion. (TA.) [See also

Jakaš, in two places.] [Hence also, ay sºft

ãº +Richness caused him to eacult, of exult

greatly, or eaccessively, and to behave insolently

and unthankfully, or ungratefully. (TA.)

ãº i. q. jº [The back, hinder part, poste

riors, &c.). (TA)—ess's, ** The roads,

or beaten tracks, of the valley. (TA.)

&u. [The belly-girth of a camel: or] the girth

of the ſkind of saddle called] -ij, ($, K,) which

is put beneath the belly of the camel, and is like

the 22-23 to the Jºjº (S.) or the girth of the

Isaddle called] Jº (Mºbi) pl. [of pauci i.e.

and [of mult.] &k. (K.) [Hence,) ºil-3-ºil

Juag|[The two rings of the belly-girth met]: said

of a case, or an affair, that has become severe,

strait, or distressing. (S.) And Juaq Jéré 6 +.

f.A man in ample and easy circumstances; or in

an easy, or a pleasant, state or condition; or easy,

or unstraitened, in mind. (K, T.A.. [See also art.

Jøye.]) And Juag Jºjº sº& sus, mean

ing, accord. to A'Obeyd, tsuch a one died broad

in the fleshy parts (2-3 Jº) ; nothing of him

having gone. (TA. [But this seems to be said of

a man's dying in a state of opulence: see Freytag's

Arab. Prov. ii. 601.])

&º applied to a man, (K,) Big, or large, in

the belly; (S. K.) as also 'ºu'... ; the former

occurs, in a description of 'Alee, used as an

epithet of praise: and signifies also big, or large,

in the belly in consequence of much eating: and

having the !elly full; as also V the latter: pl. of

the former Julay. (TA.)—Hence, t Full; applied

to a purse [&c.j. (TA.) You say3% &k. Jº,

+ [lit. A man having the pair of provision-bags

full]; meaning f a man who conceals his travel

ling-provision in a journey, and eats that of his

companion. (TA.)-f Par; far-extending. (S,

K, TA.) So in the phrase &l- St. +[A far

eactending heat, or single run to a goal or limit],

(S, TA,) and &-k b;3 [signifying the same].

(TA.)—t Wide, and lon, or depressed; applied

to a tract of land or ground. (Ham p. 506.)

& One of the Mansions of the Moon; (S,

K;) namely, the Second; (Kzw, &c.;) three

small stars [e and t and v), (S, K,) disposed in

the form of an equilateral triangle, (S,) as though

they were three stones whereon a cooking-pot is

placed, and forming the belly of the Ram; (S,

K;) the appellation being made a diminutive

because the Ram consists of many stars in the

form of a ram; [so I here render J.- though it

properly signifies a lamb;] the Juº being its

two horns; and the cº, its belly; [or, accord.

to our configuration of Aries, the rump;] and the

º, its rump, or tail; ($;) three obscure stars,

forming the points of a triangle, in the belly of

the Ram, betn'een the Juº and the ūj; (Kzw,

Mir-át ez-Zemán, &c. ;) the three stars of which

tno are on the tail and one on the thigh of the

Ram, forming an equilateral triangle. (Kzw in

his description of Aries.) [See 2.5, Jº, in

art. Jjj.] The Arabs assert that it has no º

[here meaning effect upon the weather], except

wind. (TA.)

ău. The lining, or inner covering, of a gar

ment, or piece of cloth [&c.]; contr. of ãº:

(S, Msb, K;) as also V ākū; (JK in art. Jºlº :)

pl. of the former&uº. (TA.)– tA secret (K,

TA) that a man conceals. (TA.) One says,

cº ašu.” 33 *. i. e. f He is one who possesses

knowledge of the innard, or intrinsic, state or

circumstances of the case, or affair, of such a one.

(TA.) – f A particular, or special, intimate,

friend, or associate; ($, K, TA;) one who is

particularly distinguished by entering into, and

becoming acquainted neith, the innard, or in

trinsic, state or circumstances of one's case or

affair; (TA;) an intimate and familiar friend

or associate; (Zj, TA;) a confidential friend,

n:ho is consulted respecting one's circumstances :

(TA:) it is from the same word in the sense first

explained above, relating to a garment, or piece

of cloth: (Mgh, Er-Răghib :) and is used in a

pl. sense, as meaning intimate and familiar

friends or associates, to nihom one is open, or

unreserved, in conversation, and who knon, the

innard state or circumstances [of one's case or

affair]: (Zj, TA:) or one's family; and one's

particular, or special, intimates, friends, or asso

ciates. (Mgh.) You say, Jäus sº f [He is my

particular, or special, intimate, &c.]: and ,"

Jäu. and Jºu- Jºi ! [They are my parti

cular, or special, intimates, &c.]. (A, TA.) See

also 4.— Coupled with isºe, it signifies What

is put beneath [the things that compose the main

load of a camel], such as a water-skin and the

like. (TA)—see also i.e.

&lt; Unapparent; hidden; concealed; covert:

(K, TA :) [and innard; inner; interior; in

ternal; intrinsic; esoteric : in all these senses]

contr. of sus. (Mºb, TA)—2 &c. (The

innard, or intrinsic, state Or circumstances, of a

case or an affair]; (TA, &c.;) [and so 2. "&lº,

whence the phrases,) “ks ºf*Jº t[He

displayed, or laid open, to me the outward state

or circumstances of his case or affair, and the

innard state or circumstances thereof); and*

9.4% Ök. Jº- t [He is one niho possesses

experience of the innard, or intrinsic, state or

circumstances of affairs], as though he hit their

bellies by his knowledge of their true, or real,

states or circumstances. (TA)—&ººl [The

internal, innard, or intrinsic, state, condition,

character, or circumstances, of a man: and the

heart, meaning the secret thoughts; the recesses

of the mind; the state of mind; the innard, or

secret, disposition of the mind: opposed toJauji.

—Also, an epithet applied to God, meaning

He who knows the innard, or intrinsic, states or

circumstances of things: (S:) or He who knon's

the secret and hidden things : or He who is veiled

from the eyes and imaginations of created beings.

(TA)—ſtileº Covertly; secretly.]—See also

&k, in eight places.—&lº also signifies A

water-course, or place in which water Jion's, in

rugged ground; pl. &l. (K) and &l. (TA.)

tº see iuv.–Also The middle, and the

retired part, of a 3,4- [i. e. province, or district,

or city]; in the copies of the K erroneously

written "ajū, and explained as meaning the

“middle of a ise." (TA.)

&º A certain vein in the interior of the

arm of the horse; one of two veins which are

called Júš. ($:) accord. to AO, these are

two veins that penetrate into the interior of the

arm until they become hidden among the sinen's

of the shank. (TA.)

9 * ~ *

cla-e, applied to a man, Lank in the belly :

($, K, TA :) fem. with 3. (S.)– Applied to a

horse, White in the back and belly. (K.)-

Lined; having a aīua, put to it. (TA.)

0 - o * . . . 5 .

Jua-e: see Jºlae, in two places: and see claº,

in three places.

g … o.º.

Jola… Having a complaint of, or a disease in,

or a pain in, his belly: ($, Mgh, Msb, K:) one

who dies of disease of his belly, as dropsy and the

like: such is reckoned a martyr. (TA.)
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slav or us!”

1. U-4, aor. skº, is said by Z and Meyd to

signify He, or it, nas, or became, wide; and

hence i.e., meaning a 29-9. (TA)

4: see what next follows.

ãº, with kesr, is a word mentioned by Sb ;

(K;) but ISd says, “I know not to what it is

applied, unless "...ºf be a dial. var. of <iº,

(k, TA) like a <!-- i. of tºº; in
which case it is thence derived as meaning The

state [of being slow, &c.]; and is not to be

regarded as formed by substitution [of Us for ej,

because that would be extr.:” so in the M:

(TA:) it is asserted, however, in the S and the

Fs and the Jámi el-Loghah of Kz and in other

lexicons, that one should not say, tº lawl, with

J, but etiºl, with . (MF, TA)

let, part. n. of u-º, mentioned above, accord.

to Z and Meyd. (TA.)

ãº A certain vessel; (S;) a 3,4-6 [or vessel

into which wine is put]; (AA, S, Mgh, K5) a

large vessel of glass, which is filled nith nine,

or beverage, and placed amid the drinkers, niho

ladle out from it [into their cups], (Az, Mgh,

TA,) and drink : (Az, TA:) [a nine-case, of

glass or of earthennare; an amphora; an earthen

jar; now applied to a vessel of this kind into

which nine and oil &c. are put :] said to be an

arabicized word: (TA:) [J says, “I think it

to be arabicized:” (S:) but accord. to Z and

Meyd, it is from 1, as mentioned above. (TA.)

jlº

1. **, [aor. 4, inf.nº said of a woman,

[She had a 2k. (q.v.), or a long play; or] she
5 . .

was uncircumcised. (Msb.) [But see law, below.]

—And lºº, inf. n. *, He had what is termed

(1. âu. [q. v.] in his upper lip. (S.)

2. sº, inf. n. 3-lºº, She circumcised a
-

J.J. w --> * - w - …)

female. (K.)–º a.a.s. 3s (M, K) He

says to him, àº; jk. Jºi. (K:) a prov. of

the Arabs. (TA.) -

jk, (Lh, T, S, M., &c.,) also pronounced 24,
5. . .”

(T,) and Väuä, [which see below] (Lh, T, S,
6, 2- . • O.

M,K) and "ātā (M, K) and "...ſº (Lh, T, M,

K) and *}ſº, (K,) A certain thing, (S, M,

Mgh, K,) or piece of flesh, (A,) betnceen the two

sides of the vulva (cººl, S, M, K, or cººl,
e - • 6 x - wº- -

A, or &A) 9A.8, Mgh) of a woman, (M, A,

Mgh, K,) which is cut off in circumcision, (A,)

not yet cut off; ($;) a piece offlesh between the two

sides of the vulva (cºl) of a noman ; i. e.

the prepuce (aſſº) that is cut off in circumcision;
9 o . 5, o, 6 o'.

(Mºb ;) also called Jºe and 3,3, and Jº

(Lh, T) and J.;; [which last properly signifies

the “prepuce,” or “sheath,” of a beast or horse

or the like]; (A and K in art. Jº;) and likened

to a cock's comb : (Mºb in art. Jºe:) [the last

of these explanations plainly shows that what is

meant thereby is the prepuce of the clitoris;

which, it seems, in the Arabian and Egyptian

races, and others throughout Eastern Africa, and

still more so in the Hottentot race, grows to an

extraordinary size; and this may be the reason

why the law is described by some travellers as

a caruncle for which we have no name: or it may,

perhaps, be a distinct eaccrescence from the pre

puce of the clitoris : it has been described to me

as a caruncle a little in front of the meatus

urinarius: many of the Egyptians assert that it

is the clitoris itself that is amputated, (as Ludolph

also does in his Comment. to his Ethiop. Hist.

p. 273, finding fault with those who say other

wise;) and they affirm that this is done for the

purpose of lessening the libidinous passion: such,

indeed, appears to be the case in some instances,

but not generally; and it may have led to a mis

application of the term law in post-classical times:

an analogous practice, one still more barbarous,

is said to have obtained among an African race

hence called the Colobi: see Jº Abu-l-Kàsim

Ez-Zahráwee speaks of the amputation of the re

dundance of the play when preternaturally large,

and also of an excrescence in the vulva: the

former he describes in such a manner as plainly

shows that he means thereby the clitoris : the

latter, in terms apparently indicating a preter

natural elongation of the lower part of the pre

puce of the clitoris; as “an excrescence of flesh

at, or in, the mouth of the vulva, such as fills it

up, and sometimes protrudes externally, like a

tail, wherefore the ancients term it the caudal

disease (L5-3391 Jº-J'); and this,” he says,

“should be amputated, like as the lay is ampu

tated” when preternaturally large : (Albucasis de

Chirurgia, pp. 314 and 316:) in some of our

medical books, the term “caudatio” is defined

as “an elongation of the clitoris;” inconsistently

with the foregoing description of “the caudal

disease :”] the pl. [of mult.] of A. is j,k, (M,

Mºb, K) and ſpl. of pauc.);i,j. (Mºb) &ſº

2,44. iski. [0 son of her n:ho amputates

351A, 11 is an expression of contumely employed

by the Arabs whether the mother of the person

addressed be really a circumciser of females or

not. (TA.)

}* The having a 2k. (T, S:) or the having

a long A. (K:) a subst., (K,) or an inf. n.,

(T,) having no verb, (T, M,”) because it denotes

an inherent quality, not one that is accidental.

(T) [But see sºlº.)
5... o z 6 * ~ * 6. . .2

3, law, or 3,142 : see 3,\law.

ău. SeeA.

9. - a

3,0* The loner eactremity, (M,) or a thing in

the eactremity, (S, K,) or a protuberant, or pro

minent, thing in the loner part, (Lh, T, M,) of

the vulva (Lh,T, S, M) of a ewe or goat, (Lh, T,

$, M, K,) or camel, (Lh, T,) and any animal.

(M.) It is metaphorically used by Jereer in
-

relation, to a woman. (M.) See 34–Also,

(Lh, S, T, M., &c.) and "3,i, (M.K.) or "3,4,

(IAar, T,) The thing (M, K) protuberant, (M,)

or a protuberant thing, (S, A, Mgh,) in the

upper lip, ($, M, A, Mgh, K,) in the middle

thereof, (M, A, Mgh, K,) when it is somewhat

long, (S) or somewhat large : (M:) or a pro

tuberance in the lip : (IAar, T :) when not long,
6 .

it is called iº- ($ :) it is not every one that
• * 5. e. p.

has it: (Mgh :) dim. Várºſ. (T.)

ãº : see what next precedes.

3.jk tA long-tongued, (M,) clamorous woman:

(M, K: [in the CK, erroneously, with 3:)) but

Sonne say jºk ſq. v.]. (M.) [Seejail

jiº, : See jk.

34. See A.—ſº t is an expression of

contumely addressed to a female slave. (K.)

* 2 of

Jºel A man uncircumcised. (M, K.) And the

fem., £k, A woman, (T, S, Msb,) or a female

slave, (M, K,) having a kº (T, S, Msb;) or

having a long jkº (M, K:) or a woman uncir

cumcised: (Mgh ) pl. h. (T) ºf 3 & 4

Oson of the uncircumcised noman l is an expres

sion of contumely. (Mgh.)— A man having

n:hat is termed a 5u. in his upper lip; (S, A,

Mgh;) [i. e.] having a aº- somewhat long;

($ in art. Axº~;) having a long (T, M) and pro

jecting (M) upper lip, with a protuberance in

the middle of it. (T, M.)- Accord. to, some,

t Clamorous; long-tongued. (Mgh.) [See**)

jº. A circumciser: (M, L:) and $4. 0.

woman who circumcisesfemales. (K.) -

&

*…***

1.& signifies The removing of that which

restrains one from free action. (TA.) [And

hence,)—aº, (S, A, &c.,) aor. *, (A, K,) inf. n.

3. (Mgh, L, Mºb, TA) and 3…, (L, TA) He

sent him; (S, A, Mgh, Msb, K;) namely, a mes

senger; (Msb;) and, when said of God, an

apostle; (A ;) [and when said of a man, a letter,

&c.;] as also Yaºl: (S, A, Msb, K.) [or] the

former is said of anything that goes, or is sent,

by itself; and of anything that will not go, or

be sent, by itself, as a letter, and a present, one

says, a 3-4; (Msbº) (thus, & signifies he

sent him, or it, alone, by himself, or by itself;

and aw <!, he sent him, or it, by, or nith,

another, or others: (L:) but El-Fárábee says

that the former of these two has another signifi

cation, which will be found below; and that the

latter signifies he sent him, or it. (Msb.) Hence,
… - … O - - - ...)

* * !) ovºke -º-3 The being sent to the war was

appointed them and imposed upon them as an

obligation. (Msb.) You say, 13& & [He sent

him for such a thing or purpose]. (A, TA.)

[And 13& <!& He sent to him such a thing;

lit., he sent to him.” messenger with such a thing.]

And 23%) es'! Jºe-J) <-- [He, sent the army

to the near]. (TA.) And Y-J) evºke ºxy [He

sent upon them trial, or affliction ;] he caused

trial, or affliction, to befall them. (TA.)—

Also, (A, L, TA) infºn, & (Mgh, L, TA)

and Jºaº (L) and tºla.j [an intensive form],

(TA,) He roused him, eaccited him, or put him

in motion or action; (A, L, Mgh, TA;) namely,

anything; (TA;) [i. e. any person or animal;

and particularly, an animal lying down, or a

person sitting. (L, TA) You say, İşū &
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He roused, or put in motion or action, the she

camel; (S, Mgh, K, TA;) i. e., loosed the cord

that bound her shank to her arm, and dismissed

her; or he roused her, or made her to rise, she

being lying down. (TA.) It is said in a trad.

respecting ‘Āisheh, 4-3 &#x. $3 2-9) tº

[And ne made the camel to rise, and lo, the neck

lace was beneath him]. (TA.) You say also,

;:S Jº &, (A,) orº, (L) JHe roused

him, eaccited him, or put him in motion or action,

to do the affair, or thing : (A :) or he incited

him, urged him, or instigated him, to do the thing.

(L)–Also, accord. to El-Fārābse, (Mºb) or

actº cº-e atav, (S, A, K,) inf. n. *-* and tº,

(TA,) He roused him, or anoke him, from his

sleep; (S, A, Mºb, K.) as also ***'. (TA,

from a trad.)– 3-se (§, K, TA) and 3.x. (TA)

also signify The quickening, vivifying, or revivi

fying, of the dead; the raising of the dead to

life; ($, K,” TA;) by God, (TA,) on the day

called <! 2, (S, TA) the day [of resurrec

tion,] when those who are in the graves shall be

raised. (A, Mgh.) You say, 31- Aſ <!,

and Jº, God quickened, vivified, revivified,

or raised to life, mankind, and the dead. (TA.)

E- **, aor. *, (inf. n. <<, TK,) He (a man,

TA) was sleepless, or wakeful. (K,'TA) (See

<!.]

5: see 7, in two places.

6. lºt.; [They roused, eaccited, incited, urged,

or instigated, one another; or put one another

in motion or action; to do a thing]. One says,

age lsº 2-9 sºlº [Enjoin ye, or charge

ye, one another to do good, and rouse ye, or

excite ye, &c., one another to do it]. (A.)

7. Jºs-3) He became sent ; [i. e. he went,

being sent;] quasi-pass. of&, as signifying “he

sent him:” (S, Msb, K :) he rose, and went

anway: (TA:) he rose to go forth. (Bdin ix.46.)

You say, 13& -aºl [He went, being sent, or

he rose, and went anay, or he rose to go forth,

for such a thing or purpose]. (A, TA.) And

asū&Jº! Such a one rose, and rvent anay,

to perform his affair. (TA.) And Jº Jº!

-jº He hastened, made haste, sped, or was quick

or swift, in going, journeying, or pace. (S.)

And Kº exº, i.e. 335, [The thing became

impelled, or propelled; or nent quickly, or swiftly,

as though impelled or propelled; &c.]; as also

* < *g. (TA.) [Thus] you say, àJi tº

[The nater poured out, or forth, as though im

pelled or propelled]. (TA in art. Ja-3; &c.) And

[hence, jº J. Yeº, i.e. <! [The poetry

issued quickly from me], as though it flowed

(Jº &lé): so in the S and K: but in some

of the copies of the S, in the place of Juº, we

find ju.. (TA) And 53, exºſ [He broke forth

with evil, or mischief]." (JK in art. Jºw.)—[He

became roused, eaccited, incited, urged, instigated,

or put in motion or action.] You say, cººl

âû The she-camel became roused, or put in

motion or action, and rose: (L, Mgh, TA:")

quasi-pass. of âûl & [q. v.]. (Mgh, T.A.)

And << j&é& [Such a one is slug

gish, lazy, or indolent : he mill not become roused,

&c.]. (A.)– He became roused, or anakened,

from his sleep; or he anoke from his sleep. (TA.)

8: see 1, in two places.

& an inf. n. used as a pass. part. n. ; Sent; as

also W* and W *:::: ; pl. of the first**:

and of the second <<!. (L, TA.)- And [used

as a subst, signifying] A person sent; a messen

ger: pl. &. (L.) You say also,* 3-4

'**'. and "c *. [Mohammad is the best

person that has been sent]. (A) And "4:…

ãº, i. e. Y 33,42. [He whom Thou (O God)

hast sent (namely Mohammad) as a boon, or

benefit, or favour]. (L, from a trad. [The latter

word (āº) is written in the L without any

syll. signs; but the context shows that it is in

the accus. case as a specificative.])—A people

sent from one place to another; as also "34.

(L, TA:) a people sent in any direction; a word

similar to Ji- and -*. (TA.) jº <<,

occurring in a trad., means The people Sent to

the fire [of Hell]. (L.)– An army; ($, Mgh,

Mşb, K;) because sent; (Mgh;) as also *&

(K) and " … : (TA) pl. of the first tº

(S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K5) and of the last &

(TA:) the first, [as also the second, an inf n. used

as a subst. (Msb.) You say, cº -* º <<=

I nas in the army of such a one, that was sent

with him. (S.) And “sº Lº &- IIe n'ent

forth among the forces that mere sent to the

Jºrontiers. (A.)– See also*.

5 o x 6 *

~aw: See t-x.º.

6 * * ºf o .

c.* : see ºzº, in two places:—and see what

next follows.

3-4 (A, L, K) and '33. (L, TA) and '3 ×,

(L.) or "3-4 (TA) Sleepless, or wakeful: (K.)

a man incessantly, (A,) or often, (TA,) anaking

from his sleep: (A, TA:) a man n-hose anacieties,

or griefs, incessantly render him sleepless, or

nakeful, and anake him from his sleep : pl.

&ºi. (TA)

5, o. - - -

ãº [inf. n. of un. of 1; and particularly signi

fying] An occasion, or occurrence, of raising,

rousing, exciting, stirring up, or provoking, of
5 * ~ *

sedition, or the like: pl. ~\ºx. (TA, from a

trad.)

6 - 6 o'. -

Jºaº ; see J-2, in three places.

3.2% [act, part. n. of 1; Sending : &c.—And

hence, Occasioning, or causing : an occasion, or

a cause; and a motive].—“g one of the names

[or epithets] of God; The Quickener of mankind

after death, on the day of resurrection. (TA.)

**@, (L, K,) or, accord. to some, <,ég,

q. v., with the pointed & and the double-pointed

J, (TA,) [The Christian festival of Easter;]

the iº of the Christians; (K;) or [rather]

what is to the Christians as the ta-1 is to the

Muslims: a Syriac word. (L.)

6 * o

< *... [a noun of place and of time from 1; A

place, and a time, of sending: &c. Hence, 3…]

is particularly applied to The time of the mission

of Mohammad : and it is also applied to the

mission itself]. (A, TA.)

g ..º.o.

&

5 e >

see tº, in three places.~5-º-o:

g zzº , g o .

*** : see t-x.º.

*

• - 6 - 6.- ... o.

Q. 1. jº, [inf n. *, He took, drew, or

pulled, a thing out, or forth, and uncovered it,

laid it open, or exposed it; (S, K;) as also*4.

(S:) he raised what was in a thing, (S, K.) and

caused it to come forth. (S.) Hence, in the Kur

ſc. 9], 2, #7, 3 & 2: 3: When that which is

in the graves is raised, and caused to come forth :

(AO, S:) [see also ºl or the meaning is,

when the dust, or earth, in the graves is turned

over, and the dead in them are raised: (Zj:) or

when nhat is in the graves, of gold and silver,

comes forth; after which the dead are to come

forth. (Fr.)— Also He eacamined; he searched.

(K.)— He searched for, or after, or into, news,

or tidings. (TA.). He scattered, or dispersed,

a thing, and turned it over, one part upon another:

(K:) he scattered, or dispersed, his household

goods, or his commodities, (Fr, S,) and turned

them over, one upon another; (Fr, Zj, S;) as also

3-, (Fr, S,) and 33. (Yaakoob.)– He de

molished a watering-trough or tank, and turned

it upside-donn. (AO, S, K.)

&

1. ***, aor. , (T, S, A, K.) inf. n. **. (T,

$,) He slit, ripped, or rent, it, (T, S, A, K,)

namely, a belly, with a knife, (T, S, A, TA,) and

moved about the knife in it, (T,) so that nhat neas

in it became displaced and apparent, hanging

down; (TA) as also "4-º. (K)—-4,

º ūk. t[She brought forth, many children

to her husband; i. q. Stº: see *]. (K.)—

3 * j, x d

Jºla, a)<! f I disclosed, or revealed, to him

my secret [or my nºhole mind). ..(A) ...Esh-Shem

mákh uses the phrase claji º ºs-a [mean

ing the same]. (TA)—4. &l. & signifies

[also] t He took eactraordinary pains, or eacceeded

the usual bounds, in giving thee sincere, honest,

or faithful, advice, or counsel. (K, TA.)—
* ~ of 2 - 2

a *, ** f He clave, or furrowed, or trenched,

his land. (A.)—júJº : * : He dug many
• * ~ * ~ * of - - -

wells in the ground. (A.)—'ya-3 Jºy' 2

f He clave the earth, or land, and subdued it :

said of 'Omar, in a trad., alluding to his conquests.

(TA)—tº 33. à << f The norld dis

closed to him what it contained, of treasures, and

other possessions, and spoil: alsº said of 'Qmar,

in another trad. (TA.) — Jºjº º cº-º;

Jes ãº $34 t A tract of good land inter

vened in the middle of this land [as though cleaving

it]. (L)--" 4-3. I Lore threw him into

mourning, or sorrow ; brought grief to him :
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(K, TA:) [or occasioned him intense grief: for]
• 2 w w w -

you say, JY3 --> ** meaning the love of

such a one occasioned him intense grief, and he

mourned for him : Az says that J.- 4-3 is

more correct than 4-4. but he afterwards men

- * * *- * c : - -

tions 3-cºl as-aw as meaning + the affair caused

him to mourn, or sorrow. (L., T.A.)

~ of 2 × 2 w o:

2: see1.-Jº Jºaº **, (S,) orJº) Gº,

(L, TA,) inf. n. 3-3, f The rain dug up the

stones of the earth by its vehemence. ($, L., T.A.)

5. 4.- : ***, G, A, K) and '-º', (K)
21-99, (TA,) f The clouds clave asunder, with,

or by reason of, rain, (S, A, K, TA,) and vehe

ment rain. (TA.)

7. 2-3). It [a belly] became slit, ripped, or

rent. (S, K, T.A.)– He had his belly slit, or

ripped, or rent, with a knife, so that nhat reas in

it became displaced and apparent, hanging don’n.

(TA.)- See also 5. – t It (anything, as, for

instance, a valley,) became wide, or ample. (TA.)

lº & is; -ºj i [A full of rain burst

forth], (A) And Jº

burst forth]. (A.)

s -

*: See **– Also + A man who malks

**) ! [The torrent

neakly, as though his belly n!ere slit, or ripped,

or rent. (S, K.)

** A belly ($) slit, ripped, or rent, ($, K.)

with a knife, (S) so that what was in it is dis.

placed and apparent, hanging donºn; (TA;) as
* >

also '*, thought to be after manner of a rel. n. ;

(L, TA;) and '#24. (S, K.)—Hence, sks

.*2}<!, an expression used by Aboo-Dhu-eyb,

meaning f My sincere, honest, or faithful, advice,

or counsel, is liberally, or freely, given to the

generous. (T.A.. [In a reading given in the S,

Le!, Ju is substituted for Al,SJ J) [Or it may

mean : My secret is disclosed, or revealed, to the

generous : or my whole mind.]—tº is also

applied to a man, and, without 3, to a woman, as

signifying Having the belly slit, ripped, or rent,

with a knife, so that what reas in it is displaced

and apparent, hanging donºn: pl., masc. and fem.,
• O.”

Ls==w. (TA.)—And [hence, +A woman who

has brought forth many children (\ºla, cº-ex”,

and $53, [see 1, and see art. 2:3,7) to her hus

band. (K.) - . .

i.e. tThe wide part of a valley; ($, K;)

the place where it becomes nºide. (TA)—Also

t Plain, or soft, land, that produces [the plant

called] Jºe : or the eactremity of a tract of sand,

and of plain, or soft, land, [extending] to n-hat is

termed Jiā [or high, or high and rugged, ground]:

and [the pl.] £5. signifies places, in sand, which

are of little depth [of sandſ, and rehich, if Ceſ

gron, therein, are of least depth, and best. (TA.)
6 y o . o -

**: See &º.

*A*

1. **, aor. * , inf. n. &; (S, L. Msb, K;)

and “, aor. , inf. h. 34; (L, K;) and WJº!,

inf. n. Suº, which is also trans. ; (Msb;) and

W.Acúj; ($, Msb, K;) and Vºx-l; ($, K, &c.;)

He, or it, was, or became, distant, remote, far

off, or aloof: he went, or removed, or retired, or

nithdren himself, to a distance, or far anay,

or far off; he alienated, or estranged, himself:

he stood, or kept, aloof: contr. of*: (S, L:)

[but as generally has the first of these sig

nifications; and Wººl, the others, as also V.Acus

and W.Axº~! :] it is the general opinion of the

leading lexicologists that **, as well as 34, is

thus used; but some deny this; and some assert

that they may be employed alike, but that& is

more chaste than 3.x, thus used. (TA) [You

say also, of a desert, and a tract of country, and

the like, *. meaning It eactended far.] And

Jº cº 33 Wººl, meaning Wºeuj [i. e. Zeyd

ment, or removed, to a distance, or far, from the

place of alighting or abode]. (IKt, Msb.) And

J. Weeuj, and Woºl, and "…j, [He went, or

removed, to a distance, or far, from me; he alien

ated, or estranged, himself from me; he shunned,

or aroided, me;] (A;) and Jº Vºcus [and 4.

Use signify the same]. (Msb in art. --e.)

And '3-ia-u- as A-3-isſils, S.
a trad., (Māb) meaning When one ofyou desires

to accomplish that nihich is needful, (i.e. to ease

nature,) he goes far, or to a great distance. (L.)
* c > of … o - - -

And -sº Gº Wººl, meaning "sexeus,

(Msb,) I went far, or to a great distance, to the

place of ease, i.e., to ease nature. (L)–ſº

referring to a saying or the like, and an event,

means It was far from being probable or correct;

it was improbable, eactraordinary, or strange:

(see **, and see also 10:) often occurring in

these senses.] And •e; J. "…] It reached the

utmost point, or degree, in its kind, or species.

(IAth.) And 2:) es? W.Axel He exceeded the

due bounds in-offering a thing for sale and de

manding a price for it, or in bargaining for a

thing. (A)—º tºº U. 33- Recent and

old griefs took hold upon him: a saying similar

to *3- tº 233 u. 3-i. (Mgh in art. Leºš.)

—[** is often used, agreeably with a general

rule, in the manner of a verb of praise or dispraise;

and in this case is commonly contracted into <!,

like&- as in the phrase, in a verse of Imra

el-Keys, Jºº. tº 33. (in which Lo is redundant)

Distant, or far distant, was the object of my

contemplation 1 or (as explained in the EM p. 52)

hon, distant, &c. 1]—º, aor. *, inf. n. Jax, ;

(S, L, Mºb, K.) and 3%, aor. , inf. n. Jºs (L.

K;) also signify He, or it, perished: (S, L, Msb:)

he died: (K:) it is the general opinion of the

leading lexicologists that both these verbs are

used as signifying “he perished,” and both occur

in different readings of v.98 of ch. xi. of the Kur:

the former is said to be used in this sense by some

of the Arabs; and the latter, by others; but some

disallow the latter in this sense; and some say

that the former is more chaste than the latter thus

used: (TA:) or both signify he became far distant

jrom his home or native country; became a

stranger, or estranged, therefrom (L, TA:) or

the Arabs say,Jº ** and * in the sense of

Jºcus, when not reviling; but when reviling, they

say, 4:4, only. (Yoo, T.A.) You say, 3.x: •j

Jº** 33 [Mayest thou not perish though

thou be distant from me !] (A.) [And as an

imprecation against a man, you say, < *, ranean

ing Mayest thou perish 1 (See the printed edition

of the Ham, pp. 89 and 90, where ~~~ (.3532.

is an evident mistake for £ºis& ***) And

4; lº May God alienate him, or estrange

him, from good, or prosperity! or, curse him 1

(A,” K, TA;) i. e. may he not be pitied with

respect to that which has befallen him like

& is , : the most approved way being to put

Jºse thus in the accus. case as an inf. n. ; but

the tribe of Temeem say, & "34, and 3-4, like

4. 25¢. (TA)=34. is made trans. by means

of [the preposition] - : see 4. (Msb.)

2: see 4, in four places. – [You say also,

º cº *** He declared him, or pronounced

him, to be far removed from evil.]

3. *** He reas, or became, [distant, remote,

far off, or aloof, from him; or] in a part, quarter,

or tract, different from that in which he (the

other) was. (TA in art. --~~.)– See also 4, in

seven places.

4. Jºel, inf. n. stº: see 1, in seven places.

= ~15 ($, Mºb, K3) and "seev, (S. K.)

inf n, i.e., and sº; (K3) and " …, (S,

|K) inf. h. 3-5; ($) and as "343 (Mºb;)

He made, or caused, him, or it, to be, or become,

distant, remote, far off, or aloof; or to go,

remove, retire, or neithdran himself, to a distance,

far anay, or far off; he placed, or put, at a

distance, or he put, or sent, anay, or far anay,

or far off, or he removed far anay, alienated,

or estranged, him, or it. (S, Msb.) You say,

•º & A. : y 3- [Remove thyself far from,

or avoid thou, Zºyd]: and 4. lº "Jeſ.

[Remove thou Zeyd far from thee]. (TA, voce

ū) And “… ** 34, inf. n. 3-3, [I made

a wide separation between them two) ; as also

* 3,329, inf n, i.eu... (Mºb) And iſ "...et.
• * ~ O. .

Levº Le [May God make the space between them

two far eactending ! may He make a wide sepa

ration between them two ſ]; as also "...º. (TA.)
~ of ... o.” o - ~~~ --

And Uju- ~~ "Jel, Lºy, or "Jº, [0 our

Lord, make to be far-eartending the spaces between

our journeys / or, put nºide distances between our

journeys l] accord. to different readings [in the

Kur xxxiv. 18]: the former of these is the common
-ā-

reading; Yaakoob El-Hadramee read "33% tºO

s-Ji [Our Lord, He hath made to be far eactend

ing &c.]. (TA)—iſ $3.5 means May God

alienate him, or estrange him, from good, or

prosperity! or, curse him 1 (K;) i. e., may he

not be pitied with respect to that which has be

fallen him 1 (TA.) [You say also,3-9 37<i.

See j-i}–See also 10.=~|~ &- $3. us

[Hon. far is it (namely the saying) from what

is right, or correct 1]. (A.)

5: see 1.
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6. JacLj: see 1, in six places.– [It also sig

nifies He became alienated, or estranged, from his

family or friends. – And 15. Act; They became

distant, or remote, one from another; they went,

removed, retired, or nithdren, themselves, to a

distance, far anay, or far off, one from another;

they removed themselves far, or kept aloof, one

from another.] You say, !sº &ji: lsº

[They were near, one to another, and they became

distant, or remote, one from another]. (A.)

8 : see 1.

10. **- He reckoned it, or esteemed it,

(namely, a thing, K, or a saying, A,) ** [i. e.

distant, or remote; or, if a saying or the like,

far from being probable or correct, improbable,

extraordinary, or strange]; (S, A, K5) as also

****). (A.)=See also 1, first sentence, in two

places.
… o.

Jº an adv. n. of time, signifying After, or

afternards: and allowable also, accord. to some

of the grammarians, as an adv. n. of place, sig

nifying after, or behind: (TA:) contr. of Jºãº

(S, A, K. :) it is a vague adv. n., of which the

meaning is not understood without its being pre

fixed to another noun [expressed or implied]; de

noting after-time. (Msb.) When it occurs with

out any complement, (S, K,) a noun or the like

which should be its complement being intended

to be understood as to the meaning thereof but

not as to the letter, (S,” TA,) it is indecl., (S,

K,) because it resembles a particle, (TA,) and

has damm for its termination to show that it is

indecl., since it cannot have damm by any rule

of desinential syntax because it cannot occur as

an agent nor as an inchoative or enunciative.

(S.) Sb, however, mentions [as exceptions to

this rule] the phrases* &: [Afternards] and

º 3. Js; [I will do this afternards], as

having been used by the Arabs. (K,” TA.) [The

latter of these phrases is common in the present

day. Another exception to the rule above-men

tioned will be found in what follows.] Accord.

to the primary rule, it is used as a prefixed n.

governing its complement in the gen, case; ($;)

[i. e., it is used in the manner of a preposition ;]

and when thus used, it is decl., (K,) because it

does not in this case [always] resemble a particle.
o . * 9, 9 o . ~ *

(TA.) You say, 23-e Jº ºj Ale- Zeyd came

after Amr. (Msb.) And 93% & and &-

Jº [I san, him after. thee]. (ſº). The wºrds

of the Kur [xxx. 3], Jºse J-25 J-3 C-2 5-sº) aſ,

meaning To God belonged the command before

that the Greeks were overcome and after that

they had been overcome, [thus read when the

complements of U.5 and Jºaº are intended to be

understood as to the meaning thereof but not as
6 * o * c- o

to the letter, are also read Jº Jº J3 J-6,

when each complement is intended to be under

stood as to the meaning and the letter, and also

* &- J.; &- meaning To God belongeth the

command first and last, [when neither complement

is intended to be understood either as to the letter or

as to the meaning,) but the first of these readings

is the best. (L.) [You say also, J; ** and &:
22 of , o, o

* c ºxº and cº-e

3.3 * After that ; and 2 f

< 1.3 & 23, and <!- * … and tº 24, 3
Bk. I. •

£i. After I did, or after my doing, such
... in o - O - J.

a thing: &c.] Also U.S.--- <---, meaning

tºº, I came after you two. (K) And tº is

iss- e. ité $34, J-3, and iſsºl J, This is

of the things after, or beyond, which there is not

any eactreme degree in respect of goodness, and

in respect of badness: and, by way of abridg

ment, *** J-4 [with nothing following this] :

and hence, app., the saying of Mohammad, &:

4.* ºcº J-4 Jºë, meaning [And though]

it be not in the utmost degree in respect of good

ness: Jºse being thus used as a decl. noun. (Mgh.)

ſes.” and the like are also frequently used as

meaning 4 sº Jº and the like; as in the

%2 - ca 2 -

phrase, Jº erº

since I knen, thee, or san, thee, or met thee, or

was noith thee. And similar to this are many

phrases in the Kur; as, for instance, in ii. 48,)
© . o • o o-> → y o ºa º º

•Jº Jº J-aji Jºsi º Then ye took to

gourselves the calfas a god, or an object of wor

ship, after him, namely Mººs, i. e., after his

having gone anay. (Bd.) 4. U. (S, IX, &c.) is

[an expression denoting transition;] an expres

sion by which an address or a discourse is divided;

(S ;) used without any complement to Jºse,
- - *, *:

which in this case signifies the contr. of U.5:
o 2 z > 0 , a

(TA:) you say, 134- Jºë Jºsé Jºº ti, meaning

[Nonº, after these preliminary nords, (Abu-l-

'Abbās in TA voce Jus-9 I proceed to say,

that such a thing has happened: or] after my

prayer for thee: (K:) or after praising God:

(TA:) the first who used this formula was David;

(K;) or Jacob; (TA;) or Kaab Ibn-Lu-eſ; (K;)

or Kuss Ibn-Sá’ideh; or Yaarub Ibn-Kahtān.

(TA.)-You also use the dim. form, saying

* 3: [A little after him, or it], when you

mean by it to denote a time near to the preceding
~ o 2 y J. 2 of~

time. (Msb.) You say also, cº "sºlº aº,

(S, K) and " ….…, (K, TA, ſin the CK

all.…,]) I saw him a little after a separation :

(ś,K:) or, after intervals of separation : ($, L:)

or, after a while. (A’Obeyd, A.) And 4—a. ū

c. * ~13. Verily she laughs after intervals.

(L.) [See also art.cº.] '- * is used only as

an adv. n. of time. (S,L.)—º also sometimes

means Non: ; yet ; as yet. (TA.) [It is used

in this sense mostly in negative phrases; as, for
J. O.” © . .” o

instance, in Jº< 3 He has not died yet.

The following is one of the instances of its having

O.”

Jé Thou hast become altered

- - -

zł : g -.x o , -, w 3 -o- 3 & 2 * * > • o o

Jºaº a.o.)& a}^) \se:3 JäJW 5 SS! Jº The yearling

of the offspring of cons is called& because he

this meaning in affirmative phrases: Jº

yet follows his mother: occurring in the Mgh

&c., in art. &.]— It occurs also in the sense

of 8-3 as inº work of the Kur [ii. 174 and

v. 95], 493 Jºe Lºel J-3, i. e., (as some say,

MF,) us& [And whoso transgresseth notwith

standing that ; lit., nºith that]. (Msb.)- It has

been said that it also means Before, in time;

thus bearing two contr. significations: that it has

this meaning in two instances; in the Kur

[lxxix. 30], where it is said, 4; 33. Jºši,

usu-3 [as though signifying And the earth, before

that, He spread it forth]; and [xxi. 105] where

it is said, ºf 24 & 953: J &= 3i,
[as though meaning And verily we wrote in the

Psalms before the Kur-án]: (MF, TA:) but Az

says that this is a mistake ; that God created the

earth not spread forth; then created the heaven;

and then spread forth the earth: (L, TA:) and

jé-JJ) in the latter of these instances means the

Book of the Lan, revealed to Moses: (Bd:) or

j9.j'ſ means the revealed Scriptures; (Bd, Jel;)

and JejJi, the Preserved Tablet, (Bd,) [i. e.]

the Original of the Scriptures, which is with

God. (Jel.)

6 o y

Jº [as an inf. n. used in the manner of a

subst, signifies] Distance, or remoteness; (S, A,

L, K;*) and so ".…, (L, K,) accord. to most

of the leading lexicologists, (TA, [see 44.]) [and

*ś, for] you say,ãº tºº, meaning [Between

us two is a distance] of land or country, or of

relationship. ($, K.)- [Remoteness from pro

bability or correctness; improbability, or strange

726ss : see <!. Hence the phrase, *J. &- lik

cº This is improbable, or extraordinary, Or

strange : often occurring in the TA &c.]–Also

i. q. Nº. (L, K:) this latter (S, L, Msb, K)

and Jazz, (L, K,) accord. to most of the leading

lexicologists, as, for instance, in the Kur xi. 98,

(TA, [see …,]) signifying Perdition; ($, L,

Msb;) or death. (K.)- Judgment and pru

dence; as also *33%; so in the phrase, 23. &

*. and $43, Verily he is possessed of judgment

and prudence : (Ki) or penetrating, or effective,

judgment; depth, or profundity; far-reaching

judgment. (TA) [see also ºil ' …, 25

also signifies A man who goes to a great length,

or far, in hostility. (L.)– A cursing ; eacecra

tion; malediction; as also "sº. (K.) You
4- ºg o z .x. … -2 o

say, aſ Jax, as well as a Jº: see 1, last sentence

but one. (TA.)

9 * *

*A* :

five places.

6 . .”

*A* :

º o z g -

see ºxº, in two places:=and Jºaº, in

* , of

see Jºl, in two places.

6 ... o.º. 6 or .

3.As : see Jazz, in three places.

6 --> 6 - o -

Suº: see Jºaº ; – and see also well.

º, o z

sº: See JAR.

3.x: Distant; remote; far; far off; (S, L,

K;") as also 'suº, and "Jel. (L.K.) pl. (of

the first, S, L) &lº (S. L. K) and (of the first

also, L, TA) & (L, K) and sº (TA) and (of

the first and second, L) ãº (L, K) and of the

third, "34, [but this (which is also used as a sing.

epithet, as will be shown in what follows.) is

properly a quasi-pl. n.,.] like as A-A- is of Ax'é-.

(S.) As signifying Distant neith respect to place,

it is correctly used alike as masc. and fem. and

sing, and dual and pl. ; (L, and TA in this art.

and in art. •2,5, in which latter see the authori

ties;) but not necessarily; like its contr.*; :

(L:) you say, Jº Jº Jº [She is distantfrom

thee; or it is] as though you said, Jºse tº :

29
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(L:) also Jº U. c.5i L. (Thou art not distant
2 * * * . º o not *

from us], and Jºº U” sº Le [Ye are hot
2 * * - * of .

distant from us]; and in like manner, tº Le
- - º • * º o wo: . .

"Jº tºº, and Y Jº U” sº le. ($, TA.)

[But it receives, sometimes, the fem. form when
- - ... O 2. • … O ~ *

in this sense; for] Jºe Jº e-º- and

*** are phrases mentioned as signifying

used

à:

I sat distant, or remote in place, or at a distance,

or aloof, from thee; Útě, [and ā-G or the like]
5 . . º o

being understood. (L.) You say also, "3-4 J}*

A distant, or remote, place of alighting or abode.

(K) And 2: 3: 3 (S.K) and "***
and ***2: (K) [Retire thou not far;] mean

ing be thou near : ($, K:) [or] the second and

third of these phrases mean retire thou not in

an abject, or a mean, or contemptible, or despi

cable, state. (S, A.) And Y*** &Sé (;&ld

[Depart thou, O such a one, not far;] meaning

mayest thou not go anay! (L.) [And cº-e aºl,

Jºaº I saw him, or it, from afar; and &- à

** IIe came from afar; and the like. And
z -

3... as applied to a desert and the like, meaning

Far extending.] And Y 3eº&A far distance.

(K.) [And ** ãº A distant, far-reaching, or

far-aiming, intention, purpose, or design.] And

sº ** Jºſé [Such a one is far-aiming, or far

aspiring, in purpose, desire, or ambition]. (A.)

And 24, ãº Gº [She nas known, or seen, or

met, a long time ago]: in this case, the ſºn,

form, with 3, must be used. (L.) And Jºaº J33

[A saying far from being probable or correct; in

probable; far-fetched; eactraordinary, or strange].

(A.) And Jºse 2-al An eartraordinary thing or

affair or case, of which the like does not happen

or occur. (L.)- Also Distant with respect to

hindred or relationship: in which sense, the word

receives the fem. form, [as well as the dual form,

and pl. forms, like its contr. -35, by universal

consent. (TA.) [Its pl.] ãº signifies Strangers,

that are not relations. (IAth.) You say also,

2.5 cº &- & [meaning Such a one is

ofthe distant dependents, Or subjects, of thegºver

nor, or prince]. ($) And Jºjº C-2&J }}

alſº &-& 2.5 [If thou be not of the par

ticular companions, or familiars, of the governor,

or prince, then be of his distant dependents, or

subjects]; i.e., be distant from him, that his evil

may not affect thee. (AZ, A.)–*** &;

cº : Sce 34, in the latter half of the paragraph.

–See also Jeº.

0 - 2 … o. 2 … O - -

Jºx, and el-ºx : see Jº, in four places.

3-9. See **, in four places. – Also Perish

ing : (S, L: [in the K it is implied that it significs

dying; and so "º and "suº:]) or far distant

from his home, or native country; in a state of

estrangement therefrom. (L.)

3. More, and most, distant or remote; fur

ther, and furthest : by poetic licence written jºi.

(L:) [pl. 3eº as in the saying, > *&

sºlºº&:<-2-) [Such a one draws forth

talk, or discourse, or news, or the like, from its

most remote sources]. (A.)— More, and most,

eactreme, eaccessive, egregious, or extraordinary,
2 oz - 2 º'

in is kind. (IAth), [Hence, perhaps, Jº all

3. [in the CKº and *** Verily there is

no good in him: (Ki) or, no depth in him in

anything : (IAar:) [or, he is not eactraordinary

in his kind: see also& :] said in dispraising one.

(TA) And 3: ... tº and '34 [He has not

n:hat is extraordinary in its kind: or] he possesses

not earcellence, or ponyer, or riches : or he possesses

not anything profitable: (L, K:) said only in

dispraising one: (AZ:) or it may mean he pos

sesses riot anything n:hich one mould go far to

seek; or, anything of value: or nºbat he possesses,

of things or qualities that are desirable, is more

eactraordinary than n-hat qthers possess. (M.F.)

— Remote from good : [which is the meaning

generally intended in the present day when it is

used absolutely as an epithet applied to a man;

but meaning also remote from him or those in

whose presence this epithet is used, both as to

place and as to moral condition :] and, from

continence: (L:) and stupid; foolish; or having

little, or no, intellect or understanding; syn.&- :

(so in a copy of the S and in the L and TA j Or

treacherous, or unfaithful; syn. &ū. (So in

two copies of the S and in a copy of the A.) It is

used as an allusion to the name of a person whom

one would mention with dispraise; as when one
- c : • * *

says, 3.39. JJA [May such a one, the remote

from good, &c., perish!]: with respect to a woman,

one says, (sº <<ſs. (En-Nadr, Az.) One

says also, acă)& Aſ J.é, meaning [May

God cast down prostrate such a one, the remote

from good, &c., upon his mouth ! or, cast him

donºn upon his face 1 (S.) [It is a rule observed

in decent society, by the Arabs, to avoid, as much

as possible, the mention of opprobrious epithets,

lest any person present should imagine an epithet

of this kind to be slily applied to himself: there

fore, when any malediction or vituperation is

uttered, it is usual to allude to the object by the

term **), or ºl, as meaning the remote

from good, &c., and also the remote from the

person or persons present. See also 5-9, which

is used in a similar manner.]– A more distant,

or most distant, or very distant, relation; (Lth;)

contrº. of ºi. (Msb:) pl. 3.2% (Lth, S, A,

Msh, K) and &º (Lth;) contr. of*

(Lh,5, K) and &sji (Lih)
6 ... o

Jax-e A man who makes far journeys. (K.)

jº

1. *, aor. -, (§, Mgh, Mºb, K.) inf. n. *,

(S, Msb,) said of an animal having the kind of

foot called Jié, (Mgh, Mºb, K.) [i. e.,] of a

camel, and also of a sheep and goat, (S,) and of a

cloven-hoofed animal (Mgh, Msb, K) of the wild

kind of bull or cow, but not of the domestic kind,

and of the gazelle-kind, beside the other two

cloven-hoofed kinds mentioned before, and of the

hare or rabbit, (TA,) He coided dung. ($," Mgh,

Mºb, K.)—& He thren, at him a piece of jº.

(A)—éº, said of a widow, She thren, the

piece of 24; i. q. Y5* < ; meaning she

ended the number of days during which she had

to wait after the death of her husband before she

could marry again. (A.) [It seems to have been

customary for the widow to collect a number of

pieces of*. as many as the days she had to wait

before she could marry again, and to throw away

one each day: so that the saying means She threw

the last piece of Jº.]=34, aor. 2, (K,) inf. n.

34, (TA,) He (a camel) became a 2:. (K.)

2 : see 4.

3. tº- sº, [inf. n., app., jº, q. v.,] said

of a ewe or she-goat, (K,) and of a she-camel,

(TA,) She befouled. her miller with her dung.

(TA voce jº.)=\cº- J -,e\ She (a ewe

or goat, and a camel,) hastened to her milker.

(TA.)

4. Pººl He cleansed an intestine, or a gut, of

its ºf as also "…, inf n. Jeí. (K.)

2. (S, A, K) and '24 (Mºb, K) ſcoll. gen, ns.

signifying Camels', and sheeps', and goats', and

similar, dung;] dung (Msb, K) of animals having

the kind of foot called Jié, (A, Mgh, Mºb, K.)

[i.e.,] of the camel, and also of the sheep and goat,

(S,) and of cloven-hoofed animals (A, Mgh, Msb,

K) of the nild kind of bull and conv, but not of

the domestic kind, and of the gazelle-kind, beside

the two other cloven-hoofed kinds, and of the

hare or rabbit: (TA:) n. un, with 3: (S, Mgh,

K:) and pl. jºi. (S, Msb, K.) One says, sº
- - • O. , 9 ° 0. tº . ~ 3 - of

J-ſewJ. sº Jº Jºe& [He is a lighter
-

:
-

thing to me than a piece of ºxy that is thronn at
~ of

a dog]. (A.) And it is said in a prov., c.3%

5,291 ---tae [Thou art like the on-ner of the

piece of jº, or 5-3. ---> Jº Gº <ji Thou

art in a condition like that of the onmer of the

piece of Jº; (meaning the person for whom it

was intended;) applied to him who reveals a

thing relating to himself; (see Freytag's Arab.

Prov. i. 85;)] originating from the fact that a

man had a suspicion respecting some one among

his people; so he collected them to search out

from them the truth of the case, and took a piece

of Jºe, and said, “I am about to throw this my

piece of Jºe at the person whom I suspect;”

whereupon one of them withdrew himself quickly,

and said, “Throw it not at me;” and confessed.

(TA.) See also 5*, above.

6 ... • 6 o'.

Jº see Jº..

}*, a subst., [or inf. n. of 3, The befouling of

her miller with her dung, by a ewe or she-goat,

(K) or a camel: (TA:) it is reckoned a fault,

because the animal that does so sometimes casts

her dung into the milking-vessel. (TA.)

3-, (S, Msb, K, &c.,) sometimes pronounced

> (K,) which latter is of the dial. of Benoo

Temeem, but the former is the more chaste,

(TA,) A camel, male or female; ($, Msb, K ;)

as applied to a camel, like &“. applied to a

human being; (S, Msb;) whereas J- is applied

only to a male camel, and a50 to a she-camel;
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J& and §§ are respectively terms like Jº and

šuš; and Jºſs is like the term #jº- so say,

among others, ISk and Az and Ij; and it is

added in the Mutahaffidh, that the terms U-sa

and āşU are applied only when the animal has

entered the seventh year: (Msb:) but Jº is

more commonly applied to the male camel; (MSb,

K;) and only to one that has entered its fifth

year; (S, K;) or that has entered its ninth year:

(K:) the pl. is iº [a pl. of pauc.] and&

(S, Mºb, K) and &ſº (K) and 4 (TA) and

(pl. of $2, TA) -li (S, Mºb, K) and eli.

(K.) If one say,ºJºkº [Give ye to me a

Jºse], the persons so addressed, accord. to Esh

Sháfi'ee, are not to give a she-camel: (Msb:)

but the following phrases are transmitted from

the Arabs: es: Jºe My she came threw

me donºn prostrate : (S, A:) and & ~!-- I

milked my camel: (A, Msb:) and cº &- <<

CŞ* I drank of the milk of my camel : (§3)

and āść cººlº Şe Each of these two

camels is a she-camel. (A.) 2-3) ãº [The night

of the camel), mentioned in a trad. of Jābir,

means the night in which the Prophet purchased

of him his camel. (TA.)– Also An ass: (IKh,

K:) so in the Kur xii. 72; but this signification

is of rare occurrence: (IKh:) and anything that

carries: (IKh, K:) so in the Hebrew language

ſnºyi (see Gen. xlv. 17)]. (TA.)

jeº A widow throning the piece of*: mean

ing ending the number of days during nihich she

has had to wait after the death of her husband

previously to her being allowed to marry again.

(A.) [See 1.]

9 ... o.º.

j-" and "... [and "3,..., (occurring in the

K in art. 22-)] The place [or passage (as is

shown in the Lexicons in many places)] of the

* ; [i. e. the rectum; the intestine, or gut, con

taining the 2,3] of any quadruped: (K:) pl.

jeº... (TA.) It is said in a prov., 3e3, 3. &

2-J Jº Jelš - J5 tº [Verily this bad

man has not ceased to slaughter camels and to

cleanse the intestines containing the dung). (A,

TA.)

6 ... O

6 * o –

… See Jºo.

3× .

jº- A eve or she-goat, (K,) or a she-camel,

(TA) that befouls mith, her dung (3-3) her

milker. (K, T.A.) [See jº.]

Jazz

1. J&sº

Jº [or gnats, or musquitoes, bit him; and

annoyed, or molested, him. (T.A.) And 3-axº

They were bitten by the Jºsé (A) or were

annoyed, or molested, thereby. (K.) *** is not

used in relation to anything but Je;4. (TA.)

A poet says, praising a man who passed the night

within a sie [or thin curtain used for protection

- * * * 6 o'.

a-ax, [aor. 4,] inf. n. Jax', The

from gnats, or musquitoes], which is also called

392 sº,
* * g 2 * . 2 *- • * : +

392 Jºl e- -a-." ":

+ tax ºil Ják, Jé tº 3. +

[Eccellent indeed is the tent, the tent of Aboo

Dithdr, when some of the people fear biting, and

annoyance, or molestation, from gnats, or mus

quitoes]: by Lazº meaning use. (TA.)

2. *a*, inf. n. Jº, JHe divided it into

parts, or portions, (S, A, Msb, K,) distinct, or

separate, one from another. (MSb.) You say,
* * * * * * * …

• **ś alue bi- They took his property and

divided it into parts, or portions. (A, TA.)

And tº-axis ătăl, -áē [He limbed, or dismem

bered, the sheep, or goat, and divided it into

parts, or portions]. (A, TA.) [Hence, &- in

certain cases, and + in the like cases, as in the

saying 13.4° *<< [“I drank of,” i.e. “some

of, such water"), are said to be Jasº [For the

purpose of dividing into parts, or portions].

(Msb.)

4. 13-axy! They had Jºsé [or gnats, or mus

quitoes], (K,) or abundance thereof, (A,) in their

land. (A, K.)

5. Jazº It was, or became, divided into parts,

or portions. ($, K.)
*} o. -

Jāº Some, or somewhat or some one, (lit. a

thing,) of things, or of a thing: Th says that it

signifies thus accord. to all the grammarians;

(Msb, TA;) except Hisham, as will be seen here

after: (TA:) or a part, or portion, (A, Msb,

K,) of a thing, (Msb,) or of anything; (A, K;)

whether little or much: (TA:) accord. to both

these explanations, it may denote the greater part;

as eight of ten: (Msb:) [thus it signifies some

one or more; and it relates to persons and to

other things; pl. Jºi; (§, IJ, K,) but Isd

doubts whether IJ had an authority for this.

(TA.) You say, Ja: &-& Ji, Já. [Some

kinds of evil are easier to be borne than some].

(A) And tax, ºak, & it:- is,* (4 very
beautiful girl, parts ofwhom resemble other parts].

2 o' , o in a 3. ... •

(A.) [And Vax, or axe* Some of them beat

some; i. e. they beat one another.] And tº: tº

2s, Jax

a day]. (Kur xviii. 18.) And one says to a man

of a company of men, “Who did this?” and he
• * ~ * • - O -

answers, U.A.-i or Lazº [Some one of us]; mean

ing himself. (A.) The article J) should not be

prefixed to it, (K,” TA,) because it is originally a

prefixed n., and as such determinate either lite

rally or virtually, so that it does not admit another

cause of being determinate; (TA;) contr. to what

is said by IDrst (K, TA) and Ez-Zeijájee; for

they said Jáº. and Jć, ; which, properly, as

ISd says, is not allowable; and it is said in the

O that IDrst, in this matter, was at variance with

all the people of his age : (TA:) AHát says that

the Arabs did not say Jól nor Jāº), but that

people used these expressions, even Sb and Akh

in their two books, by reason of their little know

ledge in this way: (K,”TA:) a remark, says MF,

Jºaº Gi [We have tarried a day or part of

which is extr., and needs no comment: (TA:)

[for who surpassed Sb and Akh in knowledge

respecting matters of this kind?] AHát also relates

his having told As that he had seen in the book

of [that celebrated and chaste author] Ibn-El

Mukaffa', & “ Jazz jºi&J.e :-

Jó. J; [Science is large; but the acquiring of

part is better than the neglecting of the whole];

and that A8 disapproved of it most strongly,

saying that the article J is not prefixed to Jaz,

and Jé because they are determinate without it:

(TA :) Az, however, says that the grammarians

allow its being prefixed to these two words,

(Msb, TA,) though As disallows it, (TA,) be

cause they are meant to be understood as prefixed

ns. ; (Msb;) or because the article is meant to

be a substitute for the noun to which they should

be prefixed; or, in the case ofJāº, because this

word is equivalent to 5*, which receives the

article J. (M.F.) It is related of AO, that he

assigned also to Jº, the contr. meaning of All;

or the whole: adducing as a proof thereof the

words of the Kur [x]. 29), ejſ Jax, &e:

*** as meaning All of that with which he

threateneth you mill befall you: and the saying

of Lebeed,

• 2 - 2 3 • b , o 2 or of

* *Jºaqi Ja”& 3" *

[as meaning Or their death shall cling to all

living creatures: or, accord. to another relation,

kº 31, which means the same as Jºse 3!]:

thus also AHeyth explains the above-cited verse

of the Kur; and thus Hisham explains the saying

of Lebeed, erroneously asserting that Jax, is here

a pl.: (TA :) but with respect to the former

instance, the Prophet had threatened them with

two things, the punishment of the present world

and that of the world to come; so he says, “This

punishment will befall you in the present world;”

which is part (Jarº) of the two threats; without

denying the punishment of the world to come :

or, as Aboo-Is-hák says, he mentions the part to

indicate the necessary consequence of the whole:

and as to the saying of Lebeed, by J-3AJ" Jax

he means himself. (TA [app. from ISd].)

iás, Ji A land abounding nºith Jº [or

gnats, or musquitoes]; (K;) as also Vá ax...,

iij A
* - o ,-

night in nihich are manyJeº as also wis

(A, K.)

like as you say ii. (TA.) And iás,

… • 3.

Jº [Gnats, or musquitoes;] i. q. Cº [which

signifies both gnats, or musquitoes, (called in

Egypt J-º),and also bugs]: n, un, with 3:

(S:) or pl. of a 33°, (K,) which signifies i, q.

ii. (A, K.) A poet speaks of the humming of

the Jazzº of the water. (TA.) The author of

the K says, in the B, that the word is taken from

Jax, because of the smallness of the body of the

a 33-2 in comparison with other living things.

(TA) You say, Jº,49. &: Jºſé He im

posed upon me a difficult thing : (A :) or an

impossible thing. (TS, K.)

i.a. Jºi.

2 : * ~ * 27 °.

à-232* * : -
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Lºº

1. 3., (TA) ſaor, , inf n. 34. (Lih, K,

TA,) said of a man, and a camel, &c., (TA,) He

uttered a vehement sound, or cry. (Lth,” K,"

TA.)= Also, inf. n. as above, said of a vehe

ment rain, descending in large drops, It clave,

or furroned, the ground, and made it to flow.

(K,” TA.)- And, inf. n. Jºe, He stabbed, or

stuck, a camel in the 2-, or throat, or upper

most part of the breast, (K, TA,) making the blood

to flow; (TA;) and (TA) so "Jº. (A’Obeyd,

S, L, TA, all of which, except the last, mention

only the latter verb in this sense.)– Also, (K,)

inf n. 3., (TA) He dug a well (Z,K)—

sº also signifies The act of slitting, ripping,

or rending; like ** : (TA :) and "...sº the

same; ($;) or the doing so much. (K.) You

say, 2- & "3 iº, inf. n. J-5, I slit, or

ripped, or rent, the nine-skin. ($)—& aia,

lie, (K) inf. n. *, (TA) He removed it,

took it off, or stripped it off, from over, or

before, such a thing, which it covered, or con

cealed. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

2: see 1, in three places.

5: see 7, in two places.

7. Jºs-3) It came upon one suddenly, unea

pectedly, without his knowledge. ($, K, T.A.)–

& Gaºl f [The clouds, or nºbite clouds, or

clouds containing mater, clave asunder, with, or
• *... O

by reason of, rain, or violent rain; syn. **!

21-99; (S, K, TA;) or opened vehemently nith

rain; (Z, TA;) and "Jºj signifies the same.

($)—2.8% 3-9 & Gº (such a one

72xas profuse in bounty and generosity]. (TA.)

–25& Jº Jaji ($, K) f He was profuse in

speech; (K,” TA;) as also V Jºj (K) and

V Jºl. ($gh, K.)

8: see 7.

6 . .”

Juº : see what next follows, in two places.

Jú: + Clouds (*~) pouring forth [rain]

with vehemence. (S.)-Also, and * 34 and

W éla, and "Jet, Rain coming suddenly, or

unexpectedly, with vehemence, in large drops.

(K, TA.) 34) -, in a trad. respecting prayer

for rain, means t Copious, abundant, eactensive

rain. (TA.)- And Y all these four words, + A

torrent vehemently driving; (K,TA;) that carries

anay everything. (AHn, T.A.)

6 .

Jºaº :

6 - 866 éº, in two places.

Jew:

ââ J. ..

Jº [i. e. either the rain or torrent so termed] has

fallen, or descended. (Nawādir el-Aaráb, T.A.)

g

Jº Land upon rvhich nihat is termed

Jº

1. Jº, (S, Msb, K,) aor. 4, (K,) or ? [contr.

to rule]; (Msb;) or the pret. is Jº; (so in the

Ham p. 337;) inf. n. *, * (Msh, K) and āū;

also (Ham ubi supra) [and app. Jº, for it is said

in the Ham p. 359 that the primary signification

ofJ% is& ; He (a man, S) became a hus

band; ($, K5) as also "Ja-l: (K:) he married,

or took a wife. (Msb.) And in like manner,

<44, inf. n. ãº, She became a nife : (TA:)

[and it seems to be indicated in the Ham p. 359

that "cººl and "stºº signify the same:

and W - Jet, she took to herself a husband. (K.)

- age Jº [as though originally signifying He

became 0. Jº, or lord, over him :] he nas in

compliant, or unyielding, to him; he resisted him,

or withstood him. (K.) Hence, in a trad.,&

3,436 AºiAº Jº And nºhoso resisteth

and disobeyeth your command, slay ye him.

(TA)=J~, (§, K) •ºt, aor. , (K) t He

became confounded, or perpieced, so that he was

unable to see his right course, (S, K,) by his

affair, or case, and feared, and was disgusted,

(K,) and remained fired in his place like as do

the palm-trees termed J% (TA,) not knowing

nºhat to do. (K.)

3. c-Jeu: see 1.—tºJºãº Ucly The people

intermarried neith a people. (K.) You say also,

&sº º cº* The sons of such a one, none

is married to them, nor are they married [to any

but persons of their on n tribe]. (Ham p. 337.)

–[The inf. n.] Jº signifies also The playing,

or toying, together, of a man with his wife; (S,

Mgh, Msb, K;) and so actº [also an inf. n.

of the same verb), (Msb, K,) and "Jétº [inf. n.

of 6]. (K.) You say,&f Jel. He played, or

toyed, with his nife. (Msb.) Andº Jet;

She plays, or toys, with her husband. (S.) And

i.e., ... Between them two is playing, or

toying. (TA.) And "CŞeº tº They two play,

or toy, together, each with the, other. (TA.)—

And metonymically, (TA,) Jºaº signifies also

fl. q. £º- (Az, K.TA) and soilet. (TK)

You say, Jets, meaning He lay with her.

(TK.)–And tº;& Ucu f Such a one sat

neith such a one : (K, TA :) the idea of playing,

or toying, being imagined to be implied. (TA.)

5. <-ºº: see 1. — Also She was obedient to

her husband; (K;) [so too Y ~ Jaºl, as will be

seen from what follows;] and so tº-3j <!-- .

(TA:) or she adorned herself for her husband.

(K.) You say * Jºy ā- #2 A noman

n:ho is good in obedience to her husband. (TA.)

6 : see 3, in two places. ,

8: see 1 :—and see also 5, in two places.

10. Ja…! : see 1. — Also, said of palm-trees

(J-5), They became nhat are termed Jº, Q. V.,

(S, TA,) and great. (TA.)— And, said of a

place, It became nhat is termedJº (K:) or

it became elevated. (TA.)

Jº A husband : (S, Mgh, Msb, K:) pl. à … 2

5 x in 5 - 5*

(S, Msb, K) and Jºº and Jº. (K.) And A

wift; as also isºs ($, Mºb, K.) like 35 and3 - © .

ae-35. ($, Msb.")— A lord, a master, an onner,

or a possessor, (S, Msb, K,) of a thing, (K,) such

as a house, and a beast, (TA,) or a she-camel:

($ :) a head, chief, ruler, or person of authority.

(El-Khattábee, TA.)-[And hence,) A certain

idol, (S,R,) of gold, (TA,) belonging to the people

of Ilyās, (S, K,) who is said to be the same as

Idrees, the grandfather, or an ancestor, of Noah, or

to have been a grandson of Aaron, (Bd in vi. 85,)

or the son of the brother of Aaron : (Jel ibid.:)

it is mentioned in the Kur xxxvii. 123: accord.

to one copy of the K, it belonged to the people of

Jonas; and so in the Kitáb el-Mujarrad of Kr:

accord. to Mujáhid, it means a deity that is not

God: (TA:) or a certain king : (IAar, K:) but

[SM says, the correct explanation is the first:

(TA:) or a certain idol belonging to the people

of Bekk, in Syria; i. e., of the tonn non called

Baqla-Bekh : so in the Kur: (Bd, Jel:*) or it

means in the dial. of El-Yemen a lord; and so in

the Kur. (Bd.)— Also One nihom it is a neces

sary duty to obey; as a father, and a mother,

and the like. (TA.)-And A family, or house

hold, nºhose maintenance is incumbent on a man.

(TA)—And it may be a contraction of J-3, as

meaning Lacking strength, or ponyer, or ability;

unable to find the right may to accomplish his

affair. (TA.)- Also f A neight, or burden.

(K, TA.) You say, •ºf Jº Sº& &l

f Such a one became a neight, or burden, upon

his family; because of his ascendency over them.

(Er-Răghib, T.A.) – t Elevated land, ($, K,)

upon which comes neither running water nor

torrent, (S,) or that is not rained upon more

than once in the year : (K:) or land elevated

above other land; as being likened to the man

who is thus termed. (Er-Răghib, T.A.)–tAny

palm-trees, and other trees, and seed-produce, not

natered: or such as are watered by the rain :

(K:) or t palm-trees (J-5) that imbibe with their

roots, and so need not to be matered: ($, Mgh,

Msb, K:) metaphorically so applied: (Mgh :)

AA says that it is syn. nith (sº- meaning n:hat

is natered by the rain : but As says that this

latter word has the meaning just given, whereas

Js, signifies nºkat imbibes nºith its roots, without

irrigation or rain : (S, Msb :) or palm-trees

groning in land whereof the supply of nater is

near [to the surface], so that it suffices without

their having irrigation or rain : (TA:) or large,

so as to imbibe neith the roots: (Er-Răghib, TA:)

and ta male palm-tree; (K, TA;) likened to the

man who is thus termed : (TA :) and Az says

that it is used as meaning + [dates such as are

termed] -3. (TA.)- And + The taa, or im

post, that is given for the matering of palm-trees.

(K.)

º; ...

Jº part. n. ofJ4, Confounded, or perple.ced,

&c. (K.) And Laching strength, or ponyer, or

ability; unable to find the right n'ay to accom

plish his affair. (TA.)– With 3, applied as an

epithet to a woman, ($,) and meaning One nho

does not dress, or near clothes, nell, (K, TA,)

nor well adjust her personal state or condition.

(TA.)

• I

1. & (S, A, &c.,) aor. , (A, Msh, K) infn.

34, and #4 (S, A, Mºb, K) and < *. (MF)

and iá, (K) and ãº, with teshdeed to the cº,

of the same measure as ājº-, accord. to AA’s
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reading of the Kur in a passage which will be

found below, without a parallel among inf. ns.,

(Z,) [and said by some to have an intensive sig

nification,] He, or it, came upon him, or hap

pened to him, suddenly, uneapectedly, without his

being an are of it, or nithout any previous cause;

surprised him; took him by surprise, or unanares;

(S, A, Msh, Kī) as also "4:au, (A, Msb) inf. n.

#12 (§, K) and Eli. (TA.) It is said in the

Kur vi. 31, accord. to the reading mentioned

above, à. ãºtºſ..iº. 13| [When the hour of

the resurrection shall come upon them suddenly,
2 - d > x > -

unexpectedly, &c.]. (Z.) And you say, axº oil

He, or it, came to him suddenly, &c. (A, Mºb.)

And à. 4: He met, or found, him, or it, sud

denly, &c. ($) And 332 -é & “… I

am not secure from, or free from fear of, the

enemy's comings [upon me] unawares. ($.)

3 : see 1.

<sº The festival, (A,) or a certain festival,

(IAth, K,) of the Christians; (A, IAth, K ;)

[namely, Easter;] thus called accord. to some;

but accord. to others, tºclºſ! [Q. v.], with the

unpointed & and the three-pointed tº. (IAth.)

<º. i. q. *:::: [Confounded, or perplexed,

and unable to see his right course]: so in the

saying, -º 35 Ş [There is no judgment to

one who is confounded, &c.]. (A.)

*…*

1. <-4, (Msb, K,) aor. 2, (K,) inf. n. iš,

(Msb) or this is a simple subst, and the inf. n. is

< *, (TA,) He (a bird) was, or became, of a

colour resembling that of ashes: (Msb:) or he (a

sheep or goat) was of the miced colours of those

to nihich the epithet ãº is applied. (K, TA.)

[See &#, and ãº, and 34.)

& Dust-colour. (A.) [But see ãº. Accord.

to the TA, the former is the inf. n. of 1, q.v.]

ãº Whiteness inclining to 3,4- [which here

app. means a dark, or ashy, dust-colour] : (T:)

ſor, in a bird, a colour resembling that of ashes :

(see 1:)] or the colour of sheep or goats to nihich

the epithet & is applied. (K,TA) [see&

**:

&# (T, S, A, Mgh, Mºb, K) and tâ; and

*; (A, Mgh, K;) only the second of these

three mentioned by Sb; (TA;) but the second

and third asserted to be correct by Yoo; (AZ,

TA;) and the last heard by Az; (TA;) or

neither of these two is allowable; (Msb;) A bird

that does not prey, and such as one does not desire

to make an object of prey because it is not eaten :

(T, Msb:) or small birds that do not prey, such

as sparron's and the like; [a coll. gen. n. ;] n. un,

with 3: (Mgh :) or [accord. to Lth, a certain

dust-coloured bird, (T, A, K,) of the birds of the

mater, ash-coloured, and long-necked; as also

"3 ºi; pl. [of the latter] 34; and &ali. (T:)

[but this appears to be wrong; for AM says, in

the T,) Lth makes the tº and the Jººl to be

2 of - - - - -

See &l, of which it is the fem.

one, asserting them to be of aquatic birds; but in

my opinion, the former is different from the latter:

as to the latter, it is a nell-known kind of aquatic

bird, so called because it is of the colour termed

aš, i. e. nºkite inclining to ** [explained

above, voce iš): but as to the tºº, it is any

bird that is not one of prey: and the word is said

to be a coll. gen. n., signifying the class of birds

that are objects of prey: (TA:) ISk says that

the tº is a bird of a colour inclining to that of

dust, (S, Msb,”) a little less than the **) [or

vultur percnopterus], (S,) or less than the isé-),

(Msb,) slow in flight : (S, Msb :) but IB says

that this is a mistake in two points of view; first,

because Jºlº is a [coll.] gen, n., of which the

n. un. is with 3, like as is that ofA- and

secondly, because it applies to the class of birds

that do not prey; but the 'e j is a bird of the

colour of dust, and this may be a bird of prey,

and it may be not a bird of prey: (TA:) AZ

says that tº signifies the [species of vulture

called]* and the n. un. is with 3: others, the

Ayoung ones of the sé-) and birds of the crow

hind: or [birds] like the [hanks called] Jalsº

[pl. of33-l. not predaceous : in the T, it is said

to be [a kind of bird] like the [hank called] Jºšū,

that does not prey upon any other bird: (TA:)

or ºlá, and tº (ISd, K) and tº (K) signify

the worst [or most ignoble] of birds, (ISd, K,

[the latter giving this as a second and distinct

signification,]) and such as do not prey: (ISd,

TA:) Fr says, gº < ū. signifies the jorst of

birds, and such as do not prey; and tº and

* are dial. vars. : (S:) the pl. is&, (Sb,

T, Ş, Msb, K,) accord. to those who make* a.

sing., (Yoo, S, Msb, TA,) or accord. to those who

make the sing. to be with 3; (T, TA;) or those

who apply âû, [as a n. un.] to the male and the fe

male make &# to be pl. [or rather a coll. gen, n.];

(Yoo, S, Msb;) as is done in the case ofãº and

23: (Yoo, $3) isd says that is, with ſet-h,

is the n. un, applied alike to the male and the

female: (TA:) [and Fei says, it is not allowable

to pronounce this with damm or with kesr to the

first letter: (Msb :) but Yoo asserts both of these

forms to be used : (AZ, TA:) and ājū, is said to

signify a neak bird. (TA.) It is said in a prov.,

3: Gji ºtºl & (S, A, Mºb, K') Verily

the Jºliº in our land becomes [like] a vulture, or

become [like] vultures: (Msb:) applied to the

low person who becomes of high rank : (A:)

meaning f the neak in our land becomes strong:

(Msb:) or he who makes himself our neighbour

becomes mighty, strong, or of high rank, by our

means, (S,K,TA,) acquiring the might, or strength,

of the vulture, after having been lon, or mean, in

condition. (TA.)

3.3% Wheat (i.e.- and tº [both of which

signify the same, though the latter, q.v., has a

a larger application,]) adulterated by being mired

neith barley; (Th, K;) as also <<1. and <s.

(Th, T.A.) - -

it: [dim. of ičk. fem. of &si, q. v.,] The

place of the 4.i- ſq.v.] in a camel. (K.) [So

called because of its colour, produced by chafing.]

& Of a white colour inclining to 3,4-

[which here app. means a dark, or ashy, dust

colour]: (T:) [or of a colour resembling that of

ashes: (see 1:)] or dust-coloured: (A:) or of a

colour near to that of dust: ($) an epithet, like

3-i: [fem. ić: and] pl. &#: and sometimes,

when used as a subst., it has for pl. &eti. (IB,

TA.) You say < *; 2u. A bird of the colour

above described: (T, $:) whether it be a bird of

prey or not: see ** in two places: (IB, TA:)

and < *. Ji- [a hank of that colour]; (ISh,

A ;) as well as es:- and Jéſ, i. e., that where

with men take game. (Ish, TA) & applied

to sheep or goats, ($, K,) or, as in some lexicons,

to sheep, (TA,) is like iſ...}} (S, K;) [Black

speckled nºith n-hite; or the reverse;] or in nihich

are blackness and nihiteness, neith predominance

of the latter colour: (TA:) or ić it, and2.

& signify a sheep or goat, and sheep or goats,

in which are blackness and mºhiteness. (A.)—Also,

[as a subst.,] A certain bird, (K,TA,) dust

coloured, in truth different from the < *, as

shown above: see the latter word: (TA:) pl.

& and <-eul. (T, TA.) You say,*&- 3%

jiu (He is of the birds thus called. (A)—

And& signifies The lion; (TS, K;) because

(TA.)— And

ãº f The medley, or mired or promiscuous

multitude or collection, of men or people; or of

the lonest or basest or meanest sort, or refuse, or

riffraff, thereof; (S, A, K,) the commonalty, or

vulgar, and collective body, of the people. (S.)

One says, &J Gº& &- and§ f Such

a one n'ent forth among the medley, &c., of the

people. (A.) And& Jº tº-3 f We entered

among the commonalty, or vulgar, and the collec

tive body, of the people. (S.)

gº o in

he is of the colour termed iº.

* -

U-º

•2 º' * ~ * - 5 o .

1. & eºs, aor. , (§, K.) inf n. Jº,

(S,) The sky rained a rain such as is termed
9 - 3 - 3 of • J.

ãº, q.v. ($, K.)—Jºy') st-: * The land
- - * * - d -

mas matered by a rain such as is termed iº,

(S) or Jº. (TA)
6 o'.

*

Jº

ºf , o, -

à:… A neak shorer of rain; ($, K;) above

see what next follows.

what is called aſſº : (S:) or weak rain, small in

its drops ; as also "Jº [originally an inf. n.]:

or both signify a cloud that pours forth its rain

in one shower : As says that the lightest and

weakest of rain is that called Jº ; then, the 35, ;

then, the J-4. the dim. of the last is Jºº.

(TA.)

Jºaº Ji. Weak rain. (S. K.)

iº. 3; Land matered by a rain such as

is termed iº, (S,) or Jºº. (TA.)

- -

1. #; (S, A, Msb, K;) and Jaš; aor. [of
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both] *; and Jé, aor. 4; (K;) inf. n. i.e.,

(S, A, Mgb, K,) inf. n. of the first; (TA;) He,

or it, (a man, $, or a thing, Mºb,) was, or

became, hateful, odious, or an object of hatred.

(S, A, K.)— 33- Jé. f His fortune, or good

fortune, fell; syn. Jºe. (A.) And 33- Jé,

(L, K, TA,) or Jºãº, (as in one copy of the K,)

or Jakº, (as in the CK) 1 May thy fortune, or

good fortune, fall: syn. Jºsé, (K, TA) and Jºe:

(TA:) a phrase ascribed by IB to the people of

El-Yemen. (TA.)=See also 4, in three places.

2. Jº Jºãº aº, (STA) or--ºw,(Mºb)
[but this I think doubtful, from what is said in

explanation of the verb of wonder, (see 4,)] inf. n.

Jaj, (S,K.) God rendered him hateful, odious,

or, an. object of hatred, to men; (S, Msb;*)

Jaejº; being the contr. of ~~~~5: (Ki) or

very hateful or odious. (TA.) "You say also,

6 o a ~ 2 win > 9 oz a 2. • w - r

>>e Jº Caºs ºj us! ~~~ [Zeyd was ren

dered an object of love to me, and 'Amr was

rendered an object of hatred, or of much hatred,

to me]. (A, TA.)

… y o ... • • * *

3. azakº, inf. n. iáé2, I rendered him

[hatred, or] vehement hatred, reciprocally. (A,”

TA.) You say also, iášū.º [Between them

tno is reciprocal hatred, or vehement hatred].

(A.)

4. as, (S, A, Mºb, K.) infin. Jú,(Mºb)

He hated him. (S, A,” Mºb," K.) It is said that

"...as is not allowable: (Msb:) or Jºãº, is a

bad form; (AHát, K;) used by the lower class;

and sanctioned by Th only; for he explains &é,

as occurring in the Kyr [xxvi. 168], by &a=9.

which shows that he held Jáš to be a dial. var.;

for otherwise he would have said&a=4 (AHát:)

but the epithet Jºš affords a strong evidence in

favour of the opinion of Th here mentioned; for
º

Jsº is mostly from Jeº, not from Jºiº. (TA.)

=& -ašiū, (S) or J, (K) is Isaid to be
anomalous; ($, K;) because the verb of wonder

is not regularly formed from a verb of the measure

Jasi: but this is not anomalous; for it is from

& Öğ Jé [“such a one was, or became,

hateful, or odious, to me.” Us," a.aºl Le signi

fying Hon hateful, or odious, is he to me! but

J a-aºl tº, Hon; he hates me ! for, the lexico.

logists and grammarians relate that a Jºaº Lo

is said when thou hatest him; and º, Lºak" to,

when he hates thee: (IB:) ISd says, on the

authority of Sb, that aſ Jºaº º, means that

thou art an object of hatred (Jakºo [so in the

TA, but this is evidently a mistake for Jº, a

hater,l) to him; and & a.añºl U2, that he is an

object of hatred with thee, or in thine estimation.

(TA)=\º 9:32, Jaś - 4 ºf .<!, (so
in the A, and the latter verb thus in the JK and

in the L,) or the former verb is2. (L, K,) and

the latter "Jaš, (K, TA) like , a, (TA) or

"Jasº, (CK,) is a form of imprecation (TA)

! [app. meaning May God make thine eye to be

refreshed by the sight of him whom thou lovest,

and make the eye of thine enemy to be pained by

the sight of him nihom he hateth : or may God

make an eye to be refreshed by the sight of thee,

and make an eye to be affected nith hatred by

the sight of thine enemy].

5. Jakº He manifested, or shoned, hatred;

or he became, or made himself, an object of

hatred; contr. of-i. (K) You say, ºi
2 x : ~ * >* > • In

•5- J -a+32& J [Such a one manifested

love to me, or made himself an object of love to

me, and his brother manifested hatred to me,

or made himself an object of hatred to me]. (A,

TA.)

6. Jºãº JaśU.5 The company of men hated one

another: (Msb:) Jaé is the contr. of-º-j.

(S.K.) You say, tº tailº ºf sºft tº II

have not seen any more rehement in mutual hatred

than they two). (A, TA.)

Ja; IIatred; contr. of* (S, A, K:) a

subst. from &asi. (Msb.)

iai, Wehement hatred; as also Y ãaº, (S, A,

Mºb, K.) and Y isº, [but see 1]. (TA)=See

also Jº.

a' , o º

vajº :: see what next precedes.

Jºsé : see what next follows.

Jº Hateful; odious; an object of hatred:

(S, A, Mºb,'K) hated; as also "Jºš (TA)

and "Jas... (Mºb,” TA:) pl. of the first, Lak.

(A, TA)- Some say that it has also the contr.

signification of Hating; i. q. "Jas: : (TA:)

and Skr explains *iak, aS signifying people

hating thee. (L.T.A.")
6 ... O

See a.a.s.º.

* : * >

Jax-o : * . .

* ... • , see Jasº.

Lax-0 .

iáš. [A cause of hatred: a word of the same

class as is . and iºl. (A.)

1. Jé, aor. *, inf. n. #,A#, said of a man, i. q.

33 [i.e. + He affected stupidity, dulness, or

nant of intelligence; or he became submissive,

and humble; &c.). (TA) [See also 2.]= ...º:

see 2.

2. Jº, the inf. n., signifies t The being big,

thick, or rude, and hard, strong, or sturdy, in

body; or said of the body: and hence, accord. to

some, is derived "Jº, (TA)—Jº, inf n.

as above, He nas impotent and weak, or languid,

and fatigued, (JK, K, TA,) in going, or pace.

(TA)—Jºl e-jº, (K) inf n, as above, (S,

K.) The camels went a pace between that termed
• * 0.

as-ºs and that termed Jºe: ($," K,TA:) and

hence "Jä, is derived accord. to IDrd : (TA:)

or they went in a certain manner, with wide step:

(JK:) [see also 5:] or the inf. n. signifies the
• J.- ... c :

going in a gentle manner: and one says, Jº (ºí,

i. e. [he was fatigued, so] he went an easy, but a

. (TA)= ...º. (infin.

as above, TA,) the made their children to be

base-born, or ignoble, (K,TA,) by marrying among

them; (IDrd, TA;) as also *...*, aor. “: (K:)

from J%; because the Uº [or mule] is unable to

equal the heat, or course, of the horse. (TA.)

5. Jº He (a camel) became like the J% [or

mule] in the nºidth of his step. (TA.) [See

also 2.]

* * > *

quick, pace; syn. 2

Jº- The mule; i. e. the animal generated

between the he-ass and the mare [or sometimes

between the horse and the she-ass]; (TA;) also

called "Jú; so in a verse of Jereer: (S, Sgh :)

pl. Jää [a pl. of pauc.] (JK) and Júj, [also] a

pl. of pauc., (Msb,) and Jº, (JK, S, Msb, K.)

a pl. of mult.; (Mºbi) and quasi-pl. n. *š,á.,

(K) meaning a number of mules (Jú) together:

(JK, sº the female is termed its; ($, Mºb,

K;) pl. --Sº and Jº. (Mºb.) See 2, in two

places. You say Júl Jºi 4:3 &xi; [A road

in.which is the urine of mules); meaning + a

difficult road. (TA) And aii. 3... is #53

[Such a noman is more barren than a she-mule].

(TA.) And Jki 4. sº Jé Jäg [The mule is

a bastard, and he is a relation to him]; meaning

the is a bastard. (TA.) And as the mule sug

gests the idea of evil disposition, or perverseness,

and roughness, you say, in describing him who is

low, or ignoble, Jé Ji, sº + [He is a mule, a

bastard). (Er-Réghib,TA.) The people of Egypt

say, tº- ãº dºg esº, meaning f [Such a

one bought a. beautiful] female slave; and Jº

Jºº Jº see [t In the house of the sons of

such a one are slaves, or female slaves]: and

& Jºe& & J Jº &e sº-jº (; I

bought of the slaves, or female slaves, of El-Yemen,

but for a high price]. (TA.)

Jú. [n. un, of Y âû, which is a coll. gen, n.,

like ãº- and ãº, but explained by Freytag

as meaning “he who possesses many mules;”]

An on ner, or attendant, (Sb, S,) of mules, (Sb,

TA,) or of the mule. (S.)= See also Jº, with

which it is syn.

âû: see what next precedes.

*, 22; - - - -, z of • ? - • 3 -

Jº Jº-1 cº-ex Jºel 35- c. 5* t [He is

more mulish than the bull, and more heavy, or

sluggish, than the ass]. (TA.)

$24. See Jº.

lsº

1. <<, aor. 2 ($, K) and * and *, (K,)

inf n. *. (JK, S,K) and 2,43 (J.K.K.) and

*-ij; (K3) She (a gazelle) uttered a cry:

(S:) or uttered her softest, or gentlest, cry (JK,

K) to her young one : (K:) and sometimes it is

said of a [wild] cow: (TA:) so too ..., said of a

male gazelle: and the verb is also used transi

tively, said of a female gazelle uttering this cry to

her young one. (J.K.) Also, (S, K,) W both

verbs, (K,) She (a camel) uttered a cry without

clearness : (S:) or uttered a broken, or an inter

rupted, not a prolonged, yearning cry, to, or for,
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her young one : (K:) or uttered a neak cry,

below that [grumbling cry] nihich is termed *}.

(Ham p. 233.) [See an ex. in a verse of Dhu-r-

Rummeh cited voce S.] And ... and "..., said

of the J3 and Jº, and Jes, [all of which words

are said to signify the mountain goat, He uttered

a cry. (K.)–4.4, (S. K.) and « kº, (TA)

t He spoke to him obscurely, not eacpressing clearly

to him the meaning of his speech to him; ($,

K;) taken from the2% of the she-camel ; be

cause it is a cry not uttered clearly. (TA.)

3. *.e., (K) inf n, i.e., (S) He talled

neith him with a soft, or gentle, voice: ($, K,

TA:) orãº is like isitºl, and means the

speaking [nvith another] faintly; taken from the

Alsº [see 1] of the gazelle and the she-camel:

(Ham p. 233:) or the holding amatory and en

ticing talk, or conversation, with another, with

a soft, or gentle, voice. (TA)

5: see 1, in three places.

6. […sº They (gazelles) uttered cries, or

their softest or gentlest. cries, one to another.]

One says, U.P.J. tº ºf aº ºxe II passed

by a meadow in which the gazelles were uttering
- -- - • O

* -

cries, &c., one to another]: and&º

[by gazelles uttering cries, &c., one to another].

(TA.)

i. A thing like the 335-5, [a necklace,

neith n-hich women ornament themselves. (TA.)

[But this is apparently post-classical, from the

Turkish dº. In the present day, it is applied

to A necklace of pearls.]

2.É. The crying, or cry, of the female gazelle,

and of the she-camel, as explained above : see 1.

(S.)

2.É. A female gazelle uttering, or that utters,

the cry termed233. (S,K.)—tA woman having

a soft, or gentle, voice. (JK, T.A.)

º; y o .

25%. A young gazelle, and a young camel,

to-which the cry termed Al3+ is addressed by its

mother. (J.K.)—One says, also, A3+-e Aliº [A

cry &c. uttered]; like as one says, Jºi. Jø.

(TA.)

5*

1.* tº, inf. n. **, IIe looked at the

thing [to see] hon, it was; (K;) as also us”, (K

in art. Jº) infin. J. (TA in that art)

- Jº

1. J., (§, K, &c.,) aor. 2, (Mºb, K.) inf. n.

:(s, (§, Mgh, K, &c.,) or this is a simple subst.,

and the inf n is Jº, (Mºb) [but, if this be

correct, the former is generally used for the latter,

and Jº, (Lh, K,) but the first is better known,

and is the chaste form, and some say, Jº, (TA,)

and ãº and #, (K,) accord. to Th, but others

hold these two to be simple substs., and some
- • 3 - 6 . . .”

mention also ić, with fet-h, (TA,) and agüez,

(As, S, TA,) He sought; sought for, or after;

sought, desired, or endeavoured, to find, and take,

or get ; ($, Mgh, Msb, K, &c.;) a stray-beast,

(Aş, S, TA,) or any other thing, (S, Mgh," Msb,”

K,"TA) good or evil; (Lh, TA;) as also "Jºl

and "Jäg (S, Msb, K) and Yºkº.1: (Ki) or

"Jººl signifies he sought, &c., diligently, studi

ously, sedulously, or earnestly: (Er-Răghib, TA:)

and Jº signifies also he loved, or affected, a

thing: (MF, TA:) or, accord. to Er-Răghib, the

inf n. signifies the seeking to eacceed the just

bounds in respect of that which one aims at, or

endeavours after, whether one actually eacceed or

do not; and sometimes it is considered in relation

to quantity; and sometimes, in relation to quality.

(TA.) You say, Jº * [He sought him with

an evil purpose; or sought to do him evil]. ($

and K in art. • Åc.)–And& He sought, &c.,

a thing for him; like & J. (Lh, Mgh,” K.')

You say,* sº He sought, &c., the thing for

him; ($, K;) as also ‘Jº **: (K:) thus

you say, 134-Jº or "Je "Jº and J &

Jºe Seek thou for me such a thing; (TA;) and

Jº "Gºi Seek thou for me my stray-beast:

(Mgh.) or J.: "ºul signifies He aided, or

assisted, him to seek the thing : (Ks, K:) or

1jé "Jºi signifies Seek thou for me such a

thing; and also Aid thou me to seek such a thing.

.x 2 - .2 o

(JK.) It is said in the Kur [ix. 47], .35%:

ãºu They seek, or desire, for you discord, or

dissension; or they seeking, &c.; and in the same

[iii. 94], ** º Ye seek, or desire, for it,

namely, the way [of God], crookedness; or ye

seeking, &c.: the first objective complement of

the verb being in the accus. case because of the

suppression of the preposition J. (TA.) –

[Hence, app.,] iſs Jº It procured to me

disease; it caused disease to befall me. (Ham

p. 794.) And* 33. <! Verily he is one whº

makes much gain : (JK, K:) but in the M, 35
O ~ O • y

-89 34%, meaning a seeker of gain. (TA.)

And 4 & ū. Good was not appointed tº.letide

him. (TA.)—**! Je Jºãº, inf. n. Lº, He

envied his brother; he wished that a blessing, or

cause of happiness, or an excellence, might become

transferred from his brother to himself: so says

Lh, who holds this to be the primary signification

of the verb. (TA.) It is said in a prov., &#9

jº Jºie [Envy is the shackle of aid from God

against an enemy or a wrongdoer]. (TA.)–

Hence, (Lh, TA,)& signifies The acting wrong

fully, injuriously, or tyrannically; (Lh, S, TA;)

because the envier so acts towards the envied; his

endeavour being to cause, by guile, the blessing

of God upon him to depart from him: (Lh, TA:)

or the seeking, or endeavouring, to act corruptly,

wrongly, or unjustly: (Az, TA:) or the eacceeding

the due bounds, or just limits, in any way : (S:)

accord. to Er-Răghib, it is of two kinds: one of

these is approved, and this is the passing beyond

the bounds of equity to eacercise beneficence, and

beyond the bounds of obligatory duties to do nºkat

is not obligatory : the other is disapproved, and

this is the passing beyond the bounds ºf that which

is true, or right, to do that which is false, or

wrong, or to do acts of a doubtful nature: but in

most instances it is that which is disapproved.

(TA) You say, sº Jº (Š, K) and JºJº

Jº, (Az, Mºb) aor.-, (K) inf. n. *, (Mºb,

K,) He eacalted himself against him, or above

him; overpowered, or oppressed, him; (Fr, S,

K;) acted nºrongfully, injuriously, or tyranni

cally, tonards him; and deviated from the right

way: (K:) and he acted nºrongfully, injuriously,

or tyrannically, tonards men, or the people, (Az,

Mşb,) and sought to annoy them, or hurt them.

(Az, T.A.) Lh mentions, on the authority of Ks,

the saying, Jax,Jºaº &% es tº [What

hare I to do nºith wrongful conduct, the wrongful

conduct of one of you toniards another?], for

Jºus; Isd thinks, because of the difficulty

found in pronouncing the kesreh after the Ug.

(TA.) Jº also signifies He occupied himself

nith corrupt, nºrong, or unjust, conduct : [accord.

to Fei, from the same verb [in a sense to be

mentioned below, said of a wound. (Msb.) Also,

aor. -, (TA) inf n. *, (Az, TA) He magni.

fied himself; or behaved proudly, haughtily, or

insolently : (Az, TA:) because he who does so

passes beyond the bounds of his proper station to

a station that does not belong to him. (TA.)-

And [hence] * Jº Jº, (K) inf n. Jº,

(TA,) He [app. a horse, and perhaps a man also,

was proud, or self-conceited, and quick, in his

gait; (K:) or& in a horse, (S, TA,) or in the

running of a horse, (JK, TA,) is the being proud,

or self-conceited, with eacceeding brishness or live

liness or sprightliness. (JK, S, TA)—And sº

ãº, (S. K.) inf n. (..., (TA) The sky rained

vehemently: (A’Obeyd, S, K:) or eacceeded, in

rain, the limit of what n'as wanted. (Er-Răghib,

TA.) And ess's Jº The valley floned with

water reaching to a place to which it had not

reached before. (S,TA)—º, (S, Mgh, Mºb,

K,) said of a woman, (Th, IKh, S, Msb, and so

in some copies of the K,) or of a female slave, (so

in other copies of the K,) but it is not restricted

to the latter, (TA,) aor. 2, (JK, Msb,) inf. n.

ić, (IKh,JK,5, Mgh, Mºb,TA) or º, (Isd,

K,) [but the former, only, is commonly known,

She committed fornication, or adultery; she pros

tituted herself; (JK, S, Mgh, Msb, K;) because

she who does so transgresses her proper bounds;

(TA;) as also '3-iù, (IKh, S, Msh, K) inf. n.

ić (IKh, K) and #2, (K) said of a female

slave: (Msb:) or 3U-U-2 signifies the committing

..fornication, or adultery, with another. (K.L.)

It is said in the Kur [xxiv. 33], Asºº* Sº

ég Jé [And compel not ye your young momen

to prostitute themselves]. (Mgh.) And you say,

"Cºº §3. <--- [The noman n-ent forth for

prostituting herself]. (S.) Accord. to the Jema et

Tefáreek, fü, signifies The knowing of a noman's

committing,fornication or adultery, or prostituting

herself, and approving, or being content : but this,

if correct, is an amplification in speech. (Mgh.)

—& Jº, (JK, S, Mºb) aor. , inf. m. Jº,

(JK,) The mound smelled, (S,) and became in a

corrupt state, (JK, S, Mºb,) and produced thick
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purulent matter. (JK.) AndJº Jé** 5.

His mound healed having somewhat of corruption

in it. (S)—Jº, (K) aor. , inf n. *. (TA)

also signifies He lied; said nºhat was untrue. (K.)

Jº us, in the Kur [xii. 65), is said to mean We

do not lie; and me do not act nyrongfully: or it

may mean what do we seek, or desire? (TA.)–

Also, (K) inf n. Jº, (TA) He looked at a

thing [to see] how it nas; (K;) and so Gº, inf. n.

*: mentioned by Kr. (TA)—And, (K)

with the same inf. n., (TA,) He looked, natched,

or naited, for a person or thing. (Kr, K.)

3: see 1, latter part, in two places.= Lh

mentions the saying, addressed to a pretty woman,

Jºſé S3 iº- *}, as meaning Verily thou

art pretty, and mayest thou not be smitten by the

[evil] eye: (TA in this art. :) but accord. to some,

the verb in this instance belongs to art. &” Or art.

&. (TA in art. &”.)

4: see 1, in five place.--&# * also sig

nifies He made him, or caused him, to seek the

thing; to seek for it, or after it; to seek, or

desire, or endeavour, to find, and take, or get, it.

(S.)

5: see 1, first sentence.

6.º They acted wrongfully, injuriously,

or tyrannically, one tomards another; eacalted

themselves, one against, or above, another; over

poniered, or oppressed, one another. ($, T.A.)

7. Jººl is said in the S to be quasi-pass. of

&, like as ,-3) is of &z=; and Esh-Shihāb

says of the aor. that it is quasi-pass. of *, aOl’.

**, in the sense of 4.1.1 : (TA:) [Fei says, it

has been asserted that Usº) is quasi-pass. ofJº;

but a verb of the measure Uxi;) is not used as a

quasi-pass. unless it implies effort, and the conse

quence of an action, as in the case of &–é, of

which the quasi-pass. is 2-&l; which Jººl does

not: some, however, allow its being thus used:

(Msb:) accord. to Zj, it is as though it were syn.

with -ºil, as quasi-pass. of -*, and means

It was, or became, suitable, fit, meet, or proper;

(Zj, TA;) [or right, and allowable; and good:

or very requisite : (see explanations of exs. fol

lowing:) or it behooved; and] it was, or became,

facilitated, or easy; (Er-Răghib, K;) and prac

ticable, or manageable. (Er-Răghib, T.A.) Accord.

to some, this verb is not used in the pret. tense,

but only in the aor.: it is reckoned among verbs

imperfectly inflected: (Mºb, TA:) but the pret.

is mentioned by AZ and Sb and Zj, and by El

Khattábee on the authority of Ks; and was often

used by Esh-Shāfi'ee: it is, however, very rare.

(TA.) You say, 134- Jati & & Jº [It is

suitable to thee, or is fit, meet, or proper, &c.,

for thee, or it behooveth thee, that thou shouldst

do such a thing]. (S, T.A.) And, accord. to Zj,

Jº & cº, Jº, as meaning It was, or be

came, suitable to such a one, or fit, meet, or proper,

for him, that he should do, or to do, such a thing.

(TA) And is Jº &. J. J. Q. (Lh, K)

and "Cº. Uo, (K, TA,) with fet-h to the #,

(TA) and Jºſue, and "Gººſu, ; (Lh, K) of

which four phrases, the first is given by Lh as

explanatory of the third and fourth, and means,

accord. to Esh-Shiháb, It is not right, proper,

fit, or meet, nor allonable, for thee that thou

shouldst do this, or to do this; and it is not good

for thee &c.; but he adds that only the aor. has

been heard from the Arabs in this sense. (TA.)

And l3 = Öº & Jº It is very requisite

that it should be so, or that such a thing should

be ; [or it ought to be so, or such a thing ought

to be ; it behooves that it should be so, or such a

thing behooves;] it is not nell that such a thing

should be neglected, or left undone. (Msb.) And

Ks is related to have heard, from the Arabs, the

phrase, 134-& & Jº º, meaning It is

not right that it should be so, or that such a thing

should be : or it is not good &c. (Mºb.). It is

said in the Kur [xxxvi. 69], tº 2:) stºre º

4. Jº, i. e. [And we have not taught him

poetry, or versification], nor is it right, proper,

fit, or meet, for him : (Bd:) or nor is it easy to

him, (Bd, Jel, Er-Răghib,) or practicable to him.

(Bd, Er-Răghib.)

8: see 1, first sentence, in two places: —and

See also 7, in two places. -

10: see 1, first sentence.—You say also, Jºãº
- d > * > * >

•93.3 2.5i, and 4º [He asked the people, or

company of men, to seek a thing for him, and

they sought it for him]. (Lh, K.)

& [originally an inf. n. (see 1)] Much of

rain; or much rain : in [some of] the copies of

the K, pla:) is erroneously put for 2 la J1: (TA:)

[and in some, Jº for Jºl. in a MS. copy,

I find gº &. J.G. Jººls and in the CK,

Jºl Jºo 3:9. Jº :] or& & signifies

the main portion, (Aš, S,) or the vehemence, and

the main portion, (Lh, JK, TA,) of the rain of

the sky. (A5, Lh, J.K, S, TA.) Hence the saying,
• , o – *~ & , or

tº- (-, … tºss (As, S, TA) or tº (Lh,

TA) [lit. We drove anay the main portion, or

the vehemence, and the main portion, of the rain

of the sky behind us or from us; meaning it was

driven anay behind us or from us, or it departed;

as is shown in art. &#2].

5 o z

a23-y: see what next follows.

ãº, and "āº (JK, S, Msh, K) and "āº

(K) A thing sought; (JK, Kj as also "Åli.

[originally an inf. n. (see 1)]: (JK:) or a thing

nanted, needed, or required; an object of nant

or need; a want, or needful or requisite thing or

affair: (S, Msbº) as in the saying, Jº sº es'

i. cº; and is: [I have among the sons of

such a one an object of nant]: (S:) or the first

signifies a state that one seeks; and the second, a

thing itself that one wants: (As, S, Msb:*) and

the first, (JK,) or third, (K,) signifies also a

stray beast that is sought : (JK, K:) the pl. of

the second is Jº. (JK.) & cº Jésº

[The thing that he sought was refused to such a

one] is said of one who finds not what he seeks.

(TA.)

;4. see what next follows.

3 . a .

Ls”, accord. to some, of the measure Jº;

accord. to others, of the measure Jº, originally

&:#; [if of the former, originally meaning

“sought;" and if of the latter, originally meaning

“seeking;”] and therefore [in either case] not

admitting the affix 3: (TA:) A fornicatress, an

adulteress, or a prostitute; (JK, S, Mgh, Msb,

K;) as also "... [of th: measure Jº, and

therefore anomalous, like 331; (M, K:) Jº is

not applied to a man, (Lh, Msb,) nor ãº to a

woman: (Lh, TA:) pl. Gū. ($, Mgh, Msb.)

[See an ex. voce 3. —Also A female slave,

(JK, S, K,) n-hether she be a fornicatress or an

adulteress or a prostitute or not; (TA;) not

meant to imply revilement, though originally

applied to female slaves because of their prostitu

tion of themselves: (S:) or a free noman who is

a fornicatress or an adulteress or a prostitute: so

in the K: but correctly, or a fornicatress or an

adulteress or a prostitute, whether free or a slave:

(TA:) and a female singer, though chaste; be

cause of fornication's being originally attributable

to such a person: (Msb:) pl. as above. (JK, S,

TA.) One says, tº vº Jé <<5 [The

female slaves stood over their heads]. (S.)-

tº also signifies The scouts, or companies of

scouts, that precede an army: ($, K, TA:) but

the sing. of this is *āº. (TA.)

ãº: See# = Also, pl. ūtº See& last

Sentence.

ãº: see #.

8% Seeking; seeking for, or after; seeking,

desiring, ºr endeavouring, to find, and take, Or

get ; pl. 3% and Jºãº (K) and us. (TA:

[there mentioned as a pl., but not said to be of

8% nor explained.]) 3's, #9, lit. A seeker of

[stray] camels and a guide of the way, mentioned

in a trad. respecting the Hijreh (as said by Aboo

Bekr to a man who asked him “Who are ye?”),

alludes to the seeking of religion and the guiding

from error. (TA.) One says, Jº º l;
: , o.p.

º &:- Uleå, i. e. [Disperse ye, for these

camels, seekers] to scatter themselves in search

thereof. (S.)-Acting wrongfully, injuriously,

or tyrannically, [&c.,] towards others: pl. ălă.

(Msb. [See 1.]) 8% 2.É, in the Kurii. 168,

[&c.,] means Not being a revolter from the Mus

lims, (Jel,) or, against the Imām : (TA:) or it

means not desiring to eat for the sake of enjoy

ment: or not seeking to eacceed the limit of his

nant : (Az, TA:) or not seeking what he should

not seek. (Er-Răghib,T.A.) i.e. is A company

of men revolting from the just Imām. (K.) ãº

i.e. A party occupying itself with corrupt,

wrong, or unjust, conduct. (Msb.)– A camel

that does not impregnate, or get nºith young. (Kr,

K.)- A horse that is proud, or self-conceited,

with eacceeding briskness or liveliness or sprightli

ness: (JK, Ham p. 210:) [but] Kh disallows its

being thus used. ($.)=[The pl.] & also

signifies What the sportsman, or hunter, seeks, of

game, or objects of the chase. (JK.)

: o,

Jº... [A place where a thing is sought; and
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hence, a nay, or manner, in myhich a thing is,

or should be, sought]: this is meant in the saying,

* Jú. &- Jºl < * [I sought wealth by the

way, Or manner, whereby it should be sought];

232 2 of 2 ozł

like as Jºu, is meant in the saying, 2-S trºl

Jú. C. (8)

6 , o ... "

3Uk-o: see what next precedes.

Jºãº, (K) or, as in the Tekmileh, Jººl,

(TA,) The lion: (K:) because he is always seek

ing prey. (TA.)

Jº see what next precedes.

º

1. 3. (JK, M,) aor. 3. and &, [first pers.

<iº ºr éſ (in the TA 34, which, being

anomalous, is probably a mistake, inf. n. Jº and

& [which is of the latter verb accord. to analogy]

and Gº; (M;) He spoke, or talked, much ;

was, or became, loquacious; (JK, M, TA;) as

also "Jº (JK, S, M, TA) and "Jºi. (M, TA)

And tº & [in which case the aor., accord. to

rule, unless the noun be a specificative, is &l

and AS& & [He was, or became, profuse in

speech]. (M.) And 2;iſ Jº Jº, (Zi,K) or

&é š, (M) infº. 3 and 3% (K) He

spoke, or talked, much against the people, or com

pany of men; (Zi, M. K.) as also V ºl. (K.)

Hence, (TA,) Gü, Jº <5. 35 [Thou hast

filled the earth, or land, nith much discoursing],

said, in dispraise, to a voluminous writer. (M,TA.)

—&i, and '-il, said of a woman, She had

many children: (JK, S, M, K:) or, as Sb says,

lºſs -i. she brought forth many children. (M,

TA)—it… c is, ($, M, K) and '-il, (M,

TA,) The sky rained much, and consecutively,

or uninterruptedly: (M, TA:") or rained vehe

mently. ($, M, K.) – 3, (M, K) aor. 3.,

(M) or jº, (TA) inf. n. 3., (M., T.A.) He

gave largely, or amply: (IF, M,K,' TA:) in

some of the copies of the K, a slas)) is erroneously

put for a law. (TA) And [as] tº Jº. He

made the gift large, or ample, to us. (M.)-

àu.& He distributed, or dispersed, or scattered,

his property; (K5) as also "aii. (JK, K.)

–2. 3. inf. n. J., He spread, and sent

forth, the news, or information. (M)—&

‘Cºl. aOr. & He put forth, or took forth,

what was in the thing. (M., T.A.) Hence, (M,)

* & (M, L, TA,) in the K, erroneously,

Jºe, (TA,) He spread out (K,TA) his [receptacles

of skin, or leather, termed] →ue, and put forth,

or took forth, what was in them. (TA)- He

clave, slit, ripped, or rent, the thing. (J.K.) So

in the phrase -29-. J. [He slit, ripped, or

rent, and opened, (see 3, ...) the bag, or recep

tacle, for travelling provisions 3e.] (K)—Jº,

(IF, K,) inf. n. Jºãº, (TA,) said of a plant, [app.

from its cleaving the earth,) It came forth. (IF,

Bk. I.
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K, TA.)= Jºsſ] dº, ſaor, app., 3:2, or Gº!,

The place abounded rvith Jºe [i. e. gnats, or mus

quitoes; or bugs]; as also WJºl. (M, TA.)

2: see 1.

• * * * * wº
- -

4: see 1, in five places. –c)3 J3 Jºl, inf. n.
6 - 9 2

Júl, The children of such a one multiplied; be
… • ,- a 2:

came many, or numerous. (TA.)—oºl still

~3- Jº, accord. to the K, (TA) or * -iji

~3- Ale Jº .*, (JK, and thus in the O,

TA,) The enres, or she-goats, being lean, or meagre,

brought forth [in drought, or scarcity, or in a

year of drought or scarcity]. (JK, O, K, TA.)

- essly & The valley put forth its plants, Ol'

herbage. (O, L., T.A.) In the K, 33Uiº rºd- is

ºneously put for âû **. (TA.)—...i

Jºã-, or 93, He did to him much, or ample, good,

or evil. (Ibn-'Abbād, JK, K.)

7: see 4.

•,•o.”

. R. Q. 1. j.S. # (S.M.) (99, (M) ſinfn.
àº, q.v. infra,] The mug made a [guggling or

gurgling] sound nith the mater [on being dipped

into it or on one's pouring out from it]. (S," M.)

Andjº ~ i.i. The cooking-pot boiled [so as

to make a sound of bubbling]. (M.)—See also 1.

–258! tºle d: i. q. 25; [lit. He scattered

speech (app. meaning, he jabbered) at us, or

against us : compareAsi. Jº 3, Or&=&

above]. (K.)

&: See é-ii. A woman having many

children: (Ibn 'Abbād, J.K, K.) and Wii., a

Woman that brings forth many children. (M,

TA)—3; [A trace, mark, track, impression,

or the like, that is plainly apparent, or conspi

cuous. (JK, TA.)=Also, a pl. n. ; ($, TA;)

[or rather a coll. gen, n. ;] sing, (S, TA) or

n, un, (JK, M, Mºb,K,') is ; (JK, S, M., &c.;)

Gnats, or musquitoes; syn. Jºaº ; ($, M, K:")

or large Jasº (JK, M, Msbº) the poet 'Abd

er-Rahmán Ibn-El-Hakam, cited by IB, speaks

of their singing [or humming]. (TA) & t

ai, IO eye of a gnat or musquito] denotes small

mess of the person of him to whom it is said; or

of the eye, as being likened to the eye of the

gnat or musquito. (Har p. 619. [See an ex.

WOce 3–D–Also, [in the M is here added

“it is said,” but this implies uncertainty where

none exists,) A kind of insect, [namely, bugs,)

(M, K,) resembling the louse, (M, TA,) [but

larger, wide, (K,) red, and stinking, (M, K,)

[and hence termed& 3.] found in bed-frames,

Or couch-frames, and in wals,ſand therefore termed

-º-, 3 and ºurse, &l (M,TA) called

also J.-- <& [from being found in mats];

(TA ;) when one hills them, he smells [nhat

resembles] the odour of bitter almonds proceeding

from them. (M, TA)—39. à- [The elm

tree]: see 3'x3x.

º “ . .
---

4AA+ .

3ü.A man n-ho speaks, or talks, much; loqua

cious; talkative, garrulous; a great talker;

see what next follows.

($, K3) whether incorrectly or correctly; (M;)

or such is termed "čuš; (so written in a copy

of the M5) as also wità, (JK, S, K,) but this

has a more intensive signification, (S, TA,) and

'32, (M.Sgh, K) and '3' iſ, (JK,5, M) or
• b > * de -- 3.

* 3: 35i, (K) and '3; &#, (K) which last

occurs in a trad., but accord. to one recital it is

Jº Ji, in which the former word signifies

“cast away,” and the latter is an imitative sequent
- - - 3.

thereto: (TA) " iii., also, ſapp. pl. of 3%, is

syn. with &sjū; [great talkers, &c.]: (IAar,

TA:) and Jú. [thus written without teshdeed]

signifies a babbler; nonsensical, irrational, foolish,

or delirious, in his talk; one who speaks confusedly

and improperly; or nºbo speaks, or talks, much

and badly, or erroneously. (M.) [See also 1, of

which it is an inf. n.]— Also, (K,) n. un, with

3, (JK, K,) A kind of clamorous bird: (JK,

K.) but Šgh writes it [y jū, with teshdeed.

(TA.)= Also The northless, or mean, or vile,

articles of the furniture or utensils of a house or

tent, or of household-goods. (M, K.)

išū. : See 3ü.

9 3. 5 * *

Jú, ; see JUiº, in two places.

6.- ... o.

aii, a word imitative of The [guggling or

gurgling] sound of a mug (JK, S, K) [nºhen

dipped] in nater, (JK, K,) and the like: (K:)

and of a cooking-pot in its boiling. (TA.) [See

also R. Q. 1.]

3&#: See 3%, in two places. – Also The

mouth. (K.)

3. - - 32 3.

Jºe : see 3ū.—i. [its fem.]: see Jº.

ii. 3; A land abounding with Ji [i. e.

gnats, or musquitoes; or bugs]; (M, TA;) like
6 . . o.

as you say a-aa-o. (TA in art. Jaxº.)

6 y o . ~ *

Jºãº --> [A bag, or receptacle, for travel

ling-provisions &c.] opened: (JK:) or slit, ripped,

or rent, and opened. (Ibn-'Abbād, TA.)

jº

1. i., ($, K, &c.,) aor. *, (JK, S, A, Mgh,

Msb,) or *, (K,) [but this seems to be a mistake,

inf. n. Ji, (S, Msb,) He slit, ripped; split;

cut, or divided, lengthnise. (S, Msb, K, &c.) He

slit, or ripped open, an animal's belly. (A, Mgh.)

One says, tº- &é tºiſ Rip thou open her

[a camel's] belly so as to disclose her foetus. (S.)

[see 3...]— He opened, or laid open. (S, A,

Mºb.)– He nidened; made wide, or ample.

($, K.)- He opened, and widened, or made

nºide, a house, or tent. (TA, from a trad.)–

He opened and revealed to a person a story.

(TA, from a trad.)–Jºš ji, said of a 2434

[or hoopoe], It looked for the place of nater and

san, it : (K:) [or it clave the ground and dis

covered water :] occurring in a trad. respecting

the J.A.A.A. of Solomon [mentioned in the Kur

ch. xxvii.) (T,)—ºº Jº Jº Ji. He knew

the state, condition, case, or affair, of the sons of

such a one, and eacamined, or inspected, them.

(K)—esſºr ºi. He inquired, and searched
30
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to the utmost, after sciences. . (A.) —Jeſ Já:

see 5. =jiº, aor. <, He (a dog) became con

founded, (§, K) and stupified, (TA) with joy,

(K) at seeing is, (S,K) i. e., J-9 × [wild

owen, or wild bulls or cons]; (TA;) like as one

says Jjá meaning “he sported,” or “played,”

“ at seeing a gazelle,” or “a young gazelle;” as

also "...i. or the former, he feared, so that he

nvas astonished, amazed, or stupified, at seeing

many is : (TA voce?-4) and W the latter sig

nifies also [simply] he became confounded, or per

plered: (IAar, TA:) and he doubted respecting

a thing. (K)— Also, aor. as above, inf n. ji.

(S,K) and Jā; (K;) but Az says, El-Mundhire

has informed me that AHeyth disallowed jie,

saying that it is accord. to analogy ji, as the

verb is intrans.; (TA;) He (a man) became tired,

or fatigued, (S, K,) so that he could hardly see;

(K;) and he became weary, or jaded; ($, K;)

as also "ji. ($, K.')
o z. o – , - 0 ° w

2. J3- Le Jºãº Jä. The people dug the tract

around them, and made wells. (A8.)

5. ji. It (a she-camel's belly) became ripped

open; as also WXRºl and "jºl. (TA.)— It

became open. (A5.)– And i. q.&: (A5, K;)

as, also "Jij. (K.) So in the phrase us; ji.

J) [He enlarged himself, or took a wide range,

in 'science, or knowledge]; (S, A, Msb;) and

Jai Qi, inf. m. Å, signifies the same. (TA)

And so in the phrase JºJ) J ziº, (S, A, Mºb)

and Jºš J, (TA) i. e., Ife enlarged himself,
or he became, or made himself, large, or abun

dant, in nealth, or camels or the like, and in

family; as explained by A5. (A’Obeyd.) You

say also, Ağl jiº, [meaning2% Jºl i. e.,

He was diffuse, or profuse, in speech; syn.&

*. (A.)

7 : see 5.

8: see 5.

Q. Q. 1: see 1, in three places.

Q. Q. 2: see 5.

Já a gen, n., (S, Msb,) a word of well-known

meaning, (S, Msb, K,) [The bovine genus; the

or, or bull, and con: ; and oacen, or bulls, and

con's ; meat; black cattle ;] applied to the domes

tic and the mild: (TA:) [but the wild have also

distinctive appellations, as will be seen below:]

Il. Ulll. ă, (S, Msb, K, [but in the K it is said

that is is pl. of ãº) which is applied to the

male and the female; ($, Msb, K;) the 3 being

added only to restrict it to unity: (S, Msb:)

the pl. of Ji. is Jij [a pl. of pauc.], (M,) and

*i. meaning herds of ozen, or bulls, or cons:

(Mºb and TA in art. Jºl.) and the pl. of Ši.

is 3.5% ($, Mºh, K) and is and ji (K) and
.. * ,- 2 oš

Jºlº (AS, T, K) and *},£i; (K;) [or rather

this last is a quasi-pl. n. ;] and the following
… O -

[also] are quasi-pl. n.s., namely, "3-iº, (K,)

which is syn, with Jā, (S) and "...i., (K) or

this signifies a collection, or herd, of24, (S,)

and Y339, (K,) or this signifies a collection, or

herd, of 2.É. nvith their pastors, (Lth, S,) and

Yºu, and W ăsăț, (K,) or this last is syn. with

3,5, in the dial. of the people of El-Yemen: (S:)

or "3.3% and *}xi.; and *},i,j are all syn. with
9 - >

jº ; and sº accord. º KE, is! 5,jū. (Mgh.)

—Jº-yi jā [and Jº-5-) jij" signify The

mild oac, or bull, and cony; and nild oacen, or

bulls, and cons, collectively: n, un. J-9 ă.

and i:-} &#91; masc. and fem. : in Egypt,

these appellations are applied to the antilope de

fassa of modern zoologists: so says Sir Gardner

Wilkinson; and to this, I believe, they generally.

apply in the poems &c. of the early Arabs: it is

a species of borine antelope: in Barbary, it seems

that the animal thus called is another species

of bovine antelope, or perhaps a variety of the

former; it is said to be what is termed by Pallas

antilope bubalis; by others, alcephalus bubalis,

or acronotus bubalis; and this is said to come

occasionally to the Nile: but the Arabic appella

tions given above are employed with much laxity:

thus we find J-9 ji. explained as meaning] a

kind ofanimal of n:hich there are four different

species: the first called Wºo [i. e. º, a coll. gen. n.

of which the n. un, is à..] ; the second, Jal [i. e.

Jºl; the third s- [i. e. 52-, or 2-9

[i. e.jºl 3, he fourth, Jºj [or Jºl, and also

Jes [i. e. Jes]: (Ed-Demeeree, cited by De

Sacy, erroneously written by him “Domairi,”

in his Chrest. Ar. sec. ed. ii. 435 et seq. :) or

what is called in Persian crise [or& 4 (see

also Jº in art. Us!)]; it has a great horn, mith

branches; an additional branch growing upon

its horn every year; and its horn is solid, thus

differing from the horns of other animals, for

their horns are hollon, n-hen it hears singing,

and the sounds of musical instruments, it listens

thereto, and then it takes no care to guard itself

from the arron's, by reason of its intense delight

therein : nihen it raises its ear, it hears sounds;

and when it relaazes it, it hears not anything.

(Kzw: also cited by De Sacy, ubi supra.) The

Arabs regardJá [meaning Jº-5' jº] as ominous

of evil, because of the sharpness of their horns.

(Ham p. 285.)– 5ig 4. *J. [The quantity

that fills the hide of the bull, or cons,] means f a

large quantity. (A.) —#9) Jº à-la- [or

ãº) andjäg Jº 4.59. [or 499), and Jºg

Ol' 359, are provs. of the Arabs. (TA.) [See

arts. Jºlº and ~54° and -*.]—jäg &

+[The buphthalmum, or oar-eye, i. q. 3% q. V.

($ in art. …)—jig) &: 1 A species of grape,

black, large, round, and not very sweet. (K,TA.)

In Palestine, applied to f A species ofJ-ºl [or

plum]. (K, TA.) —ji, is also applied to t.A

Jamily, or household; those nºbo dnell with a

man, and n:hose maintenance is incumbent on

him. (TA.) You say, %5- & * I Such

a one came dragging along his family, or house

hold (A, TA) And Jºe & is cº Jé
Jº ! Upon such a one is dependent a troop, Or

large number, of his family, and of camels or the

like; (A," TA;) and in like manner you say,

Jºe& Jºë. (A) And Jººl &e is J.&

f Such a one is among a large company of men.

(A.)

33. Slit; ripped; split; cut, or divided, length

wise; as also '3-i... (K)—A she camel having

her belly ripped open so as to disclose her foetus.

(S.)– A mare's colt or foal that is born in a

[membrane such as is called] act, or Jº- :

(K:) so termed because this is ripped open over

it. (TA)—Also, and W irº, A garment of the

kind called 35°, nhich is slit [in the middle], and

norm (As, K) by a woman, niho thron's it upon

her neck, [putting her head through the slit,

(AS,) without sleeves, (A5, K,) and nithout a

-- [or an opening at the bosom]; (As;) i.d.

J.i. [q. v.], which is a hind of shirt without

sleeves, worn by women. (S.)= See also ji.

$º: See3.

*i; A grave-digger; syn. jū-. (TA.)– A

norker in iron; a blacksmith. (K.)=An on ner,

or a possessor, [or an attendant, ofJá [or oacen,

or bulls, or cons]. (K.)

ăji. use A strong staff or stick [such, app.,

as is used for driving oacen or bulls or cons]. (K.)

39 The lion: (K:) because, when he catches

his prey, he rips open his belly. (TA)—sº

and * 3,3%, [the latter an intensive epithet, A

man who inquires, and searches to the utmost,

after sciences. (A.) And Je 3. One n:ho

enlarges himself, or takes 4 widºrange, in science,

or knowledge. (Mºb.)—3,5L atº, (S, K,) occur

ring in a trad., (TA,) +A sedition, discord, dis

sension, or the like, that severs society; (K;) that

corrupts religion, and separates men : or that is

nºide-spreading and great : (TA:) it is likened to

the disease of the belly; meaning the yellow water

or fluid: (S:) or to pain of the belly; because its

exciting cause and its cure are unknown. (TA.)

=See also pay.

§: See 3%.

š. Abundance of nealth, or of camels or the

like, and of commodities, or household goods or

utensils and furniture. (K.)

5 j .

3.339: |
s 20

ºf . a 2- -

* see Jāº; each in two places.

3,550

• 28%

35ºl:

g 3 or º • *

23a.º.e : see Jºº.

U-A*

Ji. and "C-i, (K,) the latter written, in

some copies of the K, J-ºkº, (TA,) [The bor

tree; Greek rvčos;] a certain kind of tree, resem

bling the J." [or myrtle] in leaves and berries; or

i. q.sº [a Persian word, also applied to the

bow-tree]: (K:) it grows in the country of the

Greeks; and spoons and doors are made of it,

because of its hardness; and it may be with Jº

ſcº, which is explained by $gh and in the K as
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#–ai,

a kind of tree called in Persian &" Jºsé and

this, also, is a name of the boat-tree]: (TA:) it

is astringent, having the property of drying up

the moisture of the intestines; and its saw-dust,

kneaded with honey, strengthens the hair, and

makes it abundant, and is good for (or prevents,

as in the CK,) the headache, and with the white

of the egg is good for what is termed& (K,)

i.e., a fracture [of the flesh]. (TA.)

- º o –

J-e-à: see J-Rº, above.

* -

U-A*

Ji. A certain kind of tree, called in Persian

(sº Jºsé, ($gh, K,) which means “good in

shade;” [and also is applied tº ...the boat-tree;] as

has been said before, voce J-5s, which may be

the same: IDrd says that Jºi. is a post-classical

word. (TA.)

&”

1. 3., aor. , (Mºb, K) inf n. &#, (S, Msb,

R.) It (a bird, and a dog,) was black and white;

syn. &; (K;) [or rather]& in birds and dogs

is like dº in beasts that are ridden, or horses and

the like: ($, K:) or it (a crow, &c.,) was party

coloured, or pied. (Msb.)– He (a drawer of

water, L, K, from a well, by means of a pulley and

rope and bucket, L) had his body sprinkled with

the water, so that some parts of it became wetted.

(L, K.)=&# &: cº U. I know not whither

he went ; (S, K;) as though one said, to what

aai, of the £º of the earth he went; ($;) nºt

used except negatively; (TA;) as also V &.

(Fr, K.)— iſ alsº2.É. The calamity, or mis

fortune, befell them. (TA)=&# (S,K) like

&% (K,) He was assailed with bad, or foul,

speech, or language : ($, O, K:) or with calumny,

slander, or false accusation. (S.) And ***&

He was assailed with foul, evil, or abominable,

speech, or language. (L.)

2.* & He (a dyer) left spots, or por

tions, of the garment, or piece of cloth, undyed.

(Mgh, T.A.)—&& He (a waterer) sprinkled

the water upon his garment, so that spots, or

portions, of it became wetted. (Mgh)— ai.

Jºsi & 83%. Jº Jººl, inf. n. &#, The

rain fell in places of...the land, not universally.

(TA)=& cºl us,” “: see 1.

7. &#91 He went anay quickly; (K;) and

ran. (TA.)

8. 3; zij, with damm, i.a. Aiºi, and Aiºi,&”, e , -4. &º- &”

(the former in some copies of the K: the latter in

others; and both in the TA;) i. e. His colour

changed, (TA,) by reason of grief, or sorrow.

(Harp. 244.) The last of these three verbs is the

best. (Har ubi supra.)

isi, A place in nihich water remains and stag

nates; (K;) [and which is not a usual place of

watering : (see issu :) this, is what is meant,

app., by its being said that] eº, which is its pl.,

signifies the contr. of £º. [or watering-places

to which men and beasts are accustomed to come].

(TA.)–See also what next follows.

ãº (5, Mgh, Mºb, K) and "āzī, (AZ, Mºb,

K,) but the former is the more common, (Msb,)

and more chaste, (TA,) A piece, part, portion,

or plot, (Mgh, Msb, K,) of land, or ground, (S,

Mgh, Msb, K,) differing [in any manner, in

colour, (Mgh,) or in appearance, or eacternal

state or condition, (K,) from that rehich adjoins

it, or is newt to it: (Mgh, K:) this is the primary

signification: (Mgh:) [a patch of ground:] pl.

£º, (S.K.) or his is pl. ºf ãzi, (Mºb, TA,)

ãº. (Mgh, Msb, T.A.)

You say 35- &-&º Ji [meaning Land

in which are bare places occasioned by the locusts].

(Lh, K) And -3 &- &# Jº J. In the

land are small portions of herbage. (AHn.) And

}* & âzâ. A patch of herbage. (TA in art.

laše.)—[The former also signifies A spot; or

small portion of any surface, distinct from what

and the pl. of i.i. is

surrounds it..] And the pl. ki, Places in a gar

ment, or piece of cloth, which has been dyed,

remaining undyed. (Mgh.) And [...] &# Places

in a garment, or piece of cloth, which has been

washed, in nihich the nºater remains, undried.

(Mgh)–2.9 ×e asiº &_- + He has a

good station with the prince, or commander.

(TA) [See also i.i...]

3 * >
-

axis Ji Land in n-hich are 35- &: &#

ſmeaning bare places occasioned by the locusts]:

(Lh, K:) and land of which the herbage is uncon

nected [or in patches]. (TA.)

gº* &c., like 2u23, [indecl.,] and decl.,

(K,) and imperfectly decl., so that you say also

gº, and £º, (AZ, TA,) Dust and sneat came

upon him, and discolorations produced thereby

remained upon his body: (AZ,K:) by eli, is [lit.]
o ~ *

meant land, or a land : so says AZ; and aºl.c
-- o 2 -

£º 3,4- is said to mean upon him is sneat which

has become white upon his skin, like what are

termed 33. (TA)

& A place in which are roots of trees of

various kinds: (S, K:) or a nºide, or spacious,

place: or a place in which are trees: (Msb:) or

a nºide, or spacious, piece of land; but not so

called unless containing trees; (TA;) though

25s, &# continued to be the name of a burial

ground of El-Medeeneh after the trees therein

had ceased to be. (Msb,” TA.)

ãº,A bird (K, TA) that is cautious, or n’ary,

and cunning, or wily, that looks to the right and

left when drinking, (TA,) that does not come to

drink to the ejº, [or watering-places to which

men and beasts are accustomed to come], (K, TA,

[but in the CK, for eju- is put -j-..]) and

the frequented naters, (TA,) from fear of being

caught, but only drinks from the axis, i.e., the

place in which water remains and stagnates. (K,

TA.)- Hence, as being likened thereto, f Any

one that is cautious, or wary, cunning, or wily,

and skilful: (TA:).f a man possessing much cun

ning : (K, TA:) [accord. to some] so called

because he alights and abides in [various] parts

(gº) of the earth, and often traverses countries,

and possesses much knowledge thereof: to such,

therefore, is likened : a man knowing, or skilful,

in affairs, who investigates them much, and is

eaperienced therein; the 3 being added to give

intensiveness to the signification: (TA:) and

I sharp, or quick, in intellect; knowing; mºhom

nothing escapes, and n:ho is not to be deceived,

beguiled, or circumcented: (K, TA:) pl. &ls.

(TA) You say, gº &ei=jº S. &Yºu. Such
a one is none other than a cery cunning man of

the very cunning. (TA.)- Also ta calamity,

or misfortune, ($, TA,) that befalls a man. (TA.)

&#, applied to a~% [or bird of the crow

kind], In which is blackness and whiteness; (S,

TA;) and so applied to a dog: (Lh, TA voce

3. q.v.:) or, applied to the former, having white

ness in the breast; and this is the worst [or most

ill-omened] of the crow-kind: (TA:) [it is this

species, accord. to some, which is called sº

cº : (see art. Jº:)] or, applied to a lººk &c.,

party-coloured, or pied: (Msb:) or the n-hite

ninged -98: (ISh, TA in art. “53-:) pl., when

thus applied, &lai, (TA,) or Ölzi, with kesr;

the quality of a subst, being predominant in it;

but when it is regarded as an epithet, [in which

case the ſem, is ſail,l its pl. is 3i. (Mºb)—

Hence, as being likened to such a bird, f Anything

bad, evil, wicked, mischievous, [ill-omened, or the

like. (TA.)- And t Leprous. (IAar, K.)–

Ată &#, (S, K,) with damm, (K,) mentioned

in a trad. , (S,) #The servants and slaves of Syria;

because of their whiteness and redness, ($, K,) or

blackness; ($ ;) or because of their whiteness

and redness and blackness likened to a thing such

as is termed &#; (TA;) or (K) because they

are of the Greeks and the Negroes: (S, K:) or

so called because of the mixture of their colours;

their predominant colours being white and yellow:

A’Obeyd says that what is meant is whiteness

and yellowness, and they are thus called because

of their difference of colours and their being be

gotten of two races: but Kt says, &\sig signifies

+ those in whom is blackness and whiteness; and

one who is white without any admixture of black

ness is not called &l: how then should the

Greeks be called Jusã, when they are purely

white 2 and he adds that he thinks the meaning

to be, the offspring of Arabs, who are black,

[which is not to be understood literally, but rather

in the sense of snºarthy, by female slaves of the

Greeks, who are white. (T.A.)— ki, is also

applied to Waterers (iii.); because their bodies

become sprinkled with the water, so that some

parts thereof are wetted. (K)—wi; tº; <-5

t I san, a people wearing patched garments; said

by El-Hajjāj; (K, TA;) and thus explained by

him; i. e., by reason of their evil condition.

(TA)—isiºn &# $35 4 ºrd of camels having

n:hite humps. (TA)—&S. The mirage; be.

cause of its varying, or assuming different hues.

30 *
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(TA.)—?lai, 3. Land containing [or diversi

fied with] small pebbles. (TA)—iſsi. i. 14

barren, or an unfruitful, year : (S, K:) or a

gear in which is fruitfulness and barrenness. (S,

Mºb, K.) And &l Lele f A year in nºbich the

rain falls in places of the land, not universally.

(TA.) And Y&: Jºe, (K) the dim, form being

used to denote terribleness, (TA,) tA year of

little rain. (K, TA.)

2 o'? … • of -

&l, dim. of&l, which see, last sentence.

o, o wº J. J.

exº~9) i. * He has his legs wetted by

water in some places, so that their [general] colour

is different from the colour of those places. (TA.)

Jºãº

1. Já: see 4, in two places.– [Hence,) said

of a boy's face, (§, Mgh, K) aor. , inf n. J.i.

(S,) t It put forth its beard, ($, TA,) or hair;

(K;) as also WJºel and "Ji, ; (Ki) or this last

is not allowable: (S:) similar to 54- said of a

boy's mustache. (Mgh)–And said of a camel's

tush, ; It cut, or came forth. (ISk, S, TA.)–

+ It (a.hing, TA) appeared: (K, TA:) derived

from Jä, q.v. (TA.)= He collected [plants,

or herbs, of the kind termed] Ji. for his camel.

(Fr. K.)—Jig Ji. He cut the Jº; so in the

“Mufradát.” (TA.)

2. Ji, inf. n. Jä, He (a pastor) left camels

to pasture upon Ji. (TA.) – And, [hence,

app.,] inf n, as above, i. 4. J.L. ($gh, K) You

say, âjî Ji, i.e.º, meaning He tended, or

took care of, the beast nell. (TK.)=See also 1.

4. Jº c.15, The land produced [plants,

or herbs, of the kind termed] Ji (Msbº) or

produced its Jā, : (S:) or produced plants, or

herbage : (K:) or became green with plants, or

herbage : (Mgh:) and "-ji, signifies the same:

(IDrd, K:) both are chaste words. (IDrd, TA.)

In like manner one says also of a place, Jäºl,

(JK, Mºb) from Ji. (Mºb)—& Ji,

The ſtree, or shrub, called] Jºy became green;

as also "Jáš: (Ki) or it put forth what resembled

young mingless locusts, and the greenness of its

leaves became apparent. (S. [See also 1.-.])

And jºin Ji. The trees put forth their J39

[q. v., app. buds,) in the days of the & ſor

spring], before their leaves became apparent :

(JK:) or they put forth, in the time of the &),

in their sides, what resembled the necks of locusts.

(TA.)- See also 1.=2;i. Jāºl The people, or

company of men, found [plants, or herbs, such as

are termed] Ji. (Mgb.)- See also 8.=Jāºl

4.- : He (God) made his (a boy's) face to

put forth its hair, (K, TA,) meaning, its beard.

(TA.)

5. Jig He went forth seeking [plants, or herbs,

of the hind called] Jä. (K.)- See also 8, in

three places.

8, jºel Jºl, and "Jig; (§3) or ~liº

ãº, (K) or jº, (JK) and "e-lis; (JK,

K;) The ass, or the beasts, or camels, pastured

upon [plants, or herbs, of the kind called] Ji.

(S, K:) or became fat from pasturing upon Jä.

(J.K.)– And Asi. Jºel The people, or com

pany of men, had their cattle pasturing upon

Jā; as also * , i. and Y tººl: (K:) or they

pastured their cattle upon Jä. (J.K.)

Ji, a word of which the meaning is well

known; (S;) [Leguminous, or tender, plants;

such as we term herbs; i. e. plants, or vegetables,

that may be gathered nith the hand, or depastured

donn to the ground, and that are only annuals;]

plants nihich are neither shrubs nor trees; (Lth,

JK,” Mgh;) such as, nihen depastured, have no

stem remaining; thus differing from trees and

shrubs, which have stems remaining [when they

have been depastured]: (Lth, Mgh:) or the herbs,

or herbage, produced by [the rain, or the season,

called] the cº (Mgh:) or nihatever herbs, or

plants, grow from seed, (AHn, Mgh, K,”) not

upon a permanentiº [i.e. root-stock, or root]:

(AHn, Ki:) and accord. to this definition may be

explained the saying that the cucumber is of the

things termed J.i. [pl. of Ji, meaning sorts,

or species, of Jil, not of those termed *lº.

(Mgh:) or the hind of n!hich the root and branch

do not last in the ninter: (Er-Răghib, TA:) or,

it is said, (S, Mgh,) any plants, or herbs, nhereby

the earth becomes green: (S, IF, Mgh, Msb:) [pl.

of pauc. Júj. the pl. of mult. has been men

tioned above:] the n. un, is with 5, i. e. iii.

(S, K.) Hence the prov., ăți- S. ăii, <-jS

[Nothing produces the leguminous, or tender,plant,

or herb, but the clear and open piece of good land]:

(TA:) [i. e., only a good parent produces good

offspring: (see Freytag's Arab. Prov. ii. 516:)] it

is said to be applied to the case of a vile saying pro

ceeding from a vile man. (TA in art. Ji-.) The

saying Ji. sº &j & means [He sold the seed

produce] when it was green, not yet ripe. (Mgh.)

—áiº, also, and ãº- iſig, (S,) or iii.

{i-1, (K,) or all these, (TA,) signify the same

aS ãº [i. e. Purslane; called by these names

in the present day]; ($, K;) and so ãº, iſiº

and iéjūji ăig : or this last, i. q. ãºol

[i. e. wild and garden succory, or endive]. (K.)

—jº iſis i. q.4% [or <&l, q. v., the

name now given to Cabbage: in the CK -ºš).

(K.)— -ā-kuº- iii. [Chelidonium, or celan

dine; thus called in the present day;] i. q.&

jiaº. (K)—49, it i.d.& [Fuma

ria officinalis, or common fumitory]. (K.)—

#99. iii., i. q. Jºſh [now commonly applied

to the Dolichos lablab of Linnaeus; but Golius

explains the former appellation by hedera, i. e.

icy, though only as on the authority of the K].

(K)—i.sº) iſiº i. q. -āki [or -ālai), a.

name now given to Atriplew, or orache: Golius

explains the former appellation by spinachium

seu atriplex; and the latter, in its proper art.,

by atriplea herba, and androsaenum]. (K.)–

*:::: ãigi [Sonchus, or son-thistle; thus called

in the present day]. (TA voce jº, q. v.)—

£1.3 ăiig, [Blitum, or blite; and particularly

the species called stranberry blite;] a certain

herb. (K)—iº iii. [Citrago, or balm

gentle;] a certain herb. (K)—- iii. and

sº it, and Jº. iii, and ſin the CK"or".

(s)}... iii, and flat- itig, (K, TA) or

ia.<n itig, (CK) are also Certain herbs.

(K)-gºš Jºi. A certain plant proved by

experience to remove pains from the belly. (K,

TA.)

Ji, 3% and "Ji. [A country, or region, or

district, producing plants, or herbs, of the kind

termed Jil. (JK) And iii, ºi, (Mºb, K.)

[in the CK iſſ, but it is] like i-º, (TA) and

*ś and 'izz, (JK, Mºb, K.) Land pro

ducing Ji. (Mºb :) or producing plants, or

herbage : (Ki) and the first and W second of

these, (K,) and w iſſ, erroneously written in

the copies of the K âû, without teshdeed, (TA,)

and " iii. and *ś, (K,) land having, or

containing, Ji. (K,” TA) of [the rain, or season,

called] the cº (K:) or viii. [used alone,

as a subst.,] signifies a land having, or containing,

Ji, (JK;) or a place of Ji. (S:) and "Jsº

[app. as meaning producing Jil is applied as an

epithet to a place; (JK, Msb;) but not "Ji.;

(JK;) or this last sometimes occurs, thus applied.

(IJ, IB.) -

ài. The [plants, or herbs, termed) Ji, of [the

rain, or season, called] the &y. (JK, K, TA.)

62 - 6 of 5 .

alº Jºy! : see Jāº, in two places.

ſº Of, or relating to, the plants, or herbs,

termed Ji. from the pl. J35.]

Ji, [properly A green-grocer; i. e.] a seller

of ; [Persian for Jil: and [by extension of

its application] a shop-keeper : (KL:) or a seller

of dry fruits: (Ibn-Es-Sem'ánee, TA:) vulgarly,

a seller of eatables [of various kinds, and particu

larly of dried and salted provisions, cheese, &c.;
9 * *

a grocer]; correctly, J.A. (AHeyth, T in art.
6- a 2 6 of *...*

Jº, K.)— alº Jºy! : see Jº.

45 - g ºr - -

Jšū: see Jāº.—Also, as an epithet applied

to the ſtree, or shrub, called] e-ey, (S, K,) Be

coming green: (K:) or putting forth what re

semble young wingless locusts, and showing the

greenness of its leaves: they did not say "Jä.

[in this sense], in like manner as [it is commonly

asserted that] they did not say Jº, from Jºgi,

but Jºs. (S.)—Also What comes forth, Or CO7me

forth, in the sides of trees, in the days of the

- 5 [or spring], before their leaves become appa

rent. (JK.) [See 4.]

Jºsé and $38, (JK, S, Mgh, Mºb, K) the
former with teshdeed and the latter without tesh

deed, (S, Mgh, Mºb) and Jº, (K) ſevery

one with tenween when it has not the article J,
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for] the n. un, is with 3, (S, Mgh, Mºb, K.) i. e.

$5% and 3.53% (S, Mgh, Msb) [and $3%) or

the sing, and pl. are alike, (El-Ahmar, K.) [and

if so, the word may be fem., as Ibn-Buzurj, cited

in the TA voce **, aSSerts .53% to be, and

therefore in every case without tenween, i. q.

J; [Beans; or the bean; faba sativa of Jussieu;

vicia faba of Linnaeus]; (JK, K5) a name of the

dial. of the Sawád [of El-'Irák]; its produce is

called j-,-] ; (TA; [but see>- and see

Jºj [or it is applied to the plant and to its

produce;] a certain well-known J.-- [or grain]:

(Mgh:) the eating of it produces eachalations (K)

of a gross kind, (TA) and bad dreams, and jº.,

(K,) i.e. vertigo, (TA,) and anariety, and gross

humours; but it is good for the cough, and for

rendering the body fruitful (c.39) ~~~~);

when properly qualified [app. by seasoning Or

by some admixture] (e. Šl), it preserves the

health; and in its green state, together nith ginger,

it has the utmost effect in strengthening the vene

real faculty: (K:) the pl. is Jºlsº and the

dim. ofJsº is W iºs: and *iº, the latter

with the J Quiescent because kesreh is disapproved

in so long a word; [both forms indicating that

Jsº is held to be fem.;] and that of 35u is

s" - O -->

-)ºr [with or without tenween accord. as it is

held to be masc. or fem.], or, if one will, he

[who holds $39 to be fem.] may say W iii.sº

suppressing the augmentative meddeh, and adding

3 to indicate the fem. gender; and that of 353,

is *śs. (TA)—Jº J39. [app. the

same as&- J39. mentioned in the K voce

u-º, &c., i. e. The Egyptian bean; an appella

tion said to be applied by some in the present

day to the colocasia; but what it properly denotes

is doubtful;] a certain plant, the grain of n!hich

is smaller than the J; [or bean]: (K:) the

people of Egypt know it by the name ofà-la-l.

with cº-, and with the unpointed tº : he who

says that it is the J-º is in error. (Ibn-Beytár,

cited by De Sacy in his “Relation de l'Égypte

par Abd-allatif,” q.v., p. 97.)

§§ and& rel. n.s. of Jºº and $39,

respectively. (Mgh.)

Jºjº, (JK, A,0) or "Jüe, (K) A mug

(3,4) having no sº [or handle]; (JK, O, K;)

i.g. 3,é: (A,TA) [in Spanish bokal, (Golius)

which favours the form in the K; but the Spanish

word may be from iés, if from the Arabic:]

pl. Jºs. (JK, A, TA)

Jú. see what next precedes.

âû, A. hind of drinking-vessel, like a J.u.,

or like a J-le; syn. ãº. (IAqr, T.A.) [See

also Jºãº.]

3:... • * *

** :

: #3: . See Jº, in four places.

º, e - *...* .

Jä. see Jº, in three places: — and see
6 T. * -

:
*...* .

} see Jā, in three places.

_oº

- is [Brazil-wood; the nood of the Brazil

tree, a species of Casalpinia ;] a nell-known

dye; ($, Mºb;) i, q. …e5 ($5) [or rather the

nood from nihich a nell-known dye is prepared;]

the nood of a certain great tree, the leaves of

n:hich are like those of the almond, and having a

red stem, the decoction of n!hich is used as a dye :

it consolidates nounds, stops a flow of blood from

any member, and dries up ulcers; and its root,

or lonest part, is an instantaneous poison: (K:)

the word is said by some to be Arabic; (Msb;)

others say that it is arabicized; (S, Msb, TA;)

[perhaps from the Persian 24, Or 2. ;] and

that the only other words of the same measure in

the Arabic language are proper names, and four

in number, (S, TA,) or seven : (TA:) if used as

a proper name, it is imperfectly decl., because

determinate and of the measure of a verb. (S.)

3*

1.* Ští, [aor. *,] inf. n. āşti, [and isiº,

as will be seen from what follows, like isºl,

He looked, (Lh, JK, ISd, K,) or looked long, or

glanced lightly, (JK,) at him, or it; (Lh, JK,

ISd, K;) and so with Us for the last radical:

(JK:) and sti, [alone], with 3 and with Us for

the last radical, (K in art. Usis,) first pers. &i.

and &#. (Lh, TA,) he looked at him, or it:

(Lh, K:) or he watched, or observed, him, or it:

(K in art. Usi, ) and assie I looked, watched,or

naited, for him, or it: (K:) a dial. var. of aº,

which is the more approved. (TA.) [Hence,) 2.É.

Jú. Jósi. and Jú *isti, Guard thou, or pre

serve thou, him, or it, as thou guardest, or pre

servest, thy property. (M, Tekmileh, K.)

es: and es: : see art. Lºw. -

Jº

1. Jº, aor. Jº, inf. n. #3 (JK, S, Mºb, K)

and igº; (Msb; [but see this later below;])

[and accord. to the ÇK, Lºft and usie : but this

is a mistake; Li's Jºs being there erroneously

put for (i.Jº, explained by what here follows;]

and Ji, [by some written tº] (JK, S, Msb, K,)

aor. as above, (JK,) inf. n. Usi, (K) of the dial.

of Belhárith Ibn-Kaab, (TA,) or of that of Teiyi,

(JK,S,TA,) who in like manner say < is instead

of £º, (S, TA) and the like is done in other

verbs of the same class, (S, Msb,) whether the

kesreh and the us be original, as in Jº and &:

and &% or accidental, as in the pass. verbs (se:

and& (Msb;) [He, or] it, namely, a thing,

remained, continued, lasted, endured : and rvas,

or became, permanent, or perpetual; or continued,

lasted, or existed, incessantly, always, endlessly,

or for ever; syn. Als, and <3; (Msb;) contr.

of&#: (K:) fü, signifies a thing's remaining,

continuing, lasting, or enduring, in its first state,

to a period determined by the reill of God, either

with respect to its corporeal substance, as in the

case of a heavenly orb, or nith respect to its kind

only, as in the case of the human and other

animal races; and the continuing, lasting, or

existing, for ever, either by self, as in the instance

of God alone, or othernwise, and thus either neith

respect to the corporeal substance, as in the case

of an inhabitant of Paradise, or neith respect to

kind only, as in the case of the fruits of the inha

bitants of Paradise. (Er-Răghib, T.A.) [Hence,)

ğı 3's [The abode of everlasting eacistence;] the

world to come. (T in art. 23.3.) The verb is said

of a thing; and in like manner of a man, as in

S.* Guj &#. i. e. He lived [or continued in

life] a long time. (S.) [You say also, Jº Jº

<!-- He, or it, remained, or continued, in his,

or its, state, or condition; i. e., as he, or it, was.

And 33:1 Jº & He endured, or bore up

against, difficulty, distress, or adversity.] And

i.º &: Jº [A remain, remainder, rem

nant, relic, or residue, of the thing remained.]

(S.) And 34° 4. Jº Such a thing remained,

over and above, and behind, thereof; as also

"Jig. (Mºb)= i, with J and with 2 for

the last radical, (K) first pers. aš (Lh,S) and
-> -- 0 , ,
- -

**, (Lh, TA,) aor. of the former 2, (S,) inf. n.

& [of the former verb, (K,) He looked at

him, or it : (Lh, S, K:) or [so in the K, but in

the S “and,”] he watched, or observed, him, or

it: (S, K:) and 4: I looked, natched, or

waited, for him, or it; (TA in art. 35. ;) as also

&#; (K in that art.;) but the former is the

more approved. (TA in that art.) [See also art.

35.] You say also,*“º Jº& Such

a one looks at the thing, and natches, or observes,

it. (J.K.) And it is said in a trad, iſJ., tº

We looked, natched, or naited, for the Apostle

of God. (S.)

2 : see 4, in two places.

4. Sul ($, Mºb, K) and Y sti, and "stij (S,

K) all signify the same, (S) and "sui-l like

wise, (K,) He made, or caused, [and he suffered,]

him, or it, to remain, continue, last; to be, or

become, permanent, or perpetual; to continue,

last, or exist, incessantly, always, endlessly, or

jor ever; he continued it; he perpetuated it.

(Msb, K.”) You say, Aſ sui, [God preserved

him, or prolonged his life; or may God preserve

him, or prolong his life; or] God made him, or

caused him, or may God make him, or cause him,
- - - • * • of 2 of

tº continue in li * ($) And ºustº' Jºel Lºſ

aul Je:- Jº o, sº Jae-3 He made the thing itself

to remain unalienable, not to be inherited nor

sold nor given anay, and assigned the profit

arising from it to be employed in the cause of

God, or of religion. (TA in art. J-e-.) And

tº tº &# I was sparing of marring, i.e.,

forbore from marring much, or eacceedingly, that

[state of union or amity] which subsisted between

us. (K.) And 4.33 Jéſ, &º "... [Pre
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serve thou, or spare thou, thy sandals, and use

freely, or unsparingly, thy feet): a prov. (Meyd.

See Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 149.) And Y *i;

25.5% Preserve thou the soul (Jiā 'Jºl),

earpose it not to destruction, [meaning preserve

thyself, and guard against evils, or calamities:

a trad.: the in each yerb is that of pausation.

(TA) [And iº &#1 & J. He left, or

reserved, of the thing, a remain, remainder, rem

nant, &c. :] andº &: WJº-1 He left a

portion of the thing; (S, K;) as also "Jij;

whence the prov., used to incite to liberality,

W.; 35 &-&S Leaving a portion of travel

ling-provision will not profit thee. (JK.) [And

º Lº! and **u- He reserved the thing

for a future time or use &c.] And **u- as

meaning [He spared him; he let him live;] he

left him alive; (S, K;) [as also suil; for] men

say to their enemies when the latter have over

come, ‘...tº Ş, ū,ii [Spare ye us, and

destroy us not entirely]: (TA:) [or still, in a

case of this kind, andº Lºl and "Suiz

signify He pardoned him, [and forbore to slay

him, nihen slaughter was his due : (TA:) and

* Sui- signifies also He pardoned, or forgave,

his fault, nºrong action, or lapse into sin, and

preserved his love, or affection. (JK,TA.") And

[hence,)º Jº <ij signifies also I shoned

mercy to such a one [by sparing him, or letting

him live, or by pardoning him, or othernise];

had mercy on him ; pitied, or compassionated,

him; syn.*<ºf and&- (S.) One says,

a 2 - 2 oz of o • o, . . . .” - of ~

Jºe -ºº! º, Jºſe aſ Jºel S [May God not

shon, mercy to thee if thou show mercy to

me : a prov., said in derision to one who affects

to show mercy when unable to take revenge].

(S, Meyd.) And 4-3 Jé Sl G: Ş [Show not

mercy save to thyself: another prov., similar to

the former). (Meyd.), And it is said, in a trad.,

of the fire [of Hell], [...] £º & Jº Jº; S.

i. e. It will not pity [him niho abases himself to

it : or rather it will not spare &c.; and in like

manner, 33; S; Jºãº, in the Kur lxxiv. 28, is

generally understood as meaning It (namely,

Hell,) nill not spare, nor leave unburned]. (TA.)

5: see 1:=and see also 4, in four places.

6. 33 The remaining together. (K.L.) [You

say, app., Gºj, and 313, They, and they tryo,

remained together.]

10: see 4, in seven places. [See also a usage

of this verb in art. Lº-, conj. 10, second sentence.]
*-

Jº Jº See &#.

ºf , o,

*:

34.”

See 4cº.

... o.” • O.2

U83a, : see tºº, in five places.

• b →

Lº: see

Çi (JK, S, Mºb, K, &c.) and "ú (TA) and
• 6. • 6.2

'º (JK, S, Msb, K) and Wussiº (Th, K) and

Vää, (JK, K,) the Y third and Y fourth with US

• 3

(#, in two places.

see what next follows.

changed into 3, like as 3 is changed into Us in

(33 and Jé and 23, (ISd, TA) [substs. in the

sense offü, inf. n. of 4, signifying The making,

or causing, and suffering, to remain, continue,

last, &c.; preservation of a person in life, and of

a thing in being; and the sparing, letting live, or

leaving alive :] substs. from Stij; (Msb, K :) or

[the showing mercy by sparing or letting live, or

by pardoning, or othernise; having mercy; pity
• y o o

ing, or compassionating;] substs. fromJº<º

CŞ. (S.) Thus one says of a pilgrim, that he

put gum, or something glutinous, upon his head,

and so caused his hair to become compacted,
o “... • 5.

asſe (i. to preserve it in the state in nºbich it n'as

(expl. by a ſc ăl), lest it should become shaggy,

or dishevelled, &c. (L in art. J.J.) And one says,
~22, - ….”

\ººls aſſ! 43.3 and "Gigi -II conjure, or beg,

or beseech, thee by God and by the preservation

of thy life] (JK). And S, ess, eſſe J tº

"esi, [I have no mercy nor pity to bestow upon

him]. (JK. [There expl. by the words<º&
2 oz of of ~ o &

~&#15 asle; but Us! is evidently a mistranscrip

tion for 3-, i.e. from.) A poet (El-La'een El

Minkaree, TA) says,

• 2 * * : * : * ~ 22 * :

# usºe, Jºe tº “s *

• Jºls,” “is &

[And it was not to show mercy by sparing me

that ye troo left me; but ye feared the trans

piercing of the arron's]. (S.) And another says,

on his having refused to accept an offer of seven

bloodwits,

• * : o . 2- - - , , , a ~ *

... o 2 r o- 5 - ºf ~ 1.22

+ Jºãº º ºs- Lºſ A*2 #

i.e. Am I required [or eachorted or reminded] to

show mercy to him niho slen, my relation, n-hen

the mercy that I show to him is that I am

labouring to slay him, and not falling short, or

being remiss: by Usteå, is meant •ºſe Jº;

though .º. is not2- : the meaning is, that

this is done by me in lieu of that: Çiğı is a subst.

from Māº), syn. therewith ; and the 3 prefixed

to it is a denotative of state. (Ham p. 119. [This

verse is also cited in the TA, but with the substi

tution of "esigº and&sis for the correspond

ing words above..] Y ãº is said by men to their

enemies when the latter have overcome; meaning

[We ask, or beg, the being spared, or mercy, or

quarter; a verb, whºly it is governed, being

understood: or] ū, et: S; ū,ãº [spare ye us,

and destroy us not entirely]. (TA.)

ãº A remain, remainder, remaining portion,

remnant, relic, residue, or the remains, or rest,

of a thing; (KL, PS, &c.;) a subst. from

& as signifying “it remained over and above."

and “it remained behind:” pl. Qū, and ~\º :

(Msb:) * 33%, also, [pl. 3's and < 3%) has

the same meaning as# (TA;) [i. e., as ex

plained above; and so has "3% for 3% ** &c.]

You say, i:º &-& [explained before :

- --

seei). (8) [And -º) iſ .8, and -ºº ºli,

They are those who hare been spared by the

snºord].- [Hence, 2;iſ a.i. &- &S3 Such a

one is of the best of the people, or company of

men : because a man reserves the most excellent

of the things that he produces. (Bd in xi. 118.)

And aſsi a.i. &- &\; Such a one is of the most

excellent of his people, or family. (Ham p. 78.)

And 2;iſ ãº Jºſé Such a one is the best of the

people, or company of men ; pl. Gü. (Kull

p. 96)–: ... in the Kur xi. 118, hence

means Persons possessed of excellence : [see a

phrase mentioned voce Jú :] or possessing a relic

of judgment and intelligence : (Bd:) or persons

of religion and excellence: (Jel:) or persons of

understanding (K,TA) and discrimination: (TA:)

or persons of obedience : (TA:) or having the

quality of preserving themselves (Az, Bd, K*)

Jrom punishment, (Bd,) by their holding the

approved religion : (Az, TA:) and this last expla

nation is confirmed by another reading, which is

*āi, 5'5! [possessing a quality of watching, or

observing, and hence, of guarding, or preserving];

a.i. being the inf. n. of un. of sti, aor. *::::,

signifying “he watched,” or “observed,”’ &c.,

“him,” or “it.” (Bd.) See also ºft, in two

places. ãº is also a subst. from & L. <!:

[explained before: see 4: app. meaning Forbear

ance from marring much, or eacceedingly, the state

of unity, or of amity, subsisting between two per

sons, or parties: and such may be its meaning in

the phrase above-mentioned (i.i. 23))]. (K.)—

aft ãº, in the Kur xi. 87, [after the command,

in the next preceding verse, to give full measure

and weight, means God's sustenance that remains

for you after your giving full measure [and

weight]: (Jel:) or that nihich God has preserved

jor you, of what is langful, (Fr, Bd,) after [your]

keeping aloof from that which he has forbidden

you: (Bd:) or the good state, or condition, re

maining for you : (Zj, K :) or the fear (43.2)

of God; accord. to some : (Fr, TA:) or the

obedience of God, and (as Aboo-'Alee says, TA)

the looking for his recompense: (K, TA:) or

i; and 'igū signify any religious service

whereby one seeks to obtain the recompense of

God; and such is the meaning of the former in

this instance. (Er-Răghib, TA)—See also 43%.

3% part. n. of& [in all its senses; Remaining,

continuing, lasting, or enduring : and permanent,

or perpetual; or continuing, lasting, or existing,

incessantly, always, endlessly, or for ever: &c.:

see 1]. (Er-Răghib, T.A.) Júl, a name of God,

[as also, pleonastically, &es Júl, means The

Everlasting, or] He whose existence will have no

end. (TA) See also it.-Júl also signifies
The J-e- [or met produce, or perhaps simply

the produce, of the [taw termed] -cº- and the

like. (Lth, JK, TA.)

ăşū. See ãº, first sentence—-tº-tail <!gúl

[in the Kur xviii. 44, and xix. 79,1 means Any

righteous, or good, nork, (K, TA,) of n!hich the

recompense remains: (TA:) or acts of obedience,
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(Bd and Jel in xix. 79,) or good works, (Bd in

xviii. 44,) of n!hich the fruit remains for ever:

(Bd in both those places, and Jel” in the former:)

and, as included therein, [so Bd, but in the K

“or,”] the five prayers; (Bd, K;) and the per

formance of the pilgrimage; and the keeping the

fast of Ramadán, (Bd in xviii. 44;) and [so

Bd, but in the K “or,”] the saying, 47&-

jºiáſ, & S. & S. i. 3.-3; (B) and Jºl
in xviii. 44, and K;) to which some add, J9- ).5

& S. § 3; ; (Jel ibid. ) or, accord, to Er

Răghib, the correct meaning is any religious

service whereby one seeks to obtain the recompense

of God: see also ãº, last explanation. (TA.)

—igº is sometimes put in the place of an

inf. nº (S, K;) or it is an inf. n. ; (Msb;) syn.

with flá; (S, Mºb, TA) with which’iº, also,

is syn. (TA in art. 8-) So in the Kur [ixix. 8],

agú &-24 es; Jø [And dost thou see them to

have any continuance?]; ($, TA;) so says Fr.

(TA:) or, as some say, the meaning is, ãº [i. e.

a remnant]: (TA:) or 3.59 islºe- [a company

remaining]: (Er-Răghiº, TAS) or 33% ºf [a

soul, or person, remaining]: (Bd, Jel:) or the 3

is an intensive affix; (Jel;) [or a restrictive to

unity;] i.e. one remaining; (Jel, TA;) and this

is also allowable and good: one says, likewise,

is, 47 & .4% Sº igº-ºº: tº [One remain

ing remained not, nor did one preserver preserve

them from God]. (TA.)

Jº Longer continuing. (Bd and Jel in xx. 74,

&c.)—º Jº * Imeans Jº :(i. jºi

al.; [He is the more merciful, or pitiful, or

compassionate, of the two men, towards his

people]. (TA.)

i. âû A she-camel [that retains some milk;]

that does not exhaust her copious supply of milk.

(JK)—Jº- <º, (K,) or rather <ººl

Jº- &- (TA,) The horses whose running con

tinues after the running of other horses has

ceased: (M, K:) or, that reserve somewhat of

their running. (T, TA)—And sº The

places that retain some of the pools in which

water has collected, and do not drink it up.

(TA.)

£

U&

1. Stº, aor. ; and &, aOr. .i.infnº

(S, K) and :3), (AZ, TA) and 5uº, .9; sº,

(accord. to different copies of the K,) or $4&, (as

in the O and CK) and tº, (S,K) which is infn.

of 5&, (S, TA,) as is also that next preceding it,

(TA,) and āş, (AZ, K, TA,) in some copies of

the K :33, (TA,) She (a camel, S, K, or a ewe

or goat, S) had little milk; her milk became little:

(S, K, TA:) or, as some say, her milk ceased, or

stopped. (TA.)- And [hence, Jºš +My

eye had few tears. (TA.)– And $Sº, inf. n.

3.3, [app. t He became poor; had little wealth;

being] said of a man. (TA.) [See also 4.]—

And& +He failed of attaining the object of

his want. (TA.)

• f 22

4. 53, {j 35, occurring in a verse, [see Ham

p. 758, is asserted by Aboo-Riyásh to mean He

(the milker) has found the milk to be little in

quantity; like as<- signifies “he found him

to be such as is praised:” ISd holds that it may

signify he has made the milk to be little in quan

tity [app. by his niggardness]; but he confesses

his not having heard the verb used in this sense

by any one. (TA.)=(&l also signifies the (a

man) became poor; or in the condition of having

little, or no, wealth. (TA.) [See also $$..]

isi, [originally inf. n. of 1, q.v.: and hence,

+ Poverty; or paucity of nealth. (TA.)- And

+ Paucity of speech, eaccept as to things requiring

speech. (T.A.)

** and £& A she-camel, (S, K,) or a ewe

or she-goat, (S,) having little milk; whose milk

has become little : (S, K, TA:) or, as some say,

whose milk has ceased, or stopped: (TA:) Pl.

ñº (S,K) and@ (K)—And [hence.jºs

+[Milk, or a flow of milk, little in quantity].

(TA)—And is, i.e., A well of which the

water has sunk into the earth; or become lon, ;

the latter word having its • changed into US to

assimilate it to the former. (TA.)- And&:

{& +Eyes having fen, tears. (TA.)- And 2:

{& Hands of which the gifts are few. (TA)

And * Jé, + [app. A poor man; a man

having little wealth: or offew words : or unable

to speak: see tº; and see& in art. Lºl:

pl. tº. (TA.)

~&

1: see 2, in four places.

2. &, inf. n. <i, He reprehended, re

proved, blamed, chid, or reproached, him, for an

affair, or for a crime or the like; (S, A, Msb,

K;) accord. to some, with justice; (TA;) or he

did so severely; (S,” TA;) and threatened him;

(TA;) and declared his deed to be evil; (Msb;)

as when one says, “O wicked man nast thou.

not ashamed 2 didst thou not fear God?” (TA:)

and sometimes this is done by using an enuncia

tive phrase, such as the saying of Abraham,

[mentioned in the Kur xxi. 64,] “Nay, the chief

of them, this, did it,” for thus he said to reprove

their worship of idols; (Msb;) and it may be

by means of the hand, and a staff or stick, and

the like. (Hr, T.A.). He accused him, to his

face, (&#3, q.v.) of that which he disliked,

or hated; (As, A, K5) as also "4-º', (As, K.)

aor. *, inf. n.& (TA.)- He overcame him,

as “º [nrith the argument, allegation, or plea];

(S, A, k 3) as also "4:3; (A, TA;) and both,

he obliged him to be silent by reason of his inabi

lity to reply. (A,” TA.) You say, Ji- &

<&l, and "4:3, He overcame him [by an

argument, &c.,] so that he silenced him. (A,

TA)—Also, (Lth, TA) and "4:3, (K, TA)

aor, and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He beat, struck,

or smote, him (K, TA) with a staff or stick, and

a sword, (Lth, K, TA,) and the like. (Lth, T.A.)

<<. A woman who usually brings forth a male

child after a female. (K,TA.) [Such a woman is

app. thus called because supposed to reproach her

husband for his having been displeased with her

on her bringing forth a female.]

3&

1. 3& and 34 both [properly] relate to the

beginning of the day: (AZ, Msb:) the former

of these verbs, (T, S, A,) aor. *, inf. n. 3,8;

(T, S;) and º, (T, S, A,) inf. n. 3.35 (T,

$5) and "Kl, and "Jº", (S, A,) and Y,eu ;

(S;) all signify the same ; (S;) He (a traveller,

A) went forth early in the morning, in the first

part of the day; or between the time of the prayer

of daybreak and sunrise; syn. §§ es: ** :

(T, A:) or W., &l, inf. n. jº, signifies he entered

upon that time : (T:) one should not say &

InOr 3& in the sense of X, [&c.l. (S.)–You

say also, <! X, and •ºſe, and 23, inf. n. as

above; and *, *, and "K", and "Kºl; and

* ,eus meaning §§ ;3| [i. e. He came to him,

or it, early in the morning, in the first part of

the day; or between the time of the prayer of

daybreak and sunrise: and he did it at that

time : or 3& &c. with a 3 following may be ren

dered he occupied himself at that time in doing

it). (K)—And [hence, º, ø, [and ºſe,

aor, and inf. n. as above; (Msb;) and aeſſ 3&

aor. *; (ISd, K;" [but see a remark respecting

this verb above;]) and agi Yº, (S, Mºb, TA)

and age; (TA;) and alji Wºl, ($, K,) and

age; [and "ºl;] and "3,4-95 (TA;) signify

also t He hastened [or betook himself early] to it,

or to do it, at any time, (S, Msb, K, TA,) morn

ing or evening. (TA) You say, à-l- Jº<&

+[I hastened to do, or accomplish, or attain, the

thing needed], inf n, as above: and in like manner,

sy Jº **ś t[I hastened to come to mater]:

(AZ, $3) and sº "X", (TA) and ſº, (AZ,

S, TA,) + He hastened to come to mater, and to

take the morning-meal. (TA.) Lebeed says,

+ ā-, 3-ºl tºº." <=% +

meaning t I hastened to be before the crowing of

the cock, at the close of night, in obtaining nhat

nvas wanted [of it, namely, of wine,) by me:

(TA) -- being for º, Jºº-, i.e., J.

Jºss-Ji. (EM p. 170: but the first word is there

written <35%) [See also 2, below.]– [It is

also said that] ≤, [app. J&J inf. n. x&, [app.

}<, signifies + He possessed the quality of apply

ing himself early, or of hastening; expl. by

3.8 -u, &le. (Mºb) [But see;..]

2. *. inf. nºis see 1, in three places: and

see 8. You say also, ãº- Cº.* f He rent

forth to the [prayers of] Friday at the com

mencement of the time thereof. (A.) And jº,

[alone], inf. n. as above, t He came to prayer at

the commencement of its time. (K, TA.) And

sºlu 2& f He performed the prayer at the

commencement of its time : (A, Mgh, Msb, TA:)

he was regardful of it, and performed it-early.

(TA.) And sº sº º 1 Perform ye
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the prayer of sunset at the setting of the [sun's]

disc. (S.) And º- iſºl -º (The palm

tree was early with its fruitj. (A.) – Also

f He was, or became, or ment, before; preceded;
• * ~ *

had, or took, precedence; syn. AJ35; and so

WJKºl and "...º. (K, TA.) You say, J.&

13.6 t Imas, or became, or went, before, &c., in

such a thing; syn. “…ii. (IJ, IB, TA) And

*—ºf Jº* + [He nas, or became, or ment,

before his companions; preceded them ; or had,

or took, precedence of them]. (M.K.)=Jé&

~~~ signifies ...ie X. ass- + [He made

him to be, or become, Or go, before his companions;

to precede them ; or to have, or take, precedence

of them]; and so º *śl. (M, K.)- See

also 4. —āºliſ 2&: see 8.

3: see 1, in four places.

4; see 1, in seven places; and see 2 as mean

ing23á. —Jºel also signifies He had camels

coming to mater early in the morning, in the

first part of the day; or between the time of the

prayer of daybreak and sunrise. (S, K.)= It

is also trans. of Kº: ($, $gh, Mºb :) you say,
& 2 × 9 2 of

Lºxº& [I made another to go forth early

in the morning, in the first part of the day; or

betneen the time of the prayer of daybreak and

sunrise: and I made another to go to a person

&c. at that time ; and to betake himself to an

action at that time : and t to hasten, or betake

himself early, to a thing at any time, morning or

evening; and es: "§§ app. signifies the
- 2 of • * x

same]. ($)– You say also, *-ol Use oºl:

see 2.

5: see 2.

8. Kººl : see 1, in two places. – Also t He

arrived [at the mosque on the occasion of the

Friday-prayers] in time to hear the first portion

of the a.ki: (S, K:) or he heard the first por

tion of the 4.h4-3 (A, Mºb;) [and] iſºl &

has this meaning. (Mgh.) ºf "23 & 4,

occurring in a trad., (S, Msb,) respecting [the

prayers of] Friday, (S,) means tWhoso hasteneth,

(S, Msb,) and arriveth in time to hear the first

portion of the **, (S,) or heareth the first

portion thereof: (Msb:) or mºnoso hasteneth,

going forth to the mosque early, and performeth

the prayer at the first of its time : or, accord. to

Aboo-Sa’eed, whoso hasteneth to the Friday

prayers, before the call to prayer, and arriveth

at the commencement of their time: or both the

verbs signify the same, and the [virtual] repe

tition is to give intensiveness and strength to the

meaning. (TA. [See 2.])-You say also, 9&l,

meaning the took, (A, Mgb,) or obtained posses

sion of (Š, TA) its 55%-9, (S, TA) i. e.,

(TA,) the first of it: (A, Msb, TA:) which is

the primary signification [of the trans. verb].

(TA)—And ºl, (K) or āºtill Kºl, (A,

Mgh, Mºb) and "tº, (TA) the ate the first

that had come to maturity of fruit, or of the

fruit. (A, Mgh, Mºb, K.)—And hence, (Mgh,)

ăjºs- 2&l t He took the girl's virginity: (A,

Mgh :) or he did so before she had attained to

puberty. (Mºb in art. Jaş, and TA in art. 2-ad-.)

–And tº- Jººl + [He took, or made use of,

fresh dough for preparing bread]. (K in art.

Jays.)=And º, (Abu-l-Beydā) or ~&

us...}, (AHeyth,) She brought forth her first off.

spring: (AHeyth, Abu-l-Beydā:) or the former

signifies she (a woman) brought forth a male at

her first birth. (K.)

3. (S, Mgh, Mºb, K, &c.) and "Ä, (K) but

this latter is hardly to be found in any of the

lexicons, (MF) and º, (ISd, TA) A youthful

he-camel; one in a state ofAyouthful vigour: fem.

with 35 ($, Mgh, Mºb, K5) and also jº, without

3 : (TA:) the term% applied to a camel, cor

responds to Jº, applied to a human being; and

§§, to #3; and Jºſs, to ijº- and jº, to

&º and J.-, to Jº and âû, to ; :

(AO, S:) or the offspring, or young one, of a she

camel; (K;) thus indefinitely explained: (TA:)

or a camel in his sixth year (Jº) [and] until he

becomes a 3- [but it seems that the reverse

must be meant; for a 2.js-, of camels, is one in

his fifth year:] or a camel in his second year

[and] until he enters his sicth year: or a camel

in his second year, or that has entered his third

Ayear, or that has completed his second year and

entered his third year; syn. cº &: (K:) and

a camel that has just entered upon his fourth year:

and a camel in his fifth year : (IAar, Az:) or a

camel that has not entered his ninth year: (K:)

and sometimes it is metaphorically applied to a

human being; [meaning f a young man;] andº, o ºr 5 x

3, Sº to t a young woman : (TA:) the pl. (of

pauc., S) is Xī; (S, K;) andº: OCCurs

as pl. of the dim. of jºi; (S, TA;) and (pl. of

mult., S, TA) j9, (S, Msb,) like as 8-9 is pl.

of§ ($;) or this is pl.º (Mº)

and there are other ple. of 2&, namely, Jyº

(K) and 3,8; ; ($, Mºb, K5) and ſquasi-pl. n.)
49. , e.

Wàº. (K.) Hence the well-known prov., (TA,)

º &- Jºãº, andº &-, meaning He hath

told me nhat is in his mind, and n:hat his ribs

infold: a saying originating from the following

fact: a man bargained with another for a youthful

camel (2%), and said, “What is his age (...) 7"

the other answered, “He is in his ninth year ;”

then the young camel took fright and ran away:

whereupon his owner said to him, £º gºes and

this is an expression by which are quieted young

ones, (K,) of the camel; (TA;) so when the

purchaser heard it, he said, oxº &- Lsº-c [He

hath told me truly the age, or as to the age, of his

Ayouthful camel: or the age of his youthful camel

has spoken truly to me]: if &– is in the accus.

case, the meaning [of the verb] is Jº, (K,)

and J., is in the accus. case as a second objective

complement; (TA;) or &– 3. is meant; [in

the CK, erroneously, 3- 2.4-3] Or &- Jº; the

prefixed noun [x:i-] or the proposition [Jºl

being suppressed [and J. being therefore in the

accus. case]: but if &- is in the nom. case,

veracity is attributed to the [animal's] age, by an

amplification: (K:) or, as some say, the buyer

said to the owner of the camel, “How many

years has he?” and he told him; and he looked

at the teeth of the camel, and found him to be as

he had said; whereupon he said, oxº &- Jºº-º-e.

(Harp. 95.)

9 & .2 5 o .

J& : see jº.

% A virgin ; (S, K;) and a man niho has not

Mºt. drawn near to a woman; (TA;) contr. of

-º, applied to a man as well as to a female :

(Mgh, Mºb.) pl. Jºi. (S, Mºb, K.)—And

[hence,) +A pearl unpierced. (MF.) And +A

bon, when one first shoots with it. (TA.) And

t A cloud abounding nith mater : (K, TA:)

likened to a virgin, because her blood is more

than that of her who is not a virgin: and the

phrase J&*— is sometimes used. (TA.) And

Å; jū f Fire not lighted from another fire. (As,

A.)- Also She that has not yet brought forth

offspring : (AHeyth:) and a cow that has not

Ayet conceived: (K:) or a heifer (K, TA) that

has not yet conceived: (TA:) and a woman, (S,

K,) and a she-camel, (As, K,) that has brought

forth but once ; pl. jºi and 3&: (TA:) or a

she-camel in her first state or condition. (Ham

p. 340.)– And [hence,) tA grape-vine that has

produced fruit but once : (A, K:) pl. jū. (A.)

—Also i.a. X., q.v. (ISd, TA) And [hence,

sº 3& t}oung children. (TA, from a trad.)

AndJº jºi f Young bees. (TA.) Whence,
-

... of p > *

Jº J-e Honey produced by young bees; or

this means honey of which the preparation has

been superintended by virgin-girls. (A,” TA.)

– Also f The first-born of his, or her, mother

(S, Msb, K) and father; (Msb, K;) applied

alike to the male and the female : (S:) and

sometimes to that which is not the offspring of

human beings; (TA;) the first-born of camels;

(§3) and of a serpent (TA) pl. §§. (TA)

You say, sº 3& list This is the first-born of

his parents. (TA.) Andcº&º J-à £i

(A) or cº % (M, TA) f The strongest of

men is thefirst-born of a man and woman each a

jirst-born]. —t The first of anything; (K;) as

also w;sé. (TA) and t an action that has

not been preceded by its like. (K.) You say,

tº: Ş% º * jº 3. tº f This thing, or

affair, is not thy first northy second. (A, TA.)

—% is-º- f A want, or needful thing, recently

sought to be accomplished or attained: (TA:) or

that is the first in being referred to him of n!hom

its accomplishment is sought. (A,TA)—iº

3& A cutting blow or stroke, (S, K) that kills

(K) at once, (TA,) not requiring to be struck a

second time : (S, A:) pl. jºi ëº ; occurring

in a trad., in which it is said that such were the

blows of ‘Alee; ($, TA;) but in that trad., as

some recite it, the latter word is **ś. (TA.)

6 *.

J& :
6, o.

3,8.

6, o.p.

see 5)&, in three places:=and see also
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3 J. 9 x

J& Jº, [in the CK, erroneously,

Ş.] and 'X', (§, K, TA) like 33- and 33-,

(S,) and *}<, (TA,) +A man possessing the

quality of applying himself early, or of hastening,

or having strength to apply himself early, Or to

hasten, (2: ---, S, or jº Jº &#, K,)

to do, or accomplish, the thing that he needs, or

wants: (S:) 5& and X. [and 3.x: are [said to

be] possessive epithets; for they have no simple

triliteral verb. (TA.) [But see 1, last sentence.]

** Jº

9 .

J& : see what next precedes.

§§ (S, Msh, K) and " ... (Mºb, K) The

thing upon nihich [passes the rope nherenith] one

dran's water (S, Msb, K) from a nell [or the

like]; ($;) [i.e. the sheave of a pulley;] a round

piece of wood, in the middle [of the circumference]

whereof is a groove (K, TA)for the rope, and in

the interior [or centre] whereof is an aris upon

n:hich it turns : (TA:) or a quick all-, [or

large sheare of a pulley]: (M, K.) [but MF

disapproves of this last explanation: sometimes,

by a synecdoche, it is used to signify a pulley

complete:] the pl. is *}<, (S, Msb, K,) a pl. of

the former, anomalous, like Ji- pl. of iii-, and

tº- pl. of it…, (S,) or of the latter; (Msb;) or

a coll. gen, n., of which §§ is the n. un. ; (MF;)

and <º, (S, Msb, K,) a pl. of the former [as

well as of the latter]. (S, Msb.)— Hence, app.,

the former signifies also #4 small ring, like a

bead, in the ornamental part of a snºord: (Mgh:)

[and the pl.] <!º signifies t the rings that are

attached to the ornamental part [of the scabbard]

of a snºord, (K,) resembling the [rings called] 3-3

[n:hich are norn upon the fingers or toes] of

rvomen. (T.A.)– [And hence, perhaps, t An

assembly, a company, or a congregated body.

(IAºr, K.)—- ſº tº biº- is a prov.,

(TA,) meaning f They came together, not one

remaining behind; ($, TA;) they came all of

them, (AA, IJ, A, TA,) without eacception :

(TA :) or they came in a multitude, and all

together, none remaining behind: (TA :) or they

came in succession, one after, or at the heels of,

another: (AO:) or they came in one way, or

manner : (As :) [accord. to some, from 398, as

explained in the next preceding sentence; and, if

so, Je is used in the sense of2. Or&#. is

understood before it: or it is from 3,º signifying

“a youthful she-camel;” and thus implies that

they were few: (see Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 312:)

or] from 134- Jº sº meaning “I was,” or

“became,” or “went,” “before in such a thing;”

so that it signifies that they came from first to

last: (IJ:) or from 3,8, in the first of the senses

explained in this paragraph; though in this case

there is no 3,< in reality. (AO, S.")

§§ and *}< The early morning, or first part of

the day; (Bd and Jel in xix. 12 and xxxiii.41 and

xlviii. 9, as relating to the former word; and K;*)

betnceen the time of the prayer of daybreak and sun

rise; syn. #34; andwº is a subst. in the same

sense, (K,) accord. to the lexicologists, as Sb

says; but he adds that he holds it to be [only]

Bk. I.

the inf. n. of Ki: (TA: [and the like is said in

the S with reference to its occurrence in the Kur

iii. 36 and xl. 57:1) pl. [of pauc.] of the first,

jči, and [of mult.] K. (T, Msb.) You say,

§ 3 (S, A, Ms) and '53, (A) meaning

* yet, [I came to him early in the morning,

&c.j. (S, A, Msb.) But if you mean the §§ of

a particular day, you say,& *ji, making the

noun imperfectly decl.; [meaning I came to him

early in the morning, &c., of this day;] and in

this case it is not to be used otherwise than as an

adv. n. of time. (S.) If you say W jeº, using

this word as an epithet, you use 5*[. for the

fem. (TA.) You say also, §§ 4-3 Jº >

and * 5& [Go thou on thy horse early in the

morning, &c.]; like as you say, 9–. (S, TA.

[But in two copies of the S, for>, I find j-.])

6. o."

§§ : see 3,8.

35& (A, K) and "3,4-0 (K) and *;= (A)
and *}<!. (K) Rain that falls in the first of

its season: (A:) or that comes (TA) in the com

mencement of [the season of] the J-5 ſq. v.]:

(K, TA:) and that comes in the end of the night,

or the beginning of the day. (TA.) You say

also }5& *S* ā- ! [A cloud that comes in

the latter part of the night, in the first of its

season, bringing rain.j: (A:) and *}º.i

a cloud that comes in the end of the might.

(TA)—Also jº (S, A, Mºb, K) and **

(S, K) and "3,4-9 (Mºb, K) and "jeu (A)

and *}<!. (A in art. ,<!, and K) 1 A palm-tree

(à-3, A) that comes to maturity first, (S, Msb,

K,) before the other palm-trees: (S:) or that

produces its fruit early; (A;) contr. of jº-ºº:
5 x →

(A in art. Já-l:) pl. (of the first, Msb, K) ≤ ;

($, Mºb, K: [in the CK &;]) and ſpl. of ºet,

Ol' 3,4-º] Jºe's. (K voce 3.2%) *3,é, is

fem, of 3,4-4, (K, TA) which signifies t Any

thing that hastens its coming (TA) and its attain

ing to maturity. (K, TA.) You say also Ji
W3&. + Land that produces plants, or herbage,

quickly. (K.)

s - - - - 5 * >

Jº, and its fem., with 3: see Jº and

º, a .

35&.

§§ Virginity: ($, K :) the virginity, or

maidenhead, of a woman. (Mgh, Msb.)= See
5 o .

also jº.

}= [part, n. of3& : See §§, in two places:

=and see 35% in three places:— and see an

ex. of the pl. of its fem. §eº, i. e. elº, voce
g - - - 9 .

j-eº.– Also + Fruit when first ripe ; pl. jº,

like as ---2 is pl. of ~~~~. (TA.)

3,é% and its fem. à,é. See 33% in three

places.

ãº [as a subst.]: see Å.– Also, ($, K,)

or aeºl #94-9, (A, Msb) The first of fruit:

(S:) or the first that comes to maturity, offruit:

(A, Msb,K:) or fruit that hastems to come forth:

(AHát Mºb.) pl. ºl, and $9,40. (Mºb.)

—The pl. *'s also signifies # Winds that

announce [coming] rain. (A in art. 2:...)

jº See §§.

a 3-3 … O 5 o .

jºl dim. of Xi, pl. of pauc. of 2& see its

- 2 ozł º, o –

pl. cººl voce J&.

3-4-3 + The colours of palm-trees when the

fruit begins to ripen. (TA voce 3:05.)

º, o z 5 x .

Jºe: see 25&.

º; ... o * 2° .

Jºe: see 25&, in three places.

9 . . . o.º. 5 ... • * º o

~9&e stºp-s: see 28, last sentence.

28

1.2% aori, º, (Msb, K,) inf. n. 2. (S, K,)

He was Jº- ſmeaning dumb, either by natural

conformation or from inability to find words to

express nihat he would say]; (S, Mºb, K5") 2.

being syn. with Jº, as is also iºtº [accord.

to rule an inf. n. of28, which may also have

the same signification as28, as well as another

to be explained below]: (Ki) or he had not un

derstanding to reply, (T, Msb, TA,) nor ability to

frame speech well, (T, TA,) though possessing the

faculty of speech: [see ºf: (T, Mºb, TA:)

or he was dumb, and moreover unable to find

nords to express what he mould say, and weak

in understanding, silly, or stupid : (K:) or he

nas dumb and deaf and blind by birth. (Th, K.)

—2% aor. *, (inf. n. isº, TK,) He refrained,

(Lth, K,) or, as some say, broke off, or ceased,

(TA,) from speaking, intentionally, (Lth, K,

TA,) or from ignorance. (Lth, T.A.)- f He

cut himself off, or desisted, from marriage, or

seaſual intercourse, either from ignorance or in

tentionally. (K, TA.)

5. AS& alſº2: His speech nas, or became,

impeded; he was unable to speak freely. (A, K.)

2.8 : see what follows, in two places.

2: (T, S, Mºb, K, &c.) and "… (5, K) i.a.

Jºi ſmeaning Dumb, either by natural con

formation or from inability to find nords to

ea press what he would say]: ($, Msb, K:) or

not having understanding to reply, (IAar, T,

Msb, TA,) nor ability to frame speech nell, (T,

TA,) though possessing, the faculty of speech;

whereas Jºã-l signifies speechless, or destitute

of the faculty of speech, by natural conformation,

(T, Msb,TA,) like the beast that lacks the faculty

of articulation; (T, TA;) unable to find nords

to express nihat he would say; unable to reply:

(AZ, TA:) or dumb by natural conformation :

(IAth, TA:) fem. [..º. (TA) pl. º. (Mºb,

#) and& (K,) both ple, of ..º. like as

.* 6

L-2 and&4 are pla. of ºf and the pl. of

"...< is ki. (TA) In the Kurii. 106 &

means persons in the condition of him who has

been born dumb : or, as some say, deprived of

their intellects: (Zj, TA:) or ignorant and ig

noble; because not profiting much by the faculty

31
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of speech, so that they are as though they had

been deprived of it. (IAth, T.A.) The phrase

& ſº tº

meaning [A sedition, or the like, deaf, dumb,

blind, applies to a 3x3 that does not withdraw,

or become removed : or, as some say, to one

which, by reason of the confusion attending it,

and the perishing of the sound and the sick there

in, is likened to the deaf and dumb and blind

who does not pursue the right course to a thing,

but goes at random like the weak-sighted she

camel. (TA.)

6.-o - - -

à:3, occurring in a trad., [lit.]

Jº

1. Jº, aor. 2, (Mºb, K.) inf. m. º. and &

($, Mºb, K) and Jº..., (Harp. 11,) He rept;

i.e. he lamented, or grieved, shedding tears at the

same time; and he lamented, or grieved, alone;

and he shed tears alone: (Er-Răghib, TA:)

accord. to some, the preferable opinion is, that

there is no difference between f(& and tº: (TA:)

or the former means the crying, or uttering of

the voice [of lamentation], ($, IKtt, Msb, TA,

&c.,) that accompanies ..[3] [so in copies of the

S and in the TA, but correctly tºll; (S, IKtt,

TA;) and the latter (&), the shedding of tears:

(S, IKtt, Msb, TA, &c.:) or the former, i. e. with

medd, means the shedding of tears by reason of

lamentation, or grief, and raising of the voice,

or crying, [at the same time, nhen the voice is

predominant, being like āş and (3 and other

words of the same form applied to denote the

uttering of a cry or of the voice; and the latter,

[the shedding of tears &c.] nºhen lamentation,

or grief, is predominant : (Er-Răghib, TA:) or

by the former is meant the crying, or uttering

of the voice [of lamentation]; and by the latter,

the lamenting, or grieving. (Kh, T.A.) fú and

āś, [may be inf. ns. of Jº or of "Cº, and]

signify the same as {& or much & [or weeping,

&c.]: (Ki) MF asserts that :3 (with kest) and

the former of these explanations are unknown;

but both the word and the explanation are men

tioned by Lh, as used in a form of words uttered

by Arab women of the desert to fascinate men:

ISd, however, says that it should be &j, because

it is an inf. n. of a class formed to denote much

ness [of the attribute signified by the verb), like

3.3% andJº &c.; and IAar says that £5,

with fet-h, has the latter of the two significations

assigned to it above. (TA.) [See what is said

of the measure Jai WOQe&] You say, 4 J&

(MF, TA) and alſº Jº, (S, Mºb, K, MF)

meaning [IIe wept jor, or over, him, or it : and

only as J& [or thus and also 4. J& as appears

from what follows] when meaning [He wept]

because, or in consequence, of it: ('Ináyeh, MF,

TA:) and tº and * *, (As, AZ, S, Mºb, K.)

inf. n. of the former & (K) [and tºl, and of

the latter ić, (TA,) signify the same as Jº

a.i.e : (As, AZ, S, Mºb, K.) the object being a

man: (As,S.) and (or as some say, TA) he wept

for, or over, him, i.e., one dead; or did so, and

enumerated his good qualities or actions; syn.

$5, (K) or, as some say, tº means [he rvept

because, or in consequence, of it, i.e.,] on account
6 * * --

of being pained; and asſe Jº, [he wept for, or

over, him, by reason of tenderness of heart, or
… no e.”

compassion ; and [hence] it is said that arº is

originally 4. &. (TA) ſand "sº may

have an intensive, or a frequentative, meaning;

for it is said that] Jº, addressed to the eye,

signifies neep thou much, and repeatedly. (Ham

p. 461)—[Hence, à-in sº tThe cloud

rained. (Mºb)—Jº also means He sang :

[in the CK, Jº Jº is erroneously put for

Jºë Jº :] thus it has two contr. significations:

(K, TA:) accord. to MF, it has this meaning

only in relation to the pigeon and the like ; but

it is also used in this sense when said of a man,

as in a verse cited voce ãº, q. v. : and he

observes that the assertion of its having two contr

significations requires consideration, seeing that

it is also said to signifyJº [for in the perform

ance ofº, it is a common practice to sing;] but

& is generally accompanied by lamentation, and
… … o. 2.- … no

&e by rejoicing. (TA)—& &é%: see 3.

2 : see 1, in three places: =and see also 4.

3. & &éú, (S, TA,) aor. of the latter
* 238

•3%), (TA,) or •º, retaining its original form,

accord. to a rule observed in the case of a verb

having an infirm letter [for its second or third

radical] lest a verb with a radical Us should be

confounded with one having a radical 3, (Ham

p. 670,) i. e. [I vied with him, or strove to eacceed

him, in neeping, and I eacceeded him therein, or]

I was a greater weeper (Jº) than he. (S, TA.)

4. & [He made him, or caused him, to neep;

or] he did to him what made him to neep; (S,

K5) as also cº-l. (S.) And aſe "stº,

inf. n. ić, He eaccited him to weep for him, or

it; (K,TA ;) namely, a person dead, (K,) or a

thing lost. (TA.)

6. Jelg signifies& Jºſé [i.e. He affected

n’eeping; or endeavoured, or constrained himself,

to neep]. (S, K.) Hence, in a trad, 3 Öğ

34-3 ãº 34-3 [And if ye ea perience not

n’eeping, endeavour to weep]: (TA:) [or the

words of the trad. are] 2 &g lºſs&# 1,5

Gé l,&# [Peruse ye the Kur-án, and weep;

or, if ye weep not, endeavour to do so]. (Bd in

xix. 59.)— And He feigned, or made a show of,

neeping. (Harp. 602.)

10. &-l: see 4. — Also He desired, or re

quired, of him weeping. (T.A.)

3 ->

Jº One who weeps much; ($, K5) as also

Wń. (K, but omitted in some copies and in the

3 - 3 - « » -

TA)=\º Us:* Jº A man unable to speak.

(Mbr, T.A.) [But perhaps this should be *Cº.

see art. U.S.]

*** 3 -

*: see Jº.

4% part. n. of Jº [i. e. Weeping, &c.]: (K:)

pl.& (S, K,) of the measure Jºsé, with the 3

changed into US [and the second dammeh con

sequently into a kesreh, wherefore it is also, some
5 *

times, pronounced Jºl. (S,) and ité, (K,) which

is agreeable with analogy and usage, though said

by Es-Semeen to have not been heard. (TA.)

[The pl. of the ſem, i.e. of i.e., is ºl, and

49%.] -

Jº [A greater weeper, or one niho weeps

more, than another: see 3]. ($, T.A.)

Jº

1. 3 (S.M., &c.) or , & M) if n. j.

(M, Mºb, K) and iſ, (M.K.) He moistened it

($, M, K) with water (M, Mºb, K) &c.; (M;)

and in like manner, '4', ($, M,K) but signi

fying he moistened it much. ($, TA.)—[Hence,)

wº Jº sº [The camels damped their

thirst;] i.e., drank a little. (TA in art. ….)

—[Hence also, “e, Jº, (T, S, M, K,) aor. 3,

(T, M.) inf. n. 3. (with fet-h, TA [in the CK it -

has kesr]) and J%. (M, K,) t He made close [or

he refreshed] his ties of relationship by behaving

with goodness and affection and gentleness to his

kindred; syn. º, (T, S, M, K,) and (sº :

(T:) for, as some things are conjoined and com

mixed by, moisture, and become disunited by

dryness, J. is metaphorically used to denote con

junction, as above, and J-4 to denote the con

trary. (TA.) A poet says,

*

, o 2 ozo.” - 6 we J 3. • : -

& Jº (ºt zºº +

J adº … y o a ... .

+ º ºl..." cº- * ãºl tº *

[t And the ties of relationship, make thou them

close &c. by the best mode, or modes, of doing so;

for the name thereof is derived from the name of

the Compassionate]: here "cººl may be a noun

in the sing. number, like &#, or it may be

pl. of Jº, which may be either a subst. or an

inſ, n., for some inf ns. have pla., as Jé and

Jäe and Jay-o. (M.) And it is said in a trad.,

25 tº 3% 3.º º: f Make ye close [or

refresh ye] your ties of relationship &c., though

but, or if only, by salutation; syn. tºº, (M,)

or aſſau *:::. (S.) And hence the saying in

another trad, Attº's 37& 4. L. &::f $1

** J.** t[When the tie between thee

and God wears out, repair thou it, Qr refresh

thou it, by beneficence to his servants]. (TA.)

See also Jº..]—cº ºff ſº, (S.M. K.) and
tº, (M, K,) flyſay God give thee a son. (S, M,

K, TA.) Hence, perhaps, the phrase, as 93. <ſ.

as meaning t ſhou was given it. (Har p. 479.)

You say also, &tſ, meaning fl gave to him.

(T) And 'iſ see ºffs, and 'J', (T,s,

M, K, [but in the K Gºe, and “or” for “and,”

and in the CK ºf: S,)) { No bounty, (S,) no

good, or no benefit, shall betide thee from me, (T,

$, K, TA) nor nill I profit thee, nor believe thee.

(T,)—lsº They soned land. (ISh, T, K.)=

(J. as an intrans, verb perhaps primarily signifies
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It was, or became, moist; and has for its sec.

pers. <tº or <1% and for its aor. or 2, and

for its infin. Jú, and probably ãº &c. mentioned

with that noun below.—And hence, *} sº,

aor. 2, inf. n. Jº, The mind nyas cold and moist.

(M, K.) [see J.4.]—[And hence, probably,

as though originally said of one who had had a

fever, *.. &: Jº, aor. 2, inf. n. 3. (S, M, K)

and Jº and Jº (M, K;) and "Jel, and

WJ-1; ($, M, K5) He recovered from his

disease : (S, M.) and "Jºl and "JLJ he became

in a good condition after leanness, or meagerness:

(M, Z:) or all have this latter signification: and

the second (J.) has the former also. (K.)–

And J., (M.K.) aor. -, (M) inf n. Jºſé, and

WJºl; He (a man, TA) escaped, or became safe

or secure, (M, K,) from difficulty, distress, or

straitness. (TA)—Jºš es: Jº, (Msb, K," |

tº ,-

TA) aor. 2, inf. n. J.; (Mºb;) and "Jºl; (M,

K;) He (a man, M) went anay in, or into, the

land, or country. (M, Msb, K.) And 4:36 <ſ.

His she-camel went anay. (TA.) And eſ

º Jº <<, (Fr, T, TA) and Jºe "…J.,

lºve-5, (K,) His camel, or riding-camel, ran

anjay, or nent anay, at random, to pasture,

straying; syn. ău. <s. (Fr, T, K, TA. [In

the CK, c-se, which, as is said in the TA, is

without teshdeed, is written s.)=4, -uś,

(AS, T, S, &c.) infin. Jú, (M.) I got him; got

possession of him; (AS, T, S, M, K;) got him in

my hand. ($.) One says, º Jºe: 4. <ſ.&

Ji- 33; 3i Jää [Assuredly ifmy hand get

hold of thee, thou shalt not quit me unless thou

give up, or pay, my right, or guel. ($) And

hence the prov., J-29 J330 cy').3 cº-e st-Jº Lo [I

did not get, in such a One, a man like an arrow

with a broken notch and nithout a head]; mean

ing I got a perfect man; one sufficient. (Sh,T.)—

Also, (T,) or “tº, (M, K,) I kept, or clave, to

him, (T, M, K) namely, a man, (T, K,) and

constantly associated with him. (T,) And J.

º, inf. n. Jº, He became devoted, or at

tached, to the thing, and kept to it constantly.

(TA)—And º sº, (M.K.) aor. , (TA)

inf. n. Jº and ãº and Jº, I nas tried by

him (º< [app. meaning* by love of

him]), and loved him (ºile [in the CK &#1);

as also as “...ſº, (AA.M.K.) aor.-, inf n.J.ſ.

(AA, TA.) And as <-ſº I was tried by him, as

though by fire, (aw <<12, [in the CK <12.)

and suffered distress, or misery, or fatigue

(<āş, for which <<1% is erroneously put in the

copies of the K: TA). (M, K.”)—º <ſº us,

(K) aor. , infin. Jº, (TA) I did not light

on, or meet with, or find, nor know, him, or it;

expl. by *.S., & 4. (K)=J., (Th,

M,K) infºn, Jº, (Th, S.M., K.) He (a man)

was, or became, such as is termed Ji [which

epithet see below]. (Th, S, M., K.)

2 : see 1, first sentence.

4. J. It (wood, or a branch or twig,) had the

sap, (J), K.) or the produce of the rain, (O)

flowing in it. (O, K.)—See also Jº, in four

places.= He (a man) resisted, or withstood, and

overcame. (As, T, S. [See also Jºi) And J.

•jē He overcame him. (M, K.) (See an ex. in

a verse of Sá’ideh, cited voce J.G..] – He

nearied by badness, or nickedness: (M, K:) or

he wearied another in aiding him to accomplish
3 ...) …o. o

his desire. (TA. (see J...])=& I made

him to go anay. (Msb.)

5: see 8:—and see also J.

8. Jº It became moist or moistened (S, M,

Msb,” K) with water (M, Msb, K) &c.; (M;)

and in like manner, [but signifying it became

much moistened, being quasi-pass. of 40...] "Jig.

(M, K.)— See also J.

10: see J.

R. Q. 1. Jº, inf n, it'ſ and Jºſ, (M. K.)

the latter with kesr, (TA,) [but written in the

CK with fet-h, He put people in motion; and

roused, or eaccited, them. (M, K.)- Also, (T,)

inf. n. iſº, (K,) He scattered, dispersed, or put

asunder, his goods, commodities, or household

utensils and furniture. (IAar, T, K.” [In the

CK, £ººls is erroneously put for eºs.])—

And He divided, or disunited, opinions. (Fr, T,

K; but only the inf. m. of the verb in this sense

is mentioned.)- And He (God) [mixed or con

jounded or] made discordant the tongues, or

languages, of a people. (T.) –[See also it."

below.]

R. Q. 2. Jºš He ſº man) was moved by

grief [or anciety; see aſſº, below). (Harp. 94.)

- &:S -ºš The tongues, or languages,

became mixed, or confounded. (S, K.)=sº

§§ Jº The camels went on seeking the herbage,

or pasture, and left not of it aught. ($, K.)

J. is a particle of digression: (Mughnee, K:)

or, accord. to Mbr, it denotes emendation, wher

ever it occurs, in the case of a negation or an

affirmation: (T, TA:) or it is a word of emenda

tion, and denoting digression from that which

precedes; as also& in which the J is a substi

tute for the U, because U, is of frequent occurrence,

and Jº is rare; or, as IJ says, the latter may be

an independent dial. var. (M.) When it is fol

lowed by a proposition, the meaning of the digres

sion is either the cancelling of what precedes, as

in&34-Jºſéiſºft,

[And they said, “The Compassionate hath gotten

offspring:” eactolled be his freedom from that nihich

is derogatory from his glory! may, or may rather, or

nay but, they are honoured servants (KurzXi.26)],

or transition from one object of discourse to ano
ſº • wº- - - - - - 3 * * - - - g -

ther, as in Jºaº º,27,433 Jºš &.& 35

ºf it iſ 323; J. [He hath attained felicity

n:ho hath purified himself, and celebrated the

name of his Lord, and prayed; but ye prefer the

present life (Kur lxxxvii. 14—16)]: (Mughnee,

K:*) and in all such cases it is an inceptive par

ticle; not a conjunctive. (Mughnee.) When it

is followed by a single word, it is a conjunction,

(S,” Mºb," Mughnee, K,) and requires that word

to be in the same case as the word before it: (S:)

and if preceded by a command or an affirmation,
- 2 o - d - 2 o'.

(Mughnee, K,) as in Jºe Jºº * 3. [Beat

thou Zeyd: no, 'Amr], (Msb, Mughnee, K.) and

2×e J. & 25 [Zayd stood; no, Amr, (M,

Mughnee, K,) or 9. J. 3,4- Jºãº- [Thy

brother came to me : no, thy father], (S,) it

makes what precedes it to be as though nothing

were said respecting it, (S,” Mºb,” Mughnee, K,)

making the command or affirmation to relate to

what follows it: (S,” Msb,” Mughnee:) [and

similar to these cases is the case in which it is

preceded by an interrogation: see 2í as syn. with

this particle:] but when it is preceded by a nega

tion or a prohibition, it is used to confirm the

meaning of what precedes it and to assign the

contrary of that meaning to what follows it,

(Mughnee, K,) as in* J. 3.3 26 us [Zeyd

stood not, but 'Amr stood], (Mughnee,) or L.

z o - e. 2 & e s of

Jºe Jé lº 3.5 [I saw not Zºyd, but I saw

'Amr], (S,) and* J. 3.j iſ S [Let not

Zeyd stand, but let 'Amr stand]. (Mughnee.)

Mbr and 'Abd-El-Wārith allow its being used to

transfer the meaning of the negation and the pro

hibition to what follows it; so that, accord. to

them, one may say, 13-6 J. tºū 3.j tº [as

meaning Zeyd is not standing : no, is not sitting],

and 3-3 J. [but is sitting]; the meaning being

different [in the two cases]. (Mughnee, K.")

The Koofees disallow its being used as a conjunc

tion after anything but a negation [so in the

Mughnee, but in the K a prohibition,] or the like
2 o'. - O - -

thereof; so that one should not say, lºj <-º-3

Júl J. [I beat Zeyd: no, thee]. (Mughnee,

K.) Sometimes S is added before it, to corrobo

rate the meaning of digression, after an affirmation,

as in the saying,

6. e. p 6 .3 • * > 0 , * … o e

# A 5, J-ºl J. S. jºl ºve-2 *

• *, * ~ * ~ 6 & * 22

[Thy face is the full moon : no, but it would be

the sun, mere it not that eclipse and setting are

appointed to happen to the sun]: and to corrobo

rate what precedes it, after a negation, as in

tº Jºj J. S & 3 tº
• ?: - * ... • * 5 or , 5 o . -

* Jº-1 J| Susº-bº º j-" "

[And I did not abandon thee, or have not aban

doned thee; no, but abandonment and distance,

protracted, not to an appointed period, increased,

or have increased, my heart-felt love]. (Mughnee,

K.*)—Sometimes it is used to denote the passing

from one subject to another without cancelling

[what precedes it], and is syn. with 3. as in the

saying in the Kur [lkxxv. 20 and 21], &- *i;
º ~ 3 -93 - 2 -

*** colº sº J. *~42.3% [And God from

behind them is encompassing; and it is a glorious

Kur-án º or here it may mean Ö), as in an ex.

below]; and to this meaning it is made to accord

in the saying, 29, J. jº, &” * [I owe him

a deemár and a dirhem]. (Mb)— In the fol

31 *
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lowing saying in the Kur [xxxviii. 1], U33 J.95.J/5
• - a • 2 - 3: ... 2 ºf . . . -

3iº je glºº & ºff J. ºff, it is said

to signify &: [so that the meaning is, By the

Kur-án possessed of eminence, verily they nºho

have disbelieved are in a state of pride and oppo

sition;] therefore the oath applies to it. (Akh,

S.)- Sometimes the Arabs use it in breaking off

a saying and commencing another; and thus a

man commences with it a citation, or recitation,

of verse; in which case, it does not form any part

of the first verse, but is a sign of the breaking off,

or ending, of what precedes. (Akh, S.)–Some
a 2

times it is put in the place of º, (S, Mughnee,)

as in the saying of the rájiz,

- d ... • o - * 9, 2 • O - O -

* •*~*~ J. *

[Many a far-eartending desert have I traversed,

after a far-extending desert]. ($: [and a similar

ex. is given in the Mughnee.])-What is defi

cient in this word [supposing it to be originally

of three letters] is unknown; and so in the cases

of Js and 35 ; it may be a final 3, or us; or

they may be originally J. and Js and 33.

(Akh, S.)

3 -

[J. Moist, or containing moisture : or rather

moistened; being, app., an inf. n. used in the

sense of a pass. part. n. ; like Jºſé in the sense

of 3,4-. Hence, i. * and "J.J. and

* iſ." A wind in nihich is moisture : (S:) or

the last, a mind miced nith feeble rain : (T:)

and the second, a mind cold nºith moisture; (M,

K;) or the same, a nind cold with rain; (A,

TA;) the north mind, as though it sprinkled,

water by reason of its coldness: (TA:) and

"Jº, also signifies a cold north wind: (Ibn

'Abbād, TA :) Jº is used alike as sing, and
- • 2 3

pl.: (K:) it has no pl. (M.)= \sº Jº A

man (M) devoted, or attached, to a thing, and

keeping to it constantly. (M, K. [In the CK

and in my MS. copy of the K, Hºuſ is erro

* …, 3.

neously put for twº)—And Jº, alone, Much

given to the deferring of payment to his creditors,

by repeated promises; (T;) withholding, by snear

ing, n-hat he possesses of things that are the right

ful property of others. (IAar, T, K.) See also

Jº, in two places.

J. Allonable, or lanful; i. e., to be taken, or

let alone, or done, or made use of, or possessed :

(T, S, M, K:) so in the dial. of Himyer: (T, S.

M.) or a remedy; (A’Obeyd, T, S, M, K;) from

the phrase alsº &- J. ſq. v.]: (A’Obeyd, T, S,
- - - 3.

M :) or it is an imitative sequent to Ja-, (M,K,)

as some say: (M:) so As thought until he heard

that it was said to be of the dial. of Himyer in

the first of the senses explained above : (S, M.:)

A’Obeyd and ISk say that it may not be so
3 -

because it is conjoined with Je- by 3: (T:) and

A’Obeyd says, We have seldom found an imita

tive sequent conjoined by 3. (TA.) Hence the

phrase, Jº J- 35* It is to thee lanful and

allowable: or lanful and a remedy. (M,K.")

And hence the saying of El-'Abbās the son

of 'Abd-El-Muttalib, respecting [the well of]
3 - 3 - -

Zemzem, Jºs Je- ~}\tº Ls” It is to a drinker

lanful &c. (T, S, M.)

ãì. [A single act of moistening.— And hence,

The least sprinkling (Jº Js lit. the least mois:

ture) ºf gºod. MTA in ar. J.A.) You say, U2's-

* S3 * tº As JY3 [Such a one came to

us and did not bring us anything to rejoice us

nor the least sprinkling of good]: aſs, accord. to

ISk, being from & and Jº), and aſ

from Jig, and ºil. (S.) And its ºf tº
2 w

ãº $3 He did not obtain, or has not obtained,

anything. (S.)- Wealth, or competence : (Fr,

TA:) or wealth, or competence, after poverty;

(Fr, T, K, TA;) as also "J. (K.)– Itemains

of herbage or pasture; (K;) as also " ãº. (Fr,

T, K.)-The freshness of youth; as also Y ãì. ;

(M, K;*) but the former word is the more ap

proved. (M.)-See also an ex. voce J.J.

9 J.J. 6 ... •

àº : see Jº, in two places:— and see also

iſ, in two places.– Also A state of moisture.

(M.)- The moisture of fresh pasture. ($, M,

K.) The rājiz (Iháb Ibn-'Omeyr, TA) says, de

scribing [wild] asses,

• Jºãº, Jºº& J.'

meaning that they went in the cool of the evening

to the water after that the herbage had dried up:

U.18'91 means the wild animals that are satisfied

with green pasture, so as to be in no need of

water. (S.)

fortune, prosperity, or nealth: and sustenance, or

means of subsistence. (M., K.)— Health, sound

ness; or freedom from disease. (T,K,TA.)-A

repast prepared on the occasion of a medding,

or on any occasion. (Fr, K.)- The tongue's

fluency, and chasteness of speech : (K, TA:) or

its readiness of diction or eacpression, and facility;

(M;) and [so in the M, but in the K “or,”] its

falling upon the [right] places of utterance of the

letters, (T, M, A, K,) and its regular and uni

form continuance of speech, (T, M, K.) and its

facility. (K.) You say, º ài, &- u.

f [Hon good is the fluency, &c., of his tongue !].

(T, M., T.A.)

See Jº, in two places.—Also Good, good

Jí, Moisture; ($, M, Mºb, Ki) as also "iſ.

(S, M, K) and 'J', and "āº (M, K) [and

several other dial. vars. occurring in phrases in

this paragraph]: or " ãº signifies an inferior, or

inconsiderable, degree of moisture; (Lth, T, K;

[an ambiguity in the K in this place has occasioned

several mistakes in Freytag's Lex. voce Jº)

and "JX, is an anomalous pl. of this word; (M,

TA;) and is pl. also of wäß: (S, TA:) and

9 & 2

Jº, occurring, in a verse cited above (see 1)

may be pl. of UM. (M.) [Using syns. of Jº

in the sense explained above,) you say, <-sº

* 2:1: Jé àiº, (S,K) and "º, (K) or

Yazºº, (T, M.) I folded the skin while it was

moist, (T, S, M,K) before it should break in

pieces, (T,) or lest it should break in pieces.
• J. … o - .

(M.) And [hence, "...iſ. Jé tº “…sº,

(T, S, M,'K,') and Yazığ, (T, S,K) and "4:4,

and Yajº, and "Jº, (K) and "asſ, (S,

K) and "...ſº, (M,K) and "4:3% ($, K.)

and Y axiº, (K) and Y axi,ſ}, (S,K) which

is of the dial. of Temeem, (TA,) and * alsº,

(K,) t I bore mith, suffered, or tolerated, such a

one, (S, K,) notwithstanding his vice, or fault,

(T, S, M, K,) and evil conduct : (S:) or [so in

the M and K, but in the S “and,”] I treated

him nith gentleness, or blandishment, (S, K,)

while some love, or affection, remained in him;

(S, M, K;) and this is the true meaning; (M;)

and in like manner, a_i: "Jº Jº. (S, TA.)

And " alº Jé slº, and "al,ſ, t He feigned

himself heedless of, or inattentire to, his vice,

or fault; like as one folds a skin upon its fault

[to conceal that fault]. (T.) And Asi. -º-º:

"…tº, and "…ſº, and "…sº, + The

people, or company ofmen, turned away, or back,

having some good, or somewhat good, remaining,

in them, or among them; expl. by* …, [in

which the last word generally implies something

good; as, for instance, in the Kur xi. 118]: (M,

K:) or, in a good state, or condition : (K:) or

this latter is meant when one says,2.1%. (T.)

— Abundance of herbage; or ofthe goods, con

veniences, or comforts, of life. (TA)— See also
2 < * ~ * ~ 0 &

J. —aſſº & it. Hon good is his adornment

of himself! or his manner of undertaking a task,

or taking upon himself a responsibility 1 (K:

expl. in some copies by & #5 and so in the

TA: in others by 4-5.)

Jº, like 3,4, (K,) or Jº, (so in a copy of

the T, accord. to the TT,) Seed; grain for

soning. (ISh, T, K.)

6 . . . - 5 ... •

*A* and its pl.: see four exs. voce Jº.

5 * ~ *

àJº and its pl.: see three exs. voce Jº—

The sing. also signifies Garb, guise, aspect or

appearance, eacternal state or condition. (Ibn

'Abbād, K.) You say, aug. &-

he is goodly, or beautiful, in garb, &c. (Ibn

'Abbād, TA)—You say also, ºu, -ie, and

"4:21, meaning Hon is thy state, or condition?

(Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

3 : * >

a/Jº :

JX, a subst. signifying The making close the

ties of relationship by behaving with goodness

and affection and gentleness to one's kindred:

(K:) changed in form from ãº; q. v. (TA.)

[See also Jºº.]

5 * *

&! Verily

5 . .

see three exs. voce Jºy.

J%

Jº: See Jº, in four places. – Also Water;

(T, $, M, K;) and so YJ). and "J'ſ. (K.)

You say, Jº *i- Jº u. There is not in his

skin any water : (T, S:) or anything n-hatever:

(so in a copy of the S:) and in like manner one

: } see what next follows.
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says of a well. (T.) And "Jºjº, J. L. There

is not any water in the nell. (K.)- And Any

thing mith nihich one moistens the fauces, of nater

or of milk : (S, Msb, K:) such is said to be its

meaning. (Msb.) – And hence the saying,

tº 2-5 sº-ai, i. e. (…” “... [Make

3ye close the ties of relationship by behaving nith

that goodness and affection and gentleness to

kindred nihich those ties require:

and see also JX). (S.)

6 p.m.

Jºº :

6

J4:
-

5 ... •

see two exs. voce JJº.

3.

see Jº.

6 * ,

See an ex. Voce Jºy.

f;... • *

aſſ). : see Jº, in two places.– Also The

quantity with nihich a thing is moistened. (Har

p. 107.)– And A remain, or remainder; (T,

and Har ubi supra;), as also #54. (Har ubi

supra.) You say, aſ Xe S3 a), aº Lo There is

not in it anything remaining. (T, and Har ubi

supra.)

3. *

ăș:

6. -->

àJºe:

6 * >

see two exs. voce J.M. : —and see an
9 . . .2

iſ...} : see J.—Also Wheat boiled in nater,

[in the present day, with clarified butter, and

honey,) and eaten. (TA.)= And i. q. i

[Health, or soundness, &c.J. (TA.) -

º 3 #2

Jº See alſº.

- & A hot bath: (K:) the and J are aug

mentative: for the hot bath is thus called because

he who enters it is moistened by its water or by

his sweat: (TA:) pl. 3.6%, (K) occurring in

a trad., and said by IAth to be originally&º.

(TA in art. Jºy; in which, as well as in the

present art., it is mentioned in the K.)– It is

now applied to A man who serves [the bathers,

by nashing them &c.,] in the hot bath: [fem.

with 3:] but this is a vulgar application of the

word. (TA.)

&: see 1.

J: [The nightingale: and a certain melodious

bird resembling the nightingale: both, in the

present day, vulgarly called J4: the -**

ſq. v.]; and the <== [q. v.]: (T :) a certain

bird, (S, M, K,) nell known, (K,) of beautiful

voice, that frequents the Haram [or Sacred Terri

tory of Mekkeh], and is called by the people of

El-Hijáz the 233 ſq. v.). (M.)—A man light,

or active: (S:) or clever, nell-mannered, or

elegant, and light, or active : (T:) or a man

(M) light, or active, in journeying, and very

helpful; (M.K.) and so "Jº, (M.) orº
(K:) or, accord. to Th, a boy light, or active, in

journeying : (M :) and a man light, or active,

in that nihich he sets about ; (TA;) as also

"Jºi (Ki) or this last signifies a man active

in intellect, to nihom nothing is unapparent: (T:)

pl. of the first, (S) and of the last, (K) Jº.

(S, K.)= A certain fish, of the size of the hand.

(Ibn-'Abbād, K.)=The spout (Suº) of a mug

( Jºë), that pours forth the nater. (M, K.)

Jº — 2-4

3 * ~ b - - • * > * **

iſº inf n, of J.J. ſq. v.). (M., K.)= A

state of confusion, or mixture, of tongues, or

languages. (M, K.") In the copies of the K,

ai-S is here erroneously put for a. S. (TA.)

— Also, and "Juſ. The rain, or unprofitable,

or evil, suggestion of anacieties in the bosom : (T:)

or anaciety, and vain, or unprofitable, or evil,

suggestion of the mind: (S:) or intense anaciety,

and vain, or unprofitable, or evil, suggestions or

thoughts; (M, K;) as also "Jº, (so in the M,

accord. to the TT) or "Jºº (so in copies of

the K:) this last [however] is pl. of"Juſ; (T;)

which also signifies vehement distress in the bosom;

(M, K5) and so does "it'ſ. (IJ, M) or "Jú.

signifies anaciety and grief: and, as also iſ..., a

motion, or commotion, in the heart, arising from

grief or love. (Harp. 94.)

ãºſ. A mug (3,4) having a spout (Jº) by

the side of its head, (M, K, TA,) from which the

water pours forth : (TA:) or a enver, as long as

it contains wine. (Kull p. 102.)

3 … o.º. 6 no.2

Jº see Jºº.

5 , o, 3; - ?” -

Jºº : see alſº, in three places. = Also A

putting people in motion; and rousing, or earcit

ing, them : a subst. from R. Q. 1. (M, K.)

âû: l 6 . . o.

… • * See allºw.

Jº J

Jºº.
-

ºf ~~ o .

6 y o z

see JºJº, in two places:=and see

ãº [properly A thing that moistens. – And

hence, f Bounty, or liberality; or a gift; as

also YUSA : (T, S, TA:) and both these words,

good, or benefit : (T, S, M, TA:) so in a phrase

mentioned above; see 1: (T, S, K:) the latter

word is changed in form from the former, (T.)

[See also JX, above.]

Jº See J%.

[jã More, and most, moist : fem. #3: and

pl. J. Hence, cº Já -º-, The south is

the most moist of the winds. (S.)– [Hence,
oº: - o o J-5 o . •

also, 3,9) C-2 5-s—9 Jº Jº Le Nothing is

more healthful and suitable to the body than

sport. (TA)— And 5% #2 A smooth stone

or rock. (S.)- And Jº, applied to a man, (T,

S, &c.,) Violent, or vehement, in contention, alter

cation, or dispute; (T, M, K;) as also. W.J. :

(K:) or (M) one niho has no sense of shame:

(M, K:) or (TA) one n-ho resists, or withstands,

(K, TA,) and overcomes : (TA:) or (M) very

mean, (M, K,) from n-hom that nihich he possesses

cannot be obtained, (Ks, T, S, M, K,) by reason

of his meanness; (Ks, T, S ;) and so $. applied

to a woman: (Ks, S:) or mean, (TA,) much

given to the deferring of payment to his creditors,

(IAar, M, K,) much given to snearing (T, S, K)

and to wronging, (S,K) withholding the rightful

property of others; (TA;) as also "J. ſq. v.]:

(IAar, M, [but referring only to what is given

above on the authority of the former, K, [refer- -

joyful, glad, or happy. (K, T.A.) You say,&
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ring to the same and to what follows except the

addition in the TA,) and TA:) or, (S, M,) accord.

to AO, (S,) i. q. 5-13 [i.e. vicious, immoral,

unrighteous, &c.]: (S, M, K:) fem. 5. (M,

K.) and pl. J. (K :) or it signifies one who

pursues his course at random, not caring for

what he meets. (Ham p. 383.)

J. One nihose aiding thee to accomplish thy

desire nearies thee. (A’Obeyd, T, K, TA. [In

the CK, for 45 tº Jé & & 4. &.

we find 4; tº Jºe *::: e *:&D

32 a • 2 -

Jºe Lo-aē- A constant, firm, or steady, adver

sary in a contention, dispute, or litigation. (M,

K.)

**
-

1. &#, aor. , (ISh, TA,) inf. n. §4. (S, K,

TA,) He (a man) had a clear, a conspicuous, or

a white, space between the eyes, not having the

eyebron's joined; (ISh, TA;) he had a clear

space between the eyebron's (S, K, TA;) he had

a wide space, or a space clear of hair, between

the eyebron's. (TA.)- [Hence, He (a man)

was, or became, bright in countenance: or fair,

beautiful, and nide in countenance : or + open

and pleasant, or cheerful, in countenance: , or

t liberal neith acts of beneficence : or t generous,

beneficent, and open and pleasant, or cheerful, in

countenance: see the part. n. º, below.]—

And [hence, aor. as above, (K,) and so the

inf n., (TA,) the (a man, TA) was, or became,

º f He rejoiced at the thing; or neas rejoiced

ly it. º also &º. (A5, TA) And as &

Leºš J.A. all f The bosom became dilated with joy

thereat. (A.) And tº- Le Jºaº& t[It (the

bosom) became dilated with joy after it had been

contracted with grief]. (TA.)-[And hence,)

aor. and inf. n. as above; (Msb;) and -*. (S,

A, Msb, K,) aor. *, inf. n. tº: (S, Msb;) and

'º', (S, K,) or 'º'; (so in copies of the A

and Msb;) and'sº (S, A, K.) and Wa-kºl;

(Msb, K;) +It (the dawn, or daybreak,) shone,

was bright, or shone brightly. (S, A, Msb, K.)

AndJº "… # The sun shone, was bright,

or shone brightly. (TA.) And *Gº 'º.

#The thing shone, was bright, or shone brightly.

(TA)—And hence, (Mºb) 3-1 &% and&;

(Msb;) or 'º'; (A, TA;) t The truth became

apparent, (A, Mºb, TA,) manifest, evident, or

clear. (A, Msb.) And 'º', inf. n. t -4,

(S, and so the inf. n. is written in a copy of the

K: in another copy of the K it is written cº-º:

[inf. n. of Y. 21], and the verb is written : | in

a copy of the S : accord. to the CK, the inf. n. is

gº (of which the verb is 'e','l') said of

anything, (S, TA,) signifies t It was, or became,

apparent, manifest, evident, or clear. (S, K,
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TA)=$4, aor. : , (K,) inf. n. §4. (TA,) He

opened; syn. ë. (K.)

4: see 1, in three places. =4s-ºl +He made

it apparent, manifest, evident, or clear. (K.)—

And t He made him joyful, glad, or happy; syn.
2 * ~ *

4–55; (K accord. to the TA [and so in a MS.

copy of the K in my hands] :), or the removed

it, or cleared it anay; syn, ājj. (So accord. to

the CK.)

5. sº +He laughed, and nas cheerful, brisk,

lively, or sprightly. ($.)–See also 1.

7: see 1.

8 : see 1.

9 : see 1.

11: see 1, in two places.

. 12: see 1.

º o- 2 : of .

**: See **'. in four places.

45 - - º, , o.p.

&”: See aa-º.

& f Joyful, glad, or happy. (TA.) [See also

… •o:

tºll

: £, with two dammehs, Men clear of hair in

the [parts of the face called the] --5. (IAqr,

IQ.)

5 - d -

à-V: see what next follows.

is 1: Clearness of the space between the eye

brows: (S, A, K.) or midth of the space between

the eyebron's; or [of] the space between the eye
5 -.

brows when clear of hair; as also V-1. [which is

the inf. n. of&]. (TA.) One says, &- [.

<<I. How beautiful is the clearness of the space

between his eyebrows 1 (A.)— The part behind

the Jºjº [or side of the cheek or face], to the

ear, when there is no hair upon it. (TA.)-

Also, and Y is ſº, t The light (§, L, K) of the

dawn, or daybreak, ($, L,) in the last part of the

night, ($, TA,) at the breaking of the danºn.

(TA.) You say, cº is ſº <5 + I san, the

light of the danºn. (S.), And as tº <e &

+ [I met, or found, him, or it, at the break of
• o 3 - d ... •

the dawn]. (A) And is ſº is jºll “…

<!--, Ji- +[I journeyed during the nhole

night, or from the beginning of the night, or during

the latter part of the night, and the breaking of the

dann, until I arrived]. (A.) And it is said in
6 - - a • - *de

a trad, is tº 33i iſ the night of ºil is

bright [like the dann]. (TA.)

º - * z of .

tº: Sec **', in two places.

: º, with kesr to the - and to the first J.

and with fet-h to the second J.; (Msb;) or
6 -

- ; (so written in some copies of the K, in

other copies of which it is omitted;) [Myrobalana

Bellerica: (Golius and Freytag :) Terminaria

Chebula: Sprengel. hist. rei herb. p. 262: (Frey

tag :)] a certain well-known Indian medicine;

(Msb;) very beneficial to the stomach and to the

intestinum rectum. (K.) [For other properties

&c. assigned to it, see Ibn-Seenā (Avicenna),

book ii. p. 144. See also **!, in art.*]

… • of - -

*! A man having a clear, a conspicuous, or

a mºhite, space betn-een the eyes, not having the

eyebron's joined: (ISh, TA:) or having such a

space between the eyebron's, (K,”TA,) not having

the eyebron's joined: (S, TA:) or having a wide

space, or a space clear of hair, between the eye

bron's : fem. ā-ſ. (TA.)-[Hence,) Bright of

countenance; the Prophet being said by Umm

Magbad to have been 2-9 tº: by which she

did not mean the 4 of the eyebrows, for

she described him as having joined eyebrows:

(A’Obeyd, S, TA:) or fair, beautiful, and wide

in countenance, whether long or short: or [alone,
o ºr

or] followed by º, + open and pleasant, or

cheerful, in countenance; (TA;) and so V the

latter alone: (K:) or V the latter, f open and

pleasant, or cheerful, in countenance, with bene

ficence: (TA:) or the former, and Y the latter,

and w; - º, + liberal nith acts of beneficence:

(TA:) or the first, t generous, beneficent, and

open and pleasant, or cheerful, in countenance;

although having joined eyebrows. (A, TA.)-

Also t Shining, bright, or shining brightly; ap

plied to the dawn, or daybreak; (S, A, Msb;)

and so '#4, applied to a thing [of any kind]:

(TA:) and the former, anything + apparent,

manifest, evident, or clear; (K;) thus applied to

a face, and to the dawn, (TA,) and to the truth,

(Msb, TA,) and to an affair or event, or a case,

&c. (TA.) It is an act. part. n. of& (Msb.)

You say, $1.4 Jººls $º J- f The truth is

apparent, manifest, evident, or clear; [and falsity

is a cause of embarrassment, or hesitation, to the

speaker;] (S, A.;") i. e., the latter is agitated to

and fro, without having utterance: ($ in art. 2-J :)

or the truth is lucid and direct; and falsity is

confused and indirect. (TA in that art.) And

ā-ſ: is - + A manifest, an evident, or a clear,

proof or argument. (Mºb.)

• 2

w w * , of

Jº-J)** , with damm, [meaning Sugar-candy,

and loaf-sugar, thus applied in the present day,

is an arabicized term [from the Persian :siſ].

(K, TA:) in one copy of the K, it is said that
9 - O2 - - - • a 3

**', with damm, is [syn. with] 3& [sugarl:

by the people [who are makers] of L-J and

Jail, [see these words, the latter of which is a

coll. gen. n., of which the n. un, is with 3, pl.

º * c 3

Jºué, it is called tººl. (TA)

t”

4. tº It (a palm-tree) bore, or had, dates in

the state in nihich they are termedtº. (S, A, K.)

** Dates, or the fruit of the palm-tree, while

continuing green (Msb, TA) and small;. (TA;)

a term like2-a- applied to grapes; (MSb, TA;)

called by the people of El-Basrah JS- when

they have begun to colour, i.e., to become red or

yellow, they are termed* : (Msb:) or dates in

the state betnyeen that in which they are called

Jºd- and that in which they are called 2-w; (§,

Mgh, K;) for dates in their incipient state are

termed &le; then, Jºd-; then, tº: then, j-, ;

then, •º and then, 5:3. (S, IAth:) or i. q.

*: (A5, and S and K in art. •-- :) [by

many of the Arabs in the present day, it is applied

to fresh ripe dates, and to dried dates: it is a

coll. gen, n. :] n. un, with 3. (S, Msb.)

Jº

1. 34, aor. 2, ſinf n. 3,4,] He (a man) re

mained, stayed, abode, or dwelt, in the Jº [i. e.

country, or tonn, &c.]: (Mºb :) orcº 34,

(T, S, M, L, K) aor. *, (M., L.) inf n. *, *, (T,

M, L, K,) he remained, stayed, abode, or dwelt,

in the place, (AZ, T, S, L, K,) and kept to it:

(K) or he took it as his J., [or country, or

tonn, &c.], (M, L, K,) and kept to it. (M, L.)—

And bº, aor. *; (M, K;) and bº, aor. *;

(K;) or the latter is correctly w tº... ; (M,"

TA;) They kept to the ground, fighting upon it:

(M, K.) said to be derived from Ješ Š.

(TA)=39, aor. 4, His skin had sº, or

marks, ſpl. of 3.1%) remaining upon it. (M., L.)

—Also, (M.K.) infin. 34, (S.M.) He (a man,

M) had a space clear from hair between his eye

brons: ($, M, K:) or had eyebron's not joined.

(M.)=&ſ, aor.”, (S, M, Mºb, K.) inf. n. §§,

(T, S, M., A., Msb,) He was, or became, stupid,

dull, wanting in intelligence: (S, A, Msb:) inert;

wanting in vigour; not penetrating, sharp, vigo

rous, or effective, in the performance of affairs;

(T, M, K,” TA;) [or soft, weak, feeble, wanting

in endurance, or patience; (see * ;)] as also

4, aor.”, (K, TA) inf n. *. (TA)—Also,

inf. n. as above, said of a horse, meaning He

lagged behind those that outstripped in running.

(T, TA) [See also 2.]—3-ºl & see 2.

2. al, inf. n. 3.4% He remained, stayed, or

abode; [like& ;] or cast, or laid, himself donºn

upon the ground; syn. Jºš -i. -º-º: (S,

K:) or he did so by reason offatigue. (TA.

[See 5.]) See also 944–II. became languid,

and affected laziness, after being brisk, lively,

or sprightly. (A.)– He (a man) was impotent

in work, and was neak; (T, L;) and so even in

bounty, or liberality, (T,) or in running. (T,”

L.)— He (a horse) failed to outstrip in run

ning. (M, K.) [See also 4.]— He nvas nig- -

gardly, or avaricious; was not liberal, nor gene

rous. (M.K.) [And hence, à-il cº, (K)
Or <!-- "...ſº, (M,) [but the latter is probably

imperfectly transcribed, The cloud, or clouds,

gave no rain. (M., K.) — He did not apply

himself rightly to anything. (M, K)=-3ſ,

Jús- f The mountains appeared lon, to the eye

by reason of the darkness of the night : so in the

L, confirmed by a citation from a poet: in the

A, $$.” "sº f The countries, or regions,
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appeared short [in extent] to the eye by reason

of the darkness of the night. (TA.)

3. $31. [inf. n. ofJúl The contending with
6 * ~ * >

another, or others, in fight, (i. q. alaju-o, T, S, M,

K,) with snºords and staves. (T, M., K.)

4. Jºl He clave to the ground, (S, K,) in

submissiveness. (TA) [Perhaps formed by trans

position from Jºji : see Jºe.]– See also 5.–

His beast became dull; not to be rendered brisk,

lively, or sprightly, by being put in motion. (AZ,

$, K.)=G& ** He made Jim to keep to

a place. (K.)= Awl, inf. n. >\!, It (a water

ing-trough or tank) nas, or became, abandoned,

and no longer used, so that it threatened to fall

to ruin. (T.)=[And] sºil sºul Time caused

it (a watering-trough or tank) to become aban

doned, and norm, and no longer used, so that it

threatened to fall to ruin. (TA.) [See &..]

w

5. J.; He obtained, or eacercised, dominion

over a 2% [i. e. country, or tonn, &c.,] belonging

to others. (K.)— He alighted, or sojourned, in

a 24 ſor country, &c.,] niherein was no one,

(L, K,) saying within himself, O my grief, or

sorrow, or regret! (L.)— He was, or became,

confounded, or perpleased, and unable to see his

right course; (M, K;) he nent backwards and

forniards in confusion or perple.city, unable to

see his right course : (T,” S:) because he who

is in this state is like one in a sº, meaning a

desert in which he cannot find his way: (T, L:)

he was overtaken by confusion, or perple.city,

such that he was unable to see his right course;

as also *34. (TA.)- He fell to the ground,

(K,) by reason of neakness. (TA.) [See also 2.]

— He became submissive, and humble; (T,TA;)

contr. of Jºi. (T, M., K.) — He affected

33% [i.e. stupidity, dulness, want of intelli

gence, &c.]. (S.)- + He turned his hands over,

or upside-donºn : (K:) [thus one does in sorrow,

or regret, or in perplexity: see Kur xviii. 40:]

or the meaning is that which here next follows:

(TA:) the clapped his hands; or smote palm

upon palm ; syn. J.2 (M,K) Jºu. (TA.)

[See $31.]—[And hence, app.,] f He felt, or

expressed, grief, sorron, or regret. (M, A, L,

K.)=$$.” -3.3. see 2.=Accord. to AAF,

J.; also signifies It (the dawn, or daybreak,)

shone, was bright, or shone brightly; i. q. &º.

(M.)

& (which is masc. and fem., Msb) and W $31.

both signify the same; (M, A, Msb, K;) namely,

[A country, land, region, province, district, or

territory: and a city, tonn, or village : or] any

portion of the earth, or of land, comprehended

within certain limits, [thus I render 5-i-.

and in like manner it is rendered in the TK,

cultivated, or inhabited, or uncultivated, or un

inhabited: (M, Mºb,” K :) or the former signi

fies any place of this description; and the latter,

a portion thereof: (T:) or the former is a generic

name of a place [or country or region or province]

such as El-'Irak and Syria; and the latter sig

nifies a particular portion thereof such as [the

city or town of] El-Basrah and Damascus;

(M, K;) or these are post-classical applications:

(TA:) or the former, a tract of land, or district,

which is an abode, or a place of resort, of animals,

or genii, even if containing no building : (Nh :)

or a land, or country, absolutely: and also a

ton'n, or village, syn. âș: but this latter is a

conventional adventitious application: ('Ináyeh,

TA:) and the latter, a land, country, or territory,

[belonging to, or inhabited by, a people,) syn.

Ji. (S, TA: [a meaning assigned in the K to

&; but this appears to be a mistake occasioned

by the accidental omission of the word ãº :])

you say, (33. º [This is our land, &c.] like

as you say, tº- º: (S, TA:) the pl. (of

the former, S, Msb) is &34. (S, M, Mgb) and (of

the same, $, or of the latter, Msb) sº (T, S, M,

Msb:) [which latter, regarded as pl. of $31, in a

more limited sense than 31, is often used as

meaning provinces collectively; i. e. a country :]

&laſ: is syn, with 3,4- [which signifies districts,

or tracts of country; quarters, or regions; and

also, cities, tonens, or villages]. (T.) &g and

W #319, are names applied to Mekkeh; (M, K;)

in like manner as*: is a name applied to the

Pleiades. (M) [Sº too &S 349, and &
Al-J' &c.] tº Jº means A tract of land

without herbage, or pasture: (Msb:) and 4.

alone, a [desert, a waterless desert, or such as is

termed] ătă. (TA voce U; under which see an

ex)—º also signifies Land nihich has not

been dug, and upon which fire has not been

kindled. (M, K.)-A [house, or drcelling, such

as is termed] 23: (M, K:) of the dial. of El

Yemen. (M.) Sb mentions the saying,33 º 2

J.< [This house, eaccellent, or most eaccel

lent, is the dwelling!]; in which JJJ) is made

fem. because it is syn. with 31.A.). (M.)–A

burial-ground: (M, K:) or, as some say, (M,

but in the K “and,”) a grave, or sepulchre: (M,

K:) pl. as above. (M.)- Dust, or earth; and

so " ... (T, M., K.)—The place in which an

ostrich lays its egg, in sand. (S, M, L., K.) And

hence, J. ãº The egg of the ostrich, which it

abandons in the place where it lays it, in the

sand, or in a desert: (M., L.) also called *ā-ſº

and 213 ºff. (M.) You say, 249 is 3×3

[t Such a one is like the egg of the ostrich, &c.],

meaning such a one is unequalled, or unparalleled:

said in dispraise and in praise: (M,” L:) allowed

by A’Obeyd to be used in praise: and said by

El-Bekree to be applied to him who is separated

from his family and near relations. (TA.), [See

also art. Jacº..] You also say, as: &- Jäi*

J. (S, M., A) f He is more abject, or tile, than

the egg of the ostrich, nihich it abandons (S,TA)

in the desert, and to which it does not return.

(TA) (see again art - Allo & #3.

244)* f [He is more highly esteemed than the

egg of the ostrich, which it lays in the sand];

because the ostrich spreads its wings over it and

sits upon it. (A in art. tº.) [See more in art.

Jacº..] –A trace, mark, or vestige, (T, S, M, K,

[in the K mentioned in two places, but in the

latter of these omitted in the CK,I) of a house,

or dwelling: (TA:) and a mark remaining upon

the body. (A’obeyd, T.) pl. §§. (S, Aobeyd,

M, K.)– The origin, or an element, (**)

of a thing. (Th, M., K.)– See also the next

paragraph, in three places: --and see $31.

a ... o. º, ,

ãº: see Jº, in three places. You say,2 č,

* Jºãº Cá lie Jºi i If thou do not

thus, it will be [a cause of] separation between

me and thee; (M,” A, TA;) i. e., I will alienate

thee from me so that a country, or region, shall

separate us, each from the other. (A, TA.)-

Also A desert, or n’aterless desert, in which one

cannot find his way: and any eactensive tract of
• O - .x -y

land. (T,L) [Hence, “3, 544 &# I
found him, or met him, in a desert, or desolate,

place, in rehich there nas no one beside. (M.)

[See also art. --~~..] – And [hence, app.,]

#319, One of the Mansions of the Moon, (M,

K,) [namely, the Twenty-first Mansion,] a patch

of the sky, (K,) containing no stars, (M, K,) or

containing onlysmall stars, (T,” M,) between the

2.3% and tººl *: (M, K.) sometimes the

moon declines from it, and takes as its mansion

the 5355; it [app. 33’).5/1, accord. to the K, but

accord. to the TA 3.Al-Ji,j consists of six stars

resembling a bow, (K,) in the sign of Sagittarius

(J-sil); (T:) or 3.A.J) is one of the Mansions

of the Moon, consisting of sic stars of Sagittarius

(U-95/1), nihich the sun enters on the shortest day

of the year: ($ ) [see 2.É. Jjº, in art. J33 :

in the K it is also said that "...[...] is a Mansion

of the Moon; but this appears to be a mistake,

occasioned by the accidental omission of the word

$2.19); though 313 would seem to be an appro

priate name for the mansion next after the sºlº:]

IF says that ãº is a star, or an asterism,

(2-) said to be the 5.4, i.e. breast, of the

Lion; not meaning the mansion thus called in

the sign of Sagittarius: El-Hareeree finds fault

with him for using this expression, [the 3JJ, of

the Lion,] but Ibn-Dhafr replies that it occurs

in the language. (TA)—iº. also signifies

The earth, or ground. (S.)- Also (S, M, L,

TA, [in the K "Jº, by the accidental omission

of the word $31,1,1) The pit betneen the two

collar-bones, with the part around it : or the

middle thereof, i. e., of that pit: (M, K:) or the

third of the Jiā (which are six in number) of

that part of a horse's breast which is called the

23; : or the part called 23%)Jº (M:) or [so

accord. to the M, but accord. to the K “and,”]

the breast, syn. 943, (S, M, A, K,) of a camel,

(M, A,) or of that which has a foot like the

camel's, and of a solid-hoofed animal, (M,) and

of a man: (A:) and the part immediately beneath

the two prominent portions offlesh of the breast of

a horse, extending to the arms. (M., L.) Dhu-r-

Rummeh says,

2. o. 2 o a 2 e. e -ot, o – ;

+ 3-A, 353 3-4 ºilu e-º-º:

She (the camel) was made to lie don'n, and thren,

her breast upon [a tract of] ground. (S, M.)

And you say, 3.19. &'s JX3 Such a one is

wide in the breast. (S.)— Also : The palm of the

*k
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hand. (M, A, TA. [In the K, by the accidental

omission of the word #44), this meaning is as

signed to ".….]) You say,º Jº 4:31,*

! He smote the palm of his hand upon his breast.

(A.)= See also i.J., in two places: = and see

#31 ($, M, L, K) and "33" (š, M, L) and

*34. [which is an inf. n. of4] (S, K) Clearness,

from hair, of the space between the eyebron's :

(S, L, K:) i. 4. is tº or more than is tº Ol'

the having the eyebron's not joined: (M:) or

* the second signifies the space between the eye

bron's. (M.)- And the first, The form, aspect,

appearance, or lineaments, of the face. (K.)=
6 * ~ *

See also 33’).

2 * ~ * 6 . .

ãº): see Jº.

3.4% ($, M,K) and '45 (M, K) stupid, dull,

wanting in intelligence; (S, Msb;) inert; want

ing in vigour; not penetrating, sharp, vigorous,

or effective, in the performing of affairs : (T,

M, K:*) [soft, weak, feeble; wanting in endurance,

or patience :] contr. of 24- (K.)– Also the

former, A horse that lags üehind those that out

strip in running : (T, TA:) and a camel (TA)

not to be rendered brisk, lively, or sprightly, by

being put in motion. (M, K, T.A.). - See also
5 x 9.

3.

ššš. [an inf. n. (of 34) used as a subst.] (S,

M., A) and "331; and "334 (M, TA) Stupidity,

dulness, want of intelligence, (S, A,) or of pene

tration, sharpness, vigour, or effectiveness, in the

performing of affairs. (M., T.A.)

31, Itemaining, staying, abiding, or dwelling,

(S, Mºb) in a 2% [i.e. country, or tonn, &c.],

(Msb,) or in a place. ($)—3.9 Jú Lasting;

that does not cease, or fail, or pass anay: the

former word signifies old; and the latter is [said

to be] an imitative sequent. (TA.)

34: A man having a space clear from hair

between his eyebrows : or having eyebron's not

joined: i.a. º.º. (S.M.)=[More, and most,

stupid, dull, wanting in intelligence, or in pene

tration, sharpness, vigour, or effectiveness, in the

performing of affairs; see &] You say, 31;

jº &: [More stupid, &c., than a bull]. (A.)—

See also 3-9.–A man ($) of large, (S, K,) big,

gross, rude, or coarse, (M,) make. (S, M, K.)

6 … * o a

42, (K) or 343, (T,) old; applied to a

watering-trough or tank. (T, K.) So in the words

of a poet, describing a watering-trough or tank,

* - C - * 6 - , o, • O - -

º *** *** cºº *

formed by transposition from 24, which [pro

perly] means cleaving to the ground: (IAar, T,

TA:) or it is agº, (TA) or 243, (T,) which

means abandoned, and n:orn, and no longer used,

so that it threatens to fall to ruin. (T, TA.)

6 x o .

>3)--. Confounded, or perplexed, and unable to

see his right course : [a pass. part. n., but] it has

no verb answering to it: (M, TA:) or idiotic;

deficient, or manting, in intellect; or bereft

thereof: (Esh-Sheybánee, M, K:) or unable to

proceed in, or prosecute, his journey, his means

having failed him, or his camel that bore him

stopping with him from fatigue or breaking

donºn or perishing, or an event befalling him so

that he cannot move : (As, M. :) all of these

significations refer to confusion or perplexity:

(M, L:) or one whose modesty, or shame, or

whose intellect, has quitted him; as also "...º.

(TA.) -

jº

jºi &-k The mud of Egypt; (K;) what

the Nile leaves behind it after retiring from the

surface of the ground: (TA:) a foreign word

[arabicized, perhaps from the Greek Trn Aos, as

suggested by De Sacy; who also remarks that it

might be derived from the Greek txts with the

Egyptian masc. art. Tri, were it not that txis is

fem.: (see his “Abd-allatif,” p. 8:) if we might

suppose jºl to be an old mistranscription for

jºl, we might with good reason derive it from

tAïs, which, as pronounced by the modern Greeks,

very nearly resembles jºl in sound]: (K:) [some

of] the vulgar pronounce it with J-. (TA.)-

[Also applied to Clay; plastic clay; or potters'

earth.]

J~\º

4. J-Mºl, (inf n. J-Sº, S, &c.,) He despaired,

(Aboo-Bekr, S, M, Msb, K,) or gave up hope,

(Aboo-Bekr, TA) iſ a-, 3-, of the mercy of

God. (Aboo-Bekr, $, TA.)— He became broken

[in spirit], and mournful. (S, TA.)- He nas,

or became, silent, ($, M, A, Msb,) returning no

reply, or ansner, (TA,) by reason of grief, (S,)

or of despair. (A.)– He nas, or became, con

founded, or perpleared, and unable to see his right

course. (Ibn-'Arafeh, K.)—He was, or became,

cut short, or stopped, (K, TA,) <-- Jº [in his

argument, or plea]. (TA.)- He became unable

to prosecute his journey: or nas prevented from

attaining his wish : syn. as &l=5. (Th, M., T.A.)

— He repented; or grieved for n:hat he had

done. (M.)= He caused a person to despair.

(Harp. 138.)

J-4 Despairing, (J-4) and silent respecting

what is in his mind, (K, TA,) by reason of grief

or fear. (TA.)

J.5% ($, Mºb, K) like X., (Mºb) and

---, (K) [in a copy of the M written J-Sº,

A [garment, or piece of stuff, of the kind called]

tº: [i.e. of hair-cloth]: ($, M, Mºb, K.) used

in this sense by the people of El-Medeeneh : (S:)

a Persian word; (AO, S, Msb;) originallyJº,

without Uſ: (TA:) arabicized: (S, Msb:) also

called by the Arabs J-34, with the ºr termed

&: (TA) pl. Jº. (M, Mºb, K.) [The pl.)

J-º is also applied to Large sacks oft.* [i. e.

hair-cloths], in which figs are put, [or, more pro

bably, in which stran is put, for cººl, which I

find in two copies of the S and in the TA, can

hardly be doubted to be a mistranscription of

cº), and upon rehich is paraded he who is

made a public eacample that others may take

nearning from him, and the subject of a proclama

tion [acquainting the spectators mith his offence]:

whence the imprecation, J-ſº Jº Aſ 4.5

[May God show me thee upon the large hair

cloth-sacks]. (S, TA.)"

& [The balsam-tree; or the species that

produces the balsam of Mekkeh, i.e., the amyris

opobalsamum;] a certain kind of tree, (M,) or

shrub, resembling the A-, (K,) having many

leaves, inclining to nihite, in odour resembling the

~13. [or rue), (TA,) the berry of which has an

wnguent, (Lth, M, TA,) which is hot, (Lth, TA,)

and its unguent is in great request : (Lth, K,

TA:) its unguent [opobalsamum] is more potent

than its berry [carpobalsamum], and its berry is

more so than its mood [acylobalsamum] : the best

of its wood is the smooth, tanny-coloured, pun

gent and sneet in odour: it is hot and dry in the

second degree; and its berry is a little hotter than

it : its mood opens stoppages of the nose, and is

good for the sciatica and vertigo and headache,

and clears cloudiness of the eye, and is good for

asthma and oppression of the breath, and for

flaccidity of the nomb, used by fumigation; it is

also beneficial in cases of barrenness, and coun

teracts poisons and the bite ofvipers: (the Minháj,

TA:) it is said in the K and in the Minháj, and

by most of the physicians and those who treat of

drugs, that it grows only at 'Eyn-Shems, in the

neighbourhood of El-Káhireh, the place called El

Matareeyeh; but MF observes that this is strange,

as it is well known that it is mostly found in the

district of El-Hijáz, between the Harameyn and

El-Yembo’, whence it is conveyed to all countries:

the truth, however, is, that it ceased to grow at

‘Eyn-Shems in the latter part of the eighth cen

tury [of the Flight], and it was endeavoured

[successfully] to be made to grow in El-Hijáz.

(TA.) [See also De Sacy’s “Abd-allatif,” p. 89.]

J.3. One n:ho sells n'hat is termed J-54. (K.)

J-º [A name of Satan]; from J-º, (S, M,

Msb, k) in the first of the senses assigned to it

above, (S, M, Msb,) accord. to some; (M, Mºb,

K;) his former name being Jºjº : (S, TA:) or

it is a foreign word, (Aboo-Is-hák, M, Mºb, K.)

and for this reason, (Aboo-Is-hák, M, Msb, TA,)

and its being also determinate, (Aboo-Is-hák, M,

TA,) or a proper name, (Msb,) it is imperfectly

decl.; (Aboo-Is-hák, M., &c.;) for if it were an

Arabic word, it would be perfectly decl., like

Jºël and kº- (Mºb)

co-º

&: See art. J-Jº.

laº

1. Aſ, (IDrd, K,) [aor., accord. to a rule

observed in the K, *, inf. m. kº, (IDrd,TA,)

He spread, or paved, (K, TA,) a house, (K,)

and the ground, (TA,) with bºº [or jlag-stones],

(K, TA,) or neith baked bricks; (TA;) as also

"kº, (K) inf n, kºi; (TA) and **
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(K:) or, as also V the second, he made [or con

structed] a wall with p53: (IDrd, TA:) or "the

second, he made a house plain, or even. (TA.)

= He struck him, or it, with the * [q. v.].

(TA.)

2 : see 1, in three places.- The vulgar phrase

ãº laſ signifies Make thou fast the ship; as

though it were an order to make it cleave to the

ground. (TA.) [You say, Jº Jºãº aſs,

meaning He ran the ship aground upon the sand.]

3. cº JºJºãº lajú The people, or company

ofmen, alighted neith the sons of such a one, each

party to oppose the other, upon the ground :

(K,” TA:) from pº signifying the “earth,” or

“ground;” or “even, smooth ground.” (TA.)

2.5i, Lu, (K) infin. iiju.., (S) The people, or

company of men, contended, one with another, in

fight with snords, (S,” K, TA) upon their feet;

(TA;) as also VI, lajuj: ($, K:) ālalū- is only

upon the ground; (Z, TA;) and you do not

say tº lau5 when the people are riders. (TA.)

—Jºi.jú He fled from me, (AHn, K.) and

7vent anay in the land: (AHn, TA:) or he left

me; quitted me. (TA.)

4. aij He clave to the [bºº, i. e.] earth, or

ground; (K;) said of a man: (TA:) he became

bankrupt, or insolvent, or reduced to a state of

difficulty or poverty, or without any property,

and clave to the bºº. (AHeyth;) he became

poor, and his property ment anay; as also ſº :

(S, K:) so says Ks; and AZ says the like: ($:)

or he became poor; or had little property. (TA.)

Eºil Jaſ º The robber left the people, or

company of men, upon the surface of the ground,

and left them not anything: (Lh, TA :) or simply,

left them not anything. (K)—Jº 31.2 Jakºl

The rain fell upon the bºº [or surface] of the

earth, (K, TA,) so that no dust reas seen upon it.

(TA.)- See also 1.

6: see 3.

43 o.

laº and w iſ, [An aare;] i. q. by-s: (K,

TA;) i. e. the iron instrument with which the

bº- barks and planes (4,-4) [a branch of a
43 - d.

tree]: an Arabic word: the vulgar call it Välaſ,

[now mostly applied to a battle-aace; in Turkish

2:30]. (TA.) AHn says, An Arab of the desert

quoted to me,

º 3%) ºr

[And the are pares off the knobs, or knots, of the

tree called farfár]: $3. [the sing. of3- signi

fying a knob (**) in a tree; or a knot; which

is cut off, and whereof vessels are shaped out, so

that they are variegated and beautiful. (TA.)

#}
6.- 0.

-

• f :-32:

Jºjº laºus #

6 o'.

see lake.

§ 1 [The larus Nioticus;] a kind of fish
that is found in the Nile, said to eat of the leaves

of Paradise: it is the best offish: and they liken

to it him who is rising out of childhood, in a

state of youthfulness and tenderness or delicate

ness. (TA.)

Bk. I.

i.Sº. The earth, or ground: (TA:) or even,

smooth ground. (K, TA.)—The face, or surface,

of the earth, or ground: (K:) or the part where

what is hard, thereof, i.e. of the earth or ground,

ends : (AHn, K:) or the hard part of the eac

terior thereof. (A, TA.)-[Flag-stones, or flat

stones for pavement; and baked bricks for pave

ment; (a coll. gen.ºn., of which the n. un, is with

3;)] stones, (S, Msb, K,) and any other things,

(Msb,) which are spread in a house (S, K) &c.,

(S,) or with nºbich a house is spread or paved.

(Msb.)– Any ground, or floor, paved nith such

stones, or nith baked bricks; (K;) [a pavement.]

—You say with respect to a niggardly and mean

man, bºg & 8-9 3&t is us [What will the

wind take from the pavement?]. (TA.)- And
• * g »

º Jé, +A man poor, or in want. (TA.)—

And tº $1 bºg á.< ū Verily she is

goodly, or beautiful, in skin nhen she is stripped.

(TA.)

b, [The acorn;] a certain thing mell known;

($ ;) the fruit, or produce, of a kind of tree,

[namely, the oak, nihich is eaten, (Mgh, Msb,)

sometimes, (Msb,) and nith the bark of n!hich

one tans, (Mgh, Msb,) sometimes: (Msb:) or

[the oak ; or this kind of tree is properly called

*sº 3- ;] a kind of tree; the fruit, or pro

duce, nºkereof they used as food, in ancient times;

cold and dry (K, TA) in the second degree, or, as

some say, in the first; or its dryness is in the third

degree; or it is hot in the first degree; (TA;)

heavy, coarse, (K, TA,) slow of digestion, bad for

the stomach, occasioning headache, injurious to the

bladder, but rendered good by its being roasted

and having sugar added to it; (TA;) suppressing

the urine, (K, TA,) and rendering it difficult;

preventing eachaustion by loss of blood, and the

emission of blood [from a wound]; good for

hardnesses, nith the fat of a hid; preventing the

progress of [the disease in the mouth called] £53,

and 83U3 [app. a mistake for tºº, or mounds],

n:hen it is burnt; preventing also eaccoriation,

and poisons, and looseness of the bonels; and

very nutritious when easily digested. (TA) (See

also Jaie. — Forskål, in his Flora Aegypt,

p. lvi., mentions this name as applied to The

common ash-tree; fraacinus excelsior.]—bsº

49), according to some, The realnut : accord.

to others, the bººts [a Persian word, and also

used by Arabs in the present day, applied to the

chestnut]:, as is said in the Minháj. (TA.)-

JS lºsſ. [applied in the present day to The

herb germander, or chamaedrys;] a certain plant,

the leaves of n!hich resemble the** [or endive]:

it is diuretic; aperient; and wasting to the

spleen. (K.)

kº Level, or even, lands, or tracts of ground:

(K :) no sing. to it is known. (Seer.) [See also

tºº.)

ſky. and lº, as epithets applied to a man,

part, ns, ofaſ: and *i. which see above.]

&

1. 44% ($, Mºb, K) aor. , (Mºb, K.) inf. n.

31% (TA, [and the same is indicated in the KJ)
Or & when the object is food, but& when it .

is water or spittle; (Msb;) and 44, aor. * ,

inſ. n. 31.5 (Mºbi) and "4-º'; ($, Mºb, K.)

and W 4-1. ; (IAar;) and Y<!, inf. n. i.<ſº

($* and TA in art. •º ;) He sn'allomed it.

(IAar, T.A.) It is said in a proverb, ** Sj

*, "&J &. tiº, [He is not suitable, or

jit, for being a companion who does not snallon,

his spittle; meaning, + nho does not restrain his

anger]. (TA) You say also, i.iii) tº mean

ing He ate the morsel. (TA in art. .xy.) And

Atal, & and Yazºº also signify [He sn'al

loned the food nithout chening it;] he did not

chen the food. (TA.)

* ** *, *) or ºf J. GTA)
inf. n. 84% (S, K,) Hoariness began to appear

($, K) upon him, (K,) or upon his head: (S:)

or rose: (A, TA:) or spread much. (TA.) [See

also& Hassán says,

o . . of, ºfox o ~ * ~ 0 °

º ~5-9 395 Jº eaſ, as +

[Hoariness, or grayness, or the like, had begun

to appear, &c., upon me, and marred me]; mak

ing the verb trans. by Jº because it has the

meaning of<<ſ 33 [it had given pain, and this

verb is thus made trans.]; or substituting Us, for

& on account of the measure, which would not

be right if he said & (TA.) You say also,

-:) as "aj Hoariness appeared upon him.

(IAar.)

4. *Cº ** (S, K,” TA) He made him to

sn'allon, the thing : (S, TA:) or he enabled him

to snallon, the thing. (K,”TA.) You say,Jº

Jºy [Suffer thou me to smallon my spittle;]

give thou me time to sn'allon my spittle. (K,

TA.)

5: see 1:=and 2.

8: see 1, in three places.

Q. Q. 1. *. see 1, in two places. [The e in

this word is generally held to be augmentative:
6 – o –

, applied to a man, Voracious; a great
5 - d.

eater; as also "aſ and "&. (K) and "&s. :

(IAar,K:) ('85; signifies the same:] and "&ºe,

($ and K in art. 21.8,) in which the is said by

some to be augmentative, (TA,) and W&s (Lth,

K) and 'ºe, (IDrd, K,) also signify the same;

(S in art.

who takes large mouthfuls, and is nide in the

2,4- [app. here meaning the fauces]: (Lth,

and K in art. &- :) and Visig, applied to a

woman,one who sneallon's everything. (Fr.) W&\s

*A ;) or voracious, or a great eater,

AS [app. meaning &ºt. ū) is an expression of

vituperation used by the people of Syria. (TA.)

-& 4×, (Lth, ś, K) determinate, (Lth, K.)

[the latter word imperfectly decl.,] One of the

Mansions of the Moon; ($, K;) [namely, the

Twenty-third;] which rose [aurorally], (S, K,)

32
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asthey assert, (S,) when God said,JºJº le

J.Lo [Kur xi. 46]; (S, K;) consisting of two

stars near together; (S;) or two stars, straight

(cº) in course, (IKt, K,) or near together

and oblique ; (TA;) one of them dim, and the

other bright, and called V&% as though it swal

lowed the former, (IKt, K, TA,) namely, the dim

one, and took its light: (TA:) it rises [aurorally]

in the last night but one [lit. one night remain

ing] of 2+S, cº- [Jan., O. S.], and sets

ſaurorallyj when one night has passed of -

[Aug., O.S.]. (IKt, K.) [Accord. to my cal

culation, it thus rose in Arabia about the com

mencement of the era of the Flight, on the 29th

of Jan., O.S., and set aurorally on the 30th of

July. See 23, Jº, in art. Jjj: and see also

*...] The rhyming proser of the Arabs says,

<s & 3-3 & 2-3 & 4 & 5

& Jº J jºs & [When Saad-Bula

rises aurorally, the &g [or young camel brought

forth in the season called cº, which is the

beginning of the breeding-time,) becomes strong

in his walk, and quick, but not strong to labour,

and the & [or young camel brought forth

in the end of the breeding-time] acquires some

strength, and attains to him, and the 82. a kind

of bird, is then, it seems, caught, or snared, [and

parts differing in colour from the rest become

apparent in the earth.] (T.A.)=Also The hole,

or perforation, of the ić [or sheave of a pulley]:

n. un, with 3: (K:) or the hole, or perforation,

in the aztá of the & [which here means the

pulley, or sheave reith its apparatus]: (S:) or

*āzī; has this latter signification; and & is its

pl. ; [or is a coll. gen, n. ;] so explained by Az;

and this is the correct explanation. (Marginal

note in a copy of the S.)

ãº A gulp, or as much as one smallon's at

once, of beverage; like ãº- (TA.)

6 * > → - * : * . -

as Mº, as an epithet: see &º, in two places:=

and as a subst. : see the same, last sentence.

5 ... o.

Jakº, applied to a man, (S,) That eats much,

and sn'allon's food vehemently. (S, K.") The e

is augmentative, (S,) accord. to most authorities.

(TA.)

6 y o z

_ºw :

6 x 0.3

2,41; and "...ſº (Mºb, and S and K in art.

_sake;) the latter a contraction of the former; the e

augmentative; (Msb;) The place ofpassage of the

food in the Gi-; ($, Mºb, K, TAG) the gullet,

or aesophagus; (S, Msb;) as also "&" (TA :)

or this last, i. q. 3- [which is properly the

fauces; but by a synecdoche, the throat, or gullet].

(K.) [See an ex. voce 2:..]=Also, the first,

A torrent, in ground such as is termed Já, enter

ing into the earth. (AHn, and K in art, say.)=

And The whiteness that is upon the lip of the ass,

(K in art. Loa”,) at the eactremity of the mouth.

(TA in that art.)

see what next follows.

£º a subst. signifying A medicine which is

smallowed. (TA.)– Beverage : or wine: syn.

39%. (TA.)=£º 33; t A mide cooking-pot,

(A, K, TA,) that snallon's nihat is thronºn into it.

(A, TA.)

6 º' - 6.-->

&: See &º, in two places.

22 ºz.

acº),

• 32 3 - ?,”º; e - See aesſly.

6 - ea º

º, e.

& : 6 * >

6.- 0.

&lsº : See &.

issiº, (S; Msb, K,) of the dial. of El-Basrah,
9 - 32 5. J.

(TA,) and Wäcº, (S, Msb, K,) and Wäcº, (K,)

and viº, (TA,) A hole, or perforation, in the

midst of a house; (S;) a sink-hole; a hole, or

perforation, into nihich water descends: (Msb:)

or a nell that is dug (K, TA) in the midst of a

house, (TA,) narron, at the head, into which

run the rain-nater and the like: (K, TA:) pl.

[of the first] &s, ($gh, K) and [of the others]

& ($, $gh, K.)
º “o . 6 x 6 p.

&”: see A3-4.

5 ... o * , ,

&”: See &.

ãº. A well (i.e.) cased mith stones, or nºith

baked bricks, from the bottom to the brink : (O,

TS, K :) from Ibn-'Abbād. (TA.)

5 ... O

•

5 * * > 5 - 2

&” : See &.

6 * o

£º:

leak,

• * 0.

5 , o .

5 y o z See art. &.

a .z o.o.

Lesº :

&

1. 8,8 ſinſ. n. of &l and §§ [inf. n. of

W&ºl, but it ºems that& is hº a mistran

scription for 8%, which is, like &º, an inf. n.

of &”

confirmed by a statement immediately following

, and this observation will be found to be

this sentence, signify The reaching, attaining,

arriving at, or coming to, the utmost point of

that to nihich, or tonards mykich, one tends or

repairs or betakes himself, to which one directs

his course, or rehich one seeks, pursues, endeavours

to reach, desires, intends, or purposes; nºkether

it be a place, or a time, or any affair or state

or event that is meditated or intended or deter

mined or appointed: and sometimes, the being

at the point thereof: so says Abu-l-Kàsim in the

Mufradát. (TA: [in which it is said, in the

supplement to the present art., that& signifies

The reaching, attaining, arriving at, or coming

to, a thing.]) You say, & &, (S, K,) and

Jº, (Msb,) [aor. *,] inf. n. £º (S, K) [and

& as shown above], He reached, attained,

arrived at, or came to, (S, Msb, K,) the place,

(S,K,) and the place of abode: (Msb:) and (so in

the S, but in the K “or,”) he was, or became,

at the point of reaching it, attaining it, &c. (S,

K.) &i- &#13, in the Kur [ii. 232], means

And they have fully, attained, or. ended, their

term. (Mgb.) But Jºſe-1 cºlº 39, in the same

[lxv. 2], means And nºhen they are near to at

taining, or ending, their term : ($, TA:) or are

at the point of accomplishing their term. (Msb,

TA.) It has the first ºfthe meanings explained

above in the phrase, o.º.) &” [Kur xii. 22 &c.,

He attained his manly vigour, or full maturity,

&c.). (TA) Andiniº &º&[Kurzlvii. 14,

He attained the age of forty years]. (TA.) And
… • * * * * [Kur xxxvii. 100, He attained

in Jºn & &
to norking with him]. (TA.) In the Kur [iii. 35],

occurs the phrase, 3.9 Jºãº 35, [When old age

hath come to me, or overtaken me]; and in another

place [xix. 9], tº 2.01 & 4, 35, [And I

have reached the extreme degree of old age : so

explained in the Expos. of the Jel]: phrases like

& Jºësi and ** si (Er-Raghib,TA)

You say also, & us "tº 493 *} with the

accus. case as a denotative of state; meaning

[That clave to him, or adhered to him, &c.,]
- - -

rising to its highest degree or point; from &

JºJº, explained above. (Mºb.) [But &u.*

more frequently means Whatever point, degree,

amount, sum, quantity, number, or the like, it

may reach, attain, arrive at, come to, or amount

to..] And Y&& & and Y& [Such

a one reached, or attained, his utmost point or

scope or degree]. (TA.) And"&"J.*"J.&

[He attained, in knowledge, or science, the utmost

degrees of proficiency]. (TA.) And º &

W tºº. sº- [It reached a consummate degree

in goodness]. (S, K,”TA.) And iss- &: - - -

: ... o." &

Wüº... [He attained a consummate degree of good

liness]: said of a boy that has attained to puberty.

(O,TA) And -ik, J && [He did his

utmost, or used his utmost poner or ability, in

seeking to attain an object]. (Mºb in art. Jº-.)

And jº Jº º:*** J-5& [He eacerted

the utmost endeavour, or effort, or poncer, or

strength, of his camel, in journeying]. ($ in art.

<<) And ºs-& i.a. “… [Hejaded,

harassed, distressed, fatigued, or wearied, his beast]:
… •w ~ * ~ *.*

- a -

(K in art. Jº-:) and in like manner, axiº-e

and iii.9) 4. & i. q.< [and •ºſe Jé, i. e.

He, or it, jaded him, harassed him, &c.; dis

tressed him, afflicted him, oppressed him, over

poniered him ; thus in each of these instances, as

in many similar cases, the verb with the inf. n.

that follows is equivalent to the verb of that

inf. n.]. (Mºb in art. Jºe-.) [And, elliptically,

& i. q. ãº J. 4.

and often meaning It took, or had, an effect upon

him; it affected him : frequently said of wine and

the like: and of a saying; as in the Ksh and

… o - -- -

4-o &”, explained above:
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Bd in iv. 66, where ... it is followed by

2.3%3 as an explicative: see also&J And

&#14, tº <*, (S, K,) and &ººl, and Jé

&: (Ki) see& below. And & 4,

ãº ,39. [I experienced distress from the

affair, or erent]. (TA in art. Jae.) [See also

an ex, voce ºl. Jºãº also signifies It has come

to my knowledge, or been related to me, or been

told me; or it came to my knowledge, &c.; and

in this case it is generally followed by Öi, or by

& as a contraction of Čí: for exº, see these two

particles. And in like manner, are Jºãº Infor

mation has come to me, or information came to me,

from him, or concerning him, that such a thing has

happened, or had happened.] And & said of a

º . ~~

letter or writing, inf. n.& and £º, It reached,

arrived, or came. (Msb.) And said of a plant,

or of herbage, It attained its full growth: (TA:)

and of a tree, such as a palm-tree &c., its fruit

became ripe: (AHn,TA:) and of fruit, it became

ripe. (Msb.) Also, said of a boy, (T, S, M., &c.,)
5 - 1 40 - -

aor. *, inf. n. &º, or, as IKoot says, 8%,

(Msb,) He attained to puberty, virility, ripeness,
• 2 of

or maturity; syn. 3995), (T, S, Msb, K,) and

2-5 (M, Msb;) and attained a consummate

degree of goodliness (Al… 329-1 cº-e &): (O,

TA:) as though he attained the time of the writing

of his marriage-contract, and of his having duties

or obligations imposed upon him : (TA:) and
--

in like manner one says of a girl, &, (T, TA,)

or < *. (TA)—2, iſ & [God caused him

to reach, attain, arrive at, or come to, his appointed

end, or term of life : 4-, or th; like, being un

derstood]. (TA.) You say, 2.9 Śēi 4. Aft&,

i. e. [May God cause thee to reach, or attain,)

the eactreme, or most distant, period of life / .($

and TA in art. §e.) And as & us * < *ś

•ººl, J.S. [I did with him that which caused

him to come to nºhat was annoying, or hurtful, and

evil]. (TA.) And&#9 * &: see the last word

of this phrase below.—8% like &#, He (a

man) was, or became, jaded, harasssed, distressed,

fatigued, or nearied. (K.)=& [aor. * ,] (S,

Mºb, K.) inf n. #5, (§, Mº.) He was, or

became 84, i. e. tee; [more properly signify

ing chaste, or perspicuous, in speech, but here

meaning eloquent]; ($,” Msb, K5) and sharp,

or penetrating, or effective, in tongue; (Msb;)

attaining, by his speech, or diction, the utmost

scope of his mind and desire. (K,” TA.) The

difference between iš. and ā-taš is this: that

the latter is an attribute of a single word and of

speech and of the speaker; but the former is an

attribute only of speech and the speaker: (Kull:)

aft’), in the speaker is A faculty whereby one is

enabled to compose language suitable to the eaci

gency of the case, i.e., to the occasion of speaking

[or writing], with chasteness, or perspicuity, or

eloquence, thereof; in language, it is suitableness

to the exigency of the case, i.e., to the occasion

of speaking [or writing], with chasteness or pers

picuity, or eloquence, thereof (KT.)

2 & 3 and "§§ [infins of 81, and &ſ

signify The causing to reach, attain, arrive, or

come; bringing, conveying, or delivering : (S, K,

TA:) the former is the more common. (Er

Răghib, T.A.) [You say,& asſ. He caused

him, or it, to reach, attain, arrive at, or come to,
- 0 º' -- w

the place. And $3, ai. ań.M. He caused him to

attain his object of aim or endeavour &c.] And

àtºl < *ſ [I brought, conveyed, or delivered,

the message]. (S.) And25: **, (Msb,) and

2-1, (TA) as also "4A", (Mºb, T.A.) He

brought, conveyed, delivered, or communicated, to

him the salutation, (Msb,) and he braught, &c., or

told, to him the nen's, or information. (TA.) [And

º &é Jº He told me from such a one, or

on the part of such a one, some piece of informa

tion, or that some event had happened, &c.]=

Jºji, &, (S, A, K.) inf n, & 3, (K.) The

horseman stretched forth, or eactended, his hand,

or arm, with the rein of his horse, [or gave the

rein to his horse,] in order that he might increase

in his running. (S, A, K.)=º Jº -: &

Hoariness began to appear on his head; accord.

to IAar; as also& with the unpointed & the

Bagrees assert that the former is a mistranscrip

tion; but it is related as heard from Th, by Aboo

Bekr Es-Soolee. (TA.)

3. 89, (S. Mºb, K, &c.) inf. n. ãº (JK,

K, &c.) and& (K,). He eacceeded the usual,

or ordinary, or the just, or proper, bounds, or

degree, in a thing; acted egregiously, or immode

rately, or extravagantly, therein: (KL :) he

strove, or laboured; eacerted himself, or his poncer

or efforts or endeavours or ability; employed

himself vigorously, strenuously, laboriously, sedu

lously, earnestly, with energy or effectiveness;

took pains, or eartraordinary pains: (K, TA:)

he did not fall short of doing nhat nas requisite,

or nihat he ought; did not flag, or was not

remiss: ($, K, TA:) he exerted unsparingly his

poner or ability, or effort or endeavour, or the

utmost thereof: (Msb:) he accomplished, or did,

or attained, the utmost of his poncer or ability, or

effort or endeavour; he did his utmost ; (JK:)

2. J. [in an affair]: ($, K, TA:) or liè es”

meaning in the pursuit of such a thing. (Msb.)

[3<> Jº &º may be rendered as above, or He

did such a thing much, eacceedingly, egregiously,

extraordinarily, immoderately, eactravagantly,

eaccessively, vehemently, emergetically, superla

tively, eaccellently, consummately, thoroughly.

Hence išū. in explanations of words; meaning

Intensiveness; muchness; eactraordinariness; eac

cessiveness; vehemence; energy; emphasis; hy

perbole; &c.; and sometimes, frequentative sig

nification. Thus, à. 2. means A noun of

intensiveness; or an intensive epithet: as 3×

“very thankful,” or “very grateful;” and sº

“a great praiser,” or “a frequent praiser.”]

º, , o -

4. &ºl, inf. n. £34. see 2, in two places.

* - or , of

[Hence, <-28 & [He brought his utmost

poner or ability, or effort or endeavour, to the

performance, or accomplishment, of the affair].

© --

(TA) And j < *ſj i.e. * & tº 4, &le;

º Jáš [I did nith him that which caused

him to come to what was annoying, or hurtful,

and evil]. (TA.)= See also 1, first sentence;

where it is said that §§ is sy, with &sº but

this is app. a mistake. =[4<iº tº, and * &l,

Hon eloquent is he?). -

5. Jº& He constrained himself to reach,

or attain, the place of abode, until, or so that, he

did reach [it], or attain [it]. (K)–:&

IIe was satisfied, or content, with it, (S, Msb,

K) and attained his desire [thereby]. (TA.)-

ălaj dº <<13 The disease, or malady, distressed

him. > afflicted him; became vehement, or severe,

in him. (S, Z, Sgh, K.)

6 *- : éº & The tan attained its

utmost effect in the skin. (AHn.) Andº &lt;

29, and Jérº), Anariety, or disquietude of mind,

or grief, attained its utmost degree in him, and so

disease, or the disease. (TA.) [This verb seems

properly to signify It reached, or attained, by

degrees.]=<$4. es: &lt; He affected eloquence

(dº) in his speech, not being of those charac

terized thereby: [whence] one says,& * L.

&& [He is not eloquent, but he affects

eloquence]. (TA.)

G. o.

: see what next follows, in three places:

=and see 8% in two places:—and& in

two places.

º o 2 g o a 2 º o - ~ 5 o .

* 9 &zºº's, 98-, (kº,
S. K,) and Y tº S tº ..., (Ks, S, K,) and y Urº

tºº, (K.) O God, may we hear of it (or may it

be heard of, IB) but may it not be fulfilled; (Fr,

$, K;) or, may it not reach us, or come to us:

said on hearing of a displeasing, or hateful, or an

evil, event: (L:) or on hearing tidings not plea

sing to one: (Ks, S. K.) or on the coming of

tidings not held to be true. (TA.) [See also art.

&-.]=& &-i (S.K.) and '&, and 'is',

(K,) Stupid, or foolish, but, notwithstanding his

stupidity, or foolishness, attaining his desire: (S,

K:) or stupid, or foolish, in the utmost degree:
5, o - O - o - -

(K, TA ) fem: isº tºº. (TA)—& J.;

&º (Š, K) A man who is bad, evil, or wicked,

(Fr, K,) in the utmost degree. (Fr, T.A.). See

also&

º “

*
-

& See &.

2 : * ~ * *

ań.M. : see &”.

ãº A sufficiency of the means of subsistence,

(T, S, Msb, K,) such that nothing remains over

and above it: (T, Msb:) and simply a sufficiency;

enough; (JK, Msb, TA;) as also 'º, (JK, S,

Mşb, K,) meaning a thing that suffices, or con

tents, and enables one to attain n-hat he seeks;

(TA;) and '83. (JK, Mºb, T.A.) You say,

isi. 3. Jº, andº, and "à, In this is a

sufficiency, or enough. (Mºb, T.A.) And it is

32 *
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said in the Kurſzzi. 106] 2 iſ "tºº &J &

&“ Verily in this is a sufficiency [for a people

serving God]: (Bd, TA:) or a means of attaining

the object sought after, or desired. (Bd.)

ºs o- 6 * ~ * -

JäA : see iè).=Also A calumniator, or

slanderers (Kr, TA:) or one who conveys people's

discourse to others. (TA.)

&#9, (S) or Čakº, (JK) or both, (K)

Calamity, misfortune, or disaster: (S, K:) or

distress, or affliction. (J.K.) Hence the saying

of ’Aisheh to 'Alee, (S, K,) when she was taken

prisoner [by him], (S,)& tº < *, (S, K,)

and &ººl, (K,) i.e., ãºlji, meaning <*

• 0 < * >

W&”Je tº [Thou hast distressed us, or afflicted

us, in the utmost degree]: (K:) it is said to mean

that the war harassed her, and distressed her in

the utmost degree. (TA.) It is like &-4

[and &-,-] and &jskº ; all meaning calami.

ties, misfortunes, or disasters: (A’Obeyd, TA:)

and is as though they said& J-k- [and &],

meaning &% and then formed the pl. thus be

cause they considered calamities [as personified,

i.e.,] as rational beings having purpose, or design.

(IAth, T.A.) It is invariably thus, terminating

with J and cy: or one may say in the nom. case

&#9), and in the accus. and gen. &ºl. (O,

K.") You say also, & sº *& [lit. He caused

him to come, i.e. he brought him, to calamity,

misfortune, or disaster, or to distress, or afflic

tion]; meaning he went to the utmost point in

reviling him, and annoying him, or molesting him.

(IAqr, T.A.)

6 * , - * •. º , 0 -

& is a subst. from& and ë-), meaning

The bringing, conveyance, delivery, or communi

cation, ($, K, &c.,) of a message [&c.]. (Jel in

iii. 19, &c.) [It often occurs in the Kur as mean

ing The communication, or announcement, of

what is revealed.]— In a trad., in which it is
- - - - •de © . . .” - - & …) -

said, £º J-9 tºl ~as, axé!, Ue, [in the CK
-

: *

© . .”
-

- -

Lºle ~~~}}, it means What is communicated, or

announced, (&º Le,) of the Kur-án and of the

[statutes, or ordinances, &c., termed] cº: or

- - - - • 6 - w

the meaning is, £º US53 Jº, i. e., #: : !, [of

those who have the office of communicating, or

announcing,) the simple subst, being put in the

place of the inf. n. ; (K, TA:) but some relate it
- - a 2 -

differently, saying W£º J-e [of the communica

tors, or announcers, like <!-- in the sense of

cº-º-o: (TA:) and some say, 'gºl &-

meaning &- Jº JºJº'ſ cº, i.e. of those

who do their utmost in communicating, or an

nouncing. (Hr, K.) [See this trad. cited and

explained more fully in the first paragraph of art.
º 9 * > ~ *

&.]—J-uº 8% |Jº, in the Kur [xiv. last

verse], means This Kur-án contains a sufficient

eaposition, or demonstration, for men. (TA)—
6 ... o.o.

See also aſſº, in three places.
6 * --

&: See #5%. -

º
* .

º -

- - -

& t. Q. tee [properly signifying Chaste in

speech, but here meaning eloquent]; (S,” Msb,

K;) sharp, or penetrating, or effective, in tongue;

(Msb;) one niho attains, by his speech, or diction,

the utmost scope of his mind and desire; (K,”

TA;) [possessing the faculty ofaş; (see&5)

as also 'º, and "&, and '89, and "Jºbº,

like sjº, [in the CK like sjº, and "Jº,

like (sº- (K:) or "& signifies a man n-ho

does not commit mistakes often in his speech :

(JK:) the pl. of& is áſ. (TA) Applied

to a saying, [&c.,] it also signifies Effectual, or

producing an effect. (Ksh and Bd and Jel in

iv.66.)—[Also Surpassing in any quality: and

| superlative.]" It is also applied to a calamity or

the like [as meaning Great, severe, distressing, or

afflictive]. (IAth.)

ãº i q. i-tas, [as meaning Eloquence; (see

& ºf which it is the intºn.9] (S, Mº') as

also Wº. (Seer, T.A.)- And [the pl.] tº

Slanders, or calumnies. (S, K.)

Jº and Jº: See&

§: See&

& Reaching, attaining, arriving at, or coming

to, a place [or time, or an affair or a state or an

event that is meditated or intended or determined

or appointed; reaching, &c., to the utmost point

or degree: and sometimes, being at the point of

reaching &c.; see 1, first sentence]. (TA.) You

say also, "31, Jº- meaning & [An army

reaching, or arriving at, its appointed place].

(K, TA) And '3' iſ 2i, i.e. &M, (S. K.)

meaning [The decree of God] reacheth, or at

taineth, its intended object; (Ki) from the saying

in the Kur [lxv. 3], & & 37 & (S) Verily

God attaineth his purpose. (Bd, Jel.) And

Jº- Gº & Reaching the utmost point, or

degree, in stupidity, or foolishness. (TA.) And

& u. wº J} & see 1: and see the sentence

there next following it. (Msb.) ãº &ºl, in

the Kur lºviii.39, means Firm covenants: (Jel:)

or covenants confirmed by oaths in the utmost

degree: (Bd:) or rendered obligatory for ever;

sn'orn to, that they shall be constantly observed:

or that have reached their utmost point : (Th,

TA:) or ãº &- means [an oath, or a cove

nant, confirmed. (TA)—Attaining, or having

attained, to puberty, virility, ripeness, or matu

rity; applied to a boy: (T, IKoot, IKtt, Msb:)

and in like manner, without 3, applied to a girl;

(T, IAmb, Msb, K;) thus applied, with the men

tion of the noun qualified by it, by Esh-Shāfi'ee

(T, Msb) and other chaste persons, of the Arabs;

(T, TA;) or ãº; (IKoot, Msb;) or the latter

is also thus applied, with the mention of the noun

which it qualifies, (T, Msb, K,) not being wrong

because it is the original form; (T, TA;) and

seems to be necessarily used when the noun which

it qualifies is not mentioned, to prevent ambiguity.

(Msb.)—A good, a goodly, or an eaccellent, thing.

(S, K.)

… • of

& [More, and most, effectual or efficacious:
- * - of ~~~ • * x

See&]-& Żuji. q, as "à. [Praise, or

eulogy, or commendation, in nihich the usual, or

ordinary, or the just, or proper, bounds are

eacceeded; such as is egregious, or immoderate, or

eactravagant; &c.; see 3]. (K.)

5 , o,

asº A rope, or cord, nith nihich the main

nell-rope (tº) is joined to [that nihich is called]

the* : (K :) or a rope, or cord, that is joined

to the & so that it may reach the nater: (Z,

TA:) pl.&% (K.)— Also A thong that is

mound upon the curved eactremity of a bony, nhere

the bon-string ends, three times, or four, in order

that the bon-string may become firm, or fast.

(AHn, T.A.)

& [an inf. n. (of 5, q.v.,) used as a subst.]:

See ãº, in two places.

&. [The place, and the time, nihich a person,

or thing, reaches, attains, arrives at, or comes to :

the utmost point to nºbich, or tonards which, one

tends, or repairs, or betakes himself; to nihich one

directs his course; or which one seeks, pursues,

endeavours to reach, desires, intends, or purposes;

nºhether it be a place, or a time, or any affair or

state or event that is meditated or intended or

determined or appointed: (see 1, first sentence:)]

the utmost point, or scope, or degree, of knowledge

[and of any attainment]: (Bd and Jel in liii. 31 :)

[the utmost degree of proficiency: a consummate

degree of goodness and of any other quality: the

age of puberty, virility, ripeness, or maturity:

the sum, amount, or product, resulting from

addition or multiplication : a sum of money :

and particularly a considerable sum thereof: and]

cash, or ready money, consisting of dirhems and
--

of deenárs: in this sense, post-classical : pl. º \º.

(TA) You say, 44.&& and <!... and

&9 º' J. & and tº sº. J. &
and isºl J. : for explanations of all which, see

1. And & Jé tº 44; see &ºl.
... • * > 0 - 6 , , , , ,-

aº-e JY3& : see 1.

[& One whose office it is, with other persons

each of whom is thus called, to chant certain

nords, as the actil &c., in a mosque. (See my

“ Modern Egyptians,” ch. iii.)]

5 x d . . .”

* £º- 3A [He is caused to reach, attain,

arrive at, or come to, his appointed end, or term

of life, (<i, or the like, being understood,)] is

said of the object of the phrase * 37& [which

see, and the phrase next following it]. (TA.)

, º ſº * on 2. * - of

* &º- 2U 3 : see &ºl.

lº

Aſ [Phlegm ;] one of the four [natural con

stituents termed] &: ($;) [i. e.] one of the
~ o £ -

humours (PY-3-1) of the body. (K.) — And

hence, I A heavy, or sluggish, person, niho is a

great talker, or babbler. (TA.)

3 - 22

[Usºs Qſ, or relating to, phlegm; phleg

matic.]
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Gº

1. 3% and iſ see 9. He iſ, (§, K, &c.)
aor. *, (MS, TA,) inf. n. Glº, (TA,) He opened

a door nºholly: (JK, S, K:) or opened it vehe

mently: (K.) and "Jºel signifies the same. (JK,

$, K.)- And [hence,) He devirginated, or de

floured, a girl. (AA, K.)=Also He shut, or

closed, a door. (IF, K.) Thus it bears two contr.

significations. (K.)

4. Gº! He (a stallion) begot offspring such as

are termed Jſ. [pl. of &i, q. v.]. (Zj, K.)=

See also 1.

7. Jºi It (a door) became opened niholly:

(JK, S, K:) or became opened with vehemence.

(K.)

9. Gº!, inf. n. Šiš, ; (IDrd, S, K.) and

"3Sº, (IDrd, K) infº. 3iº; (IDrd, TA;)

and "Gººl, inf n. §§5 (TA) and "34,

aor. , (JK, K) inf. n. &; (K, TA; [accord.

to the CK33, but this is a mistake;1) and '3ſ,

aor. *; (K;) but IDrd asserts only the first and

second of these verbs to be known; (TA;) He

(a horse) was, or became, Jººl, i.e., black and

white : ($, K:) or nhite in the hind legs as high

as the thighs. (K.)

º ! see 9.

3. and "āif, (S, K,) the former an inf. n. of

Jú, (K,”TA) Blackness and whiteness [together,

generally in horses]: (S, K:) or the extension of

nihiteness in the hind legs of a horse as high as the

thighs: (ISd, K:) and the latter, any colour neith

which white is miced. (Golius on the authority

of Meyd.)

iii. : see what next precedes.

dº a contracted dim. of Jºi. (TA.)

ésº : see what next follows.

ãº, (JK, S, &c.) [said to be] like ši, º,

(K,) [but this is wrong, and is probably a mis

transcription, for ś, ź, with teshdeed and the
3 - -

unpointed 2, n. un, of 33-c.,] and with damm,

[" ii.º.) (IDrd, K.) both mentioned by AA,

(TA,) but more commonly with fet-h [to the rºl,

(IDrd, TA,) A [desert such as is termed] ãº. :

(AA, S, K:) or a tract of sand that gives growth

to nothing eaccept the [plant or tree called] Jº,

(As, K,” TA,) of which the [nild] bulls are fond,

and the roots of n!hich they dig up and eat :

(TA:) or a nide tract offertile land in which no

one shares nºith thee: (Fr, TA:) or a hard place

among sands, as though it were snept, asserted

by the Arabs of the desert to be of the drºelling

places of the Jinn : (Aboo-Kheyreh, TA:) or

a desert land, destitute of vegetable produce and

of nater, or of human beings, inhabited by none

but Jinn : (TA :) or a level, soft land: (K:) or

a place in which no trees grow ; (JK :) or nºbite

places in sand, which give growth to nothing:

(ISh, TA in art. Joº :) or a piece of ground

differing in colour or appearance from that nihich

is neart to it, that produces nothing n:hatever: as

also "3,4, like is is and, with the art. J, par

ticularly applied to a place in the district of El

Bahreyn, asserted (as IDrd says, TA) to be of

the dwelling-places of the Jinn: (K:) pl.dº

(JK, S, K;) which is syn. with25. (A’Obeyd,S)

and <-jº, meaning lands wherein is nothing:

(A’obeyd, TA:) in poetry, 35% occurs as its pl.

(K, TA.) -

9- 32

aş3A : see what next precedes.

dºi, applied to a horse, fem. ăț, Black and

n:hite : ($, K:) or nºlite in the hind legs as high

as the thighs ; (ISd, K:) pl. Jú. which is ap

plied by Ru-beh to mountains: but the Arabs

apply the epithet &l to a beast of the equine

kind, and & to a mountain (TA) and to a

sheep or goat: (Lh, TA in art. Jº :) the former

is also applied to a rope. (J.K.) Jáš. ~4.

3,ial (which is a prov., TA) means He sought

an impossible thing; because Jºy! is applied to

a male, and J35s means pregnant: or Jºy!

Jºãº) means the damn; because it breaks, (lit.,

cleaves,) from ai. signifying ai. (K.)

&

Q. 1. &iſ, (K) inf. h. ixit, (TA) It (a

country, or region,) was, or became, vacant, or

void; destitute of herbage or pasturage, and of

human beings, &c. (K.)

• , o, ø

Q. 3.& It (sorrow, grief, or anxiety, such

o

as is termed -,*) became removed, or cleared

anay. (K.)- It (the dawn) shone, or shone

brightly. (K.)— It (a thing) appeared, and

came forth. (TA.)

9 - O.

& and "āsā, A land that is vacant, or

void; destitute of herbage or pasturage, and of

human beings, &c.; ($, K;) in which is nothing:

(S:) or the former signifies a vacant, or void,

place: (Mgh:) [or instead of using the former
- - - o: 40 o .

alone, you say &iſ Jºy!; for you say Jºe
9 , o –

& [a vacant, or void, place of alighting or

abiding], ($, TA,) and& j's [a vacant, or

void, house &c.], without 3, when it is an epithet,

(S, TA,) applied to a masc. subst, and to a fem.;

(TA;) but if it be a subst., you say, J.º

à-1. Vasiſ. [ne came at last to a smooth, vacant,

or void, land): (S, TA:) and Y isiſ also signi

fies a land in nihich are no trees, either in sands

or in plain or level tracts: (TA:) or a vacant

land, in nihich is no one, nºnether there be in it

herbage or not, and whether plain or not : (Ham

p. 445; pl. §§. ($, Mgh, K.) It is said in

a trad, & tº jºiás-ºſ) & 3 ($, Mgh,

TA; but in the second and third of these, in the

place of jº, we find £35) The false oath causes

the places of abode to become void, or vacant; i.e.,

by reason of its evil influence, the possessions and

their possessors perish; (Mgh;) or the [false]

swearer becomes poor, and the property that was

in his house goes away; (Sh;) or God renders

him in a state of disunion, and changes the bless

ings which He had conferred upon him: (TA:)

accord. to another relation, the words of the trad.

are sº-J) Jº &-ºl. (Mgh.) You say also,

• 2 f" 6 *

& 392 [Vacant, or void, places of abode]; as

though the places were one place : (TA:) and

Ru-beh says,

• 2 × 2 × . o - of

* tº ºs º-t; º

[And their abode became vacant]: (TA:) and it

is said in a trad.,&JS< [as though

meaning the land became altogether vacant]; the

pl. being used to render the meaning intensive,
~ o £ 6 oz.

4.

as in the phrases -º- J and Jºi ~3° 3

(IAth, TA;) or because every portion thereof is

considered as being &. (TA.)-Also, without

3 and W with 3, 1 A woman devoid of every gºod

quality. (K, T.A.)– IF says that the U in&

is augmentative. (TA.) -

2 * : g zº- -

axâV: see &º, in four places.

3 2 92

Jºãº An arrow, or a spear-head, bright, or

free from rust, in the point. (K.)

6 - or , 6 , o, .

J-2 is an expression applied to A road

[as though meaning made bare by the feet of men

and beasts]. (I’Abbād, K.)

Cº

&: See art. Jº.

alſº

1. 43, (S, Msb, K.) aor. , (Mºb, K.) inf. n.
5 . . - 5 * > .

alº, (S,” Msb, K,”TA,) [and irregularly iAS),

and iº, (see zº, below,)] He was, or became,

... of " w

aſſi ſq. v.]; as also V a.5; ($, K;) and Yaºl:

(TA:) or he nas, or became, neak in intellect.

(Msb.)- Also He nas unable to adduce his

argument, proof, or evidence, (K, TA,) by reason

of his heedlessness, and his smallness, or lack, of

discrimination. (TA.)

6.- ... n.

3. iQU-2 The shoning stupidity [in an action

or in one's actions, i. e. the acting stupidly, nºith

any one. (KL.) [You say, ay!". He acted stupidly,
~ of

or in the manner of him niho is termed alºl, with

him.]

4. & He found him, or knew him by ex

perience, to be aii [q. v.]. (K.)

5. J.; ; see 1. – And see 6 – Also He

journeyed, or proceeded, or pursued his way,

nithout any sign of the road, or any track, to

guide him, (Az, K, TA,) without folloning the

right course, (Az, TA,) and nithout asking [to be

directed]. (K, T.A.)- And t He prosecuted a

search after a stray, or lost, beast. (JK, K.)

6. au5 Hefeigned aſ, or the attribute denoted

by the term aſſi: (S:) or he made use of that

attribute [as a mask]; i. 4. 49. Jºl; as also

"aij, (K.)

8: see 1.

aſ: is an indecl. word with fet-h for its termi

nation, like -še, and means & [Let alone, or

say nothing of]; ($;) [i. e.] it is a noun for £3;

indecl. ; (Mughnee, Ki) a verbal noun, meaning

& and Jºl; (IAth, TA;) and the noun that
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follows it, when it is thus used, is in the accus.

case; (Mughnee, K;) i. e. it is indecl., with

fet-h for its termination, when the noun following

it is in the accus. case; so that you say, º aſ:

[Let alone Zeyd, or say nothing of Zeyd]; like

as you say, º 45, : (IB, TA :) and it is also

an inf. n. in the sense of 3:1; likewise with

fet-h for its termination, but decl.; and when it

is thus used, the noun that follows it is in

the gen. case; (Mughnee, K;) or it is put

in the place of an inf. n., meaning *}” [which

is virtually the same as 305) and 82], and is

prefixed to a noun in the gen. case; so that
o “ , o, o “ , o,”

you say, Jºj alſº, i.e. 22.j 3), [which is virtually
: :

the same as º aſ: explained above; for *j J;

*

in the Kur xlvii. 4 is originally Júl lsº

tº-3]; (IAth, TA;) for in this case it cannot be

regarded as a verbal noun, since verbal nouns

are not prefixed to other nouns, governed by

them in the gen, case: (IB, TA:) and it is also

a noun syn. with -áē [Hon. 2); likewise with

fet-h for its termination, indecl. ; and when it is

thus used, the noun that follows it is in the nom.

case. (Mughnee, K.) A poet says, describing

swords, ($, Mughnee,) namely, Kaab Ibn-Málik,

(S,)

• * -u- ~~1333

* Gi-jºº ºfte -iès aſ +

[They leave the skulls with their cronyns lying

open to the sun (let alone, or say nothing of, the

hands) as though they had not been created]: (S,

Mughnee :) he says, when they cut, or cut off,

the crowns, then let alone, or say nothing of, the

hands (-ièS. gº): i.e., they are more fit for

cutting off the hands: (TA:) Akh says that alſº

is here in the place of an inf. n. ; that it is as
o , , o . -

when you say, Jºj -9-3 ; but -ā=') may be in

the accus. case; so that the meaning may be

Jiès) gº (S:) the verse is thus recited in two

different ways: and also Jié-Sl aſ: [hon, then

must be the case of the hands?]. (Mughnee.)
o £ 2 oz. . . . o 2 º' • 2 o y

And hence the prov., claº us!, cl jul J59-5

º, i. e. The fire nill burn thee if thou see it

from a distance: then let alone, or say nothing

of, (gº) thy entering into it. (T.A.) A strange

instance occurs in the Saheeh of El-Bukháree,

in the explanation of the ºf of the chapter of

53-3) [the 32nd ch. of the Kur]: he says, Go!
says [by these three letters], est- - O - o

is originally tº 133 ji, like as -ºji

~x.A-cl

. . . ~~ b → • 2 * ~ * £2 or 2 . " . d

*S. 4- 3 S ºff & St. & eº

<ſe ºf tº 4 & 5-$ is ºf Jé.

(Mughnee, K :") or age ºil-fu. (so in some

copies of the K:) thus alº is used as a decl.

word, governed in the gen. case by J-3, and

deviating from the three meanings [explained

above]: (Mughnee, K:) but the reading com
* ... o.”

monly known is,*...* tº aº jº' -- 3 Jºe;

and this is the reading in the work of J, [the S,)

and in the Nh, and other lexicological works:

(TA :) it has been explained by *; [so that

the meaning of the sentence as first related above

is, I have prepared for my righteous servants

n:hat eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor hath

it occurred to the mind of man, as a treasure

for the future, (obviously taken from Isaiah

lxiv. 4, quoted by St. Paul in 1 Cor. ii. 9,) save,

or eaccept, that neith nihich ye have become ac

quainted, or that with mhich I have acquainted

them ; and the same, with the omission of “as a

treasure for the future,” is the meaning of the

sentence as related in the S and Nh &c.;] (Mugh

nee, K ;) i. e. ess-, as in the S; (TA;) and this

corroborates, (Mughnee) or is agreeable with,

(K,) the opinion of those who reckon alw as an

exceptive word: (Mughnee, K:) and as mean

ing J- [app. a mistranscription for Jºi. i.e.,

it has been explained also as meaning I have

done all this because of my promise to them ;

(<ſe ºilſ u. Jº &- because of that nith

which I have acquainted them ;) and thus it may

have been read by SM, for he has written Je

without any syll. signs; and has given no other

ex. of alº in the sense here intended except one
• O -

alſº
: o .

|Jºve, which may mean because I have not broken

a covenant, or yea, verily I have not &c., accord.

o y : o, -

commencing with the words, Jé-1 ..., Lºſ

as we read Jº Or J. : or as meaning Jié [or

rather& Jºël and £3 [let alone, or say nothing

of; but this explanation must relate to the sen

tence as given in the S and Nh]: (K, but omitted

in an excellent copy of that work:) or, accord. to

El-Ahmar, it means, in this trad. [as commonly

known], -** [hon 2 which seems to be the

least suitable of all these explanations]. (TA.)

IAmb relates, on the authority of others, that 4.

is also syn. nith Jº: [but I think that this is a

mistake, arising from a misunderstanding of what

here follows:] Fr says that he who makes it to

govern a gen. case regards it as used in the

manner of Jº, and similar particles governing

the gen, case. (TA.)-Jºº Lo means Ju Lo

[What is thy state, or condition, or case ?]: (K,

TA:) or 3 u. [which often has this meaning:

see the letter JJ. (So in some copies of the K.)

aſ: and Wãº [both properly inf. ns. ; see 1;]

The attribute, or quality, denoted by the epithet

& [q. v.]; (S, K;) i.e. heedlessness: (K:) or

heedlessness of evil; (JK in explanation of the

former, and K;) &c.; (K;) and Yicº signifies
•

the same; and stupidity and languor. (J.K.)

*, *.x 22 of

2\,\, : see Aſi.

6 * 0..n ©. - * o --> o,” -

***, (K,) or Jºaº agº, (JK,) or Jºaº cº,

(S,) tAn easy and a plentiful, (S, K, TA,) or a

pleasant and heedless, (JK, TA,”) state, or con

dition, of lifts.(JK, S, K, TA) from ºf Jºe

ſq. v.]: (Harp. 216:) the word āeº is rendered

quasi-coordinate to the quinqueliteral-radical class

by 1 at the end, which is changed into Ug because

of the kesreh before it: ($ in art. Jºº :) it is

likeiº and ič. IB says thati. shºuld be

mentioned in art. ale, and means alºl Jºse; the

cy and U9 being augmentative, to render it quasi

coordinate to iº. it is mentioned in the K

[and S] in arts, cº, and aw: (TA in art.

cº) the c is augmentative accord. to Sb. ($ in

the present art.) One says, #: Jiu, <g ºj

iºſ, es? Ji. f [Mayest thou not cease to be

greeted neith congratulation, and made to continue

in an easy and a plentiful state of life]. (A, K.)
6 . .”

–See also alº.

isº see &.-

aij Heedless : (K:) or heedless of evil (K,

TA) by reason of his goodness: (TA:) or simple,

..foolish, or of little sense, without discrimination:

(K:) or neak in intellect: (Msb:) accord. to

En-Nadr, (TA,) one whose evilness is dead, (K,

TA,) so that he is not cognizant of it: (TA:)

good in disposition; having little cognizance, or

understanding, of subtilties; or having little shill

therein: (K:) or one nhose predominant quality

is freedom of the bosom, or heart, or mind, from

evil affections; ($, K, TA;) and good opinion of

men : (TA:) simple-hearted: (TK:) naturally

disposed to goodness, and therefore heedless of

evil, not knowing it: (T, TA:) or heedless neith

respect to the present norld and its people and

their corruptness and malevolence, but intelligent

and skilled in the lan, with respect to that nihich

is commanded and that which is forbidden : (Ah

mad Ibn-Hambal, TA:) fem. [...ſº (Š, Mºb,

K:') pl. 2: (S, Mºbi) and " ..., a pl. ſas

though the sing. were*] signifies dull, stupid,

or manting in intelligence: but this is post-classical.

(TA.) Hence,&* [A youth, or young man,

who is heedless, &c.], because of his inexperience

in affairs: the epithet is applied to a youth in like

manner as freedom from care, or thought, and

like as insanity, are attributed to him. (S.) And

Jºãº) 439 US$f* ! [The best of our children

is the heedless, &c., that has much intelligence];

(S, Msb;) a saying of Ez-Zibrikán Ibn-Bedr;

($;) meaning such as, by reason of his bashful

ness, is like the aº!, (S, Msb,) so that he feigns

heedlessness, and passes over things, (Msb,) though

he has much intelligence; (S;) or such as is

thought to be stupid, but, when examined, is

found to be [very] intelligent. (IAth, TA in art.

Jäc.) And& 3- Jºi jºi, a trad., mean

ing Most of the people of Paradise are the aſ:

[or heedless, &c.,] with respect to the present

world, because of their being little concerned

thereby, while they are intelligent with respect to

the world to come; ($;) or they are thus termed

because they are heedless of their affairs in the

present world, and unskilful in the management

thereof, and busy themselves with their affairs
*... o.

relating to the world to come. (TA.)- ?ulº,

applied to a woman, Generous, strong-hearted,

(ºr, for $ºrs in the copies of the K is a

mistake for $39, with Uglj, TA, [app. here

meaning bold,) inexperienced in affairs, and

simple, or unintelligent. (K,” TA.) ISh cites a

poet as applying this epithet to a young girl with

whom he had sported, and who acquainted him

with her secrets, by reason of her inexperience,

and want of cunning, not knowing what that

implied against her. (TA.)- Also, applied to a

she-camel, f That does not take fright, and flee

jrom a thing, (ISh, A, K,) by reason of staidness,
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(ISh,K,) or heaviness, (A,) as though she mere
* 2 of 6 - 2

stupid. (ISh, A, K.) One does not say aſyl Jºº-.

(ISh, T.A.)—&* tSoft, or delicate, youth;

(T, A, K,) as though he who enjoys it were

heedless of nocturnal accidents or calamities. (A,

K.)–And 4; Jºe f A soft, or delicate, or

pleasant, or plentiful and easy, life : (K, TA:)

or a life in which are fen anarieties : (CK:) or a

life in nihich are fen, griefs, or sorrows. (S.)
* , o, …

[See also **.]

*

1. Sº, (T, S, Mgh, Mºb) aor. 2, (T, Mºb)

inf n. Sº, (S,) or this is a simple subst., and the

inf. n. is ;I, (T, Msb,) He (God) tried, proved,

or tested, him, (T, S, Msb,)* [by, or neith,

good], or* [by, or with, evil]; (Msb;) for

God tries his servant (º) by, or with, a

benefit, to test his thankfulness; and by, or with,

a calamity, to test his patience; (T;) [wherefore

it often means He afflicted him;] as also 'º',

(T, S, Msb) inf n.5%; (T, $; [in both restricted

to good; but in the Mºb it seems to be common

to good and evil;]) and Woºl: (T, S, M, Msb:)

and 3.1%, inf n. xi. (S, M, K) and $º, (M., K.)

[but from what has been said above, it seems that

the latter is used only when the agent is God,

and that it is properly a simple subst.,] I tried,

proved, or tested, him; ($, M, Mgh,” K3) as also

* 2:1: (M, K.) each of these verbs implying

two things; one of which is the learning the

state, or condition, of the object, and becoming

acquainted with what was unknown of the case

thereof; and the other, the manifesting of the

goodness or badness thereof; both of these things

being sometimes meant, and sometimes only one

of them, as when God is the agent, in which case

only the latter is meant: (Er-Rághib, TA:) and

WJúl, also, signifies the act of trying, proving,

Or testing. (S.) It is said in the Kur [xxi. 36],

ãº *†, }:ſ:Asºº [And ne try you by,

or ‘with, evil and good, by way of probation].

(TA) And in the same ſii. 118), "Jº 31%

sºlº & .2% [And when his Lord tried

Abraham by certain words, meaning commands

and prohibitions]. (TA.) And you say, W tº: º

‘… (*Jº Ş. [Try Thou not us save by

those things that are best]; (T;) from a trad.

(TA.) [See also 4 and 8 below.]— [Hence,
… x d ... •

aşºv also signifies t1 smelt it. (T in art. J39,

and A and TA.)– [And& He knew it, or be

came acquainted nith it. (See Jº)]– See also

4, in the latter half of the paragraph.=Q,
aor. 4, inf. n. Sº, Or Jº, [in the CK, erroneously,

Jº and §4, [in the CK, erroneously, ºw,) (T,

S, M, Msb, K,) the former with kesr and the

latter with fet-h, (T, S, Msb,) said of a garment,

(T, S, M., &c.,) It was, or became, old, and norm

out : (Msb:) belonging to the present art, and to

art. Jº. (M.) [The inf. n., used as a subst.,

signifies Wear; attrition; wear and tear: see

an ex. in a hemistich cited near the end of the

first paragraph of art. Sº, where a dwelling is

likened to a garment.] – Also said of a plant [as

meaning It became old and nithered, or nasted].

(K in art. “…e., &c.)—And of a corpse, meaning

It became consumed by the earth. (Msb.)—And

of a bone, meaning It became old, and decayed;

syn. 2. ($ and K &c. in art. Aj.)– And of a

man's reputation, meaning +It became norm out

of regard or notice. (TA in art. 23.3.)– And

[hence,J “4, (M,) or <-4, (K,) She (a camel,

M, K, or a mare, or beast of the equine kind, M)

was, or became, a àº; i.e., nas tied at her dead

master's grave (M, K) nithout food or water (M)

until she died (M, K) and nasted anay. (M in

art. G*)

2 : see 4, in six places, in the latter half of the

paragraph.

3. agú S is from S.J., [inf. n. of $4,] so that

it signifies [properly] I shall not, or I do not,

care for him, mind him, heed him, or regard him,

so as to share nºith him my trial and his trial:

(Ham p. 94:) [and hence,) one says thus, (S,

Mg, Mºb) or ºf 4. (M.K.) and * Jºiº,

(Mg, Mºb) or , Ji (, (MF, TA) but the
verb is more chastely made trans.without the

preposition -, (A, TA) inf. n. *Sº... (M, Mgh,

Mºb, K) and 59 (M, K, TA [in the CK, errone

ously, º]) and āū, (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb, K.)

said by some to be a quasi-inf. n. and by others

to be an inf. n., (MF, TA,) [in the T it is said to

be a subst., from āşºl, originally igº, like ige

from Gé, (T, S, Mgh, Mºb) and Jú, [which is

more strange, (M, K,) meaning [merely] I shall

not, or I do not, care for, mind, heed, or regard,

him, or it; ($, Mgh, Msb, K;) I shall not be,

or I am not, disquieted by him, or it: (Mgh,

Msb:) or, as some say, sº S is formed by

transposition from 4. Sj, from Júl, i. e. I will

not, or I do not, cause him, or it, to move, or

occur to, my mind; nor give, or pay, any atten

tion to him, or it: (Z, TA: [and the like is said

in the T :]) or the proper [or literal] meaning is,

I will not, or I do not, contend nith him for

superiority in goodness, or eaccellence, by reason

of my little care, or regard, for him: (Mgh :)

or it was employed to denote the contending with

another for superiority in glory, or excellence, as

will be shown by the citation of a verse in the

latter portion of this paragraph; and then, in

consequence of frequency of usage, came to denote

contempt, or mean estimation: (Ham p. 31 :) or

its original meaning is, I will not, or I do not,

strive rvith him to be first; neglecting him, or

leaving him to himself; from Agil Jú as ex

plained below; see 6. (Msb.) It is said in a

trad., ãº Aſ2.2% 3, or, accord. to one reading,

ãº2. Jº S, meaning God will not hold them

to be of any value or weight. (T.A.) And in

another, jū e” šº Jº $3 alsº º §§
-i -- - - - -

Jul S3, said to mean [These will be in Paradise,

and] I shall not disapprove ; [and these will be

in the fire of Hell,] and I shall not disapprove.
• 6 - - - -* -

(Az, TA.) And one says, “… tº Jº S II

shall not, or I do not, care for nhat thou didst,

or last done]. (IDrd,TA) And ºf Jºit.
2 o 22 of

<>Jaś Lal [I care not nhether thou stand or sit]:

and *** 4.2% Jº us [I care not for thy

standing and thy not doing so]. (Mughnee in

art. 1) And as tº us (AZ, Mºb, TA) I did

not care for, mind, or regard, him, or it. (TA.)

Andº Jº [He cared for the thing; or] he

was disquieted by the thing. (T.) The verb is

sometimes thus used, in an affirmative manner;

(Ham p. 94; [and the like is said in the TA;])

though some say that it is not; (Msb;) but it is

not unless it occurs with a negative in the former

part of the sentence or in the latter part thereof;

as when one says, Jº&*** 4. Jº us

Jºe [Thy friend cared not for thee, but thy

slave cared]; and as in the saying of Zuheyr,

# zo; *ś - - - - * **,” 92 :

Jºs' 2" cºlº sº-Jº Jºãº º

•… • •o £ 3 + 2 - 1.

# Jº S Jºs' Al C-8-2 *

[Verily I cared for the departure of Umm-On-fa,

but Umm-Onſa cares not]. (Ham p. 94.) One

says also, Jºi2 and Já2 [I did not care,

&c.]: (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K: [but in the CK

the latter of these is omitted:]) in the latter the

[of prolongation] is suppressed for the purpose of

alleviating the utterance, like as L6 is suppressed

in the inf n. [or quasi-inſ. n.) iſ, (S, Mgh,

Mºb) originally igº, (S, Msb) and in ºf j

(S:) or the is suppressed in this case to avoid

the concurrence of two quiescent letters; (Kh,

Sb, M, IB;) not for the purpose of alleviating

the utterance; (IB, TA;) for this is done because

the U is made quiescent. (Kh, Sb, M.) And,

accord. to Kh, (Sb, M,) some of the Arabs say,
28 o –

aſºlJ [I did not care for him, or it], (Sb, M,)
T -i •. o,”

or Jºl J, [in the CK, erroneously, Jºl J, with
- .# T -:

kesr to the J; (K, TA;) [for* …), or Jull.);]

only suppressing the 1, as they do in lºſé [for
5 * > - - -

laºke]. (Sb, S, M.)– IAqr says that sº,
- 6 * > → • of

inf. n. 30)\ºo, is like "Ji meaning He eacerted

himself in a description of a nar, or battle, or of

generous conduct; as when one says, ſº Jº

tº- 5% 2,3 [He exerted himself nell, that

day, in a description of nar, &c.]: and he cites

the following verse [to which reference has been

made above] :

J% & 43-is' Jºãº Jºſe, tº

[What hath happened to me that I see thee stand

ing eacerting thyself in a description of generous

qualities, when thou hast become like one dead by

reason of leanness?]: he says that he [the poet]

heard him [whom he thus addresses] saying, “We

have eaten and we have drunk [with guests], and

we have done [such and such things];” enume

rating, or recounting, generous qualities or actions,

and lying in doing so: (T, TA:) in another place

he says thatJº means looking to see which of

them [or of thee and others] is best in U\, [i. e.

state, or condition], while thou art dying : (TA:)

he says, also, that 35%, inf. n. #St., signifies he

contended with him for superiority in glory, or

eaccellence; (T, TA;*) and [it is said that] Jº
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in the verse here cited means thus contending;

syn. 3-lii. (Ham p. 31 :) and accord. to IAqr,

*Sº also signifies he contended with him in con

tradiction. (T, TA.)

4. Sº, inf. n. §: see 1, in two places.–

[Hence, tº- §§ Aft $ºl, (T,) or tº- §4,

(S,) God did to him a good deed. (T.) [And

hence,) it is said in the Kur (viii. 17], &%

u-š, & 6-39) (TA) And that He might

confer upon the believers a great benefit, or favour,

or blessing: (Bd3) or a good gift; meaning spoil.

(Jel.) And tºº. &ſj [I conferred upon him

a favour, or benefit]. (S.) Zuheyr says,

• Å. Sº tº cº-ºº & Jº
… o , J - - - • O. • * ~ of ~

* 51- Jºi º ºs- tººl: *

(T,” S,) meaning, $3tº * sº Lº!, (T,) or

oxlºe aw* U3.jJi, (S,) i. e. [May God recom

pense with beneficence what they tro have done to

Ayou,) and do to them two the best of the deeds

wheren:ith He tries [the thankfulness of] his

servants. (T.)–9. also signifies He made

him to swear; [as though he tried his veracity by

so doing;] (M, K;) or so tº- &l. (TA.)

[See also 8.]–And He snore to him : (M, K:)

or this, (TA) or tº ºl, [as above,) (T, S,)

he snore [or snore an oath] to him, and thereby

soothed, or placated, his mind. (T, S,” TA.)–

And hence, (TA,) He informed him, acquainted

him, or told him. (IAqr, M, K, TA.)– [And

hence, He manifested it, revealed it; made it

manifest, apparent, evident, clear, or plain ;

whence a phrase in a verse cited WOce 3.4%;

and the phrase] jºx!! Jº J Lo, i. e. As long as

he does not manifest, show, or make apparent, the

eaccuse : but the verb [in this sense] is originally

doubly trans.: one says, 53.&& £i, meaning

I manifested to such a one an eaccuse so that I

was not to be blamed after it; properly signifying

I made such a one to be acquainted neith my

eaccuse, and to know the manner thereof; (Mgh;)

and thus it is explained in the A : (TA: [in like

manner, also, it is explained in the T:]) [or]

53. &l signifies He gave him an eaccuse nihich

he accepted: (M, K:) and in like manner,&

*** [He gave him his endeavour, or energy, in

an acceptable manner]; and 4.5% [his gift]. (M.)

Hence, 934Jº' signifies also He strove, laboured,

or exerted himself, [and thus manifested his excuse,]

in work. (Mgh.) And hence, -,-] J. J.'

He manifested, or showed, his might, valour, Or

proness, in war, or fight, [and he strove, laboured,

or eacerted himself, therein, (§34 being under

stood,)] so that men proved him and knew him.

(Mgh.) See also 3, where another explanation of

usº) is given; in the latter portion of the para

graph.=-sºluºl [He wore out the garment;]

trans, of Jºs (T, S, M. K3) as also 'º (M,

K;) belonging to the present art. and to art. Us!.

(M.) One says to the 2-, [i.e. him who makes,

or puts on, a new garment], Aſ -tº-3 Jº

[Wear out thy garment, and God will Teplace it

with another; or, may God replace &c.]. (S.)
• ~ o o, … - o:

And J-9) 2-1. 3-6 Jº! JWear out, and

make men, [or put on men,) and praise the

Clother [meaning God]. ($ in art. *~.)—

[Hence, jº wº [Journeying, or travel, wore

him, or masted him]; namely, a man; (M, K;

but in the copies of the latter, Y& [which I think

an evident mistranscription];) as also* "Jº;

and Sºl: (M3) and so ... [anciety], (M., K.)

and the like, (M,) and**) [tryings, or trying

events]: (K:) andjº UAbºl (T, S) or Yusº

(thus in a copy of the S) [journeying, or travel,

more her, or masted her]; namely, a she-camel.

(T, S.) El-'Ajjāj says,

4. Jº, 3-, --, 99% #

* Jº-SiJºJº Jé #

[And man, the returning of the nights time after

time, and the alternation of states of being, wear

him out as the wearing.out of the shirt]: ($, M:")

he means,Jº ãº, OrJ& $º Jºº. (M.)
And Ibn-Ahmar Says, • -

22 o 2 × 0.32 ° a 2. # , o 2

# o º -- : 3 *s es: º 3. º

• * 2 on 22 ... of 2 od. ,

# Ji- <ſº Jeºſ "sº *

he means I lived the period that my father lived

[so that I had long enjoyment of his life, and I

outnore my paternal uncles, and I outnore my

maternal uncle]: or, as some say, I lived mith my

father for the length of his life &c. (M, TA.”
.J. Cw ºr " e.g. *

[In the latter, "3.3 is put in the place of-ºſ-i:

and hence it is there said that $5.5 is like §:

but I think that c-j is a mistranscription.])–
2 o', cf.

~ººl and "…i. also signify I bound the fore

shank of a she-camel to her arm at the grave of

her [dead] master, and left her nithout food or

water until she died; or I dug for her a pit, and

left her in it until she died. ($, TA. [see iº,

and J.D

5: see 4, near the end of the paragraph.

6. Jº [inf. n. of Júl : see 1.=2;i Jº

The people, or company of men, vied, or strove,

one with another, in hastening to a little rvater,

and dren from it. (Mºb.)

8. Sºl: see 1, in three places. [Hence,&#

3& (vulg. Jº) He was tried, proved, or tested,

by, or nith, such a thing ; generally meaning he

nas afflicted thereby, or therenith; as, for instance,

by, or with, a disease..] – Also He asked, or

sought, or desired, of him information, or news,

or tidings. (M, K.) And Jºl signifies also He

conjured, or adjured, and asked if any had know

ledge; syn. -à-ºl and -ºl [explained by

what here follows]. (M, K, TA: [In the CK,

both the verb and the explanation are here

wrong: the former is written& ; and the latter,

-jºb -º-º:D A poet says,

• 6- . ... ." - ~ 2: º”.

* Jº Gº!! Jº (sºl Jº 4.

… • & • of .

# ** =9 - J - sº

[She seeks for her father among the travelling

*

companions, and conjures, or adjures, and asks

if any have knowledge, nhen a crocodile has

destroyed him in the depth of the great river:

Jº is for Jºël : he means that she says to

them, “I conjure you, or adjure you, by God,

(37.3336) [tell me,) do ye know any tidings

of my father?” (M., T.A.) But Aboo-Sa’eed says

that Jº here means tries, proves, or tests; and

thatś signifies the trying, proving, or testing,

whether iy an oath or othernise. (TA.)- [Also

He desired it; he sought it..] It is said in a trad.,

* 4-3 * &ºft, 33:1, i.e. [The von, that a

man makes to be binding, or obligatory, on himself

is that whereby the recompense of God] is desired,

or sought. (TA.)– And He chose him, made

choice of him, or elected him. (Sh and T, from a

trad.)

12. Jº It (herbage) became tall, so that the

camels were able to avail themselves of it. (K.)

** **, (T, S, M.A.) with kest to the -, (S)

and*& (S, A,) Worn, or nasted, by jour

neying, or travel; applied to a she-camel, (T, S,

M, A,) and in like manner to a man, and to a

he camel: (M3) and jºiJ (M,K) and sº

jºi, (KTA) with kest to the - in both, (TA,

[in the CK written with ſet-h,J) a man worn, or

masted, by journeyings, or travels, and anaciety,

(M, K,”) and the like, (M,) and tryings, or try

ing events: (K:) pl. §j. (S, M.) And Jésſ,

and 33 J. [both written in the CK with ſet-h

to the Jºl A man having strength, or ponyer, to

endure evil; tried, proved, or tested, thereby:

(M,K:) and in like manner, 2.sº and*&

ſtried, sºy gºod, ºr prosperity]. (TA.) And

JºJ) tººl Jº *: al and e” [both written in

the CK with fet-h to the as before] Verily he

is one of those who manage, or tend, camels, or

the like, well. (M, K, TA) The J in Jº, in

all these instances, is originally 5, changed into

Ls because of the kesreh, and the weakness of the

intervening letter, U; as is the case in asſe so

says I.J. (M.)

Jº See art. Usº.

2-f

àº : see what next follows.

Lºxº

§ (T, S, Msb) and "J. (T, S, M, Msb,

K) and * : ($, M, Mºb, K) and 'is', (§, M,
K,) with késr, (S, K,) and "ij, (so in a copy

of the S, beside the third,) thus in the handwriting

of Aboo-Zekereeya, in the place of the third,

(TA) substs. (T, M, Msh, K) from ºf Sº, (T,

Msb,) or from 37 $º, [which is the same in

meaning,) (M,) or from &ſ, (K,) are one [in

their signification; which is A trial, as meaning

a probation, or a test; and as meaning particularly

a trouble or an affliction of any kind by n!hich

one's patience or any other grace or virtue is

tried, proved, or tested]; ($;) and the pl. (S,

TA) of Y iº (TA) is tº, of the measure Jºš
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changed to Jú: (S, TA:) [or] § is [pro

perly, or originally,) an inf. n., (S, M, K,) and

signifies the act of trying, proving, or testing, by,

or with, good, and by, or nith, evil: ($, M. :) it.

is evil and good: (T, M.:*) a trial, or an afflic

tion, (T, K,) which is its original meaning; (T;)

and a [probationary] benefit, favour, or blessing,

(T,) or a [probationary] gift; (K;) the former

of these requiring patience, and the latter being

the greater of the two [as being commonly the

more dangerous to the soul]; (TA;) [but the

latter meaning is generally indicated only by the

addition of an epithet: thus] &- $4 means a

great benefit, or favour, or blessing, of God; (Bd

in viii. 17;) or a good gift of God: (Jel ibid.:)

$º also means grief; as though it tried the

body: (Er-Răghib, K. :) and the imposition of a

difficult, or troublesome, thing; a requirement;

an eacaction; because it is difficult, or distressing,

to the body; or because it is a trying. (K.) Sº

(likeAuº, $, K) is syn. with $J. : (S, M, K :)

occurring in the saying, jūš. Jº § sº

[Trial, or affliction, befell the unbelievers]: (S,

M," K:") mentioned by El-Ahmar, as heard by

him from the Arabs. (S.)

§, like Jºe in form, [is an inf. n. of 3,

q. v. :=and also signifies] Anaciety respecting

which one talks to himself, or soliloquizes. (Msb.

[Compare a meaning of Sº, above.])

3 2

sentence.

5 a -

acº: see §, in two places.= Also A she

camel that has her fore shank bound to her arm

at the grave of her master, and is left nithout

food until she dies : (T:) or a she-camel, (M in

arts. 34, and Jº, and K.) or a mare, or beast of

the equine kind, (M in art. 3),) that is bound at

the grave of her master, (M, K,) he being dead,

and is left without food or neater (M) until she

dies (M, K) and nastes anay; for they used to

say that her master would be raised from the

dead upon her: (M:) or a she-camel n:hich, in

the Time of Ignorance, had her fore shank bound

to her arm at the grave of her master, and was

left nithout food or water until she died : or for

which was dug a pit, nekerein she nas left until

she died: for they used to assert that men would

be raised from the dead riding upon the tºº,

see the paragraph next following; last

[pl. of ãº in the sense above explained, (T,

TA,)] or walking if their beasts whereon they

rode were not bound, with the head turned back

wards, at their graves: ($ :) or a cony, or she

camel, or sheep, or goat, which, in the Time of

Agnorance, they used to hamstring, or slaughter,

a t the grave: so in a trad. (T.A.) Suh says that

this custom proves that, in the Time of Ignorance,

they held the doctrine of the resurrection of the

body: but they who held it were the fewer

number. (TA.) It is said that i: is originally

*ś, or '#5. (TA.) Et-Tirimmáh says,

* **S. sº S Jé. *

…, 0 3 - 2 • * -º --

cºg "Jº Ji- Sº #

[Places of abode in which thou wilt not see the

stones, or other things, that have been set up to

Bk. I.

be norshipped, nor the pits of the beast left by the

grave of the master to die]; meaning places of

abode of the people of El-Islám, exclusively of
3 - 6 º' -

the pagans. (S.) IAar says that "Jº, and āº

signify Such as is nearied, or jaded, and ema

ciated, and dying. (TA.)

Jú [act. part. n. of §: Trying, proving, or

testing.—And hence, Knoning, or being ac

quainted [with a thing]; as in the phrase, <!--

&34. Jú I made him to be acquainted with my

erouse, and to know the manner thereof. (Mgh.)

= Also Old, and wearing out [or n'orn out];

applied to a garment. (Msb.)—[Hence, <2\,

is used as meaning The places of tents. (Ham

p. 492.)

2 ~ o z 2 o z -

* fem. of Jº: 1. | See iº.

Usºs, and its fem. 3).” : -

5 *w- a

clºo Women that stand around a man's

riding-camel [n:hich they bind, or place in a pit,

by his grave, to die of hunger and thirst, when

he has died or been slain, nailing for him. (T,
o. " • o J.” • 3 J -w ºr J o , ,

S.*) You say, *** cº-º cy)3 stºº -ets

[The women that bound, or placed, the a.º. by the

grave of such a one stood around it wailing for

him]. (T, S.)

33%

35i (M, Msh, K) and jº (Mºb, K) and
6 o' -

22*, (K,) or the last only, (IAar, T,) [a coll.

gen. n., signifying Crystal;] the kind of stone

called tº, (M.) which shines by reason of its

n:hiteness and clearness; (TA in art. 9-3 ;) a

nell-knomºn kind of stone, the best of which is

brought from the islands of the Zinj (8%) ;

(Msb;) a nell-known kind of precious stone, (K,

TA,) white and transparent : (TA:) [Golius

says, but I know not on what authority, if on

any better ground than the resemblance of the

name, “Graec. Bijov.AAos, beryllus, lapidis genus:

de quo vide Plin. xxxvii. 5: aut potius, quo

illum lapidem adulterari idem scribit, crystal

lum :”] n. un, with 3: (M:) some say that it is

a kind of glass [or factitious crystal; what we

term crystal-glass; and to this the word is com

monly applied in the present day; though still

also applied to rock-crystal]. (TA.)

Jº

1. &

4 º' Jº

&: and A. &: &c.:

Jº is a particle; (S, Msb, Mughnee;) contr.

of j : (S:) not a noun: (Sb, S:) it is a replica

tive; (S, Mughnee;) an affirmative of what is

said [in that to which it is a reply]; (S, Msb;)

[with very few exceptions] relating only to a

negation, which it annuls: (Msb, Mughnee:)

the final letter is a radical: or, accord. to some,

the word is originally Jº, [after which an affirma

tion is to be understood,) and the final letter is

augmentative: and some of these say that this

See art. 31.

letter is a denotative of the fem. gender, because

it is [often] pronounced with imáleh. (Mughnee.)

It is a reply to an interrogation in which is a

negative, (T, M, Msb, Mughnee, K,) and affirms

what is said to thee [in that interrogation]; (M,

K;) whether it be an interrogation in the proper

sense, (Mughnee,) as when you say to another,
- - - c → c → . -

|J-> Jai Ji [Didst thou not such a thing?],

and he replies, Jº ſmeaning Yes, or yea, or ay,
~ 9 oz. 2 o’;

I did], (T,) or as when one says, sº -ºj J-ºl

[Is not Zeyd standing 2], and you reply, Jº

[Yes, he is]; or be meant to convey reproof,

(Mughnee,) as in the Kur [lxxv. 3 and 4],
• * r * * - - - - • f : . 2 * 0 -

J. “use & & 3 &º -i (Doth

man think that ne mill not collect his bones?

Yes], (Msb, Mughnee,) i. e., we will collect

them; (Msb;) or be meant to make a person

confess, or acknowledge, a thing, (Mughnee.)
o J w - 2 c 28

as in the Kur [vii. 171], Jº ºù l’º, ~~!!

[Am I not your Lord? They said, Yea). (M,

Mughnee.) It is also a reply to a simple nega

tion, (Msb, Mughnee,) as when I say, 25 tº

3, [Zeyd did not stand, or has not stood], and

you reply, J. as an affirmative [meaning Yes,

he did, or he has]. (Msb.) It occurs in the Kur

[xxxix. 60], where it is said,Jú 45- 35 Jº

[Yea, my signs have come to thee], preceded by

that which is not literally a negation, but which

has the force of a negation; for the preceding

saying, Jºlº, &f& ; [If God had directed

me aright, or would that God &c.], is like the

saying, <-24 us [I was not directed aright].

(M.) It also occurs in the books of traditions,

in some instances, as a reply to an interrogation

without a negative; but these instances are rare,

and not to be followed in rendering revelation.

(Mughnee.) Az says that when a man says to

another, Así Si [Wilt thou not stand?], and the

latter replies, Jº, he means ºf J. [Nay, I

nill stand], adding the alif [written Us] to make

the pause good; for if he said, J. the other

would expect something more to be said after it.

(TA.) It is said that the pronunciation termed

imáleh is allowable in the case of Jº; and if so,

its final radical letter is us: and some of the

grammarians say that this pronunciation of Jº

is because, by reason of its completeness and in

dependence of meaning, so that it requires nothing

after it, it resembles independent nouns, in the

cases of which this pronunciation is allowable.

(M.)

- 3 . J -

iſ, and Jº andiº See art, 3/4.

Loº

3. - - - - -

_º [The bass in music; used in this sense in

the present day: or particularly the bass notes

of the lute: in this sense F seems to have under

stood the saying of ISd that] the of the lute

is well known: (M, K: [in the CK, 3-2.

s!! Fº 5! 23%) is erroneously put for 3.2

-ºš, ; 2 2,4 :]) or (so in the K) it i. the

thick [or bass] chord of the lute : (S, K:) the

33
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word is foreign: (M:) [in Persian . :] Az says

that it is not Arabic. (T.A.)

32 º -

le, i, q, Asº, q.v. (K.)

Jº

1: see 4.

2. cº, (K) inf n & 3, (TA) He tied a

sheep, or goat, in order to fatten it: (K:) from

cºjº Cº. (TA)

4. Jºju &l, (T, S, M, Mºb, K.) inf. n.

&; º,T) and : "34, aor. 3., (M. K.)

inf. n. & ; (M, TA;) but As allows only the

former verb; (M,TA;) He remained, continued,

stayed, drelt, or abode, in the place; (T, S, M,

Msb, K;) he kept, or clave, to the place. (Lth,

T, TA.) Accord. to Z, it is a tropical meaning,

from the a... [i. e. odour) of the camels or cattle
32:

[of a stationary people]. (TA)— And <-ºl

à-ºl + The cloud remained, or continued rain

ing, (M, TA,) some days, (TA,) and kept its

place. (M.)

5. cº He acted, or proceeded, deliberately,

not hastily. (T, TA.) An Arab of the desert

said to Shureyh, on his desiring to pronounce

judgment against him hastily, &#, meaning Act

thou deliberately, not hastily. (T.)

& is a dial. var. of J., (M,K) and so is

& 3 ofJ. S; or, as some say, formed by sub

stitution [of J for J; not peculiar to any dialect].

(M.) One says, 3.5i S dis & [Nay, by God, I

will not come to theej. Fr.says that it is of the dial.

of Benoo-Saad and Kelb; and that he had heard

the Báhilees say, & S, meaning J. [or J. S]:

but IJ says, I do not trace up & [to any autho

rity] as being an independent word of a particular

dialect. (TA.)= [& and cº and& for&

&c.; see art. Lºº. -

& [Coffee-berries, whether green or roasted,

whole or reduced to powder by pounding or

grinding;] expl. in the K as& Jºe 3- ‘C’.

[a certain thing that is taken like the condiment

termed & 4, which is used to give relish to food

Or to quicken the appetite]; Ibn-Es-Sim'ánee says,

& 299 e? ** sº [app. meaning it is a thing

reckoned among what are termed ;-&lsº, pl. of

**,which signifies the same as§4. for it seems

that Jº is here used in the sense of &c. or it

may be a mistranscription for co-o]; the physician

Dávood says, it is the produce ofcertain trees in

El-Yemen; the berries thereof are put into the

earth in j'sſ [the Syrian month corresponding to

March, O.S.], and it increases, and is gathered

in~ [the Coptic month commencing on the

25th of June, O.S.; the 7th of July, N. S.];

it grows to the height of about three cubits, on a

stem of the thickness of the thumb, and has a

white flower, which is succeeded by a berry like

the hazel-nut ; sometimes it is cut like beans ;

and sometimes, when it is divested of its covering,

it divides into two halves: it has been proved to

be good for alleviating humidities, and cough,

and phlegm, and defluations, and for opening

obstructions, and causing a flow of the urine :

when roasted, [and pounded or ground,) and nell

cooked, [i.e. boiled in mater, it is non commonly

known by the name of sºi. (TA) [Golius, I

think, has misunderstood the explanation of this

word in the K: after having given that explana

tion, and rendered it by “res quae sumitur instar

U&-Jī Mūrriji,” he adds, “Pers. a stºl Abcáma

dictae : haic sorbitio est rei ex hordeo et frumento

paratae multa cura et arte, quam Malajesa et

Halimasus describunt.” He then mentions the

signification of coffee-berries as a second and dis

tinct meaning.]

& A place having a fetid odour. (Fr, T, K.)

=It also signifies2-5) &: &l. (T, K) and

cººl (K,TA: in the CK cºli) [said in the
TA to mean tºº. #, i. e. Strength arising from

fat and from fitness: but I think thatcº

has been added in the K in consequence of a

misunderstanding, and that the meaning is a layer

offat; this meaning seeming to be indicated by

the ex. here following, and corroborated by signi

fications of several conjugates of &B, as ââjk

and 3,4- and 3% &c.] One says (T, K) of a

… • - 3 - 2

beast (als) when it has become fat, (T,) dº tºº,

º Jºſe (T, K*) and &l. Jºe Jºlº (T) [clearly

I think, meaning Layer upon layer, offat, has

accumulated upon it.]

ãº, A sneet, or pleasant, odour; (AS, AA, T,

$, M, K;) such as that of the apple (T, M) and

the like, (M,) or the quince : (T:) Sb says that

it is a name for a snveet, or pleasant, odour, like

ilº- (M,” TA:) and an unpleasant odour;

(AS, T, $3) a fetid odour; (M, K;) whence

Jº ãº [the odour of the yarn] occurring in a

saying of 'Alee, respecting a weaver; (M;) which

shows that A’Obeyd erred in asserting it to have

only the first of the foregoing significations; (IB,

TA;) which Suh, in the R, assigns also to wāū:

(TA:) the odour of sheep, or goats, (S, M,) or of

camels or cattle; (Z, TA;) and of the dung of

gazelles; ($, K;) and of the lodging-places of

sheep or goats and of oacen or bulls or cons and of

gazelles: (T, M.:) and sometimes the lodging

places themselves, of sheep or goats: (M, TA:)

pl. (in all the senses, M)& (T, S, M. K.)

& A seller of& [or coffee-berries]. (TA.)

= Also, [vulgarly pronounced Jºl A species of

fish; (K;) [the cyprinus Bynni of Forskål ;

described by him in his Descr. Anim. p. 71;] it

is white, and is the best kind [of fish], and

abundant in the Nile. (TA.)

& The fingers; syn. &ºi. (M, Msb, K:)

but whether it means peculiarly the &l-el of the

hand, or those of the foot also, [i. e. the toes, is

disputed: (TA :) or the ends, or eactremities,

thereof: ($, M, Msb, K:) said to be so called

because by their means are ordered those circum

stances whereby man continues in existence; from

cºjº &#: (Msb:) mentioned in the Kur viii. 12

because therewith one fights, and defends himself:

(Er-Răghib, TA:) or it there signifies all the

limbs, or members, of the body: (Aboo-Is-hák,

M:) or the fingers, or toes, and any other parts

of all the limbs, or members: (Zj, TA:) or it

means in the Kur the essº; (Lth, T, TA;) so in

lxxv. 4; (M;) i. e. the arms or hands and the

legs or feet : (Lth, T, TA :) accord. to El-Fārisee

the meaning of the words in the Kur lxxv. 4 is,

we are able to make their extremities like those

of the camel, so that they should not profit by

them in handicraft: (M, TA:) the n. un. is with

3; (Lth, T, S, M, K;) meaning, accord. to Lth,

a single& [i. e. finger, or toe]; or, accord. to

AHeyth, the nihole &-el; or, as some say, the

highest 33i. [or joint] of the &-e : (T:) the pl.

of pauc. is <&tº ; but a pl. of mult. is sometimes

used as one of pauc.; and hence the saying of the

rājiz,

~ 0 8 - •,• * 0 ,

* julºº & ºtº J--- *

[Five fingers, or ends of fingers, intensely red

from the dye of hinna in the nails], meaning

Júl &: urº- and one says, •* &

[Fingers, or ends of fingers, dyed, or much dyed,

with hinna]; for every pl. [or rather coll. gen. n.]

between which and its sing., or n. un., there is no

difference but 5 [added in the latter] may be

treated as sing. and masc. (S.) Lth cites as an

ex. of the n. un.,

• 2,2- 9 ºz o.º. w - , ~ 0. •:, . .* 2 * * * * * * *

* * **** -s= J~ * asué- Jº-yellºS -

meaning [O God, Thou hast honoured the sons

of Kindneh: there belongs not to any tribe] excel

lence of the measure of a finger above them. (T,

TA.)

& Pºliberate and intelligent : (AA, T, K:)

from Jºº Cº. (TA.)

âû n, un, of $º. (Lth, T, S, M. K.)=See

also what next follows.

6.- ...,

aşū : see i...—Also A meadon, or verdant

tract of land somen'hat matery, (AA, T, M, K,)

producing herbage, (M, K,) and adorned with

flowers; (TA;) and so "Åſſ. (M.)

3

&: Itemaining, continuing, staying, divelling,

or abiding, in a place. (T, TA.) Applied to a

mixture of urine and dung (J-8) upon the tail

[of a camel &c.], it may mean Cleaving, and

sticking: or it may be from ãº signifying “a

fetid odour” [so as to mean having a fetid odour]:

thus, in this case, it may be either a part. n. or a

possessive epithet. (M., T.A.) . It signifies also

Having the odour of the dung of gazelles; applied

to a covert, or hiding-place, of those animals,

among trees. ($, K.")

e

2. sº, inf. n.#, [He dosed him, or stupi

fied him, with **, q. v. ;] he gave him 2 § to

eat. (K.) [See the act. part. n. below.]

º o,.

* [Hyoscyamus, or henbane;] an arabicized

word, [said to be] from [the Persian] &: [but

see a quotation from Hammer-Purgstall, near the

close of this paragraph;] a certain plant, (Mgh,
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and Harp. 365,) having an into.cicating kind of

grain, or, as some say, (Mgh,) of which the leaves

and peel and seeds torpify: (Mgh, Har:) it is

said, in the Kánoon, (Mgh,) by Aboo-'Alee [Ibn

Seenā, or Avicenna], (Har,) that it is a poison

n:hich confuses the intellect, and annuls the memory,

and occasions insanity and [the disorder termed]

3& [or quinsy]; (Mgh, Har;) and it is red,

and white : (Har:) a certain plant having a hind

of grain that confuses the intellect, and occasions

alienation of the mind, or insanity; and sometimes

it intowicates, when a man drinks it after it has

been dissolved; and it is said to occasion forget

fulness: (Msb:) a certain torpifying plant, well

known; different from Jº- Jº- dis

ordering the intellect (Jiaº kº-3), rendering

insane, allaying the pains of humours and pus

tules, and the earache, (K, TA,) applied as a

liniment or as a poultice; (TA;) the worst kind

(K, TA) for use (TA) is the black; then, the

red; and the safest kind is the nihite. (K, T.A.)

[Kzw says that the leaves of the garden-hemp

(Jº ~3, or ****, the latter of which

properly signifies hemp-seed,) are the 2 # which,

when eaten, disorders the intellect. And El

Idreesee applies the appellation *.*.*.* to the

“Assassins.” This establishes the correctness of

De Sacy's opinion, that the appellation “Assas

sins” is derived from the vulgar pl. cº

(hemp-eaters, or persons who intoxicate them.

selves with hemp,) for cº- is syn. with

4.--, and the sect called by us the “Assassins”

are expressly said by the Arabs to have made

frequent use of 2 3. Baron Hammer-Purgstall,

correctly regarding 2 * as hyoscyamus (or hen

bane), makes the following important observations,

“‘Bendj, the pl. of which in Coptic is “nibendj,’

is without doubt the same plant as the ‘nepenthe,’

which has hitherto so much perplexed the com

mentators of Homer. Helen evidently brought

the nepenthe from Egypt, and bendj is there still

reputed to possess all the wonderful qualities which

Homer attributes to it.” (Trébutien, “Contes

Inédits des Mille et une Nuits,” tome i. p. 12,

note.)] The phrase& * is used by El

Karkhee [as meaning He drank the 2-º] because

it is mixed with water; or [as meaning he took,

or smalloned, the 2-º, according to the conven

tional language of the physicians. (Mgh.)

3 we z

tº- One niho employs a stratagem by means

o,”

of food containing ** [in order to obtain some

advantage over another, by stupifying him there

rvith; as the “Assassins” used to do]. (Mgh.)

*

3. is a Persian word arabicized, originally

signifying A knot, or tie. (TA.)—Hence, (TA,)

1 [Any of] the stops that are put between the

beads of the a-º. to mark the place where the

performer oftº: pauses on the occasion of a

thing's diverting his attention: so in the Comm.

on the Tohfeh by the seyyid 'Omar El-Bagree:

(MF, TA:) app. post-classical and recent. (TA.)

—A dam : a thing that stops, or dams, [water,

or] from mater ('[...] & sº esº). (K. [In

the CK, jº is put in the place of}<!. In this

sense, also, it is of Persian origin.])—A strata

gem, a trich, or an expedient, of n!hich one makes

use : (T, K:) a snare by n!hich one snares men :

(TA in art, lº) pl. 3,'. (T) You say, &

25% Jºe Such a one abounds in, or practises

much, stratagems, tricks, or expedients, (Lth, T,

A,) and mischievous, or calamitous, acts. (A.)

In this sense, also, it is an arabicized Persian

word. (TA.)-An enigma. (TA.)–A panºn

that is tied Giaº, in the CK 3i…) by a queen

in the game ofchess: as though it confined and

tied itself. (T.A.). Also a Persian word, arabi

cized, (S, A,) signifying A large banner, standard,

or ensign: (En-Nadr, S, A, K:) or a banner, or

standard, or an ensign, of a general, or leader,

(T, M,) of the Greeks, (M,) under which are ten

thousand men, (T, M,) or less, or more : (T:) or

a banner, or standard, or an ensign, of horsemen :

(El-Hujeymee, T:) [in barbarous Latin bandum;

and in Spanish, bandera; as mentioned by Golius;

and in modern Arabic ***) pl. as above: (S,

M :) it has no pl. of pauc. (M.)—[The pl.)

3: also signifies, in Greece, [Provinces, or dis

tricts;] what are called stºli in Syria, and

Jºi in El-Hijás, and sé in El-Irak, and

-º-, in El-Yemen. (Yákoot.)

Jº

• O.

33. [app. from the Persian 34.) A place

nºhere ships or boats anchor or moor; a port [or

port-tonn; pl. *]. (K, T.A.)

Jº

Q. 1. 33% He made a thing into 33% (mean

ing bullets, or little balls], (Mgh, K) or like

Jºsure. (T.A.)= [In post-classical Arabic, He

shot a bullet, or bullets, from a cross-bow or

other weapon.]—º. J.A.& t He looked sharply,

or intently, at him, or it. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

6 x d

33% [The hazel-nut ; or hazel-nuts; so in the

present day;] a certain thing that is eaten ;

(Msb;) i. q.jº- (IDrd, K:) or, as some say,

like jº- brought from an island; the best

nºhereof is the fresh, heavy, white, and sneet

in taste; the old being bad: it is beneficial

as a remedy for palpitation, parched nith

anise-seed; and for poisons, and nasting of the

kidneys, and burning of the urine ; and neith

pepper, it earcites the venereal faculty; nith

sugar, it removes cough; and the shell thereof,

burnt, and applied as a collyrium, sharpens the

sight : (TA:) they assert that the suspending

it upon the upper arm preserves from scorpions,

(K,) i. e., from their stinging : (TA:) the moist

ening of the top of the head of a child with the

powder of it when burnt, together with oil, re

moves the blueness of its eyes and the redness of

its hair; and the Indian kind thereof is an an

tidote very beneficial to the eyes: (K, TA:) but

in some copies of the K, [and so in the CK,

instead of cººl, we here findcº [for the

impotent in respect of the venereal faculty]:

(TA:) [it is said in the Msb that most hold the

J to be augmentative: but this is not the case;

for] the word is Persian [arabicized, from 3&I.

(K:) [it is a coll. gen. m. :] n. un, with 3: pl.

&“. (Mºb)—[Hence, Bullets, i.e. certain

things that one shoots, (S, Msb, K,) made of clay:

(Msb:) n. un, with 3: (S, Msb, K:) the latter

signifies a piece of clay, made round, which one

shoots, or casts; or i. q. &: (Mgh :) it is

said in the Shifā el-Ghaleel to be an arabicized

word: (TA:) pl. as above. (S, Msb.) [See a

prov. voce six- Hence 3& Jº The cross

bon. In modern Arabic, 34: is also applied to

Balls of any kind of the size of hazel-nuts: n, un.

with 3..]

& A garment, or piece of cloth, of fine,

delicate, or thin, linen. ($gh, K.) [SM says,

It is most probably, in my opinion, so called in

relation to the land ofalsº [or Venice]. (TA.).

[In -modern Arabic, A Venetian sequin ; pl."

aşsu.]

3 - > * >

Lºts.” [app. a post-classical word, A maker

of cross-bon's (J.A.R.J. J-3). (El-Makreezee's

Khitat, art. c.39.4|| Raj

Jºaº

>; The finger that is next to the little finger;

($ in art. 3-aw;) [the third finger;] that which is

between the little and middle fingers: (Msb in

art. 2-, and K;) of the fem. gender: (K:) pl.

J-ow, (S,) or 5-cure. (Msb.) Accord. to the

author of the K, the J is a radical letter, and

therefore the mention of this word in art. 2-aw is

wrong. (TA.)

**, of the measure Jä, like Jºiº,

(Msb,) [an arabicized word, from the Persian

a: ; The violet; viola odorata of Linn; and

accord. to Forskål (Flora AEgypt. Arab. p. ciii.)

applied in El-Yemen to the “iris:” and (p. cxx.)

“tagetes dubia 7”] what is thus called is well

known: the smelling it in its fresh state is beneft

cial to those who are heated by wrath (J223j-9),

and the continual smelling of it induces good sleep:

the conserve made of it is beneficial for the pleurisy

(~~~! $15), and jor inflammation of the lungs

(ağı *5), and for cough, and for headache.

(K.)

Gº

1. 34, (K) aor. , inf n. 3., (TK.) He

joined [a thing to another thing, like as the aſſº

of a shirt is joined: see the pass, part. n., belowj,

syn. J-23. (K.)

2. Jessiº Jº, inf. n. &#, He put a añº,

to the shirt. (K)—iº- dº ! He made the

upper part of the quiver vide [by adding to it

33 *
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the like of a ań. (see the pass. part. n., below,)],

and the longer part narron, ; (K, TA:) or he

widened its upper part, the loner part being [or

remaining] narron. (JK.)

#
ãº : | see what next follows.

ii. The aº, (AZ, Abu-l-Hajjāj El-Aalam,

JK, S, K) or a 2,3-2, (Abu-l-‘Abbās El-Ahwal,

TA,) [both of which signify the gore,) of a shirt,

(AZ, S, K,) or of a garment; (JK;) or the

a 233-2 is longer than the iº) : (Seer, TA:) and

any piece that is added in a garment or a

leathern bucket to niden it : (Abu-l-Hajjāj. El

Ağlam, TA:) or, accord. to IDrd, the Jaejºs->

of a shirt: (TA: [but this is app. a mistranscrip

tion for its sing. Jerº, q. v., a dial. var. of

**** :]) or the cº- [or opening at the neck

and bosom] of a shirt: (K:) cº- is prefixed to

"afiºſ) in a verse of Jereer, governing the latter

in the gen. case, to show that both these words

have the same meaning: (TA :) *āº, also, sig

nifies the same as āāº; (JK, K; ſin the latter

of which it is mentioned in such a manner

as perhaps to denote that it has only the last

of the significations above; but I think that

this restriction is not meant;]) and its pl. [or

rather the coll. gen. n.] is "&" (Ibn-'Abbād,

TA:) Th mentions Jºlº and Jº, and says that

the latter is a pl. pl. ; [i. e., pl. of the former;]

but this is unintelligible : (TA:) Jº is pl. of

ãº, (JK,S,&c.) and syn, with Jajºs. (J.K.)

AZ cites, from Mejnoon, -

&&. Jessiº tº

($, IB,) which is an inverted phrase; the mean

ing being,

* tº Jºãº Cé #

[Like as the buttons of the shirt draw together

the gores: if the last word mean the gores]: or,

if the añº of the shirt be really its cº- the

meaning is intelligible [without inversion]; for

its cººs- is the part around the neck, upon which

are senſed the buttons; and when one desires to

draw it together, he puts its buttons into the loops,

and so draws together the bosom [of the shirt

with its buttons,] to the uppermost part of the

chest. (IB, TA.) Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee ex

plains Jºu-J), here, as meaning the loops into

n:hich the buttons are inserted; and accord. to

this explanation the meaning is plain, not re

quiring the supposition of inversion nor of devia

tion from the usual way: but the first explanation

is that which is generally given. (TA.) In the

saying,

* * 3: 5323% (sº 25 #

[in the last word of which, 3 is elided; lit., Some

times I go forth early in the morning, when the

time has a añº;] Lth says that the whiteness

of the dawn is likened to the whiteness of the

aſſº; citing another verse, in which a shirt is

described as having white Jºlº. (TA.)

is: iº- f A quiver that is neidened : (Ibn

'Abbād, TA:) or in the upper part of which is

added nºhat resembles a àº, to enlarge it. (A,

TA)—& G, 14 wide road. (TA)
• 2 5 °

is,... Ji + Land joined (ii, º, .) to other

land, like as the ań. of a shirt is joined. (ISd,

3: 20 -9 * j, o , º, ... • 2 of

TA.) And assº. 5uº, (JK) or ex-º assº,

(TA,) t|[A desert, or a desert in rhich is no

nater, &c.,] joined to another. (JK, TA.)

_c^*

6 wo 6 -o 3 yea 5. O • oad

Lºl or ~", and 2. or ºf: and Lººl for

tº: See &#, in art. Lºº.

3-2

1. tº, aor. * : see art. Lºº.

& held by some to be originally 34: See art.

Jº.

1. Sº, (T, S, M., &c.) aor. -, (M,Msb) and 2,

but the former is the more common, (M,) [or

rather the only form commonly known, inf. n.

{{... (T, S, M, Mgh, K) and tº (T, and TA as

from the M [but it is not in the transcript of the

M in the TTI) and ... and & and iº, and

iº, (M, K,) He built it; framed it; constructed

it; contr. of <s; (M, K ;) namely, a house,

(S, Mgh, Msb,) or tent, (S,” Msb,) &c.; (Msb;)

as also Yºu.", (S, M, Msb, K,) and Yºu, ; (M,

K;) or the last has teshdeed given to it to denote

muchness, or frequency, or repetition, of the

action, or its application to many objects; and

hence you say, 5, ºf Jº [IIe built palaces, or

pavilions : or he raised them high : see the pass.

part. n. below]. ($, T.A.) AHn speaks of a kind

of plank as being used cºil £, Jº [in the con

struction of ships]: but it is originally used

only in relation to that which does not grow; as

stone, and clay, and the like. (M.) You say

also, us; “, for Jeſ s § [He built in, or

wpom,**(Mgh.)* †. sº Jº Jº,

(T, S, M, Msh, K) or ºf Jé, (Mgh) and

º Jº also, (M, Mgh, Msb, K,) accord. to IDrd

(Mgh, Msb) and IJ, (M,) and occurring in tradi

tions and elsewhere, though said in the S to be

vulgar, (IAth, MF,) and said to be so by ISk,

(T, Msb,) and by some said to be not allowable,

(M,) but the former is the more chaste, (Msb,)

inf n. tº ; ($, TA;) as also "Jº", (K) i. e.

lºſe usº", (ISk, Mºb) or tº Jºl, (IJ, M)

He had his nºife conducted to him on the occasion

of the marriage : (ISk, T, S, Msb, K:) or he

went in to his wife [for the first time]: (Mgh,

Msb:) originating from the fact that the bride

groom used, on that occasion, to pitch a tent for

her, (ISk, T, S, Mgh, Msb,) a new tent, (Mgh,

Msb,) and furnish it with what was requisite,

(Msb,) or a new tent was set up for him, (Mgh,

Mşb,) in honour of him. (Msb.) [See also&

—iº is sometimes used in relation to nobility:

(M, K.) and the verb thus used is Jº, as above,

(T, M.,) having [also] Jº for its inf. n., (IAgr,

T,) and Lºº; held by many to be tropical, but by

SOme to be proper. (M.F.) Lebeed says,

• 3 - x > * > 3 > o 2 - 2c. --

tºº jiu-3 & Gº tº Geº.3

(M) And IIe (namely, God,) hath built for us a

house of nobility of lofty pitch, and its (the

tribe's) middle-aged and its youth have risen to

it : i.e., all of them have attained to high degrees.

(EM, p. 180)—43. J. It (food) fattened

his body, (K,) and made it large : (TA:) and

<- Jº, (T, M.K.) aor. , , (TA) infin, ſº,

(M,) or& (TA,) It (food) made his flesh to

grom, (T, M., K.) and to become large. (T, TA.)

—Jº Jº IIe reared, brought up, or educated,

the man; (M. K3) as also 'ºu'... (M.)—ſe:

ãº, inf. n. its, IIe formed a word.— And

He made a word indeclinable, so as to end invari

ably nith a quiescent letter or with a particular

vonel.] a. * ãº, [when the former word is con

sidered as the infin. of the pass. form& gene

rally] signifies A word's keeping always the same

mode of termination, ending with a quiescent

letter or neith a particular vonel, not by reason

of any governing n:ord: (M, K:) as though the

word resembled a fixed, immoveable building.

(M.) [You say,cº Jº << It was made

indeclinable, nith a quiescent letter for its termi

nation; and cº Jº neith fet-h for its termina
-

tion; &c.:-And in like manner you say, Jº

*!" Us/e 3.x-aal), &c., He made the 3.xe-aš to

have J, &c., for its rhyme-letter, or its chief

rhyme-letter.]=lsº Jº Jºãº < The bony

clave to its string (T, S, K) so that it (the latter)

almost broke. (T, S.) [See the part. n. below.]

2 : see 1, first sentence.

4. su, He made him to build, frame, or con

struct, a house, or tent : (S:) or he gave him a

building: or he gave him that n:heren:ith to build

a house : (M, K:) and & su, he gave him a

house, or tent, to build or frame or construct.

(T.) It is said in a prov., Jº S3 Jº Jº

[Goats rend, or make holes, and render vacant,

and do not afford materials for fabricating tents];

i. e., they do not yield hair of which a tent is

fabricated; (T, S;*) for the tents of the Arabs

[of the desert] are of the kind called -591’, made

of skin, and **i. made of wool or of camels' fur,

and not of24% [by which is especially meant goats'

hair], (S,) or, as is found in the handwriting of

Aboo-Sahl, of wool or of skin: (TA:) or the

meaning is, goats rend tents, or pierce them with

holes, by their leaping upon them, (T and $ in

art. 2”,) so that they cannot be inhabited, ($ in

that art.,) and do not aid in the fabrication of

tents; for the goats of the Arabs of the desert
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have short hair, not long enough to be spun ;

whereas the goats of the cold countries, and of the

people of the fertile regions, have abundant hair,

and of this the Akrád [or Kurdees] fabricate their

tents. (T.)- [Hence,) He introduced him to

his nºiſe [on the occasion of his marriage]: whence

the saying of ‘Alee, Jºe: Jº, accord. to IAth

properly meaning Jºjº Jº : Jº

[When nilt thou make me to have my nife con

ducted to me? or, to go in to my wife?]. (TA.)

… • 6 - • *

5. Eij, said of a woman sitting, (T, TA) She

became like a tent (T, IAth, K, TA) of the kind

called it…, (T, TA,) i.e., a a; of skin; by reason

ofher fathess, (T, IAth, TA,) and largeness, (T,

TA,) or fleshiness: (IAth, TA:) or she parted

her legs; as though from slº, i.e. a a; of skin,

which, when pitched, is spread out by the ropes:

so this woman, sitting cross-legged, spread apart

her legs. (T, TA) And Jº, said of a camel's

hump, It became fat. (M.)= elºj He adopted

him as a son : (S, K:) or he asserted him to be,

or claimed him as, a son: (M.) and 2. Jº

signifies the same. (Zj, T.A.)

8. Jºl: see 1, in three places. = Also It

became built, framed, or constructed. (Mºb.)

&: pl. 34; fem, of3% which see, in three

places.

2 x

2.,-9 :

\ See {{...

J. : J "

ºf it: , (IB,TA) the former of which words

is incorrectly written in the K cºu", (TA,) A girl

whose flesh has been made to grow and become

large; (IB, K, TA: [in the CK, i:- is errone

ously put for “… :) or, accord. to a learned

scholiast, this is a mistake of IB, and the meaning

is sneet in odour; i.e. sneet in the odour of the

flesh. (TA.)

6 * > º o 6 o 6 o

Jū; pl. of tºº; and sometimesofce): SeeJº!.

• J.”

Jº pl. of& which see below.

ãº: See fº.

ãº, A form, mode, or manner, of building or

framing or construction; a word like ié. and

i.e. (T, T.A.) [The form, or mode of forma

tion, of a word.] Natural constitution: as in

the phrase, iº --- & [Such a one is

sound in natural constitution]. ($.)– See also

3 o

Jºe: see what next follows.

&: Of, or relating to, a son; rel. n. of&;

as also "Čº [with 7 when connected with a pre

ceding word]: ($, Msb:) the latter is allowable,

(Msb,) and used by some. (S.) And Of, or

relating to, a daughter; rel. n. of 4.5 as also

"Gº (S, M, Msb, K:) the latter accord. to

Yoo; (S, M ;) but rejected by Sb. (TA.)—

Also Of, or relating to, what are termed*:

&ºl, i. e., the small roads that branch off from

the main road. (S.)

9 ... o.p.

Jº and ãº: see what next follows.

:ū, [originally an inf. n.: (see 1, first sentence:)

then applied to A building; a structure; an edi

fice ;) a thing that is built, or constructed; pl.

iºi, and pl. pl. sº (M, K:) and "&

[also] has this meaning; (Msb;) [and is likewise

originally an inf. n. ;] or this signifies a mall;

syn. kº-; (S;) or it may be a pl., [or rather a

coll. gen. n., meaning buildings, structures, edifices,

or walls, of which the sing. [or n, un.] is 'iº,

and as such may be masc. and fem.: (Er-Rághib,

TA:) '32, and 'iº also signify [the same as

tº as explained above; or] a thing that one has

built, framed, or constructed; (M, K;) or, accord.

to some, the former of these two relates to objects

of the senses, and the latter to objects of the mind,

to glory or honour or the like; (MF, TA:) and

their pls, are "Gº and "Cºs (K;) or, accord.

to the S and M, these two appear to be sings. ;

(TA;) [or they may be pls, or sings. ; for J says

that] Jº is like Jº"; one says, i: and Jº

and iº, and Jº; ($) [and Isd says that] is:

and i: signify as above, and so Jº and Jº

or, accord. to Aboo-Is-hák, Jº is pl. of iº Ol'

it may be used by poetic licence for tº : (M:)

accord. to IAar, Jº signifies buildings, or struc

tures, of clay; and also [tents] of wool; (T;)

and tº likewise signifies a tent (M, TA) in nºbich

the Arabs of the desert dwell, in the desert, (TA)

such as is called **; (M, TA;*) and -3% and

ã3 and* are names applied to dwellings of

the same kind; (TA;) pl. ići. (M:) the move

able dwelling, such as the* and alſº and

bu.3 and 3,9- and the like, is called fü, aS

being likened to the building of burnt bricks and

of clay and of gypsum. (M.) [See also i...]

— Also The roof, or ceiling, of a house or

chamber or the like; as in the Kur [ii. 20),

& tºtº JS 23 Ja-Ji [Who hath

made for vouſ the earth as a bed, and the heaven

as a roof, or ceiling]: ($, [but wanting in some

copies, and Jel:) so says, AZ; ($:) or the

meaning here is, as a tent (ağ) pitched over you.

(Bd.)- And The body, with the limbs or mem

bers. (TA.)— And i. q. &le; [A thing that is

spread on the ground to serve as a table for food

&c., made of leather; like ãº. : occurring in a

trad., where it is mentioned as spread on the

ground, on a day of rain, for Mohammad to pray

upon : so says Sh. (T.)

& ſaid to be originally: A little on:

[used as a term of endearment;] (Msb;) dim. of

& (S, Mgh, Msb.) You say,& tº and Jº º

[O my little son, or O my child], with kesr to the

Jº and with fet-h also; like as you say,e u

and stºl u [which see in art. 5:1, voce -1]. (Fr,

S, K.) [The fem. is i: A. little daughter; dim.

of<. And hence,)— Jºkº sº The small

roads that branch off from the main road; (S;)

what are termed <ºl. (S, K.)– The Arabs

say,2'- & dºg, meaning Jººl is like Je-J1.

(IAar, ISd.)

i: Sonship: (Lih, zi,5, M, Mºb, K.) ſit may

be originally ãº, for Az says, app. on the autho

rity of Zj,] it is not a decisive proof that the last

radical is 5, since they say §, though the dual

[of the word from which this is derived] is cº ;

(T3) [and Isa says that] ; is thus because of

the dammeh. (M.)

£3. [properly The building, like [...] &c.; but

particularly applied to] the Kaabeh ; (S, M, K;)

because of its nobleness. (M, K.) One says,

34-3 134- &l= tº 3:3) •3. 3,3 Ş [No, by the

Lord of this building (the Kagheh), such and such

things mere not]: (S, TA:) and this was a com

mon form of oath. (TA.) The Kaabeh is also

called2-94 ãº [The building of Abraham];

because he built it. (TA.)

ãº, A builder; [meaning one nihose business is

that of building;] an architect. (M.) [See also

what next follows.]

º [Building, framing, or ..constructing :

accord. to A'Obeyd, its pl. is us; and in like

manner, it…i is pl. of cº-: and hence the prov.,

tºtºi sãº, (M.) or ºf wººi, i.e. The

injurers thereof, meaning this house (213, •3s), by

demolishing it, are the builders thereof. ($ in art.

Use-.) ISd says, I am of opinion that these two

pls. are not used except in this prov.: and J says,

in art. Use-, I think that the prov. is originally

ūtº lºts ; but IB affirms that it is not so : and

he says that the prov. is applied to him who does,

or makes, a thing without consideration, and

commits a fault therein, which he repairs by

undoing what he has done or made : it originated

from the fact that the daughter of a certain king

of El-Yemen, during his absence on a military

expedition, built, by the advice of others, a house,

which he, disliking it, commanded them to demo

lish. (TA in art. Jºe-. [See also Freytag's Arab.

Prov. i. 294.])— A bridegroom ; from Usſe Jº

as: [q.v.). (TA.) And hence, Any one going

in to his wift. (S, TA)—iº Jº A bow

cleaving to its string (T, S, M, K) so that it (the

latter) almost breaks; (T, S, M ;) the doing of

which is a fault; (M ;) contr. of ãº [q. v.]:

(S and M in art. Jº:) and so " ščū (T, M, K)

in the dial. of Teiyi: (T, M. :) or the latter signi

fies nºidely separate from its string [like iº).

(TA.)

36%: See cº.—Also, (in [some of] the copies

of the K erroneously written sºul, TA,) A man

bending himself over his bon-string when shooting.

(M, K.)—And Small Jº (or arrows]. (M and

TA in art. Cº.)

igº fem. of cº ſq. v.]..—Also sing. ofcº,

(TA) which signifies The ribs of [the breast, or

of the part thereof called] the j: (M, K:) or

the bones of the breast : or the shoulder-blades
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and the four legs: (TA:) and the legs of a she

camel. (M, K.) One says, [likening a man to a

camel lying down, 43%. Jº, meaning He took

up his abode, and settled, (T, M.K.) in a place;

like tae Jºi. (T.M.) &l, tº Jºi (mean

ing Syria became in a settled state] occurs in a

trad. as related by A’Obeyd: and if he said

&º, it would be allowable; &G being pl. of

cº, [i. e. &: Or &ºl which is a name for

any tent-pole except in the middle of the crew,

which has three poles. (T.) And i. is said in

another trad.,º 9, *…) cliff, meaning

The sky cast down the rain that it contained.

(TA.)

& meaning A son; (M, Mgh, K;) because

he is the father's building, made to be so by God;

(Er-Răghib, TA;) and f a son's son; and f a

descendant more remote; (Msb;) is with a con

junctive I [when not immediately preceded by a

quiescence, written &ſ, (Zj, T, M ;) [and when

immediately preceded by the proper name of a

man and immediately followed by the proper

name of his parent, written without the 1, as in

3*& ...] Zeyd the son of 'Amr (in which

case it should also be observed that the former

proper name is without tenween); unless. the

words compose a proposition, as in 5*& 3.j

Zeyd is the son of Amr; or in the case of an
© . - oad 6 c > © .

interrogation, as in 52-e Jº Jºj Jºe Is Zeyd

the son of Amrºl; the pl. is "G," (T, S, Mgh,

Msb) in the nom. case, and & in the accus.

and gen. (Mgh) and tº, (T, S, M, Mgh, Mºb,

R,) which is a pl. of pauc.: (Msb:) [and hence

it is argued that] the sing, is of the measure Us;

with the final radical letter elided and the con

junctive prefixed; (M;) originally& (M, K,)

with U3, as we judge, because [the aor.] Jºi.

more common than 3:2 . (M. :) or originally sº,

(S, Msb, K.,) with two fet-hahs, because it has

&: for a pl., and the perfect pl. does not admit

of change [in its vowels beyond that which is here

made in &: for &;4] ; (Msb;) and because it

has for a pl. füji, like as J- has Jºi. (S;)

and the elided letter is , (Akh, T.S.) as in ºf

and 3. (S,) because 3 is more commonly clided

9 o

than L5; (Akh, T;) or because the fem, is cº

and [that of&

[or stºl affixed in the fem. except when 3 is elided

g 9 o 3

! is] <-- ; for we do not see this 6

in the masc., as is shown by <!- and Glºss

(S;) though is: is not a decisive proof that the

last radical is 3, for a reason stated above in the

explanation, of it: (T:) or, as some say, .# is

originally sº, with, kest to the -, like Jº-,

because they say tºº, and a change [of a vowel|]

in a case of this kind is rare: (Mab3) [but J

says, it may not be of the measure Jºs nor Jºj,

because it has cº, with fet-h to the -, for a pl.;

nor of the measure Jaš, bººse this has [gene

rally] for its [broken] pl. Jaśl or J5x3: (S:) Zj

says that it is originally& Or #, or it may be

originally Lºw; that it is app. the last accord. to

those who say cº; and that {j may be pl. of

9 - > 4 o 6

the measure Uss and of Jaś; that < * favours

its being of the latter; but that it may be of the
5 . .” º o 6 . .

measure Jaš changed to Jaé, as Jaś is changed

a o y -

to Ux} in the case of**i. (T.) Beside the pls.

mentioned above, & has a quasi-pl. n., namely

"Jº, of the same measure ascº (Mgh,TA;')

a sing. denºting the pl.: or, as some say, cººl has

for pla.* nº-ºº!, (TA.) Lh mentions the

phrase, **) Lº! :º);s [or sºul Usºl These are

the sons of their sons]. (M.) Sometimes A is

affixed to& [so that it becomes V2. Or2. at

- 5 -oads

the beginning of a sentence, and Y ...f or cººl in

other cases]: the word is then doubly declinable
g

[like $2. Or §ºſ : you say, ºf 3. [This is a

* 2 - c.o. 2 of. ad in O z º.

son], and U-ºl<º [I san, a son], and 2:$5.

[I passed by a son]; making the cy similarly

declinable to the Le; and the is with kesr in

every case [when the word commences a sentence,

whether you make the word doubly declinable or

not]: (AHeyth,” S:) [for] some make it singly

declinable, leaving the J with fet-h in every case
º º

[as the 2 in §2. or 9-6)]; saying, 4. 3. [This

is thy son], and 4…"<-5 [I san, thy son], and

4. tº $52, [I passed by thy son]. (AHeyth,

TA.) Hassán says,

w o -o-o- ~~
-

-

º- Jº'5 *\ical Lº

... .o.o. 2 o o ż. 2 - 2 o o £"

* "tº tº 2,4's Sui- tº 2,4-9 *

[We begot the sons of El-'Ankä, and the two sons

of Moharrik; and hon, generous are n'e as a

maternal uncle 1 and hon, generous are me as a

son 1], (S, K,”) i. e., ū’ī. the A is augmentative,

and the hemzeh [or rather I) is that of conjunction.

(K.) And Ru-beh says,

"CºsséCá'u~~<<āJºić'

[As the neeping of a bereft woman, who has lost

a relation, therefore she calls out, With my

father would I ransom thee, and a son]; meaning

tº. (TA) The fem. of & is 'iº or if

[with the conjunctive 1 when not commencing a

• O ...”

U-95 *

+

sentence] and *3. [meaning A daughter; and

+ any female descendant] : (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb,

K:) accord. to Sb, (M,) ič is formed from&

by affixing o [or 3]; but not so &; for this is

formed by affixing L3 as a letter of quasi-coordi

nation, and then substituting for it tº : (M, K :)

[but if the sº be substituted for U3, it seems more

probable that the L3 is the final radical :] or, as

some say, the Jº is substituted for 3: (M. :) [Mtr

says, the J is substituted for the final radical:

(Mgh:) accord. to Ks, it is originally with a [or

3], because it has a fem. meaning: (IAar, Msb:)

[my own opinion is most agreeable with this of

Ks; and with that of Zj, which will be mentioned

below; or, perhaps, is identical with that of Zj:

I think it most probable that, as& is generally

held to be originally& Or ;4, So ãº and s:

are both originally * Or isº, and that&

is formed from i. by suppressing the aliſ,

transferring its kesteh to the -P, making the cy

---

quiescent, and changing the 3 into J, which is

therefore said to be not the sign of the fem.

gender, either because it is not 3, but is a sub

stitute for 3, or because it is preceded by a quies

cent letter:] AHn says that the c is substituted

for the final radical letter, which is 3; and that it

is not the sign of the fem. gender, because the

letter [next] before it is quiescent: this [he says]

is the opinion of Sb, and is the right opinion;

for he says that if you were to use it as the proper

name of a man, you would make it perfectly

decl. ; and if the sº were to denote the fem.

gender, the name would not be perfectly decl.:

(TA:) and the same is said respecting the J in

<<i. (TA in art. 93-1 :) this e remains in a

case of pause (Ks, IAar, S, Msb) as in the case

of the connexion of the word with a word follow

ing: (S:) but one should not say <<!, (Th, T,

S.) because the is required only on account of

the quiescence of the º, and is therefore dropped

when this is made movent: (S:) Zj says that, in

forming the pl. of& [and of iº), the sing.

is reduced to its original form, which is ãº [as

I find it written in the transcript from the T in

the TT, but it may be a mistake for iss, with

the last radical letter suppressed: (T in TT :)

the pl. is sº (T, S, Msb) alone : (S:) [and

this is generally treated as a fem. pl. of the

perfect, or sound, kind, although the J in&

is said to be not a sign of the fem. gender; so

that you say, Jú ~5 I san, thy daughters;

but sometimes] one says, 45t: <5. with fet-h

[as the case-ending], treating the e as a radical

letter. (S.) It is said in the Bári’ that when

men and women are mixed together, the masc.

pl. is made predominant; so that one says, 9

JS3 ſmeaning The sons and daughters, or the

children, of such a one]; and even, Jº &: #2,

sºj [A woman of the children of Temeem]; and

accordingly, if cºº* is applied to denote the

persons to whom a legacy is left, the males and the

females are included therein. (Msb.)- When

cº is applied to that which is not a human being,

(LAmb, Msb,) to an irrational being, (Msb,) it

has for its pl. c.4: (IAmb, M.sb :) thus the pl.

ofJº-,& [A young male camel in his second

year] is Jº- <tº: (Mgh, Msb:) that of&

º [4 male camel that has entered upon his

third year] is cº << . (Msb:) and that of

Jº & [Any one of the stars of the tail of Ursa

Major or of that of Ursa Minor] is Jº “tº

but sometimes, by poetic licence, Jº *::: and

hence, or to make a distinction between the males

and the females, the lawyers say, J ſº sº.

(IAmb,Mºb.)—'é also signifies ºr. º

which young girls play: ($, Mgh,K:) sing.&

(Mgh.) It occurs in this sense in a trad., in

which 'Āisheh speaks of her playing therewith

($, Mgh) when, being nine years of age, she was

conducted as a bride to Mohammad. (Mgh.)—

cº is often prefixed to some other noun (T, M,

Mºb) that particularizes its signification, because of

a close connexion between the two meanings:

(Mºbi) and so is "--º. (T, M.) [Most of the
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compounds thus formed will be found explained

in the arts. to which belong the nouns that occupy

the second place. The following are among the

more common, and are therefore here mentioned,

as exs. of different kinds.]—cººl cºl [The

son of earth, or clay, meaning] Adam. (T.)

Jºn & and 3,4 & The thief, or robber.

(T.) Also the former, The wayfarer, or traveller;

(Er-Răghib, TA:) and so Jºj čºl. (Mºb,
© . -a o • * -

Er-Răghib.) -j- cººl A warrior: (Er-Rághib,

TA:) and~~ & [the narrior; or] he whº

suffices for nar, and niho defends. (Msb.) cººl

(33. The rich man. (Mºb)—esſ & [The

jackal;] a certain beast of prey. (TA.) Jºe&

The ~2% [or weasel]. (TA.)-*& A.

skin for water or milk made of one hide; and

cº-si& one made of tro hides; and aš3&

323ſ one made of three hides. (T,)—Jº- ãº

The echo. (T,)—Jº tº and Gº & and

t; <& and 335i <t's Calamities, or mis

fortunes. (T.)- Ru-beh said of a man who

was mentioned to him, ºs-u. et: sº- Jé

aúl; as though he asserted that He was one of

the pebbles of the mosque [or rather of the mosques

of God]. (S.)

º o 5.o.o. 6 o -

arºl or āºl: fem. of cººl, which see.

6.79 - 5.o 5 woºd 6 - oad º-o -

Lº! and Leº', or Lº! and Loºl : see cººl, in

three places.

•o: -

Jºl: quasi-pl. n. of& which see.

* 9 3 2.

sº!: see Lºº.

• oad • dae - º o

Uººl, for Lºl: see a verse cited voce Jºl.

2?

&: [an unused, or unusual, dim. of&] : See

what next follows.

sº of the same measure as* is the dim.

of ºi, which is like Jºi, (Sb, IB, Mgh) and

is quasi-pl. of cºl. (Mgh.) Mohammad is re

lated, in a trad., to have said, ãº-º 9 Jº

J-ºl &ſº Ji- a.iº. [0 little (meaning dear)

sons, cast not ye the pebble of the Alaleh (see

ãº) until the sun rise], (TA) or -, &: [O

my little sons &c.]: (Mgh, TA:) IAth says that

the hemzeh is augmentative ; and that there are

differences of opinion respecting the form of the

word and its meaning: some say that it is the

dim. ofJº, likecº a sing. word denoting a

pl. meaning, or, accord. to some, a pl. of &#,

as well as füji: some say that it is the dim. of

&; [and if so, we must read Jº my little

son;] but this requires consideration [more espe

cially as it is followed by a pl. verb): AO says

that it is the dim. of Jº, pl. of Čº with the

affixed pronoun of the first pers. [sing.]; and this
a 2-3

requires us to read us?". (TA.) J says, in the

*. o --o-3

$, that the dim of £iſpl. of Čºlis 'itºi, and,
• 29.3 -

if you will, "cººl, and he cites a verse in

which occurs the expression 4: [in the gen.

case, meaning thy little sons,] and adds, it is as

though its sing, were& , with the disjunctive 1,

whence the dim. '3. in the pl. &sº but he

should have said, as though its sing. were Jº

like Jºi, originally ºi. (IB, TA)
~~~~}

2 * 0-3

cººl:

it. (T, S, M,K) and it. (M,K) A glº

[like tº, which see for an explanation]: ($, M,

K:) and a 2:- [i.e. curtain or the like]: (K:)

or a thing in the form of a - (M:) or a ſtent

of the kind called] a 3, made of skins, or hides:

(IAar, T:) or a thing of skins, or hides, of like

form to the aş, rvhich a noman places in, or at,

the side of her tent (&,* J), and in which

she dwells; and may-be she has sheep, or goats,

and is content with the possession of these, ex

clusively of the other sheep, or goats, for herself

and her garments [and app. for making of their

skins her 3U-o]; and she has a covering (jjī)

[extended] in the middle of the crew [or tent],

within, to protect her from the heat, and from the

violent rain, so that she and her clothes are not

wetted: (Aboo-'Adnán, T:) or, accord. to As, a

mat G-), Or a ck, n:hich the trafficker

spreads upon the things that he sells: and they

used to put the mats (2-4-0 upon the audi [pl.

of ck], and go round about with them [in the

market]: the 3Lºo is thus called because it is made

} see what next precedes.

of skins joined together: (T:) also a receptacle of

the kind called i.e.: (M, K:) such is said to be

its meaning : (S:) pl. cº. (T.)

3 oz. 9 & 0 - 6 of

& [Built, &c.; see 1]. aerº-e Jº Ineans

3

º 4.J [Land built in or upon]; and is

deemed a chaste phrase. (Mgh.) -

Jº, Raised high; applied to a palace, or

pavilion. (M., T.A.)

Jº. [pass. part. n. of &] is used in the

place of the inf. n. [of that verb, agreeably with

many other instances, or accord. to a common

licence], meaning The act of building, framing,

or constructing. (TA.)

\r.

1. **, and& (AZ, S, Mgh, K,) ſaor. 4,]

and 34, (K,) [aor. *,] inf. n. tº and tº: (AZ,

$, K) and ſº; (K5) and as "tºl; (Aboo

Sa’eed,TA;) He nas, or became, sociable, friend

ly, or familiar, with him, or it; (AZ,S, Mgh,K;)

namely, a man, (AZ, S,) or a thing; (Mgh;) and

loved, or liked, his, or its, nearness: (Aboo-Sa’eed,

TA:) and he became familiar with it so as to

have little, or no, reverence for it, or ance of it.

(Mgh, TA.) as º occurs in a trad., as they

relate it, for a b%. (A’obeyd, TA:) and
•o- … •o

"Usº, in a verse of El-Aasha, for& (Aş,
- 2, 2 8-- - -

O, TS, L.)– a stºr Vo I did not understand

it; or I did not know it; (ISk, S, K;) as also
2. 2 of .

a) St.A.W. Lo. (ISk, S.)

8: see 1, in two places.

{{..., âû A she camel familiar neith, or accus

tomed to, her milker; (A$,$;) that offers no op

position to him. (K.)= iſ... as syn. with &-

belongs to art. 3r. ($, &c.)

***

1. “, (S, Msb, K.,&c.,) the most chaste form

of the verb in the sense here following, (S, TA,)

and that which most commonly obtains, and the

only form allowed by Th and IKt; (TA;) and

“, (S, L, MSb, K,) aor. *; (Msb, K;) and

< …, (S, L, Mºb, K.) in which the dammeh is

said to give intensiveness to the signification, as

in Jºji sã, (TA) aor. *; (Mºb, K5) and

<<, aor. (K) and *; (TA;) inf. n. sº

(JK, Kj) He was, or became, confounded, per

pleased, or amazed, and unable to see his right

course; (JK, S, Msb, K;) not knowing nhat to

prefer nor n:hat to postpone : (TA in art. Jºl:)

he looked at a thing that he saw nºith a look of

nonder: (A, TA:) he was, or became, affected

nith nonder: (JK:) he was, or became, cut

short, (&laſſ, K, TA,) and neas silent, being con

founded, or perple-ced, and unable to see his

right course : (TA :) he (an adversary in a dis

pute or litigation) was overcome by an argument,

an allegation, or a plea. (L.) All these forms

occur in different readings of the saying in the

Kur (ii. 260], * sº ºvº and <-3 &c.,

(IJ, TA,) explained in the Wá'ee as meaning,

And he n-ho disbelieved remained in confusion, or

perple.city, not seeing his right course, looking as

one in nonder : (Lb, TA:) but accord. to him

who reads <-23, the word U83J'ſ may hold the

place of a noun in the accus, case [as will

be seen from what follows]. (IJ,TA)=4:4,

aor. 2, (S, Msb,) inf. n. sº, (S, K,) He, or it,

caused him to become confounded, perplexed, or

amazed, not seeing his right course: (Zj, Msb:

[Golius, on the authority of Ibn-Maqroof, assigns

this meaning to Y& :]) or took him unanares,

or by surprise, or unexpectedly, or suddenly. (S,

K.) Zj cites as an ex. of the former meaning the

saying in the Kur [xxi. 41],2:

i. e., It shall come upon them suddenly, or un

anares, and cause them to become confounded,

&c. : (TA: and so Bd and Jel explain it:) or,

and shall overcome them: (Bd:) J cites the same

as an ex. of the latter of the two meanings in the

preceding sentence; but his doing so requires

consideration; for the meaning which he gives

is taken from the word ārāy; not from <-ºl.

(MF, TA) [But it is said also that] is... [inf n.

of "4:aul signifies The taking, or coming upon,

[one] unanares, by surprise, or uneapectedly.

(JK)—éº, aor.-, (S, A, K, &c.) int. h. e.

and << and& (S, K,) or the last is a simple

subst., (Msb,) He calumniated him ; slandered

him; accused him falsely; said against him that

n:hich he had not done : (S, A, K. :) [or he did

so in such a manner as to make one to be con

founded, or perple.ced, or amazed, at the falsity

zz? - 2 -à:

& crºU,
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of the charge, and not to see his right course :

(see &, below:)] he lied against him; forged

a lie, or lies, against him; and i, q. -380 445

[he accused him to his face falsely, or with false

hood]; (TA;) <-2 signifies º 9- Jºãº

aeś J-4 [thy accusing thy brother, Or fellor, to

his face, of that which is not in him]: (JK :)

and lºre, aor. 4, inf. n. Strø, he accused her

falsely of adultery; and forged a lie against her.

(Mºb.) [See also ºil.] In the saying of Abu

n-Nejm, -

* Çº Jºãº- Jº *

[Revile thou the mother-in-lan', and calumniate

her, or forge lies against her], Je is [said by

J to be] redundant, or pleonastic ; for one does

not say, age <-º, but only &. (S.) Upon

this, F says, in the K, that lºſe Jººs [thus in

the K] is a mistake; that J is in error, and that

the right reading is \ºke Jºãº, with J : but

this assertion made by F depends upon the autho

rity of relaters of the verse in which the word in

question occurs. (M.F.) IB says that us…] may

be here rendered trans. by means of Use because

it is syn. with Us, 31, which is so rendered trans.,

in like manner as is done in other instances, of

which he gives an ex. from the Kur [xxiv. 63],
: - - * - • 3 y O. ,"

º& &siº, meaning 2-6' eye ey tº- he

adds that, accord. to J, Je in this ex. should

be considered redundant; but that Jºc and

are not used redundantly like -, (TA.) —

ašūl cº J-ºl <… He removed the stallion

from the she camel in order that a stallion of

more generous race might cover her. (TA.)

2: see 1.

3. **, inf. n. is... see 1. – [Also IIe

engaged with him in mutual calumny, slander, or

false accusation: a meaning indicated, but not

expressed, in the A.] You say, itsu. º

[Between them two is mutual calumniation, &c.]:

and <-sº <-º & &#sº [His custom is to

engage nith another in mutual scrutiny of secrets,

or faults, or the like, and in mutual calumniation,

&c.]: and lºst. S; W lºst; º [Calumniate ye

not one another, &c., nor hate ye one another on

account of any foul, or evil, affair]. (A.)–

And He confounded, perpleared, or amazed, him

(namely, his hearer,) by n!hat he forged against

him. (T.A.)

6 : see 3.

6 o'. 9 * on

st-vº : see Jºr.= A certain nell-known kind

of stone. (K.)

6 o y

wº-yº: See& in two places.=A certain

sidereal computation, or calculation; being [that

of] the direct course of stars in a day : [in Per

sian, a planet's motion in any given time : (John

son's Pers. Arab. and Engl. Dict. :)] thought by

Az to be not Arabic. (TA.)

&; and "āº signify the same [when the

former is used as a subst.; i.e. A calumny, slan

der, or false accusation]: (S, A, Msb: [see 1:])

or both signify, the former as explained by Aboo

Is-hák, and the latter as explained in the K, a

falsehood by reason of which one is confounded,

or perple.ced, and unable to see his right course;

(TA; .[in which it seems to be indicated that

"… signifies the same;) from 3-ºl as meaning

“the being confounded” &c.; (Aboo-Is-hák,TA:)

the former is a subst. signifying [also] a false

accusation of adultery against a woman; and a

forgery of a lie against her: (Msb:) and Y the

latter, [and the former also, simply, a lying, or

lie, or falsehood; (K;) and so "… (K) and

"…. (TA) tº tº Gº, in the Kuriv.24,

is said to mean Falsely accusing of adultery, and

acting in a manifestly sinful or criminal manner:

(Bd:) or it means acting wrongfully &c. (Bd,

Jel.) You say, *:::::49 sº [Heaccused him with,

or of, calumny, &c.j. (A.) And 'aº...! Ú, with

kesr to the [prep.] J, [i. e., O, come to my aid, or

succour, on account of the calumny 1 &c.; for it

is] a phrase used in calling for aid, or succour.

(S.) [And if you would express wonder, you say,

'aº (;, with ſet-h to the prep. J, i.e. o the

calumny &c.]

** [A great, or frequent, calumniator, slan

derer, or false-accuser; as also "3,03, mentioned

in the S only as an epithet applied to him who

calumniates, slanders, or accusely falsely;] an

intensive epithet from&: (IAth;) [i. e.] an

intensive form of the act. part. n. from&

[inf. n. of &]. (Mgh:) or i, q. ">94; (K;)

i. e., one who confounds, or perplexes, or amazes,

the hearer, by nºhat he forges against him : (TA:)

and one who falsely accuses a noman of adultery,

and forges a lie against her; (Mºb :) pl. <-2.

(IAth, Mgh, Msb, K) and cº-º, and, accord. to

the K, also *:::: but Isa and MF hold it to be

pl. of ~sº, not of ~3°3 the former observing,

that a word of the measure Jets is one of those

which have a pl. of the measure Jº, but not so

one of the measure Jº; and that, as to the

saying of A'Obeyd, that** is pl. of**, it

is a mistake; for it is only pl. of **, and

the pl. of** is Jºſé. (TA. [But see art.

-- e.])

g • 6 x d >

<-ºw, see Stºvº, in two places.

*} . .” 6 , 2 of .

ãºw: see Jºº, in five places.

9 32

stºº : see ** :=and see *::::.

< *; See *::::, in two places.= Also act.

part. i. [of &; signifying Causing to become

confounded, &c.; and calumniating, &c. :] from

&: (Mgh :) **, as mentioned above, is

held by ISd and MF to be a pl. of this word;

not of sº, q.v. (TA)

6 … o.

Sºo Confounded, perple.ced, or amazed, and

unable to see his right course : ($, K:) [other

(similar) meanings may be seen from explanations

of<-º] accord. to Ks and the S and $gh and

the K, one should not say "…sº not "…; but

there is no reason in analogywhy he who says

<, like* and &, should not say thus:

(TA:) Lb says, in the Expos. of the Fs, that

they said "3-sº and "3"... [which latter is an

intensive form] and "…, which ſlast] may be

considered as having the meaning of the measure

Jºãº, like *::::. or that of the measure Jets,

like <-sº; but the former is the more agreeable

with analogy, and the more probable. (MF, TA)

—Also Calumniated, slandered, orfalsely accused.

(S.)

g •.” 6 x >

~sº : see Stºw.

1. & aor. , (AZ, S, Mºb, &c.) inf. h. is tº

(AZ, S, L, K) and is . (AZ, L, [but some seem

to regard this as a simple subst.,]) and Öº,

(L,) He, or it, nas, or became, beautiful, or

goodly : (AZ, S, L, Msb, K:) or beautiful in

colour: or beautiful and bright or splendid : or

it (a plant) nas, or became, beautiful and bright;

and he (a man) nas, or became, characterized by

a laughing, or happy, appearance of the beautiful

parts of the face, as the cheeks, and the lines of

the forehead : or by the appearance of joy, glad

mess, or happiness; or by a joyful, glad, or happy,

aspect, or appearance. (L.) You say also, ev,

< ū), with kesr, meaning #The plant, or herbage,

was, or became, beautiful [&c.]. (TA, [but this

is probably a tropical signification, from& in

the sense here following.])— tº, (S, A, L, K,)

with kesr, (S,) aor. 2, (K,) inf. n. £4; (L;) and

"&"; (S, A, L, MSb, K;) He nas, or became,

joyful, glad, or happy. (S, A, L., Msb, K.) You

say, *ča, (S, A) and 45 (TA) and 'º'
* : (A, Msb;) He rejoiced in it, or at it; or

became rejoiced by it, or at it. (S, A, Msb, T.A.)

[See also 10.]= cº, (S, K,) aor. *; (K;) and

'º'; (S, A, K,) the latter of which is the more

approved; (TA;) It (a thing, TA, or an affair

or event, S, A) rejoiced; or made joyful, glad, or

happy; (S, A, K,) a person. (S, A.)

2. tº, (ISd, L,) inf. n. tºº, (K,) He beau

tified; rendered beautiful, or goodly. (ISd, L,

K.) ISd says, I have not heard this, except in

the saying of El-'Ajjāj,

# * -- tº 3 & *

as though meaning [Leave thou this subject, and,

beautify, or adorn, the more this nobility [already

beautified, or adorned, by thy describing it. (L.)

3. *-au, (A.K.) inf n is sº, (A.) He vied,

or competed, nºith him, or contended neith him for

superiority, in beauty, or goodliness; [as expl. in

the TK; or in glory, or eaccellence;] syn. sts,

(A, K) and $54, (K,) both of these meaning the

same. (T.A.)

4: see 1, last sentence.—Jºš --ºff The

land, or earth, became beautiful, or goodly, (S, L,

K,) or beautiful and bright or splendid, (L,) in

its plants, or herbage. (S, L, K.)

6. Jº ** t The meadon's, or gardens,

became abundant in blossoms or flowers [as though

vying, one with another, in beauty, or goodliness:

see 3]. (K, T.A.)
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8: see 1, in two places.

10. trº- i. q. *::: [i. e. He rejoiced, or

became rejoiced; aw at it, or by it; or at, or by,

the annunciation of it]. (K.) [See also&]
2 o'. * . .

cº, fem. with 3: see cº, in two places.

tº Joyful, glad, or happy; ($, K;) as also

": (S, A, K) and ":... (A, TA.)– See

also **3.

º . .

as-yº Beauty, or goodliness : (S, A, L., Msb,

K:) or beauty of colour of a thing: or its beauty

and brightness or splendour ; or in plants or

herbage, beauty and brightness or splendour; and

in a man, the laughing, or happy, appearance of

the beautiful parts of the face, as the cheeks, and

the lines of the forehead; or the appearance ofjoy,

gladness, or happiness; or joyfulness, gladness, or

happiness, of aspect or appearance. (L.) You

say 3.3% is . <ls iss, [A meadow, or garden,

of surpassing beauty, &c.). (A.) And 35 Jº

as a A man possessed of beauty, or goodliness:

(S:) or of beauty and brightness, &c. (L.)—

Also Happiness, joy, or gladness. (Ham p. 403.)

** Beautiful, or goodly; (S, A, L., Msb, K:)

as also": (Ham p.403) and": : (AZ, TA:)

or beautiful in colour: or beautiful and bright or

splendid: or, applied to a plant, it has this last

meaning; and, applied to a man, characterized

by a laughing, or happy, appearance of the beau

tiful parts of the face, as the cheeks, and the lines

of the forehead: or characterized by the appear

ance of joy, gladness, or happiness; having a

ioyful, glad, or happy, aspect or appearance :

(L:) the fem. epithet is '#2. (A, K, TA: [in

the CK #4.) It is applied to a plant, or

herbage, (S, A,) in the Kur xxii. 5 and l. 7. (S.)

And '** is applied to a woman, as meaning

One in nihom beauty, or goodliness, &c., predomi

nates; (L, TA) as also "i-ºj (TA) pl. of

the former, *** (A. TA:) and to a camel's

hump, meaning f fat; (A, K,) because beauty,

or goodliness, is combined [in this case] with fat

ness; pl. as above. (A, TA.)- See also tw.

tº: See twº, in two places.

9 ... o.º.

& See

º, ,

-

-

-

Jº

… • *

1. º.º. (S, A, Mºb) aor.-, (Mºb) infin. ...,

(S, Msb, K,) He overcame him : (S, A, Msb, K:)

he overponiered him; subdued him: (TA:) he

surpassed him; eaccelled him. (Msb.) See also 3.

You say, […] #53 *… Such a noman sur

passed the [other] women in beauty. (S.) And

2… [alonel He excelled in knowledge &c.; or he

rvas, or became, accomplished, or perfect, in every

eaccellence, and in gºdlines. (8, K.) And*

2-il, (S,K) or ºil ºil 3, (TA) aor. ,

(K,) inf. n. }2% (TA,) tſhe moon overcame neith

its light the light of the stars. (S, K, TA.) And

Bk. I.

Jº J-ºl ex, + The light of the sun over

spread the earth. (TA.)-[Hence, jº, aor. * ,

(TA,) inf. n. 3. and 32% (K) tit shone, or

shone brightly: (K, TA:) and is a "sº

f The cloud shone, or shone brightly. (K.)=º,

(S, A) aor. , inf n. …, (S) also signifies : It

(a load, or burden, S, A, and running, A) [caused

him to be out of breath; interrupted his breathing;

(see 3. ;)] caused to pant, or breathe [shortly

or] uninterruptedly. (S, A.)- Also, (ISh, JK,

TA,) inf. n. jº, (K, TA,) + He stopped his

breath by beating, or by squeezing his throat, or

throttling him, or by any other means: (ISh,

TA:) + he plied him, or norked him, (**)

until he became out of breath, or until he panted:

(JK, TA:) + he imposed upon him a thing that

nvas above his poncer, or ability. (K, TA.) A

poet says,

* &eit # 3-3 & #

Verily the niggardly, when thou ashest of him,

thou stoppest his breath. (ISh, T.A.)-[Hence,

3,4, i. q. Jºl, as explained below. (K.)=ºrº,

(JK) or && sº, (TA) inf n. x, (K) He

reproached her, or accused her, falsely; (JK;) he

aspersed her; calumniated her; or brought a

false accusation against her. (K,” TA.) You

say, & sº He reproached her falsely nith, or

accused herfalsely of, such a thing. (J.K.) [See

also 8.]

-º-, -, -, * 5- - - -

3. "&# 4-L3 AU, (K, TA) inf. n. *[..

and jø. (TA,) [aor. of the latter verb, accord. to

rule, *, not 2,] He contended, or disputed, or

vied, nºith his companion for glory, or superiority,

or eaccellence, and overcame him. (K,” TA.)

4. rºl. He did, or effected, or he said, or

uttered, nhat was nonderful; syn. -º-º: *.

(K.)

5: see 1.

7.2.2, (S, A, K) and "…l. (TA) and "…,
like & (K,) t He was, or became, out of

breath; his breath became interrupted, by reason

of fatigue [or running, or by hard work, or bear

ing a heavy load; see 1]: (K:) he panted, or

breathed [shortly or] uninterruptedly. (S, A.)

8. Jºl He arrogated to himself, or professed,

a thing falsely. (S, K.) El-Akhtal says,

… • oad 2 2.x o . ~ 6. - -

jº cº-º- c. Jº Lºs

And there is not in me, if I praise them, false

profession : (S:) or vºl signifies he said what

nvas false, and snore to it. (TA)- He said

that he had transgressed, or acted vitiously, or

committed adultery or fornication, nhen he had

not done so. (K.) Andsº Jyº! He asserted

* +

himself to have committed a crime, or sin, when

he had not done so. (TA, from a trad.)– Us, wººl

He asserted falsely that he had had sexual inter

course with her : (M, TA:) usual signifies “he

asserted the same with truth:” (TA:) or rºl

signifies he charged, or upbraided, a person with

that nihich nas in him; (K, TA ;) and jºl, “he

charged, or upbraided, with that which was not

in him.” (TA) See an ex, voce jū in art. 22.

—Also He (a poet) mentioned her (a girl) in

his poetry. (JK.) àjºi. 2: He became, or

nas rendered, notorious, or infamous, 077 account

of such a noman [nith nylom he nas said to have

had an illicit conneacion]. (S, K.)=See also 7.

11. Jºdi jºl, (S, A, K,) inf. n. 9…, (S)

The night reached its middle point; (As, S, A,

K;) from sº signifying the “middle” of a thing:

(A :) or reached the point when all its stars

appeared and shone : (Aboo-Sa’eed Ed-Dareer:)

or became thickly dark : (K:) or for the most

part passed: ($, K:) or reached the point when

about one third of it remained. (K.) And jº
2 o’s •o ~ *

JºJ) Lºc The night became long to us. (S.)

Andjø jº The day reached the point n-hen

the sun had become high. (TA.)

3. inf n. of 1 ſq. v.]. (S, Msb, K.) You say,

4. 9. an imprecation, meaning May he be over

come! (A :) or i, q. 3 uº [may he fall, having

stumbled ! or stumble and fall! &c.]: (AA, S,

K:) and thus used [app. in the latter sense] as

an imprecation, accord. to Sb, it has no verb, but

is put in the accus. case on the supposition of a

verb. (TA.) One says also, "ſº 53, with
-

damm to each. (TA in art. Jºs.) And Le ºr

< [May he fall, having stumbled ! &c.; how

bountiful is hel], like as one says à uº [when

not meaning it to be understood as an impreca

tion]. (A.) — It also signifies Distance, or

remoteness: (K:) and remoteness from good or

prosperity. (T.A.) – Disappointment. (IAar,

TA.)— Wonder; syn. J.--e. (K.) One says,

9. meaning ** [for ** --- I do nonder:

or nonderful!]. (S.) So [sometimes] in the

phrase 4. 9. [I do nonder at him, or it]. ſIAqr,
2* z o.

T.A.)– Love. (K.) Accord. to some, sº ºw

means Love to you. (J.K.)—& ăşă§§

* £35, ** &js* is a saying of the Arabs,

meaning Husbands are three : a husband nºho

overcomes the eyes by his goodliness, (S,) or a

husband of noble race, though he may be of little

wealth; (TA;) and a husband prepared for the

accidents, or calamities, offortune; and a husband

from rehom a don'ry is got, (S,) or a husband

n:ho has not nobility of race, and n:ho therefore

doubles the domery to make himself desired. (TA.)

=+ Distress that affects the breath or respira

tion, syn. Jºſé, (K, TA,) [particularly] of a

camel when he is spurred on, or of a man when a

labour above his power is imposed upon him.

(TA.)

5 oz.

Jº : See 34–Also f The state of being out

of breath; interruption of the breath, by reason

of fatigue, (K, TA,) [or by bearing a heavy load,

(see 1,)] or by hard work, and by running: (TA:)

a panting, or breathing [shortly or] uninter

ruptedly. (S, A, TA.)= Wide-spreading land;

a wide tract of land; as also "3.3 ſq. v.]. (K.)

— A country, or district; or a city, or town;

syn. & (Ki) or the middle thereaf. (TA)

–The middle, and best part, (3-, and*. for

the former of which words we find 3% erroneously

put in the copies of the K, TA,) of a valley; as

also "?... [q. v.). (K, TA)

34
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º, e

ãº Plain, or even, or soft, land or ground:

or a wide tract of land between mountains. (L.)

–See also 3. in two places.–The middle

(S, A, K) of a valley, and of the night, and of a

horse, (S, K,) and of a camel's saddle, (TA)

and of a ring, (K,) or of a thing. (A.)

3% A certain plant, of sneet odour; (Ki)

the [plant called] 39°, mhich is also called Jºe

jig; [buphthalmum, or ow-eye;] it is the 29 3%,
-

a crisping, or curling, plant, having a wellow

flower; growing in the days of the spring (cº),

and called §e. (S:) As says, The 99e is the

34. jø: and Az says, The 5% is the *;

and I regard jury as a Persian word. (TA.)—

Perfume. (Msb.)– And hence applied to The

floners of the desert. (Msb.)– And Anything

goodly, or beautiful, and bright, or shining. (K,

TA.)

3% A certain thing nith mhich one neighs;

(S, Msb,K;) the neight of three hundred pounds:

(Fr, IAar, A’Obeyd, S, K:) thought by A'Obeyd

to be not Arabic, but Coptic; ($ ;) having this

signification in Coptic; (JK;) but thought by

Az to be pure Arabic: (TA :) or four hundred

pounds : or six hundred : or a thousand: (K:)

and, (K,) or as some say, (TA,) one half of a

load (K,TA) borne by a camel, (TA,) containing

four hundred pounds, (K, TA,) in the dial. of

Syria: (TA:) or a load borne by a camel: (Kt:)

or a camel-load of household-goods or furniture

and utensils: (A$:) and commodities, or utensils,

or the like, of the sea; expl. by 2-9J. &

[perhaps a mistranscription for 2: £º. or

2++, commodities, or goods, of the merchants:

the poet Bureyk El-Hudhalee speaks of camels

bearing jº). (JK, K.) It is said that Talhah

the son of 'Obeyd-Allah left a hundred jº, in

each jurº of which was three hundred-weight of

gold (S, TA) and silver; (TA;) tº being thus

made to signify a receptacle: ($, TA:) accord.

to As and Kt, the meaning is, a hundred camel

loads. (TA.)

3. and "... (A, K) and º: (A) [and

W2: f Out of breath; having his breath in

terrupted, by reason of fatigue [or running, or

by hard work, or bearing a heavy load; see 1

and 7]; panting, or breathing [shortly or] wrin

terruptedly. (A.)

* [act. part. n. of 1, Overcoming; &c. And

particularly, l, t overcoming in light. (J.K.)

[Hence, JAL rºs t A moon that overcomes with

its light the light of the stars. (S, A.) And Jag

t"I'he moon; because it outshines the stars: (Mºb :)

or the full moon. (JK.)

2, of

Jºi [The aorta; so in the present day;] a

certain vein [or artery], (S, A, K,) in the back,

(K,) lying within, or at the inner side of, the

back-bone (A’Obeyd, A, TA) and the heart,

(A’Obeyd, TA,) the severing of which causes

death: (A’Obeyd, S, A :) it is a name given to

each of two veins [or arteries, or the two portions

of the aorta which are called the aorta ascendens

and aorta descendens,] which issue from the heart,

and from which then branch off all the other

arteries: (S:) and, (K,) or as some say, (TA,)

the ºxº [i. e. either the carotid artery or the

erternal jugular vein] of the neck : (K:) and,

(K) or as some say, (TA,) [the vein in the arm

called] the J-41. (K:) or, accord. to the more

full description of IAth, a certain vein [or artery]

arising from the head, and eactending to the foot,

and having arteries nihich communicate with most

of the extremities and the body: what is in the

head is called the azú; and hence the saying,

&ū 37&i, meaning “God killed him,” or

“may God kill him 1" and it extends to the

throat, and is there called the 24,3; and to the

chest, and is there called [especially] the 2.

[meaning the aorta ascendens]; and to the back,

and is there called the cºis [meaning the aorta

descendens]; and the heart is suspended to it;

and it extends to the thigh, and is there called

the “; and to the shank, and is there called the

cºlº: the in it is augmentative. (TA.) You

Say, &: * : : [It severed his aorta]; meaning

fit (pain) destroyed him. (A.)—Also The back:

(K:) or the place of the vein [or artery] so

called. (A5, in art. 224 of the S.) One says,

2.9 *** & Such a one is strong in the

back: (TA :) or strong in the place of the vein

[or artery] called the ºl. (A$, ubi suprā.)–

And The back of the curved part of the eactremity

of a bow: (K:) or the part between the -šu.”

and the adé: (S, K.) in the bow is its 2.É.-,

which is the part between the two extremities of

its string or the like; then, next to this, the

age; then, next to this, the 2:: then, the

Jºſe; then, the aº., which is the curved part of

thé extremity. (A$5–And A tent-pole. (J.K.)

– And The shorter side of a feather: (K:)

[or] so ºf [which is the pl.J. (J.K.) [or] the

latter signifies the feathers (Lh, S) of the ning

(Lh) of a bird (Lh, S) newt after those called

Jºsé", (Lh,) [and] newt [before] those called

J. : ($:) the first of them are those called

22%), (S,) four in number, in the fore part of

the wing; (Lh;) the next, Jºel J., (Lh,S)

also four; (Lh;) the next, Jºº-, (Lh,S,) also

four; (Lh;) the next, jº, (Lh, S,) also four;

(Lh;) and the next, Jº [which are also

four]. (S.)

5 g o -

Jºº-º-o:

6 -o y

-

5 *

rv- : See yeº.

*jº

- ox - & -

Q. 1. 2 in the pass. form, (Kt, Msb,) inf. n.cº, p

6. – 6 -
-

ãº, (K,) t It (a thing) was taken othernise

than by, or in, the right way: (Msb:) or f it

was turned anay, or conveyed by turning anay,

(Kt, K, TA,) from the beaten way or road,

(Kt, TA,) or from the direct, or right, main

road. (K, TA) And a& 1 It (the road,

A) lead them othernise than in the beaten track.

(T, A,TA.) [See tºº, from which the verb is

derived.]– t It (a man's blood) was made to be

of no account, to go for nothing, unretaliated, or

uncompensated by a mulct; nas made allonable

to be taken or shed. (Mgh.) And 4.3&

f He made his blood to be of no account, &c.
~ y, of 2 - * @ , o, ø ~ :

(TA)— Hence, (TA) tº Sº Lºrº 3! Loſ

lº (K,”TA) f Verily, since thou hast made me

[meaning my offence] to pass unnoticed, or hast

taken no account of me, (Jºss) by annulling

in respect of me the prescribed castigation, (K,

TA,) I will not drink it (i. e. wine) henceforth :

(TA:) said by Aboo-Mihien (K, TA) Eth-Tha

kafee, (TA,) to Ibn-Abee-Wakkás. (TA.)—
• ,” & “

You say also, & &rº + He made the place

free to the people in general to pasture their

beasts in it. (IAar, L.) -

Q. 2. º t It (a place) became, or was

made, free to the people in general to pasture

their beasts in it. (IAar, L.)

º: an arabicized word, (T, S, Mgh, L, TA,)

from sº, (T, Mgh, L, TA,) which is Persian;

(L,TA;) or, as some say, it is an Indian word,

originally alſº, meaning Bad, whence the Persian
o, O..." º

orrº, and hence the arabicized tº: (TA;) ap

plied to a dirhem, as meaning bad; (Kr, S.;)

false; (S, El-Marzookee;) adulterated; (Shifā

el-Ghaleel, El-Marzookee;) of bad silver; (A,

Mgh, L, Msb;) with nºbich one cannot buy :

(IAar, TA:) or, as some say, in nhich the silver

is predominant: or, accord. to IAar, of which

the die has been falsified: (Mgh:) or not coined
9 , e.e. in

in the government-mint: (Lb, TA:) and Wcº

signifies the same, applied to a dirhem; (Lh, A,

Mgh;) and so Y&: (Lh, El-Marzookee;)

but [Mtr says, I have not found it with J, ex

cept on the authority of Lh; (Mgh;) and IKh

says that it is a word of the vulgar: (TA:) the

Pl: [of tººl is 3%, and [of trºl sº.

(TA.)- Hence, metaphorically, (Mgh,) thad;

(S, A, Mgh, L, Msb, K;) and false, or of no

account; ($, A, Mgh, K ;) applied to a thing (S,

A, Mgh, L, MSb) of any kind: (A,Mgh, L:) any

thing rejected; not received or accepted; rejected

as wrong or bad; as also 'éº (TA:) and a

thing is termed 'º. when it is as though it were

cast anay, and not an object of emulous desire or

enry, or not in request. (El-Marzookee, TA.)
• 3 - 5 -

You say, cº254- 1 Bad language. (A, L.)

And & Jºe t A bad action. (A, L.) –

+Alloned or allonable [to any person, to be taken

or let alone, or to be possessed or made use of or

done]; made allonable, free, or lanful. (K.) You

say, #2,2, f Blood made to be of no account,

to go for nothing, unretaliated, or uncompensated

by a mulct; allowed to be taken or shed; (A, L;)

as also Y **. - (K.) And&& +A place

free to the people in general to pasture their beasts

in it. (IAar, L.) And Y&: à i A water

left free to those who come to rvater at it. (A,

K,”TA.)
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** See tº, in four places.

º, ... dº.” 5 * b.

&rº ; see tºw, in two places.

*

2 * ~ * - o,”

1. alaw, aor. *, inf. n. #4, It (a load, or

burden,) oppressed him by its neight, and he was

unable to bear it: (S, M.,TA:) or pressed heavily

upon him, and distressed him. (T, TA.) [And

hence,) : It (an affair, M, K, or anything, T)

oppressed him by its neight, (T, M.,) and he was

unable to bear it: (M:) or overpontered him, and

pressed heavily upon him, and distressed him;

(Jm, K;) and so **, as heard by Aboo-Turáb

from an Arab of the desert; but no one has

followed him in this. (Az, T.A.) You say also,

à-5, A. He loaded the riding-camel heavily,

and fatigued it. (K.)

Asº 2. t A distressing, grievous, or difficult,

affair. (S, CK, but wanting in two MS. copies

of the K.) And ka. [alone], (CK, but wanting

in two Ms. copies of the K) or "ikal, (0,TA)

f A calamity, or misfortune. (O, K.T.A.)

iás : See ke.

bº. Oppressed by the weight of a load, and

unable to bear it. (S.) [And hence, t Any one.

having a thing required of him which he is unable

to do, or which he cannot find. (TA.) And
… o. 6 o

33-2 cy; t An opponent, or an adversary, over

come, or vanquished. (TA.)

-

Lºyº

1. Jø. aor. 4, inf. n. & It (the body) nas,

or became, affected neith [the disease termed] 3.

(Msb.)

3- [The mild species of leprosy termed

“alphus,” or “vitiligo alba;” in Hebrew prºl

a nihiteness, less than m'hat is termed Jº, that

comes upon the eacternal skin of a man; (JK;) a

n"hiteness that affects the skin, (S,) or body,

(Mgh, Msb,) differing from the colour of the

latter; ($, Msb;) not from what is termed Jer,

(S, Mgh,) or not Jeº (Msb:) and, accord. to

IF, a blackness that affects the skin; [i. e. the

species of leprosy termed “melas,” or “ lepra

maculosa nigra ;”] or a colour differing from

that of the skin: (Msb:) a thin whiteness

that affects the eacterior of the cuticle, by reason

of a bad state of the temperament of the part,

inclining to coldness, and the predominance of the

phlegm over the blood: the black [species] thereof

alters (º, in the CK Ug5:4) the skin to black

ness, by reason of the miring of the black bile

with the blood. (K, TA)—[Hence, ,--I &

t[Lichen, or liverwort;] a certain plant ; (K;)

i.e. 2--" jj- [more commonly called jj

* 2]: (TA) or i, q. 23. jºl, (K, TA,)

or 24- jºl, (CK,) [evidently from the Per

sian 24:3 jº- explained in Johnson's Pers. Ar.

and Engl. Dict, as “sandix-gum, juniper:” but

SM says that] this is a certain plant, the body

[or substance] of which is ---. [app, meaning

composed of globules or the like; probably a par

ticular species of lichen, with spherical cells].

(TA.)

& applied to a man, Affected with [the

disease termed] & : (JK, Msb:) fem. ãº.

(Msb.)—[And hence,) so applied, ty'ery n-hite.

(TA.)

Jº

1. iść, J., [aor. 4, inf n. J...] He left the

she-camel neithout a 29- [bound upon her udder

to prevent her being sucked]; (Bd in iii. 54;) as

also V Wºrl: (S:) or he left her to be milked;

or allowed her being milked: (Z, TA:) and Y the

latter, he loosed her 39.2, and left her young one

at liberty to such her; (K ;) and he left her to

herself (K, TA) to be milked by any one niho

pleased. (TA)—And Aſº, (S,K) aor. , (K)
[inf. n. Jø,] He left him ($, K) to his on n n ill,

or wish, (S,) or to his onn opinion, or judgment;

(K;) as also " … : (S. K.) or the former is

said in relation to the free man; and Y the latter,

in relation to the slave; (Zj, K;) and signifies

also [simply] he left him to himself. (K,” TA.)

— Hence, (TA,) J. signifies [also] The act of

cursing. (S, Msb,K.) You say,4. aor. *, inf. n.

J. He cursed him. (Mºb) And GS3 ºfJ.
© ... •

-

May God curse such a one 1 (K, TA.)= <-Jø,

aor. 4, inf. n. Jº She (a camel) had her29

loosed, and her young one left to such her. (K.)

3. iſsº. The act of cursing each other: (S,

Mgh, Msb:) inf. n. of &al. He cursed him,

being cursed by him: (Msb:) [or rather]&

signifies I joined neith him in imprecating the

curse of God upon n-hichever of us did nºrong.

(JK.) Hence the saying of Ibn-Mesood, it. &.

#3 & ºff sºil & 5, & &

[Whosoever will, I will contend with him by im

precating the curse of God upon nihichever of us is

wrong, that the shorter chapter of “Women” came

don’n from heaven after the chapter of “The

Con”]: or, accord. to one recital, he said 43.3 :

for when they differed respecting a thing, they
2 * 0 °

used to come together, and say, Jº aſ Yāî.

tº Juill [The curse of God be upon such of us

as is the wrongdoerſ]. (Mgh.) ** JAW

tax, and ' ','º and ' ', alº all signify They

cursed one another: (K:) [or] they joined in

imprecating a curse upon such of them as nas

the wrongdoer: (TA:) and "lºl signifies the

like: whence, Jé i. in the Kur [iii. 54],

(Bd, TA) as some explain it, (TA) meaning

"Jsº3. i.e., Then let us imprecate a curse

upon such of us as is the liar. (Bd. [But see

also 8 below.])

4: see 1, in four places.– [The inf. n.] Jº

also signifies The sending forth, or letting flow,

the nater upon what has been sonn, (JK,K,TA,)

after having finished the soning. (JK, TA. [In

the CK,& is erroneously put for&D

5: see 3.

6: see 3, in two places.

8: see 3-[Hence,) Jºl, ($, Mºb, K,) or

& J. Jº, GE) : He humbled, or aland,

himself; or addressed himself with earnest, or

emergetic, supplication; syn. £aj; (S, Msb,K;)

aff& to God: (Msb:) he strove, or nas earnest,

or emergetic, in prayer, or supplication; (JK,

K;) and reas sincere, or without hypocrisy, there

in ; ($, K;) with a striving, or an earnestness,

or energy, like that of the Jºſé, [properly so

called, i.e., persons n'ho join in imprecating a

curse upon such of them as is the wrongdoer].

(TA) It is said that J.: ;, in the Kurſii. 54,

of which one explanation has been given above,

(see 3,)] means f Then let us be sincere, or neith

out hypocrisy, in prayer, or supplication; (S,

TA;) and let us strive, or be earnest, or energetic:

(TA:) or let us humble, or abase, ourselves; &c.;
o 4 ~ * *

syn. 29-a-3. (Jel.)

10.º He milked her (namely, a camel,)

without a 29-2. (K. [See 1, first sentence.])—

He (a young camel) pulled off her 5- [pl. of

jº-el to suck her, namely, his mother. (JK.)

—& Jººl He (the ruler) left the people,

or subjects, to themselves, (Lh, K,) to do nºkat

they would; not restraining them. (Lh, T.A.)-

J-ºlº (S) and #29 ..…- (K)

+ The shores, and the desert, ift them at liberty

in their abodes therein, no Sultán reaching them,

so that they did nºhat they pleased. (S," K.)

âû ($, Mgh, K) and "iſ. (S, Mºb, K) A

curse : (S, Mgh, Msb, K.) from âûl J. in the

sense first explained above. (Bd in iii. 54.) You

Say, affiº, aſſe and *& The curse of God

be on him (Ś.) For another ex., see 3.

49 ... o.p. -

ãº: see what next precedes, in two places.

iii. The quality of shrinking from foul things,

| and of generosity, or nobleness. (J.K.)

Jsº One that shrinks from foul things, and

is generous, or noble; applied to a man (Ibn

'Abbád, JK) and to a woman: (JK:) pl. Jºº.

(Ibn-'Abbād, J.K.) A lord, chief, or prince,

combining all good qualities. (Seer, K.)–4

great, or frequent, laugher. ($, K.)

Jaú A she-camel having no 25- upon her, (S,

K, TA) so that any one who will may milk her:

(TA:) or one having no nose-rein upon her, (K,

TA,) so that she pastures where she will: (TA:)

or also one having no cºe [which is a piece of

nood inserted in the partition betn’een the mos

trils]: (S:) and (so in the S, but in the K “or”)

one having no mark, or brand, upon her: (JK,

$, K.) pl. J. (JK, S, K) and Jº (JK, K,
6 -- or

TA: [the latter in the CK like sºl) and 'iſ'.

signifies left in the state of her that is termed

Jaú, (S,) or having her 29- loosed, and her

young one left at liberty to such her; (K :) and

"Jal. is applied in the same sense [as its pl.].

(S.K. [In the CK the latter is written Jeº, as

a sing:D–[Hence] ſº ºff Seº &#,
said by an Arab woman to her husband; (S;)

by the wife of Dureyd Ibn-Es-Simmeh, to him,

on his desiring to divorce her; meaning tſ made

34 º
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my property lanyſul to thee. (TA)—&sº

t People at liberty in their place of abode, no

Sultán reaching them, so that they do nºhat they

please. (K.)— And the sing., f Going to and

jro without work. (Ibn-'Abbād, Z, K.)- 1 A

pastor without a staff: (JK, K:) or, walking

nithout a staff. (TA.)- +A man without a

weapon. (IAgr, T.A.)- And ãº +A woman

having no husband; (JK;) syn.2. (K.)

J. The produce, or fruit, of a certain tree,

mhich is the eye [a name applied to the cypress

and to the juniper-tree]: (S:) so says Ibn-Seenā

[Avicenna] in the Kánoon; and he adds that it

is of two species, small and great, both brought

from the country of the 2.5 : one species of the

tree thereof has leaves like those of the> [or

common, evergreen, cypress], has many thorns,

and grows, or spreads, nºide, (Jº) 70t

groning tall: the leaves of the other are like those

of the GL ſor tamarish], the taste thereaf is like

[that of] the 99-, and it is drier, and less hot:

(TA:) or it is the produce of a kind of great

tree, the leaves of which are like [those of] the

.9,12, and the fruit of which is like the J3 [or

fruit of the lote-tree called 2-l; and it is not

[the fruit of] the Jeye, as J imagined it to be :

the smoke thereof earpels quickly the young in the

womb : used as a liniment, with vinegar, it cures

n:hat is termed -ºil .'s [alopecial : and nith

honey, it cleanses foul ulcers. (K.) [In the pre

sent day, it is applied to the juniper-tree; as is

also*: and particularly to the species thereof

called the savin. See 391-5.)

iſ... and Jeſ. [its pl.]: see Jºº.

Loº

2.2. 2-2, inf. n. 2,3, They separated the

... [i.e. lambs, or kids, or both, from their

mothers, ($, K,) and pastured them alone. (S.)

=c&º sº, inf n. as above, They stayed, or

remained, in the place; (K, TA;) did not quit

it. (TA.)- Also22, said of a man, t He con

tinued looking at a thing nithout his being relieved

by doing so. (J.K.) – tRIe nºas silent, and con

founded, or perple.ced, when asked respecting a

thing. (J.K.)- f|He did not fight, or engage in

conflict. (J.K.)

4. …, (K) inf n.2%), (JK) It (a thing,

or an affair,) nas, or became, dubious, confused,

or vague, (JK, K, TA,) so that one knew not the

way, or manner, in which it should be engaged in,

done, eacecuted, or performed; (JK, TA;) as also

"…!; (JK, K, TA;) for which grammarians

often use V &rºl; but this has not been heard in

the [classical] language of the Arabs: (MF,TA:)

[said to be] from ..., denoting a colour, whatever

it be, except that which is termed àº, in which

is no colour differing therefrom. (Harp. 50.)

== He closed, or locked, a door; (S, Mgh, TA;)

[or, so that one could not find the way to open it;
* ... o.p.

(see …, ;)] and stopped it up. (TA) [And

hence, one says of the thumb, Jºš ...i. IIlêall

ing It closes upon [the palm of] the hand, as a

cover. (TA.) — [Hence also, t He made a

thing, or an affair, to be dubious, confused, or

vague, (JK, TA,”) so that there n'as no nay, or

manner, of knowing it, (TA,) or so that one knen,

not the nay, or manner, in nihich it should

be engaged in, done, eacecuted, or performed :

(JK:) [in the former sense, or meaning the

made it to be dubious, confused, or vague, said of

speech, or language, (K in art. Jack, &c.,) and

of information, or news, or a narration; (Mºb ;)

contr. ofessi; (TA in art. Jack;) i. q. 3:42.

(Msb.)—t He made, or held, a thing to be vague,

or indefinite. (Mgh.)—And, said of a prohibited

thing, + He made it, or held it, to be not allonable

in any manner, nor for any cause : (Az, TA:)

or to be prohibited unconditionally. (Mgh.) [See

2...]—t He made a man to turn anay, or

nºithdran, or retire, (JK, K,) 13° &= from

such a thing, (JK,) or 23S cº from the affair.

(K)=Jº <-evº! The land produced mºhat is

termedJº (JK, K.) or produced much there

of ($.)

5 : see 10.

7: see 4.

- * c : o, e.

10 : see 4. – You say, 3-ºl aºc evºlt The

affair was as though it were closed against him,.

so that he knew not the may in which to engage

in it, or eacecute it; syn.* &E'. (TA.) And

* ---, (K) or ºn as crº-, (§, TA)

+Speech nas as though it n'ere closed against

him; or he nas, or became, impeded in his speech,

unable to speak, or tongue-tied; ($,” K, TA;) syn.

Jºl; ($) and 4×4= <!e "… [signifies
- - of

the same]; syn.& ; (JK, $;*) on the authority

of AZ. (S.) And J.- _orºl tſhe informa

tion, or narration, nas dubious, confused, vague,

or difficult to be understood or eacpressed; or nas

not to be understood or expressed; as though it

nvere closed [against the hearer or speaker]; syn.

Jº, and <!". (Mºb.)

5 o.

2. is pl. of 'i..., ($, Mºb, K) as are also

"... and2%, (K,) [or rather ... is a coll. gen, n.,

and "ā. is its n un, and "… is a quasi-pl. n.,

and 2% is pl. of ..., (§, Mºb) and <4% is a

pl. pl. (i.e. pl. of 2%) : (K:) Y i. signifies A

lamb, and is applied to the male and the female;

(S, Msb;) or, accord. to a trad. in which it

occurs, it is a name for the female; (IAth, TA;)

but2%, which is applied to lambs when they are

alone, as Jº- is to kids when they are alone, is

also applied tolambs and hids together: (S,” Msb:)

or, accord. to IF, or signifies young lambs or

goats: (Msb:) and accord. to AZ, (Msb,) or

A’obeyd, (TA) - i... is applied to a lamb or

goat, whether male or female, after the period

nºhen it is termed is 2, n:hich is nºken it is just

brought forth; (MSb, TA;) and its pl. is ovel:

(Msb: [so in my copy of that work, as though

meant for 2.75 but perhaps a mistranscription

for 2.91;]) or it is applied to a lamb or goat

when just brought forth, i.e., before it is termed

iíº (Mgh; ſand this is agreeable with its

application in a trad. cited by IAth:]) or to the

young one, not, as in the K, young ones, (TA,)

of the sheep, and of the goat, and of an animal of

the bovine kind (K, TA) both nild and not mild,

alike to the male and the female, nhile small; or,

as some say, when it has attained to youthful

vigour: (TA:) Lebeed applies2% to the young

ones of [mild) animals of the bovine kind: (S,

TA:) accord. to Th,2. signifies young kids.

(TA)—2%) & one of the Mansions (K,

TA) of the Moon: (TA:) or two stars nºhich

are not of the Mansions of the Moon. (S and L

and K in art. Ja...', q.v.)

ºx. .” º o

2.4 see …, in two places.

[2. an epithet of which only the fem. form is
- 5 . . o:

mentioned. You say] alsº Jº Land abounding

neith nºhat is termedJº (AHn, K:) the word

alºvº is a possessive epithet. (TA.)

i... :

5 - o.p.

alsº A rock, or great mass of stone or of hard

stone, (K, TA,) that is solid, not hollon. (TA.)

– And hence, accord. to some, (TA,) or because

his condition is such that one knows not how to

prevail with him, (Ham pp. 334 and 610,) A

courageous man, (K, and Ham ubi supra,) or a

horseman, (AO, S,) to mºhom one knon's not the

may nºhence to gain access, or whence to come,

(AO, S, K,) by reason of his great might, or
* - c. 5 is .

valour: (AO, S:) or, as in the Nawādir, alsº Ja-y

signifies a man n-ho will not be turned from a

thing that he desires to do : (TA:) it is not

applied as an epithet to a woman: (IJ, TA:) pl.

24. (S, A.) You say, 24. &: i. 34, IIlean

ing f He is a courageous man, of those to nhom

the approach is as though it n'ere closed against

his adversaries. (A, TA.) Accord. to IJ, it is an

inf. n. used as an epithet, though having no verb.

(TA.) [Hence,) it applies to one and to a number

of persons. (Ham p. 494.) [For] it signifies also

—tan army: ($, K:) or courageous men, or

courageous men clad in armour; because one

knows not the way in which to fight with them:

or, as some say, a company of horsemen : (TA:)

pl. as above. (K.)– tA difficult affair or case;

(K, TA;) such that one cannot find the nay to

perform it, or manage it; pl. as above. (TA.)

You say, tº as # S i. es”& +[He fell into

a difficult, or an embarrassing, case, n-hich one

knew not the may to manage]. (TA.) The pl. is

also explained as meaning #1)ubious, confused, or

vague, affairs or cases. (TA.)—t Blackness.

(TA)—And ... The three nights in which

the moon does not [visibly] rise. (T.A.)

go.

see or, in four places.

... o

cº, a word both sing, and pl., (Sb, S, K,) its

alif [written Us] being a denotative of the fem.

gender, wherefore it is without tenween; (Sb, $;)

or [it is written Jº, with tºnwºen, for it is a

coll. gen, n., and its n. un, is 3Lºr, ($, K, and so

in the JK,) its alif, some say, being a letter of

quasi-coordination; but Mbr says that this is not

known, and that the alifin a word of the measure

Jº is nought but a denotative of the fem. gender;

($;) and the n. un, 3Lºrº is anomalous; (El-'Ash
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moonee's Expos. of the Alfeeyeh of Ibn-Mālik,

sect- ;) [A species of barley-grass; app. hor

deum murinum, or common n’all-barley-grass;] a

certain plant, (Lth, JK, S, K,) well known; (K;)

the sheep and goats, (Lth, TA,) or the camels,

(JK,) are vehemently fond of it as long as it is

green; (Lth, JK, TA;) but nhen it dries up, its

prickles bristle out, and it repugns; (Lth, TA;)

it is of the herbs (Jºãº) that are termed29

[app. here meaning slender and sneet] when fresh

and nºhen dry, and comes forth at first undis

tinguishably as to species, from the earth, like as

does corn; then it becomes like corn, and puts

forth prickles like those [that compose the anºn,

or beard, of the ear of corn, nºbich, nihen they

enter the noses of the sheep or goats and the

camels, cause pain to their noses, until men pull

them out from their mouths and their noses; and

nºhen it becomes large, and dries up, it is a pas

ture that is fed upon until the rain of the neart

gear falls upon it, when its seed that has fallen

from its ears germinates beneath it. (AHn,T.A.)

2. Blacks (K) pl. ... (TA) And ſapp.

used also as a subst., signifying] A black ene (K,

TA) in n-hich is no whiteness; pl. as above and
43 o a

…. (TA.)-Applied to a horse, to the male

and the female, (S,” Mgh,” K,) Of one, unmiaced,

colour; in nihich is no colour differing from the

rests ($, Mgh, K) pl. ... ($) ... Sº S

[Not having a star, or blaze, on the forehead or

face, nor of one, unmired, colour, or not nhite

nor black, (some such proposition as “This is a

horse” being understood before S,)] is a prov.

applied to a dubious, confused, or vague, affair or

case. (TA.)– A colour of one kind, (JK,) in

n:hich is no colour differing from the rest, (JK,

and Harp. 50,) whatever colour it be, eaccept that

n:hich is termed *: (Harubi supra:) or a

colour that is clear, pure, or unmiaced, not resem

bling any other, (AA, K,” TA,) n-hether it be

black or any other colour, (AA, TA,) eaccept, as

Z says, that nihich is termed a.º. (TA.)–A

night in which is no light (JK, TA) until the

danºn. (TA.)- 1 A sound, or voice, in which is

no trilling, or quavering, or reiteration in the

throat or fauces. (JK, K,”TA.*)– Perfect, or

complete, in make; as also Y2.... pl. … so

in the phrase in a trad. (respecting the day of
2 o 2 × 4 ×

resurrection, TA), Cºyº J.L.) }<!, i. e. Mankind

shall be congregated perfect, or complete, in make,

without mutilation, or defect ; (JK :) or the

meaning here is, sound, or healthy: ($:) or not

having any of the diseases or norious affections

of the present state, as blindness, and elephantiasis,

and leprosy, and blindness of one eye, and lame

ness, &c. : (A’Obeyd, K,” TA:) or naked; (JK,

K;) not having upon them anything to conceal

them: (JK:) or not having with them anything

(S, TA) of worldly goods or commodities. (TA.)

—#Unknown. (El-Khattábee, T.A.)= See also
6 -o

Aºl.

i. [A beast; a brute;] any quadruped,

(Akh, M, Msb, K,) even if in the rvater, (Akh,

M, K,) [i.e.,] of the land and of the sea ; (Msb;)

and (so in the Mºb, but in the K “or”) any

animal that does not discriminate: (Zj, Mºb, K:)

pl. lºw. (S, Mºb, K.)

3 .

[Jºseº Of, or relating to, beasts, or brutes.]

(i.e., The nature of beasts, or brutes.]

J. of 9 - or .

lovº"; see Low-e, in two places. – Also i. q.
* ~ of

_s=-c! [app. as meaning Destitute of the faculty

of speech or articulation, like the beasts]. (K.)

2% The thumb, and the great toe; (M, K;)

the greatest &-el, (JK, T, S,) that is neart to the

jorefinger, having two joints, so called because it

closes upon [the palm of] the hand, as a cover;

(T, TA;) the greatest of the &le; in the hand

and in the foot : (M, K:) of the fem. gender,

($, Msb,) accord. to common repute; (Msb;)

and sometimes masc. : (Lh, M, K.) and *...*

signifies the same; mentioned by Az in the T,

and by others; but Az adds that one should not

say*: (TA:) the pl. of Alvº! is 2.2% (JK, S,

M, Msb, K) and2% (M,K,) which latter is used

by poetic license for the former, (M,) and<º.

(Mºb) - 2%. 3- aft [Shorter than the

great toe of the (lizard called)*], and Alwl cº-e

5uaāl [than the back toe of the (bird called) 5uaş],

and (sº- Alyºl J-2 [than the back toe of the

(bird called) US, a J, are proverbs of the Arabs.

(Harp. 335.)

22, applied to a door, Closed, or locked, (JK,

K,) so that one cannot find the nay to open it:

(JK, TA :) and stopped up : (TA:) or having a

lock upon it, with nihich it is fastened. (Mgh.)

–A wall in rehich is no door. (TA.)-A

chest having no lock [by means of n!hich it may

be opened]. (IAmb, TA)—I. 4. … [as

meaning Solid; not hollon'; in the CK <i,

which signifies the same]; as also "...i. (K:)

having no fissure in it; and V the latter, applied

to a heart, is said to mean t impenetrable by

admonition. (TA.) – t A thing, or an affair,

made to be dubious, confused, or vague; (JK;)

[such that there is no way, or manner, of knowing

it; (see the verb ;)] or such that one knows not

the way, or manner, in nihich it should be engaged

in, done, eacecuted, or performed: (JK, S, Mgh,

TA:) + speech, or language, [that is dubious,

confused, or vague, such that there is no way,

or manner, of knowing it: (Mgh, TA:) applied

to a road, t unapparent, or hardly apparent :

(TA:) and, applied to the ordinance respecting

the making up for the days in which one has

broken a fast, [and to many other cases,) + un

defined; in this instance meaning, as to whether

the days may be interrupted, or whether they
* - d -

must be consecutive. (Mgh.) [Hence, *…

+ Difficult things, or affairs, such that one cannot

find the may to perform them. (TA.) And

ãº) ãº, so termed by the grammarians,

t The nouns of indication, (S, K,) such as is and

§ and 93 and Jºi. (S:) accord. to Az,

ãº -º-, signifies + the particles nºbich

have no derivatives, and of which the roots are

not known, asJ. and L. and &. and &= and

the like. (TA)—Applied to a vow, and to [cer

tain ordinances respecting] marriage and divorce

and emancipation, + From nihich there is no get

ting out, or eactricating of oneself; as though they

were closed doors mith locks upon them : (Mgh :)

and, applied to prohibited things, t not allonable

in any manner, (T, K, TA,) nor for any cause;

(T, TA;) or prohibited unconditionally; (Mgh;)

as the prohibition of [the marriage mith] the

mother, and the sister, (T, Mgh,” K, TA,) and

the like : (T, TA:) such a woman is said to be

Jº Jº i.… + [absolutely prohibited to the

man; as though she mere closed against him, or

inaccessible to him]. (Msb. [But in this last work

it seems to be i..., which is not agreeable with

common usage.]) In the copies of the K, X.

and ... are given as pls. of this word: but it

seems that there is an omission or a misplacement

in the passage; for these are said to be pls. of

2. as shown above. (TA.)- + In a state of

swooning or insensibility, speechless, and without

discrimination; in cºnsequence of a blow [&c.].

(TA.)- See also2.

25& cº.** f Debarred from the faculty

of speech. (Niſtaweyh, T.A.)

3**

1. W., (JK, Mºb, K) aor. W., (JK) or sº;

(Mºb,K) and sº, aor. 24; and (r. aOr.Jº

(S,” K;) and ea, [first pers. “...] aor.J.

(K;) inf. n. [.. and ãº; (JK, TA;) He (a

man, S) or it, was, or became, characterized by,

or possessed of, 4.4, meaning beauty, or goodliness

[&c.]. (JK, S, Msb, K.)= 45, and 4:4: see

3.= Lºw, ($, K.) aor. * , (K,) inf. n. Vrº, (TA,)

It (a tent, S, K) was, or became, empty, or

vacant : (K:) or it was, or became, rent, or

pierced neith holes, and rendered vacant. (S,

TA)=~ &r i : “tº ſº. v.). (J.K.) And

as lºw occurs in a trad., as they relate it, for

dº biº. (A’Obeyd, TA in art. Ury.)

… w 6.- 0.

2. ourº, inf. n. *er.j, He made it wide, or

ample; or nidened it; and made it; namely, a
© .

crºw [i. e. tent, or house]. (K.)

3. *V, (TA) [and 4 Jaú, as will be seen

from what follows, inf n, itsuº, (S, TA) He

vied, or competed, mith him, or contended nith

him for superiority, in beauty, or goodliness, or

in glorying, or boasting, or in glory, or eaccellence;

he emulated, or rivalled, him therein; or, simply,

he vied neith him; syn. sº (TA in art. cº ;)

and 9-6. (S,”TA.) Hence, in a trad. respecting

'Arafeh, ãº J. 2. Jeff [The angels vie neith

them]. (TA).You say, "åsº Jºº (Lh, JK,

K’) and " … (Lh, JK) i. e. [He vied, or

competed, with me, or contended with me for

superiority, in beauty, or goodliness, &c.,] and I

became, (Lh,) or I was, (JK,) more beautiful,

or goodly, [&c.,] than he, (Lh, J.K.) or I sur

passed him in beauty, or goodliness [&c.]. (K.)

4. Lº! He (a man) was, or became, beautiful,

or handsome, in face. (K.)= ow! [He deprived
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it of beauty, or goodliness; the being a priva

tive, as it often is, like the Greek a this is pro

bably the primary signification: (see Freytag's

Arab. Prov. ii. 604:) and hence, —J He made

it empty, or vacant : (K:) or he rent it, or

made holes in it : (JK:) or he rent it, or made

holes in it, and rendered it vacant: (S:) namely,

a tent. (JK,S, K.) Hence the saying, es;*)

Jº S. J.; [explained in art. Jºli (JK, $3)

applied to him who injures and does not profit.

(JK.)– He emptied it; namely, a vessel.

(A’obeyd, JK, S,K)—Jº Jº. He freed

the horses from service (JK, S, K) in warfare;

(S, K;) i. e. he did not go to nar upon the

horses: (TA :) or he divested the horses of their

furniture, and did not ride them : or he supplied

the horses amply with fodder, and gave them

rest: but the first is the approved explanation.

(TA.)

6. $43 They vied, or competed, or contended

for superiority, one nith- another, [in beauty,

or goodliness, or] in glorying, or boasting, or in

glory, or excellence; they emulated, or rivalled,

one another therein ; or, simply, they vied, one

with another; syn. by-wi. (S, K.)

• Q

8. Lºyº occurs in a verse of El-Aashā for

‘.... (o, TS, L, on the authority of Aş, in art.

tº, q. v.)

3. Ampleness; or an ample state, or condition:

so in the saying, Jº &:* Jº * [He is in

an ample state, or condition, of life]; and this is

[said to be] the primary signification. (A5, T.A.)

— Anything. ample, wide, or spacious. (K.)

[Hence,J Jºe-Jſ 33rd āşū A she-camel wide in

the two sides. (TA.)- A nºide, or spacious,

tract of land, (K, TA,) in which are no moun

tains, betneen tryo elevated tracts. (TA.)–A

wide covert, or hiding-place, of a [nvild] bull,

(JK, K, TA,) which he makes for himselfat the

joot of the kind oftº called use,' ſºv.]:

(TA:) pl. [of pauc.] trºl and [of mult..] ºr, and

[quasi-pl.-n.]& (K.)- Any vacant, or in

tervening, space. (TA.)- The interior of the

chest, or breast, (K, TA,) of a man and of any

beast: (TA:) or the space that intervenes between

the two breasts and the uppermost part of the

chest (K, TA) is called 23.3 × (TA) or the

part between [or nithin] the extremities of the ribs

that project over the belly: (TA:) and in her that

is pregnant, (JK, K,) whatever she be, (JK,) the

resting-place ofthe foetus,between the twohaunches:

(JK, K:) pl. [of pauc.] {j and º and [of

mult.] & and ſquasi-pl. n.] & [in the TA

& which seems to be a mistake]. (K.)– A

tent that is placed in advance, before the other

tents: (JK,s, TA) pl. ſ.j. (J.K.) In a trad,

Arabs are spoken of as removing with their ...i.

(TA.)

- - - º, ºr 3 - .

* [originally*]: see Jr., in two places.

ń. Beauty, or goodliness: (S, Mºb,K:) beauty

of aspect, of mien, or of eacternal state or condi

tion: (Mºb:) a beautiful aspect, that excites

admiration, and satisfies the eye : (TA:) and, as

an attribute of God, (Msb,) greatness, or majesty.

(Msb, Harp. 271.)—fThe froth of milk : (JK:)

or the glistening of the froth of milk. (K.)=

As an epithet applied to a she-camel, it belongs to

art. º [in which it is explained]. (S.)

3 • ---

Lsº Possessing the quality, or attribute, of .\r.

[i.e. beauty, or goodliness, &c.]; (JK, S, Msb;)

the beauty of n!hich, (JK,) or the pleasing appear

ance of which, (TA,) satisfies the eye; (JK,

TA;) as also Yaº and Y (, : the fem. of Jº is

#: of which the pl. is& and tº ; and the

fem, of "... is isº, and the pl. is ſº. (TA)
3 . © -

* : see Jr.= Also, applied to a tº [or

tent (see &c.)]. Empty, or vacant; (JK, S, K;)

containing nothing: ($:) or containing little fur
6. ... 6 o

niture, or few goods or utensils. (TA.)—áººl, Jºe

A nºide-mouthed nell. (K.)

Jº [More, and most, beautiful, or goodly;]

surpassingly, or superlatively, beautiful, or goodly:

fem. tº: which is applied to a woman, and, by

Honeyf El-Hanátim, to a she-camel. (Az, T.A.)

[Hence, one says,& lik & [This is my

superlatively beautiful quality; or this is of the

things in nihich I vie with others. (AA, ISk.)

Lsº

-- .x.y be e

1. Jr., as an intrans.v.; and arºw; see art. 3r.

3?

: A skin of a young unneaned camel stuffed

(Lth, T, S, M, K) with stran, (Lth, T, M, K) or

with 29.3 [i. e. panic grass] (M, K) or nith dry

herbage, (M,) to mhich a she-camel is made to

incline (Lth, T, $) when her young one has died:

(S:) it is brought near to the mother of the young

camel [that has died], in order that she may in

cline to it, and yield her milk (M, K) over it.

(M.)- Also A she-camel's young one. (M., K.)

–And t Stupid, fºolish; having little sense,

or intellect; as also "CŞ. ; (IAgr,T,K;) applied

to a man: (IAar, Tº fem. i. (K.)– And

32, (K) or Júš º (Lih, T, S, M) i Ashes:

(Lth, T, S, M, K:) so called [as being lifeless,

by way of comparison [to the stuffed skin of a

young camel]. (M.)
5.
tº w =

Jºº : see above.

6 -5 -

ãº, mentioned in this art. in the S, and also,

as well as in art. -98, in the K: see the latter art.

lsº

a 2 × 0 & & 2 × 6 -

13, j9-, also written Lºsº jº-: see art. j9*.
*w, … o -

** : See art. Pei-.

is:

1. ºl ā, (M,Mgh, Mºb, K.) aor. ..., (M,

Mgh, Msb) inf. n. tº, (M, Mgh) He returned,

went back, or came bach, (M, Mgh, Msb, K,)

to it, (M, K,”) namely, a thing: (M. :) or he

nvithdren' [from a person or persons, or a place,)

to it, or him ; or, perhaps, he made himself solely

and peculiarly a companion, or an associate, to

him, or it, syn. &laii, [q. v.]: (K:) but in

some copies of the K, the latter explanation is

connected with the former by 3 [and] instead of

3. (TA) iſ & a biº (in the Kur

ii. 58 and iii. 108ſ means And they returned

neith anger from God; (Akh, S, Bd in ii. 58,

and Jel in the same and in iii. 108;) i. e. the

anger of God came upon them : (Akh, S:) or

they returned deserving anger from God: (Bd

in iii. 108:) or they became deserving of anger

from God: fromº& * such a one was

deserving of being, or fit to be, slain in retaliation

for such a one, (Ksh and Bd in ii. 58,) because

his equal : (Ksh ibid.:) the primary signification

ofº being [said to be] that of equalling, or being

equal with. (Bd in ii. 58.) [See a similar phrase,

also from the Kur, below.]—eſ, dº <}: [I

returned with it to him : and hence, I returned

it, took it back, or brought it back, to him; (M,

K;) as also vái, (Th, M, K,) and &#, (Ks,

M, K) but this last is rare. (M)—ºg á,

aor. and inf. n. as above, (T, S,) signifies, accord.

to Akh, He returned [laden] with his sin: (S:)

or, accord. to A5, he achnon-ledged it, or confessed

it : (T:) or, accord. to others, (TA,) *33. ãº,

(T,” M, Mºb, K.) aor. as above, inf. n. tº and

ãº, (M, K) he bore, or took upon himself, the

burden of his sin, or crime, or offence; syn.

4-5 (Aboo-Is-hák,T,M,K,TA;) and became

[as though he were] the abiding-place thereof:

(TA:) or he became burdened, or laden, with it:

(Msb :) or he became, or made himself, answer

able, responsible, or accountable, for it, by an

inseparable obligation; syn. as*i; for the pri

mary signification of #, is ſasserted to be] 22;

[i. e. adhesion, &c.]; and it is afterwards used in

every case [so as to imply a meaning of this

kind] according to the exigency of that case; as

is said in the Nh, and expressly stated by Z and

Er-Răghib : (TA:) or he acknowledged it, or

conſisted it. (M.K.) Jº 33 & 4,; J.
4.5;3. in the Kur v. 35, means Verily I"desire

that thou return [laden] with the sin committed

against me in slaying me, and thy sin which thou

hast committed previously: (Jel:) or I desire

that thou shouldst bear (J-5) my sin if I were

to extend my hand towards thee, and thy sin in

extending thy hand towards me: or the sin com

mitted against me in slaying me, and thy sin for

which thine offering was not accepted: and each

noun is in the place of a denotative of state; i.e.,

[it means] that thou return involved in the two

sins; bearing them: and perhaps the speaker may

have meant, if that must inevitably take place, I

desire that it may be thine act, not mine; so that

the real meaning is, that it should not be his, not

that it should be his brother's: or by the.# may

be meant the punishment thereof; for the desire

of the punishment of the disobedient is allowable:

(Bd:) accord. to Th, the meaning is, if thou

have determined upon slaying me, the sin will be

in thee, not in me. (M) -aš Jº~ak biº
g gº -
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+

[in the Kurii. 84] is explained by Aboo-Is-hák

as meaning So they bore the burden of anger

upon anger; syn. lº- ; this being said by him

to be the proper signification of the verb: or, as

some say, the meaning is, [they bore the burden

of] sin for rehich they deserved the fire [of Hell]

following upon sin for which they deserved the

same: or they returned [laden with anger upon

anger]: (T:) or they became deserving of anger

upon anger. (Ksh.) [See a similar phrase, also

from the Kur, above..] It is said in a form of

prayer,** &l tº, meaning I acknowledge,

Or confess, to Thee thy favour [towards me, as

imposing an obligation upon me]. (Mgh.) You

say also, i-, ºs ($) and 24; (M. K3) He

acknowledged, or confessed, [himself to be answer

able, responsible, or accountable, for] his right,

due, or just claim; ($;) and so [for] his blood:

(M, K:) the verb expresses acknowledgment, or

confession, always of something for which its

agent is, as it were, indebted, or answerable; not

the contrary. ($)—Jº à, in a poem of

Sakhr-el-Gheſ, means It [referring to a sword]

became in my. hand; my hand became to it a

st.“, i. e. est, [or place of abode]; it returned,

and became in my hand: or, accord. to Ibn

Habeeb, i. q. Jāº [app. a mistranscription for

jº it rested, or remained; the yer, & in this

phrase being from ?13, signifying A559, explained

above]. (Skr p. 16.)=& also signifies It (a

thing, TA) suited, matched, tallied, corresponded,

or agreed. (K.) [Hence,º& à (inf. n.

iſs, TA) Such a one nas the like, or equal, of

such a one, to be slain [in retaliation] for him :

(T:) or became his like, or equal, so that he was

slain [in retaliation] for him: (Mgh :) and was

slain for him, (AZ, T, S,) and his blood became a

compensation for the blood of the other: (T:) or

was deserving of being, or fit to be, slain in retalia

tion for him, (Ksh and Bd in ii. 58,) because his

equal: (Ksh ibid.:) or neas slain for him, and so

became equal neith him ; (K,” TA;) as also w:(i,

and "siº (M, K.) One says, 2, #, i. e. Be

thou of such as are slain [in retaliation] for him,

(S.) And it is said in a prov., J-SA 39° Stº

'Arári became slain for Kahl: these were two

cows, which smote each other with their horns,

and both died: the proverb is applied to any two

that become equal. ($ in this art. ; and the same

and K in art. Je. [See also Freytag's Arab.

Prov. i. 151.]) – 24; 4.3 &, (T. M., K.)

inf n. tº and ſº, (M.) He made his blood equal

with [or an equivalent for] his [i. e. another's]

blood [by shedding the former in retaliation].

(M, K.) And ſº, [or * Sãº, (M) or a " &ſi,

(T, S,) and as "...tº, (S) He slew him [in

retaliation] for him; (T, S, M ;) i.e., the slayer

for the slain. ($) cºi. Gºvāī [He slen, such

a one in retaliation for such a one] is said when

the Sultán has retaliated for a man upon another

man: and *::ii, inf. n. ić, signifies he (the

Sultán, or another,) slen him in retaliation. (T.)

= @ signifies also He eralted himself, or was

proud: app. formed by transposition [of the second

and third radical letters, the US being changed

into , from sº. (Fr.T.)
* 6 - 28 w

2. Sº sº. He lodged him in an abode; (Fr,

T.M., 53) as also Jº. J. &. (M.K.) and
Sº, "sºlº (T,” M,K) or, as also jº. 3 is,

(the latter mentioned by Fr, T,) he prepared for

him an abode, (S, Mgh,) and gºigſ, or gave,

him a place therein: (S:) and 5's &#5. and <i>

5, * I lodged him in a house: (Mºbi) and
zo. 2 #42

tº $153. I took for thee a house; and Y 19:3

tº:*tºil [in the Kur x. 87] means take

Sye tro,foryour people, in Egypt, houses: (Akh,

T:) or *ś [or J& $33] signifies a man's

putting a mark upona place, nihen it pleases him,

that he may abide there: (El-'Itreefee, T:) or

W sº he put it [a place] into a right, or proper,

state; and prepared it: (Sh, T.) or tº "tº

he took a house as a place of abode, or as a dwell

ing : (Msb:) or Ş. Wº he looked for the

best place that could be seen, and the most level,

or even, and the best adapted by its firmness, for

his passing the night there, and took it as a place

of abode; (Fr, T;) or he took for himself a place

of abode; (T, Mgh;) or he alighted and sojourned

in a place of abode; and 'sº-l he took it as a

sit... [or place of abodel: ($) and& G, and

as "... (K) and *i; [i.e. a tººl (Sh, T, K) he

alighted in the place, and stayed, or dwelt, in it:

(Sh, T, K.) or a, "..ºl he stayed, or dwelt, in it,

i. e., a place: (Akh, T.) and & W. is: he

alighted and abode in the place : (M3), [whence,

in the Kur lix. 9, &º jºſ y bā; &ºis

[and they nºho have made their abode in the City

of the Prophet and in the faith]; the faith being

likened to a place of abode; or the meaning may

be cººl & [the place of the faith). (M.)

$1.25. (AZ, M) and $2. "...sº (AZ, TA)

also signify He alighted and abode with them by

the face, or front, of a mountain, nhere it rose

from its base, (AZ, M, TA,) or newt to a river,

or brook. o (AZ, TA.)= [Hence, (see 34)] º,

(inf. n. A $3:5, K) t Inivit [feminam]: and he

married [a woman] ; took [her] in marriage: syn.

&: (M, K.) and also.&#. (TA. [There

mentioned as a distinct signification.]) The verb

is trans. in these two senses. (TK.)=& is,
2 * 0 °

•3-5 He directed the spear tonards him; (T, S;)

and (T) confronted him with it : (T, M, K;) and

prepared it, or made it ready [to thrust it tonards

him]. (TA.)

3. §§: see&

o, o y fºr

&\; \;.

4. 3ū. See <! * <5, near the beginning of

this art—Jº &l, (T, S, O, L, and so in some

copies of the K, in other copies of which we find

Jº &!) inf. nº!, (T,) He brought back the

camels to the 3¢uº (T, S, O, L.) or cylase, (K,)

both of which signify the place where they are

made to lie don'n, at the natering-place. (L.)

And Jº ºl, (T, M.) inf. n. as above, (T,) He

made the camels to lie don’m [in the 3-U-o], one

beside another. (T, M.) And 4. a.ſe & He

drove back, or brought back, to their nightly

resting-place, for him, his cattle, (S, M, TA,)

i.e., his camels, or his sheep or goats. (S, TA.)
• * pi adº

And [hence,)& tº.* S tº ºié à ăſ

[God bestoned upon them cattle (i.e. camels &c.)

which the nightly resting-place thereof mould not

contain]. (TA.)—See also 2, in four places.—

229 º' He put the skin, or hide, into the

tanning liquid. (K.) In the O, the action is

ascribed to a woman. (TA)= 4. Al He jled

from him. (M,K.)—553 e? iº 353 A desert

that extends (lit. goes anay) into a desert, (T, S,

K,) by reason of its amplitude. (TA)=áš

I made him to acknowledge, or confess. (M.)

[It seems to be indicated in the M that one says,
• 22#.

cº** 3ü, meaning I made him to acknow

ledge, or confess, himself to be answerable, respon

sible, or accountable, for the blood of such a one.]

= See also 1, (towards the end of the paragraph,)

in four places.

#422- - , a

lsº Jej"5: see 2, in eight places.—&-
g -

als The man possesses mastery,

• 2 #422- - -

9'> cºlº tºe

or authority, and ponyer, over his nife, like as he
o “ o .

possesses the same over his house; syn.&

tº. ($, Mgh, Mºb)—See also 10.

6. 133 They troo (namely, two slain men, M)

became equal [by being slain, one in retaliation

for the other]. (M, K.) It is said in a trad.,
2 * ~~~ o ż o 2 - 2

1935° C) 2&i, incorrectly related as being

5&; (S, Mgh;) meaning He (the Prophet)

ordered them that they should be equal in retalia

tion, in their fighting: (Mgh :) the occasion of

the order was this: there was a conflict between

two tribes of the Arabs, and one of the two tribes

had superior power over the other, so they said,

“We will not be content unless we slay, for the

slave of our party, the free of their party; and for

the woman, the man:” A’Obeyd holds the former

reading to be the right. (T.)

10. […]; see 2. —In the following verse of

Zuheyr Ibn-Abee-Sulmà,

**, o z c. * ~ 25 & 2. 2 - 6 - 2 & 6 -
-

* *- : * > 225 Jº. 37.13 *

ISk says that the &as is one who is entitled to

respect, or honour, or protection ; and that*—
3a – 22

|is syn. with Vigº, meaning whose wife is taken

as a nife [by another man]: but Aboo-'Amr Esh

Sheybánee says that&- is from ãº, meaning

“retaliation:” [and accord. to this interpretation,

which is the more probable, the verse may be

rendered, And I have not seen a company of men

n:ho have made captive one entitled to respect, or

honour, or protection, nor have I seen one niho

has begged the protection of the people of a house,

or of a tent, slain in retaliation :] for, he says,

he came to them desiring to beg their protection,

and they took him, and slew him in retaliation

for one of themselves. (T.) $º 1, near the end

of the paragraph.—º- stºl, and2-9, I

asked the judge to retaliate upon a slayer; to slay

the slayer for the slain. (M.)

3 - … • E

* \º 199
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tº see :=A libidinous man. (TA in -

aºul -āJºl.)=The name of the letter p, q.v.;

as also tº : pl. of the former <lá; and of the

later i,j (TA ubi supra) The dim. is i.

meaning A little → ; and a ~ faintly pronounced:

[and app. ă3. also, as the medial radical is gene

rally held to be 3:] and in like manner is formed

the dim. of every similar name of a letter. (Lth,

on the letter 4-, in TA, arºul - JS ~\!.)

6 *.

32\, : see it..., in three places.=Also, (T, S,

M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) and Y \, (IAar, T, S, M., K.)

and isº, with the . changed into , (TA) and sº,

(IAar, T, Msh,) with 1 and o, but IKt asserts this

last to be a mistranscription, (Msb, TA,) [though

it is of very frequent occurrence, and IAmb says

that 3.1% is sing., or n. un, of fü, and { [or Šá)

has for pl. elá, (TA,) t Coitus conjugalis: and

marriage : syn. gº- (T, Msb) and& (A5,

Fr, T, S, M, Mgh, K) and*25. (T.) from $4.

signifying a place of abode; [see 3.1. ;] (T, S,”

Mgh, Msb;) because it is generally in a place of

abode; (Mgh, Msb;) or because the man possesses

mastery, or authority, and power, over his wife,

like as he possesses the same over his house: (S,

Mgh, Msb: see 5:) 34. is applied [also] to the

marriage-contract; because he who takes a woman

in marriage lodges her in a place of abode. (T.)

[See also sº, in art. 23.] It is said in a trad.,

§5% º £uºſº. He who is able, of
Ayou, to marry, let him marry: (T:) or a prefixed

noun is here suppressed; the meaning being, he

who finds [or is able to procure] the provisions

(c.f.) of marriage, let him marry. (Msb, T.A.)

And one says, 3.13. Jº Jº-& Such a one

is vehemently desirous of marriage. (A5, T.)

#. a subst. from $3. 5. (M, K.) [See 2;

and] see also it...—4 mode, or manner, of

taking for oneself a place of abode: (M:) and

[hence, a state, or condition. (AZ, T, S, M., K.)

You say, #." &-- & Verily he has a good

mode, or manner, of taking for himself a place of

abode : (M:) or verily he is of good state or

condition. (S.) And 3. & <!. He passed the

night in an evil state or condition. (AZ,T, S,” M.)

ſº Equal; equivalent ; like; alike; a match;

(Akh, T, S, M, Mgh, K;) and particularly, if

slain in retaliation for another. (M.) It is ap

plied to one, and to two, and to more: so that

you say, cº às,& Such a one is the equal,

&c., ofsuch a one if slain in retaliation for him :

(M.) and is 3. He is an equal, &c.; and so Jºe

she and $42, They are equals, &c.; and so&

they, referring to females: (Mgh:) and is 2.

2.9 3. Gº They are equals in this affair. (T.)

Hence, in a trad. of ‘Alee, respecting witnesses,

ăs. ºte 13| When they are tºuals in humber

and rectitude. (Mgh.) And :lºw JYJ Jºš Le

Such a one is not an equal, &c., to such a one.

(T,) And ºf 23, İs ºf 23 The blood of
such a one is an equivalent for the blood of such a

one. (S.) And ãº <!-9s- Wounds are to be

retaliated equally: a trad. (T, Mgh.) And

* Jé Asi. The people, or company of men,

are in a state of equality. (T.) And JLJſ cº-3

* Jº Zºº The property nas divided among

them equally. (T. [A similar ex. is given in the

Mgh, and explained in the same manner; but

there I find iſs, &é perhaps a mistranscription.])

And 2-3 ſ', & lsºAtºſe [in a copy of

the M Me-15 * Jºl We spoke to them, and

they replied nith one reply: (T, S, O, K:*) i.e.,

their reply was not discordant: & being here

used in the sense of ºp. (TA.)- Also Retalia

tion. (T.) [See 1, near the end of the paragraph:

as well as in other places.] It is related in a trad.,

that Jaafar Es-Sādik, being asked the reason of

the rage of the scorpion against the sons of Adam,

said, ãº) *: [It desires retaliation]; i.e., it

hurts like as it is hurt. (TA.)
3 - 2 3 2 -- -

J.5% and Yºº rel, ns of u and tº the names of

the letter-5 (TA in a J - S1-93) and "Cº.,is a rel. n. of the same. (M in art. •P.) •

3 .

G3% | 3 .

3 22 see Jºº.

CŞº :

3. The nightly resting-place of camels; (T;)

the resting-place of camels, n-here they are made

to lie don'n, at the watering-place; (T, S,” M,”

L, K;*) ..and of sheep or goats likewise; also

termed " tº (L, TA:) or the place to which

camels return; (Mgh;) as also yā;[. (Mgh,

Msb:) this is the primary signification. (Mgh.)

— Hence, (Mgh,) A place of abode (T, S, M,

K) of a people, in any situation; (T, $;) as also
2.
Pººj - 2

*i;... (Bd and Jel in x. 93) and "āś (M,K)

and "34; ($, M, Mgh, Mºb,” K5) which last

is hence applied in another sense, explained before,

WOCe 3.1, (Mgh, Msb:) or a place where people

alight and abide neart to a valley, or to the face,

or front, of a mountain, where it rises from its

base; [see S}. 28, ;] as also Y ă. (T.)

[Hence, 34.9 ~~~ * + He is largely boun

tiful. (TA)—Also The covert of the wild bull.

(S, K.”)— A nest of bees in a mountain : (M,

K:) or, accord. to the T, the nightly resting-place

of bees; not there restricted by mention of the

mountain. (TA.)-The part of the womb nihere

the child has its abode; (M;) the part thereof

which is the child's " ... (K)—A well has

what are termed Jºãº, which are The place

where the water returns to [supply the place of]

that which has [before] collected in the nell [and

been drann], (M,) or the place n'ere the mater

collects in the nell; (TA voce it. ;) and the

place where stands the driver of the* ſq. v.].

(M.) [See also i.e.; and ºt...]
6 * o a 6 -

*::

ãº., is-le-A want that is vehement, orpressing,

(K, TA) and necessary. (TA)

f: ...)
- 6 *, ,

º see 32\ºo, in three places.
£32. ...)

lsº :

y

*P*

1 4 3%, aor. 3,..., (M.K.) quasi-inf n., if

there be such a verb, #9, with the 3 not changed

into L3 because it is not an inf. n. properly speak

ing, but a subst., (Lth, T,) He was, or became, a

door-keeper, or gate-keeper, to him; (M, K;)

namely, a Sultán (M) [or other person].

2. -> [app., + He practised what are termed

~~ Jº, meaning the eacpedients, tricks, or

stratagems, of nar, battle, or fight.—And hence,)

+IIe charged upon, attacked, or assaulted, the

enemy. (AA, T.)=áš. <s. +I made the

things to be divided into distinct ~sº [meaning

kinds, or sorts; or I disposed, arranged, distri

buted, or classified, the things under distinct heads].

(Mºb) And -lº -5. (He disposed, ar.

ranged, distributed, classified, or set in order, the

kinds, sorts, classes, chapters, heads, or the like].

(TA voce Jºi. q. v.) And &t= -#3 ~s.

f [The author disposed, or divided, his book in, or

into, distinct chapters]. (A.) [See*]

5. -º (A) or tº sº, (S, M.K.) He

took for himself a door-keeper, or gate-keeper.

(S, M, A, K.)

*. originally **, (M, Msb,) A door; a

gate; a place of entrance: and the thing with

which a place of entrance, such as a door or gate,

is closed; of wood &c.; (MF, TA) pl. ºf

($, M, Mºb, K) and& (M,K) and i,j, (S,

M, K,) [a pl. of pauc., said to be] only used for

conformity with another word mentioned there

with, as in the saying (of Ibn-Mukbil, so in a

copy of the S),

+ jºiás, jºiáč. *

[A frequent render of tents, a frequent enterer of

doors], (S, M,) not being allowable when occur

ring alone; (S;) but IAar and Lh assert that it

is a pl. of -2\, without its being used for con

formity with another word; (M;) and this is

extr.; (M, K;) for ºl, is of the measure Jé,

and a word of this measure has not a pl. of the

Ineasure ā-si [by rule]. (M.) You say, *

23, [The door of the house]; and e.g. *

[the door of the house, and of the chamber, and of

the tent]; (Msb;) and Ji* [the gate of the

tonn or city]. (The Lexicons &c. passim.) And

Bishr Ibn-Abee-Házim assigns a -t, to a grave;

calling the latter a <!. (M.) It is also applied

to an opening, or a channel, made for nater, to

irrigate seed-produce : pl. Jºi. (Mgh.) [And

in Egypt, it is applied also to A sepulchral cham

ber, grotto, or cave, Henn in a mountain; from

the Coptic 373; pl. Öº only.]— Hence, i. e.

in a secondary application, the primary significa

tion being “a place of entrance,” it is used as

meaning t A means of access, or of attainment, to

a thing : (B, Kull, TK.) as in the saying, lis

lie ſe & *...* f This science is a means

of attainment to such a science. (B,TK.)-

[And hence, t.An eacpedient, a trick, a stratagem,

or a process, by which something is to be effected:

pl. Jºi. as in~~* the expedients, &c.,
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-º-º-º:
* 3 - -

of war, battle, or fight; and Ass–J) cº- J% a.

7" - " * 1, a • in or -

process of the science of the stars, meaning astro

logy or astronomy; and 2-Jº J-2 -\º a process

º o

of enchantment; see an ex. voce 2-w. Compare

Matt. xvi. 18, Túat £600 oi kattoxiaovo w airms,

probably meaning “the stratagems of Hell shall

not prevail against it.”]-[Also FA mode, hind,

sort, class, or category..] Suweyd Ibn-Kuráº uses

metaphorically the pl.~, in relation to rhymes;

saying, e

2 :: 2 - - 2 of 2 o' -:

+ tº Jºãº º ji *

• a y o . - 2 o 2 J J &

* leſſ J-5), cº º- tº 323" "

f [I gave utterance to the various kinds of rhymes

as though I were driving neith them a herd of

mild animals desirous of the males, or of their

monted places of pasture]. (M, L.) [You say

also, ºl.J. J.A. J., 38 + It is of this mode, kind,

sort, class, or category: a phrase of frequent

occurrence in lexicons &c. See also iº.]—[Also

+A chapter; and sometimes a section, or sub

division, of a chapter; of a book or writing;]

conventionally, t a piece consisting of words re

lating to matters of one kind; and sometimes, to

matters of one species: (Kull:) pl. Jºi. (A.)

See also iº.–[Also t A head, or class of items

or articles, in an account, or a reckoning; as in the

saying, tº Çº 44- 4. “. +[I eacplained, or

made clear, to him his account, or reckoning,

head by head, or each class of items or articles

by itself]; a phrase mentioned by Sb: (M:) [or,

sometimes, Jú (M,K) and Y ãº (T, M, K) are

used in relation to 223- [which here means the

punishments so termed], and to an account, or a

reckoning, (T, M, K,) and the like, (T, M,) as

signifying the extreme term or limit; syn. âté;

(M, K;) but IDrd hesitated respecting this, and

therefore it is not mentioned in the S. (TA.)

ãº + A mode, or manner; syn. *:: (ISk,

K:) pl. <º. (K.) [See also ºt, which has a

similar, and perhaps the same, signification.]

Hence, Jºº &: is means + This is of the

mode, or manner, that I desire; (TA;) this is

suitable to me: (Amb,TA :) and &- º 3.

Jºlº, (S,) or tº JA, (A,) tthis is a thing

suitable to thee: (S, A:) and& & + this is

suitable to him. (K.) Accord. to most of the

critics, it is tropical. (TA.) You say also, &\;

4.38 25% &ºi t Such a one, the lightest of

the kinds (alsº of his wickedness is lying. (A.)

– t A habit : a property; a quality; nature ;

natural disposition : or a practice; or an action:

syn. it as- (Abu-l-‘Omeythil, T.A.) [Hence,

perhaps, the last of the exs. cited above from the

A.]—t A condition; syn. b. as in the saying,

13. ãº 3. + [This is the condition of this].

(M, K.”)—-tº <& + The lines of the book

or writing: (M, A, K.) or it may mean its

*-ij [i.e. chapters, or sections of chapters]:

(M:) this has no sing. : (A, K:) [ISd says, I

have not heard any sing. of it. (M.). - See also

*: last signification.

àº,A desert; or a desert in nihich is no nwater;

Bk. I.

syn. 353. (T,IJ, M.K.) as also it...; (T,MF;)

the ºr being changed into A, as is often the case.

(M.F.) [It is mentioned in the $, and again in

the K, in art. 37, as syn. with âû...]

āş, The office, or occupation, of a door-keeper,

or gate-keeper. (M, K.) [See 1.]

Jº A door-keeper, or gate-keeper. ($,” M,

Mşb, K, TA.)

~ 3 - x 6 o

is.. Jº + [Kinds, sorts, classes, chapters,

heads, or the like, disposed, arranged, distributed,

classified, or set in order, is a phrase similar

to i.i.a. Jºi. (S.) You say also *::: Jºe

t [A book disposed in, or divided into, distinct

chapters]. (A.)

Quasi 2-3.

ºf . 6 of & º - -

tº : pl. &ls": See art. &º. AZ mentions it

as without 2: ISk, as with ... (ISd, T.A.)

**

1. &, (A, Msb, K.) aor. **, (Msb,) inf. n.

& (A, Msb,) It (a secret, A, or a thing, Msb)

became apparent, or manifest. (A, Msb,K.) You

Say, <<= us & [What I concealed became

apparent]. (A.) And 3. t; &- & 3,3

2:) -**** [I seek protection by God from the

appearing of the secret, and the removing of the

veil, or covering]. (A.)=a **, (S, A, Msb,

K,) [aor. as above,) inf. n. 3. and ** and

i-ji, (K,TA,) He revealed, or disclosed, it;

(S, A, Msb, K;) namely, a secret, (S, A, K,) or

a thing; (Msb;) as also * 4-ul. (A, Msb, K.)

It (the former) is said to be from Yi-Lº) (the

inf. n. of the latter] signifying The shoning a

thing to the beholder in order that he who will
…”

may take it. (TA.) You say, as& 5- "4-º'

He revealed to him a secret, and he (the latter)

[revealed it, i.e.,] did not conceal it. (TA.)

And 4. cº S; 4…t. cº [Reveal thou thy

name, and make not a mere allusion to it]. (A.)

4. 2-\el, inf. n. i-4: see 1, in three places.–

i-ºl and "i-lº are used as syn.: but it is

said that the former signifies The making a thing

allowable, or free, to him who desires it, or seeks

it: and the latter, the taking a thing as alloned,

allowable, free, or langful. (M.F.) You say, cº

‘Jº He made the thing allowable, or free. (L.)

And ju, tº He gave permission either to take

or let alone his property; made it allowable, or

free, either may one might choose to take. (Mºb.)

And * & I made, or have made, the

thing allowable, free, or lanful, to thee, (S, L, K,

TA,) to take it, [or let it alone,) or do it, [or

make use of it, or possess it; but not by the law

of the religion, for to do this belongs to God and

his apostle; except in the language of this law.

(MF, TA.) [Hence it is said that] is tº bears a

signification similar to that ofJº [i. e. Spolia

tion; a taking of spoil; or the taking a thing

as spoil; a signification more properly belonging

to the inf. m. of 10, q.v.). (L.)

10. 4-tº- He deemed it, or esteemed it, to

be alloned, allonable, free, or lanful; namely,

the property of another: (A :) or he took it as

alloned, allonable, &c. (A,” MF.) See 4.—

He took it as spoil, or plunder. (TA.)- He

made an attack upon it; namely, the property of

another. (Msb.)— He took him captive, making

him as a lanful possession to him. (TA.)-

And …, (K) or ºl, (S) He, or

they, extirpated, or exterminated, them. (S, K.)

*: has the following various signification:

assigned to it in explanations of the saying, 31…]

4-2-2 & 3.4 °-5 &ſ (S.T.A.) Thé
penis: ($, K, Harp. 336:). the t; [or puden

dum, app. meaning, of a woman]: (K, Har

p. 328 on the authority of AO:) the J- ſmean

ing one's self]: (IAqr, T, S, Meyd, L:) coitus ;

syn.tº (S) orgº- (K:) and accord. to the last

but one of these renderings, [and virtually accord.

to the others also, the saying means Thy son is

the son of thyself, [n:ho drinks of thy morning

draught]; (T, TA;) he nihom thou hast begotten,

not he whom thou hast adopted: (IAar, and Mtr

in Harp. 328:) or **, here, is pl. of i-us (A,

TA, Har p. 336;) and the meaning is, he who

has been born neithin the courts of thy house;

(A;) or, in the court of thy house, (TA, Har,)

not in the house of another: (TA:) or cº is

o 3 - -

here a subst. from ºustº tº : and the meaning

is, thy son is he whom thou hast openly acknow

ledged (aw <), and whom his mother hath

also, agreeably with thee: (Harp. 328:) [accord.

to some,) it signifies also i. q. Jºi [i. e. origin ;

or race, or stock, which it may mean in the saying

above: or original, or primary, state, or condition];

(K, Har p. 328;) [for] one says, --> J.&

[He returned, or reverted, to his original, or

primary, state, or condition]. (Harp. 328.)

i- The court; or a spacious vacant part, or

portion, in which is no building ; syn. ae-Lº, (S

A, K,) and 3.2× ; (A, TA;) of a house or dwell

ing: (S, TA:) pl. ** ſq.v.). (ATA) Hence

ſis said to be derived] glºw) ā->> [mentioned in

art. *]. (TA.) One says also, J. à-Geº &-,

meaning We are in the middle, or midst, or best

part, of the abode, or district, or country; i. e.
- • O --

ºi. (TA.) And hence, accord. to Fr, &-3

[explained in art. 2-}. (Az, T.A.) It is said in

a trad., ‘C’. Jºki à- &- ‘Lºu J-J, meaning

[Women have no right] in the middle of the road.

(TA.)- Also The main part or body of mater:

(K:) applied by most of the lexicologists to the

sea." (TA.) [In the present day applied to A

deep part of the sea, distant from land; the

deep; the main, or main sea..]– And Many

palm-trees. (Aboo-Šárim El-Bahdalee, IAar, K.)

**** & He ordered him to disobey,

or rebel, openly. (K.) The last word occurs in

this sense in two trads.; but in one of them,

accord. to one recital, it is “ſº. (TA)

35
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*** -5 ° tº * He is one who reveals,

or discloses, nºhat is in his bosom ; as also&-

and &“º (K;) the US being originally 5.

(TA.)

& Alloned or allonable [to be taken, or let

alone, or done, or made use of, or possessed;

see 4]; made allonable, free, or lanful; contr.
ºn 2 o –

of351-0. ($, A.)

*** The lion. (K.)

** -

1. tº e <!, (S, A, L. K.) aor. £33, inf. n.

& and &# and &“s, (L.) The fire abated;

or became allayed; ($, L, K*) or became ex

tinguished, or quenched. (A.) Andy- & The

heat abated, or became allayed. (S, A,TA.)—

[Hence,) J.- <-- t The fever abated, or

became allayed. (S.) And 339) are & f His

fever abated, or remitted. (A, TA.) And tº
-> x * >

4… t His anger abated, or became assuaged.

(S, A, K.') And wº. £º tº º- ...,
f Between them is near of which the fire does not

become eactinguished, or quenched. (A.)—[Hence

also, tº likewise signifies t He became fatigued,

(S, L, K,) and out of breath. (L.) You say,

& Jº- 133 (S, A, L) t He ran until he became

fatigued (S, L) and out of breath. (L.)– t He

(a man) flagged; or became remiss, or languid.

(TA.)— Also, inf. n. &#, # It (flesh-meat)

became altered, or changed in odour or othernise

for the worse, (K,TA,) and corrupted, or tainted.

(TA.)

4. & He eactinguished, or quenched, fire. (A,

K.) And IIe (God) abated, or allayed, the heat.

(A)—[Hence). ãº tº ! [He eactin

guished, or assuaged, the discord, or rancour, or

enmity, that was between them]. (A, TA.)—

And **) &: 4. t + Stay thou until the

midday-heat shall have become allayed, and the

air be cool. (IAqr, TA in art. cº and in the

present art.)

*: A state of cºnfusion, 9: peºplexedness.

($, K.) You say, cºol cº-e &” Jº A They are

in a state of confusion, or perple.cedness, with

respect to their affair, or case. (S, K.') And it

is said in a prov., &” **** J. sass, meaning

They fell into evil, or mischief, and altercation.

(Meyd, T.A.)

5.9%

* . ." . 5 oz. 6 * >

1. x\, inf. n. 23* and slºw; see art. •º.

Jº .

1.3% ($, M, Mºb) aor. 32, (Mºb) inf. n.
- - tº o, 9 x

jº (Lih, T, S, M, K) and 3%, (M., K.) or jº,

(Msb,) He, (S,) or it, (Mºb,) perished. (Lth,

T, S, M, Mºb, K.) You say, tº 230 [They

became eactinct, and perished]. (A.)– [Hence,

Jºš <5% f The land nas, or became, in a bad,

or corrupt, state, and uncultivated; (K,” TA;)

nvas unson n. (A.)— And 41.4 jº + His nork

nas, or proved, vain, or ineffectual: such is the

signification of the verb in the Kur xxxv. 11. (S,

K.)– And jº, (T, S, &c.,) aor. as above, inf. n.

jº, (Mºb) It (a thing, Mºb, or commodity,

T, S, A, Mgh) was, or became, unsaleable, or diffi

cult of sale, or in little demand: (T, S, A, Mgh,

Msb:) because a thing, when neglected, becomes

of no use, and thus resembles that which perishes.

(Mºb)—And & ejº, (T. M.) inf n. 33.

and jº, (K,) t The market was, or became, stag

nant, or dull, with respect to traffic. (T, M., K.)

—And º sº, (A) in n. Sº, (T.S.K.)
f The woman without a husband was not desired,

or sought for : (A:) or remained in her house

long without being demanded in marriage. (T,

K.)— [jū is also used a; an imitative sequent

of jū-; like as 3% is of jºu. . see exs in art.

22-.]=ášū. 39, (T, S, A, K,) aor. as above,

(T, S, A,) inf. n. jº, (S,) He brought the she

camel to the stallion to see if she were pregnant

or not : (T, S, A, K:) for if she is pregnant,

she voids her urine in his face (S, K) when

he smells her. (S.)— Also He (the stallion)

smelt the she-camel to know if she were preg

nant or not ; (T, S, M, K;) and so Yujºl.

(S, M.)- Hence the saying, cº Jºe L. es 3.

t Try thou, or examine, and learn, for me, what

is in the mind (J-5 S) of such a one. (S, A.")

You say, % (T, S, M, K,) aor, as above, (T,

$) infº.j; ; (T, M.K.) and "ººl, (M)
inf. n. Juºl; ($, K;) meaning the tried him ;

assayed him; proved him by experiment or ea:-

perience; eacamined him. (T, S, M., K.) El

Kumeyt says,

' 'Wºº éléJºë

(T, S) { It were foul in the like of me to charac

terize the damsel either by false accusation or by

trying, with speaking truth, to elicit what is in

her mind (sºe u. [i. e.º es: º, agreeably

with an explanation given above]): (S, TA:) or

Wººl, which is without , here signifies by

asserting nith truth my having had sexual inter

course with her : (TA:) [for] [ajºl signifies he

asserted with truth that he had had seaſual inter

course with her; and Uººl “he asserted the

same falsely:” (A’Obeyd, T:) and the former

signifies also he had sexual intercourse with her

(K, TA) by force; he ravished her: (TA:) or

jºl signifies he charged, or upbraided, a person

neith that which was not in him; and Jººl “he

charged, or upbraided, with that which was in

him.” (TA in art. Jºy.)

4. * He (God) destroyed hiv.; caused him

to perish. (S, M, A, K.)

8: see 1, in four places.

5 o . 6 of:

33, Jaji, (A’Obeyd, T., &c.,) in which the latter

word is an inf. n. [of 1] used as an epithet, (IAth,)

f Land not sonn; (A’Obeyd, T, S, IAth;) as also

"jº, [likewise an inf. n. used as an epithet, of

which the pl. is ;... (A, IAth;) or land before

it is prepared for soning (AHn, M, K) or plant

ing : (AHn, M :) or land that is left to lie fallow

one year, that it may be sonn the newt year: (K:)

and *3% Ji, (Zj, M, K,) and W $º, (Zj, K,)

and '32, [which is originally an inf n.,] (K) or

Jºš "35, [in which the former word may be

pl. of jº, mentioned above,) (M,) thand that

is in a bad state, and uncultivated, (K,”TA,)

unson'n, (M., TA,) and not planted: (TA:) or

left unson n. (Zj, M.) You say also,<

*5: ...}}|… tTheir abodes became void, having
- 5 in

nothing in them. (Fr, T.)—See also 33¢.

3. A bad, or corrupt, man; (S, A, K5) and

one (M, K) in a state of perdition; (S, M, A,

K;) in nºhom is no good; ($, K;) originally an

inf. n., (Fr, T,) and [therefore, as an epithet,

applied also to a female, (AO, T, S, M, K,) and

to two persons, and more : (AO, T, M, K:) [but
6 -

see what here follows:] W350, also, signifies bad,

or corrupt; destitute of good; (Zj, M ;) a man

in a state of perdition; (AO, T, S;) and its pl.,

(K) or rather quasi-pl., (M, TA) is "º, (M,

K) like as 2, is of 26, and 2.2 of 22; (M,

TA;) and another pl. of the same is 52% (AO,
º, a -

T, S, M,) like as J3- is of Jº-, or, accord. to

some, as Akh states, this is a dial. var., not a pl.,
º , 5 o .

of jºu. (S.)- See also jº, in three places.=

9,375-Jº (ATA (but in the latter, sº
is put for 23-) Verily they are in a state of

deficiency, or detriment. (TA.) See also 29.

[And see 33-l You say also, Jº& ~~~~}

Wjº glº- Such a one went anay in a defec

tive and bad state. (L, TA in art. 23-.)
3 2 3 - 6 * >

Jºjº and "Cs); and Wijº (A$, $, M, K) and

**): (M,K) and "ājº and "āº, (S, M,

K,) all arabicized words, from the Persian, (M,)

A woven mat, (M, K,) made of reeds; (S;) what

is called in Persian 9: (A5, K:) or a rough

j-e- [or mat]. (Mºb in art. Lºw [to which the

words belong accord. to Fei, and the same is

asserted to be the case by some others].) [The

pl. is 33%.] It is said in a trad, J. S &l=
w • 22 • 3 8.

"Cººl Jº 35-all, ūt; explained as meaning

He did not see any harm in praying upon a mat

made of reeds. (TA.)– Accord. to some, (M,)
g -

A road; syn. Jºlº : (K, M.) [so, perhaps, in

the trad. cited above:] arabicized. (K.)

- 3× See& in two places.=Also A kind

of fish; [a species of mullet, the mugil cephalus

of Linnaeus, of the roe and milt of which is made

what the Italians call botargo, and the Arabs

tºº, and, accord. to Golius, U*,537;] so called

from a town in Egypt, named §sº (K,) between

Tinnees and Dimyát, of which there are now no

remains. (TA.)
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3% an inf. m. of 1; see }5, last sentence.—

[Hence,) plºw, like AUlaş, [an indecl. noun, Per

dition: (El-Ahmar, $, M, K.) as in the saying,

jià, Jejºº Perdition fell upon the unle

lievers. (El-Ahmar, $, T.A.)=See also 33.

$ 2. 3 2

U83'3? A seller of mats of the kind called Cºu

&c. (K.)

* 3 * >

34: See 3,4-You say also % 2- J*),

(T, S, M, A, K,) and "33% 32- e” (A,) mean

ing A man who does not apply himself rightly,

(T, S, TA,) or has not applied himself rightly,

(K,) to anything; (T, S, K;) erring; losing his

way; (T;) who will not do right of his on-n

accord, nor obey one directing him aright : (K:)

it may be from the signification of laziness, or

sluggishness, and it may be from that of perdition:

(M:) [or] }}\, is here an imitative sequent of

23|a-. ($.) [Respecting the latter phrase, see also

art. 23-.]–See also jº, in two places.

6, o 6 o'

J3-9 J-3 A stallion-camel that knows the state

of the female, whether she be pregnant or not.

(M, A, K.)

3. A destructive man, acting eacorbitantly in

destroying others. (TA, from a trad)

jº

3. i. q. jū; [see art. 552;] ($, K;) a dial. var.

of the later; ($) as also#,G, TA:) dual.

cy!;\, : (K:) pl. [of pauc.] jºl and [of mult.]

& G. K.) the dual of jºin cº, (K)

and the pl. is 35 ($, K) and jº (K.)

Lºº

1. 4.9, aor. *:::, (S,) inf. n. Jº, a Persian

word, arabicized, (S, A, K.) He kissed him. (S,

A, K.) You say also, Jºjº) a vºl. He kissed

the ground to him. (A, TA.)

J-sº Rissed: you say,ºJº.*2,9.

Jº- <3 [To-day thy carpet is kissed, and

to-morrow thou art imprisoned]. (A.)

Jº

1. Jºº, aor. Jº, inf. n. Jº, IIe mia!ed, or

. confounded. (Fr.) See also 4tº, in art. -->.

— He associated with Jºº, meaning, people of

the lonest or basest or meanest sort. (IAgr.)–

lsº, (K,) inf. n. as above, (A, K,) They (mixed

people, A, K, of the lowest or basest or meanest

sort, TA) cried out, or vociferated; or did so

calling for aid or succour; or in distress and im

patience; or in fear. (A, K.)

2. º, inf. n. J.23, They became mixed, or

confused: (K:) or numerous, and mixed or con

fused: (TA:) and "lº signifies the same. (K.)

5. see 2.

Jº A mixed or confused assembly or company:

(A, K.) or an assembly, or a company, of mixed

or confused people : ($:) or only of different

tribes: or a multitude of men: as also "...º. in

these several senses: (K:) and, accord. to the

women of Temeem, of beasts also: (Aboo-'Adnán,

TA in art. JºA:) or people of the lonest or basest

or meanest sort ; (IAar:) or a family, or house

hold: (ISd:) and [it is said by F that] it also

signifies sons of the same father, nihen assembled

together: (K:) resembling a contr. signification

to that mentioned above, which restricts the appli

cation to such as are of different tribes: but it is

said in the O, that ºl 2% [app. a mistake for

-8. sº, meaning sons of the same father, when

assembled together, are not called by this name:

(TA:) Jºji is a pl. of this word, formed by

transposition. (S.) You say,-ºš Jºss Gº biº

They came in assemblage and multitude. (A.)

And JºJº Jº Jºã & “The multitude

of the people came : (AZ.) or the assembly and

family or household. (ISd.) And tº ºf

tºI left them [in great numbers and] in confusion.

(K) And "Jº Jº, (S,K) or "Jºš "Jº,

(CK,) [app. A numerous, or large, assembly of

mired or confused people..] And "JºujiJººà

He came with multitude, or the multitude. (TA.)

6 x 5 o.

Jº : see Jºº, in three places.

à

& A poor man having a numerous family

or household: ($, K:) or having a family or

household: (Aboo-Sa’eed:) and one of the baser
5

and common sort of men: as also "Cº. (K.)

5 ...)

Lsº : see what next precedes.

6 . 6 o',

Jºlº : see Jº, in three places.

82°

1. 3% ($, TA) aor. £º, (TA,) inf. n.&

(S, K, TA,) He eactended his arms to their full

reach ; expl. by Aet. A-3 (TA;) and the inf. n.

by eg. 34; with a thing; as also "£5.7. (K.)

— He (a camel) stretched forth his fore legs to

the full (<!; 3); as also Wegº; and in like

manner a gazelle: (TA:) and he (a horse) stepped

far, or took long steps, in his running; (S, K;)

and in like manner one says [st-cly] of a she

&#, IIe

nvent along stretching forth his fore-legs to the

full extent of his stºp. (L)–99, 8% aOI".

£24, (TA) infn. 62, (Lth, K) He extended

his arm, or hand, [liberally, or bountifully,) with

the property. (Lth, K, TA.) You say also,&&

meaning t Stretch forth thine arms, or hands,

(4=4) in acts of obedience to God. (IAar.)

AndJeº W& f He stretched forth his arms

camel. (S.) You say, £2. J., and "

(42% 3.) Ito attain means of honour and eleva

tion]. (TA) And '44; 3,3: u. The point to

which he has reached is not to be attained: (K,

TA:) and, as Lh says, "4e; &#1: Stre will

not, or shall not, reach the point to nihich he has

attained : originally, his length of step. (TA.)

—"£ºf& º, When he accomplishes his want,

he goes anay. (Harp.592)=jº 8% (Msb,

TA,) first pers. &, (S,) aor. and inf. n. as above,

(S, Msb, TA,) He measured the rope by the&

[or fathom]; (Msb;) he eartended his zu [or

arms stretched to the full reach] with the rope;

($;) or he extended the rope with his 89; or,

which is nearly the same in meaning, he extended

his arms with the rope until it became a £u [or

fathom in measure]; (TA;) like as you say,

&: from 2.É. ($, T.A.)-[And hence,) £2.

JS He traverses the ground with wide step

and quick motion. (Ham p. 720.)

5: see 1, in six places:—and see 7.

7. £ºl and Y& said of a rope, signify the

same [app. It was measured by the 89, or fathom].

(K,TA)—i- st-clº! The serpent extended

itself, after gathering itself together and coiling

itself, in order to spring. (Lh, K.)— Also £ºl,

said of a man, He leaped, or sprang, after being

still: or he made an assault ; or leaped, or sprang,

and made a violent seizure. (TA.) [Hence,

& 33,4- Silent in order to leap, or spring,

(K, and $ in art. Jºi-,) when he finds an oppor

tunity; ($ in that art. ;) on account of a misfor

tune which he desires [to effect]; (S, K, in that

art.;) or in order to make an assault : (TA:) or

looking, or waiting, for an opportunity to leap,

or spring, upon his enemy, or the object of his

nant, n'hen able to do so; and in like manner,

& Jº-º: (TA in art. Jºë- :) a prov.,

(K,) applied to a man who is silent respecting a

misfortune [which he desires to effect]; (TA;) or

applied to a man who is long silent until he

thinks his object inadvertent, and who is possessed

of cunning: (A5, TA in art. Jºi- ) accord. to

one relation, 3%, i.e. to bring about, or effect,

a. ašū, meaning a calamity, or misfortune: (K:)

Or gº may be for& from àJ. & (Har

p. 62.) [Hence also, - all &: £º £º

The courageous man went, or came, out, or forth,

from the rank. (AAF)—º- Gº Cº gºl

He treated me in an easy manner in the sale of

his commodity, or article of merchandise, and

strained himself(33) to give his consent to it.

(K, TA.) And hence, W£º as used by Sakhr

el-Ghei in describing the conduct of a man towards

a beautiful woman, or, accord. to one relation,

Wsº, The acting, or behaving, towards another,

bidly, in a free and easy manner, or nithout

shyness; syn. bu-ji; as also & (TA.)—

U3) also signifies Tie ran in a gentle manner,

with a bending and a twisting of himself; from

8% aor. £º. (Ahmad Ibn-'Obeyd.)– And

he went anay. (Harp. 592: see 1.)–And It

(sweat) flowed: (Msb, K.) or, as El-Fárábee

says, extended. (Mgb.) 'Antarah says, describing

the sweat of a she-camel,

[Flowing, or eatending, from the part behind the

ear of a she-camel quickly angered, spirited, or

tall, or tall and bulky, or strong, and bold to

35 -
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endure travel]: tºº being originally &: ; or,

as most of the lexicologists say, originally &,

the being inserted after the fet-hah of the ºr to

render its sound full. (TA.)

8. £º: see 7, in the latter half of the para

graph.

& A fathom ; the space that is between [the

ertremities of j the two hands when they are

extended to the right and left ; (Msb;) the

measure of the eactension of the two arms ($, K,

TA) nith what is between them of the body;

(TA;) as also '3. and "&" (K;) the last

of the dial. of Hudheyl: (TA:) said by AHát to

be of the masc. gender: (Msb:) pl. £º (Msb,

K) and Öº. (Ham p. 475.) – [And hence,

tThe body, including the limbs; [because a fathom

in height;] as in the phrase e.g. J.3% Jº + A

man tall in the body; which has also another

meaning, to be seen below: but you do not say,

£9.> as meaning short in the body. (TA.)

— [Also The arms; and particularly nºhen eac

tended to their full reach ; as also the pl.: and in

like manner, the fore legs of a beast: see several

examples in the first paragraph of this art.]—

[And hence, f Reach ; porcer; or ability.] You

say, £9. Jºe: * f He is lacking in ponyer, or

ability: a phrase which has also another meaning,

to be seen below. (TA.) And 4; &=&*

! He nas unable to attain, or to do, or effect,

that : in this case, '82, is not used. (TA.)-

And f Reach, ponyer, or ability, in the means, or

causes, of attaining honour; or in generous, or

honourable, qualities or actions: (TA:) femi

mence ; mobility; honour ; generosity : (Lth, S,

K:) in which senses, '83. is not used. (Lth.)

A poet says,

+ £%iº 2-9, J. & *

[He has precedence and eminence in glory, honour,

dignity, or nobility]. (Ith) And £9. Jºsh Jº

1 A man of large generosity. (TA.) And !--

£9. fly iggardly: a phrase which has also another

meaning, mentioned above. (TA.) -

&

former also signifies A place that is broken, or
º , o in 5 °.

-

crushed, (...a..., &,) in a small ravine (~~~)
-

of a mountain. (Ibn-'Abbād, K.)

àe. The court (a-L) of a house: (Ibn-'Abbād,

K.) a dial. var. of i-º, (TA)

£5. t A large-bodied camel. (TA.)

and &: See 3% in four places.=The

&A young gazelle that stretches forth its fore

legs to the full (£24) in going along : (K, TA:)

an epithet in which the quality ofa subst. is pre

dominant: (TA:) pl. &? (K) and &ls. (TA.)

And Y tº, a determinate noun, is applied to

The ene, because she does so in going along: and

she is called to be milked thereby; (Ibn-'Abbād,

K3) by saying tº £º. (Ibn-Abbād) You
say also ãº âû A she camel that steps far, or

* - -

takes long steps: pl. &s. (TA.) And "& Jºjº',

(K,) originally £º, (TA,) A horse that steps

far, or takes long steps. (Z, K.)
9 we

$. we &
lsº : -

&º

& Anything that flons; or extends: (Msb:)

anything sneating, or eacuding sneat. (TA.)

Jº

1. 3% (K) aor. 3,4, inf. h. 3. (TA) He

came nith, or brought, or effected, evil, or mis

chief, and altercations. (K)—i.e.:) -jū The

calamity, misfortune, or disaster, befell, betided,

or happened. (Msb.) And i.e.: 2.5% (S,)

Or ââûl, (JK, K,) aor. and inf. n. as above, (S,)

The calamity, misfortune, or disaster, befell them,

or smote them; ($, K5) as also lººke V -5uº! :

(JK,” K.) and ſº#2,” "-sº A calamity,

&c., burst upon them ; syn. <-iāº; (S, K;*)

like -uj, (S) from which IF thinks it to be

changed: (TA:) and 31.4% WJuji Fortune

assaulted them, or assailed them, with calamity,

like as the sound issues from the trumpet (3,4):

(S:) and 2: [I assaulted them, or assailed

them, with a calamity, &c.]. (J.K.) And in like

manner, one says, & #. 2:59, (S, TA,) inf. n.

és, and &#. A vehement calamity or misfortune

or disaster befell them, or smote them. (T.A.)–

Also Jú, (K,) aor. as above, inf. n. és, (TA,)

He nºronged a man; treated him wrongfully, or

unjustly : or he came upon a people, or company

of men, suddenly, or unanares, without their per

mission; as also W5uji : (K:) [or, as some say,

age l,íº they slen him : (TA :) and a Y Jº

he wronged him. (K.) And 4, & He (a man,

JK) came up, or forth, upon thee, from a lon,

or depressed, place. (JK, K.) And aw Jú He

encompassed, or surrounded, him. (JK.K.) And

age Agil Jú, (K,) inf. n. ës, (TA,) The people,

or company of men, gathered themselves together

against him, and slen him rurongfully: (1S,” TA:)

but some say that it means, as explained before,

they slew him. (TA) And ju, (Ibn-'Abbād,

JK, K,) aor, as above, (JK,) inf. n. ës, (Ibn

'Abbād, TA,) He stole from them; robbed them.

(Ibn-'Abbád, JK, K.)

7: see 1, in five places.& Jºsé, a prov.,
* * . . o.”

thus related by some, instead of £º, Ineans

Silent in order to bring about, or effect, a aīū,

i. e., a calamity, or misfortune: (K in art. >

q. v. :) or, to launch forth, and manifest nºkat is

in his mind. (TA.) You say also, tº Jºl

Ağl, He broke forth upon us with evil speech.

(JK.) And 4--all, 39. He broke forth with

laughter. (J.K.) And £1.3 c.39). The shower

of rain poured forth with vehemence. (TA.)

And [...] Jº! The mater became copious, or

much in quantity. (J.K.)

3. Abundance of rain; as also "és. (TA.)

=See also the next paragraph.

6 - - -

és. [A trumpet;] a certain thing in which one

blons, (IDrd, S, Mgh, K.) in nihich one blon's

as in a musical pipe: (Kr, K :) [mostly used in

war, but] mentioned by a poet, cited by AS, as

used by the Christians: (S:) IDrd says, The

Arabs used this word, but I know not its origin:

Esh-Shiháb says, in the 'Ináyeh, that it is arabi

cized, from [the Persian]cº (TA: [but this

is obviously improbable:D pl.<5, (Mgh, Mºb)

and ði. (Msb [in my copy of the Mgh, erro

neously, <Mil) [and 365, a pl. of pauc., com

monly used in the present day]. & es &

[He blen, the trumpet, lit., in the trumpet, means

[also] I he spoke that in rehich reas no profit.

(TA.)— [Hence, t One who does not conceal a

secret; (Lth, J.K, K;) as also "é. (K.)—

Also A certain thing in nºbich the miller blons,

(JK, K;) accord. to the copies of the K, resem

bling a -i. but this is a mistake : (TA:) it

is a thing resembling a [shell of the kind called]

-º-, the hole of n:hich is tristed; and some

times the millerbloms in it, raising his voice; and

what he means thereby is known. (Lth, T.A.)=

See also 3.

ãº A bundle of herbs, or leguminous plants.

(S, K.) [And in modern Arabic, A bunch of

flowers.] -

ă, A shower, fall, or storm, of rain, (JK, S,)

that has burst forth with a dash: (S, TA:) or

such as is vehement; or disapproved, disliked, or

deemed evil: (K:) pl. és. (JK, K.)

6 x , 6

J5%, or és; iss, A vehement calamity or

misfortune or disaster. (TA.)—And the former,

applied to a man, Thievish; a great thief. (JK.)

ãº A calamity, misfortune, or disaster; (JK,

$, Msb,K;) a vehement evil or mischief; (Msb;)

a trial that befalls a people : (TA:) pl. &.

§, Mº Ko It is said in a trad, ãº J&S

ails, * & ºj &’, meaning, accord. to

Kátádeh, [He will not enter Paradise nºbose

neighbour is not secure from] his wrongful, or

injurious, conduct : or, accord. to Ks, his male

volent, or mischievous, dispositions, and his evil

conduct. (S.)

IF says, in the “Makáyees,” that G2 is not

an accredited root, and that there is not, in his

opinion, any correct word belonging to it. (TA.)

[But this is a strange assertion.]

Jº

1. Jº, (T, S, &c.,) aor. J., (§, M, Mºb)

inf n. J. (M, Mºb) and J., (Mºb) [He

urined, discharged his wrine, made nater, or

staled;] said of a man, (M, Msh) and of a beast,

(Msb) &c. (M.)—[Hence, 9-3 tº S. Jº
t He (a man) begat offspring resembling him.

(El-Mufaddal, T, TA) in form and natural dis

positions. (El-Mufaddal, T.A.)- A poet, using

the verb metaphorically, says,

* • * : : -ºš Jº %. Jú #

f [Canopus made mater in the beverage prepared

from unripe dates, and it became spoiled, or

marred]: (M:) meaning, that when Canopus
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rises [aurorally, which it does, in central Arabia,

early in August, the making of that beverage is

stopped, for] the season of unripe dates has passed,

and they have become ripe. (L in art. &as.)
6 o', in •

Jº- Jú is also a prov., said when winter has

come. (MF in art. Já-.) [See Jºl—J.

also signifies t The having vent, so as to flon,

forth : (K:) whenceJ; as an epithet applied to

a wine-skin: see this word below. (TA.)- And

Jú # It melted, or dissolved: (Ki) said of fat.

(TA.)

• 2 & ~ of w - -

2. 3.-:) J-2) Jº (Kin art. tº) [He made

water upon the root, or stem, of the tree : or] he

put urine at the root of the tree to render its

fruit abundant. (TK in that art.)

2? - … •

3. 45% S), from UUJ', I will not, or I do not,

cause him, or it, to move, or occur to, my mind.
-i >

(Z, TA in art. 312. See aºul S in that art.)

4. Jº Jº, and "Ju-, [He, or it, made,

or caused, the horses to stale: or] he stopped the

horses for the purpose of [their] staling. (TA.)

One says, (in threatening, PS,) J. J.- &º

_ºjLeye [We will assuredly make the horses to

stale in Ayour courts]. (S.) And it is said in a
- - - c > * 3

prov., à- "Jºjº.-J. An ass staled, and

caused some (other) asses to stale: applied to a

case in which people help one another to do what

is disagreeable. (Meyd.)

10. UCº.) He desired, or required, to make

water. (K.L.)– See also 4, in two places.–

El-Farezdak says,

, o, ... Oz • O e. .*, a , ~

* Jºe-si “º Jº-, -sº) cl: *

+*

2 y - o " • * 2 - * *

** sº ºf J. g-e

meaning [And verily he niho strives to corrupt

my wife is like one betaking himself to the lions of

Esh-Shard (a certain road abounding with those

animals)] to receive their urine in his hand. (S.)

Jº A state, condition, or case; syn. J- (T,

$, M, Mºb, K) and &t: . (T) or a state, con

dition, or case, -for, which one cares; where

fore one says, 1.3& St-Ju Lo, inf n, allº, meaning

“I cared not for such a thing:” (TA:) or a

thing [or things] for which one cares: (Har

p. 94) and Júl signifies also cº Jº, i. e.

care, or concern; and hence is [said to be]

derived cºu, having for its inf. n. *ſū. (T.)

One says, 3.jú u. What is thy state, or condition,

or case ? (S.) [See the Kur xii. 50 and xx. 53:

and see an ex. in a verse cited in this Lex. voce

al.] When it was said to a man, in former times,

“How hast thou entered upon the morning?” he

used to reply, Śº Af&* [With good

fortune: may God make gºod you.state, or

condition]. (Ham p. 77.) ºw tºes, in the

Kur [xlvii. 6], means And He will make good

their state, or condition, in the present world :

(I 'Ab, T:) or their means of subsistence in the

present norld, together with their recompense in
• *.x

the norld to come. (M.) One says also, Je. 3A

Júl He is in ample and easy circumstances (T,

, (TA) signifies ampleness and easiness of life:

Msb) of life; (T,) he is not straitened in cir

cumstances, nor troubled: (T:) or he is in an

easy, or a pleasant, state or condition : (TA in

art. 36-3 :) or he is easy, or unstraitened, in

mind: ($) [for] Juſ), (T, M., K.) or Júliº,

(T, M, K, TA :) or JºJ) signifies an easy, or un

straitened, state of the mind. (S.) And J.Lé sº

Júl He is in an evil state or condition : (TA :)

or he is straitened in his hope, or eacpectation :

for JºJ) is said to signify hope, or expectation :

(T:) so says El-Hawázinee. (TA.) And Jº

Jº &: 13. This is not of the things for nºbich I

care. (S.) And it is said in a trad., Lºs2. jé
Jºel 5:3 aſſ! o - 2 a.5 tº 3 J% i. e., Every

honourable affair,för which one cares, and by

which one is rendered solicitous, [in which a

beginning is not made by praising God, is cut

off from good, or prosperity :] or every affair

of importance, or moment. (TA in two places in

this art.)– Also The heart, or mind; syn. J.5,

(T, S, Msb, K,) and Ji-, (Ham pp. 76 and 77,)

and J-º, (AZ, T,) and }*. (M, K, Kull

p. 179.) You say, Jº **, (Msb, Kull ubi

supra) and Jº Jé, (Kullibid.) i. e., [It (an

affair, or a thing, Kull) occurred to, or bestirred

itself in, or moved, my heart, or mind. (Mºb,

Kull) And 29 43 Jº Jº J, i. e.,
[That affair did not occur to, or bestir itself in,

or move, my heart, or mind; or] did not move

me, or distress me. (T.) And Jº&Sºº- tº,

i. e. [Such a one does not occur to, or move, my

heart, or mind. (S.)— [And hence, Mind, or

attention. You say, Jú Jºkº Give me thy

mind, or attention. And] Sjú <! Jiff 9 [I

will not, or I do not, give, or pay, any attention

to him, or it]. (Z, TA in art. 99.) = [The

whale;) a great fish, ($, K,) of the fish of the
•

j-, [here meaning sea); ($;) a certain bulky

fish, called 2-3 J-5 (M3) it is a fish fifty

cubits long : (MF :) [Kzw describes it as being

from four hundred to five hundred cubits in

length, and says that it sometimes shon's the eac

tremity of its fin, like a great sail, and its head

also, and blon's forth water rising into the air

higher than an arron can be shot : these and other

exaggerated particulars he mentions in his account

of the Sea of the Zenj: and in a later place he

says, that it eats ambergris, and dies in conse

quence; and a great quantity of oil is procured

from its brain, and used for lamps :] the word

[in this sense] is not Arabic: (S:) in the O it is

said to be arabicized, from [the Persian] J3.

(TA.)=The spade (> [in the CK erroneously

written 2) nith nºbich one norks in land of

seed-produce. (M, K.)= See also ãº, in three

places.

J - of ~ y > ! ~5

Jº, originally an inf. n., (Msb,) [Urine ;

stale; pl. Jºi. (S, Mºb, K.)—Jº Jº

The seminal fluid of mules. (As, T.A.) And

hence, as being likened thereto, because it is fruit

less, (As, TA) + The ~5- [or mirage : in the

CK 4.9%). (A5, K, T.A.) It is also applied to

the road of El-Yemen, which is not travelled but

by mules: see also art. Jº. (TA.)—jº- J.

f Con's milk. (TA.)–Jº signifies also f Off

spring. (M, K, T.A.)- And I A large number.

(KTA)—see also Jº.

âû A [flask, or bottle, such as is called] 5,235.

(M, K.) pl. [or rather coll, gen, n.] "Jº. (TA)

—A [bag such as is called] -ij-, (T, M., K.)

small and large, in which musk is put: (T:) or

(M [in the K “and”]) the receptacle of perfume:

($, M, K:) a Persian word, (S, M,) arabicized;

($) in Persian aſſº, (T, S, M.) or jū. (M3)

pl. [or coll, gen, n.] "Jº. (T.)— It is said to

..signify also An odour; a smell; (T;) on the

authority of Aboo-Sa’eed Ed-Dareer; (TA;)

from & meaning “I smelled it, and tried,

proved, or tested, it;” originally ãº the 3

being transposed, and changed into 1. (T.)-

And A staff nith a pointed iron at the end, used

by the hunters of El-Basrah, nºbo thron, it at the

game; pl. [or coll, gen, n.] "Jº. (T, TA)—

And hence it is applied by the vulgar to A small

elongated snord. (TA.)= It is also an inf. n. of

Jº, which see in its proper art. (TK.)

accord. to the TA)] or daughter (~4. [so in some

copies of the K]) of a man; (K;) on the autho

rity of El-Mufaddal. (TA.)

is a subst, from J% ($, M,K) [meaning A

discharging of urine, making water, or staling :

or a mode, or manner, thereof; as appears pro

bable from its form, and from J’s adding that it

is] like i.e. and i.e.; (S;) [and also from the

following phrase:] ãº) &-- à [Verily he is

one who has a good mode of discharging his urine];

from Jºl. (M.)

§ That discharges much urine; syn.*

J. J.; (M, K5) applied to a man; (M3) and so

"Jº, applied to a camel. (TA.)

The origin (~~. [so in copies of the K

J; A disease occasioning much, or frequent,

J. [or discharging of urine]: (M, K:) a disease

that attacks sheep, or goats, such that they dis

charge uſine until they die. (Ham p. 77.) You

say, J2, 23.3-1 He was taken with much, or fre

quent, J; [or discharging of urine]. (S.)

Jº: See is.–[Hence,ItA wine-skin from

n:hich the wine runs out. (TA.)- Andi

iſ: #A piece offat that quickly melts or dissolves.

(IAqr, T.A.)

~!e&- Jº More frequent in making neater

than a dog': or it may mean more abundant in

offspring. (Meyd. [Freytag adds, in his Arab.

Prov. i. 199, on the authority of Sharaf-ed-Deen,

that "Jº (i. e. Jº) may signify urine or coitus

or offspring.])

Jú. [The place of urine, or of the urinary dis

charge; meaning] the t; [or pudendum of a

man and of a woman]: whence the phrase, Jº,

J% º occurring in a trad. (TA.)
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-

ă,... [A diuretic; a provocative of urine].

You say, āş. ~5: še, (S, K,”) i. e., Much

beverage occasions a discharging of urine. (TA.)

ãº. [A urinal;] a vessel G,4) in rehich one

makes rater. (S, K.”)

A5%

2, and is: A certain bird; [namely, the

onl;] each word applying to the male and the

female : (S, K.) or the former signifies the male,

or males, (so in different copies of the M,) of the

As [or onl-kind]; and the latter is its n, un. :

(M, TA:) said by Az to be genuine Arabic:

(TA) pl. of the former ºi. (IB, TA) -

2.2: [An onl, or male onls,) that cries, or

that cry, much. (TA.)

Jº

1. &, aor. Ösº ($ in art. Jew, Msb, K,) infin.

&, (Mºb, TA) i, q &, aor. Özi, ($ ubi

supra, K.) infn. 6…, (TA) meaning He excelled

him; ($* ubi supra, Msb;) he surpassed him in

earcellence and in manly virtue: so in the Iktitáf.

(TA.)

& [a coll. gen. n., The ben-tree; a species of

moringa; so in the present day;] a kind of tree,

(S, Mgh, Msb, K,) well known : (Msb:) n. un.

with 3: ($, Mgh, Msb:) its seed, or grain, [called

cº J.- and Júl jº- and Júl “3, the glans

unquentaria, or nur unquentaria, or ben-nut, has

a good, or pleasant, [fragrant] oil, (K,) called

cºg & ſoil of ben), (§, Mgh, Mºb) and simply

&% the prefixed noun being suppressed: (Mgh:)

[Az says, it is the pl. of âû, which is a certain

tree having a fruit, or produce, nihich is perfumed

nºith aromatics, after which its oil is eacpressed, of

a good [or fragrant] quality: (T in art. Lºº :)

its seed, or grain, is good for [removing] the

[affections of the skin termed] Jº and Jº and

-** and - a- and 3. and aaa.. and the

mange, or scab, and for the peeling of the skin,

applied in the form of a liniment nºith vinegar;

and for hardness of the liver and the spleen, made

into a beverage neith vinegar; and aJú. thereof,

drunk, is an emetic, which loosens crude phlegm :

(K:) AHn says, (TA,) it is a kind of tree that

gron's tall, in a straight, or an erect, manner,

like as grows the [species of tamarisk called]

Ji, and its leaves are [of the hind termed] **,

like those of the J31, but its nood has no hardness:

the n. un, is with 3: Aboo-Ziyād says, it is of the

[trees called] •uae, and has long --AA, intensely

green; it grows upon [hills, or nilat are termed]

-**; and its fruit resembles the pods of the

[species of kidney-bean called] &;, eaccept that its

greenness is intense; and in it is a seed, or grain,

from n-hich is eactracted the oil of the Ju : on

account of the straightness of its growth and of

the gron'th of its branches, and their length and

tenderness, the poets liken thereto the tender girl

of tall, and beautiful, or just, stature; saying

âû ūji= [As though she mere a ben-tree], and

cº * * : ūji= [As though she were a branch of

the ben-tree], &c.: thus does Keys Ibn-El-Kha

teem: (M in art. Jºº :) and so does. Imra-el

Keys. (TA.) [See an ex. voce isº.]—[It

is also applied in the present day to A species of

nvillon, the salia. Aegyptia of Linnaeus, properly

called in Arabic -354-3 and this is said to be

meant by modern Arab poets when they liken an

elegant girl to a twig of the Jº; but probably

from their erroneously supposing this tree to be

meant in the same case by the older poets.]

& Eccellence: an excellent quality; ($ in
6, o ºr

art. cº, Msb;) as also Vásº (IAqr, T:) or the

distance, space, or interval, between two things;

as also "&s. (M, K.) You say, 3.&º

(T, S, Msb") and 3.”& (T, S) [Between them

tno (meaning two men) is a neide distance]; i. e.

between their two degrees of rank or dignity, or

between the estimations in nihich they are com

monly held: (Msb:) the former phrase is the

more chaste: ($:) when corporeal distance is
5 oz. . . . o. -

meant, one says, Jº Leº, with L3 ; (Mºb;) or
2 y -o- a

in the case of [literal] distance, one says, Lºrº cyl
2 o'-- -

Lº); not otherwise. (S.)

5 oz.6 -

J94 : See Jº- -

6 - d -

a 92 : see &–Also Mutual separation.

(IAar, T.)

99%

1. ºº, (JK,K) ſaor, º] inf n. Sº, (TA)

He lay with her; syn. (…tº; (K;) like tºº.

(JK)=< *, aor. ..., (JK, K) inf n. * :

(K;) as also 4. sº, aor. sº, (JK,” K,) inf. n. &;

(K;) His attention became roused to it; (K;)

he knew it, or understood it, or knew, or had

knowledge, of it; was cognizant of it: (JK, TA:)

like it, and ºf or ºi. (TA) And tº tº

4; as also a & tº ; I did not know it, or

understand it; or did not know, or had not know

ledge, of it; was not cognizant of it : (JK, S,

K:) the inſ. n. of the former is &; and that of

the latter, aw. (TA.)

sº a dial. var. of $1. (IAar,S) and offſ, (IAar,

TA,) signifying Coitus: ($, K:*) and marriage:

(K,” TA:) as also wist. (TA:) or a share of

coitus; (JK, TA;) occurring in this sense in a

trad., in which a woman is mentioned as having

adorned herself for it: (TA:) also venereal pas

sion: (TA in art. Jºãd-:) [or the venereal faculty;

as when one says of a drug or some other thing,

•Ül Jº 4.3. It increase. the venereal faculty:]

IKt says, of this word, ou, [though it is of very

frequent occurrence,) that it is a mistranscription

[app. meaning for £). (Msband TA in art. º)

(See also $4.]

āsū: See 3%.=Also The court of a house; or

a spacious part, or portion, of a house, in nihich

is no building ; (JK, K, TA;) where people

alight, or lodge : (JK:) a dial. var. of i-9.

(TA.) -

* That strengthens the venereal [faculty or]

appetite. (TA in art. 25+, &c.)

Ls?

2. ºn tº, (T. K.) inf n, Jºj, (K) I

made the thing apparent, manifest, evident, clear,

plain, or perspicuous, (A5, T.K.")= Also, (K,

as in the TA,) or… *3.j, (M, and so in

several copies of the K,) [both confirmed by what
> z o. º. -

follows, i. q. aš.A.'s] [meaning I directed my

self, or my course, or aim, to, or torcards, the

thing; made for it, or towards it; made it my

object; &c.). (M, K.) — In the saying, Jº

Jº 31, the phrase aſſ! Jº- means May God

make thee to have dominion : (S, M:) or may

God prolong thy life : (M3) and Jú, means

à-ºw Jºël [may He bring thee prolongation

oflife; lit. may He direct himself to thee, or the

like, with the gift of prolongation of life]; (A8,

S;) or** 3.23 [which is the same]: (IAar,

T:) or Jºu 943, [may He bring thee do

minion]; (M;) so too says IAar: (TA:) or may

He make thy state, or condition, to be good :

(TA:) or may IIe make thee to laugh: (T, S,

M, K:) so some say, accord. to A$: (T:) and

it is related that these words were addressed

to Adam, in consequence of his having remained

a hundred years without laughing after his son

had been slain: (T, S:) so says A’Obeyd, on

the authority of Sa’eed Ibn-Jubeyr. (T:) or it

means may He bring thee near [unto Himself]:

(Aboo-Málik, AS, T, M, K:) or may He bring

thee: (IAar, S, M :) or may He prepare for thee

an abode; i. Q. 95, (K,) or$. Jº; the verb

being here altered in order to assimilate it to the

preceding verb, U- (El-Ahmar, T, S:) this

explanation was approved by A$: (S:) the mean

ing intended thereby is, may He lodge thee in an

abode in Paradise : (TA:) or, as some say, the

verb in this case is an imitative sequent to that

preceding it: (A’Obeyd, S, K:*) but this is

naught: (K:) A'Obeyd says that in his opinion

it is not an imitative sequent, because an imitative

sequent is scarcely ever coupled with what pre

cedes it by 3. (S.) As an ex. of tº in the sense

ofº, Aboo-Málik cites this verse:

tº “tºº & tººk ºff 3 jū

[He brought near to them, i.e., placed before

them, when they alighted, the food, namely, the

liver, and the flesh of the back extending from the

neithers to the rump, and the hump). (T.) And

IAar, explaining Jº as meaning à-vº J.A.a5,

cites the following verse:

• 2:º 3-ilāl-e Jºi " …iº 'tºº tº

(T.) Accord. to J, the meaning in this instance

may be agreeable with the explanation of Jº by

alºu J-el [so that the verse may be ren

dered When ne betook ourselves nºith salutation

to the father of Temeem, or, as the verse is cited

in the S, to the brother of Temeem (Leº *i), he

gave the gift of the niggardly, the mean]: or it

may mean we brought : and the verb admits of

the same double rendering in other instances.

(TA)=4< ū tº and “ II made, or

wrote, a beautiful ºl (TA in ºu lº ºw.)
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5. (… It nas, or became, apparent, manifest,

evident, clear, plain, or perspicuous, being near;

syn. ~}} &- &j. (A5, T.)=See also 1, in

tWO places. -

& The lon, ignoble, mean, or contemptible,

man ; as also "&".& (IAqr, T, K,) and Jºl

&s, (IAºr T) and & cº., (K) or C. & Jº,

and "Gº & & (Lth, T.) or the last two

signify he nihose stock and branch are unknon n :

(M:) or the same two, he who is unknown, and

whose father also is unknown : (K in art. Jº ;

and so the latter of them is explained in the S,

both there and in the present art. :) and one says,

34& cº (* & Js º, meaning I know not

what man he is. (S.) Accord. to some, (Lth, T,)
2.

w - - 3 º' -

us' cº Us" was one of the sons of Adam, that

went away in the earth when the rest of his

children dispersed themselves, and no trace of

him was afterwards perceived. (Lth, T, K.)

& &: See& in two places.

3 2. a’, - 6 & 2, 6 × 2

LS5° rel. n. of * or L. : whence **** 32-3

[as also ãº and isºl A 3.x-aş of which the

& is ~ (M in artwo

*

© . 6 : .

•rºl: see -l, in art. 3".
-

stre+

1. \, (T, S, M., &c.) aor. … and <4, (S,

Mºb, K) inf n. tº (Lih, T.S.A, Mºb, K) and

<< (Mºb, K) and <4. (Mb) and tº and

sº (K,) has two meanings: in that which more

commonly obtains, the action is restricted to the

night: (Msb:) it is by night, or in night; not

in sleep: (M :) you say, 13é- Jai <º, meaning

IIe did such a thing by night, or at night : (S,

Msb, K :) [or he was in the night, or at night, or

during the night, doing such a thing : and he

passed, or spent, the night, or a night, or a part

thereof, or, as will be seen below, he entered upon

the night, doing such a thing :] like as one says,

13é- Jai Ji, as meaning “he did such a thing

by day,” or “at day-time:” (S, Msb:*) IKoot

and Es-Sarakustee and IKtt say that it has this

meaning, and not “ he slept:” (Msb:) [F adds,)

2. &-Jº, (K,) which is said to mean, “and

the action is not one of sleep;” so that when one

sleeps by night, or at night, it is not correct to
… • * ~ *

say, Aue ºu : or, accord. to some, “its meaning

is not that of sleeping;” so that one may say,
2 . . g o . - -

U-3U Jºj stºº [Zeyd was in the night, &c., or

passed, or spent, the night, &c., sleeping]: (MF:)

[Fei says, it is only when one remains awake in

the night: and hence the saying in the Kur

[xxv. 65], tºº lºs- ºg &s: &ºis [And

those who pass the night prostrating themselves to

their Lord and standing up in prayer]: (Mºb:)

Fr says thatJº <t'\! means The man remained

anyake all the night, engaged in acts of obedience or

of disobedience: (T, Mgb:) [or it means the man

entered upon the night; or he was in the night, or at

night, or during the night, in any state, or engaged

in any action; for] Zj says, (M,) <\, is said of

any one whom the night has overtaken, (M, K,”)

whether he have slept or not slept: (M:) and

Lth says,ãº signifies the entering upon the

night : one says, 34-3 13é-& sº [I entered

upon the night doing such and such things]: and

he adds, (T,) he who says <º as meaning he

slept commits an error; for you say, Jº <

** [I entered upon, or passed, the night]

looking at the stars: and how can he be sleeping

who is looking at them 2 (T, Msb:) but Mullā

'Abd-El-Hakeem, in his Commentaries on the

Mutowwal, says that <\; sometimes means he

remained, continued, stayed, or dwelt, and he

alighted and abode, by night, or at night, whether

he slept or not: (MF:) and Ibn-Keysán says

that it may be used in the same manner as 26 [he

slept]; and also, [as will be explained below,) in

the same manner as Öle. (TA) You say, 3%

i-u- à: (T) or ãº (A) [He passed, or

entered upon, the night, or a night, in a good

manner]. And2% sº and a <- and 3.

244. [I passed, or entered upon, the night, or a

night,nith, or at the abode of, the people, or com

pany of men : the last of these phrases is the most

common]. (A’Obeyd, M., K.)-Secondly, it is

used in the sense of jue [He became]; (Msb;)

or in the same manner as &= [he nas]. (Ibn

Keysán, T.A.) One says, 134- **** <!. He

became [or reas] in such a place ; whether in

night-time or in day-time. (Msb.) And hence

the saying of the lawyers, ãº asſº & <!. He

became [or nas] nºith his nife one night; [which

is the same as he passed a night &c.; though this,

it will be observed, is not in this instance the

signification of the verb alone;] whether sleeping

or not. (Msb.)- [Thus it is used both as a

“complete,” i.e. an attributive, verb, and also as

an “incomplete,” i.e. a non-attributive, verb.]—

<º, aor. …, (T.A.) infn. …, (T, M. K.)

also signifies f He married, or took a nife : (T,

A :) [see e. below:] or the gave in marriage;

syn. of the inf. n. *2}. (Kr, M, K.)

2. <! < He constructed, or built, the<

[i. e. tent, or house, &c.]. (M.)=2S] ~,

[inf. n. as below,) He did, or performed, the

thing, or affair, by night, or at night: (M:) and

he thought, or meditated, upon it, considering its

end, or issue, or result, (Zj, T, S, M, A, Msb, K,)

or entered into it, (Zj, T,) by night, or at night.

(Zj, T, S, M., &c.) And one says, Jº <, (T,

A,) meaning the same asJº 3.3 [ft rvas thought,

or meditated, upon, &c., by night, or at night]:

(T:) [for] £º < also signifies [simply] the

thing was thought upon, and considered as to its

end, issue, or result ; syn. 33. (S.) Accord. to

El-Marzookee, they say of a thing that is not

done deliberately, and with good consideration of

its issue or result, Jº 33; 2: lis; [in the text

from which this is taken, without the syll. signs;]

- --

and hence the saying in the Kur [iv. 83], c.

Jºã(sº- ău. [A part of them medi

tateth by night upon doing othernise than that

nvhich thou sayest; as is indicated in the M,
Jºw-->

where this is cited; and in like manner, J9.
gºz,

in the continuation of the same passage of the
- - w - -

Kur, is explained in the T as meaning dºg,

and &sjº, (i. e. º &e) jj: but Aboo

Hilál says that a thing is meditated upon in the

night in order that one may apply himself to it

with strong purpose, and not be diverted by other

things, so that it may be done with more firmness;

and he cites the same passage of the Kur. (Ham

p. 130.) And hence, in the Kur (iv. 108], 3.

Jºãº &: Jº Sjú.&: When they meditate,

&c., ($, M, Bd, Jel,) by night, (S, M,) [nhat He

mill not approve, of speech,) and prepare it [in

their minds] (43,353. [see art. 22.jl). (Bd.) It

is said in a trad, Zºº, e. & 2.2 S

There is no fasting to him ſmeaning his fasting is

null] niho does not purpose it from the night.

(TA. [See another reading, voce &J) And

you say, iºn & He decided upon the purpose,
-

or intention, by night, or in night-time. (Msb.)
28- 2 a.

And 4.5 stre. He thought upon his opinion, and

concealed it, or conceived it, in his mind. (TA.)
o 2-3-

—º, (inſ n <, (Mºb, TA) He came

upon them, (Mgh, but the verb is there pl.,) or

made a sudden attack upon them, and engaged

nith them in conflict, (Msb,) or made a great

slaughter among them, or engaged nith them in

vehement conflict, ($, M, K,) namely, the enemy,

($, Mgh, K,) or a people, (M,) by night: (S,

M, Mgh, Msb, K:) he came upon them (the sons

of such a one) in the night, and made a sudden

attack upon them, while they nere heedless : (T:)

he attacked them (the people of a house or place

of abode) by night : he went to them (the enemy)

in the night, without their knowledge, and took

them by surprise. (TA.)—S, Şū. <! ºJé

& He used not to retain property until night,

nor to retain it until noon, when it came to him;

but used to hasten the dividing of it. (TA, from

a trad.)–See also 4.=Jº <-- He trimmed,

or pruned, the palm-trees, by cutting off the stumps

of the branches, or by cutting off the straggling

branches, not in the best part thereof. (K.)=

See also 5.

4. &ul, inf. n. âû, He (God) made him, or

caused him, to pass, or spend, the night, [or a

part thereof) or to entº. upon the night. (T, M,

K.) You say, Jºs- aſ Jūl [May God make

thee to pass, or enter upon, the night neith happi

ness], (S,) and i- ãº [in a good manner of

doing so). (T, A.) And [in like manner, *3.

3.3% Gº 3ſ [May God make thee to pass, or

enter upon, tºnight in health and safety]. (A.)

And a: &- Aſ 43% God made him to pass,

or enter upon, the night in the best manner of

doing so. (M, K.”)

5. 4.-3,4& [so in the TA and in a Ms.

copy of the K: in the CK " …] He withheld,
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or debarred, him from the thing that he wanted.

(K.)

10. [JU-1 seems to signify He asked for, or

required, ~~, or aº, i. e. food: (see< :)

and also to have the contr. signification; i. e.—

He possessed food: for you say, ag< º

He possesses not a night's food. (T, K.) And

<- S He has not food. (A.)

e. [signifies A tent; properly, having more

than one pole ; but often applied without this

restriction: and also a house; a chamber; an

apartment; a closet; and the like]: a< is [a

tent] of [goats'] hair (2-3), (M, A, Mgh, Msb,

K,) or of nool : (Mgh:) a strº of hair [i. e.

hair-cloth] is that hind [of tent] which has more

than one pole : the word is masc. : and applies to

small and large: (M:) tents of goats' hair are

peculiar to people of cold countries and of fertile

regions, where the goats have abundant hair; for

the goats of the Arabs of the desert have short

hair, not long enough to be spun : (T in art.

Jº 9 a &- is a small tº of wool or of hair:

a scº is nhat is larger than a us ; next is the

aú, which is larger than the crew; but the

term <-- is also applied to a alla, when it is

large and J52. [i. e. furnished with a 333,

q. v.]: (T:) Ibn-El-Kelbee says that the Arabs

have six kinds of~ ; namely, a aş, which is

of skins, or tanned hides; a aſka, of hair; a

**, of wool; a *—, of soft hair (2,3); al *...*.

of trees; an ài, of stone; and a **, of hair;

or this is the smallest of them: El-Baghdādee

says that the tº is a tº made of soft hair

(2-5), or of wool, or of hair [commonly so called]

(2-6), upon two poles, or three; and that a

stºº is [a tent] upon six poles, or more, to the

number of nine : in the Towsheeh it is said that

the term \cd- is applied to a crew of any kind:

(TA:) a strº is also [a structure] of clay, or

tough or cohesive clay or earth; (A, K5) [and

of baked bricks ; and of stone;] the name being

likewise applied to a structure of a hind other

than the structures nºhich are called i- [or

tents]; (M ;) signifying a habitation ſaf any

hind; an abode ; a dwelling]: (Msb:) a man's

house; syn.js: (T:) [and particularly a chamber;

i.e.] a single roofed structure (Mgh, Kull) having

a place of entrance; Jº. being applied to what

comprises more than one [such] stew, and a roofed

cº-e [or vacant part, and a kitchen, inhabited

by a man with his family]; and 33, to that which

comprises more than one [such] cº, and more

than one [such] Jº, and a [court, or] cº

without a roof: (Kull;) the pl. is 3,..., (§, M,

K, &c.,) also pronounced **, (TA,) and sº,

(S, M, K,) the latter a pl. of pauc.; (TA;) and

pl. pl. Gº (M,Mgh, K) and <sº (Sb, ş,

M,K) and ºi, (Fr. M, K) which last is

extr.: (M3) the dim, is "sº, also pronounced

W<; ($, K;) and the vulgar say, <s, (S,)

which is not allowable. (K.) You say, Us3'- sº

~e? ~er, (T, S, M,) He is my neighbour [tent

to tent, or house to house, i.e.,] by contiguity [of

our habitations]: c’e, cºw being made indecl.

with fet-h for the termination because they are

two nouns made one: (S:) Sb says that some of

the Arabs make them [thus] indecl., likei

Jºe, and some make the former a prefixed noun

governing the latter in the gen, case, [saying

~. <! except when used as a denotative of

state: (M. :) one says also, <! tº, and&

*: (Fr, T;) which last, or< & <, is

the original form. (Harp. 353.) ... & *

& alſº [lit. Such a one... tent.

his wife, means such a one had his nife conducted

to him on the occasion of his marriage, and brought

her, or had her brought, into a pitched tent, having

conveyed thither the utensils and furniture and

other things that they required. (T,) And Jºi

Jº< [The people of the house of the Prophet,

means the Prophet's nives and his daughterand

'Alee: and so cºf Jºi [i. e. <! Js Je

He means particularly, Or peculiarly, the people

of the house], in the Kur xxxiii.33: * and*

and Js and Ji, as prefixed nouns, being, as Sb

says, the nouns most frequently occurring in the

accus. case [for the reason indicated above, or,

as the Arabian grammarians express it, Jº

Jeu a-i Ş. (M.)— It also signifies A ſpari

lion, palace, or mansion, such as is &alled] *:

(T, K.) whence the saying of Gabriel, à-2-3,

-as & e-º-, i. e. [Rºjvice thou Khadeejeh by

the announcement of] a pavilion (2-aş) of hollon,

pearls, (T, TA,) or of emerald. (TA. [See also art.

--~~3.]) *** * tº: [Uninhabited houses],

in the Kur xxiv. 29, means buildings for the

reception of travellers, or for merchants and

their goods, and the shops of the merchants, and

places in which things are sold, the entering of

which is alloned by their on ners : or ruins n'hich

a man enters for the purpose of easing nature.

(M.) And the es: which God has permitted

to be raised, mentioned in the same chapter,

verse 36, are Mosques, or places of worship: or,

accord. to El-Hasan, Jerusalem (C--i- <);

the pl. being applied to it as a mark of honour.

(Zj, M.) <-2) [The House] applies particularly

to the Kaabeh [of Mekkeh]; (K;) as also diſe.

[the House. of God]; (AAF, M ;) and “…,

25- [the Sacred House]; (T;) and <!

dº [the Ancient House]; ($ and K &c. in

art. Gre ;) and accord. to some, 3:…" <!,

q. v. (Bd in lii. 4) [Jºſſ tº signifies The

treasury of the state. And & “… is a eu

phemism for The privy; because water is put there

for the purpose of ablution: also called£º “,

&c.]– Also t The ark of Noah : so in the Kur

lxxi. last verse. (T.)—fA grave; (M, IAth, K;)

app. by way of comparison. (M.) So in a trad.

of Aboo-Dºrr, Ji- J-ºl <!. s & -**

-ā-25}\º stºl J58, meaning Hon wilt thou do

when men shall die so that the grave shall be sold

for the [servant-] boy? (IAth.)- t The habita

tion of the agº, which it constructs in a beautiful

manner, (A’Obeyd, M,) of fragments of sticks;

(Yaºkoob, M3) and of the Jºe, which it

makes in the interior of the earth, and covers over:

(A’Obeyd, M. :) and + the burrow, or hole, of the

-* &c.; and + the neb of the spider: all, app.,

as being likened to the< of a man. (M.)—

f A man's household. (S, K, T.A.). f The nºife

(As, IAar, T, M., A) of a man. (M, A.) So in

the saying,
3 or of .23: 32 . ;

[Hath old age altered me, or a nife?]: (As, T.)

or here it means a household. (S.)—The nobility

of the Arabs; (T, Msb, K;") as when one says,

ăila. esJº< [The nobility of Temeem

is in the sons of Handhaleh]: (T, Msb:*) or the

family that comprises the nobility ofa tribe; as

cº- Jſ of the cº, andcº- Jſ of the

cº, and J.J. 2. Ji of thecº

which three were asserted by Ibn-El-Kelbee to

be the highest of the families thus called of the

Arabs: (M:) [see a verse of El-Lahabee cited

VOCe *i;] pl. *::: and sº, (T, M,) the

latter being pl. of the former. (T.) You say,

sº Jºi&: * He is of the people of nobility:

and22°< &- [of a generous, or noble, house,

Or family. (A) [See also Jºl— A noble

person (M, Mgh, K.) pl. ex: and º, .

(Mgh.) You say, •º “.& Such a one is

the noble person of his people. (Abu-l-‘Omeythil

El-Aarabee, M.) – f The [furniture termed]

Jº, (A, Mgh, K,) or cº, (TA,) of a tent or

house, (Mgh, K,) or that is sufficient for a tent
~ * ~ * > 3 o' J - -

or house. (A.) You say, -: Jº ãº)3 st-e-555

! I married, or took as a wife, such a noman for

[my giving] furniture sufficient for a tent or

house, (A,) or furniture of a house or tent.

(Mgh.) [See 1, last sentence.] –A < of

poetry, (T, S, M, Msb,) or of the poet, (K,) is

I [A verse; i.e.] what consists of certain known

divisions [or feet] called Jºsiº £i; being

termed tº metaphorically, because of the con

joining of its component parts, one to another, in

a particular manner, like as those of a tent are

conjoined in its construction; (Msb;) because it

consists of words collected together in a regular

manner, and so resembles a tent, which is com

posed of a -si- and tie and Jº, and *:

(T:) it is derived from the same word signifying

a La ſor tent], and applies to the small and the

great, as the Je. and the J-21 and is [said to

be] thus called because it comprises words like as

the tent comprises its inhabitants; wherefore its

component parts are termed ~~ and sº, as

being likened to the -º- and SU3) of tents:

(M3) pl. ºf and º, (M.A, Mºb) the latter

mentioned by Sb and IJ, (M,) [but rare, and

[pl. pl.] <º (A:) Abu-l-Hasan says that if

the crew of poetry be likened to the cre, which is

a tent or other kind of structure, there is no reason

why it should not have the same pl. forms as the

latter has. (L.) By the following words of a poet,
.x.y Q,” w - - - - o”.

&Jº Jº Jº -º
• 2 °. T - - 2 : - - - of

[Many a crew upon the back of the camel have 1

*

+ +
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stre’ -Jew

constructed nith a tanny thing slit in the nose

and bleeding], is meant, many a crew of poetry

have I written with the reed-pen. (S.) […],

written after a quotation of a part of a verse of

poetry, means <-2 j, Read thou the verse.]

sº-il & [The chief verse of the poem] is a

phrase employed when a person composes a poem

in praise of any one from whom he would obtain

some object of desire and want, being applied to

that verse of the poem in which the author's want

is mentioned: and is a proverbial expression re

lating to that which is extraordinary and strange,

and used in denoting the superiority of a part of a

thing over the whole of it [regarded as a whole] :

[hence,) one says, 34-aīl“ssº- J; &

t[Such a one is the first of the detachment of

horsemen, and the chief verse of the poem]. (Har

p. 441.)

º 22 .

~e?: see arº, in two places.

ãº, a subst: from 3%; and signifying A man

ner or mode, and state, or condition, of passing,

or entering upon, the night. (M.) [See 4; last

sentence.]= Food, or victuals; and so "…;

(A, K:) [or particularly, of a night: for] you
• C.-

say, alº '- & tº, (S, M, A, K,) and aß ãº,

(T, S, M., A) ºil&2, (T,) He has not a night's

food, or victuals. (T, S, M, A, K.)

** A coming upon the enemy by night;

(Mgh;) a sudden attack upon, and conflict with,

the enemy by night; (Mºb;) a great slaughter

(S, M) among the enemy, (S,) or a people, (M,)

and vehement conflict with them; ($, M ;) a

coming upon people in the night, and making a

sudden attack upon them, nihile they are heedless;

(T;) an attack upon a people by night; a going

to the enemy in the night, nithout their knowledge,

and taking them by surprise: (TA:) a subst.

from 2; ($, M, Mgh, Mºbi) like Zºº, from

2. (Mgh)—tº 29 .4% The thing, or

event, happened, or came, to them in the latter

part of the night. (T.)

º, o.p. º; d. . º o,

<-º, also pronounced -ee, dim. of Stº, q.v.

(S, K.)

*::: That has remained throughout a night

[and so become stale; stale from being a night

- old); as also *3.5%: both, in this sense, [but the

latter more usually,) applied to bread. (S, K.)

— Cold, or cool, water, (M, K,) that has become

so from its having remained throughout a night:

(M:) or water that remains during the night

beneath the sky: (Ham p. 553:) or water that

has been cooled in the leathern bag by night; and

in like manner, milk; for [Az: says, I heard an

Arab of the desert say, ãº ~x. &- Jº,

meaning Give thou me to drink of the milk that

has been milked at night and left in the skin so

that it has become cold, or cool, by night. (T.)

In the saying,

2. 3. :

* tº es;
• 3- 6 . -

the meaning seems to be, use. Jºs- Lº, i.e.,

[And they (app. camels) came in the morning to]

the collected mater of a trough, which water had

Bk. I.

* 6 - 6 * ~ * *

Jès- ~~~as º

remained throughout the night and so become

cold, or cool; the phrase being inverted. (M.)—
• 3- 9 of

Jº Jºi tan affair, or event, for rehich, or on

account of which, one passes the night in anariety

or grief. ($, K.)– *...* +Anaciety, or grief,

that has remained during the night in the bosom.

(M)—iº 3-4 tooth that does not fall out,

or become shed. (K.)

3.3% [Passing, or spending, the night, or a

night, or a part thereof; or entering upon the

night; &c.;] act part. n. of 1. (M5b.)– See
3.

also *:::.

< A place in which one passes, or enters

upon, the night. (M., A.)

6 -we- a - 6. -

ãº. A woman who has obtained a strº [i. e.

tent or house, or the furniture thereof..] and a

husband. (M, K.)

º • 6 p.

Jºº. Poor, or needy; [as though meaning

asking for, or requiring, -º or **, i. e. food;

or possessing food, and nothing beside;] syn. Jºãº

[q. v.]. (IAqr, T, K.)

Quasi cº

6 - d. 6 * 4. a 2- .

Jº-º and cyl-º: see cº, in art. tº:

*Aeº

1.3%, aor. 44, inf n. 4. (T, S, M., &c.)

and 3. (§, M.L. Mºb, K) and sº (M.L. Mºb,

K) and issº (Lh, M, L, K) and 39. (L.K)

and 3. (CK,) the last but one disapproved

by MF, (TA,) [and the last equally doubtful,]

He, or it, perished; (T, S, A, Mgh, L, Mgb;)

nvent anay; passed anay; became cut off, or

eactinct; came to an end. (M, L.K.)—-sº

J-ºl. inf. n. 3,4, The sun set. (Sb, M, K.)

of ~ 25

4. Asúſ He (God) destroyed them; (T, S, A,

Mgh,” Mºb;) caused them to go anay, pass anay,

become cut off or eactinct, or come to an end.

(M.")

• Oz

3. (T, S, M, L, Mughnee, K) as also "34,

(L, K,) or 30, (so in the Mughnee and in a

MS. copy of the K and in the CK, and in a MS.

copy of the K omitted) a noun inseparably pre

fixed to 5i with its complement, (Mughnee,) used

as syn. with , º, (Ks,T,S, M., &c.,) but never other

wise than in the accus. case, nor as an epithet, nor

otherwise than as an exceptive in a case in which

the thing excepted is disunited in kind from that

from which the exception is made. (Mughnee.)

You say, J.- 35i * JJ Jºe sº BIe is

possessed of abundant, or much, nealth, but he is

niggardly. (ISk, S, M, A, MSb, Mughnee.)–

Also as syn. reith Jº, (M, K,) as some say;

(A’Obeyd, M ;) but to render it in the former

manner is preferable. (M.) Accord. to some,

(L,) it is syn. with Jº in the following trad.:

.#2: … .ºz., &iºn &f=9 &-

24, 3- tº tºº & Jºº (W, the
latter people, shall be those who will precede on

the day of resurrection, although they were given

the Scripture before us, and ne mere given it

after them] : (T, L:) El-Umawee holds it to be

so: (T:) but Ks says that it here signifies 2:

[as in the former ex.]: (T, L: [and so says IHsh

in the Mughnee :]) accord. to one recital, it is

*; (L ;) or 33%; so in the Musnad of the

Imām Esh-Shāfi'ee: (Mughnee) IAth says, I

have not found this in the classical language in

the sense ofJº: some say that it is *. i. e.

by means of strength, or ponyer; and that the

meaning is, we shall be those who mill precede

to Paradise on the day of resurrection by means

of strength, or poncer, given us by God. (L.)-

Also, [accord. to some,) as meaning Jºf &-

(L, Mughnee, K.) as in the saying of Moham

mad, tº ºf & J & sº ** ū;

* Jº us [I am the most chaste in speech of

the Arabs because I am of the tribe of Kureysh

and I gren up among the children of Saad]:

(T, L: [in the Mughnee given somewhat differ

ently:]) but Ibn-Málik and others say that it

here, also, means Jº, after the manner in which

the latter is used in the saying [of a poet],

* *

• * : * > * * ~ 2: o . ~ 0 - 22

* *** & Jºº sº wres S5 º

- - • 0. 6 * > *

* sº eº cº Jºº Cº +

[And there is no blemish in them, save that their

swords have in them notches from the conflicting

of the troops]. (Mughnee.) This manner of

praising is termed by Abu-l-‘Abbās Mohammad

Ibn-Yezeed tº. (Hamp. 474)–3. is
also a dial. var. of the same. (A’Obeyd, T,

Mughnee.)

#3: A desert; or a naterless desert: (S, M, A,

Mgh, Mºb, K:) or one that is plain, or level, in

which horses are made to run : (M :) or one

wherein is nothing : (TA:) so called, accord. to

IJ, because it [often] destroys him who alights,

or sojourns, in it: (M, Mgb :*) or a plain tract,

slightly elevated, nith fen trees, and nithout

herbage, extending to the distance of a day's

journey, or half a day's journey, or less, rugged

and hard, and only in a country of mould, or

clays (Ish ) pl. Jº (§, M, Mºb, K.) it has a

pl. of a form proper to epithets because it is origi

nally an epithet: (M:) by rule it should be
6 ... • 6.

~15'→ew. (M, K.)

aşlºw A she-ass; a subst, applied to that

animal: (S:) or a rvild she-ass: (M, K:) or one

that inhabits a desert (13%); (T, K5) [an epi

thet;] not a subst, applied to the animal; J being

in error in asserting it to be such: (K:) the

[wild] she-ass is thus called, accord. to most of

the lexicologists, because it inhabits the el-Mey;

and if so, the J is an augmentative letter: or,

accord. to some, because it is large in the body

(c.39); and if so, the c is a radical letter:

(L.) the pl. is $614. (L.K.)

• 0.”

“Aeº.

- - - -

Jew, or 23W : see

Quasi jew

*: pl. of pauc. jºi. See Jº, in art. jº.

36
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Jaeº

J-9 Jeº- Jº 8%, and Je. Jº- &c.: see

art. Jae

Jº Difficulty; straitness; (IAgr, K;) as
º

also WJacº. (K.) See above.

s

Jae
-

see above.

J**

1. 43% ($, K) first pers. & A, (M) aor.

Jºe: , for which one should not sayJº, [though

it would be agreeable with a general rule respect

ing verbs denoting surpassingness, (S, O,) He

surpassed him in whiteness. ($, M, O, K.)=

3.3% ($, M, Mºb, K, except that in the M and

Msb we find the masc. form, Jāū, followed by

jºu.") a01". Jé, (Msb,) inf. n. Jº, (M,

Msb) said of an ostrich, (M) or a hen, (K) or

any bird, ($, M, Msb,) and the like, (Msb,) She

laid her eggs, (M, Mºb, TA,) or egg. (Mºb.)—

<!-- Jºi The clouds rained. (IAar, O, K.)

A poet says, [using a phrase from which this

application of the verb probably originated,

is is ~ ºn Jº

wº- 2 • * • * ~ * º

* ººl Lºw) use wººl S. . "

(IAar) i. e. f The Alas, meaning the .333, [or

Twentieth Mansion of the Moon,] sent down rain

upon it, and so put to flight its occupants, eaccept

him who remained incurring the risk of dying

from disease, wasting anay : [the last word being

in the gen. case, by poetic license, because the

next before it is in that case; like -º- in the

phrase ~~*** 3. :] the poet is describ

ing a valley rained upon and in consequence pro

ducing herbage; for the rain of the asterism

called cºta.J) is in the hot season, [when that

asterism sets aurorally, (see 2.É. Jº, in art.

U53,)] whereupon there grows, at the roots of

the &- a plant called jº, which is poisonous,

killing beasts that eat of it: the verse is explained

as above by El-Mohellebee: (IB :) or, as IAar

says, the poet means rain that falls at the º [by

which we are here to understand the setting

aurorally] of cºla.Jī; and that when this rain falls,

the wise flees and the stupid remains. (O.)-

cºu Jºº He remained, stayed, or abode, in

the place [like as a bird does in the place where

she lays her eggs]. (O, K)—JS <!.

+ The earth produced st:< [or truffles, which

are thus likened to eggs] : (A, TA:) or + the

earth produced the plants that it contained: or

+ it became changed in its greenness to yellonness,

and scattered the fruit, or produce, and dried up.

(M, TA.)—- Jº I The heat became vehe.

ment, or intense. (S, A, K.)=2;iſ Jººs &c. :

see 8, in three places.

2. Ja!, (S. M. K.) inf n. J.; (3) He

n:hitened a thing; made it white; (S, M;) contr.

of 32. (K.) He bleached clothes. (M.) [He

whitewashed a wall &c. He tinned a copper

vessel or the like] You say, ºfJºº ſlit.,

God nihitened his face : or may God whiten his

face : meaning t God rendered his face expres

sive of joy, or cheerfulness; or rejoiced, or cheered,

him : or may God &c.; and also God cleared

his character; or manifested his honesty, or the

like : or may God &c.; see the contr. 3-1.

(TA.) And 4 Jaº [He left a blank space for it;

namely, a word or sentence or the like: probably

post-classical]. (TA in art. J-e-º; &c.)—[He

wrote out fairly, after having made a first rough

draught: in this sense, also, opposed to 3. : pro

bably post-classical.]—f He filled a vessel: (M,

A, K:*) or he filled a vessel, and a skin, neith

water and milk. (S, O.)- And t He emptied

(A, K) a vessel: (A:) thus it bears two contr.

significations. (K.)

3. * **, (§, M) inf n, iaº, (TA) He

contended with him for superiority in nihiteness.
ºf ~ * • * *

($, M.)—JY3 J-agº f Such a one acted openly

nvith me; syn. Jºº- from jº "Jºº [the

whiteness of day, or daylight]. (A, TA.)

4. << and 3.3% She (a woman) brought

forth white children: and in like manner one

says of a man [...ºf and Jº, meaning He

begat white children]. (M., T.A.). See also 9,

in two places.

8. Jetºl He (a man, S) put upon himself a

i.e., [or helmet (š, K, TA) of iron. (TA)=

* He entired into their aa. [or territory,

&c.]: (A, TA:) and Asi. 19.3\º! They eacter

minated the people, or company of men; they

extirpated them; (M, K;*) as also YLºgº

(M3) and ºf [originally l, ºi, in the CK,

incorrectly, lsº ;] They mere exterminated,

or eactirpated, (K, TA,) and their ié, [or

quarter, &c.,], was given up to be plundered :

(TA:) and ...tº We smote their à as [or

collective body, &c., and took all that belonged

to them by force; as also WLºa'i and "Jas

J- The tribe was so smitten &c. (TA.)

9. Jºl, ($, M, Mºb, K) and, by poetic

license, Jää, [of which see an ex, voce Jais-,

and see also 9 in art. 3-,] (M, TA,) inf. n.

Jºuaº!, (S, Msb) It was, or became, white;

($, M, Msb;) contr. of sº; (K;) as also

"Jººl, inf. n. Jºãº (S;) contr. of 5%. ,

(K;) and "Jºi. which V last also signifies it

(herbage or pasture) became white, and dried up.

(M, TA) [You say also, 4.3 Jäºl, lit., His

face became white: meaning this face became

eacpressive of joy, or cheerfulness; or he became

joyful, or cheerful: and also his character became

cleared; or his honesty, or the like, became mani

fested: see 2.]

11: see 9.

Jº

is: An egg (Msb) of an ostrich, (Mgh,) and

of any bird, ($, Mgh, Msb, K,) and the like, i. e.
5 x -

of anything that is termed *> [or having

5 - ©.

See alaº, in three places.

merely an ear-hole] as distinguished from such as

is termed &# [or having an ear that is called

&#. so called because of its whiteness: (TA:)

n, un, of "J&; (S, M,” M5b, K :) pl. [of the

former] sº (M, Sgh, K) and ***, which

latter is irreg., (M, $gh,) and only used by poetic

license; ($gh;) and (of Jaft, M) J. (M,

K.) You say, iá, sº The egg had in it

a young bird. (ISh.) And 25i is: &#

t What was hidden, of the affair, or case, of the

people, or company of men, became apparent.

(ISh.) [See also art. **.] 29. is: signifies

The egg which the ostrich abandons. (S, M, K.)

And hence the saying, 2& i.e., &- jši *

! He is more abject, or vile, than the egg of the

ostrich which it abandons (S, A,” K) in the desert.

(TA.) You say also, J.J. is sº in dispraise

and in praise. (IAar, Aboo-Bekr, M.) When

said in dispraise, it means f He is like the egg of

the ostrich from which the young bird has come

forth, and which the male ostrich has cast anay,

so that men and camels tread upon it: (IAar,

M :) or he is alone, without any to aid him;

like the egg from nºbich the male ostrich has

arisen, and mhich he has abandoned as useless:

(TA:) or he is an obscure man, or one of no

reputation, whose lineage is unknown. (Ham

p. 250.) And when said in praise, it means f He

is like the ostrich's egg in nihich is the young

bird; because the male ostrich in that case pro

tects it: (IAar, M. :) or he is unequalled in

nobility; like the egg that is left alone: (M :)

or he is a lord, or chief: (IAar, M :) or he is the

unequalled of the Jº [or country or the like],

to whom others resort, and whose words they

accept ; (K:) or he is a celebrated, or nell

known, person. (Ham p. 250.) [See also art.

Jº. And for another meaning of 49. iáº; See

below.]—A helmet of iron, (AO, S, M ,” Mgh,"

K,”) which is composed of plates like the bones

of the skull, the edges whereof are joined together

by nails; and sometimes of one piece : (AO:) so

called because resembling in shape the egg of an

ostrich : (AO, M, Mgh:*) in this sense, also,

n. un. of"Jä. (S, K: [in the CIK, for 4.-->

we should read *~9.)) This may be meant

in a trad. in which it is said that a man's hand

is to be cut off for his stealing a a.a. (Mgh.)

—t 4 testicles (S. K.) pl. Óvá. (TA)—

f The bulb of the saffron-plant [&c.j: as resem

bling an egg in shape. (Mgh.)– f [A tuber :

for the same reason.]– t A kind of grape of

Et-Táif, white and large. (M.)– The core

of a boil: as resembling an egg. (M.)- f The

fat of a camel's hump : for the same reason.

(M.)—2%) àº, in addition to its meanings
-

mentioned above, also signifies The white truffle:

(O, K:) or simply truffles; syn. âûl; (TA 3)

or these are called Jºs "Já". (A)—ia.

also signifies f The continent, or container, or

receptacle, (j-) of anything. (S, K, TA.) And

[hence] 2Sº ãa. f The place [or territory]

n:hich comprises El-Islám [meaning the Muslims];

like as the egg comprises the young bird: (Mgh:)

or this signifies the congregation, or collective

body, of the Muslims. (AZ, M.) And ºil ia.
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: The quarter, tract, region, or district, of the

people, or company of men : (S, K:) the heart,

or midst, or main part, of the abode thereof:

(S, TA:) the principal place of abode (J-5)

thereof; (M,TA;) the place that comprises them;

the place of their government, or regal dominion;

and the seat of their 39-3 [i. e. sº or kindred and

brotherhood]. (TA:) the midst of them . (M.)

or, as some say, their [kinsfolk such as are termed]

** : (TA:) but when you say, J. 33-Lºui

2…, the meaning is [the enemy came to them

inj their principal place of abode (J-5), and the

place where they mere congregated. (TA.) And

23. ãa. The midst of the country or place of

abode or the like: (AZ, M, TA:) the main part

thereof. (TA) And util is: i, q &#5-

+[The seat of regal power: or the heart, or

principal part, of the kingdom]. ($ and K in

art.j,-)—33s−1 is (M.A.K.) The damsel

(M, K) of the jºs- [or curtain &c.]: (K: [in

the CK, tºº- is erroneously put for “jº- :])

because she is kept concealed within it. (TA.)

You say also, Jº-1 sº &: (* f [She is

of the damsºls ºf the curtained bridal canopies].

(A, TA.) a.a.º is used by a metonymy to signify

! A woman, by way of likening her thereto [i. e.

to an egg] in colour, and in respect of her being

protected as beneath the wing. (B.) [See Kur

xxxvii. 47.]—ia. also signifies i.White land,

in nihich is no herbage; opposed to 3x3- : (TA:)

and 'iaº, with kest, white, smooth land; (K;)

thus accord. to IAar, with kest to the ~ : (Sh:)

and "āa.J signifies smooth land, in which is

no herbage; as though herbage blackened land:
… • O.

or untrodden land: as also iá. (M.)— alº

jø The whiteness of day; [daylight;] i. q.

"43%; (K;) i. e. its light. (Harp. 222.) You

say, jº *: º 4; I came to him in the

mhiteness of day. (TA.)-3-J1 a.a… t The vehe

mence, or intenseness, of heat. (M.) And ãa.

lsº f The most vehement, or intense, heat of

summer, or of the hottest period of summer, from

the ſauroral] rising of cººl to that of Jº;

[i. e., reckoning for the commencement of the

era of the Flight, in central Arabia, from about

the 26th of May to about the 4th of August,

0. S.; (A, TA3) as also kill "#Lá. (A,

TA.) And -º-, ää. + The main part of the

-ā-e [or summer]: (M, TA:) or the vehement,

or intense, heat thereof. (Ham p. 250.)

º .

*: see iaº, in the latter part of the para

graph.

º ,-,- - 9, 2 " . -

Jale. Whiteness; contr. of 313. ; in an animal,

and in a plant, and in other things; and, accord.

to IAar, in water also ; (M;) the colour of that

which is termed Jāj: ($, Mºb, K.) they said

Jº and 'is', (§, M, K) like as they said

J}. and iº.; (S:) isº, being applied to a

whiteness in the eye. (M.) You say, : 34

13° &: tºº, [This is nhiter than such a thing]:

(S, K:*) but not *4. Jéſſ. (S:) the latter is

anomalous; (K;) [like 4. sº q. v.;] but it

was said by the people of El-Koofeh, (S, K,) who

adduced as authority the saying of the rājiz,

• O - • & 6. •

4. Jºu-aall ºx us; 4.3'- *

+ - . ." .” • * * : -off º

Jººl Lº --! Jº Jº'

[A damsel in her ample shift, nºbiter than the

sister of the tribe of Benoo-Ibád]: Mbr, how

ever, says that an anomalous verse is no evidence

against a rule commonly approved: and as to the

saying of another,

# :* 3:1, 5: Jº is *
• 2 e

* -tº Jº-2-ºf-its

[When men experience dearth in ninter, and their

eating becomes vehement, thou art the nihitest of

them, or rather the nºkite of them, in respect of

cook's clothing, having little or nothing to do with

entertaining them], the word in question may be

*

~ of

considered as an epithet of the measureJº that is

o

followed by J-o to denote excess: but it is only
- - - - 2 o o. 2 - c : * >

like the instances in the sayingsº2:- 3*
2.É o 2 y - o ż 2 & , o.p. p → • J - e.

and ºl **, meaningº …-k-e- and *49°

2: : , • 32 ° 2 - St.

W!; so it is as though he said Sºº-ºº: st jū;

and as he has prefixed it to a complement which

it governs in the gen, case, what follows is in the

accus. case as a specificative. (S.) This latter

verse is by Tarafeh, who satirizes therein 'Amr

Ibn-Hind; and is also differently related in respect

of the first hemistich, and the first word of the

second. (L., T.A.)—jø Jé: see 3; and see

iás, near the end of the paragraph-Jº, is

also used elliptically forJes 33; and thus means

# White clothing; as in "the saying, J-44 &

Jººls sº Such a one wears black and white

clothing. (Mgh.) [Hence, also, it has other sig

nifications, here following.]—t Milk. (K.) See

an ex., voce3. —[t'The white of an egg.]—

Ješ. Jºº. t That part of land wherein is no

cultivation nor population and the like. (M.)-

al- Jºº. + That part of the skin upon which

is no hair. (M.)+: Jºº. also signifies 1 A

man's person; like 33-; syn. Jas-º; as in the

saying, 44. ess,” J.5. S : My person will

not separate itself from thy person. (A5, A, TA.)

Jº A hen that lays many eggs; ($, M, A,”

K;") as also "i3. (M.) [but in the Mºb it

is evidently used as signifying simply oviparous;]

pl. (of the former, S.M.) Jaš ($, M, A, K) and

Jae, (S, M, K,) the latter in the dial. of those

who say Jº forJ% the ºr being with kesr in

order that the US may remain, unchanged; (S,

M;) but sometimes they said J.33. (M.)

isº See Jºº.

Jú A hen, (Az, K) or bird, (S, Mºb) and

the like, (Msb,) laying an egg or eggs : (Az, $,”

Msb, K:") without 3 because the cock does not

lay eggs : (Az, TA:) or it is applied also to a

cock, (M, TA,) and to a crow, (M, A, TA,) [as

meaning begetting an egg or eggs, in like manner

as one uses the word 3%. (M, TA.)

JºA bleacher of clothes; as a kind of rel. n.;

not as a verbal epithet; for were it this, it would
9 w. --

be Jagº. (M.)—A seller of eggs. (M.)—
6 - J. " 6

*: see Jºse'.

Já. White; contr. of sºi, (A, K,) having

n:hiteness: (Msb:) fem.à. (Msb:) pl. Jº,

originally Jº, (S, Msb, K,) the damm being

converted into kesr in order that the L3 may

remain unchanged, (S, K,) [i. e.] to suit the Ug.

(Msb.) In the phrase& Jº, mentioned

by Sb, as used by some of the Arabs, meaning
2 -o:

Jacºl, [i. e. Give thou to me a white one,) • is

subjoined as it is in * for& and the Jæ is

doubled because the letter of declinability cannot

have o subjoined to it; wherefore the letter of

declinability is the first Jø, and the second is the

augmentative, and for this reason it has subjoined

to it the 2 whereof the purpose is to render plainly

perceivable the vowel [which is necessarily added

after the doubled J3]: Aboo-'Alee says, [app. of

the o, that it should properly have neither fet-h

nor any vowel. (M.)- Applied to a man &c.,

it was sometimes used to signify White in com

pleaſion: but in this sense they generally used the

epithet }<i. (IAth, TA in art. J-e-.) They also

said, 49. Jºi & and 49 tº #53,

meaning Such a man, and such a woman, is clear,

in face, from freckles or the like, and unseemly
6 -

blackness. (Az, T.A.) And they used cuaº, (S,

K,) a pl. of-º, (TA,) in the contr. of the sense

of 3,3,…, (§, K) [i. e. as signifying Whites,

applied to men: (S:) though they applied the
* ~ 0. ..y:

appellation Uaºſ' 3.1 to the Abyssinian : (TA in
o . 2.É.

art. 332:) or to the negro: and Jº-J'ſ 5:1 to the
…” … • of

white man. (ISk.) But accord. to Th, Jaeºl

applied to a man signifies only t Pure; free from

faults: (IAth, TA in art. 2-se-;) or, so applied,

unsullied in honour, nobility, or estimation; (Az,

K;) free from faults; and generous ; and so

ña. applied to a woman. (Az.) [In the lexicons,

however, (see, for ex, among countless other

instances, an explanation ofi. in the S,) and in

other post-classical works, it is generally used,

when thus applied, in its proper sense, of White;

or fair in completion.]—itasãº An army,

or a portion thereof, upon nihich the nhiteness of

the [arms or armour of] iron is apparent. (M.)

—And à: alone, [as a subst.,] A piece of
* , of

paper [without nºriting]. (Harp. 311.)—Jaeºl

The snºord: (S, A, K:) because of its whiteness:

(TA:) pl. , *. (S.)—Silver: (A, K:) because
* * , o ż

of its whiteness: like as gold is called J-e-Sl

[because of its redness]. (TA.)–The saliva

(~U23) of the mouth. (Ham p.348.)— A cer

tain star in the margin of the milky way. (A,

K.)—ãº. The sun; because of its whiteness.

(M.)- Waste, or uncultivated, or uninhabited,

land: (K,” TA: [in the CK4,5- is erroneously

put for 39-3) opposed to iſsºl: because

dead lands are white; and when planted, become

black and green. (TA.) See also ia, near the
•, o a

end. – Wheat: (K:) as also 39-º-J'. (TA.)—

Fresh [grain of the kind called) - 14. (El

36 *
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Jºº-oº:

Khattábee, K.)— A certain kind of nood; that

which is called 33-1. (K in art. 33-;) because

of its whiteness. (TA in that art),[See 35

—The cooking-pot; as also ta. i. (AA, K.)

—The snare with mhich one catchesgame. (IAqr,

K)—cº Milk and water. (ISk, S, M,

A, K.) A poet says,

• 35% ºf S. Jus

[And I have not any beverage except milk and

water]. (ISk, S, M.)— Bread and water: (As,

M, K:) or wheat and water: (Fr, K:) or fat

and milk. (AO, K.)— Fat and youthfulness

(AZ, IAar, M, A, K.) You say, sta: Jºss His

fat and youthfulness departed. (TA)—º, tº

Jºãº 3. I have not seen him for, or during,

two days: (Ks, M, A, K.) or two months. (Ks,

M.K.)—-aº Zºi, (Mºb.K.) or simply-º",

(Mgh,) for Cººl Jº Jºff, [The days of the

white nights;] i. e. the days of the thirteenth and

jourteenth and fifteenth nights of the month;

(Mgh, Mºb, K;) so called because they are

lighted by the moon throughout: (Msb:) or of

the twelfth and thirteenth and fourteenth nights:

(K:) but this is of weak authority, and extr.:

the former is the correct explanation: (MF, TA:)

you should not say Jé."Ağı. (Ibn-El-Jawá

leekee, IB, K+) yet thus it is in most relations of

a trad. in which it occurs; and some argue for it;

and the author of the K has himself explained

*GS by Jº Zººl. (TA)—ital. i. 14

year [of scarcity of herbage, such as is a mean

betn!een that nihich is termed&: and that nwhich

is termed 4 - (TA in art. •rº.)–25%

Jés t Language erpounded or explained. (M.)

—& S; ăş- Jº 5, tº &º ! I spoke to

him, and he did not return to me a bad word nor

a good one. (M)—tº 3. t.A. demonstrating,

or demonstrated, argument, plea, allegation, or

evidence. (M.)- And t.A favour, or benefit,

for nihich one is not reproached; and nihich is

conferred without its being asked. (M.) [See

also 3.1—Jº & tsudden death; (K,

TA;) such as is not preceded by disease which

alters the comple.cion: or, as some say, death

without the repentance, and the prayer for for

giveness, and the accomplishment of necessary

duties, usual with him who is not taken un

anares; from Jas signifying “he emptied” a

vessel: so says $gh: opposed to J.-S. “ººl,

which is slaughter. (TA.)—tº also signifies

+A calamity, or misfortune : (Sgh, K :) app. as

a term of good omen; like24- applied to one

who is stung by a scorpion or bitten by a serpent.

(TA.)—ºil its. : See isº, last sentence but

2 . cf: - 5 ...• * o

one. =|}<> J-e Jae' &: &c. : see Jºlº.

Jºe: A place for laying eggs. (ISd, TA in

art. Ja-3.)

iás. A woman n-ho brings forth white children:
* 5, 6 x 5 - …)

the contr. is termed 3x3-2: (Fr, K:) but ás-ºs-,

is more commonly used in the former sense. (O.)

(i. The fair copy, or transcript, made

from a first rough draught; which latter is

called $33. : probably post-classical.]

9 we j

Jae-o A man nearing nihite clothing. (TA.)

- Hence, iáº) A sect of [the class called] the

#sº, (S, Kj the companions of &#91; (S;)

so called because they made their clothes nºbite, in

contradistinction to the is,…, the partisans of

the dynasty of the 'Abbāsees; (S, K;”) for the

distinction of these was black; they dwelt in Kasr

'Omeyr. (TA.) [See also #92-1]

&

1. *% (8, Mgh, &c.) aor. &. ($, Mºb, K.)
inf. n.& (S, Mgh, Msb, K) and &c., (S, Msb,

K,) which latter is anomalous, (S,) the regular

form being 4; tº, (S,K) has two contr. significa

cations: He sold it: and he bought it : (S, Mgh,

Mºb, K.) and "4eul is a dial. var. of the same:

(IKtt, Msb:) [but app. only in the former sense:]

or this last signifies he offered it for sale; or ea:-

posed it to sale : (S, K:) and "4etº, as well as

<!, signifies he bought it. (S,” Mgh,” Mºb, K.)
The primary signification of g º is The exchanging,

or eacchange, of property; or the making an eac

change with property; as in the phrases tº&

[an eacchange of property bringing gain], and

3-tº-& [an earchange of property occasioning

loss]: and this is a proper signification when it

relates to real substances: but it is tropically used

to signify the making the contract [of sale and

purchase]; because this is the means of giving

[and obtaining] possession: [though this signifi

cation is what is termed iº iii-, i.e., a sense

so common as to be conventionally regarded as

proper:) the Phºe& 8-2, or Jº, and the

like, mean &º afia-o; [i. e. The contract of sale,

or purchase, reas valid, or was null;] but the

prefixed n. being suppressed, and its complement

[alone] used for it, and this being masc., the verb

is made masc. (Msb.) & [mostly signifies He

sold; and is doubly trans., both by itself and by

means of&: prefixed to the second object; (Mgh,

Msb;) this prep. being thus used as a corrobora

tive: (Msb:) you say, “...a &et, and 4. ael,

[He sold to him the thing and He sold it to

him]: (Mgh:) and 33, º < * and &: **

313|| •º [I sold to Zeyd the house : (see also an

explanation of the phraseº &: and see

cut, &e &: to which might be added

countless similar instances; for when & signifies

he sold, J-2 is generally prefixed to the noun or

pronoun denoting the person to whom the thing

is sold :)] and sometimes J is put in the place of

&: so that you say, “º& and && [I

sold to thee the thing and I sold it to thee]; the

J being redundant [when the verb has this mean

ing, though not when it has the contr. meaning,

as will be seen below]. (Msb.) Of the contr.

signification we have an ex. in the saying of El

Farezdak,

• * : * 6 -- 3

º *c tº

-->

*I & +

3 - * > 0, ± 0 & 2

# 3'-5 °º J-9 - tº º

[Verily youthfulness, he nho buys it is a gainer;

but hoariness, there are no traffickers for its

sellers; the part. n. being here from the verb-in

the former sense]: (S, TA:) and [often in a case

in which the verb is followed by J.; as] in 4. &

“º He bought for him the thing; (Mgh;) [the

J not being redundant when the verb is used in

this sense;] and as in the saying of Tarafeh,

º *:: * : * : * ~ ,-e āt, 4.3--

a & J & Jºº-yº ºus *

6 * • 6 - 2 - 6. * 2 6 ** *:::

# *> <-35 a -º-º-º/3 ºw †

[And he will bring thee tidings for whom thou hast

not bought travelling-provisions, and for n:hom

thou hast not assigned an appointed time for his

bringing them]. (TA:) and in the saying, &

ajjā-\º clºx f [He purchased his enjoyments of

the present world at the earpense of his enjoyments

of the world to come]: (Z, TA:) and [in like

manner] you say, 313|| 3.j "eº, meaning Zeyd

bought the house : andº W \,etºl He bought it

jor another person. (Msh.) The verb has this

- - - - - -- © 2 : 6 * o , ,-

signification, also, in the trad., Lºſe cºaxe& 'y

ass- & [One of you shall not buy in opposition

to the buying of his brother when an agreement

has been manifested but the contract has not been

concluded]; ($, IAth, Mgh, Msb; [but in the S

and Mºb and by IAth, the trad. is related thus;

& Gº & 5-iſſº-Jº Jºs-i: 5
ass-l; (see art. --Jaé-5)]) as is shown by the

relation of Bkh, * es Jº Jº 'é. $:

(Mgh, Mºb:) or it may here have the contr.

meaning: (IAth :) Az says that the seller and

buyer are equal in offence when either of them

does thus to another. (TA.) [Similar to this is

the saying, *:2:- Jº Jº 2,4 S: see

art. A 3-w. See also *: Jº& below, used in

a tropical sense..] You say also, Jººl asſe 89,

meaning The judge sold against his will; (Mgh;)

sold nºithout his consent. (Msb.)-The pass.

form is& [It was sold; and it was bought]: (S,

K:) optionally either [thus] with kesr to the p,

or [&l with damm to the rº, (S,) [or rather

with a sound between that of damm and that of

kesr, which pronunciation is termedXº, ;] and

some say &: (S, K;) changing the 3 into 5 :

and thus in the cases of Jºe and Jºš and the

like: (S:) [but Ibn-Mālikī requires 'damm Or

Alsº, in the passive of a verb of which the medial

radical is us, and kesr or A\ºl in the passive of a

verb of which the medial radical is 5, to prevent

the mistaking of an active verb for a passive in

such cases as < * and < . others, however,

only prefer what Ibn-Mālik absolutely requires in

these cases. (See I’Ak p. 131.)]–You say also,

Just: &- ael, [lit. He sold him to the Sultán,

meaning the slandered him, or calumniated him,
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&-cº

to the Sultán. (K,TA)—And Jº &&
asº, [of which the lit. meaning has been shown

above, meaning f Such a one superseded him, or

occupied his place, in respect of honourable and

elevated station or rank, and gained the mastery

over him; (K,”TA;) and so *alsº J- (TA:)

Or §§ es Jº& & means f such a one

gained the mastery over such a one, and wrested

from him that which he sought to obtain from

him; and is an old proverb, applied by the

Arabs to a man who contends with another, and

seeks to obtain a thing from him by superior power

or force, when he has succeeded in doing as above

explained; and similar to it is the saying&&

cºš jºi. (El-Mufaddal Ed-Dabbee, TA) One

also says, 3- 42. Jº& º, meaning + Not

any one has equalled tlee. (TA)=& is also

used in the sense of bu-ºſ. (TA in art. 82.

[See gº! in that art.])

3. &, (S, Mgh, TA) inf n, i-º, and

gº (TA,) is from &; and so is "&";

(S, TA;) this being syn. with isºl. (K, TA)

You say, tº and "tºº, meaning They two

sold and bought, each with the other: (TK.) and

* tº: [We sold and bought, one nith another]:

(Mgh :) and *** also signifies He bartered, or

ecchanged commodities, nith him. (TA.) [See

1; where a citation from the Msb indicates that

this latter is the primary signification accord. to

the author of that work.]—It is also from ãººl;

and sº is "3ºl. (§,TA:') is tº and "&tº

from isºl signifying The making a covenant, a

compact, an engagement, or the like , as though

each of the two parties sold what he had to the

other, and gave him his on n special property,

and his obedience, and all that pertained to his

case. (TA.) [Hence,) 29 &" He promised,

or snore, allegiance to the prince; making a cove

nant with him to submit to him the judgment of

his onvn case and of the cases of the Muslims [in

general], not to dispute with him in respect of

anything thereof, but to obey him in whatever

command he might impose upon him, pleasing

and displeasing: in doing which, it was usual

for the person making this covenant to place his

hand in the hand of the prince, in confirmation

of the covenant, like as is done by the seller and

buyer; wherefore the act was termed isº, all

inf. n. [of un.] of &. (Ibn-Khaldoon, in De

Sacy's Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed., ii. 256–7.) [And

hence the phrases, *S** &s: and 4 &>

aśs Ju He had the promise, or oath, of alle

%iance made to him as being Khaleefeh..] You

say also, alſº **, inf. n. is 2, IIe made a

covenant, d compact, an engagement, or the like,

with him, respecting it, or to do it; and Yºu;

- 29 Jº [they made a covenant, &c., respecting,

or to do, the thing, or affair]; like as you say

... ', ºi. (TA)

4: see 1, first sentence.

6: see 3, throughout.

7, & It was, or became, saleable, or easy of

sale ; it had an easy, or a ready, sale : (Ibn

'Abbād, K:) as though quasi-pass. of* [and

therefore primarily signifying it was, or became,

sold, or bought]. (TA.)

8: see 1, in four places.

10. *Cº &: I asked him to sell the thing

o £ in Joã.

to me; expl. by Jºe <! J! alºu. ; ($, K;*)

for instance, $3. [his slave.] (Mgh.)

: inf. n. of 1 [q. v.]. — It also signifies The

hire, or hiring, of land. (TA.)= Also A thing

sold, or bought: (Mgh, Mºb, TA:) a subst. in

this sense: (Mgh,TA:) pl. 3,4- (Mgh, Mºb,

TA:) which is also used as a pl. of the inf. n.,

to signify Kinds of selling and buying. (Mgh.)

See also acº.

5 ... o.

is ſinf n, of un, of £1.-Hence.) A strik

ing together of the hands of two contracting

parties in token of the ratification of a sale.

(Mºb, TA)—And [hence, The act of ast.

[or promising, or snearing, allegiance and obedi

ence, as explained above, (see 3,)] and submission,

or obedience. (Msb, T.A.) Whence, iº &:

[The oaths of allegiance and obedience]; (Ibn

Khaldoon, in De Sacy's Chrest. Ar., 2nd ed.,

ii. 257; and Msb;) which the Khaleefehs, ex

acted; (Ibn-Khaldoon;) and which El-Hajjāj

appointed, including hard, or difficult, matters,

relating to divorce and emancipation and fasting

and the like. (Msb.) -

ãº A mode, or manner, of selling or buying.

(S, Mgh, K.) Hence, * <--> [A person

occupying himself in any kind of selling or buy

ing]: occurring in a trad. of Ibn-'Omar. (Mgh,

TA.) And isºl cº-- as [Verily he is good

in the manner of selling or buying]. (S, Mgh,

TA.)=[A Christian church;] a place of norship

(K) pertaining to the Christians: ($, Mgh, Mgb,

K:) or, as some say, a synagºgue of the Jones:

(TA:) pl. &, (K, TA,) or & (Msb : [but

this I think a mistake : if correct, it is a coll.

gen. n.])

6 p. ºw.

tº see &

ãº An article of merchandise; (Lh,8, K5)

as also V& ſq. v. supra]: (Mgh:) pl. of the

former éé. (K.)

&:
See &W, in five places.– Also A man

nºho sells, or buys, well; and so W& : fem. of

the former with 3: pl. masc. Ösº, and pl. fem.
5 * *- -

elsey; neither the masc. nor the fem. having a

broken pl. (TA.)

& A man who sells, or buys, much. (TA.)

& Selling, or a seller: and buying, or a

buyer: (Mºb, K,”TA:) as also "&" (K:) the

former signification is the more obvious when

& is used without restriction: (Msb:) and W.&

also signifies [accord. to some] a bargainer, or

chafferer; (K, TA;) not a seller nor a buyer;

but Esh-Shāfi'ee and Az deny that this epithet is

applied to a man before he has concluded the
6 * >

contract: (L, TA:) the pl. of& is áely: (ISd,

K:) and the pl. of "& is ſº [or rather this is

a quasi-pl. n.) and à.j: (K:) and Kr holds

that icº is pl. of& (TA.) "cººl signifies The

seller and the buyer; (S,Mgh;) and so "cººl.

(TA) It is said in a trad, tº jº-jº "cººl

ºJ, and in another, "cººl, [The seller

and the buyer have the option of cancelling the

contract as long as they have not separated.]
9 - > 3;, &

(TA.)—& 39-ol fA woman who easily obtains

a suitor; or who is much in demand; by reason

of her beauty: (K, TA:) as though she sold
se • 6 - -

herself: like 3,-U 35U. (Z, TA.)

&: Sold: and bought: as also 'º. (S,

K:) in the latter sense syn. with W& (Msb.)

Kh says that the letter suppressed in* is the

… o e

3 of the measure Jºiº, because it is augmenta

tive: but Akh says that the letter suppressed is

the medial radical; for when they made the Us

quiescent, they transferred its vowel to the letter

before it, so that it became madmoomeh, [the

word thus being altered to *::...] then they

changed the dammeh into kesreh because of the

L3 after it, then the US was suppressed, and the

2 was changed into s, like the 2 of 35.,

because of the kesreh; accord. to El-Mázinee,

each of these sayings is good; but that of Akh is

the more agreeable with analogy. (S.)

6 x 6.

exº~ : See 5 .

2,2' > ee>.

9 -> x 9.e.” .

&lº- : See &\, in two places,

cº

º, p 6 -

Jºey [Fullers' earth, which is used for scour

ing cloths, and is sometimes used in the bath,

instead of soap;] the yellow [or rather yellonish,

or yellowish gray, and sometimes nºhite, or

whitish, earth known by the name of Jib.

(TA, from Esh-Shiháb El-'Ajamee.)

1. Óð, (M,Mgh, Mºb, K) ſaor, &c.,] inf. n.
9.2 pe.

iſ,...; and &sº (M,Mgh, K) and &º, (M. K.)

It (a thing) became separated, severed, disunited,

or cut off (M, Mgh, Mºb, K.) ºn 94 from
the thing. (Mgh.) And ºt, (M,K) or 3.3%

35iºu, (Mºb) She (a wife) became separated by

divorce, (M, Mºb, K.) Jº cº from the man.

(M, K.) And tº said of a girl, [she became

| separated from her parents by marriage;] she

married : (ISh, T:) as though she became at a

distance from the house of her father. (ISh,TA.)

And cu, (M) or Jº Jº, aor.cº, (T,) inf. n.

&: (T, M) and& (M,) He became separated

from his father, or mother, or both, by property

[which he received from him, or her, or them,)

(AZ, T, M,) to be his alone : (AZ, T:) and El

Fárisee states, on the authority of AZ, that one
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says also, 4. &\, and & [the former app.

meaning he became separated thus from him, i.e.,

from his father; and the latter being syn. with
~ 2: - - - - 6 o'.

<&l, q. v.). (M.) And kº- cº, inf. n. Jº
0. - -

and ãº, [The partner, or copartner, or sharer,

&c., became separated from the person, or persons,

with rhom he had been associated.] (T.) And

tº- & ašūl 4. 3.3% inf. n. & 4, [The fore

leg of the she camel became neithdranwn, or apart,

from her side.] (T,) And 3% ($, M, Mºb)

and lºw, (K) aor. Özº, ($) inf. h. 3., and

ãº, (§, M, Mºb, K.) He separated himself, or

it separated itself; (S; [in one copy of which it

is said of a thing;]) and they separated them

selves: (K:) or it (a tribe, M, Msb) went, jour

neyed, went anay, or departed; and went, re

moved, retired, or nithdren itself, to a distance,

or far anay, or far off. (Mºb)—&, (T, S,

M, &c.) aor. Özi, (T, Mºb) inf n &; (T,

$, Mgh, K5) and "cºl, (T, S, M., &c.,) inf. n.

ãº! ; (T, Mºbi) and "cº, (T, S, M., &c.,)

inf n. &c.;; (5) and "cº; and "cº-l;

(T, S, M., &c.,) all signify the same; (T, M,

Msb;) i. e. It (a thing, T, S, M, Mgh, or an

affair, or a case, Msb) was, or became, [distinct,

as though separate from others; and thus,) appa

rent, manifest, evident, clear, plain, or perspi

cuous: ($, Mgh, Msb,K:) and it rvas, or became,

known. (K.) You say, J-1 & [The truth

became apparent, &c.; or known]; as also "cºl.

(T.) And

* 2. es: º 'º ºf *

The danºn has become apparent to him niho has

tno eyes: a prov. : ($, M :) applied to a thing

that becomes altogether apparent, or manifest.

(Harp. 542.) And it is said in the Kur [ii. 257],

J. J. &. Jºſ "3: 35 (The right belief hath

become distinguished from error]. (TA.) And

the lawyers, correctly, use the phrase, º<=

-º- a. *&- [Like a sound whereofletters

are not distinguishable]. (Mgh.)–[It seems to

be indicated in the TA that &\, aOr. &c., inf. n.

& and is,..., also signifies It nas, or became,

united, or connected; thus having two contr.

meanings; but I have not found the verb used in

this sense, though Jew signifies both disunion and

union.]=&\, alor”. &e, inf. n. &: See <\,

aor. Ösº inf. n.& in art. J37.=See also 2,

in two places.

- - - 6 o- -

2. Jº, intrans., inf. n. Jºj : see 1, in two

places.–You say also, 3-# cº f The trees,

(K,) or the leaves of the trees, (TA,) appeared,

when beginning to grow forth. (K, TA.) And

&il cº, The horn came forth. (K, TA.)=

& cº; see 4.— …, (T, Mºb, K.) inf n.

&: (T.S) and "&# (T, S, K') and 33:

(K3) the second of which three is an anomalous

inf. n., (T, S, K,) for by rule it should be of the

measure Jºã; (T, S.;) but &: is not known

except accord. to the opinion of those who allow

the authority of analogy, which opinion is out

weighed by the contrary; (TA;) and &: is

the only inf. n. of its measure except ãº, (T,S,)

accord. to the generality of the leading authorities;

but some add Jº, as inf. n. of Jº; and

El-Hareeree adds to these two, in the Durrah,

Juá3, as inf. n. of 4.36; and Esh-Shihāb

adds, in the Expos. of the Durrah, 294, as

inf. n. of ~~ *; asserting Jº also to

have been heard, agreeably with analogy ; [and

to these may be added UK.5 and ºut-ºj, and perhaps

some other instances of the same kind;] but some

disallow Jús altogether as the measure of an

inf. n., saying that the words transmitted as in

stances thereof are simple substs. used as inf. ns.,

like tº in the place of Azºli (MF, TA;)

and Sb says that Jºj is not an inf. n. ; for,

where it so, it would be &; but it is, from

<<, like ště from ºf (M, TA) [He made

it distinct, as though separate from others; and

thus, he made it (namely, a thing, T, S, Mgh,

or an affair, or a case, Msb) apparent, manifest,

evident, clear, plain, or perspicuous; ($, Msb,

K;) as also * &W', (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) inf. n.

âû; (Mºbi) and "4:3; ($, Mºb, K5) and

* &u=- (Mgh, Mºb, K.) [.... is the most

common in this sense: and often signifies he

explained it; and he proved it :] and Wall these

verbs signify also he made it hnonn; he notified

it: (Ki) or "&" signifies, (S) or signifies

also, (Mgh,) I knew it, or became acquainted

with it, [or distinguished it, ($, Mgh,) clearly,

or plainly; (Mgh;) and so "4:3; ($, Mgh;)

[and&, as appears from an ex. in what follows,

from a verse of En-Nábighah :] *& and "4:...i

and *& and & all signify the same as

W&: [app. in all the senses of this verb]: (M:)

or, of all these verbs, Y& is only intrans.:

(Mgbº) and "4:1 signifies I looked at it, or

into it, (namely, a thing) considered it, eacamined

it, or studied it, repeatedly, in order that it might

become apparent, manifest, evident, clear, or plain,

to me: (T, TA:) and "4: he looked at it, or

into it, (namely, an affair, or a case,) considered

it, eacamined it, or studied it, repeatedly, or deli

berately, in order to know its real state by the

eacternal signs thereof. (T.) A poet says,

• f * > 0 w • ** a * > o - -

Jºãº º cº -> <- tº +

"3: C-1 & Jº i++

[And I feared not until the drinking, or the time

of drinking, and molestation, made manifest, or

plainly showed, by a deep-red (sun), that I was
6 -

separated from the tribe; see cºu). (M.) And

it is said in the Kur [xvi. 91],Jº Jºſé ºft,

º, JS utº: [And we have sent down to thee

the Scripture to make manifest everything];

meaning, we make manifest to thee in the Scrip

ture everything that thou and thy people require

[to know] respecting matters of religion. (T.)

See also& in the latter half of the paragraph.

En-Nábighah says,

+

~~~# a 28- a - &

* tº it. (jūsºi S. *

[Except the places of the confinement of the

beasts: with difficulty did I distinguish them];

meaning "...i. ($) You say also, u. "&#

<t, meaning He sought, or endeavoured, to see,

or discover, nºbat would happen to him, of good

and evil. (M in art. 3-aw.) [See also 5, below.]

3-,-4) J. "&#3, in the Kur Ivi. 55),

means And that thou mayest the more consider,

or eacamine, repeatedly, in order that it may

become manifest to thee, the may of the sinners,

O Mohammad: (T:) or that thou mayest seek,

or endeavour, to see plainly, or clearly, &c.; syn.
6 * ~ * * • 6 - *

2 *:º: (Bd:) but most read,&º

Jºº-ºº! J.- : the verb in this case being

intrans. (T.)

3. 4.9, (K) inf. m. iść, (S) He separated

himself from him; or left, forsook, or abandoned,

him: (S,TA:) or he forsook, or abandoned, him,

being forsaken, or abandoned, by him; or cut

him off from friendly or loving communion or

intercourse, being so cut off by him ; or cut him,

or ceased to speak to him, being in like manner

cut by him. (K.) [And It became separated

from it.]

4. Jºl, intrans., inf. n. ãº: see 1, in two

places. =&ul, (inf. n. as above, TA,) He sepa

rated it, severed it, disunited it, or cut it off.

(M, Mº, K, TA) You say, 4.5 & 4.

($, K) He smote him and severed his head, &-

•--- from his body. (S, TA.) And §3. cº

He (the husband) separated the roman, or nife,

by divorce. (Msb.) And & Jul, and ".…,

(T, K), inſ: n. of the former as above, and of the

latter Jºj, (TA,) He married, or gave in

marriage, his daughter, (T, K,) and she ment

to her husband: (T:) from& signifying “dis

tance:” as though he removed her to a distance

from the house, or tent, of her mother. (TA.)

And Jº ºſcº, (M) or ºf ºwl, (T) He

separated from himself his son, (M.) or his two

parents separated him from themselves, (T,) by

[giving him] property, (T, M.,) to be his alone :

(T:) mentioned on the authority of AZ. (T, M.)

And* Jº &= sº Júl He dren: anay the

bucket from the casing of the nell, lest the latter

should lacerate the former. (M.)- See also 2,

in three places.– [Hence, coºl signifies also He

spoke, or nºrote, perspicuously, clearly, plainly,

or distinctly, as to meaning; or, with eloquence:

from& q. v.] And age Jº! He spoke per

spicuously, clearly, plainly, or distinctly, and

gave his testimony, or evidence, or gave decisive

information, against him, or respecting it. (TA.)

[The verb thus used is for 4.54- Jºl, andésº.]

One says of a drunken man, tº- &- u. He

does not speak plainly, or distinctly; it, does

not make speech plain, or distinct. (Ks, T in

art. ~)—[“...i u. How distinct, apparent,

manifest, evident, clear, or plain, is it! See

an ex. VOCe J4.—And Hon perspicuous, or

chaste, or eloquent, is he in speech, or nºriting 1

how good is his Jº J

w

5. Jej, intrans.: see 1, in two places.=As a

trans. verb: see 2, in seven places.– [Hence,
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29 being understood,) He sought, or sought

leisurely or repeatedly, to obtain knowledge [of

the thing], until he knen, [it]; he eacamined,

scrutinized, or investigated: (Bd in xlix.6:) he

sought, or endeavoured, to make the affair, or

case, manifest, and to settle it, or establish it, and

was not hasty therein: (Idem in iv.96:) or he

acted, or proceeded, deliberately, or leisurely, in

the affair, or case; not hastily : (Ks, TA:) or it

has a signification like this: in the Kurch. iv. v.96

and ch. xlix. v. 6, some read º, and others

232 - - -

lsº ; and the meanings are nearly the same:
… we'w

Jºil was said by Mohammad to be from God,

and is all [i.e. “haste”] from the devil. (T.)

6. Lºuj They two (namely, two men, and two

copartners,) became separated, each from the

other: (M, TA:) or they forsook, or abandoned,

each other; or cut each other off from friendly

or loving communion or intercourse; or cut, or

ceased to speak to, each other. (K.) And 3:303

They, having been together, became separated:

(Msb:) or they forsook, or abandoned, one another;

or cut one another off from friendly or loving

communion or intercourse; or cut, or ceased to

speak to, one another. (S.)– [Hence, They two

were dissimilar: and they tro (namely, words,)

were disparate; whether contraries or not: and

they troo (namely, numbers,) were incommen

surable.]

10. Ju-1, intrans.: see 1.=As a trans. verb:

see 2, in six places.

& a coll. gen, n. : n, un, with 3: See art. J34.

& has two contr. significations; (T, S, Msb;)

one of which is Separation, or disunion [of com

panions or friends or lovers]. (T, S, M, Msb, K.)

Hence, cº &lá as meaning Enmity, and vehe

ment hatred: and the saying& >} cº,

i. e. For the reforming, or amending, of the bad,

or corrupt, state subsisting between the people, or

company of men; meaning for the allaying of the

discord, enmity, rancour, or vehement hatred:

(Msb:) [but this has also the contr. meaning, as

will be seen below ; and it is explained as having

a vague import; for it is said that] >'s cº, es

cº means In the reforming, or amending, of

the circumstances subsisting between the persons to

whom it relates, by frequent attention thereto.

(Mgh.) [Hence also, cºg º [The raren of

separation or disunion; i.e., whose appearance,

or croak, is ominous of separation : said by some

to be] the -98 termed & [i. e. in nihich is

blackness and nihiteness; or having nihiteness in

the breast]; ($, K;) so described by the poet

'Antarah: (S:) or that which is red in the beak

and legs; but the black is called2-), because

it makes [or shows] separation to be absolutely

unavoidable, (Abu-l-Ghowth, S, K,) according to

the assertion of the Arabs, i.e., by its croak:

(Msb in art, sº-:) [or it is any species of the

corvus:] Hamzeh says, in his Proverbs, that this

name attaches to the rººk because, when the

people of an abode go away to seek after herbage,

it alights in the place of their tents, searching the

sweepings: (Har p. 308:) but accord. to the

Kádee of Granada, Aboo-'Abd-Allah Esh-Shereef,

this appellation, so often occurring in poetry,

properly signifies camels that transport people

from one district, or country, to another; and

he cites the following verses:

o 295, 2 º

º ãº--, -ºſ, &J lºº #

# uj, tº $ 33 tº +

sº **** * *

# && Jºn& #

[Those have erred nºhom I have seen, with igno

rance, all of them blaming a raven croaking:

the fault is not imputable save to the camels; for

they are of the things that scatter and disperse

their congregation : verily the place that is the

object of a journey is brought near by the raven's

lucky omen; but the she-camels discompose the

united state]; and Ibn-'Abd-Rabbih says,

• * > 0 & 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 *- -

# jºu, -3°l e-Jä3 -939) Jej º

• * j, x 3 w , p 6 J

# j----, *, 33-34 - c. #

[The raven cried; and I said, A most lying bird,

if the grumbling cry of a camel on the occasion

of his being laden do not verify it]. (TA in art.

-je.)– Also Distance, ($, M, Msb, K,) by the

space, or interval, between two things. (Msb.)

cº& Between the trºo coun

tries, or towns, &c., is a distance, of space, or

interval: (Msb:) and & º Between them

tno is a distance, with Us, when corporeal dis

You say,&

• * ~ 0.- …

tance is meant: (Idem in art. J2a :) or ºver cyl
6 o'.. e

JºJ [Verily between them two is a distance], not

otherwise, in the case of [literal] distance. (S.)

And you say also, 3. &:º (T in art. c98,

$, M') and 3.x. &. (Tin art, cº, S, M, Mºb'

in art. J58) Between them two [meaning two

men] is a [nide] distance; (M;) i.e. betneen

their two degrees of rank or dignity, or between

the estimations in nihich they are commonly held:

(Msb in art. Jºe:) in this case, the latter is the

more chaste. (S.) You also say, [using Jew
• & 2 × 2 × .

to denote An interval of time, º Sºlº area)

[I met him after, or a little after, an interval, or

intervals, when you have met him after a while,

and then withheld yourself from him, and then

come to him. (S, M., K. [See also &J)=

Also Union [of companions or friends or lovers];

(T, S, M, Msb, K;) the contr. of the first of the

significations mentioned above in this paragraph.

(T, S, Msb.) [Hence JºJ) tºlà as meaning The

state of union or concord or friendship or love

subsisting between a people or between two par

ties; this being likewise the contr. of a signi

fication assigned to the same expression above:

whence the phrase,& sº šu.” (occurring in

the S and K in art. Jºl, and often elsewhere,)

The marring, or disturbance, of the state of

union or concord &c.; and] hence the saying,

*& Cº. ºff tºº& Jºº [such a
one laboured for the improving of the state

of union or concord &c. of his kinsfolk; but

in this instance, the meaning given in the second

sentence of this paragraph seems to be more ap

propriate]. (Ham p. 569.)-2. <ls may also

be used as meaning The vacant space (a-tº) that

is between their houses, or tents. (Ham p. 195.)

=0. is also an adverbial noun, [as such written

&J ($, M, Mgh, Msb, K,) capable of being

used as a noun absolutely: (M, K:) it relates

only to that which has space, as a country; or to

that which has some number, either two or more,

as two men, and a company of men; and denotes

[intervention in the interval between two things,

or the middle, or midst, of two things, (Er

Rághib, TA,) or the middle of a collective num

ber: (S:) [thus it signifies Between, and amidst,

and among :] its meaning is [therefore] vague,

not apparent unless it is prefixed to two or more

[words, or to a word signifying two or more], or

to what supplies the place of such a complement:

(Msb:) it must necessarily be prefixed, and may

not be otherwise than in the manners just ex

plained: (Mgh :) [i. e.] it may not be prefixed to

any noun but such as denotes more than one, or

to a noun that has another conjoined to it by 3,

(M,) not by any other conjunction, (M., Msb,)

accord. to the usage commonly obtaining. (Mºb.)

You say cº & [Between the two men]:

(Er-Răghib, TA:) and Asi. &Jº [The pro

perty is between the company of men]: (M, Msb,

Er-Réghibi") and 2× 2.j & Jººl [The

property is between Zeyd and 'Amr]: and *

& Jº Iſle, or it, is between me and him]:

(M:) and A35) Jº st-Me- I sat in the middle

of [or amidst or among] the company of men :

(S.K.) and $3.3 × tºº, with 2-1 in the

accus. case, [See between you tryo the camel,

therefore take him], a saying heard by Ks: (L in

art. Jºe :) and … tº 3-3 [The state subsisting

among them became bad, or marred, or disturbed]:

($ and K in art be and 25 & (M and K

in art. 3-3) andAğı & U.5 ($ and Mºb in

that art.) [In, or during, the space of (several)

days]; and 33& &lsº, in the Kur [ii. 63], is

an ex. of its being prefixed to a single word sup

plying the place of more than one; (Mgh, Msb;)

the meaning being, Of middle age, between that

which has been mentioned; namely, the Jºjº

and the *. (Bd.) Some allow that two words

to the former of which Jº is prefixed may be

connected by 5, citing as an evidence the phrase

used by Imra-el-Keys, Jº-3 Jºiº. & [as

though meaning Between Ed-Dakhool and Hon

mal]: but to this it has been replied that J33-Ji

is a name applying to several places; so that the

phrase [means amidst Ed-Dakhool &c., and is

similar to the saying, 25i &JJ ſmentioned

above, or25i

(Msb) [You say also,2:3:& and .…"&

&c., meaning In the midst of them. (See art.

Jºlº.) And 4. & and 2.4%& meaning

Before him, and before them. cº is also often

used absolutely as a noun: thus it is in the Kur
• * * • 3 o, o in a 0 .

lxxxvi. 7, -39-2 rºa" ºf Jº** Coming

... oº' - d … •

Jº c-Ma-, also mentioned above].
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forth from betneen, or amidst, the spine and the

breast-bones: and in xxxvi. 8 of the same,º
J - e. of: e.

!-- Avº" Jew &- And n'e have placed before

them (lit. between their hands) a barrier.] It is
• 2 wo. 2 º - 2

said in the Kurſvi. 94], … claſſ 3á, as some

read; or28, as others: (T, S, M.:) the former

means Verily your union hath become dissevered:

(AA,T,S, M. :) the latter, that which nas between

3you ; C& us, Ibn-Mes'ood, T, S, or &l= sºft

2& IAar, T;) or the state wherein ye mere, in

respect of partnership among you : (Zj, T:) or

the state of circumstances, or the bond, or the

love, or affection, [formerly subsisting] among

you, or between you; or, accord. to Akh,Xº,

though in the accus. case as to the letter, is in the

nom. case as to the place, by reason of the verb,

and the adverbial termination is retained only be

cause the word is commonly used as an adv. n. :

(M:) AHát disapproved of the latter reading;

but wrongly, because what is suppressed accord.

to this reading is implied by what precedes in the

same verse. (T.)—[It is often used as a partitive,

or distributive; as also& L. : for ex,] you say,

**** & 8, ($ and TA in art. -533)

or ºu, -º- & “...s. (TA in art. -a-.)
i.e. [They are partly, or in part, beating with

the staff, or stick, and [partly, or in part, pelting

with stones; [or some beating &c., and the others

pelting &c.] (S and TA, both in art. C3.35, and

the latter in art. -3.3-..) [See also an ex. in a
• 6, , or • ?

verse cited voce iº-J–ć. Jº JA means

This (namely, a thing, S, or a commodity, Msb)

is betneen good and bad : (S, Msb, K:) or of a

middling, or middle, sort: (M:) these two words

being two nouns made one, and indecl., with

fet-h for their terminations, (S, Msb, K,) like

2:... i-º- (Mºb) is ºr #2 (i. e. the
hemzeh uttered lightly] is called & o,& ãº,

(S, M, K,”) i. e. A hemzeh that is between the

hemzeh and the soft letter whence is its vonel; (S,

M;) or cº& ãº, the first Jew with kesreh

but without tenween, and the second with tenween,

(Sharh Shudhoor edh-Dhahab,) [i.e. the hemzeh

&c. :] if it is with fet-h, it is between the hemzeh

and the aliſ, as in Jº, (S. M.) for Jº; (M3) if

with kesr, it is between the hemzeh and the yá,

as in …, (S. M.) for …; (M3) and if with

damm, it is between the hemzeh and the waw, as

in 29, (S, M.) for 2.É. (M:) it is never at the

beginning of a word, because of its nearness, by

reason of feebleness, to the letter that is quiescent,

($, M,) though, notwithstanding this, it is really

movent: (S:) it is thus called because it is weak,

(Sb, S, M,) not having the power of the hemzeh

uttered with its proper sound, nor the clearness of

the letter whence is its vowel. (M.) Obeyd Ibn

El-Abraş says,

-0. , 6- .2 × 0 - 0. …) 6 * > . . . .” o “

* (* Jº laš- exill Ja “ -º ºfte-us-3 *

i. e. [Thou defendest what we ought to defend, or

our banner, or standard, while some of the people,

or company of men, fall, one after another, in a

state of weakness, not regarded as of any account :

($ ) or it is as though he said, between these and

these; like a man who enters between two parties

in some affair, and falls, or slips, or commits a

mistake, and is not honourably mentioned in

relation to it: so says Seer: (IB, TA:) or betn-een

entering into fight and holding back from it; as

when one says, Such a one puts forward a foot,

and puts back another. (TA)—"tº and "u.

are of the number of inceptive -º-; (M, K :)

this is clear if by C$32- is meant “words:” that

they have become particles, no one says: they are

still adv. ns.: (MF, TA:) the former is& with

its [final] fet-hah rendered full in sound; and

hence the l; (Mughnee in the section next after

that of 13, and K;) [i. e.,] it is of the measure

Jº [or Sºl from cº, the [final] fet-hah

being rendered full in sound, and so becoming l;

and the latter is & with tº [restrictive of its

government] added to it; and both have the same

meaning [of While, or nihilst]: (S:) or the in

the former is the restrictive l; or, as some say, it

is a portion of the restrictive Le [in the latter]:

(Mughnee ubi supra:) and these do not exclude

& from the category of nouns, but only cut it

off from being prefixed to another noun: (MF,

TA:) they are substitutes for that to which &

would otherwise be prefixed: (Mgh:) some say

that these two words are adv. ns. of time, denoting

a thing's happening suddenly, or unexpectedly;

and they are prefixed to a proposition consisting

of a verb and an agent, or an inchoative and

enunciative; so that they require a complement

to complete the meaning. (TA.) One says, tº

134- ** 3. 4.3% &- [While we were in

such a state as that, lo, or there, or then, such a

thing happened, or came to pass]: (M, Mgh,"

K:") and liás &- “. [While we were thus]:

(Mgh:) and

# Güí && 3 & +

[While ne nere looking, or waiting, for him, he

came to us]; (S, M ;) a saying of a poet, cited by

Sb; (M;) the phrase being elliptical; (S, M ;)

meaning & &- sº & (M) i.e., &

sº tºº, -či [between the times of our looking,

or waiting, for him]. ($, M.) As used to put

nouns following tº in the gen. case when &

might properly supply its place; as in the saying

(of Aboo-Dhu-eyb, which he thus recited, with

kesr, S),

3.

+
-

6 * * • * x - •e -
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• 22 - # 2 o'

4. au- sº-" tº tº: +

[Amid his embracing the courageous armed men,

and his guileful eluding, one day a bold, daring

man nas appointed for him, to slay him] : (S,

K:) in [some copies of] the K, **i; but in the

Deewan [of the Hudhalees], aſſº [in the Mugh

the being added to give fulness to the sound of

the [final] vowel: (TA:) As used to say that the

! is here redundant: (Skr, TA:) others put the

nouns following both tº: and º in the nom.

case, as the inchoative and enunciative. (Skr, S,

K.) Mbr says that when the noun following

Lºw is a real subst., it is put in the nom. case as

an inchoative; but when it is an inf. n., or a noun

nee, ubi supra, aſſuº:] the meaning is

of the inf. kind, it is put in the gen., and Lºew

in this instance has the meaning of Jew: and

| Ahmad Ibn-Yahyà says the like, but some per

sons of chaste speech treat the latter kind of noun

like the former: after Ueº, however, each kind

of noun must be in the nom. case. (AA, T.)

[See an ex. in a verse cited towards the end of

art. Sl.]

zº

&

º o,

• * 0. See Jeſ.

& A separation, or division, (T, M, K,) be

tneen two things, (T,) or between two lands ; (M,

K;) as nºben there is a rugged place, nºith sands

near it, and betnſeen the trºo is a tract neither

rugged nor plain : (T :) an elevation in rugged

ground: (M, K :) the eactent to which the eye

reaches, (T, M, K,) of a road, (T,) or of land:

(M:) a piece of land eactending as far as the eye

reaches: (T, S:) and a region, tract, or quarter:

(AA, T, M, K:) pl. J3:... (S, TA.)

& is originally the inf. n. of& as syn. with

3.3, and so signifies The being [distinct or]

apparent &c.; (Kull;) or it is a subst. in this

sense: (Msb:) or a subst. from &, [and so

signifies the making distinct or apparent &c.,]

being like X. andJºſé from21- andJe.

(Kull.)- Hence, conventionally, (Kull,) The

means by nihich one makes a thing [distinct,”

apparent, manifest, evident, clear, plain, or per

spicuous: ($, Er-Răghib, TA, Kull:) this is of

two kinds: one is [a circumstantial indication

or evidence; or] a thing indicating, or giving

evidence of, a circumstance, or state, that is a

result, or an effect, of a quality or an attribute :

the other is a verbal indication or evidence, either

spoken or written : [see also is: it is also

applied to language that discovers and shows the

meaning that is intended : and an explanation of

confused and vague language : (Er-Răghib,TA:)

or the eduction of a thing from a state of dubious

ness to a state of clearness: or making the mean

ing apparent to the mind so that it becomes

distinct from other meanings and from what

might be confounded with it. (TA.)— Also

Perspicuity, clearness, distinctness, chasteness, or

eloquence, of speech or language : (T, S:) or

simply perspicuity thereof: (Harp. 2:) or per

spicuity of speech with quickness, or sharpness, of

intellect: (M, K:) or perspicuous, or chaste, or

eloquent, speech, declaring, or telling plainly,

nhat is in the mind: (Ksh, TA:) or the showing

of the intent, or meaning, with the most eloquent

ea pression : it is an effect of understanding, and

of sharpness, or quickness, of mind, with perspi

cuity, or chasteness, or eloquence, of speech:

(Nh, TA:) or a faculty, or principles, [or a

science,) whereby one knom's hon to ea press [rvith

perspicuity of diction] one meaning in various

forms: (Kull:) [some of the Arabs restrict the

science of JºJ) to mhat concerns comparisons

and tropes and metonymies; which last the

Arabian rhetoricians distinguish from tropes: and

some make it to include rhetoric altogether:]

Esh-Shereeshee says, in his Expos. of the Maká

mát [of El-Hareeree] that the difference between

&and "& is this: that the former denotes
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perspicuity of meaning; and the latter, the making

the meaning to be understood; and the former is

to another person, and the latter to oneself; but

sometimes the latter is used in the sense of the

former: (TA:) or the former is the act of the

tongue, and the latter is the act of the mind:

(Harp. 2:) or the former concerns the verbal

expression, and the latter concerns the meaning.

(Kull.) It is said in a trad, 5- ºg & &

(S) or 5-j (TA) [Verily there is a kind of

eloquence that is enchantment: see this explained

in art. 3-). The saying in the Kur [lv. 2 and

3], &f <ſe &l ºf Jºſé means He hath

created the Prophet : He hath taught him the

Kur-àn wherein is the manifestation of everything

[needful to be known]: or He hath created Adam,

or man as meaning all mankind: He hath [taught

him speech, and so) made him to discriminate,

and thus to be distinguished from all [other]

animals: (Zj, T:) or He hath taught him that

whereby he is distinguished from other animals,

namely, the declaration of what is in the mind,

and the making others to understand what he has

perceived, for the reception of inspiration, and

the becoming acquainted with the truth, and the

learning of the law. (Bd.)— It is also applied

to Verbosity, and the going deep, or being eactra

vagant, in speech, and affecting to be perspicuous,

or chaste, therein, or eloquent, and pretending to

eaccel others therein; or some Jº is thus termed;

and is blamed in a trad., as a kind of hypocrisy;

as though it were a sort of self-conceit and pride.

(TA.)

6 p. 6 o

Jº Jº A well of which the rope does not

strike against the sides, because its interior is

straight: or that is nide in the upper part, and

narrow in the longer: or in nihich the dranwer of

water makes the rope to be aloof from its sides,

because of its crookedness : (T:) or deep and

nºide; (S, K;) because the ropes are wide apart

from its sides; ($;) as also Yãº: ($, TA:) or

that is nide between the two [opposite] sides:

(M:) pl. [regularly of the latter epithet] &s.

(T, S.)

& [Distinct, as though separate from others;

and thus, apparent, manifest, evident, clear,

plain, or perspicuous; (T, S, Msb, K5) as also

'º (T) and '3” (T.S.) pl. [of multjäi

(S, K) and [of pauc.] is. (K.) Hence, *9.

"&" [as applied to the Kur, q.v. in xii. 1,

&c.j The clear, plain, or perspicuous, book or

writing or scripture : or, as some say, this means

the book &c. that makes manifest all that is

required [to be known]: (T:) or, of which the

goodness and the blessing are made manifest : or,

that makes manifest the truth as distinguished
|
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from falsity, and n:hat is lanful as distinguished

from nhat is unlanful, and that the prophetic

office of Mohammad is true, and so are the narra

tives relating to the prophets: (Zj, T:) or, that

makes manifest the right paths as distinguished

from the nºrong. (M., T.A.) And & 354

Perspicuous, clear, distinct, chaste, or eloquent,

language. (T.)–A man, or thing, bearing evi

dence of a quality &c. that he, or it, possesses. (S

and K and other Lexicons passim.).- A man

(M) perspicuous, or clear, or distinct, in speech

or language; or chaste therein; or eloquent;

(ISh, T, M, K;) fluent, elegant, and elevated, in

speech, and having little hesitation therein: (ISh,

T:) pl. ići (T, M, K) and it. and [of pauc.]

&ºi: (Lh, M, K:) the second of these pls. is

anomalous: the last is formed by likening J.”
s - 6 wº -

to Jelš: [for Jº is a contraction of&ºl but

- - * >w.

the pl. most agreeable with analogy is ©s: so

says Sb. (M.)
º, -w-

àº. An evidence, an indication, a demonstra

tion, a proof, a voucher, or an argument, (Mgh,

TA,) such as is manifest, or clear, whether in

tellectual or perceived by sense; (TA;) [originally

**,] of the measure àJeaš, from a 3-ed, [see 1,

| first sentence,) and& ſq. v.]: (Mgh :) and

the testimony of a witness; pl. sº. (TA.)

&ū In a state of separation or disunion ; or

separated, severed, disunited, or cut off; (M,”

Msb;) as also "dºi, occurring in a verse cited

above, voce& [Hence, & §: A noman

separated from her husband by divorce; (M,

Msb, K;) as also wit..: the former without 3:

(Msb:) like Jú. and Jº- you say [to a

wife] & s: [Thou art separated from me

by divorce.] (Mgh.)—cº 3) is a tropical

phrase; and so is ãº iii.; (Mgh ;) [signify

ing the same as] #3% ii.13 (S, M, Msb, K) ta.

divorce that is [as it were] cut off; i. q. wit.

[in the second and third of these phrases, and

*& in the first]. (ISk, Mºbi) as being here

used in the sense of a pass, part. n. : ($, $gh,

Msb:) or it [is a possessive epithet, and thus]

means having separation: this kind of divorce is

one in the case of n!hich the man cannot take

back the woman unless by a new contract; (TA;)

nor without her consent. (MF in art. St.)–

ãº Jºã, (S, M.K.) and &, (M., K.) A bow

that is midely separate from its string : (S, M,

K:) contr. of igº; (S, M ;) this signifying one

that is so near to its string as almost to stick to

it: (S:) each of these denotes what is a fault.
* 6 - d .

(S, M.)—iº See &–ãº aſs-3. A

palm-tree of nihich the racemes have come forth

from the spathes, and of which the fruit-stalks

have grown long. (AHn, M.)—&9) also sig

nifies He who comes to the mileh beast [meaning

the she-camel, when she is to be milked, from her

left side; (S, K;) and Jººl, he who comes to

her from her right side: (S:) or the former, he

who stands on the right of the she-camel when she

is milked, and holds the milking-vessel, and raises

it to the milker, nho stands on her left, and is

called Jºl. (T:) two persons are engaged

in milking the she-camel; one of them holds the

milking-vessel on the right side, and the other

milks on the left side; and the milker is called
© - d -

Jº-Jº and Jºli and the holder, J5U' :

(Mi) pl. &: (T.) It is said in a prov., <!

-39s cººl, or, as some say, ºf: meaning f He

who has superintended an affair, and eacercised

himself diligently in the management thereof, is

better acquainted with it than he niho has not done

this. (T. ..[see Freytag's Arab. Prov. i. 606.])

—cºw Jºl, Eccessively tall, far above the

stature of tail men. (TA.)=See also&

ãº alsº J. J. He asked, or begged, of

his two parents, the separation of himself from

them, by [their giving him] property, (AZ, T,

M,) to be his alone. (T.)

* ~ of 6 . ... O 2 of 6 - 2

cººl : see cºlº. =J^3 J-2 cººl c)3 Such

a one is more perspicuous, clear, distinct, chaste,

or eloquent, in speech or language, than such a

one. (S, TA.)

& an anomalous inf. n. (T, S, K) of 2,

q. v.: (T:) or a subst: used as an inf. n. ; (MF,

TA;) i.e., a subst.from 2. (Sb,M,TA.) See &º.

&; and its fem., with 3: see &% in three

places. -

&: Separating, severing, disuniting, or cut
- 6 o' in g o in

ting off; ($, K;) as also Jºe, like J-2 :

(K:) but [the right reading in the K may be
© … • g … • 6 J

J--><= J~5, meaning “and Jºe is like

&--. " if not, & 4 is a mistake. (TA.)=

See also dº, in two places.

3- &% [in which the former word is app.

pl. of is: signifies The things that make the

truth to be apparent, manifest, evident, clear, or

plain; or the means of making it so ; syn.

4-ºls. (TA)

4
--

J. … o

a) evº Le :

-..º.º. º. º. *...** . ºf o

1. a, eu, aor. ove, inf. m. aº ; and

see 1 in art. 23.
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